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I have drawn on a rich fund of accumulated wisdom about Chinese thought as I
studied and reflected on it over three decades. I worry that the explicit acknowledg-
ments in the text and footnotes will barely begin to express my debt to earlier schol-
ars. I welcome this format to mention a few of the most prominent influences and
sources of insight and ideas. Some, I am sure, I will still miss. For those listed, I
must add this caveat: they are entitled to claim credit for the fertilizing my thought,
but bear no responsibility for any deviant uses I may have made of their contribu-
tions.

At the top of the list I place Donald Munro. He gave me my first comprehensive
picture of the classical period. I realized then how much clarity he contributed to the
subject because I had already despaired of making sense of the standard accounts in
Chinese and English. But my appreciation of the clarity and depth of his insights has
grown as I have worked out more and more of my theory. I continually discover the
seeds of it in his first work. In particular, I cite his insight that Chinese thinkers
focus more on the behavioral implications of a theory than on its correspondence
truth. In a sense, this entire account merely defends and develops this central insight
of his The Concept of Man in Ancient China. My book footnotes what I learned from
my teacher and friend.

My professional attention has been focused on different, less orthodox areas and
aspects of the classical period—the philosophy of language. And for my understand-
ing of these areas I owe an immeasurable debt to Professor A. C. Graham. This debt
is not mine alone. The entire field of Chinese thought could not have advanced to
the point of being philosophically interesting without his magnificent lifelong contri-
bution. Without any hesitation, I rank his publication of Later Mohist Logic, Ethics
and Science as a far more important event in understanding Chinese thought than the
unearthing of the Mawang-dui tombs. His unraveling of the analytic Mohist theory
defines the state of the art in textual reconstruction and grammatical analysis. He
reconstructed the details of a long-lost theory of language and showed its direct and
immediate impact on the thought of Zhuangzi and Xunzi. This study is motivated
primarily by the goal of working Graham's discovery into a unified theory of the
philosophy of the entire classical period.

David Nivison has been an invaluable source of support and promotion during
lean and threatening years. His positive evaluation of my various fragmentary in-
sights and early results were especially important. My respect for him is such that I
treated his opinion as essential confirmation that gave me the confidence to continue.
If this study shows an inadequate fondness for the doctrines of Mencius, it cannot be
his fault. Professor Nivison gave me a splendid opportunity to understand the idealist
position. He gave me the main clue to Mencius' theory of language and the line that
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would link the mainline Confucians with the analytic Mohists. His careful and thoughtful
analysis of the Mencius-Gaozi debate has served as a model to me as it has to all of
his students.

These three giants of Anglo-American sinology are links in the chain of creative
transmission. Each link depends on the former ones. And the presence of the passion
and commitment to preserving dao is a debt we all owe to Confucianism—and its
first great innovative transmitter, Confucius. Without that transmission, there would
be no possibility of this odyssey of the mind. It gives the resources for traversing the
greatest conceptual, linguistic, and space-time distance possible in the actual world.

Two figures stand out as important in bridging the cultural gulf (at least from
our side). They are Fung Yu-lan and Hu Shih. My first exposure to Chinese thought
came from the first Chinese book I ever read all the way through. It was a middle-
school adaptation of Fung Yu-lan's theory of Chinese thought. His magnificent two-
volume History of Chinese Thought (with thanks to his translator, Derk Bodde) is
the basis from which many of us begin. Fung dared advance a holistic theory of the
period while most scholars prefer the safety of specialization in one thinker. His life
required courage in many ways.

Hu Shih championed the notion that Chinese thought could be understood ra-
tionally. I read his Development of Logical Method in Ancient China for my first
term paper on Chinese philosophy and read his Outline of the History of Chinese
Philosophy as the first step in my dissertation research. Much of this theory derives
from that early attempt at the philosophical project of making respectable philosoph-
ical sense of classical Chinese thought.

Many nonphilosophers have contributed to the cultural transmission. These in-
clude the incomparable James Legge, the father of all sinologists. The great trium-
virate of Wing-tsit Chan, Burton Watson, and Theodore De Bary produced transla-
tions and publications which were the texts for my generation. I still use them for
my students. Joseph Needham's lifelong dedication and his works are well known.
The second volume of his Science and Civilisation in China represents an English
model of someone willing to produce a holistic theory of the period. Bernard Karl-
gren launched the serious theoretical study of the classical Chinese language.

My first philosophy teachers in China were Fang Dong-mei and Chen Guying
at the National Taiwan University. At the Stanford Center on that same campus, I
studied and argued about philosophy with many of my teachers. All provided light-
bulb-like insights that eventually fit into the larger theory. I especially thank Gregory
Chang, with whom I first read Hu Shih. He was not only patient with my Cantonese
accent, but willing to bend the then-strict rules to allow free philosophical discussion.
I was honored later to attend classes taught by the Mo Zongsan and Tang Junyi
at New Asia College in Hong Kong. The richness of my opportunities to learn far
outstripped the meager conscious capacity of my brain to comprehend and store what
was available. I find many of what I thought were my original insights in Tang's
wide-ranging Yuan-Dao.

My best ideas often come after animated conversations with professional friends.
Frequently those long leisurely talks plant the seed of an idea (or embarrassingly
often, they fully communicate it to one's subconscious where it is later "rediscov-
ered"). But the greater value of those friends lies in the stimulation of thought,
defence, elaboration. They also offer the immense luxury of enjoying what one does
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for a living. Some of my most enjoyable moments came while I was at Stanford
University and regularly attending seminars at Berkeley. These were organized by
Tu Wei-ming, who has always impressed me as the most articulate spokesman for
Neo-Confucian ideas in American academe. My companions for the delightful dis-
cussions, besides David Nivison, included my colleague Lee Yearley, and students
P. J. Ivanhoe and Sally Gressens. My conversations with each have continued with
equal pleasure, but regrettably less frequency, over the years.

I owe a similar debt to a more scattered group: Michael Martin at the University
of Hong Kong, Roger Ames at the University of Hawaii, Henry Rosemont at St.
Mary's College, Robert Eno at Indiana University, who gave helpful and stimulating
comments on the text, Kwong-loi Shun at the University of California at Berkeley,
and Bao Zhiming at Fudan University and MIT. They have all listened patiently to
various aspects of my theory and reacted alternately with enthusiasm or reasoned
criticism. Both reactions have helped enormously as I struggled to clarify and support
the overall theory.

I have been exposed to the ideas of several scholars after my own ideas had
mostly taken shape. Still I benefited from reflecting on their general outlook and have
drawn heavily on their works for detailed insights in fleshing out my own view.
These include Benjamin Schwartz, Frederick Mote, Raymond Smullyan, and Herbert
Fingarette. Schwartz's early paper on "The Absence of Reductionism in Chinese
Thought'' excited me a great deal and I have constantly enjoyed his gentle but stim-
ulating insights and questions at conferences and gatherings. His imposing World of
Chinese Thought was published between the first and second drafts of this attempt at
a related but rival project. This stimulus to clearer and better elaboration of my view
was invaluable. It will be obvious how much I have drawn from and reacted to that
rich work. Mote's admirably clear picture of Chinese thought made me wish I had
discovered it far earlier. I still incorporated many elements of his theory easily into
my overall picture. Smullyan delighted me in showing that another analytically in-
clined philosopher who happened not to be a sinologist should anticipate what I take
to be the real nature of Daoist mysticism. Similarly for Fingarette's picture of Con-
fucius, to which my review was too unkind. I have always appreciated his ground-
breaking vision of the depth of Confucius' reliance on convention.

I owe debts of many kinds to my colleagues at the University of Vermont,
especially Bill Mann, the chairman. The university and department have been gen-
erous with sabbatical and release time. My colleagues there include most notably
Hilary Kornblith, George Sher, the departed Philip and Patricia Kitcher, David Chris-
tensen, and Derk Perebloom. They all demonstrate the openness that belies the prej-
udice held among sinologists that philosophers—especially analytic philosophers—
are narrow minded about Chinese thought. They stimulate me to clear thought and
hold me to high standards. Each has contributed important philosophical insights that
sharpen the presentation. Peter Seybolt, who heads the Asian Studies Group at the
University of Vermont engages me regularly in those debates that foment whole new
section headings. Vermont is the ideal environment for an American Daoist.

I have benefitted from sabbatical release funds from a Fulbright sabbatical grant
and summer research support from the University of Vermont. The University of
Hong Kong offered some housing support, a forum for my verbal exposition, a po-
sition at the Center for Asian Studies, and regular opportunities for enrichment at-
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deliver bits and pieces of my theory in their Traditional China Seminar. The philos-
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thought and lots of encouragement. Special thanks to Professor Tim Moore, Law-
rence Goldstein, and Chris New.
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I must thank my students through the years at the universities of Pittsburgh,
Michigan, Stanford, Vermont, Hong Kong, Hawaii, and U.C.L.A. Their questions,
their interest, and their enthusiasm all helped. But mostly it helps to reflect on how
they have restated what they learned from my attempt to make Chinese philosophy
accessible. I collect those restatements and use them to improve the presentation and
this account.

My thanks to my wife, Joyce, who unlike most wives noted in acknowledg-
ments, didn't type a word of the manuscript. But she tolerated my temper as I ran
the gauntlet of computer word processing. She encouraged and made space for my
bizarre work habits and curious interest in wildly different ways of thinking. Then
she guided me with what, as soon as I heard them, I instantly recognized as incred-
ibly sensible techniques for working on the text.

Lest I forget what we must all learn from Confucians, let me also thank my
parents. They provide the basis on which we all build. In my case they gave me both
a habit of early rising and hard work and a love of learning. They also gave me a
dose of the life of a dairy farmer that helped me acquire a passion to be an academic
instead. And my entire family gave me the confidence that comes from life-long
acceptance that good Freudians and good Confucians both agree is essential for our
development. The inner freedom to be an eccentric is frequently a consequence of
such orthodox systems of support and a wonderful gift from my family.

If this is to become thanks to the causal antecedents, a Daoist acknowledgment
must now follow. If personal history and transmission of culture is a cause, then so
is evolution. My thanks to the primates, large mammals, the plant kingdom, and the
unfathomable natural forces on which they rest. The electromagnetic field coursing
through my computer no doubt flows from the Big Bang. (Mysticism is an easy
matter these days of black holes and singularity.)

No serious skeptic can cite natural causes and ignore supernatural ones. A spe-
cial footnote of thanks to Dan Hoffman for originating the theory that I am a rein-
carnation of Zhuangzi. Apparently Zhuangzi decided that the distortion and misun-
derstanding of his doctrine had gone on long enough and needed a missionary. What
better than to use the barbarian system? He chose rebirth in the Rocky plateaus of
the High Uintah mountains of Utah where one can grow to outward maturity acquir-
ing a minimal cultural endowment. (My ninth-grade English teacher read Horton the
Elephant to us aloud for cultural enrichment!) It also provided an institution that
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would send the scion to Hong Kong in this relatively unformed state. So from a
place where our nearest neighbors were three miles away I found myself whisked to
a place where I saw more people in fifteen minutes than I had seen my whole life.
There I quickly learned there was more gospel to learn than to teach.

Of course in order for Zhuangzi's plan to work, one had to have such a religious
institution. Zhuangzi had a plan. A Vermont farmer possessed of his New England
Yankee independence could create a religion. But he needed the impetus. History
used the Chinese ginseng root. A mysterious stranger proposed to Joseph Smith, Sr.,
that he plant his farm to ginseng and sell it to China. I don't know if it was ever
delivered, but no money came back and Smith lost his Vermont farm. He fell back
on his mystical Vermont tradition of water dowsing but added the special claim that
he could douse for gold. His son learned the trade as they wandered to Upstate New
York. There Joseph Smith, Jr., continued his fascination with finding buried gold
and an interest in ancient, exotic cultures and people. He found gold plates with a
theory of the American Indians. Based on this book, he founded his iconoclastic,
freethinking, quintessentially American religion. The chain of events leading to founding
of the Mormon empire in Utah and my own eventual return to Vermont is all fairly
ordinary history. Those who sense a continuity with Mormonism in my thought pat-
terns, despite my professed atheism, don't have it all wrong.

I do not intend to put much weight on this story. I shall rest my case on the
explanatory power of the interpretive theory. I offer it here for those more impressed
with pedigree and credentials than argument.

Shelburne, Vermont
May 1992 C. H.
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1

An Introduction with Work to Do

A missing text is always an exciting discovery. The later Mohist dialectic chapters
are a unique case. They form a missing text that was not physically lost. Chinese
archivists had copied and transmitted it down through two millennia after a textual
accident had turned it into an incoherent jigsaw puzzle. The interpretive tradition lost
the ability to understand the text. A Qing scholar first discovered the key to the
puzzle near the end of the nineteenth century. Angus Graham completed the system-
atic reconstruction of the text in his Later Mohist Logic, Ethics, and Science in 1978.

The Mohist text gives us access to a detailed classical Chinese theory of lan-
guage. It thus poses a rare challenge and an opportunity. The Mohists exemplify the
opposite of the ruling stereotype of Chinese thought. That stereotype treats analytic
thought and Chinese thought as virtual opposites. Now Graham has shown that many
Chinese philosophers of the period knew the basic principles of Chinese linguistic
analysis. They both understood and applied its technical terminology. Any coherent
account of the period must now shoulder a new task. We must explain how that
intense interest in language analysis arose out of the philosophical context. This miss-
ing text challenges us to revise our entire view of the classical period of Chinese
philosophy.

Coincidentally, general studies of the entire classical period are beginning to
come back in style. Benjamin Schwartz published his monumental The World of
Thought in Ancient China in 1985 and Angus Graham followed in 1989 with his
Disputers ofTao: Philosophical Argument in Ancient China. Both studies, however,
mainly develop the ruling stereotype. Schwartz surveys several new approaches to
the classical thinkers but he consistently finds the reasons for departing from tradi-
tional interpretations deficient. Graham is intentionally more revisionist. (His theories
are among those that Schwartz rejects.) Still, he structures his account around the
familiar reason-intuition dichotomy that devotees of Eastern wisdom have used to
explain Chinese thought since Northrup first proposed it.1 I regard both as differing
versions of a deeper standard interpretation. Bifurcating the tradition into separate
analytic and intuitive components is the trademark of the traditional standard view.
Schwartz treats Chinese linguistic analysis as a minor and irrelevant aberration and
largely ignores it. Graham, of course, gives it more extensive treatment. Still, he
treats analytic reason and intuitive mysticism (spontaneity) as two distinct and incom-
patible philosophical styles. Analytic reason, he argues, lost out in ancient China.

Both scorn the challenge to revise and unify the interpretive theory that was

1



2 A DAOIST THEORY OF CHINESE THOUGHT

dominant before we understood the analytic Chinese philosophers. Neither challenges
our familiar romantic assumptions that antirational mysticism is distinctive of Chinese
thought. Both, in different ways, relegate the language theorists to an out-of-tune
limbo in Chinese thought. A unified interpretation should try to explain how these
different philosophical directions in Chinese thought emerged from a shared philo-
sophical perspective and problems.

Unifying our interpretive theory of the period requires that we thoroughly re-
think the background beliefs we attribute to the preanalytic philosophers. A unified
theory must show both how earlier philosophical issues led to the interest in linguistic
analysis and to the particular line of analysis they followed. The view that Chinese
linguistic analysis is an inexplicable aberration in Chinese thought should raise our
skeptical eyebrows.

The New Perspective and Philosophical Progress

My motivation in writing differs from that of the two giants of sinology who pre-
ceded me. Confucius posed the classic polarity, "To study without thinking is
worthless, to think without study is dangerous." The trick, of course, is to find
where the balance lies. My instincts are philosophical, not historical. I depend heavily
on what other scholars have learned about Chinese thought. But for me, the challenge
has always been to make some sense of it. My response to the challenge is also
philosophical. Philosophers construct thought experiments when exploring theoretical
frameworks. We test philosophical positions by detailing how they would spin out.
We test our intuitions or considered judgments by imagining alternative theories.

In one sense, the philosopher's urge is to start from scratch—the view from
nowhere.2 We can't, of course. But classical Chinese philosophy gave me a chance
to do the next best thing. What would it be like to do philosophy with a radically
different set of assumptions? The assumptions I trace are constrained, but not by the
limits on my imagination or current theoretical purposes. Chinese philosophy allowed
me to perform a thought experiment removed from the immediate task of solving
some outstanding philosophical problem. At the same time, it allowed me to start
over in a sense—but not from nowhere. The new starting point is a real place that is
just very different. I imagine myself retracing the rise of philosophy in the one place
in the actual world most removed from our own in spatial, temporal, linguistic,
cultural, and conceptual terms.

The texts and the language set real and rich limits on this exercise of philosoph-
ical imagination. The philosophical and conceptual theories I attribute to Chinese
thinkers should meet two explanatory goals. Those theories should both explain and
be explainable. That is, it must explain the text as expressing a theory, and it must
explain why thinkers using that language and addressing those philosophical issues
would adopt the theory.

My quarrel with the current state of interpretative theory thus goes far beyond
its failure to explain Chinese analytic theory of language. It fails adequately to ex-
plain a host of things. It has notoriously (and admittedly) failed to make sense of
Daoism, it denigrates Mohism as shallow, boring or excessively Western, and makes
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Legalism an implausible ideology of official cruelty. So it not only marginalizes the
analytic school; it marginalizes all the classical thinkers except Confucians. The Con-
fucian theory even fails to make much sense of Confucianism itself. It tends to be
filled with defensive claims that objecting to its obvious inadequacies reveals a mod-
em or Western or (horrors!) analytic bias.

I don't quite see the point of denying my guilt. There are many modern, West-
em, analytic views of many different things. I believe some and disbelieve others.
One of the things I believe is that no one I know personally has successfully adopted
the view from nowhere. I doubt that my pretending to have done so would increase
my credibility except among the gullible, who, I suppose, will already have stopped
reading. So I will neither adopt a "Just the facts, Ma'am" tone nor represent what
follows as the shared conclusions of all serious and competent scholars. I am aware,
and the reader will be soon, that I disagree with the wise men of the realm.

Given our inherent limitations, objectivity must take the form of explaining why
our perspective would vary. I came to the study of Chinese philosophy just as Gra-
ham was working out his account of the Analytic school, with its rich theory of
language. I thought about that first. Having made some sense of that, I looked at
Daoism. It looked philosophically interesting! Then early Mohism, out of which this
study grew, looked much richer and more pivotal. Even Legalism seemed more sen-
sible. The conventional theory of Confucianism seemed to fit into a coherent picture
that unified the whole period.

The key to my view of Chinese thought is this. I attribute a theory of language
and mind to Chinese thinkers that differs fundamentally from the popular Western
view. This theory of language makes sense of the philosophical disputes between the
ancient philosophers. It is a very different theory. We can explain those differences
either as prima facie plausible or as a tenable theory of language for this philosoph-
ical tradition—given the Chinese language and their other philosophical presupposi-
tions. It both explains and can be explained.

Attributing a radically different theory of language and mind to the classical
tradition reveals good, albeit also radically different, philosophy. But more impor-
tant, it reveals a unified philosophical point of view that develops and matures in an
interesting way until banned, buried, and burned by political authority. The only cost
of this new perspective is that Confucianism does not come out on top philosophi-
cally. In fact it ends up near the bottom. The same political authority that stifled
further philosophical development also awarded Confucianism its high position in
history. One of my Daoist biases is against argument from authority—especially po-
litical authority.

I will attribute the following perspective on language to all Chinese philosophers
of the period: Language is a social practice. Its basic function is guiding action. The
smallest units of guiding discourse are ming™aae*.* We string mingnames together in
progressively larger units. The salient compositional linguistic structure is a doogaidmg

*I will use this superscript notation to refer to Chinese characters in my interpretive metalanguage.
When I use such a notation, I am using (or mentioning) the Chinese concept. The translation in superscript
is to help readers who know Chinese identify the concept and to help others follow the theory. Use of this
notation does not mean that the supplied translation is identical to the intended concept. This whole book,
not the superscripts, is my interpretive theory. A change in superscripts does not mean a change in
character. I include a glossary of characters with the different superscripts at the end of the book.
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discourse * yne Qjjnese counterpart of interpretation is not an account of the truth
conditions. Rather, to interpret a dao is to perform it. The interpretation of a daoguidmg

discourse starts frOm me interpretation of the mingnames that compose it. In learning a
conventional name, you learn a socially shared way of making discriminations in
guiding your action according to a rfaoway.

The issues that provoke skepticism and drive philosophical reflection in this
perspective differ from their counterparts in the Western tradition in intelligibly re-
lated ways. These issues include: (1) what standards should guide the social conven-
tions for discriminating and applying a termt (2) whether there are extralinguistic
sources or standards of guidance and (3) whether we can find any constant (objective)
way of fixing which language to use in guiding behavior or the ways of interpreting
it. These questions, I will argue, both motivated the early philosophers and led to
the newly discovered Neo-Mohists' theory of language. The Later Mohists proposed
a referential semantics for names and embedded it in the larger pragmatic project.
All the ancient thinkers viewed languages as a way to coordinate and regulate behav-
ior. No one in this tradition developed a theory that the central function of language
was representing or picturing facts or reality.

My theory identifies four progressive stages in Classical doctrines about lan-
guage and mind. The first stage is the positive dao way period, what the Daoists call
the Ru-MoConfucian -Mohist period The philosophical dispute in this stage concerned
what language we should use in guiding a society. Should tradition set the standards
of discourse or should we reform those standards? If we are to reform them, we need
a standard or criterion such as utility. How could we justify using such a standard?
Tradition would reject it and utilitarian justification presupposes it.

The perceived futility of the Ru-Mo debate led to the second stage—the antilan-
guage dao period. Both Confucian and Daoist thinkers from this period rejected the
earlier ideal of guiding behavior by social conventional discourse. They appealed to
a natural, intuitive, or innate guide to behavior. This development led to the doctrines
of Mencius and the Laozi form of Daoism.

The third period—the analytic period—exposed the incoherence of the antilan-
guage position. It led to the realist analysis of the Later Mohist school. But the
school of names also included a strain of relativist-skepticism about language. This
motivated the skepticism of Zhuangzi.

*The obvious contrast here with Western thought lies in the absence of compositional units corre-
sponding to sentences. Chinese thinkers did not distinguish sentential units as an intermediate structure.
Thus they did not focus on truth conditions. Similarly, their philosophy of mind did not include the theory
of beliefs (sentences in mentalese). And their moral theory did not focus on rules (universal prescriptive
sentences). The Later Mohists did begin to analyze compositionality but mainly analyzed how names are
compounded and included in noun and verb phrases.

t The issue of realism versus conventionalism (of word use) still drives ancient Chinese versions of
skepticism. Classical Chinese skepticism questioned the constancy of naming, not the descriptive accuracy
of beliefs or perception. That skeptical premise lead to the conclusion that no scheme of linguistic guid-
ance was constant or reliable in guiding action. The postanalytic philosophers faced this specter of skep-
ticism with two results. Daoists, like Zhuang zi, playfully romped in skeptical freedom from convention.
Confucians and their offspring, the Legalists, viewed linguistic skepticism as criminally dangerous and
disorderly. Since language played a role in coordinating and regulating cooperative behavior, skepticism
threatened society with a deep kind of anarchy. They advocated using authoritarian methods to impose
and stabilize social control of how people use names.
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The perception that analysis bred conceptual anarchy motivated the final, au-
thoritarian period. Xunzi's conventional authoritarianism filtered through his ruling
class student, Han Feizi, yielding the ideology of controlling language and expression
exclusively in the interest of the political ruler.

This unified theory thus identifies a central and dominant philosophical problem
that informs classical discussion of a whole range of issues. I shall argue that the
problem of practical interpretation of terms—How do we project the distinctions as-
sociated with a term in concrete settings to guide our behavior?*—dominated the
classical Chinese period.

In using words, we must make distinctions correctly in new settings.! The guid-
ing ideal of this classical period of Chinese thought is to get a constant dao—a form
of discourse that reliably guides behavior. The crux of the issue in the Daoist analysis
is that a constant dao requires constant naming. There are many possible standards.
Any actual dao arbitrarily picks out one of the possible standards as the constant
guide to naming.

Normally an introduction should end here. But as my title suggests, this intro-
duction has much more work to do. I propose to do more than merely state a novel
view. I shall argue that the theory I attribute to Chinese thinkers better explains their
writings as a unified and coherent philosophical tradition. This argument requires
identifying a rival theory and explaining in what sense the theory I will set out is
better. The arguments are based on a theory of the connection between philosophy
of language and philosophy of mind. The casual reader may find the going a bit
heavy in what follows. I suggest three possible routes through the rest of this argu-
mentative preface and introduction. The first is to skip it entirely and go directly to
the narrative, starting with Confucius. The second is to read only the main text and
skip the footnotes. I have tried to place the more recondite lines of argument and
analysis in those notes. I warmly invite potential critics and rival interpretive theorists
to follow the third route.

The Ruling Interpretive Theory

I present my new interpretive theory in contrast to what I will variously call the
standard, or orthodox, or traditional, or ruling theory of Chinese thought. Of course,
other interpreters have proposed many theories with significant differences. Together
they make up the received view of the classics of Chinese philosophy. No one spe-
cifically is a model of the standard theory. From the perspective of this Daoist theory,
all the different interpretive theories with which I am familiar have some strong

*My assumption is that any productive, energetic philosophical period has a central dominant focus.
The search for an account of meaning and truth in metaphysical terms dominated the classical Greek
philosophical period. The problem of sense skepticism and conceptualist philosophy of mind and meaning
dominated the early modem European period. Similarly, describing the metaphysical attitude that charac-
terizes the awareness of the sage dominated the Neo-Confucian period.

tThis is a Chinese version of Kripke's Wittgenstein puzzle. See Kripke (1963). What counts as
following a rule for the use of a term? How do we project the term correctly into situations that are
different from the learning situation?
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similarities. They share a set of related features and assumptions. The shared as-
sumptions of these theories constitute the ruling theory.

I will state the features of the ruling theory that most concern me besides the
introductory one—that they bifurcate the tradition. They are all (perhaps unwittingly)
pro-Confucian. To varying degrees, they identify Chinese philosophy with Confucian
philosophy. Either they talk only or mainly of Confucianism, or their explanations
exaggerate the centrality of Confucianism. They discuss other schools mainly from
the perspective of Confucian thinkers. A standard account typically includes defen-
sive apologies for Confucianism. For example, it dismisses obvious philosophical
objections to Confucianism as Western or modern anachronisms and hints that critics
who raise these objections have an unfair analytic bias.

Standard theories commonly take a philosophical stand in favor of doctrines
congenial to Confucianism, for example, intuitionism, traditionalism, elitism, right-
brain aesthetic sensitivity, antiutilitarianism, virtue and special-relations ethics, and
so forth. Taking a position, again, is not objectionable on its face. I am simply less
sympathetic to the alleged Confucian positions. But I am sympathetic to other posi-
tions that I take to be common to the entire tradition: naturalistic theories of mind
and pragmatic theories of language.

My objection, accordingly, is not merely to the defects that I see in these philo-
sophical positions. Nor is it directly to the pro-Confucian bias. My objection is that
the ruling strategy for making Confucianism look good exacts too high a theoretical
cost on the rest of our interpretive theory of the period.* Standard theories buttress

* Schwartz warns us of the dangers in proposing to revise the received interpretation as I do. To
propose a basic revision of the received view, he warns, commits us to what the calls "the doctrine of
the privileged or transcendental vantage point" (Schwartz, 1985, p. 50). His skepticism of our ability to
take a radically detached perspective grounds his own comfortable acceptance of the inherited ruling
interpretive theory. But this is to retain the ideal of the privileged vantage point. It privileges the tradition
and burdens any proposed alternative.

Treating interpretation as theory allows us to understand interpretive progress without assuming a
privileged or transcendantal viewpoint. Schwartz is correct that we can never start from a blank slate and
assume an unmediated direct access to Chinese thought. Theoretical advance in interpretation is like the-
oretical advance in any scientific theory. We float, as Neurath's famous metaphor has it, in the ship of
previous theory even as we repair it. We rely on the received theory to justify the very hypotheses we use
in revising it. As scholarship progresses, we find ways to make the interpretive theory explain the texts
better. We work for more adequate interpretive explanations. My interpretive hypotheses, however radical,
do not amount to a totally new theory. The revisions I propose start at a higher level of abstraction, but
my Daoist version still follows the logical form of a progressive revision of received theory to eliminate
problems in that theory.

The riddle each interpreter must face is what to revise and how to revise it. The scientific parallel
gives us the account of confirming any proposed theory. That same model also reminds us that we still
have no plausible account of the logic of discovery. Perhaps Schwartz's worry is about how we could
imagine the alternative theory to subject to the test of explanatory adequacy. When we find a consistency
problem in the standard theory, which of the two incoherent elements do we reject? What do we put in
its place? Since we do not have any direct privileged access to the original facts, how are we to tackle
these problems?

I do have a strategy. I do not start from a privileged transcendental point of view. I practice Daoist
reversal of opposites. The standard theory seeks primarily to make sense of Confucianism and accepts the
consequence that the rivals are vulnerable to criticism. I start by making sense of Daoism. The discovery
comes by systematically removing pro-Confucian (anti-Daoist, anti-Mohist, anti-Legalist) bias from the
standard theory. That is the discovery strategy. The proof strategy comes from the scientific parallel—
comparative evaluation of the explanatory power of the new theory.
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this tilt toward Confucianism with a theory of other schools that makes them, at best,
hard to motivate. Mohism becomes a shallow, unattractive, low-class, hyperreligious
moralism and Daoism becomes a notoriously incomprehensible and contradictory
mysticism. The analytic school of names becomes pointless logic chopping, and Le-
galism becomes an implausibly horrific and baseless celebration of cruel despotism.
Even Confucianism does not fare all that well—hence the need for apologetics. The
problem is that the standard theory is deficient in explanatory power.

The advantage of abandoning Confucian bias is that we can still make the same
sense of Confucianism that the standard accounts do. We simply avoid lavish appro-
bation and defensive claims that its predilections are quintessentially Chinese. The
Confucian positions may be defended, but there are some obvious attacks. Did no
one in the tradition think to make them? If we look for the natural philosophical
criticisms of Confucianism, we will find that contemporary philosophical rivals of
Confucianism did make them. Thus, we can make these rivals straightforwardly in-
telligible. Clearly developing these criticisms of the philosophical positions of stan-
dard theories will give us the handle we need to make clear sense of the entire
tradition. The standard strategy makes only partial sense of Confucianism.

Another feature of the standard theories is that they attribute the conceptual
structure of a Western theory of mind and language to Confucian writers. This results
from the translation paradigm that tempts us to regard English as fixing the possible
meaning structure of Chinese.* Linking Chinese and English words further tempts us
to view their philosophical theories as straightforward counterparts of our own. I
shall discuss this feature of standard theories further in the next section.

The ruling interpretive theory of Chinese thought is an evolutionary product of
the theory Westerners first learned in the initial encounters of our two cultures. We
became conscious of China during the late medieval dominance of what Western
historians call the Neo-Confucian school.t The Neo-Confucian period came after a
long period of Buddhist domination of Chinese thought. Our description, Neo-
Confucian, introduces the skeptical possibility that those medieval Confucians did
not correctly interpret classical philosophy.3

The Translation Paradigm

A standard methodology accompanies the standard interpretive theory. The implicit
methodology is part of our training in Chinese. It instills a translation focus. The
translation tradition camouflaged the theoretical nature of translation. We assumed

*I call this the English-is-the-only-real-language fallacy in honor of my son, who first formulated it
in those words. "Why," I asked him, "do you say that English is the only real language?" "Because
every other language means something in English."

tChinese accounts speak instead of at least three late medieval Confucian schools: of principle, of
mind, and of Han learning. There were significant internal disagreements among these schools. Clustering
the three in one classification endures among Western scholars for good theoretical reasons. It draws on
the historical theory current in the Neo-Confucian traditional schools. That historical theory suggests that
a philosophical dark age brought on by political oppression followed the classical age. An eight-hundred-
year period of Buddhist intellectual domination followed. So this is a Confucianism separated from its
own classical tradition by two radical intellectual gaps in transmission.
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we were learning the meaning of a term when we consulted a dictionary. From a
realist perspective, a dictionary is a widely accepted interpretive theory—albeit in an
inelegant and unargued form.* We learned that translation precedes interpretation.
When you propose an interpretation, you should cite a translation as evidence. That
makes translations analogous to observations. But the translation itself presupposes
an interpretive theory. The alleged evidence is circular unless we can independently
support the interpretive theory embodied in the translation. Being in a dictionary is
not the support we need. The dictionary is an inherited, piecemeal, fragmented in-
terpretive theory.!

* Students of Chinese learn a set of dictionary equivalents among which we choose in different con-
texts. We also learn grammar in the form of a vague set of conventionally accepted heuristics for gener-
ating sentences of English from sentences of classical Chinese. A scientifically adequate grammar should
consist of a set of recursive rules for generating a potentially infinite set of meaningful strings. A transla-
tion manual for pre-Han philosophical Chinese embodies a model for generating functionally equivalent
sentences of English. The rules for translation thus follow from an interpretive model or theory of both
languages. We assume that we natively know the interpretion of English.

English in this case, is the language in which we construct our interpretive theory—the metalanguage
in contrast to the target language that we are interpreting. It does not presuppose that English is privileged.
We construct a theory of a language that we strive to explain using the resources of one we know. Our
idiomatic ways of talking about meaning together with the translation paradigm tempt us to what I have
called the English-is-the-only-real-language fallacy. We talk as if the meaning is an English language
structure.

Sinological training is dominated by the translation paradigm. Sinologists focus attention and analysis
on what term to use more than on what theory to adopt. Searching for the closest possible familiar term,
they unwittingly translate the conventional conceptual assumptions into their accounts. They accept each
seemingly small incoherence that results from translation. They dismiss these with the conventional line,
"Translation can, after all, never be exact." They never pursue the hypothesis that the accumulation of
small errors might be an indication of a quite different conceptual scheme. If we imaginatively and coher-
ently elaborated an alternative, it may turn out to fit the texts better.

The deeper problem is the translation paradigm itself. Whether one accepts conventional dictionary
equivalents or suggests new ones, the translation paradigm confuses theory and observation. Translators
assume that determining the right English translation equivalent is a relatively straightforward, empirical
matter that precedes interpretation. We simply check that the expression makes sense of each context
where the Chinese term is used. What the translation paradigm ignores is that many alternative translation
equivalents could make sense of each isolated sentence containing the term. To decide among these re-
quires some principle for evaluating the implied theory of what beliefs the writers held. Meaning cannot
be determined independently from belief.

tThe translation model motivates the conventional cliche, but the problem with this cliche becomes
acute when the translator proceeds with the interpretation. She assumes that what she did before—the
translation—is objectively verifiable and what she is about to do is subjective and speculative. The trans-
lator's speculations are then guided by inferences that she draws from the scheme of beliefs and theories
in which the English word functions. This naturally tempts us to the interpretive hypothesis that Chinese
philosophical theories are like our own. The result is a circular argument that their philosophy must have
the same conceptual structure that ours does.

There are two manifestations of the translation-priority malady. One arises because the translator has
chosen an ambiguous English word as the translation. The translation always works because there is
always a meaning of the English term that makes sense. But then the interpreter draws inferences from
the other meanings. An example is know. I will argue that Chinse zA/""0" works only like English know-
how, know-to, or know-about—but not know-that. The translations therefore always make sense, but
interpreters end up attributing Western epistemological assumptions to Chinese thinkers despite the fact
that there is no equivalent belief verb or a concept of truth. They are talking about knowledge, they reason,
so Chinese writers must be talking about the same thing Western philosophers talk about (true belief)
when they talk about knowledge.

Another example is argument. It has two distinct senses in English. In one sense it is roughly syn-
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I remember fondly how often the phrase "that's not the way it is traditionally
understood" came up in all my classical Chinese classes. Our training thus inculcated
a Confucian cognitive strategy—conformity to traditional or conventional interpretive
standards. The accepted standard of good scholarly translation is that one must con-
sult and cite commentary supporting one's translation.* This suggests to students that
the correct form of argument is appeal to traditional authority.

The personal nature of this work is a consequence of my focus on theory. I
cannot claim to report a scholarly consensus or the conclusions of the last fifty years
of sinology. This sometimes feels more like a confession of frustrated inadequacy.
Those who claimed to know Chinese assured me that if I knew Chinese, I would see
that this is the meaning. After years of study, it never happened to me. I always had
to theorize about the meaning and then test my theories. To attribute a particular
meaning to a section seemed to require that I attribute a certain doctrine to the author.

onymous with quarrel. In another it is synonymous with proof. Graham translates bianaafae as argument
and deduces himself into finding the study of logic and a theory of reason in Chinese philosophy. If they
were talking about argument, then this must be the theory of argumentation—proofs and reasons.

The opposite error occurs when we find ourselves using several English terms for different uses of a
Chinese concept. When translators choose which term to use, they assume that the Chinse writer is using
it in the sense of the chosen English word—as if he had English in his mind. They fail to try proposing a
unified theory of the conceptual role of the term. This leads them to the sinological shibboleth that Chinese
words have lots of separate meanings, and, in turn, to the fragmentation to which I have been objecting.
The translation paradigm buries the conceptual connections between different theorists and the different
aspects of their theories. The examples here are a multitude but some important examples include rning'0
name:command:fate «Ljthis:right:assent:is J-j-doctrineiwayispeakiguide ^ustandardilaws AVJ« words:language:doctrine .^-.'doideenvmakeifor

the sake of^  ete We must rememoer thaj tne speaker uses the same term in these different contexts, he need
not suppose that there are two concepts merely because we use two different English equivalents. Nor
must he even suppose that what we identify as nominal and verbal uses are different. Of course, we may
conclude that he is wrong about this. But it is not plausible to attribute even our allegedly true belief
about the character to the Chinese writer. It is motivated for us mainly by the requirement that we use the
appopriate part of speech when we translate it to English. No Chinese writer will have had his attention
focused in that way.

In deciding on an interpretation, further, it is not enough to make sense of individual sentences. We
must make sense of the attributed scheme of inferentially related beliefs and philosophical theories. The
translation is a good one only if we can argue that the pattern of inferences among attributed beliefs is
intelligible. We can say that a philosopher has a certain concept only if we can give a reason for him to
adopt the theory associated with the concept. The pattern of inference among attributed concepts must
explain the Chinese philosophical texts better than available alternatives. If the pattern of inferences among
terms is not intelligible, then the translation is mistaken.

The dictionary model of translation merely bungles this issue a bit worse than the translation model
by itself. It takes the dictionary writer's theory of meaning as given. Then, when faced with the lack of
the confirming pattern of inference among concepts, it concludes that Chinese thinkers have special, exotic
inference strategies. Thus, reliance on the dictionary paradigm leads quickly to the conclusion that Chinese
thinkers use a special logic. Dictionary translation virtually guarantees that one's interpretative theory will
be unoriginal, wooden, inconsistent, and obscure. Philosophers regard a dictionary, therefore, as nothing
more than a choppy, unstructured, unreflective, and theoretically irresponsible semantic theory.

*The state of art in accounts of Chinese syntax consists mainly of heuristics for translation in con-
nection with a dictionary. Otherwise, specialists in Chinese language concentrate either on phonology or
etymology. They construct rival theories of the original pronunciation of various characters or trace how
graphic shapes developed from hypothetical ideographs or actual graphs on oracle bones and bronzes. In
the absence of any credible recursive semantic or interpretive theory, scholars tend to treat theoretical
approaches to interpretation as inherently undisciplined unless buttressed by claims from phonology or
etymology.
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To do that, I needed to see a plausible reason why the author would hold such a
theory. I could see little plausibility in what the commentaries said was the obvious
reason.

Unable to see either the obvious meaning or make any sense of the attributed
obvious doctrine that those who knew Chinese saw, I felt like the youngster viewing
the emperor's new clothes. Was I meaning-blind? Was I narrow-minded? Should I
just accept that fundamentally different kinds of things could be reasons for Chinese
thinkers? How could I discover that liberating truth unless I had that elusive direct
access to the gossamer threads of meaning that others seemed to see? But try after
try, I could only see characters. No aura, no shimmering flashes of meaning met my
eyes. The challenge was to say what else it could reasonably mean. That is what I
will now attempt to do.

My instinctive assumptions are realistic. An expression has a meaning. Com-
mentaries propose a theory of what that meaning is. The dictionary is a theory. A
translation of a passage presupposes the translator's theory; it is not evidence for it.
When we adopt different meaning theories we attribute to the writer different beliefs.
If I say that the character nium means dog and you say that it means horse, I attribute
to the writer the belief that there is a dog over there and you attribute to him the
belief that there is a horse over there. An interpretive theory of a language is more
plausible when it better explains the beliefs it attributes to those who wrote it.

The standard theory attributes an incoherent, mystical, irrational set of beliefs
to Daoists. I will propose a theory that makes them not only reasonable but incisive
in critique of Confucianism. That, and not appeal to authority or circular citation of
translations, is the evidence for my revised interpretive theory.

Suppose a defender of the standard theory says, "But it's not a failure of our
interpretive theory that the Daoists seem irrational. They in fact are!" This simply
begs the question. If they add, "Look, here is what they say," and produce a trans-
lation, they rely on the very interpretive theory that is in dispute. Suppose they add,
"Chinese may reason differently from the way we reason." We simply ask how they
could know such a thing. "Well, look at the Daoists!" That begs the question again.
The only way to confirm the "it doesn't matter if Daoism seems irrational" hypoth-
esis is to show that on no plausible interpretive theory can we make sense of it.

I propose to show that it is possible to make sense of Daoism. This meta-
argument shows that, if possible, such a theory is in that regard better than the
standard theory. It shows why appeals to authority or tradition in meaning theory are
invalid. A better theory of meaning and background beliefs is a better theory—pe-
riod. Nothing, of course, can force one to give up bad theories. But if it is a better
theory, we ought to adopt it.*

* A simple question clarifies this realistic instinct. What makes an interpretive theory the correct one?
The answer is not as simple. We need some principle to select among alternate interpretive theories: for
example, the Confucian principle is conformity to tradition. What feature of one interpretive theory makes
it scientifically better than some alternative?

Philosophers have proposed and discussed two such principles: the principle of charity and the prin-
ciple of humanity. The principle of charity is a natural extension of the motivation of the formal logic-
based origin of the philosophical theory. It endorses the interpretive theory that makes more of the corpus
of expressions of the target language true.

Advocates of the principle of humanity worry that application of the principle of charity poses a
danger, since in practice, it foists upon users of that language a body of truths which we (with a com-
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The Fragmented-Schools View

My list of possible Confucian prejudices is incomplete and, as I argued, inconclu-
sive. On their face, they do not make the ruling theory objectionable. I object to
them because they undermine our ability to make sense of the rest of the tradition. I
want now to focus on other bias-inducing structural features of the ruling interpretive
theory.

Our current versions of the Neo-Confucian theory have two related dubious as-
sumptions. First, they accept in varying degrees a piecemeal- or isolated-schools
view of the classical period. They exaggerate similarities within schools and de-
emphasize influence among the schools. The Neo-Confucian orthodoxy minimizes
the degree to which philosophical projects and assumptions cross school boundaries.
It also downplays philosophical progress. Schools analysis treats typical philosophi-
cal progress as merely deepening or elaborating the insights of the semi-divine foun-
der. It tends to downplay how engaging in philosophical debate with rival doctrines
motivates theory change.

The fragmented-schools view underlies a static presentation of classical Chinese
thought. A typical account discusses Chinese philosophy with an encyclopedia orga-
nization in which Confucianism and Daoism are simply two different entries.*

pletely different scientific and cultural background) accept. So, they proposed that we maximize reason-
ableness rather than truth. We assume that humans reason in similar enough ways that we can understand
them. We should be able to appreciate what would motivate a Chinese philosopher to adopt one theory
instead of another. We can recognize what would count as a motivating reason for another rational human
to adopt or express a doctrine. The principle of humanity thus allows us to attribute philosophical doctrines
that are different from any we now adopt or have historically adopted. Our interpretive theory must simply
explain why, given people's other beliefs, they accept the belief in question. That it now seems (or ever
seemed) true to us is not crucial.

Because they begin with the notion of an interpretive theory of a language, both principles reinforce
the assumption of the holistic nature of meaning. We attribute meaning to a language in a single system-
atic theory. The principle of charity selects that translation manual that makes the greatest number of the
expressions true. Still, the effect of the principle of charity in the ordinary sinological method puts quick-
sand under piecemeal studies. An interpreter purports to prove an interpretive hypothesis (e.g., that a
certain translation is correct for this character). He cites a sentence containing the character and translates
it using the chosen term or phrase. If it seems true to the translator (or if it resembles a familiar Western
philosophical doctrine), then he rests his case. The result is that we tend to attribute to Chinese philoso-
phers a cluster of familiar but unsystematic philosophical doctrines.

The principle of humanity also requires that the interpretation makes sense of a fragment of the text.
The sense conferred by the proposed interpretation is, however, not the immediate sense it makes to the
translator now, pondering the sentence in isolation. The sense required is counterfactual. Using the princi-
ple of humanity, we implicitly ask the question. "Would that passage so construed make sense to a philo-
sopher who accepted the background doctrines and operated with the theory-laden terms current in her
time?" The principle of humanity, thus, forces us to recognize that we presuppose an interpretive theory of
the whole tradition in each translation. We attribute beliefs and meaning in the same theory. So a funda-
mental revision of the interpretive theory is unlikely to emerge as a summary of more focused research
topics. A researcher is likely to take the outlines of the received theory for granted in narrower studies.

Thus the idea of interpretation as an explanatory theory plus the principle of humanity makes the
importance of interpretive holism inescapable. We presuppose an entire theory of the classical period in
our interpretation of any part.

* Confucius invented Confucianism. Mencius and Xunzi elaborated and filled out the theory with a
slightly different emphasis. Laozi invented Daoism, which again, is a single theory. Laozi and Zhuangzi
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The other schools are simply object lessons in the necessary failure of any alter-
native theoretical path. The ruling theory brooks no hint that Confucianism may have
grown from reacting to criticisms of opponents—especially the much-despised Mozi.
Thus the ruling theory fragments the classical period into theoretically isolated schools.

I shall not reject school analysis entirely. The traditional assignment of schools
represents some shared attitudes. The closest things to schools were text-based com-
munities focused on texts. They studied, maintained, and updated the master's words
and debated with other communities. When we collect these communities into the
traditional schools we group together different, often incompatible, and progressively
more advanced theories. I propose to understand the advances and changes as a result
of their debate with other such communities.4 They do not consist of a few core ideas
that simply mature in an internal and unexplained process of theory growth. Philos-
ophy advances through conversation, not private reflection. As Laozi puts it, each
dao changes. I shall stress the developmental view and trace the growth of philo-
sophical sophistication and understanding through all the schools.*

Even if we cannot occupy Schwartz's neutral vantage point, we should at least
experiment with this interpretive theory that reverses the standard bias. Daoist method
may recover Daoist content. We should explore the possibility that the rival theories
have more depth and value than the standard interpretation recognizes. We look care-
fully and sympathetically at the criticisms of Confucian opponents and look critically
at the adequacy of Confucian defenses. We treat the entire period as an ongoing
dialogue in which the motive to philosophical progress comes from criticism and
skepticism. The ruling interpretations, by contrast, undercut the force of each oppo-
nent's criticism. I shall try to sharpen those criticisms. The ruling interpretation may

accept the same core beliefs. They, too, differ only in emphasis. Now, in addition, there was Mohism (a
strange and shallow doctrine), Legalism (a despotic and dirty one), and the Logicians (who were both
impenetrable and irrelevant).

Chan's Source Book is the paradigm of this organization. But Schwartz's more historically organized
World still exemplifies the residual tendency. Both Schwartz and Graham start with Confucius and follow
historically with Mozi. But then Schwartz isolates Laozi and Zhuangzi in a chapter called "The Ways of
Taoism" and Mencius and Xunzi are treated together in "The Defense of the Confucian Faith." Graham
has an even more historical and original organization. But again, his middle section chapters are "From
Confucius to Mencius . . ." "From Mozi to Later Mohism . . ." and "From Yangism to Chuang-tzu's
Taoism . . . ." Each suggests that philosophical progress is some kind of self-contained maturation
process of thought. The main beneficiary of these organizational schemes is Mencius. It buries the weak-
ness of his case against Mozi and loses sight of Laozi and Zhuang-zi's attack on innatism.

*My developmental view of the philosophy of the period will spotlight instead the ways Confucius
is similar to Mozi, Mencius to Laozi, and Zhuang zi to Xunzi. Confucius and Mozi both agreed that the
task of social leadership is to foster some guiding discourse. They disagreed about what linguistic content
public guiding discourse should officially promote and encourage. Mencius and Laozi form an antilan-
guage reaction to the irresolvability of the flu-MoCo"fuclan~Mohls' dispute. They share an appeal to naturalness
and an aversion to letting language distort natural dispositions. Laozi, moreover, gives an account of how
we might get apparent intuitions in the very process of learning a language. The Later Mohists formulated
a decisive refutation of the antilanguage views and argued for basing language on the similarities and
differences in the world. Zhuang zi argued that the world favored no unique way of marking similarity
and difference. He showed that the arguments for both innatist intuitionism and Mohist realism presup-
posed disputed standards. Xunzi rehabilitiated traditionalism on relativist pragmatic grounds as an at-
tempted solution to Zhuang zi's challenge. Han Fei zi followed Xunzi's pragmatic and conventionalist
argument and scraped historical traditionalism. He simply urged that the ruler promote any discourse that
is useful to the ruler and the state and ban all others.
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remove the motivation or clarity of an opponent's rival theory. I shall try to restore
it. The ruling theory may distort even Confucian theory to make it immune to the
attacks of its contemporary critics. I shall note the weaknesses in Confucian argu-
ments with emphasis and undisguised Daoist glee.

The Meaning-Change Hypothesis

A second metatheoretical feature of the ruling interpretation buttresses this isolated
schools analysis. Standard accounts use meaning-change hypotheses promiscuously.
Meaning-change hypotheses make the isolation of the schools from common con-
cerns a matter of language. Each meaning-change hypothesis entails that the schools
were talking about fundamentally different things. The two most prominent examples
of meaning change hypotheses concern the terms <fooguiding discourse and fa

svmdaids.
Standard interpretations say that dao-jiaDaotsts and/a-y7aLegahsts changed the meaning
of their focal terms. When Daoists spoke of <fao™=«physicai absolute or Legaiists spoke

of/alaws they changed the subject. Thus, the meaning-change ploy effectively iso-
lated Confucianism from its critics and rivals.

The isolated-schools approach of the ruling theory needs to render Daoist, Moh-
ist, and Legalist arguments irrelevant to Confucianism. We persist in the classifica-
tions despite recognizing that neither Daoism nor Legalism was a school in the stan-
dard sense. Intellectual historians during the Han dynasty (which established Confucian
political orthodoxy) retrospectively invented both these names and used them to iden-
tify and distinguish certain trends in classical thought. These historians named each
school with a term that they took to be the unifying concern of a set of thinkers,
daoway for the Daoists and/alaw for the legalists.

The ruling theory artificially forces these writers together and separates them
from the mainstream of philosophical discourse. The standard view not only gives
them a single conceptual focus, but also a single core theory about that key concept.
Daoists, they allege, changed the meaning of daoway from moral doctrine to meta-
physical monistic absolute—the Chinese equivalent of Parmenidean being. Legalists
also changed the meaning of the term that defines their school from/astandards to
positive falaw.*

* These are only the most egregious uses of the meaning-change hypothesis. The shibboleth that
Chinese words have many meanings dominates the sinological mythology of Chinese language. The most
common diagnosis of this analysis is that the interpreters have confused a writer's theory about some topic
with the meaning of the word he uses in expressing that theory. So Confucius says that a gentleman is
concerned with yim°ral"5', a small man is concerned with u>xm:Rl. The common practice is to suggest that
for Confucius y"•">>»>' meant the opposite of benefit. When the Mohists define yimorali"' as «te"=«', that
forces us to say that either the meaning has changed or one of these two is misusing it. For the tradition,
Confucius defines correst usage. Mozi is derided as lacking linguistic and sylistic expertise; he is seman-
tically confused. Respect for Confucians entails that Mozi's moral theory must be an oxymoron.

We should say, instead, that Confucius has one theory of morality and Mozi proposes a rival theory
of morality. An adequate theory of meaning should treat yiwaca>*y as having the common meaning that
explains how rival theorists could adopt these two contrasting moral theories. That enables us to see
substantive disagreement between the schools. The Confucian strategy of asserting meaning change when-
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The ideological effect of illicit use of the meaning-change hypothesis is this.
We cannot see the theories of the rival schools as critical comments about and at-
tempts to improve on Confucian theories. Sinologists present the meaning-change
hypothesis (words change meanings in China as actors change costumes in plays) as
empirical, observational fact. It is as if meanings were perceptible auras that sur-
rounded the character. Those who know Chinese have learned to see the aura and
can directly perceive when it has changed. As I have admitted, I cannot claim to
have seen the gossamer threads of meaning. So I cannot empirically prove that they
have not changed. But any theory of meaning that makes words change meaning
whenever we find a rival theory makes philosophical disagreement hard to explain.
It reinforces the tendency to treat schools as self-contained points of view with only
an internal dynamic—effectively different languages.

We have reason, therefore, to suspect ideologically motivated biases in both the
standard interpretation's details and structure. The meaning-change hypothesis props
up the fragmentary account imposed by the isolated-schools view. These feed into
the practice of characterizing Confucian rivals in ways that protect Confucianism
from local philosophical criticism. Apologetic Confucian accounts then dismiss most
philosophical criticism of Confucianism as reflecting Western philosophical bias. If
we treat meaning as shared between rival theories, however, we will find that the
obvious criticisms were clearly stated within China's own classical tradition.

Indo-European Theory of Language and Mind

A different type of suspicion arises from our awareness of the Buddhist influence on
Neo-Confucianism. This source of distortion is considerably more complex and dif-
ficult to sort out because Western biases collaborate with Neo-Confucianism in im-
posing it on Classical thinkers. Buddhism came from a philosophical culture with
extensive historical contact with ancient Greek and Middle Eastern civilizations. The
conceptual structure of its theory of language and mind closely resembles that of our
own Western folk psychology. The Neo-Confucian absorption of this theory of lan-
guage and of mind would, therefore, be harder for us to isolate and neutralize. We
fail to bracket and examine it precisely because it seems like obvious common sense.
It too closely resembles our own, two-thousand-year-old tradition of beliefs. We
hardly even notice it.

ever there is a disagreement makes all philosophical dispute merely verbal. Then, by hypothesis, they
expect us to acknowledge that Confucian usage is correct.

Another source of this widespread view of Chinese comes from confusing our theories of dictionaries.
The Western dictionary tradition flows out of our Euclidean and Platonic heritage. We assume the notion
of a meaning that the definition should express. The Chinese dictionary tradition is more historical. It
collects different historical examples of use and lists possible character (or phrase) substitutes in each use.
It also gives a causal-historical theory of the character—a purported etymology and routinely a picto-
graphic or ideographic analysis. We tend to treat each such entry as a different meaning.

Now, the notion of meaning is vague enough to allow us to run different uses together with different
meanings. But, our interpretive theory will be more coherent if we propose a core meaning that explains
the different uses. That way, when different philosophers disagree with each other about philosophical
topics, we will not dismiss their dispute as merely verbal. Not all philosophical disagreement is the result
of using their key terms with different meanings.
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Neo-Confucianism was a scholastic Confucian movement with only Buddhism
as a serious philosophical foe.* In its attempt to recover the ancient Confucian dao,
it typically painted Buddhism and Daoism as functional twins—the foil against which
it distinguished Confucianism. It used Daoism as the classical place-marker against
which to present its theory of the special merit of Confucianism. This colored the
entire presentation of the classical period. Buddhist metaphysics and the presupposed
similarity between Daoism and Buddhism dominated the Neo-Confucian reconstruc-
tion of philosophical issues. These familiar facts suggest that the orthodox interpre-
tation might have two sources of inaccuracy: (1) it may favor Confucian theory or
(2) it may presuppose a Buddhist conceptual framework.

The schools analysis leads us to postulate an obscure and mystical Chinese logic
that is irrational by Western lights. The Buddhist influence leads us to assume the
Chinese thinkers shared Western traditional psychological theories. On the face of
things, one could make a more plausible case for precisely the opposite analysis that
their inference strategies (their actual cognitive psychology) resembles ours more
than their psychological theory does. It is possible to have different theories of our
shared linguistic, intellectual, and social capacities. Western popular mentalist psy-
chological theory is dubious and seriously controversial even among Western thinkers
and cognitive psychologists. It is far less likely to be true than is Western logic.

The Buddhist impact on the standard theory coincides with the loss of the Chinese
linguistic analysis in China's philosophical dark age. Dark-age philosophers clearly
failed to appreciate the highly technical, deep, and involved theories of the Later
Mohist theory of language. The long period of Buddhist intellectual domination of
medieval China that followed the dark age thus takes on special significance. The
Confucianism that reemerges from the Buddhist overlay may interpret its own ancient
theories in terms of a Buddhist theory of language and mind. Western transmitters
would unconsciously perpetuate and exaggerate this distortion. The Buddhist theory
shares so much with that of ancient Greece that the result looks very much like our
own inherited philosophical views on language and mind.

The Neo-Confucian movement and Western theorists are unwitting coconspira-
tors in this inadvertent self-deception. But, unlike the Confucian bias I targeted ear-
lier, this slant does not necessarily favor Confucianism. The framework set by alien
assumptions about language may also distort Confucianism's philosophical base.

We know of substantial prehistorical cultural contact between India and the
birthplace of Western philosophy in Western Asia. The recognized boundaries of the
Indo-European language family are only one indication of the pattern of early cultural

*The received theory's own account of Chinese intellectual history guides our skepticism. Its abiding
obsession lay in revitalizing classical Confucianism against a changed intellectual background. The emer-
gence from the philosophical dark age was gradual. The Han dynasty changed the focus of Chinese
philosophy to an eclectic, yin-yang cosmology. The Dark Learning school of the Wei emerged next. It
reinterpreted Daoism by combining it with the yin-yang and tai-ji cosmology of the Yi Jing and tried to
make the result compatible with Confucianism. Buddhism spread in China by putting its doctrines in a
Dark Learning framework and dominated the long period up to the Tang dynasty. The Wei, cosmological
prototype shaped Buddhism and in turn Neo-Confucianism. It gave them a model for making Mencius'
innatism into a cosmology. They viewed Daoism on that same model distinguished only by its amoral
cosmic view. Thus, the Neo-Confucians reconstructed their account of classical Confucianism and Daoism
on a Buddhist metaphysical and mystical model. Ancient Confucianism was to Daoism as their Confu-
cianism was to Buddhism.
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migration. Our history of Greek philosophy traces its origins to contact with cultures
in the Middle East in the Ionian parts of Asia Minor.* Historians also assign an
Aryan origin to the philosophical Brahmin class in India. Finally, we know from
history that Aristotle tutored Alexander the Great, who spread Greek military and
political power as far as India.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Indian philosophy shares many vital concepts with
Greek linguistic and psychological theory.t At root, Indian thought views the func-
tion of language as primarily representative or descriptive. Buddhist logic shows a
clear conception of an argument or a proof as a series of sentences with subject-
predicate structure. It has a full-blown sense of logic as a theory of the structure of
argument. Indian logic, like Aristotle's, focused on a syllogistic form.

Its theory of mind shows striking parallels as well. It revolves around the inten-
tional notions of belief and of reason as the way beliefs are arrived at, modified, and
discarded. Beliefs are contrasted with desires. Together belief and desire explain
human action. Indian thought, like more modern Western thought, developed a mind-
body metaphysics. Mind is a realm of mental objects just as the physical world is a
realm of material bodies. The skeptics in both traditions challenged the alleged cor-
respondence between the realms. Were the mental objects illusions? Do mental ob-
jects correspond to the objects in the physical world?

The common Indo-European theory of mind centered on the cognitive faculty.
The model of knowing was representing accurately through mental contents—true
beliefs. The mental items arrange themselves into beliefs—mental compositions or
sentences of mentalese. These mental constructions (thoughts) picture possible phys-
ical configurations of objects. Beliefs are true if the pictures are accurate, false if
they are not. This model breeds skepticism of belief through doubt of the senses as
causes of (evidence for) our beliefs. Radical skepticism ensues because we can never
objectively test whether our mental contents correspond to the world. Our only access
to the world is through our senses, which are under skeptical attack.

Like traditional Western thought, the Buddhist view of language meshes with
its view of mind. It similarly concentrates on how language relates to reality. The
theory treats the mental ideas as interpretations of words. Ideas have pictorial con-
tent. That pictorial content relates them to sensed objects. Thus the language has
semantic value in virtue of its link to ideas. The theory of ideas explains meaning
and it explains how we understand the words or sounds of language and apply them
in the world.$

*The philosophical similarities of Indian and Greek philosophies of language and mind can be ex-
plained by either cultural transmission or independent discovery or both. Since the languages have a family
resemblances, we can easily understand their adopting similar theories of their language. Cultural trans-
mission could be from India to Greece or Greece to India or from some other common origin (the Middle
East) to both.

tl make this claim with some trepidation, since I am not a Sanskrit scholar. I rely on other's descrip-
tion of Indian philosophy. See for example Zimmer (1951), pp. 4 and 333-63, and Chaudhuri (1979),
pp. 22-24 and 64-83, Obviously someone who did the same with Chinese would conclude, with the
standard theory, that Chinese thinkers had a theory of consciousness, meanings, beliefs, sentences, mind-
body, sense data, etc.

tThe focus on pictorial correspondence led Buddhists, like the Greeks, to give reality (like logic) a
subject-predicate form. The subject corresponds to things and the predicate to features, attributes, prop-
erties, essences, and characteristics. They assumed, as the Greeks did, that using a word presupposed the
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The familiar Western conceptual separation of mind and body that also marks
Indian thought carries in its wake other familiar mental concepts. Indian thought, like
Western thought, blends semantics and psychology with subjectivist theoretical terms
like experience and consciousness. These structure a subjective picture of individual
psychology. As we noted, these inner pictures of a world generate, in Buddhism as
in England, a radical phenomenological skepticism about the external world. The
lever of philosophical discourse pries against the fulcrum of a contrast between an
inner, private subjectivity and an outer, abstract, objective, transcendental reality.*

Thus Indian thought and Greek and Western thought share a focus on meta-
physics and epistemology. They view the function of language as communicating
informational content. It does this because words refer to particulars (objects) in the
world. Words do this by means of some semantic mediator—an idea, essence, or
meaning. Since many objects bear the same name, the name must relate directly to
some essence or property that each object has. That shared essence puts them into a
natural collection of objects. Mental ideas link names to these collections. Buddhist
thought, like Western thought, thus accepted what Blackburn has called the dogleg
theory of meaning.5 A meaning is something that mediates between a word and
particulars in the world.

Translation of Indian mental theory into Western terms has been relatively
straightforward. Semantic content (meanings, concepts) are carried in mental objects
(ideas).6 Syllogistic logic and the proof model of reasoning bolster this mental se-
mantic theory. Reasoning operates on beliefs (the cognitive, semantic, subjective
contents of mind). The mind constructs mental proofs with its beliefs and desires as
premises. This practical reasoning produces deliberate, morally responsible action.

The shared-proof model carries in its wake the concept of truth. Truth is the
semantic value of sentences and therefore of beliefs. The concluding sentence in a
proof inherits truth from the sentences that make up the premises of the proof. Rea-
sons are premises. In a practical syllogism the conclusion is an action, and desires
and beliefs are reasons for action.

existence of permanent substances. When an ordinary object changes we use different predicates with the
same subject. We uttered "Peter is young" years ago. Now we utter "Peter is old." Peter must refer via
our ideas to some underlying, unchanging thing that once had the property of being young and now has
its opposite property. Change thus presupposes some underlying permanence that has the changing attri-
butes. For similar reasons, the appearance of multiplicity demands explanation in terms of an underlying
unity. This is a chair. That is a chair. There must be some deep essence that they share that justifies
calling them by the same name. That one behind many essence is the unchanging essence. That abstract
essence, this reasoning goes, is what our idea is an idea of.

Like the Greeks, therefore, Indian philosophers drew on a contrast between reality and mental ap-
pearance. Their full-blown conception of proof and argument gave them a familiar notion of reason which,
like the Greeks, they contrasted with experience. The function of reason in revising beliefs was to make
them accurate pictures of the real world. That meant passing suspicious judgment on the world of changing
appearance. The result was the striking assumption that Greek and Indian rationalism share: reality is
permanent. Anything that changes is, to that degree, unreal.

*The contrast of reason with emotion (and the consequent deprecation of the latter) arises from the
same structure. The psychology of belief and desire correlates with mind-body dualism. Belief and desire
together cause action. But beliefs are paradigm mental entities. They could not directly act on physical
objects. So we theorize that desires arise from our physical nature. They are like perceptions which reality
introduces into the mind. The are perceptions of the state of our body. Desires conflict with the idealized
activity of reason. They tend to disorder, disrupt, and distort its generation of an accurate, philosophical
inner picture of the external world.
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I have tried in this brief account to emphasize how this cluster of concepts in
semantics, logic, psychology, and moral theory work together. These are not ran-
dom, isolated notions, but part of the central conceptual structure of both Western
and Indian philosophy.*

The reader may now appreciate my motive in this section. These ideas are not
separate items like packages of cereal that one may take off the shelves of the super-
market of ideas. To attribute one of these ideas to a philosophical culture is to at-
tribute the network of ideas to them. The reasonableness of attributing one belief
from the set depends on their having a theory in which it functions along with the
others. Something counts as the same idea only if it has the same theoretical connec-
tions. Obviously, I intend to deny that Chinese thought has the entire network of this
Indo-European subjectivist psychology and linguistic theory.

Even in the ruling theory, it is a commonplace that Chinese thought does not
exhibit a mind-body dichotomy. The ruling theory, however, treats that dichotomy
as an isolated doctrine. It does not notice these deep connections to our familiar folk
psychology of private mental contents, the distinction of ideas and emotions, con-
sciousness, awareness, and experience. It ignores how central mind-body dualism is
to our conventional view of meaning in language—that is, our theory of ideas. The
result is that we uncritically interpret the thinkers of the pre-Buddhist period against
the background of an Indo-European theory of psychology and language.

So, again, my strategy experiments with reversal of opposites. Where the ruling
theory uses our familiar psychological assumptions in explanation, I work for an
interpretation free from those assumptions. Still, this second source of skepticism
presents a deep problem. I can target any assumption that attributes this Indo-European
theory of language and mind to ancient Chinese philosophers. But how do we im-
prove on mentalist theory? Can we conceive of an alternate model? Our difficulty
lies in constructing and stating an intelligible alternate. Our Indo-European concep-
tual perspective is so familiar that any alternate seems blatantly wrong. We can only
confirm it if we can construct it.

The Computer Analogy

Why do we experience such difficulty in entertaining the hypothesis of deep differ-
ences in another culture's thought? One reason might be that our own beliefs have
changed so little over our history. We assume a similar psychological theory because
we can hardly imagine believing other than what Indo-European culture has always
believed. These evidently eternal truths must be universal and obvious truths.t

*It even has echoes in Indo-European religious thought. This metaphysical conception of the mind
as a realm in which ideas are the objects helps validate the philosophical proofs of immortality in both
traditions. It generates the familiar association of death with body, desire, and sin. Life, meaning, and
value correlate with consciousness, the mind, thought, and reason. The aspiration to purity in mental
transcendence stems from the parallel-world structure of the theory of mind.

tOur folk psychology has changed, but only slightly, from its Greek origins. The main change came
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Cartesianism made the realm of meaning and thought private
and subjective. Plato's version was of an objective, intellectual realm of cognitive and semantic forms.
Modern common sense about psychology, language learning, and meaning has remained largely unchanged
since Descartes's individualistic, subjectivist revision. Modern cognitive psychology is a different matter.
See Stich (1983).
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We have reason to be suspicious that the ruling interpretation has imposed an
Indo-European theory of language and mind on the text. What other philosophical
psychology could we substitute? We are lucky, in this regard, that very recent phi-
losophy and empirical psychology have not only cast doubt on the traditional Western
view, but have also begun to develop an alternative conception of mental functioning.*
We now have a way to characterize reasoning without assuming the arguments-on-
paper view of the mind.7 Substitute the notion of a computational program for the
familiar picture of the mental-arguments concept of reasoning. Use the computer
model to explain how a physical being can process language and how language guides
action in a real world context. We need not explain a computer's operating by at-
tributing to it mental or semantic content, inner consciousness, or experience.

A computer operates with a program. We input the program—load it into the
computer. That process changes the computer's dispositions in complex ways. It will
now behave differently to different inputs. We may use the language of stimulus-
response or even of intuition, but the relation of input and output need not be simple
minded. It can come from a very complicated program. The computer's dispositional
state has a physical realization (an electronic functional state) that may produce very
subtle behavioral responses after a complicated calculation.

The explanation of the computer's behavior does not require our habitual con-
trast of belief and desire. The program itself causes the behavior (of course, using
energy supplied as electricity and oil, requiring a dust-free environment, and rest-
ing—cooling off). The now-familiar science-fiction images of robots, cyborgs, or
droids have made this new model somewhat familiar. (I suspect that it also creates
some image problems that I will address below.)

If we accept that the Chinese philosophy of mind did not rest on a mind-body
dichotomy, then we surely could use something like the computer analogy to explain
intelligent human behavior. The computer analogy illustrates how a physical thing
could reason, act, be moral, and function in the world as humans do. A computer
can print out the result of a complicated calculation when we input the data. It does
a calculation though it does not have beliefs.8 We do not suppose that the computer
reflects on the meaning of the premises and sees the conclusion of its proof in a kind
of rational insight.t Informally, it helps us see why we do not need to assume that
Chinese philosophers took the traditional Western theory of the relation of mind,
language, and the world for granted.

This is not to suggest that the ancient Chinese had invented computers. The
computer analogy of mind helps mainly because it frees us from reliance on our
inherited Greek view of psychology. It allows us to imagine an alternative to this
doctrine of a mysterious, internal mental realm. It gives us a model for understanding

*I propose to use the resources of these modern philosophical challenges to the semantic-centered
theory of language and traditional Western folk psychology. We draw on naturalistic epistemology, cog-
nitive psychology, and the computer analogy of mind. Together, these give us a syntactic analysis of the
nature of thinking to replace the arguments on paper (Kornblith, 1985) view of reasoning.

tThat is what I mean by saying that the model of the mind is syntactic rather than semantic. What
we call reasoning can be understood as calculating according to a program. We understand computers as
having a physical potential to do the caclulation. We created that potential when we altered its electro-
magnetic state by loading our program. That physical state explains how it can reliably take the input and
yield a correct output.
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both how our minds might work while conceptually identifying mind and body. It
does not require a separate inner mental realm to parallel the natural physical realm.
Rational and emotional outputs are equally physical responses to inputs.

Trying this out on the classical Chinese philosophers, we get a model that ex-
plains the central position of daoway in Chinese philosophy. A dao is analogous to a
program. Confucius viewed education as inputting the inherited ofaoguiding discourse of
the sages. We study and practice a dao. We learn to speak and act properly by
studying the Book of Poetry or the Book of Rites. This view accounts for Confucius'
distinctively non-Western attitude that instilling tradition is a realization and fulfill-
ment of human nature instead of a limiting constraint. The deviltuousity, as the tradi-
tional formula had it, is the daoway within a person. It is the physical realization of
the program that generates the behaviors. When we have good fife

virtuos"y) our behav-
ior will follow the c?aoway. The program runs as intended in us. Good <fevinuous"yj

therefore, is like a combination of virtue (when compiling a moral daoway) and like
power (because executing instructional programs enables us to do things). Our vir-
tuosity is the translation of an instruction set into a physical, dispositional potential.

Daoist thinkers make this view of things especially clear. The Laozi introduces
the idea that we create desires by learning guiding discourse—gaining knowledge of
what to do (know-to). The programming model explains many issues of classical
Chinese thought. Notice first that we are, in a sense, programming each other. Our
outputs include language that is input to others. The importance of maintaining cul-
tural traditions, the family, the father model of the ruler and the educational role of
political society all have clear motivations once we adopt this model. Let us look
briefly at more of the explanatory value of the computer model of mind.

Instantly this model gives us a new conception of the roles of language and
mind. Pragmatic (action centered) rather than semantic analyses now make more
sense. Language guides and controls behavior. It does this by restructuring our be-
havior guiding mechanism, the jcmheart"mmd. The common translation of xin as heart-
mind reflects the blending of belief and desire (thought and feeling, ideas and emo-
tions) into a single complex dispositional potential. We need not attribute separate
structures of reasoning and feeling to computers to explain their behavior.

Now what do we say of the source of mental, cognitive content in the Greek
psychology—experience or consciousness? This question reveals a deep difference
between these explanatory models. Western thought, in effect, treats experience as
the programming step: experience generates the inner language of ideas with which
we calculate. Chinese thought treats the programming as the social process of reading
in guiding discourse. Experience then merely triggers execution of the program. The
computer has program control tied to the external state of affairs. The senses provide
discrimination—branching input to trigger different parts of the socialized program.*

*The program works by stimulus-response but not necessarily simple-minded stimulus-response (see
Dennett, 1981). We can imagine fine-tuning the response and making it as complicated as we think human
behavior to be. Certainly, we would expect the model to include an account of thinking. It need not be
an account of inner reflection on meanings or thoughts. It would instead amount to calculating and ad-
justing response to reflect the complex situation. Still we would not need the internalist, consciousness-
based view of thinking. Experience, similarly, need not be a picturelike inner world. The programming
model requires only that our sense organs discriminate between features of the outer world. Experience is
not data but an interface (input-output device). We would respond to the actual situation insofar as our
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So this model gives us what we wanted. We can explain the focus on mmgnames

and £jan
dlstmctlons INn me school of names in a way that is continuous with the sur-

rounding philosophical tradition. The crucial philosophical problem lying in the path
of this social theory is that of the projectability of names. What counts as having
used a name correctly? How do we project the distinction we make here to future
cases? *

The computer analogy also gives us a way to interpret classical Chinese disputes
about innateness without importing our reason-intuition distinction. We can convert
a daoway to our machine language only if we already have a compiler or translator
in the machine. Obviously someone must have hard-wired some structure into the
unit before we can input any programs. One question about human nature that dom-
inates this period amounts to asking how much behavior guidance is hard-wired (in-
nate)? Do we need any social rfaoguiding discourse? Is it appropriate to use daoguiding

discourse or ym language to cnange the behavioral features that ria«heaven has hard-wired
in us?

senses could provide discriminatory categories for use in program control. So our *mhean-m"Ki and the
sense receptors together explain how we can test for a condition in following the program. Does the name
"father" apply here? Then execute the instruction that lowers your eyes and say "father" in a respectful
tone.

Instead of cognitive content, then, we have cognitive-response sensitivity. Executing a dao-program
requires that we correctly register the external conditions and sensitively adjust our responses. At the base
of that requirement is this: we should know the boundary conditions for applying each name used in the
guiding discourse. This explains the role of rectifying names and its importance in the Confucian model.
Confucius does not use definitions. His concern would be with correct behavioral response, not with
cognitive content or meaning. Having control of the word amounts to triggering the right procedure in
response to external conditions. Besides, giving a definition would merely duplicate the interface problem.
More words or internal programming can help only if the programmer has already properly adjusted our
^fevirtuousiiy to the external conditions for application of those words. A definition can only help if we
correctly apply the words in the definition, so it cannot be the general solution to the problem of adjusting
behavior. The basic solution is the equivalent of debugging. Run the program in real time and have the
teacher (programmer) correct errors. Rectifying names is essential to achieving the goal of a <fcto8l"dln8

discourse J( j,, the jQb Qf mf; ̂ ^ ehte

*The computer analogy yields many interesting corollaries that explain other features of Chinese
thought. We think of programs in sentencelike units (commands) with sentential syntax. The machine
language translations, however, consist of a stack of words. The order in the stack is important from top
to bottom, not just in sentences. Sentential segments of the stack have no uniquely important status. The
Indo-European fascination with the sentence reflects two interesting differences in our theory of language.
One is inflectional grammar that operates mainly within sentence boundaries. Sentential role-marking
(part-of-speech inflections) directs our attention to the sentence as the linguistic unit in which each part of
speech plays a role. The syntactical rules requiring both a subject and a predicate also draw our attention
to the notion of a complete, freestanding unit. The other difference is the theoretical focus oji semantic
content—truth. Here the sentence represents the complete thought, the map of a state of affairs, the fact.
Truth is a property primarily of sentences. It should not, therefore, surprise us if we do not discover this
cluster of linguistic concepts in Chinese thought.

The lack of sentential focus will also have implications for ethics. Our conception of an obligation
makes it the prescriptive correlate of a fact. The is-ought distinction postulates two different sentence
types. The types suggest two different roles that language plays (describing and prescribing). The com-
puter model, by contrast, suggests that language is primarily prescriptive, behavior guiding. If we attribute
a picture of reality to the computer, it will only be as a guide to generating some output. Chinese moral
debates will not be analytical theories of rules or duties. Moral debate will be about what doo8Uidi"8 disco"se

to use in social programming and how to adjust names and distinctions to guide execution of that dao.
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The Computer Analogy and Human Dignity

A problem now arises that is almost as difficult as conceiving of a different psycho-
logical model than the one we traditionally take for granted. Being able to understand
the model may mean that we find it emotionally cold and evaluatively demeaning.
The problem is not merely in the science-fiction cliche of intelligent androids that
lack feelings and emotions. Conventional wisdom ties our notion of the special status
of being human to our theory of mind, intellect, and reason. The model of an alter-
nate psychological theory that I am offering is likely to evoke cries that it deprives
us of humanity and dignity: that it makes us just like animals—merely responding to
external stimulation (albeit with somewhat more complexity than other animals). This
model, religiously inclined champions of human dignity will insist, denies the unique
human ability to transcend our nature that makes us better than animals. It denies us
the Godlike results of our having partaken of the tree of knowledge and lost our
innocence. We paid a terrible price for the biblical choice between knowledge and
everlasting life. We can hardly imagine giving up the model of ourselves as knowers
or of our minds as cognitive.

Ancient Greek humanism took the now familiar road of elevating humans out
of nature into the intellectual realm. It placed us in a hybrid tension between the
physical world of common sense and experience and an intellectual, rational world
of meaning, knowledge, and value. We are neither of this world nor free from it
(until we die). The identification of human worth with the impulse to transcendence
has a flip side, since we accordingly devalue the physical, the material. These twin
elements of Greek thought became the mainstays of Christianity and our view of our
special relation to God.

Our tradition also contrasted the reasoning faculty (the mind) with the irrational,
base, physical desires and passions (the heart). Our beliefs, our ideas, come from
the mind—from the reasoning faculty. Our bodies supply us with our desires. We
tied our conception of dignity to our possible independence from natural desires.
Rational worth lies in obedience to the law of reason alone. Only then can we un-
derstand our actions as free, voluntary actions. To be free is for our reasoning faculty
to control us. We detach ourselves from mere bodily, physical determination.

The ruling interpretive theory of Chinese thought reacts defensively to this im-
pulse to value transcendence in Western thought. That defensive reaction mistakes
having the theory of reason (and worshiping it) with being capable of reasoning.
Clearly, I believe that Chinese thinkers reasoned competently, but I do not think that
they developed a theory of reason. To suggest that Chinese thinkers did not have the
reason-emotion dichotomy amounts, in the view of some, to a condemnation—almost
a racist one. Reason is the source of our moral dignity. Certainly the idea of philos-
ophy without the theory of reason would challenge our deepest assumptions.

The Eastern-guru theory of Chinese philosophy deals with this issue in a thor-
oughly confusing way. First, it defensively insists that classical thinkers implicitly
had a theory of reason. However, they say, the Chinese philosophers consciously
rejected the notion of controlling one's life by reason. They did so, the theory goes,
for good reasons. They appreciated a mysteriously higher, more profound view of
the value of the right brain, of intuition.9 This response reveals a failure to appreciate
both the complex and the deeply normative character of the Western theory of rea-
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son. It is not merely a descriptive term for an isolated psychological faculty (the left
brain). Its textual problem, however, is sufficient reason to reject it until we see if
an alternate theory can explain the texts. We will find no clear formulation of any
reason-intuition dichotomy in classical Chinese writings.

I would like further to meet the ruling theory's valuation of transcendence head
on. It is now commonplace both to recognize and appreciate the Daoist view of the
unity of humanity and nature. Understanding ourselves as continuous with nature, as
animals in a natural ecological brotherhood, is currently fashionable enough to defy
this medieval distaste for the natural man. The antitranscendence view is surely con-
sistent with science—no doubt, still opposing Western religion on this issue. Plenty
of room remains for religious awe in the mysteries and complexity of nature, the
working of our marvelous minds and language. If we are to worship, it makes sense
to worship the wonders that lie before us. Why worship an imagined and unseen
creator of them? We no longer need transcendence for awe.*

Mentalese and Conventional Language

Resistance to the computer model may come from still another direction. It may still
seem that the mental content view is the only (or the best) way to explain our mastery
of language. The current disputes in philosophical psychology and psycholinguistics
address just this issue. These disputes offer us the chance to take a new perspective
on our traditional assumptions about mind and language. Some philosophers and
cognitive psychologists suggest that the ancient Greek picture of the relation of mind,
language, and the world is simply false.10 That old, useless theory is destined for the
same historical fate as the theory of phlogiston, Newtonian absolute space-time, witches,
and magic. I certainly do not hope to settle that issue here. I shall merely summarize
the kinds of puzzles that first drew critical attention to the deep problems in the
common-sense, received version of the theory of ideas.

Part of the source of the controversy is that different philosophers disagree on

"The emerging ecological consciousness surely will find Daoism a more congenial home than the
Christian transcendent scorn for this world. Even before that, it should have been obvious that this Greek
and Christian conception of human dignity not only cut us off from animals, but also made our relation
to our earlier selves and our children conceptually puzzling. It was used historically to distinguish men
from women and freeholders from slaves. We castigate those inferiors as lacking in sufficient cognitive
rational ability to deserve our elevated status. The historical track record of this unique conception of
human dignity has not been as stellar from our present perspective as its remaining religious defenders
pretend. It perhaps took a mind as unorthodox as Nietzsche to show us this Christian attitude as a sick
moral psychology, a form of self-hate. We learn to hate all natural passions and desires. We long for the
other life only half conscious that we are implicitly hoping for death. Perhaps only Nietzsche could have
shown us this deep kinship of Buddhism and Christianity. The hoped for transcendence, as Socrates first
recognized, is possible only with death—the natural man is an enemy of God!

I expect I will not have totally blunted the tendency to think of human dignity and worth as tied to
transcendent reason and cognition. This is one of those places where I can merely openly announce my
perspective. I, therefore, give fair notice to critics. This theoretical focus may tempt them to accuse me,
as Graham did, of "cretinizing" Chinese philosophy (Graham 1985, p. 698) and of promoting an anti-
Chinese bias. If it does, let me turn the pointing finger of attribution of bias back on them. It is precisely
this Western evaluative bias that needs defense, not my interpretation of Chinese philosophers. What bias
lies behind the view that this model demeans us? Daoist nature worship certainly appeals more to me than
Christian otherworldly transcendence does.
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what phenomenon the theory of ideas is to explain. For our purposes, let us look at
one aspect of the use of language that Chinese thinkers share with us. How can we
make the distinctions needed to use a word correctly in following directions? A tra-
ditional Western mental account goes as follows. Merely learning a word (a mere
sound or visual representation of a sound) cannot explain this ability. We theorize
that, from our experience and memory traces of a class of things, we have abstracted
a vague image—an idea of the type. Only after we have this idea or concept can we
hope to learn the English (or German, or Chinese) word for that type. We learn to
associate the word with the idea, and the idea helps us to make the distinction among
the objects we see. The analysis has two parts: (1) it associates the inert, meaningless
sound with an idea in the mind, and (2) something like pictorial resemblance links
the idea and the class of intended objects.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, accordingly, raised two serious problems for this view—
one for each side of the explanation. First, consider the relation of the words and
ideas. The original ability we intended to explain was the ability to distinguish some
object, say an eel, from others, say a fish. We must do this to follow a program or
a command using the word. This proposed solution assumes that on hearing the word
eel we can pick the idea of an eel out from all the other ideas stocked in our mind.
Now, the analysis set out to explain how we pick out the eel from the fish in front
of me. The proposed explanation merely puts the same puzzle into my mind. How
do I pick out my mental picture of the eel from my mental picture of a fish? If we
think of the mental items as objects in a mental world, the proposed explanation
assumes the very ability it purports to explain: the ability to distinguish eels from
fish.

The other side of the explanation raises a similar problem. The ideas them-
selves, as we saw, work like a language. The ideas, corresponding to words, com-
bine into thoughts or beliefs, which correspond to sentences. Philosophers11 have
dubbed this language of thought mentalese. We explain meaning as translation into
mentalese. Notice that on the received view, mentalese is similar to a pictographic
or ideographic language. We assume that the pictographic nature of this language
removes the interpretive problem. But on reflection we will see that it doesn't. The
pictures, after all, do not look exactly like the items before us and the question of
whether to extrapolate from the eel picture or the fish picture remains. An ideo-
graphic or pictographic language needs standards of interpretation as much as does
the ordinary language. (Chinese philosophers would surely appreciate this fact!) If a
deep puzzle about how language can guide discrimination exists, it applies to picto-
graphic mentalese as well.*

This familiar Western solution to the problem of explaining our ability to use
language simply divides it into two related problems. One is how sounds pick out
types, and the other is how language can consistently project to new or novel cases
from past examples. Instead of solving the problem, it merely duplicates it on two
sides of the mysterious, postulated, mental entity. We envision a kind of translation
from a phonemic to a pictographic language that requires the very ability we seek to

*In the Chinese case, the possibility that one can misapply a pictograph to an object would have
been obvious to them. They recognized their graphs as both social and conventional. Mentalese theory
postulates a private language of semantic signs. This removes the normal criteria for identifying a correct
and incorrect application of a sign. No one can catch us making a mistake in applying our own mental
signs. So we assume that we cannot apply them incorrectly.
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explain. Then it merely recreates the problem of explaining how a language (now
pictographic) refers to the world.

I should note that the computer analogy and the Chinese theory of language are
not intended as a solution to this problem. Their use here lies in showing that the
traditional, Western, mentalese solution begs the question. So if our reason for be-
lieving it is that it explains how language works, then we have no reason for believ-
ing it. Better to accept that language learning simply requires that humans can learn
to discriminate using names. It is part of our physiological hard-wiring.*

The Theory of Ideas and Chinese Language

We have seen that the theory of ideas begs the question. It assumes what it seeks to
explain. It still seems an alluring theory. Even if it is wrong, it is too naturally
tempting an explanation not to have occurred to anyone thinking philosophically.
How could it possibly not even occur to Chinese philosophers? We can only answer
that question by analyzing the historical lines of argument that have led to the theory.
The only way to explain the absence of something is by showing the absence of its
normal causes. If these arguments would not have tempted a Chinese philosopher,
then their conclusion would not naturally have occurred to him.

In the next chapter, I consider the philosophical relevance of the Chinese lan-
guage. I will describe some interesting features of Chinese spoken and written
expression. There I will contrast the common-sense theory of language in China with
our own conventional wisdom about language. This, I hope, will allay the sense of
the inevitability of our folk theory of language and psychology. Then I will explain
how the distinctive Chinese theory of how language works motivates their more so-
cial, naturalistic theory of heart-mind. My hypothesis is that real differences in the
languages can explain differences in the popular theories of language. Since theory
of language and theory of mind influence each other, a different language can inspire
a different theory of the mind.t

"This argument, however, should give us an important liberating insight. The theory of mentalese is
not only a theory of mind and language; it spills over into other philosophical theories, in particular
epistemology. We assume not only that the ideas are private, but also that they are self-evident and
incorrigible. It should be impossible for anyone to doubt them. This feature of our inherited psychology
led critics to worry that my earlier theories were a form of linguistic determinism. If Chinese had no
account of things that were so obvious, something must stop them from thinking of them. Our own
acceptance of the theory made it inconceivable that others did not accept it.

Even if we do not settle this question (whether a computer analogy better explains our use of lan-
guage), it has this advantage: it does show that our inherited Greek psychological theory is one of many
possible explanatory theories and is not pure observation. It may or may not be a good theory, but it is
not obvious and inescapable to anyone who thinks about the human use of language. Even if we go on
accepting that theory, our conception of it as a theory should give us the distance we need. We can at
least imagine a philosophical culture with a radically different view of the relation of human beings to
their language and the world.

tl realistically expect that this strategy will again evoke accusations of linguistic determinism. The
careful reader of this introduction will, I trust, remember that I argue that classical Chinese thinkers had
a different theory of psychology, not a different psychology. Similarly, I shall not be arguing that our
languages are as different as are our theories of languages. The Chinese theory can be applied to English
just as the Western theory can be applied to Chinese. I shall argue that we can raise serious doubts about
aspects of the common-sense Western theory when we consider classical Chinese. But I focus on the
conclusion that the Western theory would not be either natural or obvious given certain other prima facie
plausible beliefs about Chinese language.
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The Philosophical Worth of Chinese Thought

Clearly, Chinese thought has a conceptual content drastically different from that of
Western thought. This wide gulf in conceptual structure and interest has fueled skep-
ticism that Chinese has any real philosophy. That skepticism generates a defensive
reaction in the standard accounts. The defense consists typically of insisting that
"this is an example of some familiar Western philosophical doctrine or theory" or
"this is a rebuttal of some familiar Western theory." My approach undermines that
defensive strategy.

The strategy was never worth much, in my view. The piecemeal tactic of de-
fending the worth of Chinese philosophy by finding here and there a doctrine that is
' 'just the same as . . ." defeats itself if the goal is to get acknowledgment from the
discipline of philosophy. Philosophers are not looking merely for well-known or tra-
ditional puzzles. They value coherent unified philosophical points of view. The de-
fensive tactic backfires because it saddles classical thinkers with a list of uncon-
nected, ad hoc, unmotivated, curiously stated, undigested, and undeveloped fragments
of the allegedly same theory.

A unified theory based on the theory of language offers much more promise to
rehabilitate the flagging image of Chinese thought. Language is a central interest of
modern and ancient philosophers. If the classical Chinese philosophers held a radi-
cally different theory of language, that fact could explain many other differences in
a coherent, unified way. It would reveal their doctrines as a fully coherent alternative
to the Western philosophical perspective. It could do so without having to resort to
uncritical praise or even to the assumption that they got it right. It is enough that
they had a credible theory and developed it in philosophically challenging and inter-
esting ways.

The ruling account, relying on their prior sense of philosophical worth, tended
to downplay the linguistic import of these doctrines. Often they translate them away.
Paradoxically, the mistake is due to the ruling theorists' uncritical acceptance of
traditional Indo-European theories of ideas. The interpreters thought literal renderings
of Chinese doctrines would turn them into superstitious views of word magic. They
downplayed the linguistic doctrine and translated them into the more sophisticated
sounding language of ideas, meaning, and belief.

This study, by contrast, starts with the faith that we can have a unified concep-
tion of what philosophy is and still appreciate two quite different philosophical tra-
ditions. What makes them both philosophy is not their content or shared theories. It
is their shared interest in and philosophical analysis of how language, mind, and
society interact.

The Rehabilitation of Daoism

I call this a Daoist theory because the linguistic insight yields a new way to under-
stand Daoism. The ruling theory has treated Daoism as the essence of Chinese anti-
rational mysticism. Daoists, it alleges, theorize about dao and their theory of dao is
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that language cannot express it. The ruling theory's explanatory strategy in conveying
this paradoxical view is itself paradoxical. The interpretive theory tries to discuss
what dao is such that discussing it is impossible. That strategy, predictably, simply
befuddles us more. They suppose that their failure to make any sense of Daoism with
this strategy confirms their interpretation of Daoism as rationally inaccessible. How
unintelligible is Daoism? It is so unintelligible that we cannot intelligibly explain
why it is unintelligible.

The proposed focus on the theory of language allows us to turn our attention
from dao to language. If language cannot express dao it must be due both to some-
thing about dao and something about language. Now we can look at the other, pos-
sibly intelligible, side of the Daoist puzzle. What do Daoists take to be the function
and limits of language? Why is language so limited? An intelligible Daoist theory of
the limits of language can explain in what sense something might resist linguistic
expression.

I shall argue that if we change the implicit theory of language we attribute to
Daoists their position will become much more lucid. The ruling theory had under-
stood ineffability through the Buddhist theory of language with its metaphysical fo-
cus. Language is about the world, so dao must be a metaphysical object. It must be
an unchanging, abstract one behind the many. The Neo-Confucians triggered this
view because they understood the Daoists as similar to Buddhists. Daoism thus in-
herited Buddhism's mysticism of the one, permanent, ineffable Buddha-nature. They
structured that mysticism along the lines of the Greek one-many, permanence-change
contrasts. We have learned to read Daoism as if Daoists were Parmenideans, char-
acterizing dao as a monistic or unchanging pure being—except that, paradoxically,
it is also nonbeing.*

Getting a philosophically lucid Daoism is an unexpected by-product of spelling
out a naturalist Chinese theory of mind and language. The Daoist love of nature
should have given us the hint. Daoism contrasts starkly with the Platonic and Kantian
myths of transcendent realms of meaning. Where Western theorists talk of having a
concept or knowing the meaning, Daoism begins with a naturalistic focus on a so-
cially learned skill at discriminating. The Daoist theory does tend toward relativism.
The Confucians reacted as our own cultural conservatives would: A little relativism
is a dangerous thing! Let us ban it! We must act as if our local parochial ideas are

*The ruling theory has it that the appearance of multiplicity and change required Daoists to reject
sense experience, as Parmenides did. Interpreters have therefore read an aversion to the physical senses
into Daoism that blatantly conflicts with its obvious naturalism (and its exuberantly libidinous sexual
practices). Inevitably, they filled out the story with all the rest of the traditional Western theory-laden
terminology that accompanies our theory of language: subjective-objective, subject-predicate, object-prop-
erty, noun-adjective, and member-set. They also rely heavily on the Buddhist importation of the Western
mind-body, reason-emotion, belief-desire, reality-appearance dichotomies. For none of this do we find any
sound textual basis in the Daoist classics themselves.

The ruling theory chose a line of explanation that led to the impenetrable mysticism of a single
subject. A One exists that embraces the many and yet is not a collection. It never changes and yet
embraces all changes. Westerners understood Buddhist mysticism, therefore, as similar to Christian mys-
ticism. They, accordingly, treated dao as a rough counterpart of God. This forces typical accounts to
speak of Daoism using the subjectivist language of a mystical experience. They assume that Daoists must
have had such a mystical experience of ineffable oneness. This familiar assimilation forces us, next, to
attribute skepticism of the senses to Daoists. Medieval Western biases conspired perfectly with the Bud-
dhist distortion to hide Daoism from us.
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universally appropriate from a cosmic point of view! We must ban all this philosoph-
ical controversy! Love the old doctrines and accept conventional standards or face
anarchy!

It is probably just a coincidence that Daoists seem to value iconoclasm and
presenting unconventional views. It only serves the Confucian interest to treat them
as incomprehensible. The proclivity to iconoclasm makes the present project Daoist
in form and content. If the awareness that our conventions might be very different
leads to anarchy, then we should give anarchy a try. Philosophers may react more
fondly to Daoists than to Confucians. Confucians have an affinity for history. Start-
ing from Confucius himself, they interested themselves more in transmitting than
creating. Daoists incline in the opposite direction. That does not make Daoists better
philosophers. But they are better philosophers!

Summary

This study sets out to revise the standard theory to make the later Mohist theory of
language consistent with its larger tradition. I must admit that independent considera-
tions also motivate my revision. The standard theory is notoriously incoherent, philo-
sophically murky, and intellectually insipid. The challenge that Graham's work set
us is also an opportunity. We can finally make philosophical sense of classical Chinese
thought. The strategy for constructing the alternate theory depends on some prelimi-
nary hypotheses. One of these is that the standard theory, derived from Neo-Confucians,
may have a Confucian bias. Another is that it may have an undetected Buddhist
influence. The Confucian bias may emerge in many details of the interpretation both
of Confucian thinkers and of their rivals. I further identified two systemic features of
the standard theory that protect Confucianism. The isolated-schools view and the
meaning-change hypotheses tend to isolate Confucianism from theoretical challenge.

The second source of skepticism about the ruling theory is both more directly
involved in theory of language and more difficult to correct. Its difficulty comes from
the almost inevitable familiarity of the theory in our own common sense. Our philo-
sophical psychology of consciousness, experience, ideas, beliefs, emotions, reason,
mind has been with us since the dawn of Western philosophy. I have argued that the
theory has deep problems and suggested that we use the computer analogy in its
place.

In the chapters that follow, I will argue for attributing different assumptions
about psychology and language to the classical Chinese tradition. Doing so will make
the rival theories of the Daoists, the Mohists, the dialecticians and the Legalists more
intelligible. This result should tend to confirm the hypothesis since it bears out our
initial suspicion. The twin Neo-Confucian biases explain the persistence of the view
that Chinese thought is rationally inaccessible. This defensiveness in the standard
theory has made it seem unintelligible and inaccessible to Western thought. We found
three kinds of defensiveness. The first is the Confucian defensiveness. The second is
defensively trying to import our most familiar assumptions about ourselves and our
language and human dignity into their philosophical motivations. The third is trying
to force parallels of traditional Western philosophical doctrines on the texts. The
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awareness of the bad fit totally overcomes any comfort we get from the familiarity.
Precisely the failure of these defensive explanations required the additional assump-
tion that Chinese thought was rationally inaccessible.

In the abstract, we have no reason to expect more similarity between Chinese
and Western philosophy than we have to expect similarity between Chinese music
and Western music. Many current writers follow Needham in accepting the possibil-
ity that Chinese conceptions might be more like modern physics than Newtonian
physics. Yet, other historians who criticize trying to do this still tend to a connected
mistake. They suppose that something fixes the course of rational philosophical or
scientific thought. I cannot count the number of times others have lectured me that
the only appropriate comparison for classical Chinese is ancient Greek thought! I
remain unconvinced and unrepentant. I know of no argument that shows that ancient
Chinese music, physics, or philosophy should any more resemble ancient Greek phi-
losophy, music, or physics than it does modem versions of each. I reject the Hege-
lian myth of the unfolding of reason in history. No law of theories dictates that all
early societies must adopt the same theories in the same order.

The unified theory, of course, will not take the form of laws and mathematical
deductions. That should further calm those worried about the determination of ideas.
I strive for the modest goal of a more coherent narrative explanation of the fertile
initial period of Chinese thought. Significantly, it is the period before the invasion of
Buddhism with its Indo-European conceptual structure. Confucianism was a powerful
school in that context. Yet it did not have the dominance that it held throughout most
of the Neo-Confucian medieval and early modern period in China. The other schools
in classical China constantly had Confucianism on the defensive. Later, its political
orthodoxy secure, Confucianism tended more to eclectic incorporation of those other
schools.

The strategy opens, I hope, an exciting possibility. We can come to understand
a radically different theory of language. With that basis, we can journey through
time and space and have a philosophical conversation with an unusually rich philo-
sophical tradition. These philosophers are linguistically and conceptually as far as
possible from us—while we stay in the real historical world. This conversation began
in the sixteenth century between various Western travelers and the late-medieval Neo-
Confucian scholars of China. This is merely another interpretive step. The standard
Western theory is already an accretion of insights transmitted from generation to
generation of Western theories. We have gradually refined our theory of classical
thought through a process not unlike that seen in scientific theories. Open discussion
and criticism is the engine of theoretical insight. It is in the spirit of that progress
that I offer these revised interpretive hypotheses.
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The Context of Chinese Philosophy:
Language and Theory of Language

Geographical Setting

I do not suppose that language is the only explanation of features of philosophical
thought. I have heard plausible, suggestive accounts of how geography, for example,
might contribute to a culture's having a certain broad philosophical direction. I am a
philosopher of language, and neither a geographer nor a historian, so I cannot vouch
for the accuracy of these suggestive accounts. But they can serve to give us
some general sense of the context in which philosophy played its role in Chinese
culture.

One obviously significant feature of Chinese geography—a physical barrier—
explains the relative lack of philosophical exchange between China and the Indo-
European tradition. Philosophical tenets are social products. They spread as technol-
ogy, sculpture, language and music do. When two cultures come in contact they may
talk about things. In this way they learn each other's technology, religion, philoso-
phy, astronomy and so forth. A physical barrier to travel normally inhibits the spread
of philosophical theories because it inhibits the wandering of philosophers—who are,
after all, not notoriously physically adventurous.

Early Chinese and Greco-Indian philosophical traditions materialized on oppo-
site divides of a great physical barrier—the Himalaya mountains and Xinjiang bar-
rens. Greece and India formed the extreme poles of a Middle Eastern philosophical
world. They shared a conceptual perspective. Chinese philosophy had a similar re-
lation to Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia. Each large region, however, apparently
exerted far less influence on the other.1 Sinologists have noted that early Chinese
philosophers show startlingly little interest in the familiar staples of early Western
thought. They were not enchanted with the creation myths and cosmology that per-
vaded ancient Indo-European culture.2

Agriculture dominated Chinese economic life. This may explain the pervasive
emphasis on natural cycles, interest in the constancy of nature, and the stress on
harmony with nature. Greek thought, by contrast, grew up where shipping, trade,
and commerce dominated the economy. We suppose that contributed to their early

30
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interest in the stars, astronomy, navigation, and eventually geometry that fed into
Classical Western philosophy and science.

The natural tendency of agriculture is toward self-sufficient small units. Yet, a
large-scale challenge countered this natural tendency in ancient China. Chinese civi-
lization grew up along the Yellow River. It is yellow because its contents are (and
were) one-third earth. This meant that river channels silted quickly and the river
frequently shifted course and flooded farms. Flood control required wide-scale social
cooperation and therefore large political units. Significantly, the Chinese culture hero
myths focus on their control of water (despite the apparent absence of a myth of a
worldwide flood).

Prehistoric Influences

Any explanatory theory must leave something unexplained. History of philosophy
must start somewhere and assume that some religious or other doctrines that explain
philosophical developments are in place. Again conventional accounts of Chinese
prehistory have suggestive explanations for some features of Chinese philosophy. As
a nonhistorian, I cannot vouch here for the accuracy of these historical claims,
but offer them to give some historical context for the emergence of philosophy in
China.

Written history in China began in the Zhou period (1111-249 B.C.). We know
an unusual amount, still, about the immediately preceding (technically prehistorical)
Shang dynasty (17007-1112 B.C.), deriving our knowledge largely accidentally from
their divination practice. Shang priests used oracle bones (turtle shells or large mam-
mal scapulae) in divination, heating the bones until they cracked and reading the
cracks. They carved questions on the bones and sometimes added instructions gained
from the divination. Typically a question asked for guidance and the divination helped
select one course of action from alternatives. The diviners stored the bones and shells,
probably both as sacred objects, as a record, and as an accumulated store of guid-
ance. Frequently the inscription would also include a record of the outcome—what
validity the divination had—on the bone. The discovery of these oracle bone collec-
tions has provided scholars with an accidental, indirect, prescriptive history.

If we think of this practice as the origin of Chinese written language, then it
suggests one reason why the priests would think of language as guiding behavior.
The record keeping would be viewed as accumulating valuable guidance rather than
a descriptive history. The practical Chinese conception of divination survives in pop-
ular form in the I Ching. It instructs us to start by formulating a practical ("Should
I . . . ?") question. Typical Western divination, by contrast, focuses, like science,
on prediction of future events.

We regard the Shang characters carved on the oracle bones as the etymological
ancestors of the Chinese writing system.3 This descent contributes to a traditional
Chinese theory of the pictographic origin of language. Many of these Shang graphs
were more recognizably pictographs than are the more stylized descendants. The
modern graphs became standard around the Han dynasty (221 B.C.—220 A.D.). A
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higher proportion of early Chinese graphs were pictographic and those more ob-
viously picturelike than the now standard graphs.

The storing of the result of past divination signals another, equally important
and enduring Chinese attitude toward language. Chinese culture values the historical
accumulation of guiding literature—dao. Good guiding words are a precious resource
and culture accumulates guiding knowledge as a capital investment and a cultural
inheritance.

The divination practice also suggests a pre-historic precedent for the importance
and power of an educated priest class in giving guidance and advice to rulers. The
divining priests may have been the precursor of the Ru

Confuci!m school.4 The tradi-
tional birthplace of Confucius is in a region that many scholars have argued was a
seat of the late Shang culture.

Other features of Shang religion also survived the Zhou conquest, which tradi-
tionally marked the beginning of historical China. Its influence on Zhou thought
radiated enduring Shang attitudes throughout Chinese history. Especially important,
the traditional Chinese religion of ancestor worship appears already to have existed
in the Shang. It signaled a religious view that society is continuous across even the
boundary of life and death. It contributed to the view of the spiritual realm as contin-
uous with the natural world. The doctrine underwrote the Confucian view of society
as an extended family. It also gave religious sanction to the family-role morality that
marks Confucianism.

The ultimate ancestor was the Shang deity, the Emperor on High. The Zhou
substituted their own deity—rt'anheaven as the source of guidance. The character sug-
gests an anthropomorphic origin of the concept.5 Theoretically, however, Zhou think-
ers tended steadily to depersonalize f/a«heaven. Ultimately the Zhou rianheaven cult
came to resemble nature worship, although tianaatUK:tK!>ven retained its role as the
source of the guiding daoway except among Daoists.6

7Yannature:heaven played a central role in the Zhou theory justifying their conquest
of the Shang. The doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven gave the Zhou a moral and
religious claim to social authority. Heaven mingcommamh the most virtuous family to
rule. The command may pass to another family when the ruling virtue of the old
dynastic family declines. This doctrine became the underpinning for the interpretation
of the Chinese history as dynastic cycles. The decline in family virtue is apparently
inevitable, a Chinese law of moral entropy.

Students of comparative political rationalizations will note interesting contrasts
with the Western divine right of kings. The mandate is a command, not a right, and
it implicitly justifies revolution by the same mechanism that justifies rule.

The history of tian™tuie±eiiven signals the tendency in Chinese philosophy to nat-
uralize norms. Heaven comes to stand for the constant course of things. Moral
conclusions follow from the natural context of social action. Normative concepts,
such as legitimacy, come to depend on implied conformity with nature (or
natural will). Ultimately, the tradition will give naturalistic explanations of the man-
date itself, which derives from the natural consequences of running a well-ordered
state. Causal explanations regularly displace magical connections in Chinese philo-
sophy.
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Language

I have a good deal more to say about language than about either geography or his-
tory, since language lies in the background of my argument for much of the theory
that follows. I will adopt the practice, again, of putting argument that draws on
extensive familiarity with Western philosophy or Chinese in footnotes. The reader
may, again, choose three routes through this material. She may read the text and
notes, read the text and skip the notes, or, again, skip directly to the narrative chap-
ters that follow. This discussion is necessary more to the argument for my position
than to understanding the later narrative. Again the detailed argument is necessary
because I am challenging widely held assumptions within sinology about classical
Chinese and its relation to Chinese philosophy. The ruling theory, as I outlined it in
the preface, assumes that Chinese thinkers all implicitly adopted the familiar Indo-
European view of language and mind. Potential defenders of that standard view,
therefore, are not invited to skip this section.

In the Introduction (pages 16-18), I introduced that Western dogleg semantic
theory of language, meaning, ideas, and the mind. I said there that in this chapter,
we would look at some features of Chinese languages that would motivate a different
theory on these matters. Indo-European languages are part of the context that influ-
ences Indo-European mental theory. In this presentation, I will highlight some ways
in which Chinese common sense about language differs from our own. I assume that
some general features of modern Chinese spoken languages (tonality, regional vari-
ation, sentence final particles) had analogues in ancient times.* The features of writ-

* These assumptions are defeasible, of course, but the evidence, at this point, seems to support their
initial plausibility. The Analects has passages that suggest that Confucius used an official pronunciation in
preference to a colloquial local one. Some thinkers seem to deny these assumptions on a priori grounds.
Linguists regularly represent themselves as reconstructing the sound of ancient Chinese. Some such sys-
tems regard it as important to explain the emergence of tonality from other features of language. In the
absence of empirical argument for these contrary assumptions, we should assume continuity with current
Chinese rather than with Western languages.

The linquistic diversity of China poses a terminological problem. The ordinary criteria for appying
both word and language in English are linked to the written form. We tend to individuate words mainly
by their written form. (When we say, "That is one word, not two!" we are normally giving instruction
on how to write, not how to speak.) This criterion partly explains why English speakers refer to Chinese
characters as words. We also tend to individuate languages by written form. Where speakers share a
written form, ordinary usage terms the spoken variations as dialects. Thus we characterize Chinese re-
gional variations as dialects, despite the fact that the actual linguistic diversity in the spoken languages of
China is roughly equivalent to that of Europe. I assume that the classical period had analogous linguistic
variety.

The theoretically best linguistic chracterization of a word and a language is a different, difficult, and
unsettled matter. The first step is to distinguish a word-token from a word-type. The previous two sen-
tences contained five tokens of the word(-type) a. Some tokens of word-types are spoken tokens; some
are written tokens. A word-type is an abstract theoretical object. So, therefore, is a language that consists
of words. Written and spoken language are different embodiments of the abstract language.

Chinese linguists frequently criticize anyone who describes Chinese as monosyllabic. That character-
ization is appropriate if we individuate words by spaces in writing—as z/

ch«racttrs. I do not find the available
arguments for rejecting the view that characters are words particularly compelling. A phrase-structure
grammar and a semantic model of ancient Chinese, particularly, could quite consistently place single
characters at terminal nodes. That character compounds are more frequent in modern Chinese does not
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ten language I will be describing apply mainly to classical written grammar. I do not
necessarily assume that classical written grammar can be identified with the spoken
grammar of any particular region of that time. Classical written grammar may have
differed from the various ancient spoken grammars as much as it does now.*

The ancient Chinese theory of language was systematically different from West-
ern popular theories. Our respective assumptions about language are not the result of
private observation and empirical experience. We learn our theory of language from
our community and absorb a shared communal set of assumptions about language
from our elders as we leam the language. When others correct our speech, they
frequently give us a conventional rationalization for the instruction. Thus they teach
us a bit of the conventional theory of language. When they train us to read and write,
our teachers may impart a widely accepted theory of writing.

These socially imparted theories of language are not necessarily descriptively
accurate.! Consider our Western grammar school theory of language—the one that

convince me that a character base would not work for modem languages as well. The modern compounds
mainly have systematic syntactic and semantic structures: verb-object, resultative verb compound, syn-
onym compound, contrastive compound, etc. The fact that translators normally render these compounds
with single English words does not settle the theoretical issue.

* Paradoxically, many writers on Chinese language seem to make the opposite assumption. I have
tried to trace the source of this surprising view among its adherents. Their objection relies more on
conforming to an alleged linguistic consensus than on its explanatory power in dealing with Chinese. They
take the priority of spoken language to be a settled linguistic universal and deal with the Chinese counter-
example only by struggling to bring it into line with this linguistic generalization. A scientific inference
procedure would have stimulated someone to raise doubt about the generalization in the face of the clas-
sical Chinese counterexample. As far as I know, only Rosemont (1970) has done this.

The linguistic school that sinologists take to be orthodox assumes that all written languages must be
transcriptions of spoken language. Once we understand the type-token distinction, this view seems to lose
all plausibility. The written tokens are indeed tokens of word-types in the language. But it does not follow
that they must be transcriptions of spoken tokens to play this role. My sources, in any case, suggest that
this bias is far from established doctrine in linguistics. Even if it were, we should wonder how the
generalization stands in the face of classical Chinese. (Other problems for the generalization include logic,
mathematics, sign languages for the deaf, computer languages, drums, smoke signals, and so forth.)

John DeFrancis has led the sinological crusade to accept this generalization and reinterpret the Chinese
case to conform to it. His argument seems to rely mainly on citing the emphatic rhetoric of Bloomfield.
His pleonisms seem to have become orthodoxy among Chinese language teachers. Bloomfield suggests,
somewhat tongue in cheek, that "written language"is an oxymoron. "Writing is not language, but merely
a way of recording language by visible marks." See DeFrancis 1989, p. 48. With the type-token distinc-
tion in hand, we can say the same thing about spoken language. Spoken language is not language, but a
way of tokening language in an oral-aural medium. But DeFrancis clearly interprets Bloomfield's gener-
alization to mean that written tokens can only be transcriptions of spoken tokens of language. So inter-
preted, Bloomfield's linguistic generalization is implausible and controversial even for European lan-
guages. In the case of Chinese, it simply directly contradicts the normal interpretation of the phenomenon.
Searching DeFrancis at length for a justification, just when I would hope to find an argument, I find only
appeal to authority: "Most linguists believe this." Therefore, on pain of embarrassing Chinese, we twist
and turn to make the appearance conform to the perceived orthodoxy.

Writing grew in China as a ritual practice connected to divination and constrained by its medium—
carving on bones. Its telegraphic terseness could reflect ordinary speech only if every Chinese speaker
were far more laconic than any Gary Cooper character.

tNote, therefore, that we do not really have to decide whether Bloomfield's claims about the priority
of spoken language are true. The relevant question here is whether they are likely to be part of the theory
of a culture with Chinese written language and regionally diverse spoken languages. Whether these West-
ern claims are true or not, they are far more likely to become conventional wisdom in a culture with a
phonetic alphabet than one with Chinese characters.
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acompanies our linguistic training. Our high school grammar is notoriously not a
scientifically sound account of English syntax. Its role is different: to explicate and
induce a conception of correct formal usage. So we would naturally expect school
and folk ideologies of language to exaggerate some features of their respective lan-
guages and ignore others. When languages differ, therefore, we may expect their
teaching theories to differ perhaps even more markedly. Understandably, we further
tend to generalize our own teaching theory. We tend to understand the theory not
merely as an account of our language, but of the nature of language itself.

So we have quite nonmysterious reasons to suppose, then, that where our lan-
guages differ, our popular theory of language also will differ. In Western language
socialization, for example, spelling accuracy plays a more important role in our eval-
uation of a person's linguistic competence than does calligraphy. We not only toler-
ate that well educated people might have unattractive handwriting, we even expect it
in doctors. In Chinese language socialization, good calligraphy plays a much more
important evaluative social role; their training theory emphasizes calligraphy more
than our own.

To understand the background assumptions about language in classical China,
we should note the features of our respective languages that contribute to these dif-
ferent popular ideologies. Let me describe some features of Chinese that illustrate
the different folk theory of language in classical China.

Pictographs and Ideographs

For Westerners the most familiar element of Chinese is that it is a pictographic or
ideographic. The nonalphabetic character of Chinese writing immediately captures
our attention—as it does traditional Chinese theory. Unfortunately, the sinologists
under Bloomfield's spell assume that the development of writing traces an inevitable
path from primitive pictographs to modern phonemic structures. To characterize Chinese
as ideographic suggests the demeaning conclusion that Chinese writing is primitive.
As a result, some self-styled historical linguists have virtually made a cottage indus-
try of challenging the established use of ideographic to describe Chinese.* They bend
over backward to keep from taking the unique nature of Chinese writing at face
value.t So we find Chinese linguists indignantly trumpeting the Western folk theory
that all writing is merely a recording of speech.t

* John DeFrancis's corpus of writings are the locus classicus of this reaction: "The cumulative effects
of a professional lifetime in which I have had to put up with error about Chinese have finally propelled
me to take up arms against the misrepresentation of its system of writing" (1989, p. xi). His sense of
isolation puzzles me. In fact, his view seems to be the conventional wisdom of Anglo-American sinol-
ogy—which, of course, leads me to question it.

tDeFrancis, for example, insists that all full written languages are "visible speech." He represents
Chinese as continuous with German, French, and English, different only in its degree of phonemic accu-
racy. Correspondence between sounds and symbols "decreases somewhat for systems such as German,
Spanish, and Russian. It drops further for French, still further for English, and even further for Chinese"
(ibid., p. 51).

tDeFrancis, as I noted above, openly embraces Bloomfield's dictim: "Writing is not language, but
merely a way of recording language by visible marks" (ibid., p. 48). He acknowledges (1989) that other
linguists dissent from this view even as it applies to Western languages. DeFrancis adopts the posture of
defending the honor of Chinese against the offensive biases he sees lurking in the accepted characterization
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The slender factual basis of this frenzy of debunking is straightforward. We
conventionally divide Chinese graphs into pictographs, ideographs, and phonetic
compounds. The pictographs include characters for horse, sun, moon, oxen, sheep,
person, and mountain—most of the radicals. The ideographs include such obvious
ones as numbers, above and below, middle, and also complex graphs formed from
pictographic radicals such as shen{OKSt (three trees) and mingbnght (sun and moon).
The phonetic compounds typically have a pictographic radical and a component that
contributes phonetic information.*

DeFrancis's opponents in this mortal struggle are not, as he pretends, Western
thinkers bent on ridiculing China. They include Chinese folk theory itself. Popular
Chinese language learning aids construct elaborate purported etymologies of most of
the phonetic graphs. It assigns a meaning-based rationale to the entire character even
while characterizing those elements as phonetics.t As we noted, Chinese language
ideology links language, poetry, and painting in a way that contradicts the assump-
tions of Western folk theory. For our purposes, this hostility to using words like
ideograph is blind to a distinctive character of the traditional Chinese style of think-
ing about language. DeFrancis's distaste for this characterization of Chinese comes
from his uncritical acceptance of the Western folk theory.

Presumably, the Chinese advocates of the significance of written Chinese do not
share our Western ideology of language as a system of sounds. Our popular history
of the invention of (Western) written language tempts us to view pictographic lan-
guages as primitive. DeFrancis's passionate assimilation of Chinese writing to "re-

of Chinese as ideographic. Yet, paradoxically, DeFrancis openly embraces the offending evaluative prem-
ise. Ideographic writing systems, he says, are primitive and phonemic ones are mature. This makes his
defense of the honor of Chinese less than ringing. He characterizes Chinese as a grossly "defective" and
"abysmally bad" phonemic writing system that is "incomparably more deficient than English" (De-
Francis 1984, p. 128-29). This reminds one of the condemnations of sexism that insist that there are no
physical differences between females and males. Surely, the reasonable place to correct such prejudice
lies in the evaluative premise that insists that male physiology has special value, not the descriptive
premise that states the difference. Let us simply deny the bias: phonemic writing systems are no better
than those based on ideographic principles. Then we can accept the normal English characterization of
Chinese without moral indignation.

*The DeFrancis line is that since it contributes phonetic information, the graphic structure and mean-
ing of the phonetic element is irrelevant. Since it contributes phonetic information it contributes only
phonetic information. I can find no justification for this persistent non sequitur.

t Studies have argued that these popular etymologies are not always reliable history. Nonetheless,
DeFrancis's puritanical conclusion about phonetic compounds is implausible on its face. The phonemic
part may also contribute semantic information. Possible phonetic elements for the sound ft, for example,
include ft10"", li<"°f", and //̂ i"'""1 "««'. It hardly seems irrelevant that /irilual uses ft""™"1"1 *'*** with a
religion radical and /iP*"™1 uses the /i10"1 with a jade radical and frckver uses /;profit with a human radical.

Graham has argued that philosophers apparently designed many characters for expressing philosoph-
ical distinctions they thought important. He notes that the phonetic in both zhongloy*]ly and shu"x'pmity are
relevant to the implicit theory of each (the phoentic ru** "kc as explaining shurec'Proc[t>' as likening to
oneself, and the phonetic z/iongcenttr for a notion both of loyalty to the ruler and wholeheartedness on
behalf of inferiors) (Graham 1989, p. 21). He offers similar arguments for qingf<x]i"v (p. 98), xing"'""*
(p. 56), cAengsincerily (p. 133), Wa/idisputt (p. 36), and a host of other important terms in classical philoso-
phy. Graham argues that the Mohists used character-construction techniques deliberately to make what
they took to be important philosophical dinstinctions. Even if DeFrancis were right about the bad conse-
quences of allowing ourselves to call Chinese characters ideographs, the view of language enshrined in
such a characterization is very plausibly that of the classical philosophers themselves, not merely of
Western dilettantes.
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cording of speech" shares this bias. He writes, "Error about the Chinese system of
writing can subtly lead to bias against the Chinese people themselves." * The proper
attack, again, on this bias is the premise that phonemic writing is more highly de-
veloped writing. Leaving that premise in place will demean Chinese writing even if
we manage to "correct" the quaint view of Chinese as totally pictographic to a more
accurate view that it is 25 percent phonetic. It will still seem relatively primitive until
we dethrone that baseless value assumption about possible writing systems.

The real culprit here is the assumption that sound and speech are integral to the
very concept of language. The proper corrective, as the type-token distinction di-
rects, is to treat language as an abstract symbolic system. Sounds are one familiar
example of linguistic symbols, not their essence. Pictures, gestures, electromagnetic
modulations, graphs, map conventions, eyebrow movements, ideographs, logical no-
tation and so forth are other possible symbol systems that can token words of a
language. The assumption that language consists essentially of sounds—even without
the Chinese example—has seldom captivated philosophers. We refer to our logical
systems, to mathematics, and to computer languages as languages.^ The argument
that we should stop speaking our accustomed way about these things is far from
compelling.

Suppose we speak only of natural languages, those that children can learn at
their mother's knee. This turns out empirically to be mainly spoken, verbal language.
But that seems largely an accident of physiology, not a consequence of the very
concept of a language. Deaf children, for example, can learn a first language that is
not based on sound, t

The deeper problem is that the sinologists, shying away from acknowledging
any significance of Chinese writing, miss the ways it could be philosophically inter-
esting. First, the issue here is not whether "pictographic" or "ideographic" is a
correct description of written Chinese. Our question is whether the Chinese language
ideology would naturally so describe it. DeFrancis's treatment would make it seem
that our tendency (and the traditional Chinese tendency) to characterize Chinese as
ideographic lacks any factual basis. The alleged error is a total fantasy. I would
think that something in the difference between written English and written Chinese
demands an alternate explanation. It will hardly do to say written Chinese is just like
English, only deficiently so.

What tempts us to remark on the uniqueness of Chinese characters is not merely

"Ibid., p. xi. As we noted, this is not subtle. It is a consequence of the bias that DeFrancis embraces:
the view that the natural line of development of writing is from pictographs to phonemic systems. See,
for example, his comment on page 221 that all systems of writing are alike in "tracing their ancestry back
to pictographic symbols. . . ."

t DeFrancis dismisses formal languages like mathematics on the grounds that they are incomplete. He
does not give this claim a clear alternative sense from that used in logic. Given the logical sense, all
languages complex enough to include ordinary arithmetic are incomplete. Given the common-sense read-
ing, his argument would be easily derailed by formal results in metalogic. The Lowenheim-Skolem theo-
rem shows that any language with denumerably many sentences has an interpretive model in first-order
logic plus arithmetic. I presume that a language would count as complete in DeFrancis's sense if it has
infinitely many possibilities for the expression of thoughts.

t DeFrancis dismisses sign language used by deaf people with the observation that all actual com-
munities of deaf people have incorporated elements of the language of their larger society. That does
nothing to show that a natural gesture language is either conceptually or even humanly impossible.
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that they look like pictures of their object (they don't, normally). Nor is it that
historically, they seem to be derived from pictures. What really tempts us is the
interlanguage aspect of Chinese graphs. DeFrancis's parallels with English and Fin-
nish are misleading because Chinese seems a hybrid between a single language and
a language family. Many different Chinese languages share a single written form. A
Chinese written graph no more represents a sound in one of those languages than in
any other.

Chinese writing thus plays the interlanguage role of Plato's realm of meanings
and its philosophical descendant, private mentalese ideas.* Chinese writing tempts
us to describe it as ideographic or pictographic because it plays the interlanguage role
that Western theory envisions for its pictographic mental ideas. Chinese graphs give
a model that explains how to relate the sounds of different spoken languages. But
the model is a social-conventional model, not a mental, abstract, or metaphysical
one.

In theory, we need not limit the possibility that characters play such a role to
languages in the Chinese family. For a long time in early Japanese history, the main
writing system (for males) was classical Chinese. It had as little relation to Japanese
spoken language as it would to English. We could also write English in Chinese
characters using similar techniques.!

I find the implicit Chinese view eminently reasonable. Our ability at language

*This is what makes the word ideograph seem appropriate. Ideographs do not represent ideas; they
play the analogous explanatory role in Chinese theories of language that ideas play in the Western coun-
terparts. Chinese Z(chanlclcr5 are in this sense analogous to ideas. The theory of ideas treats them as picture-
like, interlanguage items. A causal chain ties both ideas and z;

characleri to the objects in the world to which
the words of language refer. They anchor the dog-leg theory because they purport to substitute straight-
forward pictorial representation for the mysterious power of semantic representation.

The main difference is that Plato's version paints the ideas as the ultimately real objects in an objec-
tive realm of reason. He treats only the sound as constituting the conventional aspect of language. Our
seventeenth-century mentalese version of Platonism also makes the pictographic language in the head
nonconventional. This individualist version makes the mental ideographs purely subjective and private.
(They are still, however, the product of reason—now combined with experience.)

Chinese Zjcharacters are unmistakably conventional, social, and public. Classical Chinese theorists do
not give into the temptation to make picturing the explanation of the language-world relation. History
(Sage king's coining) and convention (our intentions to conform to their usage) tie language to the world.
The Chinese counterpart of this pictographic interlanguage language is different mainly in being an on-
the-earth, conventional language rather than a private, mental, intellectual or other-worldly one. Chinese
writers easily recognize that even a pictographic orthography is a social convention. A picture language
stands in need of intentional interpretation as much as does a system of sounds. They would not be
tempted to the naive assumption that postulating a pictographic mental language into which one translated
sounds would solve the riddle of language. It could not provide the required constant relation of language
and the world. Even if they were pictures, their usage still would depend on the surrounding conventions,
not on their pure pictographic content.

tDeFrancis lampoons this possibility in a burlesque titled "The Singlish Affair." He describes an
fictional plot by the Japanese, together with Koreans and Vietnamese, to force Westerners to write in
Chinese characters after the war. DeFrancis apparently hoped that the account would lay this silly idea to
rest as a bit of quaint chinoiserie. Unfortunately, he reports, many readers took the spoof seriously. He
seems to have missed the point of that reaction. What it shows is that the story has just enough conceptual
plausibility to make a good hoax. DeFrancis thinks the story shows the incoherence of the idea and just
how it is supposed to do that is an enormous mystery. Of course, the story does show political, social,
and cultural naivete. It is certainly bizarre to think that this particular conceptual possibility is sensible
policy. To note the conceptual possibility of such a thing is not to advocate it as linguistic policy.
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presupposes a distinctive human ability to identify categories of shapes, what artifi-
cial intelligence theorists characterize as pattern recognition. Our ability to read pre-
supposes this ability to recognize categories of shapes. So does our ability to apply
language in guiding our behavior in the world. Both require that we can recognize a
set of similar shape tokens as a type. We learn to recognize a conventional shape or
to assign a word to a conventionally determined range of shapes. Pictographs are
early forms of writing because a communally shared shape recognition capacity must
exist for any language development.*

The popular Chinese ideology is not unlike our own in this regard. The written
form influences both folk theories of language. Even illiterates will learn their re-
spective culture's theories. They would adopt their culture's theory of language as
they their culture's theory of the sun, the moon, psychology and spirits, and death.
They need not have learned to write themselves to acquire the community's ideology
of their language. All they must do is talk about language with others who do accept
the theory.

Meaning, Translation, and the Mental

So the feature of Chinese that tempts us (even if mistakenly) to describe it as picto-
graphic or ideographic is philosophically important. It shows why Chinese language
theorists would not be tempted to anything like the Western dogleg theory of mean-
ing. Western ideology introduces meaning to explain interlanguage translation. Since
the theory of meaning has such extensive historical and theoretical links to the noto-
riously obscure notion of an idea, we lack one important motivation to postulate
Chinese counterparts of ideas, beliefs, meanings, thoughts, or the apparatus of men-
tal, cognitive content.

To show this, consider a typical, standard account of how our folk theory gen-
erates puzzles about meaning. Notice that implicit in our grammar-school ideology
is a requirement that meanings be objects of some sort. Our assuming language has
a descriptive function and our focus on objects as the building blocks of reality
inclines us to require objects for any meaningful term in our language.!

How can a word—a noise or a set of marks on paper—mean something? There
are some words, like "bang" or "whisper," which sound a bit like what they

*Neutrally, we can say that language consists of intelligible symbols. Gestures, sounds, pictures,
smoke puffs, and dance steps can be symbols. The only a priori limit on symbols is that humans be able
to learn to recognize them: can we make sense of the principles of combination that allow the generation
of new symbols and complex symbols from simple ones? Beyond that, contrary to sinological dogma, we
find no a priori objection to treating a language of conventional written symbols as distinct from any
particular spoken language.

In English, as I argued above, we individuate words and languages by criteria based on the written
form. We regard fit out as two words and outfit as one. We do not say that biscuit and cookie are the
same word in British and American English. We tend to say, instead, that the same word means something
different in British English. Chinese speakers refer to the character to disambiguate their utterances. When
someone asks what they mean, they may write the character on their hands, in the air or describe it. Some
characters have familiar descriptions such as "three-line Wong." They also can use character combina-
tions to identify the character such as "the zhong in zhongguo."

t Actually, more sophisticated versions of the representational theory require that there be objects
backing up only the logically proper names of the language. Other terms are then construed as complex
names. This analysis is necessary to deal with the problem of reference to nonexistent objects.
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refer to, but usually there is no resemblance between a name and the thing it is
the name of. The relation in general must be something entirely different. . . .
The mystery of meaning is that it doesn't seem to be located anywhere—not in
the word, not in the mind, not in a separate concept or idea hovering between
the word, the mind and the things we are talking about.7

However familiar and intuitive this notion of a meaning hovering around our
use of language may seem to us, we need not attribute it to classical Chinese philos-
ophers. The Western theory came to invoke the private pictographic language. Since,
unlike sounds, ideas do resemble their objects, they form the explanatory link be-
tween sounds and objects in the world. We identify those mental pictographs as the
person's meanings for the words of whatever language she learns. These mental
objects explain our ability to learn conventional languages. Western folk theory sup-
poses that we translate our mother tongue into this private language of mental picto-
graphs.

Traditional Chinese theorists would have no parallel motivation to postulate pri-
vate, subjective meanings. Chinese folk theory treats the alleged pictographs as hav-
ing a historical, causal relation to the world (as do our ideas). But the history is the
history of a linguistic community, not that of an individual, and the Chinese use of
the graphs conforms to historical conventions. Their theories note explicitly the con-
ventional nature of language and the crucial role of acceptability of use. Chinese
theorists emphasize the relation of language and society, perhaps even more than
they emphasize the relation of language and the world.

Chinese thinkers don't get caught up in the familiar problems of meaning. They
do not start with a conception of philosophy as a search for definitions. That doesn't
mean they are not philosophical. They simply adopt an intuitively more social theory
of language. Social conventions govern all aspects of language—the graphs them-
selves, the distinctions, and the sounds we have for the character. Language depends
on social agreement, convention, or coincidence. The shared pattern of use has cus-
tomary normative status. These conventions, Chinese skeptics note, could be differ-
ent from what they are. Chinese skeptics draw on cultural relativism for their doubts
instead of inner, private subjectivity.

Emotionless Tone

The Western student's difficulty with spoken Chinese usually comes before she deals
with characters. It starts with tones. This is not because tone is an inherently difficult
aspect of pronunciation or even that tone is lacking in English. The problem is that
our early linguistic training taught us to disregard tone in identifying words. Our
grammar school ideology of language normally overlooks tone. We learn pronunci-
ation and grammar while focusing on our written symbols—alphabet letters. Tone
does play a role in speaking English but not in writing it. The intonation on a sentence
signals different speech roles—expressing sarcasm or skepticism, accusing, flirting
questioning, persuading, demanding, and so forth. This, however, we seldom teach
in our grammar books. The role of tone strikes us as too amorphous to train explic-
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itly; we assume that one gets it naturally or not at all. Sincerity cannot be taught. In
our popular theory, we effectively treat tone as extralinguistic.

We instead use the word tone in the denotation-connotation distinction. In our
folk theory of language, the tone of voice does not change the substance of what we
say. It only changes the affective overlay, what we call emotional tone. One may
adopt a sneering tone, a questioning tone, a surprised tone, and so on. Westerners
thus learn a folk theory of language that links the phenomenon of tone to another
aspect of our philosophy of mind. It reinforces the folk theory's split between intel-
lect and emotion, idea and feeling, belief and desire, reason and passion. Words
express pure rational ideas. Tone expresses emotion or feeling. You learn words, but
the emotional tone is just a natural result of your emotional state.

In modern Chinese languages (presumably also in classical Chinese languages)
tone plays a linguistic role more like that of letter-phonemes in Indo-European lan-
guages.* This feature of Chinese is a source of the stereotype that Chinese has a
singsong quality.t This also may have contributed to the stereotype of Oriental in-
scrutability. In fact, Chinese speakers may be as uncomfortable with allowing the
tone to vary emotionally as Western students are with making the tone constant.

Given that tone plays the word-identifying role, we might wonder how one can
express emotions in Chinese? For example, Cantonese—a modern language closer to
ancient Chinese—has a rich vocabulary of words in sentence final position that con-
vey sarcasm, surprise, doubt, persuasive force, and so forth. One simply adds that
word to the end of an utterance to change what we would call its emotive role.$

One could say that Chinese language exhibits the social, or emotive, impact of
what we say straightforwardly. This feature of language reveals explicitly that we do
things with language, especially social things. Western language ideology, by con-
trast, treats the key role of language as conveying ideas, facts and descriptive con-
tent. Chinese language training more naturally portrays language as a way people
interact with and influence each other. In Chinese we use a particular explicit word
to quote, to command, to persuade, and otherwise to affect people.

My hypothesis is that Chinese language training would not motivate the Western
bias toward understanding language as descriptive.§ Chinese theorists could plausibly

*That is, tone is crucial to word identification. The phonetic qualities associated with letters—rounded
versus unrounded (o versus e), bilabial versus dental (b versus d), are important distinctions in English.
They determine which English word we token. In Chinese, level versus rising, upper versus lower tone
do that as much does change in vowel quality or consonant.

tThis is especially true of Cantonese, from which many of our stereotypes descend. Cantonese has
more tones, a greater tonal range, and less tone sandhi than Mandarin, so that each word is usually said
in its full tone. The conversational enthusiasm of Cantonese speakers reinforces the impression.

11 believe that this phenomenon is less an expression of emotion than signaling the speech-act role
or illocutionary force of a sentence. The same sentence with the addition of a final word may be used to
persuade, to order, to question, to criticize, etc. My describing this as expressing an emotion is a tempo-
rary concession to the Western folk-theory of language.

§1 do not assume that this feature of Chinese is the cause of their viewing language in its social
context. Chinese philosophy arose in a context of prior interest in transmission, conformity, mastery, and
practice of ritual as means of socialization. Western philosophy arose in the context of prior interest in
astronomy, navigation, geometry, etc. These dominant interests probably account most directly for the
different context in which the two traditions viewed language. Western thinkers looked at language in its
relation with the world (semantics), Chinese thinkers looked at language and its relation to language users
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assume that language socializes us.* I will argue that Chinese thinkers treat skill in
applying names as a learned ability. We conform to the community in marking dis-
tinctions. This shared linguistic skill enables the community to coordinate behavior.
In philosophical terms, the Chinese theory of language starts from pragmatics—the
relation of language and user; Western theory focuses first on semantics—the relation
of language and the world.

Ordered Grammar

For the struggling Western student, the simplicity of Chinese grammar may partly
compensate for the tonal difficulty. Students sometimes put the point inaccurately by
saying Chinese lacks grammar. The kernel of truth in this cliche is that Chinese
grammar does not use grammatical inflection.! Our conventional expression comes,
again, from our grammar-school ideology of language. Our formal language training
focused strongly on number, tense, and case inflections. Since we seldom find it
necessary to teach word-order to native speakers, we emphasize grammatical agree-
ment in urging students to speak correctly. The conventional examples of bad gram-
mar are such things as absence of subject-verb agreement and mistakes in case and
number. So we tend to think of these features as exhausting the range of grammar.
Our struggle with the grammar of other Indo-European languages also focuses on the
tedium of declining verbs for tense and number and mastering the gender and case
inflections, t

Chinese, in this respect, resembles logic more than English does.§ In ancient
written Chinese especially, word order determines grammatical role.|| As long we
order terms strictly, case inflections are superfluous.

and social convention (pragmatics). This feature merely reveals a particular way that each culture elabo-
rated that direction of analysis.

* Classical Chinese thinkers eventually do derive a theory of the descriptive role of language from
this more basic role of guiding behavior. Their theory of term reference grows from accounting for how
we should make social usage constant. External reference was one theory of how to regularize name use.

TThis statement of the difference depends on a restrictive conception of an inflection. Chinese uses
characters—sometimes after verbs, sometimes as sentence finals—that might be described as tense mark-
ers. I would describe them as aspect markers (completion, continuation) rather than tense markers. A
completion marker may be used grammatically along with the word tomorrow, for example. If we think
of inflection as affecting a word and think of a character as a word, then these would not count as
inflections. Of course the same could be said of the plural pronoun zia>maa:, men (Mandarin), or del
(Cantonese).

t Our grammar-school folk-theory rationalizes our investment in mastering these perplexing features
of Indo-European languages. We believe that this complicated system of inflections is essential to clear
communication. Studying Chinese liberates us from this prejudice. The Indo-European way of marking
sentence functions will come to seem unnecessary. Studying logic would have had the same effect. Logical
notations also dispense with most inflections. (I say "most" because we could regard the difference
between variable and predicate letters [usually capitalized and small letters] as a counterpart of syntactical
inflection.) Logical notations rely mainly on order and operators. If your sentence contains words like
yesterday, tense is redundant. If seven precedes a noun, we hardly need a marker on the verb to tell us it
is that seven is two or more. Nouns occur in subject and object position (in English) without case marking.
Pronouns could do the same.

§ Linguists call languages which rely on word order rather than inflections analytic. English is among
the most analytic of Western languages. Classical Chinese may well be the most analytic of actual human
languages.

|| As in logic, classical Chinese predicates have several ordered slots or places for terms. A transitive
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Our folk theory of language stresses another accidental feature, especially of
English. Our grammatical training includes the imperative to speak and write in com-
plete sentences. A complete sentence expresses a complete thought. Our ideology
emphasizes that a complete sentence has both a subject and a predicate. In English,
even in slightly bizarre contexts, we grammatically require the subject term (as in
"It is raining"). Although, logically, the typical sentence is equally about all the
terms used in it, our grammar ideology teaches us that the predicate says something
about the subject. Thus a standard thought is about some object and describes that
object in a certain way.

Classical Chinese written language regularly omits the subject and other pre-
verbal nouns. We should not, therefore, assume that our sentence-based ideology
will be part of the intuitive Chinese theory of their language. If we do not attribute
a belief in a subject-predicate distinction to Chinese philosophers, then we would
have no reason to attribute its elaboration in ontology or theory of mind to them.
Chinese philosophers need not believe that expressions are about particular objects.
We need not assume their ontology analyzes reality as consisting of substances (ob-
jects, particulars) with attributes (properties, characteristics). We need not assume
that they share the psychological theory of subjectivity versus objectivity. We need
not assume they will treat language as conveying a unit of thought (belief or other
counterpart of a sentence) or a fact.

These familiar, almost instinctive, aspects of our folk theories surrounding lan-
guage training need not be part of the folk theory conveyed in teaching a language
as different as Chinese. We cannot treat these as default assumptions in our interpre-
tive theory. Each attribution would require constructive argument from the text.

Building Blocks of Language

We learn our grammar by means of a theory that breaks language down into several
individual structural parts. Our grammar-school ideology does closely associate spo-
ken and written language. So we individuate first the letters (sounds) that compose
words in the written form. Our theory then individuates words mainly by our writing
conventions—where we leave spaces. Our theory treats a word as a string of sounds
with a syntactical role (part of speech) and a meaning (an association with an idea).
Words (parts of speech) fit together to make sentences. The sentence is a key struc-
tural fragment in our linguistic ideology. Sentence boundaries govern most grammat-
ical agreement. We think of grammar as the rules for constructing sentences. Our
way of teaching our grammar therefore stresses the sentence.* Sentences express

verb has two ordered places, a verb that takes an indirect object has three, an intransitive verb one, and
so forth. Prepositions increase the number of places in a predicate where terms can be inserted. The
instrumental preposition iwilh comes between the subject position and the verb. The locative preposition
yum comes after the objects. The preverbal term-slots may be emply. The postverbal ones require variables
(pronouns) if the term is missing.

* Wittgenstein treated our concept of a fact as a structure of reality that shares its logical form with
the structure of a sentence. A typical sentence consists of a set of terms and a relational element. A fact
consists of the corresponding configuration of the objects referred to by the terms. A fairly recent trend in
Western syntax is dialogue-based grammar. Logicians can be said to study the grammar of a series of
sentences, an argument.

Western semantic thought gave Western thinkers other reasons for treating sentences as important.
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beliefs (complete thoughts composed of ideas). Sentences map onto our mental world.
Sentences share a logical form with our inner thoughts and beliefs.

Chinese theories of the structural units that make up language would, of course,
differ. If the Chinese also drew on their written form, they would not treat sound
as the basic building block. As they learn to write, they learn a different theory
about the origin and nature of writing, a theory that would not start with phonemic
letters or an analysis of syllables into components. The Chinese merely note that the
ZJ-characters ^g pronounced in a certain way in their dialect. They would not describe
themselves as writing sounds. The basic structural unit Chinese language training
emphasizes is the brush stroke.*

The next unit in Chinese folk theory is the radical—the graph or that part of a
graph that contributes meaning.t There are radicals for human, water, tree, mouth,
heart, language, fish, bone, knife, and so forth. Complex characters contain radicals
in configurations with character elements that contain the phonetic information.t

Here Chinese popular theory links writing up with spoken language in a differ-
ent way. Characters do not represent sounds. They note, simply, that different Chinese

Our concept of truth applies properly only to sentences. Our traditional theory of language dealt mainly
with semantics or theory of meaning. As these developed, we understood the meaning to depend on the
notion of the truth of a sentence. Similarly our epistemology focused on prepositional attitudes—the
difference between belief and knowledge. Belief and knowledge contrast only at the level of the sentence
or proposition, the complete thought. We also call them sentential or prepositional attitudes.

Chinese pragmatic linguistic theory, by contrast, deals with assertability more than truth. This con-
trast is a genus-species contrast, not an exclusive one. We can think of truth as a species of assertability.
Distinguishing truth pragmatically from other species of assertability appeals to the theory of the faculty
of reason and the doctrine of belief-content. We do not limit assertability, as we do truth, to sentences.
We may assess words, phrases, sentences, arguments, even whole dialogues for assertability.

Chinese thought does deal with z^(i™owie<1Ee but not with prepositional knowledge. Classical Chinese
has no grammatically parallel verb for prepositional belief. The grammatical object of z/ii1™0™ is always a
noun or a verb phrase, not a subject-predicate sentence. The kind of knowledge that makes sense of
Chinese views is knowing-how to do something, knowing-to-do something, or knowing-of (about) some-
thing.

The closest counterparts to a belief context in classical Chinese also focuses on the term, not the
sentence. Where we would say, "He believes it is good," classical Chinese would use a structure some-
thing like, "He goods it" or "He, yi'wlth (with regard to) that, wei6™""* [it] good." We capture its theo-
retical force best by talking about a disposition to use a term of some object. Some translators render this
belieflike structure as deeming or regarding something as being of a kind.

*The brush stroke links calligraphy and painting in Chinese folk theory. It obviously does not em-
phasize the alleged gap between words and pictures familiar to Western students. Chinese painting, con-
versely, comfortably includes language in the frame. Even landscapes scrolls typically incorporate a peom,
proverb, or couplet. The continuity of calligraphy and painting is a deep and important cultural feature of
Chinese aesthetics and theory of character. The Chinese theory of excellence in painting and calligraphy
stress the quality of the brush strokes. That accounts partly for the emphasis noted above on the importance
of calligraphy as revealing a person's character. The stark dichotomy of pictures and words, so familiar
in our "worth a thousand" proverb would hardly make sense as a feature of Chinese language teaching.

t Traditional dictionary organization uses radicals and Chinese folk etymology stress the pictographic
origin of the radical component of characters.

I The phonetic information may be more accurate for some characters and in some dialects (lan-
guages) than others. As I noted above, Chinese folk theory typically assigns meaning to the phonetic
element as well. Historians of Chinese language, remember, regard these folk etymologies as mostly
fanciful. Whether or not we agree, the Chinese folk theory is certainly easy enough to motivate. Typically
a number of phonetic structures are available to signal the approximate sound of a character. It is hardly
obvious that the phonetic element selected from the range available has nothing to do with meaning.
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languages have different ways of saying a z/
character. Correctly ordered strings of char-

acters constitute the c«'phrase. The ancient Chinese concept of c/phrase ranges across any
linguistic strings that we intentionally structure.8 It includes what we would call a
compound word, a noun or verb phrase, duplicated verbs, whole sentences, and even
pairs or groups of related sentences (couplets).

Classical writers did not use the modern term yM
sentence in their theories of lan-

guage.* The next larger unit of language they spoke of was a i/!Moexplanatlon, and then
a daoguidins discourse.

Chinese writing depends heavily on elegant parallelism to convey structural in-
formation. Structural agreement partially replaces inflectional agreement as a way of
disambiguating expressions. Structural parallelism may extend over whole essays.
Thus, Chinese language ideology draws more closely together what our popular lan-
guage ideology separates: it blends prose and poetry just as its artistic decoration
blends words and pictures.! We illegitimately conflate language ideologies when we
conclude that the frequency of poetic structure in Chinese philosophy signals its emo-
tional or irrational character.9 Poetic structure in Chinese is a means to clarity, not
to mysticism, obscurity, or romanticism.

Structure and Interpretation

Classical Chinese characters have great syntactic mobility. We could say they can
play many part-of-speech roles. This way of putting it, however, overstates the dif-

* Graham has claimed that the Mohists discovered the sentence and changed the meaning of ciphrase

to refer exclusively to sentences. His evidence for this is basically that the Mohists discovered that word
order is important in strings of words. Beyond that, he relies suspiciously on a reconstructed passage that
looks more like a malleable field for Graham's own linguistic intuitions than a theory of the sentence.
Graham says that at first sight it looks like an unintelligible list of samenesses, but "on closer inspection"
it turns out to be a statement of Graham's own grammatical analysis of classical Chinese sentences—an
analysis of nominal and verbal sentences (Graham 1978 , p. 474). Even Graham admits that the key
heading "sameness of the same root" is "mysterious" (ibid., p. 475).

The Mohists did indeed discover that word order was important in ciphnlses. But that does not mean
they discovered the sentence. All linguistic strings have functional compositionality. That is, the unit is
made up of functional parts. A noun phrase, for example, may have an article, an adjective, and a noun.
Even people's names have syntactic structure.

Our Western grammatical theory emphasizes the complete sentence and a theory of its basic func-
tional parts. Our theory of a sentence postulates a set of parts of speech. The functional parts play impor-
tant roles in our syntax and also in our semantics. The meaning of a part is the role it plays in making a
sentence true. The root-declension structure of Indo-European languages draws our attention to these
functional roles.

Chinese linguistic theorists did not have this kind of reason to develop the theory of a sentence or its
complement, parts of speech. Chinese linguistic theorists did notice that word order was important in
discourse. Word order, pauses, beginning and ending points are important for any meaningful string of
characters. Chinese theorists did not theorize that word order distinguished sentential strings from either
smaller or larger language structures. In their statement of the importance of order, they did not invoke
sentential functions. The importance of word order lay in how language guides us, not in how it expresses
a truth.

t Traditional accounts of the word wenlmsa*s* claim that it originally referred to decoration. One of
the more interesting and revealing compounds in Chinese is M/en

liKI»nire;d<;coratio" + hua'*™'*' which is con-
ventionally translated as civilization. The idea that civilizing is decorating or embellishing human nature
by means of an accumulated literature or written langauge is a revealing look into the Chinese point of
view. It also reminds us again of the observation made above of the importance of calligraphy in evalua-
tion of one's character, one's educational and cultural development.
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ference. In English, as well, any word-root can play many part-of-speech roles. The
contrast is that for an English root to do this requires an appropriate inflection. A
proper noun can become an adjective, for example, Einsteinian. We can make a noun
into a verb with -ize. We can make a general noun into a singular abstract noun with
-ness or -hood and so on. We use a root-inflection structure to make our words play
different roles in the sentence. The difference is merely that Chinese does this with-
out inflections. Word order determines the syntactic role of the characters in a string.

Characters, like word roots, do have dominant sentential roles.* Ba/whlte is nor-
mally adjectival. Mahorse is normally a noun. We interpret a character's use in other
positions in the sentence via that root use. So "I white it" corresponds roughly to
"I regard it as white." (Translations aiming at familiarity would use "I believe it is
white" or "I make it white. ")t That characters can function in different part-of-
speech roles explains a bit of Western ideology about Chinese. It contributes to the
general Western impression that characters have many meanings (see above, pages
13-14).

Mass Terms and Scope Metaphysics

Huge parts of our ideology of language may seem to have little relevance to lan-
guage. We have already mentioned the Western doctrine of substance and attributes,
particular objects and their shared (and changing) properties. A related distinction in
early Western thought was that between an enduring object and its changing constit-
uents. This distinction between objects and the stuff of which it is made also figures
in the Western philosophical problems of one and many, permanence and change.
The contrast has become a stock tool in linguistic analysis.

Ordinary school grammar, however, barely recognizes that English has a syn-
tactic feature that traces this distinction between an object and its stuff. Western
languages mark this intuitive distinction with different kinds of nouns—count nouns
and mass nouns. River is a count noun. Water is a mass noun. We believe that the

This fact, along with structurally specialized characters like zheoac who and zW*:lt'" (used as an object
pronoun or in apposition) make it possible to confirm hypotheses about the structure of a sentence. Oth-
erwise it would be harder to argue that any parsing is better than another on syntactic grounds. Obviously,
the assignment of sentential role is relative to a hypothesis about where the string begins and ends and
what the main verb is. The notorious grammatical obscurity of Classical Chinese stems from this relativity.
Arguments for parsing hypotheses frequently depend heavily, therefore, on interpretive hypotheses.

In practice, given the lack of punctuation, the optional character of the subject, and the syntactic
mobility of characters, grammatical parsing and interpretation are interwoven. This helps, again, explain
how common poetic structure is in Chinese philosophy. As I suggested above, poetic structure may ac-
tually be clearer than prose. This celebrated feature of Chinese philosophical style may be motivated by
an urge to clarity more than mystical obscurity. A writer can guide interpretation via poetic parallelism.
If two phrases have parallel structures, we usually assume the same parsing hypothesis for both; this helps
rale out some of what would be plausible interpretive theories for either sentence in isolation. Note, for
example, the argument about lines 3 to 6 of chapter one of the Daode Jing below. Stylistic parallelism
between phrases thus plays a vital role in guiding the reader's analysis. We use interpretive intelligibility
and parallelism together to cull out parsing hypotheses.

t Our language-class grammar of Chinese distinguishes between causative and putative uses of this
structure. We usually elaborate the distinction with the Western theory of belief. But we could as well
talk about the social versus physical cause of a distinction.
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river is water. Heraclitus asked how he could bathe in the same river twice since he
obviously did not bathe in the same water twice.10

The mass-count distinction in nouns underlies the different concepts of identity
and individuality of things that inform the famous Western problem of flux. A count
noun has a principle of individuality built in. To understand the noun is to know how
to count the objects it refers to. The principle of identity for a count noun allows that
it can gain and lose matter and still remain the very same individual. Thus we can
count rivers and they remain the same even as the water flows in and out of them.

A mass noun, like water refers cumulatively. The concept has no particular
principle for individuating (counting or measuring). Its principle of identity, by con-
trast, is much more strict. If some parts of it have changed, it is no longer the very
same water.

Western languages use both kinds of nouns. River, car, dog, spoon, for example
are count nouns, since we can count them. They typically have a plural form and
can be modified directly by numbers and by phrases like many and few. The count
nouns dominate our commonsense view of reality. These nouns correspond to the
commonsense objects of our world. The noun itself contains a principle for identi-
fying the individual of a common type. The ordinary world of Western common
sense is a collection of particulars or individual objects.

Water, gold, grass, wood, furniture, and beef are English mass nouns. We mea-
sure them rather than count them. Depending on which measure or principle of in-
dividuation we choose, we can count the same quantity in indefinitely many ways.
We think of these objects as more amorphous, variable components of our world—
stuffs instead of objects. Grammatically they normally resist pluralization and direct
numbering. We modify them using much and little instead of many and few. These
nouns have principles of identity, but do not have an inherent principle of indivi-
dualization. We know what counts as the same X but not what counts as an individ-
ual X.

If we want to measure or count stuffs, we combine the mass noun with a count
sortal such as cup of, ounce of, blade of, cord of, piece of, and head of. What counts
as an individual is relative to our measuring purpose. We may measure water by
using drops of water, cups of water, buckets of water, or bodies of water, or any
other measure. Further, unlike objects, stuffs are cumulative. We refer to several
spatially isolated bits of stuff by one of these mass nouns. We can refer to the sum
of the bits with the same word we use for each part.

So the conceptual puzzle about permanence and change in Western philosophy
is reflected in this grammatical distinction. Western common sense assimilates stuffs
to qualities in its solution to the problem of change and leaves particular objects as
the foundation of reality. It seems that objects are stable and unchanging, yet the
stuff out of which they are made constantly changes. Like the water running in and
out of the river, living things take in and breathe out stuff as they grow and change.
Yet they remain the same thing. What is it that remains stable or unchanged? This
answer gives rise to, among others, the doctrine of essences that I discussed above.
The constituents of a thing may change while its essence remains the same. Like
Indian thought, Greek thought assumed that reality must be unchanging.

Both this stuff-object distinction and the object-property distinction feed into the
traditional Western focus on particular objects. The Western particular is, in fact, an
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abstraction. The world of Western conventional common sense is a collection of
stable abstract individuals or particulars which change constituents or properties and
yet remain the same underlying, pure individuality. We distinguish this abstract par-
ticular from its many different features, attributes, accidents, modes, properties or
characteristics as well as from its matter, substance or atoms.*

So much of Western philosophical theory derives from this model that we have
trouble imagining any other. Our concept of a thing, an object or entity is essentially
that of the countable particular. We thus attribute our cultural analysis of reality to
Chinese philosophers without noticing its grammatical base. We baldly assume that
is inevitable common sense.

I propose a radical hypothesis. Suppose Chinese philosophers assumed some-
thing more like an ontology of stuffs.t When they talk of 10,000 WM*"188 they prob-
ably do not mean 10,000 countable objects, but 10,000 nameable stuff kinds. Mod-
ern philosophers have called this alternative ontology a mereology.11 It is an ontology
of noncontiguous stuffs with a part-whole structure.

Modern Chinese languages appear to have few grammatical count nouns.12 Nearly
all common nouns of modern Chinese require sortals when used with numbers or
demonstratives. Chinese nouns do not take pluralization. t Chinese lacks the many I
much, few/little distinction.§ In classical Chinese the case was not so clear. Nouns

*One thrust of Western thought has been a search for ultimate particulars—atoms, then protons and
neutrons, then quarks then . . . The doctrine of the abstract particular still guides our cultural search for
the ultimate building blocks of the universe. The reductive physicalist analysis assumed until Einstein and
quantum mechanics that reality must consist of particular objects in space-time. The nonreductive realist
insisted that the shared properties must also be real—there must also be abstract universals. The common-
sense objects of appearance were complexes of the underlying abstract realities. They are metaphysically
constituted of these more basic objects. These, we traditionally thought, would be the unchanging ele-
ments. Realists use them to explain change as combinations or modifications of abstract particulars and
universals.

tMy mass-noun hypothesis has been widely misinterpreted, partly, I suppose, because I called it the
mass-noun hypothesis. It was not a syntactic claim that Chinese nouns have mass-noun grammar. I in fact
argued (1983), as I do below, that Classical grammar is not a mass-noun grammar. The mass-noun
hypothesis, as its Quinian ancestry suggests, is an interpretive hypothesis, a theory about the meaning of
these terms. I hypothesized that the semantics of Chinese nouns may be like those of mass-nouns. The
test of the hypothesis is not grammatical, but whether the attribution of meaning makes more rational
sense of the beliefs we attribute to the Chinese philosophers. Graham (1989, p. 402) cites Harbsmeier's
tentative grammatical classification of Classical nouns into three groups. Harbsmeier labels the alleged
grammatical groups in a question-begging way as count, mass, and generic in an attempt to rebut a mass-
noun grammatical hypothesis. Graham seems to think that if Harbsmeier decides to commit himself to this
classification in print, it will show that "the mass-noun hypothesis is no longer tenable, at least in its
original form." Aside from the questionable criteria of truth (that is, whatever Harbsmeier is eventually
willing to commit himself to in print), this declaration muddles the issue. Graham allows that the "insight
of Hansen which seemed especially valuable survives the upheaval." But that insight is the whole of the
mass-noun hypothesis. I had already denied that classical Chinese nouns were grammatical mass-nouns. I
made the interpretive claim that we would understand their theory of language and related doctrines better
on the hypothesis that their implicit ontology was a mereology. Harbsmeier systematically confuses syntax
and semantics.

t Modern pronouns do and there are reduplicative forms for universal scope: ren1""""1 ren1"""*1 =
everyone. To say that nouns do not admit pluralization is different from simply saying they lack a plural.
For example, fish and deer both accept pluralization even though their plural form is identical to their
singular. The important thing is that we can number or count them.

§ One can, however, ask questions about amount in a way that signals that one expects the answer to
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lacked plural forms and a many/much distinction but numbers could modify some
nouns directly. However, they could also use number-sortal ("five head of") struc-
tures to modify them. These masslike structures typically came after the noun (mat*XSK

WMfive &Jteams).

Arguably, Classical Chinese ontological assumptions may have affected Chinese
language development. Gradually nouns came to have a more uniform mass-noun
syntax. The number-sortal forms became standardized during the Han dynasty (221
B.C. to A.D. 220) shortly after the classical period we are discussing.

Scope and Grammatical Categories

One salient way in which Chinese nouns resemble English mass nouns is that they
can fill a term place in a predicate without article modifiers.* This grammatical fea-
ture helps blur any distinction between different kinds of nouns.t Chinese theory of
language, accordingly, distinguished nouns mainly by their range or scope.

Adjectives also have scope. Classical Chinese adjectives also can fill a term
position, either as subject or object.t Chinese theorists, accordingly, draw no explicit
distinction between nouns and adjectives.§

Adjectives, in turn, are not clearly distinct from intransitive verbs.|| In English
grammar, we require an is verb with adjectives but not with intransitive verbs. In
logic and in Chinese, adjectives and intransitive verbs function alike grammatically.

This string of assimilations further helps explain why Chinese theorists did
not note what seem to us obvious functional distinctions (parts of speech) among
their characters.# Chinese writers in the classical period speak of words only as
m/ngnames. Given these facts about their language, we can appreciate that this is
neither a mistranslation nor grammatically naive.**

use a sortal: ;7how ma"y zfepieccs W*"?" But the standard contrast duo""**1™"'* sfozofcw:1Me may be read either
way. "Duomach-amty snaotittk!ew y«flsh?" could be answered with either an individual fish sortal or a weight
(or volume) measure. "Henvc!y duornuch:lnany yuRs]"' does not commit itself beteen a mass or count reading.

*In English, only a logically singular noun (a proper noun, abstract noun, or mass-noun) can fill a
term slot. We must embed count nouns in noun phrases ("The Cat," "A young person").

tThere is a grammatical difference, however. Proper nouns cannot be modified. Mass-nouns can
form new mass-nouns with a modifier. Muddy water is a mass noun with a different scope from water.
Cleaver Jane is an exclamation, not a noun with a different scope from Jane.

t Classical (and modern) grammar does not require any copula with either adjectives or noun comple-
ments. They effectively replace mass nouns. The technical semantic difference between adjectives and
mass nouns is that masses have identity. (We understand the notion of the very same water that was in
this cup and is now in the pot.) But given their focus on the question of how to make the distinction, this
common-sense English grammatical distinction was not important for their theory.

§The distinction that Chinese language theorists do note involves whether the scopes overlap or
interpenetrate. This is the closest they come to differentiating adjectives and stuff nouns. And even here,
they mainly distinguish between kinds of compounds—hard-white compounds and ox-horse compounds.
Gongsun Long at one point may suggest a nonreflexive dependence. White, he hints, depends on horse in
a way that horse does not depend on white.

|| Again this situation is similar to that of logic, where intransitive verbs, adjectives, common nouns,
and mass-nouns would all be represented by predicate letters and interpreted as a set of objects or mer-
eological sets. Our Chinese class grammars called adjectives stative verbs to mark this assimilation.

#They eventually note a distinction between shiKai"1/ names and xw<!mpty names. They would include
common and proper nouns, adjectives, and verbs (all terms with a referential scope) in the former category
and functional or emotive finals in the latter.

**One could argue that mass noun would be a better translation for m<ngname, though less colloquial.
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Scope and Ontological Relativity

Scope is the salient semantic feature of any character (word) that draws the most
attention in ancient Chinese theories. The theorists notice that some names apply to
a small range or portion of reality and others apply to a wider range. So, Chinese
ontologies do not use the familiar Greek realist one-many structure. They draw on a
more relative part-whole view of reality. In Chinese ontology we see no reductive
thrust toward atoms or unchanging particulars and no grammatical object-property
distinction. Their ontologies conform to the mass-stuff model.

The importance of this model, however does not lie in the scattered nature of
the object referred to. It lies in the conception of language mastery that goes along
with it. Chinese linguistic theory emphasized the ability to distinguish or mark the
boundaries between stuffs. Reality is not a multitude of independent, fixed objects,
but a ground out of which a linguistic community carves distinctions and marks them
with names. Each part-whole assignment is relative to some presupposed standard
and purpose. A part, in turn, has parts. Any whole can be a part of some larger
whole.

The familiar individual object of Western ontology fits in a part-whole scheme
as one of many possible ways of partitioning a whole. Western thought emphasized
the ability to recognize or classify an object as of a type. Even when Chinese thinkers
did turn to semantic issues such as reference, they retained the pragmatic focus. How
do skilled users of the names project these distinctions in new situations?

The mass hypothesis explains one source of the relativism in Chinese theory of
language. Stuffs can be numbered and counted from a plurality of perspectives and
for different purposes. We can discuss individuals of human-stuff, families of human-
stuff, and cities or states of human-stuff. Objecthood is derivative in this conceptual
scheme. The primitive particular objects of Western ontology emerge as a result of
dividing stuffs into smaller (and incidentally, contiguous) clusters for some purposes
(see pages 528-29 below. Xunzi's argument here expressly relies on the theoretical
purpose of explaining a kind of sameness that allows numerical sameness through
time.). They do not regard those unit clusters as the ultimately real building blocks
of the wholes out of which they are carved. The part-whole structure marked by
language is pragmatically relative.

The standard interpretive theory frequently attributes a Heraclitus-like problem
of change to Chinese philosophers (especially Daoists). I object. No philosophical
problem arises from the mere fact that change takes place in a part-whole ontology.
Stuff changes. But that observation, by itself, raises no philosophical difficulty. The
perennial Western problem lies in explaining how the object can remain the very
same object while its constituent stuff flows in and out. Daoist worries about con-

But, for these purposes, I regard mass nouns as logically singular, like names. Of course, they are not
proper names. The grammatical distinction, as I noted above, is that proper names cannot be modified and
mass-nouns can. While we might plausibly regard all extensional predicates as names, the Chinese theorist
is, admittedly, wrong in regarding operators (all, some, exists, exists-not) as names. It is wrong, but still
not naive. Those operators frequently filled term positions too, like pronouns. In any case, the proper
analysis of quantifiers is an advanced subject in the development of logic and these operators behave in
many ways more like nouns or relational verbs than do their counterparts in English. The existential
operator and its opposite (ywhave wulact) for example, normally function grammatically as tworplace verbs.
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stancy and inconstancy, however, did not arise out of that familiar Western concep-
tual framework. They derive rather from the relativity of the part-whole distinctions
implicit in any community's language. They worry about linguistic constancy, not
object constancy. Our standards for projecting a partitioning distinction—carving a
stuff out of the world—may change. This is a radically different problem of change.
It could provoke philosophical reflection even if there were no real or metaphysical
change.

Chinese skepticism also has its locus there. The theorists debate about our stan-
dards for partitioning reality in one way instead of another. Chinese relativists claim
that the reasons are pragmatic and not in the nature of things. Chinese realists argue
that nature or innate intuition guides the partitions. The fundamental question is whether
there is a correct way to partition the whole into named parts. Skeptics doubt that
there is any right solution. When Chinese philosophers worry about change, they do
not worry about what object or individual survives substantial or property change.
They notice how we might change linguistic practices. We might draw the partition-
ing boundaries in the world in different ways. Constancy is an issue of linguistic
pragmatism, not metaphysics.

The Regulative Role of Language

As I suggested above (pages 41-42), all the Classical thinkers shared a deep as-
sumption that buttressed their pragmatic approach to language. Their folk ideology
assumes that language guides behavior. We can approximate this perspective if we
think of the prescriptive sentence as the basic form. This goes against Western grammar-
school ideology. In English, we learn that we omit the subject to make the sentence
into an imperative or a command. Our complete-sentence ideology treats imperatives
as mutilated sentences (with an implied subject). We regard the descriptive form as
the normal, complete form, the one that illustrates the real role of language.

Classical Chinese does not have explicit descriptive and prescriptive forms.*
Students of comparative translation, therefore, will find huge chunks of text that one
translator renders in declarative English and another in imperative English. Behind
this apparent ambiguity, I suggest, lies this assumption about the function of lan-
guage. All language functions to guide behavior. Given that assumption, a commu-
nity would not require an explicit prescriptive marker.

That does not mean that all sentences are prescriptive sentences. It means only
that, like a computer program, the input as a whole guides our action in the world.
We use all the distinctions made in language in guiding action. The communication
of information is a subtask of language. Information is always information in relation
to a program that guides action.

Society uses language to guide our behavior. Elders teach us to conform to
conventional ways of making distinctions among thing kinds in choosing and reject-
ing courses of action. We do not learn language in isolation from other ritual prac-
tices. Language guides behavior because learning the community's language induces

*We can often translate with some confidence from the context. Other times the context leaves it
ambiguous. We have already noted that in classical Chinese, grammatical subjects are optional even in
declarative sentences. Subjects may, by contrast, be present where the context clearly requires translation
with an imperative. Also, classical Chinese lacks explicit ought or should verbs.
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us to adopt a socially shared way of reacting differentially to the world. Chinese
thinkers explain this function of language in terms of the scope structure that domi-
nated their attention.

Western philosophy, as we have noted, began by assuming a descriptive role
for language. Western thinkers thus needed to postulate a modification of that normal
function to explain how language guides us. They postulated the existence of obli-
gations, rights, values, and so forth. This was another realm of objects to be de-
scribed by value language. Western ethical philosophers, accordingly, looked for the
relations or properties of things to which words like ought, good, or should refer.
Ethical skepticism in the West gets much of its mileage out of denying that anything
real lies behind these prescriptive terms.

Western philosophy includes a long tradition of dispute about the reality of these
value properties and relations. We view description as the function even of evaluative
language. This view leads to the assumption that objectivity or validity depend on
reality. We puzzle at how sentences with prescriptive function can be explained in a
scheme of descriptive properties and relations. If my pragmatic hypothesis is correct,
we will not find this style of ethical discourse in classical China.

We do, in fact, find no parallel philosophical concern in classical China. There,
the objectivity concern will focus on the standards for making guiding distinctions.
Are there constant names that can make up a constant dao*uidins <««="™™»y? What
standard justifies distinguishing things here rather than there in social, guiding dis-
course? The central realist problem in China is the irresolvability of disputes about
which standard to use. How could we arrive at noncontroversial standards for this
project? Must we presuppose the conventional ones? Are there natural standards and
distinctions? Another problem comes from raising the identical question about the
standard itself. How do we decide the correct way to apply the standard to things?
Is there a standard for interpreting the standard? How do we project if in making
distinctions between correct and incorrect uses of other terms?

Language and Psychology

So we have seen several justifiable differences in Chinese ideology of language.
Chinese theorists justifiably blur our rigid separation of language and painting, prose
and poetry, or poetry and music. They would not draw a sharp distinction between
language and feeling or emotion. They need not postulate an inner mental life with
its distinction between thinking and feeling to explain language. They certainly should
not think that the basis of language is private, individualized experience or conscious-
ness. They are, overall, not drawn to any of the details of our familiar mind-body
view of ourselves.

So we find little trace of the ways Western thinkers spell out the rest of mentalist
psychology: experience, consciousness, inner pictures, mental substance, and objects
in a mental realm. Dream arguments and sense skepticism play major roles in West-
ern thought, they are at best minor refrains in Chinese thought. Chinese thinkers do
note the phenomenon of mental imagery in both memory and imagination. But they
had little reason to assign it the role of explaining meaning. Their dominating prob-
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lem is not explaining how an individual uses language. They ask, instead, how so-
ciety should sustain or change its guiding discourse.

In particular, Chinese thinkers do not attribute mental sentences to individual
minds as beliefs. They postulate a heart-mind that guides behavior. Internalizing a
conventional language influences how the heart-mind does that job. Society programs
us with a social morality as we learn our language. The process does not draw on
the Euclidean model of a series of sentences arranged in a proof. Chinese thinkers
do not characterize the process in terms of the sentential notions of premises or
reasons. They do not represent desires as prepositional (as we must to explain their
function in practical reasoning).

Western theories of action focus on voluntary action. We use beliefs and desires
or reasons-for-acting to explain this special, restricted kind of action. That distinction
would not seem to Chinese thinkers to carve the moral world at its joints. The idea
of a moral agent, a person, as someone with a faculty of reason, who can process
inner sentences (beliefs) and desires on the Euclidean model belongs to Indo-European
philosophical traditions. The reasoning model of mental functioning does not domi-
nate Chinese theory of mind.

The Social Context: Some Conclusions

Chinese theories clearly recognize the public, social nature of language and thought.
They can hardly fail to note that pictures are not self-interpreting. Little would tempt
them to try to solve the riddle of language with a system of private pictures. For
popular Chinese learning theory, language is pictures and yet the problems of reliable
projection remain. Whatever problem there is in understanding how words relate to
the world is still there when we use pictures in place of words. The Chinese tend to
accept the irreducible conventionality of language and its essentially social influence
on our lives. We program our heart-minds with terms and distinctions learned from
society and inherited from a historical culture. Society, history and convention, not
private experience, shape our minds.

Western philosophy began where astronomy and navigation were central con-
cerns. They first confronted issues of explanatory metaphysics. The model of geo-
metrical (Euclidean) proof structure dominated the Western conception of mental
functioning. Ethical thought began in the world's first democracy and borrowed the
conceptual structure of pre-Socratic metaphysics. Legal debate (developed as theater)
then influenced the development of Western philosophical activity.

Chinese thought, by contrast, emerged in schools that started as ritual and then
text-based communities. They moved in the direction of political-religious move-
ments. These partisan movements vied for political influence in a feudal and then in
an imperial hierarchy. Their dominant concerns, from the beginning, were the issues
of proper social organization and motivation. Philosophy emerged from something
more like our policy think-tanks than from legal and scientific debates; when Chinese
thinkers moved away from that model, as Daoism did, it moved in the direction of
literature and poetry, not argumentative theatre.
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Despite these differences in context, their disputes still focused on language, its
relation to the heart-mind, and realism versus relativism in ethical guidance. They
gradually developed carefully elaborated philosophical theories of language and its
social role. These shaped their analysis of moral psychology and political and social
ethics. Chinese philosophy was not static. It traced an exciting intellectual journey
and the engine pushing the dialectic was the unique Chinese theory of language.
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Confucius: The Baseline
These texts included statements about the world subject to judgments of
truth and falsity, but they differed from statements that characterize West-
ern philosophy because the evidence of their validity could only be ob-
tained through mastery of the practices that lay behind them. No text of
theoretical cogency could be relevant because the practitioners of taos as-
sumed that the conceptual frameworks we use to determine truth are not
generated analytically, but are the product of practical interaction with the
world through experience. As a too structures experience, it synthesizes a
perspective and the truth of a text's explicit claims cannot be evaluated
outside of that perspective.

ROBERT ENO'

While none of us comes to such an enterprise without deep-laid assump-
tions about necessary logical relations and compatibilities, we should at
least hold before ourselves the constant injunction to mistrust all our unex-
amined preconceptions on these matters when dealing with comparative
thought. One of the liberating functions of comparative thought lies in its
ability to challenge precisely such examined assumptions concerning logi-
cal consistency and doctrinal compatibility.

BENJAMIN SCHWARTZ2

He was not a philosopher in the technical sense.
WlNG-TSIT CHAN3

The Confucian Analects: Some Preliminary Hypotheses

At the dawn of recorded history in China, a social group known as the Ru dominated
the intellectual scene. The Ru were concentrated in the Shang cultural area. They
may have originated from the Shang elite. Having withdrawn from political activity,
the Ru communities may have buried themselves in learning, transmitting, perform-
ing, and thus preserving traditional ritual forms. They sought virtuosity in all tradi-
tional arts. They chanted. They danced. They cultivated ceremonial and they lost
themselves in the flow of performance.4

We acknowledge Confucius, the most famous Ru, as the first scholar and edu-
cator in China. Confucius considered Ru status a matter of education, not birth. No
doubt, the Ru had teachers (models, leaders) before Confucius. Confucius' apparent

57
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innovation was to transform the focus of his Ru group from pure ritual mastery to
include the study of texts. His training included mastering a syllabus of traditional
texts. Confucius made up his reading list from the classics of the Ru heritage: histor-
ical writings, poetry, and ritual.5 This shift to a texual focus in the context of training
in chanting, dance, poetry recitation, and so forth, led to a performance conception
of language.

Like modern university professors, Confucius thought that teachers should also
be scholars. His scholarship lay in intellectual and ritual history. Schwartz speculates
that Confucius belonged to "the scribal wing of the service class," the "custodians
of all the cultural traditions preserved in the state archival documents."6 Tradition
holds that he collected, studied, and edited ritual texts while traveling with his school.
Tradition also holds that Confucius' wandering was a frustrated search for political
employment. Robert Eno has argued that this image is a projection from later Con-
fucian concerns. Confucius' political ideology, he suggests, actually justified the con-
tinued political withdrawal of the Ru.1

Some of Confucius' students aspired to official careers (employment in the court
of some feudal lord) and some succeeded. Politics had produced a demand for edu-
cation. The lords also needed experts in ritual. Ritual held the feudal state together
and governed diplomacy. Confucius' Ru training also stressed elegance in speech8

and knowledge of history. Confucius emphasized political loyalty and obedient self-
control. Rulers in those volatile times appreciated such virtues.

Other disciples followed Confucius' example and became teachers of the textual
tradition. Confucius must have been an inspiring teacher. The adulation of Confucius
continued to the second or third generation of disciples, who introduced the next
innovation. They began collecting memorable conversation fragments attributed to
Confucius into a text, which became the famous Analects of Confucius, literally Lun-
yudiscussion words jjjjg compilation is the chief source of our knowledge of Confucius'
<&zoway. It also marks the emergence of the institutional structure in which philosophy
in China developed—the school based on studying, preserving, transmitting and
gradually augmenting a text of the teachings of a z/master.

This would commonly be the place to present a portrait of Confucius in the style
of a good novel: ' 'Confucius was kindly man who loved his mother. He had a trauma
at school when . . ." This story-telling style urges us to adopt a personalized view
of philosophy. It says that philosophical method is like the self-described methods of
Descartes, the father of modern European philosophy. The stereotype has a wise
person surveying the contents of her brain in her armchair. She reasons her way to a
philosophical position. Descartes called it meditations. She then puts pen to paper
and writes the system down to enlighten of the rest of us.9

This familiar model is an exaggeration, certainly in the case of Descartes, who
borrows heavily both arguments and doctrines from medieval thinkers. But in China,
in the case of Confucius, it distorts the social role of a zi'

master's text. Starting with
The Analects of Confucius, the study, preservation, transmission and selected editing
of a text was the focus of small intellectual communities in China. Many texts have
a larger authentic core than others (The Mencius and The Mozi). The./z'aschools:families

of Ancient China recited, preserved, and were guided by a text. The textual com-
munities cared for and typically augmented the text as their dialogue with other schools
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required better theory. So in the place of a personalized portrait of Confucius, I offer
only the above portrait of the Ru

Confucian community.10

The Analects of Confucius justifies classical Ru training, in essence a ritualists's
philosophy of education. The educational theory rests on assumptions about lan-
guage, society, and psychology. Some of these assumptions inform all classical Chinese
philosophy. The Analects' defense of traditional Ru training gave Kungzimaster Confucius

founder status in the school. The aphorisms collected formed the basic defense of
the school against other text-based schools with other masters. Eventually every Ru
identified with Confucius. Now we simply translate Ru as Confucian. After the clas-
sical period (550-200 B.C.) political structure selected Ruism as the official ortho-
doxy and the political system virtually deified Confucius.

That Confucius himself did not write his own philosophical text is important to
the ritualist view. Confucius11 describes his role as transmitting; not creating (7:1).
He set out simply to study and transmit the tradition. The LMn-KwAnalects reports his
conception of his own scholarly activity as more historical than philosophical. He
viewed the dao he taught his disciples as a historically stored guide for ritualized
conduct (4:9; 11:22).

Confucius did not share Plato's interest in debate, and particularly in legal de-
bate. The two culture's philosophical pioneers viewed their scholarly activity differ-
ently. Plato's style used the model of a debate. Confucius' model was the conceit
performance. We find debates in The Analects but Confucius did not encourage de-
bating as a method, Confucius did not view himself as participating in or resolving
a debate between schools.12

Notoriously, however, a kind of debate does emerges in the Lun-yu. Unsympa-
thetic commentators have suggested that the text is so riddled with contradiction,
Confucius must have been debating himself.13 For example, one notorious puzzle is
whether /(ntual or ren

human"y is mOre important in guiding people. Some passages
make li seem the key to all virtues (2:3, 2:5, and 8:2) and others (3:3) suggest that
re/Jhumamty js <jtjjj omer passages say Confucius seldom spoke of ren (9:1)! His atti-
tudes toward punishment also seem ambivalent. Some passages suggest comfortable
acceptance14 and others total opposition.15

Still, the crime of contradiction is not easy to prove. Given the snippets-of-
conversation structure, explicit contradictions are hard to find. Further, as Wang Cong
(a Han dynasty critic of the text, b. A.D. 27) suggests, the fault could lie totally with
the disciples and their editing process. The main tension in The Analects—the ques-
tion of li and ren—may reflect an interpretive split among the disciples. The collec-
tion of aphorisms were certainly subject to selective memory. The li versus ren ques-
tion, in any case, generated a continuing split between two different Confucian schools
in classical China, traditionalists and innatists.16

Textual detectives find evidence of this division among Confucius' immediate
disciples. Schwartz17 gives an admirable account of the differences in outlook among
the disciples mentioned in The Analects. The first, represented mainly by Zixia and
Ziyou, held that following the dao required studying, practicing, and internalizing
a traditional code, the li. The other, represented by Zizhang and perhaps the elu-
sive Yan Hui, stressed the internal guide, ren. The goal was not simply to mas-
ter the If**""1, but to cultivate the more abstract and intuitive renhumanity. What
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we read in The Analects is a disagreement about mainly this issue in Confucius'
dao.

Faced with their divergent interpretations of what they had been taught, the
disciples apparently collected statements and fragments of conversation with Confu-
cius. These include passages rebuking various disciples for their mistaken emphasis
and others where the disciples themselves complain to Confucius about his vagueness
or inconsistency.18 The title, Lun-yu, suggests this collection is a dialogue.19 The
aphorisms seem to war with one another, I conclude, because the disciples were
quoting Confucius to support their contrasting, partisan interpretations of what Con-
fucianism holds. The Analects is not Confucius's dao, but at least two warring theories
of Confucius's dao.20

Accordingly, in reconstructing Confucius' teaching, we have access only to an
already divided, factional account. We can still use the text for important purposes:
(1) to elicit the assumptions the two factions shared and (2) to focus on the concep-
tual structure in which they cast their dispute. We may attribute these shared as-
sumptions to Confucius, but the book is evidence, not authority for such a conclu-
sion. His view might have been something distinct from either of these partisan
lines.21

Further, we could theorize about the way such a dispute may have arisen and
thus identify a plausible original Confucian position that might have led to the dis-
pute.22 This yields the conceptual baseline from which Chinese philosophy grows
We will not worry whether Confucius held a consistent theory of either distinct type.
We don't need to resolve the intraschool dispute about which side Confucius was
actually on. We must, still, wonder why the quotations from Confucius never hint
that he might have sensed the tension and conflicts in his doctrine.23 We should treat
an interpretation that claims Confucius had resolved it as a priori unrealistic. Such
an interpretation makes the later split in Confucianism harder to explain except on
the assumption that he deliberately allowed his disciples to remain confused.

The Weil-Ordered Society

Confucius did not teach an explicit social-political philosophy. His teachings, how-
ever, signal a set of attitudes about the well-ordered society. We can, therefore,
tentatively generate an implicit theory for him based on his acceptance of Zhou po-
litical institutions and theory of legitimacy.24 Both wings of the Confucian school
share these basic attitudes. Moreover, in broad outline, the perspective is shared by
all the Classical thinkers. Democrats were rare in ancient China. Reconstructing the
point of view suits my expository purpose because, despite its general acceptance in
China, it differs radically from familiar Western conceptions of how society should be
ordered.25

Chinese social philosophy strikes us as singularly naturalistic. It reminds us that
the Western autonomous individual is as much an idealization as angels and devils
are. To Confucius, an isolated individual means that some disaster has occurred; the
natural, healthy state of humans is in social structures. If we assume that a political
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philosophy must justify social-political structures from the point of view of egoistic
individuals, Confucius will seem to have no political philosophy.

The Educational Hierarchy

Chinese philosophers take for granted that human beings are social animals. Humans
do not straddle some metaphysical divide between the natural and the divine. The
natural social structure, furthermore, is a hierarchy. Our social organizations focus
on training and transmitting proficiency at some cultural activity. Confucius treats
the family as the basic social pattern. Political organizations copy the family in form
and function. The rulers is like the father, having responsibility for the education and
protection of those in his care. As Hsiao says, "the entire corpus of government and
society in themselves was nothing more than a vast organization for the nurturing of
men's character.''26

Confucius' social philosophy and his philosophy of education are one. The child
learns to walk, talk, eat, sleep, greet, insult, play, and work in just the way her
family does. She acquires this repertoire of performances mainly by copying the
behavior of her father, mother, and older siblings. Politics simply expands and ex-
tends this natural process to larger contexts and to more complex and specialized
conduct.

The conduct we model in the family depends on our conventional social status.
A girl learns different verbal and body language from a boy. We model ourselves on
those who play the status roles to which we either aspire or are fated. In the larger
context, we model ourselves on artists, craftsmen, teachers, bus drivers, television
personalities, baseball stars, and politicians. We don't, properly speaking, choose the
basic roles we come to play; they are so tied up with our identity that they are prior
to choice. When those basic roles include further choices, we may conform to our
initial role in making other role-defined choices.

Confucius therefore accepted the notion of family virtuosity. Modes of behavior
and artistic proficiency tend to run in families, but not as necessarily genetically
inherited patterns. Inherited training produces a family's shared character. This as-
sumption lies behind the Chinese political theory of family dynasties. The Duke of
Zhou first formulated the Mandate of Heaven doctrine. That Chinese justification of
political legitimacy differs from its nearest Western analog, the divine right of kings.
Legitimacy is not an unaccountable, mystical grant of right; it is tied to family ex-
cellence. The ruling family's status follows from its educational role as a model of
appropriate behavior. The family with virtuosity in conduct deserves the mandate
because it is suited to the hierarchy's natural purpose—serving as an educational
model. The ruling family must exemplify devinuosity.

So, while authority is hereditary, lack of family merit may alienate the mandate.
The mandate of Heaven also differs from divine right of kings in that it is implicitly
a doctrine of revolution. Revolution occurs when another family has more devirtuosity

than the ruling family. The mandate is not a right to make laws and punish people;
it is a command to educate and shape people's character.

Confucius' interest, perhaps, was not in politics per se. He envisioned a contin-
uous, hierarchical social structure. Politics simply concerns the higher levels of that
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social organization. The political aspect of his education mission—training govern-
ment functionaries—grew out of this guiding perspective on society. His political
dao ties the mandate of heaven to a conception of a natural social order. Following
the social dao will serve the mandate by preserving social order. The model ruler's
way is the natural way societies work.

The dispute that divides the disciples did not stem from any differences in this
social outlook. They shared, in outline, the same social dao. For that matter, as I
suggested above, so do Mencius, Mozi, and Xunzi. I shall characterize this orthodox
baseline as the Confucian social-political dao. From this base we can measure dis-
agreement in details.

Confucius' policy conclusions do differ from those of other philosophers. His
prescriptive views are refreshingly free from supernaturalism27 and yet classically
conservative. The realpolitik way to preserve the mandate is to preserve order—not
law and order, but simple order. Order, for Confucius, involved more than mere
domestic peace, however. A state was ordered when it had a correct structure, a
particular ritualized order. Traditional accounts of the rule of the sage kings laid out
the model of this order for Confucius.

His scholarly activities gave him some expertise on the order the sage kings
followed and intended to transmit. The aim or goal of Confucius' political way was
the specific social pattern embodied in the traditional we«htemtlire. The dao of the sage
kings could be known by studying literature from the past. We must, therefore, study
both the Book of History and The Book of Li to discover the political dao. The core
of his policy recommendations is follow tradition. He assumed that current social
problems stemmed from departure from the ancient ritual model and theorized mainly
about how to resurrect and then preserve the traditional social order.

Society consists of a ritual structure, a system of roles. The social way is a
composite of all the component roles. To play a role in society is to follow the /jritual

of that role. Its conventions—its //ntual—exhausted the content of those roles. When
we fill a role we conform to its li. Confucius, the historical scholar, found li in the
transmitted literature of the /?H

Conftlcian scholarly tradition.
Ordinarily, ritual actors fill multiple roles, some at the same time and some at

different times. I am simultaneously father and son, husband and friend, teacher and
student. The roles set up reciprocal and complementary normative relationships. This
conventionalist position does not rest on personhood or moral agency. Society is the
sum of its roles, not the sum of its individuals. Confucius did not base his humanism
on the abstract conception of the human individual engaged in choosing a morality
to guide his relations with others. He roots his accounts of the way to act in the
transmitted social practices. Our humanity consists in playing whatever role we find
ourselves in. The role is a conventional one and the criterion of virtuosity in perform-
ing the role is /Wumanity.

The reciprocal structure of Confucius' traditional code of conduct dictates a
natural hierarchy. Social rituals all have analogues of superior and inferior.28 This
does not mean that some people are born naturally superior; the code assigns no value
comparisons to bare individuals. We may, as I noted, alternately fill complementary
roles in different contexts. To each upper-role position there corresponds a lower
one. Li gives the behavior of each party in terms of the complementary position. The
father treats the son one way and the mother another. Further, the appropriate behav-
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ior for father and son must be in harmony. When both fulfill their roles, they realize
the dao expressed in the //.

A particular kind of optimism about all human nature distinguishes Confucian-
ism and Chinese thought from both ancient Greek and Indian thought. Confucius'
position suggests that we not use hereditary status to assign people to ritual roles. He
stressed instead that we appoint by merit based on rfevirtuoslty. Merit does run in
families, but it is presumably a result of nurture, not nature. It can decline or rise
over generations. In the well-ordered society, as pictured in Confucian writings, peo-
ple and families rise through the role hierarchy by acquiring and transmitting virtu-
osity or excellence. Later political institutions determined excellence by either rec-
ommendation or open competitive examination.29

For the most part, Confucianism seemed committed to the view that people
begin from an equal base—an equal innate ability to acquire and become expert in
their li roles. All are capable of attaining excellence in traditional terms. Therefore,
those who reach the higher ranks in that practice both deserve it and benefit others
by being there. They model correct behavior for the rest of us. Submission to /j'ntual

is the key that justifies promotion to higher roles and status.

The Role of Rulers

At the top of the ritual hierarchy, the king obeys his mandate and plays his role.
The king does not have a right to rule, but a /nmgcommand to order the system. The
/ra'ngmandate (same character) of heaven gives him a pivotal ritual role. At the apex of
the hierarchy, he starts the chain of behavior modeling. He triggers the entire ritual
structure. His concern is conformity with rianheaven:naturc. Human ritual takes place in
a natural context. Ritual succeeds only if it is in harmony with nature. The king is
the liaison between heaven:nature and human society. He sets society on the ritual
path necessary to keep it in harmony with nature. Only that path will result in human
flourishing. Human flourishing preserves order. Order preserves nature's approval
and the mandate remains.

The king is responsible for the efficient and smooth running of the ritual system.
He does not (indeed, could not) directly supervise all repertoires of conventional
behavior. His main task, therefore, is naming role models. He names those who fill
roles at the second tier of the ritual hierarchy (2:19-20). Beyond this quasi-linguistic
task of appointing role experts, the king is mainly responsible for setting an example
of decorum in his own behavior. He thus instills ritual conformity in those directly
below him. They, in turn, model social behavior down through the hierarchy. He
does not meddle in day to day administration.30

Confucius said, "Ruling undeliberately: This was Shun! What did he do? He
made himself reverent and faced south." (15:5)

Qi Kangzi asked Confucius about ztengregulating. Confucius replied, "One who
z/zengrcgulatts zhengKaifKS. If you model rectification, who will dare not rectify?"
(12:17)

Qi Kangzi in asking Confucius about regulation said, "What about killing those
with no dao in order to bring about having daoT' Confucius replied, "In your
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regulating, why use killing? If you desire proficiency, the people will be profi-
cient. The character of the rules is the wind and the people are grass. The wind
over the grass always bends it" (12:19).

Confucian Opposition to Law and Punishment

rectify

to beat
govern

or

regulate

In particular, early Confucianism made it no part of the king's duty to pass laws and
enforce them. The closest counterpart to the notion of law was the concept of coer-
cive regulating—zheng—used in 12:17 and 12:19. We can partly unpack Confucius'
koanlike answer in 12:17 (above) by noting that the two zhengs are related in both
structure and pronunciation. The character translated here as regulate (also govern-
ment administration etc.) consists of the character for rectify with a radical with a
core meaning of to beat. The pun suggests that rulers should dispense with beating
and merely educate. Confucius preferred education and opposed using coercion to
get social order. If the opportunity to learn and the social models are present, people
will absorb the dominant social practices for their roles. The use of punishment is
not merely cruel, it is positively counterproductive if the goal is ritual order.

Confucius said, "Daolead the people with zhengc<x"c'°" and order them with pun-
ishment, and they will avoid wrongdoing but will have no shame. Z)aolead them
with devittumit* and order them by /iritual and they will have shame and moreover
fit their places." (2:3)

Confucius' reasoning is instructive. He accepts the proposition that legal moti-
vations will work. People will avoid wrongdoing. He objects that, in working, coer-
cive regulation subverts the innate inclination to absorb social programming. The
more we regulate behavior by fear, the less people will develop spontaneous social
practices such as li. Our potential for conventional social intercourse depends on our
having a sense of shame—the inclination to conformity. We can explain Confucius'
rationale by two assumptions: (1) humans have inclinations both to social conformity
and to self-interested calculation and (2) exercise of an inclination strengthens it.
Regulating coercively exercises the people's inclination to prudence or self-interest,
since avoiding punishment is in our self-interest. Coercion requires this self-regarding
disposition, the disposition to prudence. Punitive regulation strengthens the tendency
to egoism and correspondingly weakens, by inattention, our natural social instincts.
Law undermines our tendency to ritual conformity and emulation of models. It thus
endangers the very root of the natural social order.

Further, because laws have a fixed, canonical formulation, they encourage dis-
putation. Every law has interpretive ambiguities. Some person must determine whether
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any specific action violates the words of the law. Litigation is therefore inevitable.
Confucius noted that, although he was as good as anyone at litigation, his goal was
to eliminate litigation not to encourage it (12:13). Litigation is like a drug: once
society gets hooked on it, it becomes impossible to withdraw. The law generates
self-regarding motivations. The self-regarding person will cultivate cleverness at lit-
igation to avoid punishment. He will argue (or hire someone to argue for him) that
the law does not apply to his case. His case is special, or an exception, or covered
under a different law. Sometimes he will succeed. More elaborate formulations will
then be needed to refine the regulations. Ever more clever and glib people will emerge,
trained by practice in this unnatural social institution. The laws will need to become
ever more detailed and complex, resulting in an endless cycle of more laws, more
lawyers, and more litigation.

A famous sophist of the period, Dengxi, may have heightened this awareness of
the gap between codes and concrete guidance. He was a popular specialist in litiga-
tion in the state of Cheng who aided people in avoiding punishments. He gave clever,
legalistic interpretations which "made right wrong and wrong right, the permissible
impermissible and impermissible permissible."

Law thus stimulates the development of glib, clever, aberrant use of language
rather than conforming use.31 The development of law in China, as in Greece, pro-
duced a class of sophists ready to argue for both sides of any issue.32 As Dawson
notes, "it was conventionally accepted that the words could be taken out of context
and made to bear any meaning required by the speaker."33 Embarrassingly, given all
these drawbacks, legal institutions will not result in a more orderly society. By un-
dermining the social, ritual-conforming nature of people, this quick-fix solution to the
problem of social order becomes self-defeating. The society with much litigation
will, paradoxically, also be the society with many crimes. Its leaders may even hide
behind the law and say "What I did may have been immoral, but it was not illegal!"
Better in the long run to choose social forms that downplay natural egoism. Better to
cultivate the contrasting natural instinct to social conformity.

This Confucian case against law has two components. The first is a motivational
argument and the second an interpretive component. Law undermines social motiva-
tions and stimulates litigiousness. The second of these problems, however, also plagues
rule by li. Specific li require contextual interpretation as much as do laws. The in-
terpretive problem applied to li provides the motivation for the Confucian doctrine of
rectifying names.

Rectifying Names

The most striking feature of the Confucian theory of the well-ordered society is its
proposal to rectify names. Here educational theory, theory of language, and political
theory merge.34 Rectifying names is a practical political answer to the problem of
interpreting codes. By carefully modeling language distinctions, social-political au-
thorities try to make us follow the traditional codes correctly. Language is a conven-
tion transmitted by copying the performance of experts. Natural authorities (opinion
leaders) determine usage by modeling language and behavior together (1:14). Lan-
guage, thus, is merely a particularly central convention, one on which other conven-
tions, especially the Book of Li, rely.
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Confucius' students, in their arguments about what correct ritual behavior is,
must have discovered what Confucius discovered about law codes. Given a codebook
filled with rules, it is not obvious whether a given action conforms with or conflicts
with those rules. The disagreement may come from the rules themselves being in
conflict. For example we may have a rule to allow old people to get on the bus first
and a rule to get on the bus promptly. If the old person happens to be slow or
hesitant, the rules are in conflict.

We may have a simple lintual entry that says ' 'pass to the left of a king and to
the right of a commoner." I meet someone coming down the road. For that rule to
guide me, I need both to know both which rule governs the case and what the rule
dictates. I must be able to distinguish a person's rank from his appearance. Even if
I have that skill, applying the rules may be difficult. The person may be a king in
disguise making a clandestine survey of his realm, or a deposed king from another
country in a democratic realm, or an illegitimate tyrant rather than a true king. Unless
I can put the right name on the object, I cannot correctly apply the rules.

Even after I decide which rule to apply, I still have to decide what the rule tells
me to do. I must be able to distinguish right from left in the way the rule-writer
intended. Again, even if I have learned the left-right distinction, I can have further
questions. Does the rule mean my right or the commoner's right? We have to make
distinction about both the object and the action for each item in the code in the
appropriate way before the rules can guide us.

The rules by themselves cannot settle these interpretive issues. Further rules for
their interpretation only compound the problem. Becoming an expert in the rules
cannot provide a non-question-begging answer to this skepticism. I cannot hoist my-
self by my educational bootstraps and try to generalize from the rules. This line of
skeptical argument casts doubt upon my understanding of each specific rule I profess
to have learned. Without prior knowledge of how to make the linguistic distinctions,
I cannot even apply one of the rules in even one instance. My profession of expertise
simply begs the question.

Confucius mentions rectifying names explicitly only once in the collected frag-
ments. The context suggests it is the duty of social leadership, specifically of a scholar
like himself who attained the position of prime minister.

Tzu-lu said, "Suppose the rule of Wei makes you zhengximnuaiaa'', what will you
do first?" Confucius said, "Necessarily, zheng"*^ mmgnames." Tzu-lu said, "Is
that so? You exaggerate. Why rectify?" Confucius said, "Yu! How uncouth you
are! With regard to what he does not know, the superior man should maintain an
attitude of reserve. If names are not rectified, the language will not flow smoothly.
If language does not flow smoothly, then social acts cannot be carried out. If
social acts cannot be carried out, then ritual and music will not thrive. If ritual
and music do not thrive, then punishment will miss the mark. If punishments
miss the mark, then the people will not know how to move hand or foot. There-
fore the superior man will utter a name only in appropriate language and use
language only in appropriate conduct. With regard to his speech, the superior
man is not careless. That is all" (13.3).

This doctrine underlies all the features of Confucian political theory that make
it unique. The role of administration is education in li and music. That education
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cannot succeed if people are misusing the names in the texts. Provisionally, we shall
consider a misuse any use the sage kings (the authors of the It) would not make. So,
if we use the word gu of the wrong ritual object, we will not be carrying out the
ceremony in the correct way (6:23).

Implicitly this passage acknowledges that the same problem plagues both li and
laws. Any fixed formulae that guide behavior can be misinterpreted in action. If
society does not use the names correctly, the people will not derive guidance from
the transmitted linguistic formulae.

No less interesting is the inclusion of music among the traditional literature
forms that can go awry if we misuse names. A simple explanation is that, in effect,
if names (symbols) are not rectified, we will play the wrong notes. If we don't know
how to translate the marks into fingerings we won't play the song intended by the
composer. Later, we will consider how an interpretation may be deficient without
involving so gross a mistake as a wrong note.

Though Confucius says why he must rectify names, he does not say how. But,
given his analysis of the need, it could not plausibly consist in publishing a list of
definitions. If Confucius worried about the ability to interpret language, publishing a
dictionary in a language would merely compound the problem. Most likely the ruler
rectifies names the way parents do for their children. Model their correct use and
then shinght the child's own correct uses and fei9™^ his mistakes. Modeling the
correct use will involve using them correctly as one skillfully practices and performs
one's //-ordained role. We simply set examples by publically identifying objects and
by naming our modeling behaviors as we do them.

Confucianism's classical rival, Mohism, reacting to a consequence of the Con-
fucian theory, proposes a slightly modified theory of rectifying names. In order to
prevent conflict among the rules of the fixed code like the li, the Confucian theory
would require that only one term can apply to a thing at a time. Thus, since different
rules address the treatment of a human and a thief, we must describe any actual
being before us as either a thief or a human, but not both. Otherwise, the rules give
us ambiguous guidance. The Mohists find the Confucian consequence, "a thief is
not human," unacceptable, given their realistic theory of names. They propose in-
stead to rectify only action descriptions. A thief is human, but killing-thieves is not
killing-humans (see the discussion below, pages 250-51).

This gives us a way to elaborate on Confucius' other statements about
zhenge°vemmB. The way in which governing is rectifying is mainly by rectifying names.
Rectifying names is the key to the ruler's educational modeling role. That is what
should be substituted for beating and killing.

Another famous passage may give us further insight into the relation of rectify-
ing names and the political theory of hierarchical model emulation. The ruling inter-
pretation treats this passage as a discussion of rectifying names, although Confucius
does not mention the phrase in the passage and it is interpretively ambiguous. Con-
fucius is again asked about the homophonic zhenggovemi"B as he is in all the earlier
passages.

Duke Qing of Qi asked Confucius about zhenggm°mine. Confucius replied, "Ruler
rulers; minister ministers; father fathers; son sons." The duke said, "Excellent!
Indeed when the ruler is not a ruler, the minister not a minister, the father not a
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father, and the son not a son, then even were grain around, how would I get
anything to eat?" (12:11)

This passage takes up the interpretive issue about models where the earlier one
addressed interpretation of li. The duke's task in zhenggmemm& is to name people to
roles based on their merit—to give the name ruler to rules, minister to ministers, and
so forth.35 Confucius is charging the duke with what he saw was the role of political
leadership, identifying models and naming them. He thus rectifies the names of models
so that emulation will be morally accurate. We may suppose that without such an
identification, the people could not innately distinguish good from bad models. Rec-
tifying names corrects the performance of li, music, laws, and any other transmitted
instructions in literature. Society must also correctly identify the models of the ritual
roles. The educational purposes of government thus depend on rectifying names.

The task of political leaders is to model the correct use of terminology, not to
modify the rules, that is, to legislate. The rules are in the inherited transmitted dao.
Rectifying provides the conditions for the transmitted dao to yield appropriate behav-
ior. As a corollary, rulers must name or identify models of social roles correctly. The
dao of each role is a settled matter.

Still a third way of rectifying names becomes important in later Confucianism.
It concerns how historical scholars use language, not how political leaders do. In
writing history, one can put the appropriate terms on the heroes and villains regard-
less of the status or rank they actually achieved. The tradition credits Confucius, the
uncrowned sage king, with writing history on such a model. Tradition claims he
rectified names in his Spring and Autumn Annals. Even if one cannot be a model to
one's contemporary community, one can be a model to later inheritors of the trans-
mission through literature.36

We can hardly even state this theory without noticing a problem. We began
with the worry that people may not follow the rules correctly. We propose that the
political and social leadership have the responsibility to set the example. Now, how
are they to know that they have followed the rules correctly? All the grounds for
skepticism apply to those at the top of the hierarchy as well as to those on the lower
rungs. They apply to our teachers and past models as well as to present actors and
performers.

My hypothesis is that this skepticism lies behind the elevation of the mysterious,
undefined, intuitive doctrine of renhumanity to a central position in Confucianism. Con-
fucius himself perhaps had little to say about renhumamty because he had not yet fully
appreciated the problem. The disciples, confronted with their obvious disagreement
about interpretation, began to focus on every mention of the word ren for clues to
the intuitive standard that could resolve the problem of how to rectify names and
guide interpretation of the Writual. They saw renhumanlty as the interpretive intuition
that would enable them to see specifically what the /i'ntual required in any particular
situation. The ruler (or their scholarly advisers) should cultivate that intuition. With
it, they could behave correctly while citing the language of the /jntual and thus model
the correct use of names in guiding action. The rectifiers of names must have some
intuitive access to the right actions in these situations of doubt about what the rules
require. Some kind of intuitive theory like that of renhumamty is required if rectifying
names is to serve as a solution to the interpretive problem.

That role for ren explains why it would be so important—why Confucius would
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worry aloud about what would become of li if people did not have /-ew
human"y. Con-

fucius describes ren as controlling yourself and conforming to li. He says that ren
enables one to class people as good and bad (4:3) and that if you set your mind on
ren, you will be free from evil (4:4).

I shall return to this issue below. Eventually, I think, both the traditionalist and
the innatist rely on the doctrine of ren

hum!mity as an intuitive guide. They disagree
about the source and nature of renhumanity. Was it innate or learned? And they dis-
agree about the degree to which it displaces formal written traditions. Does
ren humanity requjre /j ritual Q

A Familiar Western Analogue to Rectifying Names. The American legal tradition
provides a familiar counterpart of rectifying names. Confucius' view of government
is like that of a purely judicial hierarchy, that does not make law, but only interprets
it. A series of Supreme Court decisions upholds or reverses lower courts' uses of the
legal phrase freedom of speech. The Supreme Court's decisions fix (for the judiciary)
the acceptable reference of that constitutional term essentially by modeling the appro-
priate use in the specific case. They may never define obscenity, but they name it
when they see it. Logically, all legal interpretation involves fixing the scope of names.
Deciding to describe a case as free speech rather than obscenity determines which
legal rule or provision applies to the case.

There are several points of positive analogy:

Fixed code. In both cases, we inherit the guiding linguistic form in a canonical,
fixed, public form. We do not invite the interpreters to alter the wording in order to
conform to some abstract conception. This feature of law and /;' contrasts with West-
ern rational morality and science. The intellectual goal of the latter is to refine,
change, and improve the actual statement of the dao in question. The Supreme Court
cannot alter the constitution; it can alter only its theory of interpretation—the scope
of its terms. The Constitution may be regarded as the United States' li of govern-
ment. It is a canonical form inherited from sagelike founding fathers.

Modeling by concrete use. The court decides in only concrete, actual cases and
controversies—actual contexts of official government action. Its decisions consist es-
sentially in saying the right legal words here and now. For the Supreme Court, saying
it makes it legally so.37 Other courts attempt to model their legal language on the
linguistic behavior of the Supreme Court. The legal system is a system of model
emulation. Lower courts conform to the precedents of higher courts. All attempt to
conform to past precedent.

Authority hierarchy. Those lower in the guiding hierarchy (the judiciary) model
their interpretive use of the code on those who are higher. Again, this contrasts with
morality and science, where we acknowledge no performative authorities. No one
can make something moral or true by declaring it so. Our conception of these ration-
ally based social institutions informs and reinforces the Western ideal of individual
autonomy and integrity.38

Idealized authors and intentions. There are also traditional and idealist lines or
schools of interpretation in judicial theory. The traditionalist idealizes the historical
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authors of the dao in question. They understand themselves as conforming to the
founding fathers' (or sage-kings') intentions. They conform consciously to the past
as the social practice conforms upward.

Special interpretive sense. The idealist line stresses that the social models of
use of the fixed code should have an internal standard to guide then- interpretation.
We call a Supreme Court justice's guiding intuition a sense of justice. Innatist Con-
fucianism emphasizes renhumamty as an intuitive guide to interpretation. The tradition-
alist also requires it. But traditionalism stresses intuition's instrumentality. It is a
means of access and conformity to the founder's intention. For the innatist, it is an
assertion of a standard which is right in itself and explains the authority of the found-
ers and, happily, coincides with their judgments.

There are important disanalogies, of course, which are rooted in more general
contrasts between our traditions. In our tradition, the concept of justice has a more
focused content than merely an intuition to correct evaluation. Our Platonic tradition
links justice to reason and theoretical coherence. The courts have the un-Confucian
responsibility to give reasons or arguments for their interpretive actions. They operate
with the notions of meaning and definition. The court relies on a distinctly juridical
conception of morality in guiding its legal interpretations. Our justification of the
entire system of rule of law rests on a morality of deontological individualism.

The controversies in the Supreme Court focus on what standard makes an inter-
pretation correct. The conservative position, again, trumpets conformity with the in-
tentions of America's sage kings. Reformers appeal to an intuitive sense of justice,
general benevolence, or some rational standard, such as coherence, evidence, or ob-
jective morality. Carrying out the total rationalization of rectifying decisions is ac-
knowledged to be a task of an idealized mental Hercules.39 Practically speaking,
limited, human judges rely on a rational intuition. The Confucian reforming ideal
has similar directions, but without having generated a guiding concept of reason.
Politically, a sense of justice is our rectifying counterpart of Confucian renhumanity.

The proper contrast to rectifying names is the Socratic conception of critical
morality. Socratic method, based on Euclidean indirect proof, aims at revision of the
rules. No authoritative text records the principles of morality. We use reason to arrive
at them. The idealized rule structure must coherently resolve all conflicts and excep-
tions. The moral axioms and the rules of inference should produce the concrete an-
swers to particular moral questions. The formulation of the highest guiding rules is
the focus of intellectual activity. The Socratic approach buries interpretive ambigu-
ity.40

Frequently, however, even Western moral disputes take the form of rectifying
names. This happens especially when we have conventionally accepted a canonical
moral rule. Consider the abortion debate. We have an apparent conflict between our
conventionally accepted rule that we do not kill innocent people and the convention-
ally accepted rule that people shall have the freedom to make choices affecting their
own lives. Few participants in the public debate question either of the rules. Their
dispute turns on a rectification of names. What is the scope of person? Does it
include or exclude fetuses? If a fetus is a person, then the provisions of our morality
involving killing apply. If it is not a person, they do not apply and the freedom of
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choice rule applies to the only person concerned—the woman. If you have an intui-
tion that abortion is permissible, you will not include fetuses in the scope of persons.
If your moral intuition goes the other way, you do.

Theory of Human Nature

Injecting Human Nature

The traditional focus of dispute between the two wings of Confucianism concerns
human nature. Mencius came to hold an extreme idealist view that inclinations of
human nature are innately good. He thus made the theory of human nature the basis
of his system. Confucius seems not have focused on the issue. (Recall the passages
in The Analects that complains that the disciples did not hear his views on nature,
heaven, or renhumanity.) I shall argue that his social-education theory logically presup-
posed a theory of human nature different from that of Mencius.

Several passages bear on the question and, although Confucian orthodoxy fol-
lows Mencius, even the disciples who stressed ren seemed to regard human nature
as more neutral than Mencius did (6:19, 16:9, 17:2, and 17:3). Many human traits,
such as selfishness, are subject to educational influence. Much of human nature is
acquired. That doesn't mean there are no innate dispositions, but the ones that matter
the Confucian conception of cfe

virtuosity are transmitted as part of a cultural daoway.
Thus the disciples note that Confucius stressed wenhterature more than nature and the
natural dao (5:13). The important dispositions to behavior came mainly from practice
and cultivation (see pages 80-81 below).

Early Confucians thought of humans as ritual-acquiring animals that naturally
tend to teach and learn //ritual. Confucius explicitly cites only a few specific li which
range from etiquette to ceremonial appropriateness. We suppose specialized sacrifi-
cial, funereal, and official ceremonies dominated his compendium of li. Given its
centrality, most interpreters attribute a much broader scope to Confucius' li. Herbert
Fingarette is typical when he treats /jntual as standing for convention, institution, or
social practice in general.41

Consider Fingarette's example of a commonplace li of modern Western cul-
ture—the act of shaking hands.42 It takes two to act; the act requires reciprocity.The
initiator, someone in the appropriate social context, extends his hand, and the other,
a cooperating respondent, joins. Their joint physical behavior in the appropriate con-
text constitutes hand-shaking by virtue of the existence of a hand-shaking li in our
culture. Conventions, so to speak, create act-types. The act of shaking hands is not
a purely physical act. No merely physical state could be an act of hand-shaking
unless a historical community had a convention to respond to the physical configu-
ration as a nonaggressive gesture.

We can grasp Confucius' view of the role of li in human nature if we think of
Wittgenstein's analogy of social practices to games. Humans have a natural inclina-
tion to participate in structured social interactions. Notice a child's natural delight at
simple games like peek-a-boo, pat-a-cake, and bye-bye. Think of li as embracing
such responsive rituals as conversational ones:

"How are you?" "Fine. And you?" "Just fine, thank you."
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Notice that the li of these greeting games with their standard moves are cultur-
ally variable. The counterpart game in China (before foreigners introduced "Ni hau
ma?") goes as follows:

"Have you eaten yet?" "I've eaten. Have you?" "I've eaten."
We naturally strive to copy and mimic these ritualized interactions. We tend,

that is, to acquire conventional social behavior by playing the games with others. We
push and practice and value becoming reliable performers. If our teacher (or other
accepted performers) recognize our performance as an instance of the practice, then
we experience the natural satisfaction of having learned it. The ritualized interaction
is humanly fulfilling. On the other side of the social hierarchy, we derive pleasure
not only from practice and performance, but also from teaching our acquired skills.
We enjoy becoming models of the skills we have acquired.

My child, for example, carries a picture book and tugs on my hand. I sit on the
floor. He sits on my lap, opens the book, extends his index finger and says "Utsah."
Whatever he thought he was doing, I recognize this as the conversational move,
"What is that?" and respond with the next move—to name the objects on the page.
We are practicing an elementary form of the reading ritual. We successfully play the
language game whether or not he knew that he was asking a question with three
words.

Or consider how a child learns to count. First he learns to recite the numbers
one to ten. What is the next step? Open the book to the page with ten balloons. I
extend my index finger, point to the page and recite the numbers in order. He mimics
me. He taps the page absently while reciting the numbers. I do not 5/ij*ls:nght this
performance. There was something he did not notice. (At this stage, I surely cannot
explain the matter!) He has to tap once per number. When he catches on to that, he
has to notice that I touch a different balloon with each number, then that I never
touch the same one twice. Counting is a complex ritual that builds on many simpler
rituals.

Again, Wittgenstein gives us a parallel insight. In the learning of social lan-
guage games, we do not normally rely on explicit rules. In the interpretation of any
rules we may be given, we always rely on some deeper human abilities simply to
catch on and continue. (Imagine trying to spell out the rules of peek-a-boo to a
child.) Thus the transmission of games or li requires both modeling and some basic
human tendencies. The tendency that aids transmission of games is mimicry and this
instinct to catch on to human forms of ritualized interaction. Notice, also, that this
ability is continuous to some degree with the whole animal kingdom. We play simple
games quite satisfactorily with cats and dogs. The abilities that ground this concep-
tion of humanity have nothing to do with transcendental intelligence or proof-structure
rationality!

We need the teacher, but not merely as a model, since the teacher also serves
to certify or reject our moves. This may, but need not, take some explicit assent and
dissent form like shi***'-^ orfeinot <his-v'lons (yes or no) jt more typically consists in
making the next move in response to the child's move. Thus the teachers' responsive
uptake is the criteria of virtuosity. The game goes forward.

The Importance of Modeling. We seldom, therefore, learn ritual behavior solely by
rules. Arguably (see pages 65-67 above) we cannot. Learning requires modeling by
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teachers and intelligent mimicry by students. The Confucian baseline views education
in this broader context as socialization. Education is a natural part of growing up.
Analogues of the formal teacher-pupil relation pervade society. Confucius' own im-
pact on his students stemmed as much from their admiration of him as a model as
from his teachings. Confucius' social-political theory, as we saw, stressed the im-
portance of learning by example. /ja0yM

teachmg:nounshini) that is, character building,
requires modeling. Upright officials contribute to moral education just by being seen
in proficient action (2:1). Without this modeling of proficiency, teaching of li cannot
succeed (4:13).

Ultimately, our ritual know-how comes from emulating others, not from book
learning. Table manners, no matter how carefully taught, are almost hereditary. Chil-
dren learn mostly by example. Most of us need to play it once before we understand
a game. Beyond a point, more time studying the rules is wasted.

We recognize in our own popular culture the force and power of learning by
example: "What you are speaks so loudly, I can't hear what you say." It is com-
monplace among marriage counselors that the way we saw our parents and other
adults behave with each other has more influence on our marital behavior than does
our theorizing and teaching. Excellence in sports is notoriously incapable of discur-
sive direction; we need to be shown (and shown and shown) how to do it. We use
apprenticeships for learning most major crafts.

Modeling is important for another reason. We unconsciously process so many
clues from the environment in acting, we could never learn a skill from a finite set
of instructions. We must see exemplars model in actual contexts. However much we
can learn to do from descriptions and instructions, we can never get the kind of
exhaustive detail to guarantee skillful and successful performance of such repertoires.
Each instance of a performance has a unique context to which we must respond.

The Role of Intuition. What we call intuition is usually the acquired skill to process
contextual clues and react to them quickly enough to adjust our action to ever-changing
circumstances. We could not practically include all the required detail in a theoretical
account of how to do a thing. Precisely because we need to adjust our action to an
endless variety in a myriad of factors, practice is required.

Practice builds an intuition—an ability quickly to process and respond to clues,
to environmental features that affect the performance. Michael Jordan drives to the
hoop . . . He doesn't plan that spectacular shot. It emerges from the circumstances.
He has highly developed feedback mechanisms, peripheral vision, a sense of what
the defenders will do, an ability to extrapolate present motion, etc. His skill lies in
adjusting his performance of a well-practiced ritual in response to that feedback.
Intuition yields not propositional knowledge, but timely responses. We become a
reliable mechanism for detailed registration of clues and response in performance by
modeling and practicing skills.

Notice that, for our purposes, we are concerned with intuitive ability, not intu-
itive beliefs. We require that kind of intuition to perform with virtuosity. I may
redescribe my intuition to turn right while herding cows as an intuitive belief that the
cow will turn right. That redescription plays a role in the Western theory of action.
However, it plays no explanatory role in the Confucian context. My accomplished
practical intuition explains my turning right by itself. I do not process a cognitive
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thought (even an intuitive one) and then turn right!43 Confucius envisions that the
ritual behaviors will become spontaneous. That kind of cultural acquisition fulfills
our nature as social animals. However, he also observes that at early stages of learn-
ing, performance requires more obvious concentration than when we are virtuosos
(2:4). To understand the skeptical reaction to Mencius, we need merely remind our-
selves that even early Confucians noticed that we normally learn our guiding intui-
tions through practice.

The guiding intuition consists in a dispositional faculty realized in our actual
physical structures. It does not belong to some purely intellectual or mental realm.
Its typical output is the appropriate performance (physical movement) in the circum-
stances. Confucians traditionally regarded <feviltuos"y as being visible in physical form.44

Acquiring a transmitted competence changes us. Or, as Confucius says, training and
education in li shapes and polishes us (1:15).

Early Confucians thus supposed that people learn most effectively by emulating
skilled practitioners, what Munro calls model emulation. The roots of the intuitive
wing's antilanguage position also lurk in this outlook. Without modeling, no amount
of rule giving can convey the detail necessary for a good interpretive performance.
We saw traces of this antilanguage attitude in Confucius' opposition to law and pun-
ishment. The interpretive looseness of codified rules generates glibness and clever-
ness in rectifying names to escape punishment.

Language: A Paradigm. Most readers of this English prose will have been raised
with a Western attitude toward convention. We can appreciate the Confucian position
better if we look at language as an example of a convention. Language ability is a
conventionally defined skill. We learn language by modeling. We consider achieving
skill at language as fulfilling a natural human function. A newborn (some experi-
ments suggest even a fetus) responds more to language than to other sounds in his
environment. Young children mimic brilliantly and relish language play. We learn
grammar rules, if ever, long after we have already largely mastered our language.
Formal training, to English teachers' eternal frustration, has a minimal effect on our
actual language use. In natural language acquisition, children learn simple skills and
build these into more complex skills. Most important for Confucius' attitude, we
seldom worry that in shaping language behavior we constrain the child's free nature.

Among rituals, language has a special status. It is a particularly pivotal conven-
tional social practice. Language plays a role in almost all highly complex social
rituals. Language learning comes early in our programmed agenda for culture shap-
ing—though not alone. We do not learn language as an abstract prerequisite of rit-
uals. We learn language in a framework set by other rituals: greeting and farewell
rituals, rituals of kinship classification, eating rituals, permission-asking and rights-
claiming rituals.

Note this difference in Chinese and Western views of the function of language.
The written form—wenllterature—not spoken language, fascinates Confucius.(1:6)
Wenlitemture also refers to artistic decoration and embellishment.45 Confucius, the scholar-
transmitter, fixes on how language functions in transmitting and preserving aesthetic
embellishments. We usually regard written language as parasitic on spoken language,
as Western languages are. What we think of as words, Confucius would regard as a
way of pronouncing words, not as the words themselves. (7:18)
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We learn content (lexical items) and form (correct or artistic word order) to-
gether. The linguistic community accumulates names and different ritual uses over
time. Literature is the flow chart of a civilization. Confucius' social project is pro-
gramming and embellishing people with literature. Chinese called the result
wenliterature hmchanged which we transiate as civilized. Confucius said, "If you do not
study The Book of Poetry you will have nothing with which to speak"(16:13; see
also 17:19).

Word mastery thus underlies all acquired cultural refinement. We develop abil-
ities to stage the rituals or play the games that constitute our form of life.46 We model
others' speech as we model their ritual behavior. Learning and practice thus realizes
our natural human potential. It creates our human nature; it does not constrict it.
Learning to recite a verse, to shake hands, and to whistle a tune are alike. "Let a
man be stimulated by poetry, established by li, and perfected by music"(8:8).

Confucian Conventionalism and Western Folk Psychology. Western thought takes its
attitude toward language and its folk psychology47 to be self-evident. That makes it
hard to see the appeal of the Confucian view. I want to trace why it seems self-
evident to us so we can appreciate how ancient Chinese thinkers could have missed
what we take to be obvious truths about psychology and language.

Confucius' having focused on written language, in contrast to spoken language,
carried other contrasts in its wake. Since Chinese philosophers thought of their lan-
guage as pictures, they saw immediately that a picturing language rests on conven-
tions as much as sounds do. Pictographic symbols are not self interpreting. Chinese
philosophers would not have thought that postulating mental pictures could explain
the meaning of language. Their language was pictures. These pictures were conven-
tional and public, conveyed and learned as civilization's adornment. The language of
thought was public, shared and acquired through history. And further they recognized
the need for interpretive conventions.

Popular Western accounts of language mythologize the process of language
learning. We hide the process in the obscure and inaccessible realm of the private,
inner mind. We postulate that a prelinguistic rational process creates invisible, intan-
gible, inaccessible, obscure, and somewhat mysterious mental objects. We call these
ideas or concepts. And then, with a logic that would delight Nietzsche, we insist
that these mysterious, unseen things are the most immediate, obvious, and basic ob-
jects of knowledge. No one can fail to have total, perfect, unmediated knowledge of
them!

These mental objects are the characters in our private ideographic language. Let
us call this language mentalese.48 Our individualist theory of language learning then
insists that we have to generate this private ideographic language before we can grasp
a shared community language. The model of language learning is translation: we see
ourselves as understanding a public language by translating it into our private mental
graphs. We communicate when we trigger in someone else's mind an occurrence of
sufficiently similar pictographs of his version of mentalese.

The ideas form strings in our mind as words form sentences on paper. A string
of ideas is a complete thought when it corresponds to a grammatically complete
sentence. If we have a certain, undefinable attitude (analogous to a desire—a sort of
Buddhist clinging) toward a mental sentence, we call that complete thought a belief.
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A consequence of psychological clinging is that belief can function in our theory of
action. The belief together with a desire (think of a desire as a thought with which
we have a different kind of clinging) causes our action. When this happens the beliefs
and the desires are reasons and the process by which they lead to action is reasoning.
Most of the attention of Western philosophy concentrates on voluntary actions, which
we treat as the product of reasoning. Hence our enshrined contrast of rational and
ritual-following animals makes us see Confucius' view of ritual as manipulative.

Elaborating our account of language learning leads us to encourage people to
resist socialization. We resort to egoistic assumptions and mechanisms to explain
how society socializes someone as if it were a trick or a subterfuge. A linguistic
community, using subtle reward and punishment, trains us to translate our ideas and
beliefs correctly. This makes language learning look manipulative and unnatural. We
prefer the theory according to which an inner language is completely individual and
we merely translate our fully individual ideas into the socially shared language for
our own advantage.

Notorious puzzles lurk in Western grammar-school ideology. One puzzle is how
the linguistic community knows when we have learned language correctly. Only I
can compare my words to my thoughts. A similar puzzle plagues our image of com-
munication. How can we ever know if it is successful? How can a theory raise doubt
about our ability to connect a sound with a shape in the world and solve it by assum-
ing we can connect a sound with a shape in the mind? How can it solve the puzzle
of the relation of word and world when it gives us two puzzles back: (1) how do we
connect the word to the mental pictograph and (2) how do we connect the mental
pictograph (which, as Chinese reminds us, is merely another word) to the world?
Finally, it tries to explain these puzzles while ignoring the conventional, social-practice
character of language. It treats meanings as strange objects in a mystical, mental
medium. These intellectual objects are accessible to individual minds independent of
all their social practices.

Finally, the folk theory is at odds with things we widely recognize about lan-
guage. If in England I say "I want a biscuit," I will get a cookie. If I say it in
Kansas, I will get a puffy cooked dough. What my request meant had nothing to do
with what I wanted. Its meaning was fixed by the linguistic community. What goes
on in my inner psychology cannot change what words mean in a community. Our
way of objecting to this kind of misunderstanding contributes to our confusion about
meaning. We are likely to say, "I meant this, not that!" This equivocates with the
word meaning. In one case it concerns a word's relation to the world and in the other
it concerns our intentions or desires ("I didn't mean to hurt you"). The correct
description of the case is, "I wanted one of these, not those"; "I wish I had said
something different and I now correct my request." Our psychological state cannot
change the meaning of a word in a community.

These reflections help explain Fingarette's controversial views on the absence of
psychology in Confucius. Western common-sense psychology of beliefs and desires
will not help our understanding of Chinese theories of human nature. Confucius'
theories do not require any dogma about an inner mental, cognitive life in explaining
human nature. My son plays the "utsah" game whatever his inner state is. The
success lies in the social surroundings. I respond to him. He doesn't need to believe
himself to be uttering a three word interrogatory sentence, "What is that?" to have
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mastered this simple li.49 Inner psychological states are not what give conventional
forms their life or language its meaning.

Again, I do not intend a thorough refutation of the language-of-thought view. I
shall rest with my having described it in a way that shows its connection with super-
stitions that we cannot take seriously. I want to present it so that we can at least
appreciate how someone might regard it as a troublesome, popular myth rather than
as something self-evident and obvious. I want mainly to alert readers of this English
prose that their ordinary way of talking about such matters is not self-evident nor is
it inescapable common sense. Whatever the merits of the belief-desire folk psychol-
ogy of inner mental states, that psychological theory is not inevitable. It is not a
theory which anyone who thinks about human behavior has to adopt.50 We ourselves
have trouble avoiding this view, even given its problems and puzzles, because it is
deeply embedded in our language. The point is that we should not assume that people
on the other side of the world, two thousand years ago shared this psycholinguistic
mythology. Classical Chinese thought certainly does not.

We shouldn't elaborate the Confucian view using the mythology of the inner
individual. We have no evidence of the beliefs and desires of a child aside from her
behavioral tendencies. Let us speak directly of those tendencies, of natural human
inclinations and capacities.51 Put simply, we have both the inclination and capacity
to learn language.52 Language acquisition is a key part of our natural sociability.

Now we can see the relation of Fingarette's examples to his claims about the
absence of psychology in Confucian thought. Notice that the significance of Fingar-
ette's handshake does not rest on any mental or psychological act. The two parties
shake hands even if they are sleep-walking, in a coma, or, under the influence of
hypnosis, think they are eating potato soup. They shake hands even if they don't like
each other and shake hands even if they are insincere about the meaning of the
gesture. If they are shaking on a business deal, the deal is made whatever schemes
the parties may harbor in their minds. What makes this action handshaking is the
existence of a social practice and not the psychological state or cognitive assumptions
of either participant. Similarly, what makes language meaningful is a historical lin-
guistic community and not some private subjective experiences.

For most of us, explaining our handshaking behavior (especially if we are the
responder) in terms of beliefs, desires, and decisions is slightly bizarre. We seldom
have time to form a belief ("Oh, he wants to shake hands") and check our desires
when a hand is thrust out to us. It is equally strange to explain it in terms of a
habit—shaking hands is not strongly analogous to stroking my beard. In fact, any
focus that is psychological (in the sense of explaining behavior purely by what goes
on inside the individual body) explains such behaviors poorly. The explanation has a
crucially social and historical character.

Confucius offers neither psychological nor other explanations. To understand
Confucius, it is best to think of re«human as a single scattered object. Humanity di-
rects its parts (states, cities, families, individuals) by a system of conventions; it is
as if the conventions were the central nervous system of the humanity organism.
Think of the motivating impulse as in the social unit, not in the individual. The parts
are functional pieces of the whole. Individuals emerge as interstices in the framework
delineated by social li. The emphasis, remember, is on ritual roles, not on the indi-
viduals who fill them. We learn to become daughter, brother, teacher, ruler, lover,
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priest, friend, and so forth as we master socially defined patterns of behavior. The
important features of our being are the roles we take on from society, not the person-
ality we bring to it.

Applied Psychology of Education. The picture we are drawing of Confucius' theory
of humans as ritual animals informs his special view of education. In educating, we
do not communicate a cognitive content such as scientific facts and mathematical
theorems. Rather, education is applied moral psychology. Its purpose is to give a
population competence in conventionalized conduct. Education internalizes behavior
patterns. Education most resembles behavioral training—character building.53 Social
education inculcates inclinations to follow //. The goal of education is mastery of the
// roles we are to play.

We could, however, construct a plausible naturalistic psychological theory that
would cohere with Confucius' social theory. We would not postulate any nonphysical
substance or properties or events. We could talk of a heart-mind, but treat it as an
organ that effects bodily movement in conformity to /jmual. The physical state of the
well-trained heart-mind would literally embody competence at staging social rituals.
This state is what Chinese thinkers call devlrtuoslty. The conventional explanation of
de is dao within. We can understand this as the translation of dao into our actual
physical dispositions.

Individuals have skills. We each learn a repertoire of skills at executing various
roles. The psychology simply attributes to us the physically realized dispositional
state that consists in our being able to generate—at appropriate places and times—
some acceptable move.

We can attribute to Confucius the necessary assumptions about individual hu-
man psychology needed to explain enculturation. We need not attribute Western
mentalistic folk psychology to him. The psychology does not explain the meaning or
life of ritual, but it explains how we acquire a capacity to perform them well. The
interesting content governing our lives is social.

Confucius' claims about // and its inherent involvement in human social life are
claims about humanity, not strictly claims about individual persons. He does not
assume, as we do, that claims about society must be explained by talking about the
behavior of the atoms of society—human individuals and their psychology.54 Con-
fucius' claims about human nature are most plausibly regarded as being about human-
stuff nature, not about human-individual nature. Humans are distinct from other an-
imals not merely in being social, but in having their sociability rest on learned,
inherited, conventions rather than instinct.55

Confucius' disciples condense his psychological theory regarding the practice of
li into a pithy opening passage of The Analects. "To study and constantly practice—
Is that not pleasant?" (1:1) The human tendency to learn these rituals and practice
them with one another—and to enjoy it—is one part of the content of Confucius'
assumption about the goodness of human nature. We are instinctively inclined to get
satisfaction from acquiring ritual behaviors.

Human Nature and the Role of Ren

Confucian views of human intellectual functioning center on ritual. Confucius offers
an account that requires no assumptions about a supernatural or mental component
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in human nature.56 Confucian views are compatible with modern biological accounts.
We are social animals. What uniquely distinguishes humans from other social ani-
mals is the way we socialize. We accumulate culture and transmit it through language
and literature. Nature does not print how people fit together in society in their genes.
The way is accumulated; it is cultural; it is historical. We pass the forms down
through history in written or oral traditions. Humans, thus, are ritual-following ani-
mals who are naturally shaped by historical literature.

Nothing, however, imposes conventions on a recalcitrant, reluctant human spirit.
Conventions do not constrain an autonomous agent. The conventions make us who
we are. Our very identity as persons is bound up with our roles. They fulfill and
constitute our nature rather than control it. Human nature is good—not because good
behavior is innately natural, but because internalizing good—that is, social, conform-
ing—dispositions is natural.

From a late twentieth-century perspective, Confucius' theory counts as being
very optimistic about human nature. The social explanation undeniably rests on an
assumption that human nature is naturally social. For a culture imbued by assump-
tions of psychological egoism, this counts as a theory that human nature is good. By
our lights, Confucius and Mencius will not seem far apart. But in the intramural
Confucian disputes, Confucius seems never to have gone as far as Mencius goes.

In the intramural dispute between innatists and conventionalists, we need more
argument to show that Confucius belonged to the "Human nature is originally good"
school. Mencius' slogan is:

(A) Human nature is fcenori«ina">' good.

Confucius, I suggest, might plausibly be committed to two closely related claims
about human social nature.

(A1) Humans are social, ritual-abiding animals.

(A2) Humans are social, behavior-copying animals.

Being good in the sense of being inherently social and conformist is a weaker claim
than is Mencius' slogan. We can imagine a social animal learning rituals, but (1)
learning the wrong ones or (2) learning from bad performances, or mimicking the
bad aspects of some performance. This suggests that we would have to add some-
thing to Confucius' theory to get closer to that of Mencius.

(A1') The human, ritual-abiding tendency tends to be morally correct.

A1 is ambiguous between the two ways that learning ritual may go wrong. On
one interpretation, it raises a question that Confucius pointedly avoids: the question
of the ethical status of the li. "Might we have learned from the wrong book of
rituals?" We will suspend discussion of this issue until Mozi raises it in the next
chapter. On the other interpretation, A1 reminds us of a problem Confucius has
raised: the issue generated in criticizing laws. People may disagree about what the li
prescribe. Do we have a natural tendency to interpret codes correctly? If we had such
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a harmonious interpretive inclination for the code of li, it would undermine Confu-
cius' criticism of law. It would be hard to explain why a penal code would produce
litigation and disputes if we natively tended toward interpretive goodness.

If we allow that there can be both good and bad interpretations of li, then we
would require some independent standard of the j/jj*181"^' interpretation. We could
not rest with a purely literature-based notion of value.

Notice that a parallel problem arises in regard to model emulation. We can move
in Mencius' direction by reinterpreting A2 as:

(A2') Human behavior modeling correctly values good models.

Let us concentrate on the claim that humans correctly evaluate when they select
actors and performances to imitate.57 Again, a mere tendency to imitate social supe-
riors is not sufficient to guarantee a good outcome. If we emulate bad models, we
will be bad. Our concern is not merely, in Mencius' phrase, do humans shi-fei? Our
concern is, do they do so correctly? One version of the question, "did Confucius
teach A" is "did Confucius teach A2 ." Again, there are two components of A2'.

(A2-1) Humans distinguish good performance from bad.

(A22) Humans only copy behavior which they class as good.

Without optimism in this matter, one would have to defend Confucianism by
accepting an authoritarian social practice of teacher worship. There would be no
guarantee the result would be the absolutely correct dao even if we accepted the sage-
king's dao as correct. We would have to settle for the relativism inherent in conven-
tions of interpretation. If a later tradition went wrong, then wrong would become
right and right would be wrong.

So this version of the question about the goodness of human nature translates
as: Did Confucius teach that humans have inclinations to recognize and prefer posi-
tive as opposed to negative models? The answer is unclear. Confucius' most cited
passages on human nature are these:

Confucius said, "In nature [humans] are close to each other. In practice they
distance themselves [from each other]." (17:2)

Confucius said, "Humans' growth is toward being upright (right). If he lives in
violation of that, then if he is lucky, he may escape."(6:19)

The first passage hints that we are capable of bad practice as well as good—or
at least of relatively less good practice. It expresses an optimistic view of humanity's
potential but allows the possibility that requires rectification of names for both use of
li and models. The second is among the strongest claims of natural morality in the
text.58 But in another passage, Confucius suggests the standards of upright are rela-
tive to region and conventional standards (see pp. 82-83). His position can also be
interpreted in light of a much revered passage in The Analects where Confucius
discusses the process of scholarly human maturity. That passage suggests that Con-
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fucius viewed intuitive effortless conformity to ritual rules as something acquired
over a lifetime of study and practice.

Confucius said, "At fifteen you should set your intention on learning; at thirty
you should be accomplished; at forty you will have no doubts; at fifty understand
fate; at sixty hear anything comfortably; at seventy follow your heart-mind's de-
sires and do nothing wrong."(2:4)

Confucius' quoted statements, then, suggest that excellence in interpretive per-
formance is a natural achievement, but that it is an achievement that relies on inter-
nalizing a transmitted form. He seems comfortably assured that it will be correct, but
gives no way to remove the worry that we might have cultivated the wrong intuitions.
The fragments are not explicit enough to show that Confucius held anything as strong
as an innatist version of A 2 . One reason not to include an innatist version of A2 in
the system is that it generates a Confucian problem of evil. Ex Confucian hypothesi,
there were sage kings and a golden age. Now, if humans can distinguish good and
bad models and naturally incline to emulate the good ones, then we should never
have fallen to the present state. Further, note that in the political assumptions, Con-
fucius regarded it as necessary to have authority designate the models. This should
not be necessary if Confucius accepted innatist A 2 . Similarly the political theory of
rectifying names suggests that people can go wrong in interpreting ritual codes.

Defenders of Confucian orthodoxy claim that Mencius' doctrine (that the entire
repertoire of social behaviors is innate) merely embellishes on Confucius. To get this
result, they have to confuse intuitive and innate. I intuitively know which way to
turn when herding cattle. I don't stop to calculate probabilities they will run left or
right. I don't hesitate or wonder about it. I process clues in their behavior and the
environment that I could probably never recite—no doubt some of which I am not
even aware. (They may even include the reactions of my horse.) But, however nat-
ural and obvious I find this activity, it is surely not innate.

We no doubt have innate abilities—balance, the ability to follow motion, pattern
recognition, language, etc. The innate abilities are also intuitive and may be involved
in acquiring other intuitions. But most of what we call intuitive behavior is most
plausibly repeatedly practiced to the point of spontaneity. Consider, again, speaking
our mother tongue. We speak spontaneously. It becomes unconscious background
processing to most of our conscious processing. But we do not consider it innate.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, females probably do not have more intuitions than
males,but have quite diffrence oncs. les, bu HAVE tHAVEQUITE DIFFERENT
are probably acquired as we internalize our respective cultural roles.

Morality and Human Nature

The stereotype of Chinese philosophy is that its neglect of metaphysics and episte-
mology is accompanied with a greater focus on ethics. Recently Rosemont has ar-
gued that following Fingarette's analysis results in questioning whether Chinese phi-
losophy deals with morality at all. Fingarette characterizes Confucius' dao as a "way
without a crossroads."59 As Rosemont notes, Confucius' views on human nature
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seem to rule out the autonomy necessary for moral reasoning.60 Confucius, Fingarette
argued, did not even have a concept of choice.

I will have more to say about the conceptual issue in discussing Mozi. But at
this point we can note first that the meaning of dao is clearly more general than is
the term morality. Morality, arguably, is a part of dao (16:11). Moral discourse is
one of many forms of guiding discourse. But not all dao is moral: dao includes all
practical guidance—ritual, music, speech, and so forth.

Second, Chinese language seems to have a perfectly adequate term for what we
think of as morality. Confucius' concept of _y/morallty 61 seems to play the relevant
theoretical role. He says (1:13) that jewi1™" is close to yjmorality. He regards y/morali'y
as important to zWknow and to follow. y/morahty presents a limit to pursuit of the good
(14:12 16:10) and guides choice (14:13) and language (15:17).

But, given that Confucius has a concept like yi available, it is significant that
he focuses his attention on a dao of conventional propriety—li. Confucius seems to
have stressed //etiiuette to his disciples more than ^/morality. Given the nature of Con-
fucius' references to yimorah«y> we cannot tell if he distinguished between real morality
and a community's social mores. Mores are formally like /jet"Juette. They are relative
to a historical community and its social agreement. We can use empirical research to
discover them. They do not tell us what is finally morally correct.

It is seriously to be doubted that historical, sociological research of the kind that
characterized Confucius' scholarship can ever answer the real moral question.62 Some
historians believe that history can substitute for philosophy and provide moral guid-
ance. Interpreters tend to assume that Confucius is such a historian.63 Confucius,
however, does not raise the debater's metaquestion of justification and provide a
historian's answer. Indeed, he seems to have no cognizance of the metaquestion at
all. When it is raised in his presence, he pointedly avoids it. His traditionalism is
nowhere more pronounced.

Duke She said to Confucius, "In my group there is an upright Gong. His father
took a sheep and the son bore witness of it." Confucius said "The upright in my
group are different from this. The son is screened by the father and the father by
the son. Uprightness is in that behavior."(13:18)

Rather than tackle the question of what morality really requires in the conflict
of duties, Confucius retreats here to social mores—my group's are just different from
yours. This suggests that Confucius thinks of yjnwrallty as a convention, as mores
rather than moral reasoning. This, of course, is consistent with his view of dao. The
Analects' conception of dao is such that history could provide a dao. The discourse
in The Antalects makes no distinction between moral dao and conventional mores.64

Apologists for Confucious have argued that Confucius did not have the re-
sources or world experience to make the distinction between accepted convention of
China and universal morality. That defense fails. The issue can be formulated in
Chinese as effortlessly as in English. The sheep case poses the question adequately,
Confucius simply dodges it. Confucius knows that li are different in different pe-
riods.65 He announces this along with his choice to follow the specific li of Zhou
culture.66

The Chinese language does have simple words available to make the distinction.
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Mozi, the first anti-Confucian figure, effortlessly makes the contrast between ,$j/custom

and -yjmorahty explicit. Later Confucians follow Mozi, and the debate between tradi-
tionalists and innatists is cast as a contrast between a ren benevolence.^-morality ancj a
^etiquette_y z- morality AS we nave seen^ tne interpretive issue itself provokes questions of
realism in ethics. L/etiquette yjmorali(y is conventional mores.

Confucius, despite secularizing rituals, was intensely and unquestioningly com-
mitted to them: "I love the ritual" (3:16).67 He does not appear to have taught his
disciples a discipline of arguing for a position. His conception of careful thought is
more like taking good aim than it is like proceeding from premise to conclusion. If
he is to be compared to Socrates, it should be observed that his dao, his discourse,
insofar as his disciples mastered it, exemplified neither Socratic doubt nor Socratic
method.68

Neither wing of his disciples saw the moral issue clearly. They had not been
trained to worry about the criteria of morality. Their concern was correct perfor-
mance of a given historical, literature-based dao. They paid attention specifically to
the problem of the correct interpretation of li. This led them to their intramural dis-
pute about renhumanity. The early Confucian theory of ren played a different role from
that of Mencius. It was not designed to answer Mozi's question about the criteria of
morality. It was designed to answer the question, "What constitutes following li
correctly?" They never seemed to worry about the question, "Are the li, after all,
what we ought to follow?"

Confucius is less concerned with the criteria of morality than with its efficacy.
The dao is given in the literature. Our task is simply to learn it and follow it. Ac-
cordingly, he discourses about etiquette more than about yzmorallty. In this preliminary
sense, then, we can see the point of Fingarette's and Rosemont's claims that Confu-
cius has no moral theory.

The Confucian Conceptual Scheme: Dao

The key concept in traditional Chinese philosophy has virtually become an English
word—daoway. Conventional wisdom treats dao as a most difficult term to under-
stand, and yet translators render it more consistently than almost any other philo-
sophical term: way. Our difficulty remains because way is a singularly nebulous En-
glish term. English uses of way run a wide spectrum and our philosophers have never
given the concept the analytic attention accorded to metaphysical and ethical concepts
such as reality, knowledge, good, etc.

Way is a primitive term in the sense that it resists easy analysis. It has many
partial synonyms. But I can think of no genus of which way is the species. We are
normally reduced to explaining it by subtypes: a method, route, skill, custom, or
practice. In the traditional sense of definition, way does not have a definition in
English any more than dao does in Chinese. Fortunately, however philosophers have
outgrown the Greek fetish for genus-species definitions! We can explain way ade-
quately by formulae such as:

(1) X is a way =df S follows X in going from point y to point z
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or

(2) S uses X in ing.

We link a way with actions, walking is the most concrete one. A way can be
specified by what it aims at: its goal. Dao is strongly analogous to way in this regard.
Its most concrete meaning is a path or road. This extends to the general notion of an
answer to any how question, to practical guidance in general.

We can see why translating dao as way works and start to get a sense of Con-
fucius' use of dao by surveying the predicates and modifiers Confucius applied to
dao. In The Analects, Confucius treats a dao as the kind of thing that could be heard
(4:8), spoken, (6:12) studied, corrected (1:4), modeled, walked (5:7) or wasted, that
could be present or absent (3:24). A dao can be born and grow (1:2), strengthened
(15:29); it can be small or great (19:4). One can master a dao. Daos guide the skills
(16:5), including the skill of speaking (17:12). A dao performance is a source of
pleasure (13:25, 16:5). Different people interpret daos differently in their perfor-
mance and attitudes (17:3).

Dao, like other Chinese nouns, works roughly the way a mass noun works in
English. We can count the chosen thing-kind in many ways.69 Daos do not have a
single inherent principle of individuation.70 So dao differs from way in that we can-
not treat it as either singular or plural. Instead, we treat dao as having parts that are
dao and being a part in some greater whole that is also a dao. If X is dao and Y is
dao, then the sum of X and Y is dao. The way I get to work is a sum of the way I
walk and the way I drive my car. Chinese writers sometimes discuss the dao of
particular role actors and other times of the entire course of social life.

Confucius' use shows dao to be a general mass term as opposed to a proper
name. A proper name may not be modified; dao can be. Confucius distinguishes part
of dao from the whole by adding reference to specific historical individuals (4:15).
Thus we may speak of your father's dao, Confucius' dao, the former Kings' dao, or
a village's dao, and tianhemen:nature's aao \ve can also distinguish different dao by
periods of history (3:16) or by reference to specific skills (4:5) or normative systems
(16:11). There are ways to do all manner of things and there is the straight and
narrow way.

Each partial dao may have its own parts (8:4) and each can be seen as part of a
greater dao. Naturalizing heaven affects the important concept of rianheaven s dao. It
begins as something like a specific deity's prescriptions or commands and comes to
embrace the sum of all dao that occur in nature, all paths followed in or by nature.
In this naturalistic shift, the notion of tian-daonatarai way preserves its normative force
(except for Zhuangzi).

Another grammatical way dao and way differ, besides individuation, is this: dao
can be used as a verb. You can rfaoguide states, clans, families, individuals, and even
arms and legs. One daoguldes, for example, with regulations or charisma or doctrines.
The most common translation of this verbal use is to speak. Thinking of the nominal
use as discourse helps explain this connection between the verbal and nominal use of
dao. It conveniently has a mass-noun structure. Your discourse and my discourse
make our discourse. The sum of the discourse of each political actor is a society's
political discourse.
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Still, speech seems both too broad and too narrow to capture this verbal use. It
is too broad because not just any speech is facing, but only speech that guides
behavior. However, speech is also too narrow because we can guide behavior by
gesture and example (and obviously by written symbol) as well as by speech.

This caution about speech as a translation of dao signals some general warnings
about language and symbolism that we need to keep in mind. We should think of
language as broadly as we do when we speak of body language and the language of
dance or of music. Then we should remember the assumption that the role of lan-
guage and discourse is to guide behavior (1:4).

Dao comprises all meaningful, behavior-guiding practices. Dao models not real-
ity but value. We translate a model into a performance when we follow the value
model. Dao is to be performed. Gestures, looks, dances, songs, poems, legal rules,
and rules of etiquette are all subject to interpretative performance. Following a rule
is an analytically important model but performing a symphony may more sympathet-
ically capture Confucius' conception of dao.11 For a poem, an interpretation may be
a reading. For dances and music an interpretation is a performance. We understand
Confucius' // better if we think of it as performed rather than obeyed or followed.
These dao, intended to guide action, do so via an interpretive performance.

Dao and Metaphysics

These reflections about dao help highlight how the baseline concerns of Chinese
philosophy differ from those of Indo-European philosophy. The deep parallel is that
both traditions are interested in language. But the Greek and Hindu theories of lan-
guage depend on the semantic concepts of meaning and truth. The Indo-European
approach tries to explain linguistic meaning in relation to individuals and to a real
world. We apprehend the meaning in the objective world. Language is about the real
world. This Indo-European perspective treats the main function of language as de-
scriptive or representative. The role of language assumed in these theories is the
communication of information about the world from one speaker to another.

As a result, Indo-European philosophy has a particular kind of interest in meta-
physics and epistemology. Its epistemologies address the question of how an individ-
ual can comprehend meaning and how we can know the world. This leads both
Western traditions (Indian and Greek) to a notion of a mind populated with inherently
representative mental items: ideas. As we have seen, ideas constitute a kind of pri-
vate language. Conventional languages, thus, become superficial in the Indo-European
model.

It is hardly controversial that Chinese philosophy does not have the classical
mind-body dualism of Western philosophy. We also accept that it has far less con-
cern with epistemology. We certainly find none of the worry about the individual's
experience of the world and its accuracy as a representation. The concern with
knowledge in Confucius is linked directly to dao. Knowledge is knowledge of dao,
knowledge of what to do. (The modern term for know is zhi-dao*"™ way.) z/nknowing

and ignorance are determined by dao (5:21). To study is to study some dao. To
know is to know some dao; to be ignorant is to be ignorant of some dao. Thus, in
The Analects, translators frequently render zhiknov' as clever. Z/ijknowing is more akin
to skill than to information processing.72 We should understand z/Hknow as know-how
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or know-to rather than know-that. To zfa'1"10" dao is to know (how) to perform it
properly.

Finally, therefore, the focus at the early Confucian baseline is not on metaphys-
ics, but on guidance. Dao does not communicate scientific truths, but ways to per-
form. Dao is initially and basically a prescriptive, not a descriptive concept. The role
of language is not representing a reality that is external to our inner psyche. Its role
is communicating and transmitting guidance to society from social leaders through
history.

Literature: Li, Music, and Poetry

Value-discourse clearly may be written discourse—wenhterature. Literature shares the
wide interpretation we just gave discourse. We speak of musical literature, for ex-
ample. The value-discourse presented in The Analects, Confucius' dao, consists of a
literature curriculum designed to shape character. Two of the central texts in the
disciples' education are the Book of Li and the Book of Poetry. Li is very frequently
paired with yuemasK in Confucius' aphorisms. YuemasK really suggested an elaborate
concert including dancers. (We may also read the character for music as enjoyment.)
This suggests an attitude toward li that elaborates the Western model of following
rules that we used in explaining rectification of names. Confucius may view all of
his training on the model of the performing arts—poetry, music, and dance. The
Book of Li consists of ceremonies that are performed by ceremonial role players in
stylized chanting, singing, and dancing.

Generalized to society, then, this attitude toward li underlies Confucius' intrigu-
ingly optimistic attitude toward the relation of society and people. The model of
^•etiquette presupposes a system of roles or ranks. The Analects stresses appropriate
performance of these roles. But the appropriateness may be further understood in an
aesthetic sense as well as a semantic sense. The important feature that music and //
share is that we interpret both in a performance. One practices and learns these
different dao and takes delight in performing them. Some performances, recognizable
as performances of the same song, are better than others. We prefer certain perfor-
mative interpretations without necessarily classing one as wrong.

Rather than limiting our view, then, to the structure of discourse as consisting
of sentences or rules, we should heed those recent accounts that stress aesthetic models.
In particular, given Confucius' penchant for pairing //ntual and yuemasic, we should
experiment with a score-performance model of the relation between discourse and
behavior.73 Our explanatory focus will shift to the process of pleasing interpretation.
If interpretation of a social practice replaces belief-desire and practical-reasoning models
in explaining behavior, this blending of correct and aesthetically pleasing is natural.
Interpretation and dao together explain action. An actor naturally tends to acquire
and perform social forms. His human ability to do this explains his performances.
Performances, not actions, are the objects to be explained in the Confucian model.

An interpretation, then, is minimally captured in the notion of following a rule.
^^ humanity may not onjy nelp us f0uow tne ruie> but to do so with style. We not
only play the right note, but also combine them with the proper duration, intensity,
flow, and smoothness that makes a performance not merely right but spectacular. We
take as given that we guide our behavior by social, meaningful codes (music scores,
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ritual instructions, and signposts). When we concentrate on this kind of conduct, the
Greek model of voluntary actions seems irrelevant. Belief-desire and reasons-for-
action analysis would strike us as beside the point in this aesthetic model.

Ren and Confucian Theory of Language

These reflections, then, have introduced a crucial explanatory role for the important
but elusive concept of renhumanicy. Confucius' pivotal saying with regard to ren and
li is "If ren^0^ were not renhumane, what would become of/jritual?" (3:3) Confucius,
paradoxically, regarded ren as something easily and almost universally available to
people, and yet was reluctant ever to credit anyone with being a person of ren"
(4:6).

The idealist wing argues that all humans have ren and offers that as the basis of
its strengthened optimism about human nature. Ren enables us correctly to select
models and the aspects of their behavior worth modeling. A conventional or tradi-
tional dao seems to require such an ability. But, I shall argue, that appeal to ren is
available to conventionalists as well as innatists.

Confucius' theory of ren is notoriously mysterious. As we noted above, some
disciples even complained that they heard nothing about it. Others must have heard
enough for it to be one of the most frequently used theoretical terms in The Analects.
The standard view is that Confucius did not (or could not) define ren. If it is an
interpretive ability then it is either primitive or mystical. Minimally, we can say that
Confucius' vagueness left the dispute between the historical conventionalist and the
innatist unresolved.

The political act of rectifying names seems to depend on the rectifiers having an
interpretive insight of some sort. If ren is this insight, then it explains why li would
be worthless without ren. As we saw, ren seems formally necessary to guide the
interpretation of li. It is not an empty, behaviorally inert right feeling we have while
conforming, but a crucial element in governing the course, the dao, of a perfor-
mance. It is part not of Confucius' psychology, but of his intuitive hermeneutics of
practice.

The debate in The Analects could only have arisen if it is possible to be mistaken
about the dao represented in the li. Some of the disciples exposed to Confucius' divine
teaching must have missed the point. It is clearly possible to listen to the same
discourse from the same teacher and disagree about what constitutes a proper perfor-
mance. The possibility is an embarrassment to any form of traditionalism. An ethical
theory based simply on conformity to a code, as we have argued above, seems to
have no answer to this route into relativism and skepticism. The concept of ren is
not, therefore, an inherently innatist concept. No traditionalist account could be ad-
equate without it.

After I know the texts, what constitutes following them? Humans who know the
text still disagree. This reflection makes the question of the missing definition of ren
particularly urgent. Many candidates for an alternative standard of correct interpre-
tation come to mind. We might think that the correct interpretation of any fragment
of a code was one that was:
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1. rationally correct (coherent and consistent)
2. best warranted by the evidence
3. authentic to your nature
4. closer to the meaning of the founder
5. personally advantageous
6. in the best interest of everyone concerned
7. morally correct
8. intuitively correct

None of these conceptions of an interpretive standard requires that we think of
the standard as innate. But this does show that Confucius needs some notion of ren
to accompany the //. What the disciples did not hear was any detail of Confucius'
conception of this interpretive ability. The different answers to this question can give
us a convenient philosophical typology.

We can assume that Confucius would have preferred (7) to (5). Egoism had not
been raised or refuted in Confucius' time, but neither Mencius' nor Confucius' use
of ren suggests much affinity for egoism. (Later we shall discuss Yang Zhu, who
might be more favorable to such a solution.) Still (7) poses a problem for Confucian-
ism. So far, we have no reason to think that Confucius has the notion of an indepen-
dent morality. The only Confucian guide to behavior is a traditional code. If that is
thought of as the standard of morality, then (7) offers only a circular answer to the
problem of interpreting the code. We need to understand the code in order to know
what is moral and we need to know what is moral in order to be able to understand
the code.

A utilitarian could interpret (7) as (6) and interpret guiding discourse in ways
that made everyone better off. Confucius has a stronger tendency toward this answer
than the orthodoxy is usually willing to admit (see 1:12). This specific answer was
selected by Confucius' most vociferous opponent, Mozi, and the affinity would be
embarassing. But as Graham has suggested, Confucius' negative golden rule seems
to lead directly to Mozi's universalist utilitarian position. Mozi, in turn, seems to
have been followed to an embarrassing degree by Mencius (for whom benevolence
is an appropriate translation of ren).

The traditionalist and innatist may both agree on (8). That distinguishes both
from Western rational moralists who would supposedly prefer (1) or (2) as an elab-
oration of (7).74 The serendipitous translation of ren as humanity reminds us of the
role of (1) in the Western theory of semantic interpretation. One interprets by assum-
ing we share some characteristically human inference strategies. We search for the
fundamental assumptions from which the rest of their dao seems to follow. We in-
terpret one rule by asking what way of applying that rule will make it most coherent
with the entire body of rules.

Wittgenstein reminded us that the appeal to humanity is not merely bound up
with the coherence of beliefs and doctrines. His famous aphorism, "If a lion could
speak, we could not understand him," suggests that we share with those we interpret
not merely logical abilities but basic motivational and attitudinal outlooks. We could
not communicate effectively with a being who views us as either an irrelevant an-
noyance or a meal.

The Confucian version of humanity reminds us of this Wittgensteinian model.
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At least Confucians do not characterize ren as a reasoning structure, but as a set of
specifically human social inclinations. In their view, a key element in this disposi-
tional structure is family affection. Hence the slogan that jcjaofihahty is the root of
renhumanity (\-.2). Still the issue within the tradition is about the status of those intu-
itive inclinations. Are they innate or inborn, or are they the result of training in a
tradition of guidance? The pure traditionalist should give ren a conventional analysis.
The tradition is the final guide; the moral intuition necessary for its interpretation
comes from within that tradition. We acquire it, as Confucius indicated, by internal-
izing a scheme of guidance.

The tempting traditionalist's answer, in the spirit of the "at seventy follow your
heart's desire" passage (2:4) and the implicit ideals of rectifying names, is (4): "pick
out the action intended by the authors of the text." Operationally, this may amount
to the counterfactual claim that the sage kings would not have corrected your perfor-
mance had they been teaching you and watching you critically.

The innatist disagrees. He would interpret (8) as (3), perhaps with emphasis on
the familial structure of our moral feelings. Then, on the additional assumption that
we all share the same nature, he could accept (4) as derived from (3). The Confucian
orthodoxy, following Mencius, accepts this innatist reading of ren. Defenders of the
orthodoxy would argue that that outcome is implicit in Confucius' doctrine.
/?e«humamty does seem to be required, as I argued above, even by a traditionalist
attitude toward human guidance. However, the above reflections show only that some
prior standard to a fixed code is required. It does not show that the standard must be
innate. It need not even be an intuition. Even when we assume an intuitive standard,
the intuition we credit judges or sages with having might be learned through practice.
It may be the acquired intuition we discussed before—an ability to register many
clues in the situation and use these clues in fine-tuning our action.

If by ren we mean this acquired intuition, then an intuitive solution to the puzzle
is also available to the traditionalist. It is a solution that is true to Confucius' pro-
nouncements: Ren is acquired but only after long practice. You'll get it when you're
seventy if you start as a teenager. Anyone, however, could acquire it in that way.

Philosophers of mind note that people can get and teach know-how which they
cannot even begin to formulate: riding a bicycle, chicken sexing, speaking correctly,
reasoning philosophically. Our ability to speak language is merely the most famous
example. The test of whether you have native speaker's know-how is relative to other
native speakers. The relevant authorities (e.g., native speakers) recognize or declare
(name) you as one who has got it. This solution preserves the communitarian spirit
of Confucius' guiding dao.

Obviously, we can still raise our philosophical puzzles. This learned intuition
begs the question of how to justify traditional conventions themselves. Our intuition
is essentially a product of training in precisely the traditions in question. If ren is
treated as an acquired intuition, as Confucius does in his account of his moral growth,
the position remains deeply traditionalist. Being raised in a Kantian tradition would
give you Kantian moral intuitions. Ru training would give you Confucian intuitions.
The appeal to those intuitions in rejecting utilitarian or other moral reform proposals
would beg the question. This intuition could not defend against a challenge from a
rival moral system. Mozi proposes changing the content of the guiding intuitions that
society instills in us. He objects to the content of the Confucian Dao even before
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interpretation. The innatist solution seems stronger as a response to a rival dao. If
the question is merely about having a way to interpret tradition, then a traditionalist
answer seems possible.

We can raise, however, a group of puzzles that favor the innatist position. First,
this learned intuition cannot settle which interpretation of the code is correct. We
began with the dispute between different interpretive schools of Confucianism. If I
am a student of school A, I will develop one type of interpretive intuitions. Appeal-
ing to these intuitions in dispute with a student of school B about the li will not settle
anything. His intuitions will be as strong as mine and yet contrary to mine. As
between rival interpretive lines, the traditionalist solution cannot justify one line as
correct. It explains how we transmit interpretive intuitions, but cannot justify any one
of them.

Second, even if we allow that we learn our intuitions, we must have some innate
capacity that enables us to take the first step. Most of us have innate abilities to learn
to distinguish left from right, up from down, sweet from sour, and so forth. Some
innate or presocial human dispositions are presupposed in our ability to learn conven-
tions.

Finally, if we accept the intended-by-the-author theory of what is a correct per-
formance, we have to face Euthyphro's question: Do the sage kings intend this per-
formance because it is right, or is it right because the sage kings intend it? Which
should we say? Is the traditional code, the li, the standard of behavior or is the
intention of the sage kings? Hiding behind a tradition merely postpones the philo-
sophical questions. It does not eliminate them. No Confucian liked pursuing such
questions. Mencius and the innatists did, at least, attempt an answer.

However, the innatist intuitive solution has its own problems. It cures the dis-
ease but kills the patient. It tends to dissolve completely the need for the code of
rules in the first place. Supposedly, as we have argued, these intuitive abilities work
to rectify names in concrete cases. That suggests that we have an ability to sense in
the concrete case before us what is right and what is wrong. Only if we have some
code-independent way to know that abortion is permissible or wrong can we rectify
the terms fetus and person in the conventional code.

If the Confucian officials have this sense of ren and if it works to tell them what
is right or wrong in concrete cases, then one begins to wonder why they need the li
after all. If those officials are so good at telling what is right in the concrete case,
that's all they need to know. Technically they are not following the li. Their actions
coincide with the allegedly correct interpretation of li, but they follow ren. The real
standard of right and wrong becomes the intuition of the sage. The study of history
has its use, but the way I know my interpretation is correct is ren. They had ren
which inspired them to write it. I have ren which allows me to follow it.

One compromise solution to this problem is elitist and contrary, I believe, to
the egalitarian spirit of early Confucianism. It requires li for ordinary people and ren
for the sages. The sages rectify names for the masses of people who have no ren and
can be lead only by the // and their respect for authority. This preserves the role of
tradition for social guidance and the social authoritarian structure. It undermines
Mencius' claim that all humans have ren innately. We Daoists are not surprised that
the authorities would pose this solution. We are surprised that they expect us to take
them seriously.
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In any case, the deeper problems remains for the elite. For them, now, the li
would be superfluous. The deeper problem has no solution within the innatist system.
If it starts out to determine the relative importance of ren and li, it ends by giving li
no importance whatsoever except as a summary of historically correct judgments
made by the sage kings. A summary of their correct judgments has the same ethical
status as a summary of yours or mine.

The innate version also doesn't answer the philosophical puzzle. The innate
version purports to offer an independent justification of tradition. Innatists ground
conventions in human nature rather than in accidents of history. We can still ask,
however, why we should regard our natural reactions as correct ones? Neither the
innate nor the acquired intuition is self-warranting. All the innate version does is
give us an independent standard from social conventions. It gives no reason for tak-
ing that standard to be the correct one. It is quite possible that some of our innate
natural reactions, like vengeance and greed, may be blatantly immoral.

Innatism and the Unspoken Dao

This dependence on intuition in general in Confucianism and Chinese thought is a
consequence of an implicit skepticism of language. Ultimately the commitment to li
could not survive Confucius' argument against law (as our analogy to legal interpre-
tation shows). The possibility of rectifying comes from the awareness of ambiguity
in a code. That awareness undermines the very idea of code-guided conduct. The
simple code can't guide conduct. Guidance by a code requires some interpretive
guidance that is external to the code.

However, if we focus on conventional learning in general, we are tempted to
say that at some point we must assume an innate intuitive ability. This is especially
true when the conventional system is language, as Wittgenstein taught us. At some
point humans just do catch on and continue in learning rules. Chomsky argues that
we need an innate grammar to be able to learn any particular conventional language.
Could this intuition be codified (written, say as a computer program)? Perhaps, but
the computer must still have some unmodified interpretive structure (the hard wiring).
There must be something that is there before any language can be used. The capacity
to be programmed by some language must be in the innate hard-wiring.

QCvirtuosity js something that we can acquire. Education can change our disposi-
tional structure. But our reflections reveal the consequence that there must be some
innate de. Simply and centrally, we must have the innate disposition to engage in
learning and mastering conventions. We must incline to mimicry and enjoy positive
feedback. We must enjoy ritualized games as we enjoy babbling conversations with
adults. It is this psychological hard-wiring that makes social programming possible.

This is a dao within us, a devmuosity that is presupposed in our ability to absorb
socialization. We may think of it as a natural dao, an unspoken dao. It is the program
that is not programmed. Without the capacity, instinct, and predilection we have to
acquire languages, no language could ever guide our behavior.

Perhaps we similarly need an innate grammar of morality to be able to follow a
conventional morality correctly. It would be an unacquired </evirtuoslty that embodied
a dao that must be prior to language. The way to use language must be prior to
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language. Thus some minimal moral humanity must be innate. I will argue below
that Mencius identifies a plausible list of candidates of innate moral humanity.

These reflections yield another sense in which a dao must be extralinguistic. If
we think of a body of guiding discourse as a guiding dao, we can now draw a
distinction between that dao in language and the range of actual behaviors that may
result from following it. Supposedly, only some of these courses of behavior follow
it correctly. Of these, only some are truly superb aesthetic performative interpreta-
tions. No guiding discourse can point to a unique, specific performative interpreta-
tion. No amount of elaboration could guarantee that an interpretation would be either
beautiful or correct. This physical realization of a dao cannot, in that sense, be
adequately specified merely by language.

Consequently, no dao can ensure that ones <fevirtuoslty will produce one or another
physical realization. The physical realization of programming with a social dao af-
fects how we physically realize the dao in the world, the actual path we follow. The
machine-language translation of the public guiding discourse cannot be specified in
that guiding discourse. The dao within is also extralinguistic.

Philosophy and Code Skepticism

The philosophical issue that clearly emerges in The Analects arises after we have
identified a codified dao. The issues in philosophy of education and philosophy of
language start from the shared position of the two lines. We have our code; now
what constitutes following it? What constitutes understanding U and can it be taught?

Thus, the rectifying-names theory as a solution to the problem of how to fill the
gap between discourse and action triggers a central theme of classical Chinese phi-
losophy, which Schwartz dubs "the language crisis."75 This language crisis has
radically different characteristics from Plato's. It concerns following an instruction
set, not a theory of meaning. It motivates a kind of skepticism about language that
cannot be mitigated by definitions (further instructions for use). It raises the worry
that we could not tell if we had gone wrong in our use of language. We intend to
use language as our teachers used it and our teachers' teachers used it and so on back
to the sage kings. We intend to conform. But there can be no way to be sure that we
have done so.

This is not merely a problem between generations. I may be unable to tell whether
I have adhered to my own resolved and announced intentions to follow some rule. If
I have reinterpreted the rule, I will be unable to notice that I have done it.

Traditional defenders of both Confucian systems tend to glorify the flexibility of
Confucianism. That flexibility is signaled by the intuitive solution to the problem of
linguistic skepticism. It means that they ignore their own rules whenever they intu-
itively think it proper to do so. It gives them a defense against the Western perception
that Confucius' guide to conduct seems rigid by our Socratic, philosophical standards
of creative autonomy.

The problem lies in finding a middle position between making Confucianism
rigid (because one naturally correct way to interpret the code was set by historical
anachronisms) and turning it into relativistic quicksand. The flexibility interpretation
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allows us to read any moral attitude into the li. The flexibility becomes authoritarian
normlessness. True, rectifying names does introduce flexibility in the fixed code, but
without more specification about the intuition, it supplies no limit to the degree of
flexibility. Unless we pick some non-Confucian standard such as reason or utility,
the code can be compatible with any action whatever. Yet, if we do pick another
standard, we have the problem of justifying it. The justification runs the danger of
presupposing the standard. Then we face the original problem of interpreting the
standard. It is no easier than interpreting the first-level guiding discourse. In addition
we still have the problem of explaining why, given the standard, we still need the
code that it is to interpret. Why not use the standard directly to evaluate actions?

The doctrine of rectifying names set a trend in Chinese philosophy. That trend
was as puissant as Plato's search for definitions was in Western philosophy. Further-
more, it marks the major distinction in analytic reasoning style between the two
traditions. The Platonic tradition was searching for some universal intellectual con-
tent; the Confucian took the content for granted. The Confucian baseline launched a
search for some constant, unchanging way to adhere to a given guiding content. The
skeptical vertigo sets in because we can ask about the way to interpret every way we
presuppose. This means we can raise the question about interpreting any higher-level
standards that we proposed to interpret the level-one dao.

Each tradition, as we shall see, had its skeptics. The nature of the philosophical
projects Chinese philosophers criticized affected the shape of Chinese skepticism.
Where Western skeptics argued that we can never know any formula to be true,
Chinese skeptics said that no set of rules or intuitions yields a constantly reliable
guide to action (a constant dao). Chinese skepticism does not focus on the truth of
some expression, but on how it guides behavior.

Western philosophy started with the Socratic challenge. That challenge came to
be almost part of the conception of philosophy. "I know," Socrates said, "that this
is the accepted thing to do, but should I follow what is the accepted thing to do?"
Confucius, by this standard, does not seem to be a philosopher at all. He never raises
this kind of challenge to the accepted mores. But Chinese philosophy seems to have
started instead embroiled in the Wittgensteinian challenge: Even given my acceptance
of this traditional way of acting, how shall I know if I have followed it correctly?

This structural contrast in moral theory spawned a pronounced difference in
philosophical direction. Western philosophy absorbed Socrates' and Plato's distrust
of conventional wisdom, that is, hearsay. That sent Western thought on an endless
quest for perfectly universal principles. The worry about what constitutes following
a principle became central in the twentieth century. Meanwhile, the search for the
correct formulae led to the notions of sentential reason, proofs, falsification, and the
basic apparatus of scientific theory structure. Chinese philosophy began with a Con-
fucian respect for transmitted formulae and emphasized interpretive variation. Chinese
thought has opted for meaning change over theory change. This search led to a more
intensive focus on names and on the conventionality of the scope or application of
names. Confucianism carried this emphasis into scholasticism that became the long-
term orthodoxy in China. Rival schools, as we shall see, challenged the traditionalist
piety but without developing any authoritative concept of reason.76
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Miscellaneous Other Topics

This discussion of Confucius lacks many of the subtopics you will find in most
accounts; there is little detail here about the centrality of filial piety, the five great
social relationships, the three family bonds, and so forth. I have barely touched on
Confucian pragmatic views of spirits, ghosts, and the afterlife. I have instead con-
centrated on the systematic contrasts with the Western philosophical tradition and the
shared assumptions of classical Chinese thought. This is important if we are to avoid
distorting and trivializing Confucius' point of view.

It is also important because it is the part that survives in modern China. It is
also the part that explains the dynamics of the growth and development of philosophy
in this period and Confucianism over two millennia. It is also the part that figures in
the development of the other schools during the Hundred Schools era.

The basis of that development is the concentration on our social nature. Social
nature is acquired in learning conventions. Traditional Western intellectual culture
relatively downplays the inescapable conventional element in language and the social
element in human satisfaction and fulfillment. We stress individual, private, subjec-
tive things. We concentrate on a faculty of reason that we understand as precultural.
Even our talk about pleasure seems to presuppose that it is totally private, though
most of us who have experienced both kinds know that shared pleasures are better.
There are rituals underlying most delightful forms of sharing—playing in a band,
talking with close friends, Christmas caroling, and scuba diving, for example.

Confucius' ideal is not an utterly alien one.
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One thing is certain, and that is, philosophically Mohism is shallow and
unimportant.

WING-TSIT CHAN '

And yet, as we have seen, he defends it in the same pedestrian and unin-
spired way in which he defends every other doctrine he preaches—by an
appeal to material benefit, to authoritarianism, and to the dubious account
of an ancient golden age.

BURTON WATSON 2

Rehabilitation

Confucius's presuppositions form the background. Mozi, the first opponent of Con-
fucianism, starts the process of philosophical reflection. So he sets the philosophical
agenda and the terms of debate. Most of the central concepts of Daoist philosophy
actually stem from Mozi's statement of his argument with Confucianism.

Confucian accounts have routinely maligned Mozi.3 He is the most important
philosopher in the early half of the classical period. Analyzing his thought carefully
gives us a more accurate view of the direction of philosophical thought in China.
China, in the fifth century B.C. had no tradition of philosophical reflection or of
theory building. The /?M

Confucians practiced their dances and wondered if there might
be a central thread to tradition. They were trained to recite poetry, not to write
arguments. Writing argumentative essays and engaging in philosophical reflection
both start with Mozi. He distinguishes between traditional mores and morality proper.
He formulates a unique version of utilitarianism and argues for that theory and for
an explicit political theory. He offers an interesting version of a state of nature jus-
tification for social organization. He works out a coherent pragmatic epistemology
and both an operational and a historical theory of language. And he gives argu-
ments!4

Mozi's school did not survive the Confucian hegemony that launched China's
philosophical dark age. Maligning Mozi has become a litmus test of Confucian pro-
fundity. Despite the final decline of his school, Mozi's philosophical impact rivals

95
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that of Confucius. Mozi's arguments forced Confucianism into a philosophical de-
bate, forced it to learn a little philosophy. Without Mozi's provocation, Confucian-
ism might never have progressed beyond the wise saying style found in The Analects.
His skeptical challenge changed both the content and the style of Confucian theory.
Mencius, despite his bitter, distorted attack on Mozi, defended Confucianism by
making it more universal. Mozi's attack on Confucian traditionalism is the catalyst
of Chinese philosophical development. Daoists have recognized this implicitly by
basing their analysis on the rMconfucian_OTC,Mohist debate.

Daoism draws heavily on the conflict between Confucians and Mohists for cru-
cial metaphilosophical insights and concepts central to its theory of language. Mozi
starts questioning which language to use in cultivating character and raises the issue
of an Ur-standard of choice. He develops the concepts of biandistiactions, shi-feithis-"ot

thiS> ^-moralit^ zW know - how > ^heart-mind? feadmissible? ̂  ^way ^eSC form the COH-

ceptual framework for philosophical discussion throughout the period. The Daoist
theory especially depends on these Mohist concepts. Mozi continues the use of <fooguidin8

discourse as a generai term, not a proper name, but clearly conceived of alternate dao,
providing the notion of choice missing in Confucius. He launched the development
of the theoretical goal of a natural, constant daoway.

The school Mozi founded eventually spawned the analytic study of language, of
ethics, an early form of science, and some moves toward logic. This school triggered
the philosophical zenith of the Classical period. I divide Classical philosophy into
two periods—a formative period before the Later Mohists, and a mature, analytic
period after. Mozi towers philosophically over the formative period and his move-
ment opens the way for the mature period.

The Effect of Confucian Ideology on Translation

The earlier list of philosophical accomplishments contests Chan's judgment. Yet his
Neo-Confucian attitude toward Mozi pervades the ruling theory. The persistence of
a negative view of Mozi among sinologists is an object lesson in interpretive inertia.
Translators, accepting the dominant Confucian scholarship about the meaning of terms,
accept Confucian commentaries on the texts as following from the meanings of the
terms. The partisan commentary glosses explain terms in ways that insulate Confu-
cius from criticism and undermine his most vociferous critics. Since each of us strives
to conform to his teacher, sinological training even in the West is rooted in these
Neo-Confucian attitudes. As Confucius taught us, in learning a language, we con-
form to the practices of our teachers. Translators and scholars begin by confusing
Confucian theories about terms with the meaning of those terms. We confirm our
mastery of Chinese by conforming to the dominant, traditional Neo-Confucian inter-
pretation and the valuation of Mozi.5

The standard way of talking about Mozi assumes that terms like renhamanity and
yfmorality ^g Confucian terms. Translators theorize about how many Confucian terms
Mozi uses and how he changes the meanings of these Confucian terms.6 The terms
are terms of Chinese, not Confucianese. All the schools used them to state their
disagreements. Their meaning is what allows them to be so used. The particular
positions of the different schools presuppose, but do not fix, the meaning of the
terms. The straightforward way to report on these matters is to say, "Confucius
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thought morality was X and Mozi thought it was Y." But sinologists are addicted to
saying, "For Confucius morality meant X, while for Mozi it meant Y." The strategy
is to leave the implication that Confucians use the language correctly and Mozi is a
linguistic deviant. This is a recipe for confusion.

Confucius, as we have noted, never theorized clearly about key terms like ren
and he used •y/morahty rarely and informally. Numerical frequency suggests that Mozi
was the philosopher who made both terms central to moral theory. He uses ren**'
nevoience rougniy twice as often as Confucius did and ^morallt3' three times as much.
Mencius' own focus on these two terms probably owes more to Mozi than to Con-
fucius. Mencius, like Mozi, makes both terms more central to his theory than the
Confucian /zritual. He follows Mozi in treating renbene™lence as an altruistic other-
regarding attitude rather than merely as an undefined intuition.

Mozi USeS renl*nevolence ̂  yf morality as central concepts in his Criticism of Con-

fucianism. He never hints that he regards these as terms over which the ru have some
special proprietary license. He uses yi in the sense in which we use morality—as a
critical, reflective guide to action—in contrast to mere mores. He proposes the dis-
tinction //-Aa/beneflt~hann as the standard to guide reflective moral evaluation. Yet,
Confucian interpretations treat VJmoral'ty and /jutlhty as conceptually incompatible. They
declare Mencius' criticism of Mozi to be analytically true in Chinese, thus making
Mozi's utilitarian morality an oxymoron. Finally, many translations of Mozi use profit
to translate //utlllty. This attempts to turn the baseless Confucian distortion of Mozi as
an egoist into another meaning-postulate of Chinese.

Confucius, as we saw, did not stress y/morality. He stressed //convention. This fact
raises embarrassing questions about his very credentials as a philosopher. Here again,
Western accounts generate an issue obscuring apology offered as a meaning postu-
late. It distorts our view of both Confucians and Mohists. Convention, the Western
accounts argue, includes morality.7 Since this is false in English, one must assume
that Chinese is very different. Then, since morality is taken, they translate yi with
the prudish religious term righteousness. When required to face Confucius' tradition-
alist naivete about reflective morality, they argue that the whole culture fails to make
the distinction between morality and tradition. They attribute Confucius' philosophi-
cal failure to the supposed homogeneity of Chinese culture.

This apology fails. Precisely that distinction lies at the core of Mozi's thinking.
The first real philosopher in China makes the distinction as explicitly and simply as
Socrates does in Greece. Confucian training did not instill the most basic distinction
in ethical philosophy.8 But that statement is about Confucian educational practice,
not about Chinese language!

Style Slander

The orthodoxy's disdain for Mozi has unwittingly contributed to the bad philosophi-
cal reputation of Chinese thought. Chan's puzzling put-down, for example, prompts
those looking for serious philosophy in China to skip Mozi.9 Even in Chan's trans-
lation, however, the impressive list of Mozi's philosophical accomplishments shines
through. Faced with the undeniable evidence of Mozi's philosophical advances on
the Confucian tradition, scholarly disdain needed a crutch. As Watson's comment
shows, the fallback position focuses on Mozi's allegedly boring style, his repetitive-
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ness, and his passionless, uninspired expression. Schwartz10 and Graham11 chime in.
It has become almost impossible to write of Mozi without making some irrelevant
remark about his style. This practice obviously buttresses the "Mozi doesn't know
Chinese" strategy.

We have long had perfectly plausible explanations of the alleged repetitiveness
we find in Mozi's writing. Chinese depends on intricate parallelism to mark complex
argument structures. Further, some accounts suggest that members of Mozi's school
used repetitive recitation to learn his theses. He was not writing for a university press
and public circulation. He used a presummary-then-parallel-argument-then-recapitu-
lation style to make his arguments easier both to follow and to memorize. A philos-
opher can't help thinking the real objection of the standard theory is that Mozi ar-
gued for his positions. If you think Chinese is a language in which all philosophy
must be done in obscure aphorisms, veiled allusions to ancient poetry, and impene-
trable gnosis, you will find Mozi's style objectionable. Mozi pioneered the philo-
sophical essay style in China. Confucians must choose between the feeling that they
are incapable of sustained argument and the feeling that such literary activity is be-
neath them!

It is, of course, difficult to rebut judgments of taste. I find the tone of these
stylistic criticisms petty and irrelevant when one is discussing philosophy. But, more
important, I cannot even understand the basis for it. Consider this passage in Wat-
son's own vivid translation. Many adjectives could apply to it, but boring and pe-
destrian would be among the last to occur to me.

Moreover, the Confucians corrupt men with their elaborate and showy rites and
music and deceive parents with lengthy mournings and hypocritical grief. They
propound fatalism, ignore poverty, and behave with the greatest arrogance. They
turn their backs on what is important, abandon their tasks, and find contentment
in idleness and pride. They are greedy for food and drink and too lazy to work,
but though they find themselves threatened by hunger and cold, they refuse to
change their ways. They behave like beggars, stuff away food like hamsters, stare
like he-goats, and walk around like castrated pigs. When superior men laugh at
them, they reply angrily "What do you fools know about good Confucians?" 12

One can appreciate why Confucians would not like such writing. However, that
it has no style is a controversial judgment of taste. Calling it passionless cuts close
to the acceptable limit of the use of that term.

Life of Mozi

We know little about Mozi's life. The ruling theory speculates wildly to try to con-
struct a persona for the doctrines. The character mo means ink. Tattooing uses ink.
Slave owners and punishers in China used tattooing on their victims. Hence some
have concluded that Mozi was a slave or a criminal. More credible theories, how-
ever, draw their inferences from the content of his writings, their style, and the social
context.
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We surmise from the detailed knowledge contained in his attacks that Mozi had
studied Confucianism.13 Given his dates (around 480 B.C.), we can suppose that one
of Confucius' disciples (or disciples of disciples) taught Mozi—probably someone
from the traditionalist wing of Confucianism.14 However, while the aristocracy spawned
Confucius and most of his students, Mozi most likely came from the opposite direc-
tion, a rising middle class of craftsmen. Apparently he studied the tradition as taught
by Confucians and grew to loathe it, as a practical man would.

Mohism grew when the crafts became important in China. It declined when they
lost power to the imperial system that bestowed orthodoxy on Confucianism. Histo-
ries of the period record the emergence of a craft consciousness, of activist guilds,
and even of strikes. Mozi fills his writings with examples of craftsman's tools—
compasses, rulers, turning wheels, measuring instruments, etc.15 Economic groups,
as Marx argued, spawn their own intellectuals. The most feasible hypothesis, then,
treats Mozi as the intellectual representative of a growing craft class.

Again we go from trying to focus on an individual to focusing on the social
group. The school that coalesced around Mozi's text fragmented in a different way.
Their interest seemed to lie in moral theory and justification, not in performance. We
have three formulations of the core doctrines of Mozi. Graham has noticed that they
differ essentially in their degree of political purity,16 and labels them the purist, the
compromisers, and the reactionaries. It seems that, like Eno's Confucians, Mohists
were gradually adjusting their doctrines to make them more palatable to rulers. The
interesting difference is that the different schools of Mohism altered the text. They
did not dispute merely about interpretation, but reworked the formulae themselves.
That is an important clue to the difference between the two schools.

This Marxist sociological explanation of the birth of Mohism conveniently ex-
plains its final demise as well. The Qin and Han dynasties transformed China into an
imperial bureaucratic state. They brought an end to the classical period of dynamic
thought and the start of China's dark age. The more totalitarian state repressed the
guilds, while it provided a convenient home (the bureaucracy) for the Confucians.
The craft hypothesis explains why what little science did develop in China came from
the Mohist school. Optics (especially mirror optics), geometry, and economics de-
veloped out of the period's crafts. China abandoned its move toward scientific theo-
rizing when it subjected all schools and thinking to political domination and evalua-
tion.

Crafts and Guiding, Objective Standards

Mozi's craft background shows in his philosophical style and his substance. The Ru
were priests specializing in cultural and ritual performance. Confucians emphasize
conventional approval and authentication. The Mohists were carpenters, engineers,
military strategists. The standards of success for them are more world-guided and
less socially dependent. Mozi sought standards of objective measurement in philos-
ophy. His most frequent examples are of measurement tools.

It makes no difference whether a craftsman is skilled or not: all alike use these
five (devices) as standards, only the skilled are accurate. But, although the un-
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skilled fail to be as accurate, they nevertheless get much better results if they
follow these standards in the work which they do. Thus it is that craftsmen in
their work have the measurements which these standards give.17

Mozi contrasts this objectivity of measurement with reliance on imitation of
teachers and parents. He treats the social acceptance criterion of correct action as
unreliable. Mere imitation, he insists, stands as the basis of ren. The quest for more
objectivity and realism are the cornerstone of Mozi's dao. He urges more constant,
universal, and natural standards in evaluation. He advocates using riannature:heaveen to
substitute for social superiors as a standard of behavior.

Mozi thus buttressed his internal criticism of the tradition by appealing to a
traditionally important external authority—riannature:heaven. 77a/jnature becomes a para-
digm of what is constant, reliable, and measurable. Tian's perspective is neutral
between rival evaluative communities. Mozi thus implicitly accepts the Confucian
psychological need for an authoritarian structure to guide how we instill human char-
acter. He seeks to universalize authority and to make the standard equally accessible
to all. Thus the appeal to tian is an extension of the search for reliable, consistent,
definitive standards. He constantly alleges that tian is objective and definitive—more
like a craftsman's measuring standards than an artist's intuitive reaction. The skilled
and the unskilled can get similar measurement results. You don't need an esoteric
cultivated insight to determine whether the standard has been met.

Confucian tradition came to accept Mozi's contrast of universal versus partial as
their key disagreement. Defending their stress on filial relationships, Confucians be-
gan directly to advocate a differential moral treatment based on social distance. It is
not clear that Confucius himself thought so highly of partiality, as signaled by his
various versions of the golden rule. Graham speculates that Mozi's universalism de-
rives from Confucius' teaching of the golden rule.18 But the fact that Confucianism
came to criticize Mozi on this ground underlines Rosemont's worry that their school
might never have learned any clear conception of morality. Their view of practical
principles led them to blur morality, social mores, politeness, style, etiquette, and
simple obedience. The theory of reflective morality, stemming from Socrates in the
West and Mozi in China, tends to postulate an impartial and consistent or constant
standard of human action.

Morality's purpose is to provide a more reliable and constant guide to behavior
than our normal clan instincts. I will argue that when Mozi brings rian

nature:heaven jnto

the justification phase of his argument, it is to exploit nature's associations with
constancy, reliability, objectivity, and fairness

The Process of Enculturation

This emphasis on constant measurable standards is the crucial element in Mohism. It
contributes to the impression that he is a Westernlike thinker. But his assumptions
about society, psychology, language, and mind are essentially the same as those of
the Ru. Despite his yearning for objective standards, Mozi accepts the Confucian
description of the natural education process. Humans learn and develop their char-
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acter in social hierarchies. He does not, however, use //ntual as a general term for all
conventions; for that he uses .sHcustom. Mozi offers no defense of the specific conven-
tions of Ru devotional dancing societies. He does accept that we are shaped by train-
ing and models. We imitate social superiors and conform to their examples of lan-
guage, of practice, and of interpretation. He retains the father-authority model of
moral education but pushes the father analogy beyond the ruler. The ultimate model—
the model for the ruler—is ft-annature:heaven

Mozi shifts emphasis from the specifics of /jntual to the crucial core of conven-
tional practices, ya«language. Dao is public guiding discourse—3>anlanguage. Mozi de-
velops a rich language for characterizing how social guidance takes place. He has no
doubt that it does take place.

Cultivation, Character, and the Heart-mind

The Mozi opens with familiar arguments for the importance of having scholars and
worthies in the polity for instilling moral character. We show our character in action;
character is the sum of our behavioral motivations. These motivations arise from the
xinheart-mind The ̂  distinguishes between shi-feithis/not-this and thus guides conduct.19

The shi-fei reaction of the xin consists in this. We characterize a course of
action, a state of affairs or an object as it or not it. We see it as satisfying or not
satisfying a descriptive term. I identify a sign as a yellow diamond shape. In accord-
ance with my learned program, my dispositional state becomes more cautious. The
shi-fei assignment triggers a behavioral impulse, a program.

Like Confucius, Mozi assumes that we get our character as we learn and gain
skills. Learning a skill trains the heart-mind's behavioral guidance system, thus Mozi
speaks of heart-skills.20 We gather shi-fei reactions that we can use to direct behav-
ior. These reactions are the nearest counterparts of motivations. Our motivations and
character come from language and social practice. Behavioral motivations are not
innate. What we would call feelings are the heart's action-causing shi-fei reactions to
things. The composite of all our dispositions to react is our character. Mozi's concern
is how to hone and shape these behavioral impulses. He does not suppose that society
can drop character cultivation. Instead, he asked how we ought to cultivate character:
Should we use a traditional way or some new way?

We call the successful programming of heart-mind wisdom. The term implies a
real, objective standard. Language plays a crucial role in gaining skill or wisdom.21

But if our use of language does not coincide with the structure of things, our reac-
tions will not be skills. We gain skill by adjusting performance to the real context.
That practice in adjustment distinguishes skill from clumsiness. So we must, Mozi
argues, be good at picking out thing-kinds before we can claim to transmit real
knowledge.22

This is a crucial premise in Mozi's criticism of Confucians. Confucians cultivate
skill in using words without skill in discriminating realities by those words. Their
focus on a teacher's certification of learning diverts attention from the world. Con-
fucius, thus, never fixed the reference of ren and yi. As a result, though Confucians
babbled endlessly using these moral terms, they could never agree on what counted
as satisfying them. The result is that the terms became so flexible that Confucians
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could mouth their slogans while participating as advisers in governments that fostered
horrible evils.

Mozi again agrees with Confucius that the rulers are appropriate targets of lan-
guage socialization. The words they zhi®***1 (take as central in their guiding dad)
determine how they will act. Changing the programming language changes their be-
havior. We may use language to change even natural, universal human attitudes. The
Confucian partiality for one's own family and relationships is an example of an al-
legedly natural, but still changeable, behavioral attitude.

Let us take two rulers. Make one of them z/iisrasp7wnuniveisal and the other grasp
faepartial jj,en tne fag ruin's language will say, "How can I be as concerned
about all my subjects' well-being as I am about my own? This radically conflicts
with the reality of the world. People have no choice but to live on this earth—
like galloping horses through a slit." Thus he retires and sees his people starve
and does not feed them, they freeze and he does not clothe them, are ill and he
does not nourish them, die and he does not bury them. The bie ruler's words are
like this and his actions the same. The jian ruler's language is different as is his
action. He says, "I have heard that, concerning the kingdom, an enlightened ruler
puts the well-being of the populace before his own. He only then counts as an
enlightened ruler." Accordingly he retires and sees his people starve and feeds
them, they freeze and he clothes them, are ill and he nourishes them, die and he
buries them. The jian ruler's words are like this and his actions the same (26/16/
35-41).

Mozi viewed his moral reform as an issue about the content used in the language-
based, social engineering project. He saw language as a central aspect of socializa-
tion. The models of language and social practice (the social elite) should speak a
language that will yield a beneficial result when the populace mimics the models.
Language is the main manipulable variable in regulating human behavior since it
interacts with every identifiable social practice. Socialization involves learning speech
behavior and social behavior together.

Mozi thus accepted the main outlines of Confucian moral psychology. Familial
partiality and graded social loyalty are natural human traits. It is precisely because
we instinctively care so much that the family is so effective in shaping our sociali-
zation. This provides the essential tension in Mozi's view.Mozi accepts the natural-
ness of graded love, but questioned its ethical value. Maybe we should amend this
natural disposition with directed language socialization. Yet it is the very disposition
that provides the mechanism for altering natural dispositions in general.

Mozi further agrees with Confucius that the central type of moral training is
model emulation. We follow hierarchical superiors in learning both socializing dis-
course and proper behavior linked to the discourse. Confucius and Mozi share the
sense that we learn morality and language in the same way. They are aspects of the
same process. We mimic the speech and the associated practice of those above us.
The people tend to revere their leaders. They store the language standards modeled
by the social leaders. The behavior of the leaders fixes the meaning of those stan-
dards. He saw the role of political society precisely as Confucius did. Its main jus-
tification is that it provides education by modeling and rectifying the social dao.
Again, both use dao in the sense of public, guiding discourse.
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Within these structuring assumptions, Mozi's disagreement with Confucius is
clear. He wants a more constant, more realistic daowy to guide that training process.
If the leaders would cultivate utilitarian standards in behavior, the people would also.
Mozi seeks both to exploit that emulating tendency and to change both traditional
values and natural dispositions. He argues for instilling universalist language and
practical dispositions. This would alter both human nature and historically accepted
patterns of behavior.

Within less than a single generation, people can be changed. They will seek to
affiliate themselves with those above them.23

Mozi agrees with Confucius. The elite's model of correct language use instills
new, moral attitudes in the people. For him, however, this opens the possibility of
changing language as well.

Whenever words tend to promote good behavior, changcomant those words.24

Mozi's emphasis on objectivity in measurement and the real context of language
combines with a Confucian awareness of the social nature of ya^emgf-.vnxds an(j
dao guiding discourse Both Jodfl/ ̂  real or natura[ standards should fix the terms in

guiding discourse. Some things are what they are because a community recognizes
them as such. What constitutes a negotiable check depends on the acceptance by the
proper social institutions—banks and courts. A check could be written on a basket-
ball. Other things are what they are independently of social standards. A whale is
not a fish even if a whole society classifies it as such. Most terms are a mixture.
There are social standards for application of most terms but these social standards
depend on the presence of real measurable features. The mastery of these terms
requires both social inculcation and knowledge of the world.

I will call such terms thick guiding terms.25 Thick concepts include words like
honest and lazy. They direct pro and con attitudes but also have descriptive content
beyond their prescriptive roles. Purely prescriptive words are the thin guiding con-
cepts—sA/'nght and/<?«wrong. They have no further world-guided content beyond their
guiding role. Shi and fei are also the thin descriptive terms in Chinese language—
this and not-this. In either role, as Zhuangzi will note, they can be applied to any-
thing.

We can represent Mozi's position as taking the collection of thick guiding con-
cepts to be a daogaiiing discourse. The salient constituent parts of a dao are words, not
sentences or rules. We learn a complex ability to divide the world into J/jj

tlus:ri8ht and
ye/not thisiwrong jn me ways Qur teachers approve. All terms guide behavior. Our lin-
guistic and behavioral mastery, the entire repertoire of skills, is our devirtuoslty. Trans-
lators are, accordingly, torn between virtue and power in translating the term. As I
noted above, the traditional formula is "^e

virtuosi«y is daoway as realized in the indi-
vidual." (Actually Mozi uses </e

vlrtuos"y as realized in any system. States, periods,
families, individuals, and even nature may have deviltaosuy.) Reflecting on the relation
of dao and de keyed the argument in the last chapter that any linguistic dao requires
an unspoken dao.

As Mozi understands the system, then, moral choice operates at the name level.
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The actor learns to shi something as the relevant kind or tofei it as not of the kind.
The implicit assumption is that applying one of these thin action guiding terms to an
object triggers different behavior toward the object. We execute an internalized
dao differently when we apply the opposite term. The word for discriminating some-
thing in the environment that triggers a disposition associated with a mwgnames is
biandiscrimination g^ discrimination js me ciosest counterpart of our notion of moral choice.
In distinguishing between X and not-X, one classifies situations or results and thus
guides behavior. How it guides behavior depends on the total program—the dao—
our system of guiding discourse. To bian is to know how to shi and fei things as
satisfying a name in the process of executing our programming.

Western philosophers traditionally have tried to explain the ability to use thick
terms by either metaphysical or epistemological theory. Western tradition postulates
that there are repeatable items (characteristics, properties, or attributes) that inhere in
similar particulars. The presence of these shared properties explains their being sim-
ilar. Plato's metaphysics postulated the existence of a form. Each thing in the range
of the name embodies that repeatable form. Our minds recognize the form and thus
use the name correctly. The more familiar alternative is epistemological. We get
(innately or through experience) a mental representation of the things in the scope of
a name. That idea becomes the meaning of the term and explains our ability to
J/H-this:right the dght mings

Mozi's account, like Confucius', depends on neither of these approaches. His
explanation stops with the notion of learning a discrimination skill (bian). This un-
derscores the social nature of his view of language. We gain our disposition to bian
from social training. Our social superiors certify us as competent when that pattern
of discriminating agrees with theirs. Mozi does not postulate any inner cognitive
content. Nor does he offer a metaphysical analysis of similarity. He does take for
granted that things really are similar and different. On the basis of objective similar-
ity and difference, we make socially approved distinctions. Once we have achieved
virtuosity or competence in discriminating, we assume that our use is correct. Simi-
larly trained members of our society should use the guiding term in a constant way.

Thus it is that Mozi cannot dispense with Confucius' teacher-student method of
transmission even though he wants a more objective, realistic content. Our basic
linguistic skill in making distinctions requires a string of teacher-student embodi-
ments. We can change it, but only through the same process of modeling and train-
ing. Mozi does not propose rationalist definitions or an empiricist epistemology to
ground his /,/«„ discriminations

The term z/H'know thus plays a different role in Mozi's system than it plays in
our familiar discourse about language. Again his use is like that of Confucius. Zhi is
not an inner representation of content but a type of mastery. The object of knowledge
is a dao. We can convey a dao in conversation or through the study of literature.26

We know a dao when we make it real in our xin. If we have internalized its pattern
of shi-fei distinctions and can follow it in action in real contexts, then we know that
dao. We regard other's cultivation as skillful or as knowledge when we endorse the
dao that their heart-mind's behavioral discriminations and motivations expresses.27

Language is both a tool and a trap in this process. Because we adjust language
to reflect the important differences in the world so it can guide us properly, we must
analyze reality. We cannot accomplish that merely by cultivating mastery of texts,
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of poetry, and proper form and style. The cultivation of decorative language that
Confucius advocates as a route to character cultivation is dangerous.28 Mozi wants
to increase the contribution of objective measurable reality in the process of guiding
behavior with names.

Furthermore, teachers must join their language with some behavior toward the
things they shi. Their behavior is the model that fixes the guiding shi-fei reactions
that underlie language. Even after you have made a correct distinction, only if your
action is skillful—properly adjusted to the objective world—will the student grasp
that distinction.29 Language is a cultivation tool wedged between reality and skillful
action. If your language is not reliable, your actions will not be effective.

Models of Dao

Our traditional Western metaphysics or epistemology of language is going to tempt
us here. To help avoid this, I have suggested that we make use of the computer
analogy of mind. We can then provide a naturalistic theory of how language guides
behavior without attributing our familiar theory of mind to Mozi. Think of the terms
of a language as embedded in a program, a string or stream of language. We inter-
nalize the language of our community and execute the social program when we act
deliberately. Society types the program into us as we master society's guiding dis-
course, its dao. The order of terms—the syntax—in the dao therefore matters. But
Mozi does not focus on the syntax of sentences or rules. He segments language only
at the mingnames level. Chinese thinkers, as I have argued, have little motivation
to mark the joints in the program as sentential commands or rules. (Classical
Chinese has two related characters pronounced ming. The ruling theory treats
^•^commandinameifate &s {he yerb form of ^-^ names ) 30

Think of machine language with its stack of computer words (bytes). The com-
mand stack is the computer's machine interpretation of the sentential programming
languages. It is a physical embodiment of the program in the machine—the ma-
chine's devlttuoMy. We must translate or compile a programming language into a
machine language before running it. Similarly, we socialize ourselves by internaliz-
ing a language. Our internal translation of it interacts with our natural dispositions
(our machine structure) to give us our actual patterns of proper socialized action—
the machine language program. Our ability to absorb programming in language pre-
supposes a hard-wiring. The inner realization of the program is an ordered stack of
words. The order matters. But given the overall order, segmentation into sentences
is irrelevant. Even if we do segment the command stack into sentences, the order
among sentences is as important as the order of words within a sentence.

Our hard-wiring must include both dispositions to learn language and some pat-
terns of behavior toward natural unprogrammed distinctions such as pleasure and
pain or benefit and harm. Human hard-wiring must include at least the tendency to
mimic and cultivate social, conventional practices. How well any social program can
be made to work depends on the prior wiring. We can think of dao as the program
and de as the physical potential of the human who has internalized it. The dao within
us is an internal, physical realization of public discourse.

With this incomplete but helpful modern picture, we must leave this puzzle
aside. The classical thinkers do not give us a computer theory of how dao is related
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to de. The computer analogy mainly helps us to refrain from attributing our familiar
mental theory of sentential beliefs and desires to them. Let us concentrate instead on
the concerns which classical thinkers did directly address. Mastery of ming16™8 al-
lows us to &andiscriminate and qu^" in fceaPPropriate ways. We treat dao as a word-
based moral guide. Its core consists of world-guided, behavior-relevant terms. Roughly,
the terms guide us in skiing and feiing value-relevant objects, situations, states of
affairs. Where we represent directives as guiding us, these early Chinese philoso-
phers took guiding to depend on apprehending value. To follow dao is to track value.
Morality does not consist in a set of duties or obligations.

A term-based (as opposed to sentence-based) dao guides by evaluations rather
than duties or obligations. In a word, it is a dao of the good rather than the right.31

The way dao guides us is not by obedience to sentential laws, but by something
resembling Nozick's notion of tracking value.32 A scientific picture of a rule-guided,
sentential dao would be of a space-time ribbon consisting of actions and events. It
would be the possible world path through history brought about by following the
rules in action. A more apt image for this early phase of classical Chinese rhetoric is
of paths through a forest: the trees are values and disvalues. Social, inherited, trans-
mitted language is a way of blazing the trees. The ethical questions are "What marks
should we put on which trees?" and "How should we act on seeing a mark?"

When we gain a new skill—a dispositional potential—we do it with effort, de-
liberation, and difficulty. Once we have mastered a behavior, it does seem easy. It
is as if our mind farms the acquired procedure out to a parallel processor: it drops
from consciousness and becomes spontaneous. It seems indistinguishable from natu-
ral or hard-wired dispositions. From the internal deliberation perspective, the skilled
behavior gradually becomes an intuition—second nature. It becomes a basic action
to which we can refer in instructions conveying new, more advanced skills. When
we have thus internalized a dao, the guiding force appears to come from the world
rather than from us. Thus dao, the public guiding discourse, leads to de, our reali-
zation or translation of that dao into character, personality or skill—dispositional
structure.

In summary, we train people by exploiting their natural tendency to emulate the
people they look up to. We emulate both socializing discourse and proper behavior
linked to the discourse. The master Mozi saw the role of political society precisely
as Confucius did. It provides moral education through modeling and rectifying dis-
course. Again both use dao in the sense of public, guiding discourse. But Mozi
conceived of the inconstancy of daoway. Dao could be bad, crooked, wasteful or,
like Confucius' dao, simply wrong. Mozi wanted a new and more beneficial daow3y

to guide that training process.

The Attack on Traditionalism

Mozi's attitude toward cultivation of the heart is thus implicitly reflective. It is po-
tentially critical of accepted tradition. The transmitted content, the language of the
traditional texts, might be poorly adjusted to the real world in which we act. Mozi's
stress on the importance of analysis and investigation challenges the traditionalist
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attitude. Nonetheless, Mozi does regard his dao as an alternate tradition to which he
appeals to counter the traditional authority that Confucians cite.33 Like the authority
of fjart

natur"heaven, this probably reflects Mozi's acknowledgement that learning from
tradition is inevitable. We cannot eliminate appeal to tradition, but we can choose
which tradition to appeal to.

Nonetheless, Mozi launched a Socratic attack on Confucian tradition. He rep-
resents an explicit departure from the hypertraditional attitude that permeated early
Confucianism. He made his critical point by a thought-experiment (masquerading as
a bit of anthropology). Consider a shockingly conflicting accepted practice such as
rending and eating the first-born son. Our intuitive, shared, even Confucian, reaction
is that the practice is neither yimoral nor ren^nev°lem. That we all accept something as a
tradition does not make it yzmoral.

Mozi said: This is what is called "treating their practice as dependable and their
^customs as Amoral .• jn a^guf times, east of Yue there was the city-state of Kai-
shu. When their elder son was born, they rent and ate him. They said it would
be beneficial to the younger brother. When their fathers died, they carried their
mothers on their backs and abandoned them. They said "The wife of a ghost can
not live in the same place with us." These practices were taken by the superiors
to be correct administratively and those below took them to be custom. Everyone
acted this way all the time. They practiced these rituals and did not give them
up. And yet how can these be the way of renhuma°ity and yi™**^ This is what is
called "treating their practice as dependable and their customs as moral" (39/257
75-78).

Once we think to ask Mozi's or Socrates' question ("Are our accepted practices
correct?"), we embark on a road where moral reform becomes possible. We have
seen that Confucius' standpoint did not involve reflectively checking itself. He did
not encourage making transtraditional judgments. Confucius' explicit concern was
rather with the interpretive question. Given a transmitted guiding discourse, how do
we select one of the different ways to xingV™*0"" it. Rectifying names was the short
answer.34 We must socially model the distinctions we want people to make using the
names.

The content question about which words to include in the public dao and in
what order had to await Mozi. Mozi first formulated the reflective detachment from
conventional moral literature. To argue in this way, the language he shared with
those to whom he addressed the argument (the Confucians) must include a term such
as yjmorallt5'. That term must license the contrast of morality and custom. Mozi's
argument for moral innovation uses traditional moral language. He made his case in
terms that already had roles in Confucian ethical discourse. Even good Confucians
must agree that these traditions are neither moral nor benevolent. In our shared lan-
guage, saying that something is traditional is not equivalent to saying that it is
.yj-moral 35

^-morality js a term mat can fe used, like morality, to formulate the perspective
of reflective philosophical ethics. L/ritual may or may not be consistent with yjmorality.
Only in Confucian accounts should we identify yimorality with a religious, devotional
attitude toward holy rites. But note that using yimoral does not suggest that the source
or nature of the critical ethical perspective is individual rational autonomy. Mozi,
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like the Confucians, does not put the crucial moral issue at the point of the individual
choice of action. Mozi's individuals are as much products of socialization and train-
ing as are Confucius'. Choice is simply triggering program control according to the
circumstances. The moral question is raised from the social point of view, not from
the individual.

Mozi attacks primarily the traditionalist version of Confucianism. None of his
arguments target the innatist position. Indeed, I shall argue that the attempt to answer
Mozi is what motivated Confucian innatism. Mozi's challenge was more important
than the internal tension we noticed in The Analects. The Mencian innatist position,
as I argued above, also borrowed heavily from the conceptual and theoretical struc-
ture of Mozi.

So, Mozi finally makes the crucial Socratic distinction between customary mores
and morality proper. He asks the question that almost defines philosophical reflection:
"Why should we follow the traditional value system?" Mozi's question is, however,
different from that of Socrates in interesting ways. The Socratic question is essen-
tially individualistic: "How should / live?" Mozi's is "What system should we fol-
low?" Socrates' question focused on an individual's life as the locus of moral reflec-
tion. Mozi asks his question from a shared, social point of view and his question
focuses on social order and the nature of public guiding discourse. But both share an
implicitly anticonventionalist essence. For neither is it enough to have someone tell
us, "This is what one does!"

Mozi thus inherits the Confucian focus on the social as opposed to the individual
point of view. Neither his theory of language nor his conception of moral objectivity
starts from internalist, subjectivist, individualist concepts. He suggests that neither
the language nor the moral issue is essentially individual; both are social. Individuals,
institutions, schools, or other systems may physically embody a dao as that system's
^virtuosity jjjg reflective question concerns what should be in the dao that we are to
realize.

We have to consider the possibility that a traditional practice might not be yi,
Mozi argues. His point is not that we should decide whether to follow social practices
but whether we should reform them. Society, Mozi argues, must adopt some test
other than customary or transmitted for judging its dao. When we have the right
standards, then we can use them to shi some social daos andfei others.36 Immedi-
ately, however, a counterpart of Plato's educational paradox grips us. What can make
a standard of shi-fei right other than the community's shared usage? How can we
recognize a traditional point of view as falling short of morality when our moral
attitudes come from that point of view? How can we recognize our own moral prac-
tices as inadequate?

The Utilitarian Standard

The standard that Mozi proposes for guiding the shi-fei pattern that constitutes the
social daoway is ft-utaity and its opposite haibarm. As he puts it, these are necessary if
we are to be mingctear about shi™**** and/e/notthis:wrons. We use this core Wandiscri-
rmnation to gyj^g our SOcial reform of language and with it the accepted daoway. Mozi
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tells us to promote and make constant guiding discourse, social practices, language,
and customs that benefit the people and the state. Those that do not we must eschew
and drop.

We feel a sense of familiarity here. Mozi's antitraditional impulse—like that of
many moral reformers in the West—is to substitute a utilitarian standard for conven-
tional moral attitudes. The familiar clash between a settled, intuitive morality and
utilitarianism stems from two general features of utilitarianism:

Projectability: First, a utilitarian dao provides measurementlike simplicity, clar-
ity, and precision. We can reliably project the new moral concepts to different con-
texts from those in which we learn them. Such projectability helps us envision the
moral reformer's alternative. Otherwise its unorthodox recommendations would seem
too vague to guide us reliably in our evaluation and action. Since it faces an ancestral
morality that has a robust scheme of thick concepts, people must be able to apply it
reliably without being raised in it. Easy projectability partly compensates for the
absence of a tradition. A moral-reform proposal runs a danger that its guiding con-
cepts will lack constancy—Mozi's main theoretical requirement. People will there-
fore have no consistency in interpreting the moral concepts in action. The advantage
of the utility standard thus lies in its measurability. It conforms to standards that,
like a craftsman's plumb line, any person can use with reliable accuracy.

Natural Grounding: Second, the benefit-harm distinction strikes us as a natural
(as opposed to conventional) guiding distinction. It seems to be a presocial guide as
opposed to a socially programmed one. It gives a neutral basis for ordering proposals
for what guiding concepts we would want to adopt. It yields a natural basis for
revising conventional standards. The desire for benefit and aversion to harm are not
relative to a society. The choice of benefit over harm seem to come from a natural,
presocial will (ttan-z/z/natunUwi11).

A corollary is that Mozi's standard should be accessible to people from different
social groupings. We use the standard in the social choice of a dao for guiding our
behavior. A universal, natural will, he thinks, underlies the //-/zajbenefit'harm distinc-
tion. Our natural preference for this distinction, however, is not egoistic. Like Hume,
Mozi regards this natural preference for benefit to apply quite generally to other
people. The standard is, as it should be, universally accessible.

As both Confucians and Kantians note, utilitarianism conflicts with conventional
intuitions about what is moral. It does not follow that, other than their opposition to
utilitarianism, Confucianism and Kantianism embody a similar attitude toward mo-
rality.37 From either traditional point of view (for their different reasons) utilitarian-
ism appears immoral. Its calculations or measurements conflict with our considered
moral judgments. That is precisely how we would show that a moral reform is wrong.

Utilitarian critics of either of those traditional moralities, on the other hand, find
our reliance on our moral intuitions naively nonreflective. Our reliance strikes utili-
tarians as moral dogmatism. At best, once we have formulated the Socratic or Mohist
question, this appeal to moral intuitions is circular. But any utilitarian criticism of
accepted morality seems to assume that utility is the moral standard. And, speaking
in the language of our shared, thick, conventional moral concepts, that is a wrong
assumption.
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Can there be a neutral perspective from which to judge these warring ethical
standards? Can there be either a criticism of traditional ethics that does not beg the
question or a noncircular disproof of utilitarianism?

The Paradox of Moral Reform

Philosophical reflection and doubt thus have a price. Once we raise the culture-
transcending question, answering it may come to seem hopeless. How are we to
decide what principles to follow? If we use a conventional standard, we get no re-
form. If we use another standard, it will seem arbitrary and immoral. Any other
standard we use will be ethically controversial. If the standard the reformer proposes
differs from our tradition, our cultivated moral intuitions will judge the results of
applying that standard immoral. Since the proposer of the standard rejects the view
that our cultivated intuitions are really moral, this does not impress him; following
our traditional morality is immoral by his lights.

The paradox is even more recalcitrant for Mozi because Chinese evaluative ter-
minology emphasizes the social, pragmatic point of view. Where Socrates reflected
on what ethical principles were true—as opposed to those that the masses accept—
Chinese thinkers relied instead on the term £e

admisslbl<=) a concept that favors the ar-
gument for traditional, accepted standards.

This explains Mozi's introducing the term c/iangconstant into the debate. It gives
his standard of daos a point of contact with reality. As with any realistic term, it
also became the focus of skepticism, particularly Daoist skepticism. Mozi launched
the ideal of the constant dao. Hu Shi, who noticed this link between Mozi and
Daoism, suggested that chang meant truth because it was intended to be more real-
istic than the concept feadmissible. But it is still a more pragmatic concept than is truth.
Although the constancy of a dao might depend crucially on the real world, it is not
a concept of the representational correspondence of a doctrine and the world. Mozi
still understands a dao as a guiding discourse. The world is the context in which a
dao guides. If, in that real world a dao reliably and successfully guides a society,
we may never need to change it. Hence it is a constant dao.

Varieties of Constancy

There are a variety of ways in which a dao may fail to be constant. I group them
under three main heads: (1) inheritance constancy, (2) projection constancy, and (3)
pragmatic constancy.

Inheritance Constancy. Inheritance constancy is the problem that worried Confucians
about daos. The rectification of names is a bid to preserve the transmitted dao. It
makes the discourse guide us in a constant way, the way the sage-kings (founding
fathers) intended. The worry is that language changes across generations. Pronunci-
ation change, of course, worries no one. Confucians worry instead that the behaviors
associated with terms or the artifacts or objects picked out by the guiding terms may
change. The traditions and ceremonies may thus go astray. The problem is that no
one within the tradition would be able to tell that it had changed. Thus, even in the
most faithful community of conformists there may be a problem of inheritance con-
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stancy. What I now shiAis"sbt in applying the /j'htual may not be what Confucius
would have chosen had he been here.

Projection Constancy. The problem of projection constancy is a generalization of the
inheritance problem. I may become skeptical about even my own application of a
term in different cases. Suppose my teacher has certified my rfe

virtuoslty- in using a
term. I may worry that pattern of shi and fei associated with the term was only
accidentally right.38 I just happened to project correctly around her long enough to
gain her endorsement. Or, perhaps, I really did have the pattern, but since certifica-
tion, I have lost it. Despite my social credentials—my graduation from school—my
application of the term might have wandered. I would not now conform to my teach-
er's use. This worry has a different version. I may find that I s/Hthls:nsht what my
teacher feisnot thls:wrons. But then I would not be sure if my usage is wrong or if my
teacher has changed—perhaps lost her competence because of old age.

We suppose that the Western metaphysical and epistemological accounts of mind
and ideas provide answers to the worry about projection constancy. The appearance
that they do so, however, is an illusion. If I worry about whether I discriminate
objects consistently from one time to another, the mentalese theory is unlikely to
comfort me. It merely allows me to worry if I discriminate mental objects consis-
tently as well. All the mentalese theory does is to remove the practical possibility
that someone would catch me in an error. No teacher can check if I made a mistake
with regard to the application of English terms to my inner ideas. Far from solving
the problem, this mental theory just gives skepticism another level to chew on: How
do I know I have picked the right idea to go with the word?

One variety of projective constancy is performance constancy. Terms apply not
only to objects (artifacts, kin, social roles) but also to actions, rituals, and perfor-
mances. I may, thus, wonder if my performance, my interpretation, continues to be
a correct one. Do I father my father correctly? Is this extension of my past perfor-
mance of this named behavior still within the acceptable range?

It is an interesting feature of Mozi's language utilitarianism that it automatically
adjusts for performance and projective constancy at the social level. The projective
and performance defects people have in general are given. Mozi proposes that we
adopt the guiding discourse that optimizes the benefit of programming those people
(with their actual interpretive tendencies). If people regularly misinterpret their roles
in some way, that factors into the calculation of the best dao.

We can, therefore, distinguish between the discourse-level dao and a performance-
level dao to understand this feature of Mozi's theory. He proposes a discourse level
dao but tests it by applying the utility standard to the performance-level dao—the
course of actions people actually undertake. The discourse-level dao that he advo-
cates is whatever will produce the performance-level dao with the greatest utility.
The interpretive problem is short-circuited by the condition specifying that the discourse-
level dao should maximize benefit.

Pragmatic Constancy. The third type of constancy is pragmatic constancy. A social
dao that encourages people to jump in front of speeding buses will not be constant.
The world and our bodies are a given context. Those who adopt a dao that regularly
grinds its users' bodies up in the world will not be likely to convey that dao through
too many generations. A dao may or may not promote social harmony. If it promotes
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disharmony, that disharmony will likely result in the social change. Its dao will
change. Doubtless some daos will be more stable, given human nature and natural
conditions, than others.

Defenders of Mencius may argue that, given human nature, a family-based mo-
rality is more stable than a universal one. At an abstract level, Mozi should accept
the relevance of that consideration. If that were empirically true, the constant dao
should be familial. If that is the Confucian position, Confucianism is basically as
consequentialist as Mozi is. Mozi differs mainly in rejecting the empirical assump-
tion.

The Self-Defeating Nature of a Dao of Partiality

A particularly embarrassing kind of instability results when complying correctly with
a dao commits us to advocating that the public should heed a different, rival dao.
Following Parfit, we can call any dao with this consequence a self-defeating dao.39

Mozi argued that Confucianism was such a self-defeating dao. As we saw, the con-
flict between Confucian moral intuitions and Mozi's utilitarianism centers on the
issue of universal versus partial moral concern. Confucianism champions primary
concern for the family and only derivative concern for progressively larger domains
of moral concern. Mozi argues that morality must involve equal concern for all peo-
ple. Many of Mozi's arguments, accordingly, are arguments for universal moral con-
cern. In this context, Mozi stumbles on a partial solution to the paradox of moral
reform. He offers a nonquestion begging argument for universal concern as against
the Confucian traditional morality in the following story.40

Suppose here is a broad plain, a vast wilderness and a man is buckling on his
armor and donning his helmet to set out for the field of battle, where the fortunes
of life and death are unknown; or he is setting out in his lord's name upon a
distant mission to Ba or Yue, Qi or Jing, and his return is uncertain. Now let us
ask, to whom would he entrust the support of his parents and the care of his wife
and children? Would it be to the universal minded man, or to the partial man? It
seems to me that on occasions like these, there are no fools in the world. Though
one may disapprove of universality himself, he would surely think it best to
entrust his family to the universal-minded man. Thus people condemn universal-
ity in words but adopt it in practice, and word and deed belie each other. I cannot
understand how the men of the world can hear about this doctrine of universality
and still criticize it!

The case is not perfectly convincing. The Confucian soldier may protect his
family better by putting them with a relative. Even though they come after the orig-
inal family, they still come before starving strangers. But we may understand Mozi's
conclusion with a ceteris paribus clause. Given two brothers, two neighbors, or two
strangers with whom the soldier can leave his family, he would choose one more
likely to moderate the special affection for his own family. Then he would treat the
soldier's family better. We can generate many cases like this one whenever we con-
sider social-coordination problems that extend beyond the range of our partiality.
Each of us benefits our family by throwing our trash in our neighbor's yard. The
result, when all families do this is bad for each family. Each family would be better
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off if all had a broader range of concern. Where the partiality is for the individual
self, it generates the Hobbesian argument. Where it is familial, the Mozi version
follows. Nationalism is similarly self-defeating. Many environmentalists accept a parallel
argument about speciesism. Given straightforward empirical assumptions, we can
derive a coordination problem that undermines any partial evaluative standard.

So Mozi makes a powerful and pertinent point. The issue is what dao-type
should we instill socially. If we were properly to instill a Confucian dao in someone
we would expect him to seek correctly to achieve its goal. To behave correctly ac-
cording to a Confucian dao would be to instill a different dao in others. In particular,
he should instill a more universal dao than the dao he himself follows.

Now, there would be no contradiction here if the reflective moral question were
the Socratic one: "What should / do?" Then, with perfect consistency, the soldier
could accept one morality and, based on that value system, decide to motivate others
to have a different one. However, Mozi asks the reflective moral question in a more
social way: "What dao-type should society teach to all people?" Someone who judges
from a Confucian point of view should still see the merit of teaching the universal
moral perspective to others. Thus Mozi can justify the universalist utilitarian standard
without having to presuppose it. He can justify it from within the Confucian dao.
We take the moral goals of the Confucian dao for granted. We can still see circum-
stances in which it would lead us to Mozi's public dao. We would achieve Confucian
goals more effectively if the social morality were universal than if it were partial.

The case shows the internal incoherence of a special-relations morality. More-
over, it appeals to something like neutral rationality. ("At times like these, there are
no fools.") Still, Mozi does not develop a theory of a faculty or a process of reason.
In particular, though often accused of it, he never depends on an egoistic conception
of practical rationality.41 He makes the argument from the perspective of the partial-
minded Confucian gentleman motivated by Confucian moral standards—the concern
for his family. It is his standard of judgment, not his desires and beliefs, that yields
the pragmatic inconstancy.

In sum, this argument against Confucian common-sense morality has special and
little noticed significance. It is crucial to any theory of moral reform. Mozi attacks
the partial, family centered moral system through its own presuppositions. Even
someone who accepted the family based morality would still prefer that society cul-
tivate universal attitudes in others.42 Achieving the goals of the Confucian morality
is more likely if the rest of us cultivate our characters in utilitarian ways. The wide-
spread adoption of natural, family-centered moral attitudes results in a less accept-
able outcome from a Confucian perspective. Common morality, Confucian morality,
is, in Parfit's phrase, collectively self-defeating.43 Practiced collectively, its outcome
is worse for its own goals than the alternative—universal utilitarianism.

Might Mozi's Dao Be Self-Effacing?Consider, now, the actual stream of words and
the problem we raised above. People will interpret any given discourse into varying
patterns of behavior. Mencius (1A:1) will accuse Mozi of still another kind of incon-
stancy. His dao fails its built-in publicity condition. It is self-effacing.Applying the
/i-/zajbeneflt~harm standard could lead to the paradoxical conclusion that we ought not
to cite the actual words //-/zaibenefit'harm in the public dao.44 People might misinterpret
talk of //utlllty in ways that lead them to behave selfishly. Utility uses a principle of
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choice that is appropriate for an individual and generalizes it to the community. It
may be that including that principle in the community's language stimulates selfish
utility calculation. The utilitarian dao could be more likely to achieve its goal if it
did not allow anyone to make the //-/jaz'benefit"harm distinction in ordinary discourse.

This is a different kind of criticism.45 It does not strictly show any incoherence
in the guidance the Mohist dao gives. Mozi would still appropriately use the standard
of //-/ia/benefit'harm to evaluate the results of socially performing the discourse dao. But
the discourse dao would not ever make the standard explicit—if Mencius' pessimistic
empirical assumptions about people's interpretive tendencies are correct. Mencius
conclusion depends on our (predictable) misuse of the standard. The king can con-
tinue to use /ibenefit as a standard to guide his use of language, he expects others to
emulate his use of other language terms. For precisely this reason, he cannot include
the li-hai pair among the terms he models.

Being self-effacing technically does not prove that utilitarianism is faulty, but it
is an embarrassing consequence. The correct discourse may turn out not to include
its own basic distinction. If Mozi was serious about his dao, perhaps he should never
have advocated it openly. If the empirical assumptions are correct, it is a constant
daoway that must not be spoken.

The Natural or Heavenly Dao. These reflections give us a regulative ideal for dao.
A dao should not be self-defeating or self-effacing. Any self-defeating dao is an
inconstant dao. A dao ought to be one that can govern people with a single stan-
dard.46 Universal, utilitarian attitudes, character, and motivation are more constant
than partial, familial moralities. If our goal is a constant dao, then we ought to
change the existing morality. People have to undergo a psychological change and
cultivate different shi-fei reactions. They must adopt altruistic, universalist attitudes.

A dao can fail to have pragmatic constancy even if it is not self-defeating.
Rawls suggests similar requirements for his dao: the two principles of justice. A dao
should settle into a kind of reflective equilibrium. Reflection and practice should lead
to homeostasis. Our principles should come into equilibrium with reality, including
human reactions and natural facts. Successive adjustments should converge on a con-
stant dao. Further, correct principles should lead to a more spontaneous commitment
to them. The sense of justice should tend toward natural harmony with human feel-
ing.47

The ideal of pragmatic constancy suggests a way of understanding the term
natural (or heavenly) dao. One sense of a natural dao is that it is one that is prag-
matically perfectly constant. We may take it to be chosen, in that sense, by nature
through a kind of evolutionary process. That nature prefers it is shown by its univer-
sal survival as an impulse in our natural constitution. This explains Mozi's suggestion
that the constant natural dao is universal and transcends particular cultures.

The conventional moral dao and the words that make it up are not constant. The
associated attitudes and behaviors are self-defeating. Their status as conventionally
accepted does not mean that they are right. We can come to see this and seek reform
in a tradition. The notion of a changmnst3nt dao gives us a way out of circular use of
traditional standards. A tradition can elevate itself by its own bootstraps. We can
come to see that traditional standards are unacceptable by their own lights. When
that happens, what we classed as acceptable we may come to see as unacceptable.
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We now need a new standard and we can show that even by appealing to the old
standard.

So Mozi concludes that we need to inculcate a new standard to shape moral
attitudes. He chooses universal and constant as positive features, both of which char-
acterize utilitarianism.48 We should make the utilitarian dao constant. (Notice that
this formulation suggests that Mozi did not think of the naturally constant dao as
inherently or innately constant.)

It turns out, then, that Mozi can justify his anti-Confucianism without begging
the question. His normal appeal to riannature does beg the question since both schools
claim that tian endorses their favorite standard. His usual pragmatic argument, on
the other hand, begs the question because it uses the utilitarian standard in judging
the pragmatic results. The argument that Confucianism is self-defeating has no such
defect. He need not start by assuming his own moral point of view. He shows how
to get to his universalist conclusion from the Confucian partial point of view. That
does not show it is absolutely correct, but a Confucian could hardly object to the
starting point of the argument. The argument does show one way that Mozi's moral-
ity is more constant than that of Confucianism.

The Conceptual Structure of Mozi's Utilitarianism

Philosophers typically distinguish between two varieties of utilitarianism. Act utili-
tarianism (AU) requires that we calculate the benefit of each act we might perform
and choose the optimal one. Rule utilitarianism (RU) allows us to calculate the effect
of adopting different rules. When we act, we obey the rule that passes the utilitarian
test. The Chinese version of utilitarianism differs from both of these. It does not
focus on rules or acts, but on the words in public discourse.49

We could coin system utilitarianism (SU) as a neutral type that embraces RU
and Mozi's word utilitarianism. It evaluates a guiding language game. System utili-
tarianism does not commit itself to any privileged way of parsing or segmenting
guiding discourse. The order among rules in the dao may be as important as the
order of words within rules. We may also think of it as language utilitarianism (LU)
or program utilitarianism (PU). It consists of using language to direct people's char-
acter. But it does not do so through statements of obligation—sentential prescrip-
tions. Guiding discourse is a string of words along with a social model of how to
apply them in regulating our behavior. The language or program we should use in
this project is the one that has optimific results given a natural and human context.
The population cultivated by that dao should realize maximal benefit.

Confucian traditionalism may itself turn out to be a version of SU. We treat
Confucian //ntual as a discourse dao. Confucius, however, did not theorize about his
norms in sentential or rule form nor did he use duty words such as ought or should.
His notion of dao was not'of a set of prescriptive sentences. It was a notion of
behavior-guiding discourse in which the segments of discourse were the words—just
as Mozi's are. Whenever Confucius gave us any hint of the makeup of dao, the
salient parts or units were wingwords. Typical words are role terms such as father,
son, ruler, minister or the names of artifacts and ceremonial objects. Words do refer
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to things, but the reference of words is embedded in guiding discourse, not in factual
discourse. Proper discrimination of roles or objects involves a way of acting toward
them.

Mozi's discussion of language, mind, and action similarly centers on mt'ngwords.
The linked notions we discussed above—Wandistinctions, shi-feiM*-"ot this, feassertability,
and changmnsuaA—all apply to terms used in guiding behavior. The account of how
words work is indirectly referential—guidance depends on our making distinctions in
the real world. But the overarching prescriptive role of discourse shapes the account
of how words refer. As we noted above, one verbal form of /n/ngnames is /m'ngcommand.
Mozi's focus is on how words guide distinctions which in turn guide a person's
reaction. And he emphasizes the role of society in instilling the guiding discourse.

This focus on names may seem purely formal, but it has interesting conse-
quences. Western philosophy divides discourse into prescriptive and descriptive func-
tions. We normally think of both as being made up of sentences. Prescriptive sen-
tences are rules or statements of obligation, right or value. We treat the imperative
sentence form as parasitic on the descriptive form. We explain the meaning of a
command or rule by first translating it to the descriptive form. We understand the
command as guided by its corresponding descriptive form. We are commanded to
try to make the descriptive sentence true.

This adds an important element to the cluster of related formal differences we
have noticed. Classical Chinese philosophers usually focus on words rather than sen-
tences, prescriptive rather than descriptive language, and assertability rather than reg-
ular semantic truth.50 If we keep these formal differences in mind, we can better
appreciate the workings of Chinese ethics.

The proper dichotomy for understanding Chinese guiding discourse is Laozi's
pairing of wmgnames and dao. A dao guides behavior by using names. Names are at
the root of the guiding discourse systems. The language can work without prescrip-
tive verbs like ought in part because classical Chinese philosophers all viewed the
core role of language as governing action. Representing or describing things was a
derivative means to that basic end. At the heart of the guidance system are the ming-
names

After Mozi, philosophers began to pay more attention to the descriptive function
of mwgnames. His school eventually worked out the most realistic system of the clas-
sical period. But Mozi's own moral views commit him to a pragmatic antirealism.
We seek to instill the pattern of bian for any given term in a way that optimizes li-
to'benefit-hann. We identify object types pragmatically. What counts as an object type—
a M/Mthing:kind—depends on human practical purposes. Each competing dao would seg-
ment the world differently. Thus Chinese thinkers understand their disagreements as
rooted in £/an

dlscnmmatlon. This is another way in which the classical Chinese concep-
tual scheme is more pragmatic than realistic. Consider, again, Mozi's formula:

Language which can repeatedly be practiced, make it constant; that which cannot
pick out [good conduct] conduct, do not make it constant.51

Pursuing the sentential, descriptively based model of ethics focuses our attention
on a state of affairs, That, remember, suggests a picture of a dao as a possible history
that following the rules brings about. Above I preferred to treat the early Chinese
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conception as the path through the world that guiding discourse helps us recognize.
Mozi agrees that we must learn to discriminate in ways that enable us to execute our
guiding program in the actual world. That is the interpretive worry. But he also
directs our attention to the content of the guiding program. He critically questions
the traditional content of social guidance, the words. The words that make up the
dao are the key to real-life application. The question is which words in what order
in the dao will lead to the best outcome?

Guidance by Name-Pairs

Mozi's ethical standard is utilitarian. He does not, however, use an additional sub-
jective i>/a/jdlscnnunatlon between pleasure and pain or happiness and sadness. His is
neither hedonistic nor subjective utilitarianism. He never treats #benefit as the satisfac-
tion of desire or as pleasure or happiness. Normally, he thinks of benefit as straight-
forward material well-being. He contemplates our applying it to all the people or the
social whole—the state.

The //-/za/beneflt-harm distinction is his primitive distinction, the one on which all
other distinctions rest. He gives no deeper justification for the use of this standard.
He thinks it is natural and everyone implicitly accepts it. The people are presumably
happier when they have benefits, but he does not define benefit by the causal power
to produce pleasure or happiness. He takes it for granted that we obviously know
what benefiting the people is. (For the people of ancient China, it was a comparably
simple matter: starvation versus survival.) As I will argue on pages 125-28, Mozi
assumes that /jbenefit, like life, is a naturally constant term.

The Malleability of Human Moral Character. Three kinds of language reform seem
germane to how language affects us. One involves the introduction of new lexical
items. Zhuangzi delights in this antitraditional activity, but Mozi does not suggest
using new words. The second is the activity of rectifying names. That Mozi's is a
parallel activity is signaled by his terms, Wa«discriminate, shi^"^1, and/ejnotthis;wrong.
This language reform comes by changing existing language habits involving the same
lexical items. Here we change the distinctions marked by the names and thus affect
behavior.

The third reform also uses the same lexical items. However, it changes the order
of the m/ngnames in the stream of discourse. This explains how we can use the same
words to recommend opposite actions. Think of vanlanguage, of discourse, as consist-
ing of a stream of names. Mozi may not segment discourse into sentences, but the
order in which we use words in public discourse does make a difference. A different
order affects behavior differently. The order, like a command stack in machine lan-
guage, determines how inputs will affect outputs. The scheme of words will alter the
way that an input triggers branching in the program.

Sentential linguists deny that we have a fixed repertoire of sentences. Mozi, by
contrast, seems committed to the view that we use language as our society does—
the pronunciation, the distinction marking, and the ordering of compounds.52 It is up
to social leaders to model and enforce the use of language. They supplement their
natural authority with approval, promotion, reward and punishment, and other social
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sanctions. They train us to make the proper distinctions and to guide our acts using
those distinctions.

Spirits and Fate. Mozi's discussion of spirits and fate illustrates the pragmatic tem-
per of his language reform proposal. His theory of £jan

dlscnmmation embraces both
distinction marking and word order. To see how word order can be included in bian,
consider two possible string orders. In one, the character youexists precedes spirits
and w«not exist precedes fate. In the other the converse pattern holds. Mozi under-
stands knowing which strings to accept as knowing the way to £/'an

discnmmate between
yo«have and wwlack. Word order is a special case of knowing to apply a word to a
thing. Mozi argues that we (the cultural leaders) should z/Hgrasp exist of spirits and
not exist of fate.

The standard for testing this word order is also benefit-harm. If we cling to exist
before spirits, people are more likely to act in fitting ways. The test of correct lan-
guage is not that it semantically states the actual or true principle of morality. (The
test is certainly not whether language is an accurate picture of objective facts.) Mozi
asks only which of the alternative pairings best promotes beneficial conduct.

Mozi calls this utilitarian insight into ordering as knowing the dao of an oppos-
ing name pair. For example, the dao of you-wu guides how they combine with such
other words such as spirits and fate.53 He proposes using the li-hai bian to determine
the dao of you-wu. Society should adopt a public guiding discourse—a dao—with
agreement on these ordering bian. They will affect everyone's behavior. His proposal
is to adjust each distinction and the felicitous combinations of distinctions in a way
that generates maximum //utllity.

Thus Mozi argues that one has to be clear on the bian between li-hai to get
clear on the bian between shi-fei; that bian interprets all other name pah's. For any
name, to know the name is to know how to shi-fei using it. It includes knowing
whether to shi it of spirits or fate. How we construct mmgnames into strings in dis-
course relies on the «-/iaibenefit-harm distinction.

Notice, in particular, that we have no reason to characterize the strings in the
dao as being true. Mozi's dao will include strings that have yoMhave before spirits
and wMlack before fate. He does not literally argue for believing in spirits any more
than Confucius does! He points to the pragmatic benefits of speaking this way. He
especially worries about wasting the traditional moralizing literature that describes
spirits redressing injustice. How, he asks, can it be appropriate in this linguistic
tradition to wu spirits? After a string of such literature based arguments, Mozi con-
cludes with an argument that pointedly stresses the pragmatic nature of the issue. He
adopts a tone that suggests he himself actually doubts that there are spirits. He is
arguing that we have to adopt and follow this dao of you-wu. Because of the popular
literature, folk beliefs, word of mouth, and so on, the proper and utilitarian guiding
language will use you of spirits.

David Nivison has suggested an updated and Westernized version of the Con-
fucian critique of Mozi that focuses on this point by drawing on Plato's paradox of
education.54 This is helpful because Chinese thinkers focused on education and the
heart's cultivated choices, not on logical presupposition. How, Nivison asks, could
we recognize when we are being given moral knowledge unless, in some sense, it is
already innate in us? Some version of this argument, I have already argued, most
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probably lies behind innatist Confucianism. How could we be motivated to submit
ourselves to socialization unless we had some prior moral affinity to it? When Nivi-
son contemplates Mozi, using our usual concepts of human action, belief, and desire,
he finds a deep puzzle: How can Mozi, like Pascal, suppose that by a simple act of
will humans can change their beliefs?

The paradox of education is a counterpart of what I am calling the paradox of
moral reform. If you can recognize that the reform proposal is indeed a moral im-
provement, you must already have that new moral inclination in you in some way.
Plato argued that to learn anything is to gain knowledge. If you can recognize any-
thing as true, you must be comparing it with something. So you can only gain knowl-
edge if it is already implicit in you. You must already believe it to recognize it as
true.

Nivison's analysis gives a plausible link between Plato's doctrine of recollection
and Mencius' slogan about innate goodness. But his criticism of Mozi's position is
faulty. Mozi does not argue that we ought to "believe in ghosts" and "disbelieve in
fate." He does argue that the society ought constantly to say "there are ghosts" and
"there is no fate." That is the constant language pattern that society should incul-
cate.

The contrast lies here. Beliefs figure in Western folk psychology's explanations
of ordinary human action. But language figures in Mozi's theory of ordinary human
action. It is not that Mozi has a theory that we "think in language." He simply
assumes that people execute linguistic instructions. Executing the program explains
action. If we change the instructions, we change the behavior. The Western folk-
psychology elaboration of this point finds no expression in Mozi.

Now we may, again, be tempted to insist, "But he must believe that language
influences behavior through beliefs." As I have argued, he says nothing of the sort
and, however familiar and necessary our folk psychology seems, we have no reason
to insist that Chinese thinkers must have adopted it without noticing. We have found
good reason to take at face value the way that they actually express their own language-
based theory.

Thus Pascal's problem is irrelevant to Mozi. Pascal can be criticized because he
has misused the concept of belief. Belief is not the sort of thing that is chosen, but
the precondition of other action choice. Mozi is not making a proposal to individuals
about what they should believe. He is making a proposal to a society about what
should be included in the public discourse—the dao. That raises a problem about
how existing public discourse can undertake to evaluate and adopt the proposal. That
is the paradox of moral reform. But it does not raise Pascal's problem.

However, Nivison's analysis is correct in suggesting that there is a motivation
as well as a justification version of the paradox of moral reform. The paradox has
resonances in Hume's two famous slogans: "You can't get an ought from an is" and
"Reason can only be the slave of the passions." The logical point could be stated as
a counterpart of Zhuangzi's version, "You can't get an ought out of reason without
presupposing an ought.'' But the Chinese version is not obviously about logical con-
sequence. It is about standards for applying words, for making the discriminations
that underlie linguistic distinctions. You can't arrive at a standard of shi-fei without
presupposing one.

Each standard is itself a linguistic distinction and asserting a correct way to
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^•that's it and/e/'1""'8 not usjng any distinction also depends on a standard. One way of
putting the problem, anticipating Daoist terminology, is to say that Mozi treats //'benefit

as the constant (positive) term. It remains fixed while he proposes changing the rest
of the distinctions we make in guiding discourse. He supposes the bian between li-
hai will fix how we shi-fei. Yet we have to make a shi-fei assignment to justify using
li-hai in this way.

Mozi has two Daoist problems. One is the problem of fixing standards for pick-
ing out one distinction as the basic one—the justification problem. The other is an
interpretative or projectability problem in using li-hai in moral reform. Mozi seems
to assume that there will be no controversy about fixing the scope or point of discrim-
ination for the li-hai pair itself. He does not worry about how we will shi-fei*his~not

thls using the li-hai distinction. Clearly, however, interpretive debate is likely. Mozi,
for example, regarded a large population to be a benefit. China now sees it as a
harm. We can say similar things about the availability of alcohol, milk, red meat,
and religion. People will disagree about what counts as benefit and harm. Thus, in a
second way, Mozi presupposed a shi-fei in applying the li-hai distinction in moral
reform. We need a standard to apply that distinction before we can, in turn, use it
to fix other shi-fei distinctions. Given Mozi's understanding of bian, he should have
worried about whether he had deployed the li-hai distinction correctly in classing the
outcomes of saying you spirits as li and wu spirits as hai.

The Chinese version of the infinite regress is like Hume's second slogan in
having a motivational element. Shi and fei are not merely assignments, but assign-
ments with behavioral consequences—like pro and con attitudes. Thus shi may be
translated in different contexts as this, right, or assent; fei as not this, wrong, or
denial. Shi and fei are the baseline primitives of the Chinese conception of language.
As such, they ground the theory that language guides behavior. They are both the
thin prescriptive and descriptive terms.

Mozi's position has an objectivist ring because he emphasizes external perma-
nence as guiding our use of language. He advocates measurementlike standards. Such
standards are one component of a scientific perspective. Theories of measurement
accompanied by operations that yield constant, reliable, results for different evalua-
tors are as crucial to science as is mathematics. In fact, it is only through the mea-
surement hypotheses and the observer invarience of measurement operations that
mathematics can be used in science.

The measurement component makes Mozi's position seem universal, realistic,
constant, objective, and therefore rational. But Mozi has no conception of proof
structure, premises, or conclusions nor does he have the mental apparatus of belief-
desire practical rationality. His basic view is that language socialization directs hu-
man behavior. He proposes that we reform the process of socialization in accord a
standard that he thinks is natural, measurable, and therefore both universal and tied
to external constancy.

Mozi does rely on the malleability of human motivation by language. But that
does not mean that he thinks humans are born as motivational tabulae rasae. First he
clearly thinks they are born with the programming that makes them malleable to
social superiors and example. Second, he also thinks his basic standard of li-hai*0*6*'
harm is a natural impulse. So he is not in the position of denying that there is any
innate human nature.
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But the impulse to li-hai need not be regarded as the innate impulse of each
individual. It is an impulse of nature which tends to be manifested in each of its
systems. The natural order, as Mozi sees it, is an order designed to maximize benefit.
Each animal type seeks its own benefit as does each human level of organization.
Mozi's is not a claim about specifically the psychological level. Thus Mozi, like
Hume, treats the natural urge to benefit as an urge to favor the concept in general,
not an egoistic concern for partial or individual benefit.

The Role of the Natural Urge

We noted above that there is both a justification and an interpretation aspect to the
Daoist paradox of moral reform. For both aspects there are separate questions of
standards and motivation. Mozi appeals to tiannaWK to solve the entire complex of
problems. Let us focus first on the justification problems.

Open standard. What is the Ur-standard of morality? How can we show that the
universal standard of moral distinctions should be li-naibenef(t'harml How can we jus-
tify uniquely taking it as the constant term-pair.

Mozi often seems to confuse that question with a motivational question.

Motivation/Obligation. Why should we care about utility morality? What makes any
answer to a question about standards matter? Why should we worry about how to
answer it?

As understood in both traditions, morality involves two aspects: (1) an external,
evidential aspect and (2) an internal, emotive, motivational aspect. These aspects
answer two questions in moral theory: "What is moral?" and "Why be moral?" We
must both have standards for distinguishing between moral and immoral and have
impulses to conform to those standards in making action-guiding distinctions. In Western
moral philosophy, we blend the standard and the motivation to action in the notion
of a reason to. We harmonize the two questions by means of our theory of how
reasons can also be causes. This route, however familiar it seems to us, is not Mozi's.

77annaturc:heaven thus plays a complex role in the Mozi. On the one hand, it seems
to be a justification; on the other, like the term spirits, tian plays a motivational role.
Mozi refers to tian in justifying the Ur-choice of his utilitarian moral standard. Utility
is the answer to "What is moral?" Tian°aXme*iemm authorizes that standard. So tian-
nature pjays tne familiar duai roie of authority, settling questions and effecting the
solution. The motivation comes partly from threat, but also from the natural desire
to conform to superiors. Tian also answers "Why be moral?"

These roles flow inextricably together in Mozi's discussion. He certainly does
not clearly distinguish them. As a source of obligation, tian is akin to (but higher
than) other social leaders—elders, rulers, parents. 77an

nature:heaven plays an analogous
role for all Chinese thinkers (except perhaps the Neo-Mohists and Zhuangzi). It ex-
tends the authority hierarchy beyond the actual community.
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The confusing this is that Mozi seems both to cling to the authority perspective,
but to reject the doctrine of tian-mingmandaK of heaven. The phrase tian-ming has a
puzzling array of translations. On the one hand, as we have noted, /mngcommand is
understood to be a verbal form of mmgname. It suggests that names play the prescrip-
tive role of commands but without invoking the sentential structure of a command, a
law, or a rule. Then, again, translations regularly render ming

asnx'-cmmnanA as fate. I
suggest that the fate translation is misleading. The issue in classical China is not so
much causal determinism as it is name determinism. MingDame plays a theoretical role
that embraces that of rank, fame, accomplishment, status. The name is the recogni-
tion to which one can aspire. To say that names are fixed by nature is the closest
theoretical counterpart of Western causal property determinism.

Confucius' use is continuous with his political theory. Tian-mingmandate of heaven

names the king, who then names the high ministers who name the lower functionar-
ies. All are supposed to do their naming based on <fcvi«uosity. But tian-mingnalmal namin«
has fatalistic overtones in Confucianism because it suggests that nature provides the
crucial condition for the operation of the system in which we get our appropriate
moral status. If heaven has not done its naming, even a sagelike Confucian may go
unrecognized. This is blaming fzannature for our lack of mwgname:status.

Understanding tian-ming in this way helps explain why Mozi opposes the doc-
trine of rian-m/ngnatural naming while he claims to follow tian-zhimtw* intent. Mozi's
theory would be that arranging and achieving names is a social function, not a natural
one. All names are determined by social, human processes. They should be deter-
mined in accordance to a discrimination standard which follows natural intent—li-
^•benent-harm Tian-zhimtual intent js constant If mere js a failure, it is OUrS. So he

opposes tian-mingmtaral namm« on pragmatic, utilitarian grounds. Espousing such a
theory will interfere with our moral ambition and make us unwilling to work to
change both the structure of status and our moral name within the structure. We are
responsible for ordering the dao that guides society's naming. We should do it so
one's status depends on how beneficial they are to society. They should get the name
that best contributes to general well-being.

Confucian passivity is at the social more than the individual level. They are
unwilling to take responsibility for reforming the scheme of names. They take those
as fixed by nature and past history. Confucius taught the attitude of accepting the
traditional training in his various arts, practicing them rigorously and waiting for
heaven to set the conditions under which they will be properly recognized in the
political structure. Accepting the Confucian theory of natural names makes us so-
cially passive. Individually, Confucians did cultivate themselves, but their ritual pu-
rity led them to shun responsibility for reforming society. As we noted, Confucians
play their roles and leave it to tian to conduct the concert.

So Mozi rejects tian-mingf3te, yet he accepts tian-zhimtuml wi". He accepts na-
ture's will about the constant standard for naming, but not the notion that nature
fixes names. Society fixes the names using the standard approved by nature. The
natural will (the presocial preference pattern) selects the standard of //utlhty. That sets
the basis for moral reform. Aside from the name pair /z'-/KH'benefit~harTn, nature does not
lock the name system in place nor are named roles divinely assigned to people.

We name the ruler using the natural li-hai standard.55 From there on the system
looks Confucian. The ruler then names subordinates. The subordinates name the next
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tier and so on. They also name actions, events, etc. They shi-fei them. Mozi argues
for standard constancy for these shi-fei, action-guiding acts of naming. Each level
relays its authority to the next level. The source of overall authority is nature. Hence
nature's constant measurement standard, li-hai, should govern all the subordinate
naming and valuing. Nature gives us the standard, but it is up to us to apply it in
our cultural forms.

7Yannature thus differs from lower-level authorities. We can exhort each level of
authority to performance guided by values using the standards of a higher level. In
nature's case, we do not exhort it to adopt the ideal standards. Nature or heaven is
where appeals to authority end. It sets the measurable real context for moral reflec-
tion.

Thus Mozi's use of ria«nature inferentially leads to the notion of universality.
Mozi takes for granted the Confucian notion of an essentially social structure using
a dao. But tian draws our attention away from the conventional and changeable. It
gives us a more universal perspective from which to make and reform conventional
shi-fei distinctions. If we base a dao merely on social consensus, then we lack war-
rant for treating it as vi"101*1. Yimorality shares the Mohist ideal of being constant,
measurable, and universal. As Mozi puts it, we can leave a family if we do not like
meeting the expectations there and we can even leave a whole state. However, we
cannot leave the natural world. Nature's motivational force is universal, not limited
to any particular social structure (from which one could, in principle, escape).56

Thus we do not have to attribute to Mozi an explicit notion of autonomous or
independent rational motivation—motivation that comes from the faculty for deduc-
tive reasoning. The Confucian tradition certainly has not bequeathed that element of
a Kantian deontological point of view. For them, all direction comes from some kind
of social structure, from social leaders. Now, if moral knowledge is of this sort, then
where do the leaders get their yi? The chain of authority reaches through the social
leaders and back to nature. Mozi gets his universalism from the analogy of a cosmic
community.

7Yartnature:heaven also appears to play the required justifying role. It does not jus-
tify a dao type directly, but justifies the utility standard for choosing one. The natural
urge is for what results in human life, prosperity, and order. The motivation to mo-
rality is that it leads to the goals that nature has willed. These goals are the standards
of choice among social paths. The evidence of tian's accepting the utility standard is
all the evidence there can be for using the standard as a metastandard of choice
among c/aoways.

Mozi claims to know that tian approves the utility standard because (1) it fol-
lows the standard in natural action, and (2) it is an objective, measurable, obvious
standard. Tian causes rain to fall, the crops to grow, and so on. These are clearly
beneficial to the people and the state. Nature, further, does not limit its benefit to
any particular state or culture. All social groups, Mozi asserts, receive the same
blessings from nature. They recognize and sacrifice to some deity in gratitude. This
shows that heaven's or nature's concern is universal and not limited to one culture.

We hardly need to dwell on the weakness of this justification. The human ten-
dency to think that nature is arranged for our benefit still plagues even our popular
interpretations of the theory of evolution, which we think proves that humans are the
fittest creatures: evolution has intended or pointed to the survival of humans rather
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than that of dinosaurs. This familiar human-centered bias in arguments about nature,
fortunately, is not Mozi's only analysis. His reasoning just as frequently reverses the
direction of explanation. He attributes his utility standard to nature because it is easy
to know.57 Tian's will has this desirable feature. We can measure it precisely, as a
craftsman does with his compass or plumb line. Nature's standard is accessible and
projectable. It does not depend on a relativist interpretive tradition. Mozi alleges that
he can determine the will of nature with the precision of a craftsman at his trade.
The utility standard is natural precisely in being simple and objectively measurable.

The argument seems to suggest that simplicity and objectivity are the marks of
the natural and universal. Complexity and controversy are marks of the social, con-
ventional and historical. His best argument for using the li-hai distinction as the Ur-
distinction, then, really relies on the claim that it is precise and clear. We are justified
and motivated to select the standard because it lends itself to more widely accessible,
precise interpretation.

Thinking of tian's role both in motivating and justifying morality reminds us of
a parallel point about language. I have proposed a hypothesis explaining how Chinese
philosophers thought that language influenced behavior. That hypothesis postulates a
natural link between moral standards and moral motivation. Our internal motivation
for action is in language. We can think of ourselves as operating a program—the
social prescriptive discourse. We have, so far, not relied on the intentional concept
of a desire. Our motivation comes with our nature. We are operating systems for
social programs. Our species naturally conforms to social practices that center on
language. The closest thing to an appeal to desire comes in the claim of a natural
will consisting of the li-hai distinction. The people also naturally tend (desire?) to
conform to their superiors. These two natural inclinations provide Mozi's engine of
social-moral dao reform.

The rest of the story focuses on the conventionality of language. The social
leaders start to speak differently, to make new distinctions, to evaluate and act dif-
ferently. That catches on and spreads through the natural social hierarchy. It changes
everyone else's programming and behavior. It is heavenly, natural, and inherent that
we do operate with language and master and perform social practices. Belief-desire
explanations per se play little role here once we have established the base standard.

Finally, then, the appeal to tian is a reflection of Mozi's incomplete, struggling
urge toward realism in ethics. He wants a standard that is more universal than culture
and society, a standard that does not depend for its application on a tradition of
interpretation. It must resolve vagueness or culturally relative assumptions about shi-
fei. Still, his concept of riannature:heaven draws heavily on the social-authority model.

Morality: Motivation and Justification

I have argued that Mozi's theory of heart-mind and language is pragmatic and that
this theory generates a dual account of the doctrine of nature's will. Treat nature and
utility as answering two different questions: (1) "What standard do we use to test a
tradition's dao?" and (2) "Why should we inculcate a dao that passes the test?"
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Universal utility answers the first question. "Nature commands it" answers the sec-
ond, insofar as anyone can answer it.

Nature thus does not act as a standard of morality independent of universal
utility. It explains our motivation to take utility's guidance seriously. Mozi appeals
to nature and uses the natural human attraction to its transsocial authority. The point
is not so much that ft'annature intends human well being as that humans pre-socially
have that motivation. His arguments about the role of ria«nature parallel those he
makes about spirits, ghosts, and fate. He argues that our saying certain things about
tianmtUK plays a beneficial role in motivating people. That is, Mozi argues for the
beneficial effects of saying exists of spirits and non-exist of fate as he argues for the
beneficial effects of retaining talk of tian's knowledge and authority. All these tra-
ditional religious ways of speaking play important pragmatic roles. He does not di-
rectly argue for the truth of these claims. The benefits of talking of spirits as existing
and ?/a«nature as knowing and willing arise because society traditionally has accepted
a divine command theory of (political) obligation. Traditional culture has accepted
and relied on stories and moral fables which use the language of shenspmt, g«e/ghost,
and n'annature to motivate moral conformity. Mozi does not advocate wasting these
traditional dao in the process of reforming dao to make it more beneficial.58

Because he does not distinguish clearly between utility as the criterion and na-
ture as the motivation, Mozi has the classic problem that comes from mixing divine
command with other normative theories. Is something right because commanded or
willed by nature or is it commanded or willed by nature because it is right? Mere
extensional equivalence does not remove the objection that one has two distinct the-
ories of morality. This leaves the theoretical chance that they might conflict. That
opens the door to Mencian and Daoist criticism. Graham argues that the later Mohists
pointedly avoid the appeal to ;jaw

nature:heaven because they see the danger of anarchism
in appeals to being natural.

Mozi's alternate appeal to measurable projectability which I have preferred may
be as good a justification as is possible for accepting the universalist utility criteria.
If its coherence, and the incoherence of the alternative, is not enough to justify
adopting it, nature's command does not help. It can motivate but not justify. Further
motivation may be psychologically necessary, but it can not rationally improve the
status of the proposal.

We can see why the appeal to heaven or nature to justify a standard fails if we
consider the open question argument again. The appeal to heaven allows asking (as
Zhuangzi does), "Why obey heaven?" Asked seriously (especially from the moral
point of view), the question "Why be moral?" may have no answer.

The Meeting of Fact and Value

We could also explain the twin Daoist problems of justification and interpretation
using G. E. Moore's open-question argument. Moore argued that for any alleged
naturalistic definition (X) of good, we can intelligibly ask "Is X good?" Thus no
naturalistic definition of good is uncontroversially correct. The Chinese version may
be stated as: for any alleged natural standard of shi-fei "&t-vma& like //-/taibenefit-harm,
we can ask "What standard justifies and guides shi-feiing with this distinction?" That
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formula asks both why we select it as the dominant distinction and why we should
apply it in any particular way in guiding the rest of our use of language.

Each dao presents a different value path. We understand the appeal to nature or
heaven as an urge toward realism or objectivism in value. Western folk tradition
addresses this issue under the guise of a fact-value distinction in which facts are
objective and values are subjective. Further, given our preoccupation with descriptive
sententials, we tend to blur the fact-value and the is-ought distinctions. Is-ought re-
fers to different types of sentences—factual statement and statements of obligation.
Thus we treat the argument-based slogan "You can't get an ought from an is" as a
proof that we cannot bridge the fact-value gap.59

From a pragmatic, action-guiding, and word-based point of view, however, value
words and distinctions work much like descriptive ones. Thick ethical terms and
descriptive or natural kind terms are both world guided. Their application depends
on responding to public features of the real world. To absorb any term, say X, that
guides action, we learn to discriminate appropriately between what is X and what is
not X. Then, depending on our program, we run a subroutine triggered by our sens-
ing the presence of X. Given this description, it does not matter whether X is a
natural kind term like water, an artifact term like check, or an evaluative term like
benevolent. To learn the term is to learn to make the distinction and to use it in
guiding action in a certain way.

All the distinctions that we master help prescriptive discourse to guide behavior.
We soak up dispositions to behavior from the social practices that surround our use
of a term. Along with learning skill at discriminating, we learn to respond to the
discriminants in culturally given ways. In learning mmgnames, we learn a distinction
and certain ways of using it in action. The dispositions I have acquired to choose
water from its environment or to take a check are undeniably very complex disposi-
tions. In some situations we do favor the X in question; in others we do not.

We do not learn the dispositions in discourse form. We leam them as similar
behavior. We extrapolate from examples. Usually, we cannot describe what we do
except in the most general terms. The application of all such terms involves many
layers of acquired intuition so that our guidance by terms strikes us as dictated from
the outside, a natural response to the things.

Mozi concentrated directly on the ability to discriminate, biedistiDBaish, j^discri-
minate, fen

divi^ms, or Wondivide.60 Every ^discrimination involves a shi-fei^"^-™* this:wro"g
assignment. Every £/aw

dlscnmmatlon is apropos some mingname. To know how to use a
name is to know how to j/H*'8'"*1" something (apply the name to it) and how to/<?inot

this:wrong omer things. We do this distinguishing and naming in the course of perform-
ing or executing an acquired competence at some social practice.

The dual translation of shi as this and right flows from this theoretical perspec-
tive. Language and words guide action by marking things. Finding a this is finding
the right thing in the context to trigger one of the learned dispositions. This is a thin
descriptive term, as right is a thin ethical term. We call it thin because the term this
relies minimally on features of the world. It picks out61 the contextually appropriate
thing in each situation. The heart runs its distinction making program with a partic-
ular term and returns a shi-fei.

When the circumstances call for a shi*"* assignment, we have called the term
that triggers our learned disposition dominant. When we treat a term as dominant,
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Mohists say we z/iigrasp the term (as the rulers in the quotation on page 102 grasp
universal and partial). Making each term assignment triggers a complex perfor-
mance.

In any plausible dao, water and check are not constantly dominant terms. Some-
times we trigger positive behavior toward them, and sometimes negative, rejecting
behavior. However, some thick terms are more constant; these include what we nor-
mally call value terms. The disposition to prefer kindness to cruelty is largely stable
or constant. Any dao with a term for kindness will relatively constantly interact with
social practices to induce us to choose kindness over cruelty. Kind is (almost) con-
stantly dominant in most human daos. Water and check are less constant in their
guidance.

We might think the constant-inconstant distinction corresponds to the fact-value
distinction. Some descriptive terms, however, are also constantly dominant. We al-
most always prefer life to death, benefit to harm, and pleasure to pain.

Mozi thought the constancy of preferences guided by these terms showed they
were nonconventional or presocial preferences. Presumably, we do not learn these
preferences as we do our preferences for negotiable checks and college degrees. No
doubt any actual disposition to take water is partly natural and partly instilled by
some traditional dao. A tradition, furthermore, can temper behavior flowing from
even these natural preferences. A given dao can induce us to prefer death to dishonor
or liberty to life. Notoriously, even our taste for food and sex show class-induced
differences.

I have been using Bernard Williams's notion of thick ethical concepts in making
sense of this early theorizing about language and dao. Williams claims that we learn
these terms along with a rich traditional way of acting toward the values the terms
symbolize. The values are world-guided and therefore regarded as objective by the
relevant linguistic community. We learn to apply the distinction in the real world
using accessible properties. We seldom dispute about the application of those words.

Williams contrasts these to thin ethical concepts, those that give us the means
to state our disagreements about value. Examples are right, wrong, ought, and should.
Even within a given community, we have controversies about the use of these terms.
Our community comes to state and debate its disagreements using thin terms. We
use thick concepts by way of a strongly shared intuition and a sense that the values
are world guided. We hold the thick terms in common when we debate about the
application of the thin ones.

This gives us another perspective on the link between Mozi's reliance on tian
and the priority he assigns li-hai. Li-hai is a naturally guiding distinction. It guides
all people no matter what the other content of their tradition. So it gives us a fulcrum
outside any particular tradition to use in testing that tradition. It is a naturally con-
stant guiding term. As such, Mozi regards it as heaven's will—a natural preference.

Our fact-value distinction, then, translates into two distinctions in Mozi's analy-
sis: constant-inconstant and natural-conventional. Constancy and naturalness charac-
terize different ways in which terms may be dominant action-guiding terms. Had he
engaged in playing our scientific, descriptive-language game, Mozi would have rea-
sons of descriptive or explanatory constancy for a distinction that plays a minimal
role in China: that of causally natural kinds. Because Chinese philosophers theorized
mainly about language as guiding behavior, we can understand their different focus.
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Neither Mozi nor Confucius thought about the difference between natural kind divi-
sions and evaluative ones.62 Mozi's prototypical abuse of Confucian gentlemen as-
similates these two kinds of divisions. Judgments about what is moral and what is
not are similar to judgments of what is black and white, bitter and sweet.

Consider someone who, on seeing a little bit of black, called it black but, on
seeing a lot of black, called it white. Then we would regard this person as not
knowing the black-white £>i'andistil":tion. If on tasting a little bitter, he called it bitter
and on tasting a lot called it sweet, then we would, of course, regard him as not
knowing the bitter-sweet Wandisti°ction. Now someone does a little fei™1 M*™**
then [the gentlemen] know to fei it, but, on doing a lot of fei like attacking a
state, then they do not know to fei it. They go along and praise it and call it
yj-moraiity Qan we ca[j mjs Bowing tne moral-immoral distinction? This is how I

know the gentlemen of the world are confused about how to bian d""™™"™*
y(-morality wd fa opposite (28/17/11-29/17/14).

The Chinese philosophical tradition focuses on pragmatics in place of semantics.
It dissolves what we would call the fact-value distinction into a matter of degree of
constancy and naturalness. It has no sentential counterpart of the is-ought distinction.

Universal Love in Interpersonal Relations

Let us summarize our conclusions to this point about the structure of Mozi's utilitar-
ianism. His ethical theory starts from noticing the limits of traditionalism. Traditional
moral theories are not self-justifying, hi some cases, particularly the Confucian partial-
love versions, they are self-defeating. The Chinese tradition did have a clear concep-
tion of moral reform. Mozi clearly raised the issue. From Mozi on Chinese thinkers
accepted the requirement that any perspective dao requires some kind of nontradi-
tional gauge of correctness. Mozi accepts that traditional authority is necessary to
teaching but he advocates a universal, constant content. This leads him to the bian
between // and hai, with li seeming to be a naturally constant guiding term. It be-
comes the base for all shi-fei distinctions, determining the scope of names and the
way to order name-pairs and longer strings in the community discourse. The leaders
should make that language with its utilitarian effects the constant language.

Mozi's signature in Chinese popular consciousness is his doctrine of universal
love. Applying the li-hai standard, he says society should stress universal love rather
than the Confucian partial love. People will internalize whichever pattern of guidance
the leaders adopt and model in their language and behavior. This will change their
prior dispositions, which, Mozi admits, are in the direction of partial love.

The justification of this social project takes the standard of utility for granted.
That moral criterion is the root from which both the well-known doctrines of univer-
sal love and agreement with the superior branch. One is in the interpersonal sphere,
the other in the political sphere.

Partisan Confucian accounts sometimes present Mozi's position as based on uni-
versal love.63 They suggest that utilitarianism follows from universal love rather than
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vice versa. This is textually indefensible and theoretically confused. In the passage
quoted above and throughout the chapter on universal love, Mozi follows a perfectly
clear argumentative line. From the opening sentence—"It is the business of the be-
nevolent man to try to promote what is beneficial to the world and to eliminate what
is harmful"—to the ending sentence—"It is the way of the sage kings and a great
benefit to the people"—Mozi clearly argues for universal love using the natural,
constant, measurable criterion of utility.

The Confucian tendency to focus on universal love instead of utilitarianism re-
flects a characteristic Confucian confusion. Confucians systematically confuse moral
psychology with normative ethics. Mozi acknowledges that his normative moral re-
form involves changing natural dispositions. He relies on both a natural will for
benefit over harm and the natural tendency to master social practices. These effect
the changes dictated by the normative theory. Normative theory is not a Confucian
strong point. Confucius, as we saw, did not have a particularly clear notion of nor-
mative ethics. His disciples yearned for a single thread of moral theory. All they got
was an unexamined dedication to ritual and a mysterious, inexplicable ren

human"y
gained from unquestioning practice. Mozi has convincingly undermined existing so-
cial practice as a standard of the moral dao and the early Confucians have no obvious
normative response.

The response came from Mencius. He shifted Confucian attention to moral psy-
chology, the theory of human nature. Confucian accounts treat this as a philosophical
breakthrough.64 But, although an interesting issue, it is an irrelevant dodge of Mozi's
challenge. By focusing on universal love, Confucian critics of Mozi shift the spot-
light from normative ethics to descriptive sociology, where they feel on stronger
grounds. They word the dispute in descriptive terms: "Are humans naturally partial
or naturally universal?" Confucians can certainly point to evidence of the natural
family partiality of our emotions. They assume that in doing so, they are refuting
Mozi. In fact, this is simply to miss the point of normative theory.

All this Confucian focus on human nature ignores that Mozi had already met
the strategy. He put the Confucian claim in the mouth of the partial ruler (above
pages 102-3): "This violates the feelings of all under heaven!"65 Then Mozi calmly
traced the effect of someone who talks in that way as opposed to someone who uses
the language of universal love. Each cultivates his emotional structure by the distinc-
tions he grasps or treats as constant.

He both met the criticism that the normative reform he suggests would change
natural feelings, and the more pertinent criticism that the theory is unrealistic. This
first criticism claims simply that universal utilitarianism requires changing natural
reactions. The answer is, "So what? Training in /jntual also shapes and polishes hu-
man nature. The issue is which changes should we effect."

The second criticism is that it requires changing them in ways that we could
never accomplish. The form of the second criticism resembles our own platitude,
"It's all right in theory but not in practice." Mozi's response66 is sound. How could
a dao be a good dao if it was not practical! Daos are schemes of practical guidance.
If a dao were not practical it would not be a good dao. We don't ask if a dao
contains the phrase greatest utility; we ask, "does it bring about the greatest utility?"
The practical effects of a dao do not assume perfect conformity to the discourse. We
compare behaviors of those who adopt a language of universal concern to behaviors
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of those who adopt partial language standards. Do they behave differently? Yes. Is
one pattern of behavior preferable? Yes. The test is not "Do people perfectly con-
form to this dao?" but "Does social endorsement of this dao tend to better re-
sults?"67

Mozi's account of how we can change society starts from Confucian assump-
tions about human nature that were implicit in the rectifying-names strategy. He
assumes, with Confucius, that our affections are naturally filial. However, he argues,
humans can best accomplish their filial goals by practicing universal love. He bases
this conclusion on the faith that society influences and shapes people through mod-
eling the use of language and competent performance of the dao by acknowledged
masters.

If this is Confucianism's defense against Mohist optimism, it suggests a surpris-
ing and uncharacteristic cynicism about human nature. It implies that no one can
transcend natural partiality. Mozi's optimistic response appeals to human intelli-
gence: "Do they intend to suggest that the filial sons of the world are all stupid and
incapable of doing right?"68 An intelligent person motivated by filial concern ought
to practice and promote universal concern. That will make our filial goals easier to
accomplish. Mozi's arguments frequently start with filial concern. He opposed only
its vapid, short-sighted implementation. An intelligent, reflective filialist, he argued,
would join him in advocating a more universal dao.

Mozi's argument also draws on Confucian assumptions about the power of models.
It draws on the view that following traditions is natural. Practicing universal concern
will change society because people respond to models. If you display altruistic be-
havior to other people (such as caring for someone else's parents), they will adopt
altruistic behavior. A universalist language can become the accepted social conven-
tion "within a single generation" by having the rulers adopt, practice, and model
that language. Mozi takes for granted the Confucian assumption that humans natu-
rally conform to accepted social practice and model themselves on social superiors.
Given these assumptions, there is no clear reason to oppose altering the guiding
traditions toward this more reflective ethical standard. The Confucian attempt to shift
the focus of debate from normative ethics to moral psychology fails in part because
Mozi's moral psychology is not markedly different from Confucius'. Mencius' moral
psychology, as we shall see, is a different matter.

The Doctrine of Agreement with the Superior

The theory of how to gain social acceptance for universal love thus leads naturally
to the political sphere. Here Mozi uses another ordered name pair as a slogan: shang-
tongagreement with the suPerior. He assumes that //-fcaibenefit-harm is the key normative dis-
tinction, that the application of that distinction to shi some political dao is natural,
and that its outcome is obvious.

Mozi's argument is a familiar one. On the surface, it reminds us of the classical
social-contract argument of the English political philosopher, Thomas Hobbes.

Mozi said, From today go back to when humans began to live, when there were
no proper elders. We may say that people in the world had different j.jmorai'"es.
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One person had one yi; ten people had ten yi: a hundred people a hundred yi.
The more people, the more things we would call yi. Accordingly, people assented
to their own yi and dissented from the yi of others. They ended in mutual dis-
agreement.

Within, fathers and sons, older and younger brother had angry words and an
impulse to disperse. They could not engage in mutual aid. It got to the point that
mutual labor could not use left over energy. People hid advantageous daos and
did not share them. They would not divide and share rotting excess foodstuffs.
The disorder in the world got to be like that of wild animals. There were no
conventions of ruler-minister, superior-inferior, elder-younger and no rituals gov-
erning father-son and elder and younger brothers.

So the world was disordered. Clearly the people lacked a rectifying leader to
unify the world's yi and thus the world was disordered. As a result they selected
the most worthy, good, sagely, knowledgeable, discriminating and wise person
in the world. They set him up as the rj

masMr of tian'aam:tx*xen with the job of
unifying the yi of the world. (12/15/1-16/7)

Notice that the argument for unifying yi is a utilitarian argument. It presupposes
that we ought to do what will optimize //benefit. Now we could insert the self-defeating
argument discussed earlier between the lines of this doctrine. Mozi could be sug-
gesting that each particular yi point of view would fail to achieve its goal in this state
of conflict of goals. However, given the plenitude of yjmorallti*s he postulates, a self-
defeating argument for each would be unmanageable. We could remove the appear-
ance of appeal to his own particular moral standard by assuming that the different
.^•moralities wyj eacjj jjave & conceptiOn of li-hoi. Each will be able to see the point of
the political proposal. Everyone, Mozi thinks, will agree that the conditions he de-
scribes are haih3rms.

I will focus on two points in analyzing Mozi's political doctrine: (1) the com-
parison and contrast with the English philosopher Thomas Hobbes (and other West-
ern hypothetical-choice political theorists) and (2) the comparison and contrast with
Confucius.

First, note that Mozi, like Hobbes and unlike Confucius, does not rely on the
mandate of heaven (the divine right of kings) to justify political structures.69 The
form of Mozi's use of tian thus illustrates the point I made earlier. He takes a natural
will as the base of his system but rejects natural or heavenly OTjng

name:comm'»nd. fje

regards the assignment of names to be an essentially social matter guided by the
natural impulse to benefit.

Still, though he derives it rather than presupposes it, Mozi accepts the general
outline of Confucian presuppositions about what counts as a well-ordered society.
He justifies an ordered hierarchy of merit. The hierarchical structure is not directly
mandated by nature, but is a consequence of the natural will to utility. The hierarchy
influences behavior by modeling words and deeds. Mozi's disagreement with Con-
fucius concerns mainly the content of the moral teaching that should come from this
social hierarchy. He rejects the three-thousand odd rules of //ritual as the ordering
principles and substitutes the single principle of universal utility—/j'**"68'. Agreement
with the superior is a sociological constant. It explains how we can be made to use
language and act in accord with utilitarian altruism. Thus, the agreement with the
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superior deals with the motivation to moral distinction making and performance, not
with the criteria or standard. In this respect, it is like the appeal to heaven or nature.
That appeal endorses the criterion and effects it. But the criterion is simple benefit.
Mozi does not envision that social authorities will challenge a standard endorsed by
nature.

Comparison to Hobbes

Mozi's story describes a situation superficially resembling one that Hobbes describes
as the state of nature. Let us call an argument of this form a hypothetical-choice
justification of government. A hypothetical-choice justification presupposes that we
will (intelligently) choose a government when faced with a choice between govern-
ment and a state of nature. To see the parallels and contrasts with Hobbes theory,
let me summarize the Hobbesian argument.

Hobbes begins with a mechanistic materialist view of the world and of human
psychology. Human individuals make up society as atomic particles make up ordi-
nary physical objects. Each individual element acts according to its own principles
and the whole takes shape as the sum of the individual actions. The principles of
action of the human atoms are pleasure and pain. Nature motivates human beings to
maximize the one and minimize the other. Hobbes' theory is the classic example of
psychological egoism, and specifically the hedonistic version.

The individual pursuit of self-interest is a law of nature. Self-defense by punish-
ing aggressors is a natural right. However, absent any laws and government, this
pursuit of self-interest and self-defense would inevitably lead to a state of war of
each person against every other person. In that warlike state, life would be solitary,
poor, nasty, brutish, and short. All rational self-interested people would inevitably
want to sign a truce. They would make a covenant with each other to abandon the
war of the state of nature. The covenant transfers a natural right to punish aggressors
to a sovereign. He therefore justifiably has a monopoly on the right to punish. The
sovereign then makes laws and inflicts punishments. Whatever the content of those
laws, the order and security gained by this arrangement justifies abiding by the cov-
enant and obeying the sovereign.

The general outline of a hypothetical-choice theory forms the backbone of mod-
ern Western political theory. We can find different versions in Locke, Rousseau,
Kant, Jefferson, and constitutional writers in general. So familiar is the argument to
us, that on meeting Mozi's discussion our familiarity inclines us to treat it as a
version of Hobbes. Thus historians have assumed that Mozi is a Chinese Hobbes—
an instructive case of familiarity-induced distortion and an example of the principle
of charity gone wrong.

One result of identifying Hobbes and Mozi's argument too closely is that it
confirms the Confucian distortion by suggesting that Mozi's system rests on psycho-
logical egoism.70 In fact, Mozi's assumptions about human nature parallel those of
Confucius. Humans are social animals motivated by social practices and conventions,
including language conventions. We have seen no more hint of individualistic, egois-
tic psychology in Mozi than we saw in Confucius.

Mozi does not say that everyone is an egoist motivated by his own desire. Each
person is motivated by a yj1"0™1'̂ ! The problem he is discussing is the disorder which
arises from the plethora of different moral motives. The culprit is conflicting concep-
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tions of yi, not selfishness. Each group uses a different guiding discourse for their
moral behavior. Moral disagreement, not egoism, causes the destruction of social
order. The presocial condition described is, accordingly, less drastic than the Hobbesian
state of total internecine warfare.

What we see in Mozi's state of nature is not that egoism is self-defeating, but
that moral agreement about what actions are proper is more efficient. Disagreement
wastes human labor power, good doctrines, and foodstuffs. In the extreme, it can
lead to warfare. Again, this is warfare of conflicting moral conceptions, not of selfish
interests. Each side feels righteous motivation, as it must to justify dying for its
moral conceptions. No pure egoist would choose to die in battle. Furthermore, Mozi
introduces no doctrine of rights, specifically no natural right to punish in self-defense.
And his solution does not come from either a promise, a contract, or a covenant. He
treats the outcome as the natural result of reflecting on the inefficiency of the state
of nature. The people act on their sure acceptance of the need for a social arrange-
ment that unifies y/moralities.

Hobbes justifies the rule of law, but Mozi never refers to law or to retributive
institutions per se. As Confucius does, he regards the state as an educating institu-
tion. He does accept the use of punishment as one of the social sanctions that pro-
motes participation in the social scheme of emulation. Those who will not accept the
authority structure supporting the common yjmoral"y may be punished. But they are
not punished for specific violations of particular rules.

Note that the content of Hobbes' laws need not meet any moral standard. Hobbes
justifies allegiance to a ruling scheme in which the content is arbitrary. Mozi's ar-
gument for the scheme carries over into its content. The utility criterion governs
moral judgments, the shl-fei, that are modeled up and down the system.

This observation reinforces the impression that Mozi relies on nature only for
its motivational force. His theory does not offer a divine-command criterion of mo-
rality. Similarly, agreement with the superior is not a political criterion for yjmorallty;
the criterion remains Wbeneflt. The argument here is for a social-motivational structure
that instills that criterion and governs its beneficial interpretation in more particular
judgments of shi-fei. Mozi does not argue that the base distinction is whatever the
superior (or nature) says. The hierarchy merely assures moral agreement. The content
of the agreement is given by utility. According with that basic standard requires that
we participate in an agreed social pattern of shi-fei judgments.

Mozi stresses repeatedly that only those above can correct people. That is a
claim in psychology or sociology, not a criterion of a correct yimoraltty. it is not that
the superiors make something shi in skiing it. The objectively correct criterion that
governs all shi-fei activity is utility. (The rian-zinatural master must conform to nature,
and nature's criterion is utilitarian.) The shang-tonga&T>xmeDt uPward is not a relativistic
standard of the good (whatever the superior says). It is social answer to the
interpretation-and-motivation problem. The political system provides the structure to
effect that standard. It provides punishment, reward, advocacy, praise, approval—a
social counterpart to the motivation of tian.

Comparison to Confucius

Mozi's state, as I noted, signals a Confucian view of the role of organized society.
He lacks a Western, legal conception of the role of the state as separate from society.
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The chief implicit purpose of social organization is moral education—character build-
ing. Mozi has analyzed this as the harmonization of guiding language, of our dispo-
sitions to shi^"^ and/e/not this:wrons. This analysis parallels the purpose behind rec-
tifying names except that it does not presuppose a traditional code. Confucians share
Mozi's conception of human psychology and the goal of a well-ordered state. Con-
fucius also had a superiors' example mechanism for rectifying names. The two schools
offer us conflicting contents to use in that social mechanism. Mozi's agreement sim-
ilarly concerns applying guiding terms. But he also would change the order of terms
in the guiding discourse. The social hierarchy manipulates content and interpretation
to bring about the most beneficial social patterns of prescriptive discourse.

Thus, as Mozi spells out his theory, we see it diverge even more from Hobbes.
It resembles a Confucian well-ordered society. First, rather than justifying a single
legislating sovereign, his argument is really for a hierarchy of official educating models.
"Considering how extensive the realm was and that for distant states and different
peoples, it was not a simple matter to distinguish clearly between shi-fei and benefit
and harm,"71 and so the top figure selects wise and virtuous men as high officials.
He cannot extend his educational influence broadly enough by himself. Perhaps this
is because Mozi still thinks of the training task as resting on modeling the use of
these distinctions.

When the system is in place then:

Hearing of good or evil, one shall report it to his superior. What the superior
shis, all shall shi; what the superior feis, all shall fei.

This upward agreement, remember, does not separate value judgment and ap-
plication of terms. The system of agreement is more explicit than in Confucius'
rectifying names. We attribute it to Confucius by inference. He has a hierarchical,
emulation theory of government that makes rectifying names the focal point in ad-
ministration. We infer that rectification works by guiding conventions of usage. It
comes about by example and by gradual acceptance and conformity with the usage
of superiors. Both imagine that the process consists in conformity of usage in a
hierarchical system.

Further, although Mozi does not express explicit opposition to law, as Confucius
did, his system does not rely on retribution. His morality is not based on what one
deserves. He does not, that is, have the ria«-z/natural master writing or pronouncing law
and enforcing it with punishment for specific violations. The ideal is more of a common-
law judicial system in which each lower court bases its judgments in conformity with
the court above. Here the agreement is in evaluations, not duties. Confucius similarly
builds rectifying names, as we noted, on a judicial paradigm.

Mozi does allow the use of reward and punishment in getting people to accept
and participate in the whole system of agreement. "To identify oneself with one's
superior and not to form cliques on the lower levels—those above will reward such
conduct as this and those below will praise it. ... If the subordinates make common
cause among themselves and fail to identify themselves with their superiors—if there
is such conduct as this, those above will punish it and the people at large will con-
demn it.72 This use of punishment, however, is not classically retributive. One is not
punished for a specific fei act but for refusing to participate in the unifying project.
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Society does not attach punishment to specific laws and grade it according to the
seriousness of the wrong and the culprit's degree of responsibility.

So Mozi's system is deeply Chinese despite its surface similarity to Hobbes.
Like Confucius, he treats government's function as providing a hierarchy of models
of correct language and behavior. He justifies authority by the threat of anarchy.
Note, however, that the final authority is not the ft'an-z*natural master or any special
sagelike intuition. That authority is nature or heaven and its natural urge to utility.73

Beyond that constant, natural measurable value, all other shi-feis are calculated or
measured by /«utility. The rian-zjnatural master (the emperor) himself should agree with
his superior, heaven. And what does his superior want? Universal utility! Thus Mozi's
system amounts to a political demand that everyone maximize utility in language and
action. He proposes to ritualize or make constant utilitarian language usage and be-
havior. The agreement with the superior is a social mechanism to achieve his lin-
guistic goal of making constant the language that promotes utility.

The person at a lower level can, in principle, chide his superior for faults. This
suggests that the utilitarian standard is still more basic than the political obligation.
Only with access to such a standard can he report good and bad to his superior and
remonstrate with him when he is wrong. The superior sets the standard of right and
wrong, thus, only when he judges correctly according to the heavenly approved stan-
dard of utility.

Miscellaneous Consequences of Utilitarianism

Some of the unfamiliar consequences Mozi draws from his utilitarianism signal deep
differences between the Chinese and the Western cultural perspectives about what
counts as utility or benefit. We have already noted that Mozi does not even mention
the kinds of subjectivist standards of value that dominate Western utilitarian philos-
ophy—happiness or pleasure.74 These individualist, internal, subjectivist perspectives
seldom emerge in Chinese philosophy. No one in classical China seemed even tempted
to the view that all activity aims at some kind of subjective satisfaction or that a
person directs all her actions toward her own happiness or pleasure.75

Mozi exemplified a social, objective view of value. The standard of value does
not have to be something private, inner, and individual. He presumes that #utll"i' has
a straightforward, public scope. It does not refer to an inner feeling. The examples
of utility are adequate food and shelter, peace, and objective, material conditions of
life.

The Opposition to Music

Mozi's opposition to music is a good illustration that such subjectivist standards of
value are not Mozi's. We would expect a Western utilitarian to approve music as a
good. We would expect Mozi to shi it if he accepted a pleasure conception of utility.
In fact, he/e/s it.

The first instruction we draw from Mozi's opposition to music is that his utili-
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tarianism is not hedonistic.76 The second instruction is, again, about familiarity-induced
misunderstanding.

When someone translates yue as music, we may treat a lone cowboy strumming
his guitar by the campfire as a typical case. That is hardly the social convention Mozi
criticized. His criticism parallels his criticism of /«'ntual. (Confucius' advocacy, re-
member, also links the two.) His basic argument is a social-cost argument. His con-
demnation of music is an instance of advocating frugality in expenditure. YuemuSK in
ancient China typically involved a ritual musical extravaganza for the rulers—con-
certs complete with dancers and acrobats. They were (from an antiaristocratic point
of view) lavish and profligate luxuries for the aristocracy. We need not suppose that
he condemns peasants singing (or listening to their Walkmans) in the fields. (He
might insist that they are in the fields working and not dancing around.) Of course,
he does not advocate such pleasures either.

Finally, that yue is a term which Confucius' language most frequently paired
with li may help explain Mozi's opposition to music. Confucius regarded yue as
having a strong effect on our emotions and therefore on our behavioral attitudes.
Ritual music cultivates traditional Confucian moral character. In addition, musical
forms, like language, are conventional forms. Their performance and preservation
delights in the same way any other practice of conventional forms delights. Finally,
music and chanting may have been closely linked. Confucianism celebrated the in-
toxication of chanting the ancient books, engaging in ritual dance, and undergoing
the sublime states of mind that accompany total involvement in these activities.

Placing the words of the ancient tradition in a chanting cadence or musical
refrain, we enhance their power to capture human attention, mesmerize us, and shape
human attitudes. (This is a view familiar enough to us with conservatives and com-
munists alike blaming modern music for the degeneration of morals.) Unlike Plato,
Confucius had no ideal of reason, so he favored using any craft to shape and polish
human nature. Mozi, in this regard as well, conies closer to our rationalist roots in
opposing music. Music is mainly only wasteful. Its link to ftntual marks it as poten-
tially objectionable in content as well.

The Opposition to Aggressive War

Another straightforward application of Mozi's altruistic utilitarianism is his opposi-
tion to aggressive warfare. Here again, cost analysis is the core of the argument.

Take the case of a country about to go to war. In winter one fears the cold, in
summer the heat. This means that neither winter nor summer is the time for such
action. But, if in the spring then the people miss their sowing and planting; if in
the autumn, they miss reaping and harvesting. If they miss only one season, then
the number of people who will die of cold and hunger is incalculable. Now let
us calculate the army's equipment, the arrows, standards, tents, armor, shields,
and sword hilts; the number of these which will break and perish and not come
back is beyond calculation. So also with the spears, lances, swords, daggers, war
chariots, and baggage wagons; the number of those which will get smashed and
ruined and never come back is beyond calculation. So also with oxen and horses
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who go out fat and come back lean, or die there and do not come back at all—a
number beyond calculation. So also with people; the incalculable number who
die, owing to cutting off the food supply or from lack of logistical support. Also
consider the number who, living under bad conditions with irregular means and
excesses of hunger and repletion, fall sick by the road and die. The army casu-
alties also are incalculably large. Whole armies may perish.77

Criticism of Confucius

The final fei is the emphatic attack on the Ru school. Mozi's criticism of Confucians
is so extreme that it tempts us to say he deserves the Confucian misinterpretation of
his doctrines. (See the example above, page 98.) To grasp the significance of Mozi's
view of Confucians, we must remind ourselves that Confucianism developed theoret-
ically after Mozi. Our current view is of a Confucianism refined by two millennia of
that development. Much of that development came in response to Mohist and Daoist
challenges. Confucians in Mozi's time, with their chanting and ritual fanaticism, may
have seemed fully as inane as Mozi makes them out to be.

Mozi's criticizes mainly the traditional ritual content of Confucian theory and
the Confucian language and action. Confucians spoke in eloquent, polished ways
about ren and yi. But their actions showed they did not act with proper discrimination
in using moral terms. (See above, pages 127-28.) Mozi shared Confucian political
assumptions and most of the optimistic estimate of human nature and the theory of
cultivation that he elaborated. These doctrines, which divide China and Indo-European
thought, are shared between even such bitter rivals in China. They represent deep
and enduring distinctions between Chinese and Western thought.

In broad outline, even Mao Zedong and the revolutionary radicals in modern
China share the Confucian and Mohist political and sociological postulates. Some
challenge them at scattered times in history, but seldom successfully. Mostly, Chinese
thinkers take the doctrine of a meritocracy and the essentially social nature of hu-
manity for granted in nearly all their social-political philosophy. At the root of these
postulates lies a characteristic view of intelligent human behavior and especially of
linguistic behavior.

The telling aspect of Mozi's criticism, however, lies in its emotional fervor. His
theory of measurement standards relies on operations that anyone can perform to
determine the application of a term. He does not formulate an account of nor exem-
plify cool, dispassionate, reason. He does not conceive of an interpersonally valid
deduction or proof as a method of determining if sentences as true and false. As a
result, Zhuangzi draws a skeptical moral from Mozi's criticism and the ongoing dis-
pute between the two schools. It illustrates the insoluble fruitlessness of dispute about
distinctions. The Daoists view the exchange between these two bitter enemies as the
inevitable outcome of starting from different conceptual perspectives. They start from
different ways of making the basic distinctions like ren and yi. Their daos follow
those different ways of drawing distinctions. Each distinction alters the situation of
choice for the next distinction. Following each dao, therefore is like finding one's
way on different roads after having chosen the first branch. Neither has any neutral
way to justify their basic standards. Confucians rely on tradition, Mohists on natu-
ralistic, mechanistic measurements.
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The division between Mohists and Confucians thus seems to Daoists to reduce
to a matter of different ultimate standards. The Mohists have a natural taste for
utility, the Confucians for ritual and music. Both assume that their taste is natural.
Their sages project their shi-fei on heaven. Each assumes that its standard can be the
basis for erecting, imposing, and making constant their preferred social guiding dis-
course, what each views as a constant dao. They assume that one can posit a constant
dao.

Reason and Right in The Mod

Commentators frequently notice suggestions of a belief in Western reason in Mozi.78

That, I have suggested, is a misleading illusion. Mozi does not say that reason tells
us that his doctrine is true. He does allege that no one can resist his words or alter-
nately that he cannot understand how people can hear his dao and still criticize
it. Or he remarks that even the stupidest of people will say thus and so when
asked a question. He considers certain strategies of behavior obviously right or
wrong.

However, Western thinkers typically buttress such assertions with a theory of a
universal human faculty of reason. This faculty involves the ability to recognize and
the disposition to accept good arguments. In Western philosophy, reason forms an
integral part of our philosophy of mind. Mozi's account differs. His philosophy of
mind involves only the universal preference for benefit and the potential to be pro-
grammed with a social dao. Utility becomes a universal standard for his way of
making other distinctions and of pairing terms. We can make sense of his argument
without presupposing the details of Western theory of rationality. We all simply
recognize and prefer benefit to harm. The other element of universality comes from
the accessibility of measurement standards. All can get similar interpretive results
without needing to appeal to skilled performers as interpretive authorities.

We can continue to understand Mozi's theory of human social nature as we did
Confucius'. He argues for a different dao and a different standard of practical inter-
pretation. But his is not the Western folk theory that practical reason structures our
psychology. What people say and do, what they accept and reject, results from their
internalizing a dao, a system of behavior guiding language. Society adopts a certain
language and thus affects behavior or performance. It makes the language constant
using models, social practices, leadership, and punishment and reward. No early
Chinese thinker cites a psychological faculty of reason as a motivating factor.

Education or socialization builds in dispositions and motivations. Cultivation,
not individual reasoning, creates motivations. We need no distinction of rational ver-
sus irrational motivations.We do need a distinction between utilitarian and nonutili-
tarian ones and perhaps between presocial and socially engineered ones. The only
part of the concept of rationality that Mozi's system inherently requires is the prac-
tical adjustment of means to ends and its simple, projectible, measurementlike stan-
dards.
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Pragmatics versus Semantics

Mozi's theory of language, then, differs from Western (and Indian) rationalism. Dao
is the central concept of Chinese philosophy. Dao does stand at the center of philo-
sophical controversy. However, it is a mistake to assume that dao is therefore a
metaphysical concept. In fact, the converse is true. That dao is the main term for
understanding language shows that Chinese do not view the role of language as

. description of metaphysical reality. The issue in Chinese theory of language is not
the relation of names and reality. The view of language is practical. The issue is the
relation of names and the way we act—our dao. The purpose of language is to guide
action—to show us the way. Language is not a tool of protoscientists but of practical,
social engineers whose goal is to program us properly.

Our tendency to treat dao as metaphysical comes from our own tradition, in
which the main issue in theory of language is semantics—meaning and truth. Seman-
tic theory (truth) and metaphysics (reality) are intimately connected. Again the best
way to deal with these assumptions is first to make them explicit. Indo-European
rationalism was born in intimacy with the semantic concepts of truth and meaning,
metaphysics, and epistemology. It dealt with a Euclidean model of a proof structure.
That structure operated on a set of sentential judgments—opinions and beliefs. West-
ern theory assumed that the role of mind was processing proofs about the world and
practical proofs that resulted in rational voluntary action. It took the paradigm ra-
tional process to be deductive inference and argument.

We construct an argument out of sentences—premises and conclusions. In de-
ductive inference the concluding sentence inherits truth from the sentences that form
the premises. Reason leads to knowledge. Western philosophy's traditional concept
of knowledge stressed deductive form, which was built on sentences. Following Plato,
Western tradition has defined knowledge as true belief backed by good reasoning.

Western thinkers focused on truth and on meaning. The truth of a sentence is a
function of its meaning, which in turn depends on the meaning of the words that
make it up. In Socrates and Plato this focus becomes a preoccupation that stereotypes
Western philosophy: the search for definitions. Definitions turn words into sentences
that can function in proofs. Platonism treated definitions as the foundations of knowl-
edge. The meaning of a term is the contribution it makes to a sentence's truth.
Without knowing the term's meaning (and therefore the definitions) it is impossible
to know any sentence to be true or false.

Fixing on truth and meaning is a hallmark of Western folk semantics. Western
tradition focused on fact-stating discourse, which informed both Western epistemol-
ogy and philosophical psychology. The entire Indo-European cultural area shares this
semantic approach to the study of descriptive language. The Chinese philosophers
approached language pragmatically and concentrated on language as guiding action—
its prescriptive role.

The central issue in a semantic tradition is the relation of words to some stable
objects in the allegedly unique real world. A pragmatic tradition concerns mainly the
relation between words and society. It views language as a social practice with social
effects. A semantic tradition deals in truth, a pragmatic one in appropriateness or
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acceptability of utterances.79 A semantic tradition focuses on meaning, a pragmatic
one on patterns of usage and the effects of usage on the users. I am arguing that the
pragmatic rather than semantic focus dominated both Confucius and Mozi.

Euclidean Rationality and Duty Ethics

I want to argue that the Western concept of proof rationality—the Euclidean model
of reason—explains some of the radical differences between Western and Chinese
ethics. The depth of the difference has given rise to speculations that Chinese philos-
ophers are not talking about moral theory at all. (See pages 81-83.) These specula-
tions grow out of the centrality of the notion of rational agents and voluntary individ-
ual choices in Western ethical theory.

Philosophical orthodoxy divides moralities into two types: duty ethics and virtue
ethics. My analysis suggests that Chinese ethics is a structure of a third type. I do
not know its name. Forced to give it a name, I will call it dao ethics. Virtue ethics
is de ethics. I have argued that in Chinese theories, daoviyy is basic and devirtuosity

derivative. So Chinese ethics is not strictly virtue ethics. At the same time, dao is
not a system of duties, obligations, or rules. It simply assigns shi-fei to objects or
acts according to their behavioral significance. It identifies the values we are to track.

Assuming daode is a correct translation of ethics, then, Chinese ethics differs
from either variety of Western ethics as duty ethics differs from dao ethics. The
difference corresponds to the difference between voluntary rational action and skill.
A dao guides a skill. For free, rational agents, duties guide voluntary rational ac-
tions.

Let me draw the contrast by elaborating the linked views of language and the
mind behind the two different conceptions. We individuate actions roughly as we do
sentences, but we name skills. We choose actions, but we cultivate and trigger skills.
Skills consist of a structure of dispositions, not of actions per se. We can repeat
actions but we perform skills. A skillful performance is more sensitive to the differ-
ent triggering states of affairs.

The Euclidean Model. Western ethical philosophy was rocked in the cradle of Eu-
clidean geometry, which still stands as our model of thinking. Geometry works with
the notion of a proof, a sequence of statements, sentences, or equations (linguistic
items with truth value). We divide the sentences into a set of premises and a conclu-
sion. The premises are axioms or definitions. The conclusion is a hypothesis, theo-
rem, or lemma. If we have constructed the proof properly—validly—then the conclu-
sion inherits truth from the premises. It is true if they are true.

We took the content of the Euclidean system to be a powerful representational
model of spatial reality. The proof-structure model gave the initial shape to the con-
cept of reason and our view of the objectively real world. It then became the pillar
of Western philosophy and eventually of science. A reason is a premise in a proof.
To reason is to recite a proof in one's own mind. Being reasonable is thinking,
saying, and doing what valid proofs justify our thinking, saying, and doing. Mostly
the Euclidean model was a model of what to say about the world—a model for
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scientific theories. Axiomatic deductive structure remains the heart of a Western con-
ception of reasoning.

The Euclidean model introduced the notion of the definition. Definitions played
a central role in reasoning. Their status was like that of the axioms. They were to
undergird the entire knowledge structure. From the dao perspective, a definition is
superfluous since the central problem is how discourse guides behavior. A definition
looks like just another bit of discourse to guide language behavior. It is a rule—a
prescription—for the use of a word. The Chinese thinkers had no use for a technique
that turns words into sentences. A definition simply pushes the problem of guidance
back one level. Interpretation of dao does require a standard, but the standard, like
the other elements of dao is a distinction. The infinite regress still beckons but its
structure is not a string of definitions but a string of interpretive distinctions guiding
the application of shi-fei"~not" to lower-level distinctions.

The Euclidean Model in Practical Reasoning—The Practical Syllogism. The Euclid-
ean model of rationality informs the development of Western logic. The model, as I
noted above, was initially a powerfully condensed way to represent all truths about
the spatial world in a finite series of axioms and definitions and a rule-guided process
of inference. Western ethical philosophy then borrowed the Euclidean model to ex-
plain and to justify actions. When we reason about what to do, we call it practical
(as opposed to theoretical) reasoning.

Aristotle postulated a special proof form called the practical syllogism. The
premises of a practical syllogism include prescriptive sentences. These may be either
prescriptive expressions of desires or basic moral principles. This triggered the con-
cept of ethical theories as a search for the highest moral axioms. Other premises state
relevant facts—descriptive sentences or beliefs. Formally, the practical syllogism yields
a prescription that follows from the moral principle in the factual circumstances.

For Aristotle to Kant, the form was required not only to justify, but also to
explain action. The conclusion of a practical syllogism was action. In adapting the
syllogism to explain action, we require a mind that has rational logical structure. The
mind performs logical operations on premises. The Humean analysis said that prem-
ises may include mental translations of psychological states. The factual premises
correspond to our beliefs and the prescriptive ones to our desires. Our desires, of
course, may be moral. If we are rational, there is a valid argument model for our
psychological process of guiding action.

This Greek psychology has become the common-sense psychology of the West—
and of India. We find the Greek syllogism embedded in ancient Buddhist logic.
Because it is so widespread, we tend, as I have argued, to assume that everyone
implicitly follows this Greek psychological theory. We buttress this conviction with
a powerfully persuasive theoretical feature of the theory. If it is true, then it must be
immediately obvious that it is true. If we accept it, we can not imagine that any
culture or civilization could possibly miss it.

The inevitability of this psychology comes partly from Aristotle and partly from
later philosophy. Aristotle made the psychology prior to language. He said that we
make mental images of things in the world and that words are the signs or symbols
of these images. Modern (seventeenth- and eighteenth-century) European and British
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philosophy added the claims that we,know these images or ideas immediately and
indubitably. The ideas combine as words do into mental sentences or beliefs. About
these as well, we must inevitably be perfectly aware. No one can fail to believe in
beliefs!

Obviously, what goes for beliefs, goes for their counterpart, desires. These,
also, must be sentencelike. Although we normally describe them as desires for ob-
jects, logically they must be desires "that I have some object." Otherwise, how
could they function in practical syllogisms to explain action? In any case, the desire
for an object has to consist of the mental representation of the object. How could
anyone fail to see that?

This theory-proof conception is a powerful Western cultural invention. I do not
mean to repudiate or minimize it. But it is a cultural invention—along with related
cultural inventions such as beliefs, ideas, and prepositional desires. Ancient Chinese
psycholinguists did not build an arguments-on-paper model of thinking.80 They con-
structed a quite different psycholinguistic theory that had different strengths and dif-
ferent weaknesses.

The main weakness of the Western belief-desire model for explaining human
action lies in explaining skills. A computer can exemplify Euclidean rationality and
solve mathematical and logical problems. So far no one has managed to make a
computer that can walk upstairs on two feet or produce reliably grammatical English.
The very idea of a practical syllogism for skills seems almost deliberately perverse.
I cannot make my putting more consistent by coming to believe and desire what Jack
Nicklaus believes and desires.

Where translators use belief in translating Chinese, there might be several flex-
ible grammatical structures in the text. They all focus attention on dispositions, skills,
or abilities, for example, the ability to use words or make distinctions. They do not
suggest the familiar subjectivist view of an inner representation of a sentencelike
content—a thought or belief. The classical Chinese grammatical structure typically
uses dispositional verbs constructed from ordinary predicates (verbs, adjectives, and
common nouns). For example, where we would say that Ronnie believes the table is
blue, classical Chinese says Ronnie blues the table or yiwith regaid to the table,
^deemsrmakes jt bjue yj^ is Roniue js likely to apply the term blue to the table. He
is both disposed to discriminate between blue and green in such and such a way and
to use the term blue of things on the right side of the dividing line.

This word skill or disposition figures in explaining action or performance. The
way Ronnie draws the line between colors affects how he follows orders, instruc-
tions, requests, rules, etc. His tendencies to discriminate determine the way he acts,
his names make up his dao.

Thus we must be careful in talking of both knowledge and belief in the Chinese
tradition. We may impose a familiar modern Western conceptual scheme in the face
of evidence that Chinese thinkers had a different language for discussing the relations
of mind, language and the world. The closest Chinese counterpart of z/w'1™0* is know-
how. The closest counterpart of belief is this doctrine of a disposition to discriminate
between types and use ordinary terms. We speak of this disposition approvingly (as
know-how) when we endorse the discrimination. We affirm the person's competence,
acuity, judgment, and skill. Some of us know to discriminate between two colors of
sunsets. But sometimes one of us looking at the same sunset will red it and the other
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will gray it. Some of us know to match certain colors in our wardrobe; others never
master that refinement.

Belief and knowledge, as they function in Western philosophy, apply more nat-
urally to sentences than to words. What we can either believe or know are sentence-
like objects (propositions, complete thoughts, beliefs, statements, etc.). The English
word know has nonpropositional uses that play almost no role in traditional Western
epistemology. Belief is not applicable when we consider these other uses of know.
For example, I can know the capital of New Zealand but cannot appropriately say
that I believe the capital of New Zealand. I can know how to do a seat-drop on a
trampoline, but we do not talk about anything resembling believing how to do it.

In talking of sentences, we usually concern ourselves with knowledge-that. In
talking of words, we are more likely to use the concept of know-how or know-of
than of propositional knowledge. We know that word; we know how to use or pro-
nounce it.81 These nonpropositional uses allow the use of know in translations of
Chinese. Once we have the word know in our translations, we play on the ambiguity
of the English word know and attribute the theory of propositional knowledge and
belief to Chinese philosophers. The belief-knowledge contrast, however, does not
figure in Chinese theories of knowledge.

In the place of definitions and meanings, Chinese theorists focus on an assimi-
lated capacity to make a fo-an

dlscnmmatlon. Since disagreement about how to make
distinctions is the core explanation of disagreement among schools, we can translate
bian as argument. Then confusing two senses of argument, translators assume it
therefore means proof rather than quarrel.82 And they conclude the school of names
was dealing with logic! Our assuming an obvious psychology combined with assum-
ing that English words are univocal makes for an interpretive quicksand that keeps
translators from explaining the real structure of Chinese theories.

Mozi's Theory of Language

The interesting differences in Mozi's utilitarianism, then, arise from his embedding
it in a different implicit theory of language and theory of mind. We have seen that
it shares with utilitarianism in the West the characteristic of being antitraditional in
tone. It tends toward universalism as opposed to a morality of special relations. It is
a product of a reflective doubt of tradition. It is a clearly philosophical bid at making
the moral point of view more coherent and constant than the prephilosophical tradi-
tionalist morality. It prides itself on giving clear and consistent answers where the
conventional morality gives ambiguous guidance or no guidance. It would still be a
mistake to think that Mozi's utilitarianism fits into the same conceptual space that
utilitarianism occupies in Western rationalistic thought. It does not.

The Three Standards of Language

The ruling interpretation has missed Mozi's importance in Chinese philosophy. His
similarity to Western thinkers impressed the interpreters too much. They have missed
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the basic, radical difference. This makes him look like a brief irrelevant aberration
in the essentially Confucian tradition. In fact, as I have been arguing, he shapes the
philosophical tradition more than Confucius does. His word focus fixes the frame-
work of Chinese philosophy. It is the key to understanding most of the ethical dis-
putes of the Classical period. We can understand how language and ethics interact
by looking at Mozi's ethically motivated proposals for language reform.

In Understanding Spirits and Against Fate, Mozi uses his famous three tests of
language to propose making certain ways of speaking constant. This theory force-
fully illustrates the difference between the Western truth-based scheme and the Chinese
pragmatic one. Translators have not appreciated Mozi's point. They have persisted
in projecting sentential and truth-based considerations on him and have treated his
doctrine as a test of the truth of theories. A popular translation that illustrates this
danger is the following:

Therefore a theory must be judged by three tests. What are these three tests of a
theory? Its origin, its validity, and its applicability. How do we judge its origin?
We judge it by comparing the theory with the deeds of the sage kings of antiqu-
ity. How do we judge its validity? We judge it by comparing the theory with the
evidence of the eyes and ears of the people. And how do we judge its applicabil-
ity? We judge it by observing whether, when the theory is put into practice in
the administration, it brings benefit to the state and the people. This is what is
meant by the three tests of a theory.83

The treatment rings familiar because we think about modern American pragma-
lists and their pragmatic definition of truth. Mozi appears to make a parallel point.
However, Western pragmatists were facing a two-thousand-year-old truth-focused
tradition. They had a well-entrenched notion of scientific truth to kick around, to
define, and to explain. Questions of knowledge and belief virtually defined the philo-
sophical training of American pragmatists. Such questions, I have argued, were never
even formulated in China. Since none of these theoretical concerns are explicit in
Mozi's language, we have no reason to attribute such a concern to him.84 He gives
a pragmatic standard for something. Since we are most familiar with pragmatic ar-
guments for truth, translators assume that truth must be the something.

Similarly, as soon as we identify his interest as concerning spirits, we want to
understand Mozi as saying something familiar about spirits: that we should believe
in them. The absence of explicit belief language, again, does not bother translators
because they regard the theory of beliefs and other mental objects to be obvious and
inescapable. We can therefore assume that this mentalistic psychology of language
lies in the background of Mozi's argument. He must be saying that belief in spirits
has pragmatically beneficial effects.

Now we all agree that when we interpret him this way, we make his doctrine
less plausible. So translators inevitably throw in critical, tongue-clucking remarks
about Mozi's naivete. In fairness, then, we had best take a closer and more careful
look at the structure of Mozi's language and his translation to see if it requires at-
tributing such a naive mistake to him. I will present a summary account of my
interpretation first by focusing on the actual words used in formulating the doctrine
and then I will argue for it on a more general level.
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Two words in the above translation twist the issue to make it seem to be truth:
theories and tests. Mozi talks of three/astandards or three fciaognomen. Graham identifies
the latter as a reference to a system for marking and measuring where the sun rises
or sets. Fa and biao are standards of accuracy, not definitions or tests of truth of
sentences. And what they are standards of is ^a/jwonteianguage^s Mozi advocates ob-
jective reference points or standards for the use of yon.

The first standard is a historical criterion of appropriate usage. We normally try
to use words as our teachers did. They, in turn, tried to follow the model of their
teachers. One social standard of language appropriateness traces conformity back to
the coiners of the terms. We conform to past usage in making a discrimination—in
projecting the term to new uses. Mozi also wants us to conform to past usage in
linking words. That is part of getting the distinction right. We should, for example,
follow the sage-king language coiners and existing literature in putting exists before
spirits.

It is very tempting to treat the second standard, the way ordinary people report
with their eyes and ears, as an incipient scientific test of truth. The reference to eyes
and ears strikes a familiar cord and suggests empirical confirmation of scientific the-
ories. Mozi, however, never uses the standard as an empiricist would. He does not
discuss inferences from evidence of the senses to the truth of some theoretical sen-
tence. In fact, he does not use the notion of inference or sense data at all. If this is
empiricism, it is empiricism without the philosophical, subjectivist notion of experi-
ence. It coheres better with the context if we treat it as a social standard of appro-
priate usage. We should use language as ordinary people do in reporting what they
see and hear.86

This is not merely a social standard, however. We should indeed use language
in ways that others do. We should conform not merely through time, but across the
community, including the ordinary people. And Mozi's use of the standard (in talk-
ing about ghosts, for example) is clearly of this testimonial variety. But that does
not, I think, capture all the force of the second standard. It reminds us of a focus
that we have noted in all of Mozi's talk of standards. The standards must not merely
be shared, but, like utility, and like measurement standards in general, they must be
easily accessible. People must be able to apply them reliably simply by the use of
their eyes and ears. The/astandards should be objective and easily projectable and not
rely on vague or controversial intuitions. The standards of correct use must be avail-
able to people who use their eyes and ears. They should not be the property of an
elite class of chanting priests.

The eyes-and-ears test, then, is a test of word application. We should not use
words or make distinctions that the people do not or cannot make using their eyes
and their ears. We understand the test as a test of the social applicability and hence
the usefulness of terms and distinctions. If people cannot apply the terms on the
evidence of their eyes and ears, then the terms are too abstruse for beneficial general
use.

The third test further confirms the hypothesis that Mozi's linguistic concerns are
pragmatic rather than semantic. We have already touched on what is wrong with
making Mozi sound like a modern pragmatist—proposing, that is, a pragmatic test
of truth. Ancient Chinese philosophy so far has no project involving a truthlike con-
cept. So there would be no reason to propose a reductive translation of a theory no
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one had yet advanced. Neither Mozi nor the Confucians address the abstract question
of how language corresponds to the world. They do not wonder about the semantic
property of sentences. This standard flowers naturally out of Mozi's language utili-
tarianism. We must use language in ways that yield benefit. We apply the standards
so we can £jan

dlscnmmate in utilitarian ways.
If we mistakenly attribute propositional concepts to Mozi here, it will lead us to

ask whether Mozi really believed in spirits. Perhaps he merely found the belief use-
ful. The text as written cannot easily settle such a question. His moral position is so
thoroughly social that the question of an individual perspective on these issues is not
even addressed. He bases his proof on language and words rather than on rules,
theories, or beliefs. As we argued, he is advocating that we rectify social names to
gain general well-being. He proposes, as a means to this, that society adopt the
practice of saying yowhave of spirits instead of wwlack.

He argues that the proposal is both useful and appropriate. It meets the standards
of community agreement and historical precedent. The sage-kings of antiquity spoke
that way and acted on that dao of appropriate language. Ordinary people speak of
the things they see and hear in that way. That way of talking has useful effects. Past
writers have filled the literature with morality-inducing stories that speak of spirits.
If we do not speak appropriately, we would waste these good, traditional stories.
Putting yoMhave before gM/ghosts and shen^"miA enersy motivates people to appropriate
behavior; therefore we should constant this linguistic usage.

Mozi does not have a notion of his own belief. He concerns himself with the
much more voluntarist and social issue of how we ought to speak of these things.
He assumes that the way we speak of them will affect how we act. So we ought to
speak of them thus and so.

The Social Character of Language

Dictionaries of Chinese use both language and words in translating the character yan.
Like mw, which we can translate as either tree or wood, yan

words:lansuage nas me sum.
ming property of mass nouns. The most basic unit of yan is the word and any sum
of yan is yan. We can understand most of what Chinese philosophers said about
language as being about the word-unit of language. Riveting attention on the char-
acter or word underlines the pragmatic character of Chinese theories of language.
Words are social in ways that sentences are not.

Notice how we criticize someone's use of words. We can say that words are
inappropriate or improper in three ways. First we may say that the person has used
a word which the community does not recognize as a word or has used it in an
inappropriate situation. For example someone points to a writing tablet and says
"Hand me the phill." Or someone stands in a room with the door closed and says
"Close the door." Although neither imperative sentence is false, they both fail to
conform to community standards for the appropriate use of language. Conformity to
some normative standards seems necessary even to claim to have a language.87 From
the Chinese perspective, if there is no communal regularity, we would lose the defin-
ing function of language (regulating and coordinating behavior). You would have
simply have a group of noise makers.

Secondly, we can complain that the use of the word—even though the commu-
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nity shares it—does not conform to past usage. We recognize this criticism from our
own traditionally oriented English teachers and media gurus of language who deplore
the debased state of modern popular usage. This claim is the key element of a Con-
fucian theory of language. It is the emblem of historicism, the historicist's way of
asserting the autonomy and objectivity needed to criticize the actual language prac-
tice of the community. This privileged critical status is only open to historical schol-
ars.88 We deplore the decline from a golden age of clear and beautiful language.
Deviation from past language use is a sign of vulgarity.

The third way that we can criticize the use of a word is the reformer's way. It
is pragmatic in the popular sense as well as in the linguistic-theory sense. A word,
used in a particular way, marks a particular distinction. Making that distinction can
be useful or not. Discriminating in different ways can help us to achieve some goal
and hinder us from others. Some tastes and ways of assigning value are more expen-
sive than others. Some distinctions are worthless.

Sentences, on the other hand, are less obviously social. Suppose someone told
you that the sentence you had just written was not one used by others in the com-
munity (though the words were)? You might feel justifiably proud of your originality
rather than feel criticized. You would feel the same if someone tried to criticize your
sentences as different from those used by the past masters. Traditionalism in sentence
usage is appropriate mainly in religious systems. In sentences, but not words, we
more routinely value individualism and autonomy. The possibility of valuing creativ-
ity in sentences rests on valuing conformity in word use and meaning. We value
saying new and original things as long as they are meaningful.

If someone criticizes your sentences using a pragmatic standard, you have an
obvious defense. Whether or not your utterances are useful to society, they may be
true. Sometimes the truth hurts. Our Greek tradition fostered valuing truth (knowl-
edge) for its own sake. Along with individualism and autonomy, a focus on sentences
underwrites a semantically defined notion of integrity: truth at all costs.

Notice that the three standards Mozi enunciates make sense as standards for the
use of terms. If he is talking about whatever the standards are standards of, then he
is talking about appropriateness, not truth. These standards are implausible on their
face as applied to sentences, theories, or beliefs. As tests of truth, the three standards
fail miserably. As tests of word use, of what distinctions to adopt, they are all inter-
esting and plausible proposals. The historical theory is not the weakest, but arguably
the strongest of the tests. A plausible account of our use of terms is that we intend
to mark the same distinction marked by those who taught us the term. We assume
that this chain of emulation of distinction making and term use goes back to the
original coiner, for Mozi, the ancient sage-kings. The Chinese typically credit their
culture heroes with the invention of language—both of terms and of the distinctions
they mark. A proposal that we continue to mark the same distinctions by those terms
is not naive.

Operational Test of Knowledge of Words and Distinctions

That Mozi used a pragmatic conception of term meaning rather than of sentence truth
is evident in the following passage. It also illustrates how the concept of know-how
applies to language:
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Now a blind man says, "What shines with brilliance is white." And "What is
dark is black." Even those whose eyes are clear would have no reason to change
what he said. Now put black and white together and ask the blind man to pick—
he does not know how. So my reason for saying the blind man does not know
black-white is not with regard to his naming but with regard to his choosing. (83/
47/5-6)

This is similar to the claim that while the blind man deploys as others do the
names black-white he cannot distinguish among the objects. Thus, how can we
say he has the distinction? (31/19/5)

The Mozi constantly worries about the ability to make discriminations in the real
world. Do people have command of important distinctions such as black-white, sweet-
bitter, good-bad? If he had used Western folk theory for talking about mind and
language, however, we would expect him to approach this question of word use
rather differently. He would state his worry about whether the blind person knew the
meaning of black and white by asking if he had an idea of black-white. He would
then presumably incline to say that the (congenitally) blind person did not know the
meaning of the terms because he had no inner mental picture.

Notoriously, we can not define colors. We suppose it obvious that knowing the
meaning requires having some inner, phenomenal feel of black and white. Western
folk theory gives a less satisfactory account of language use than does Mozi's ap-
proach. Blind people can, as he points out, use color words and use them perfectly
competently as far as their linguistic mastery is concerned. They may become as
fluent as anyone. It is puzzling to say that a blind person does not know the meaning
of terms when his use, from a linguistic point of view, is the same as mine. His
limitations seem to have nothing to do with his ability to learn language.

From a Chinese point of view, the role of language is to guide behavior. Given
Mozi's more behavioral and objective view of mind, he accepts the obvious. A blind
man can define and use black and white exactly as well as one who sees. He has part
of the know-how associated with names. The blind man lacks another part of that
know how: the ability to distinguish black and white objects in response to instruc-
tions using the names. He lacks the ability to guide his conduct, make discriminatory
adjustments based on instruction using black-white. That is all that Mozi talks about
and, arguably, that is all that is important.

The Unity of Mozi and Confucius

Mozi gave more detailed shape to the implicit Confucian theory of language found
in The Analects. Both schools agree that culture heroes created language. The sages
showed their acuity in the guiding distinctions they bequeathed to us for ordering
society. We can achieve order through our use of language if we continue to mark
the same distinctions. The importance of precedent flows from this focus on using
words to guide action. Social agreement and historical continuity are both inherently
useful in this project since guidance is both social and accumulated in literature.
Rectifying names, agreement with the superior, and the test of antiquity all grow out
of the same background theory. We must sustain the system of distinctions that in-
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forms our existing guiding discourse. The idea of historical rectification of names
underlies the Mohist system as much as it does the Confucian. The key difference is
that Mozi regards it as one standard of appropriate use among three. It is a consid-
eration in determining appropriate usage, but does not, by itself, justify a pattern of
use. It affirms the conservative principle I noticed above. We want to find a way to
reform dao that does not waste dao. Our reform must maximize the benefit to be
drawn from traditional dao even as we reform it.

An important reason for studying Mozi is to identify these shared presupposi-
tions about mind and language. Since he opposes Confucianism so vehemently and
has a clear affinity to classically important Western philosophical positions, those
points of agreement take on special importance. They recommend themselves as
plausible candidates for basic assumptions of the period and for the most meaningful
contrast with Western philosophy.

Indeed we have found a sizeable cluster of such basic contrasts:

1. Humans exist in natural social hierarchies. They incline to adopt and act on
some conception of social or moral good: some dao.

2. Humans learn essentially by imitating accepted models who are above them
in the hierarchy. The salient case of such learning is learning to use a shared
system of names: a language.

3. Both the instinct to master names and the instinct to use them in guiding
one's action and coordinating social activities are natural. The most powerful way
to direct human behavior is by modeling a pattern of language use. Society nat-
urally uses rectifying names or agreement with the superior.

4. Learning names involves acquiring the disposition to differentiate among
objects. The test of successful learning is that we differentiate in the same way
others in the community do (or the way others in the past have done). This
agreement is essential for the adequate functioning of language. That, in turn, is
essential for the adequate functioning of society.

5. We can change the distinctions a community marks by names by having the
leaders exemplify a different pattern of usage. We determine language usage by
authority, custom, and social habit.

6. Negatively, Mozi and the Confucians agree in talking of language solely in
terms of words or names. They do not theorize about sentences, propositions,
beliefs, thoughts, or ideas. They do not talk of meaning apart from the ability to
use words and guide action. They do not talk about subjectivist notions so famil-
iar in Western philosophy. There is no hint of a theory of inner representations
or images or abstract, intellectual concepts as essential elements in their account
of language or of human mental functioning.89

The shared assumptions interest us especially since they differ so markedly from
the assumptions of both the Indian and European philosophical traditions. Traditional
commentaries have not totally ignored these features of Chinese theory of language,
but they have downplayed them instead of developing them. A common sinologist's
reaction to these features of the classical view of language and behavior is embar-
rassment. The standard view tends to treat the Chinese view of language and its
relation to human behavior as a belief in word magic. They are embarrassed for
Chinese philosophy because they accept Western folk theory of language and assume
that the theory of ideas and belief-desire explanations of voluntary free moral action
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are self-evident. So they charitably pass over what they take to be superstition in the
Chinese theory without exploring how thoroughly it informs the entire philosophical
approach of classical China.

Language, on the Indo-European view, is an inert epiphenomenon. Ideas are
what are really important. We require ideas to learn language, but not vice versa. If
we accept this Western picture, then we will find it charitable to excuse Chinese
theories as primitive beliefs in word magic or excessive voluntarism that stress too
much the role of language in shaping personality and behavior. From the Western
folk-theory perspective, social conventions in general come into the account of hu-
man functioning at a much later stage. They constitute relatively mild (and slightly
objectionable) intrusions into natural human functioning.

The mind-body distinction that undergirds the subjectivist Western view of hu-
man nature and the structure required to make sense of it has been a persistent prob-
lem for Western philosophy. We have never successfully explicated the claim that
humans can reliably extract the same set of concepts from reality. The view that
humans are psychological egoists requires a widely known verbal sleight-of-hand.
The eighteenth-century philosophers (especially Butler) analyzed and permanently
punctured the doctrine of psychological egoism. The attempt to explain human action
by reference to belief and desire inevitably sneaks in dispositions or skills. The Indo-
European conceptual scheme, I submit, is the one committed to magic!
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Mencius: The Establishment
Strikes Back

Indeed, when one reads the book of Mencius one has the impression of a
man securely embedded in the Confucian tradition who, while he is thor-
oughly alert to the challenges from without and thoroughly immersed in
the intellectual discourse of his time, remains superbly unshaken in his
faith.

BENJAMIN SCHWARTZ'

. . . It is difficult to believe that a thinker of Mencius' calibre and repu-
tation could have indulged consistently in what appears to be pointless
argument or that his opponents were always effectively silenced by non-
sequiturs. The fault, we suspect must lie with us. We must have somehow
failed to understand these arguments.

D. C. LAU2

Background: The Double Challenge to Confucianism

Mencius was an aristocrat from the Ru culture center who was born about one hundred
years after Confucius died. He shares with Confucius the distinction of having zimaster

incorporated in the latinization of his name (Confucius' name comes from Kongfu-
zi; Mencius' from Meng-zi).3 He was arguably a greater influence on Confucianism
than was Confucius himself. Mencius turned the attention of Confucianism to moral
psychology—the theory of human nature. Confucius' disciples had complained they
"could not hear" the master's theory of human nature. That shift in focus and Men-
cius' innatism came to define Confucianism.

We postulated that two warring interpretive strands of Confucianism motivated
the composition of The Analects. I argued that we most plausibly identify Confucius
with the more traditionalist wing of Confucianism. Mencius is the main representa-
tive and theorist of the innatist interpretation. His motivation, however, was more
complex. In Mencius' hands the doctrine had to deal with more than the problem of
interpretation of /jritual. It had to deal with the Mozi's moral-reform challenge to the
traditional content of the Confucian dao as well. Innatism provides a rhetorically
easy defense against any moral reform, Innatism became the orthodoxy for Neo-
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Confucianism. Confucian interpreters, from the Song and Ming dynasties up to mod-
ern American Third Wave Confucians, all view Confucius through Mencius' prism.

Accordingly, in the orthodox theory, Mencius' reputation is stellar. He had,
however, had a less impressive reputation among his contemporary philosophers.4

Even other Confucian thinkers pilloried his naive, innatist position. Mencius actually
had more success with the rulers—and that was typically little more than a polite
hearing. We should, therefore, be suspicious of orthodoxy's reverence for Mencius.
It should not be taken as evidence that there is more to Mencius than meets the eye.

What meets the eye is what Waley said in a more candid period in sinology:
"As a controversialist [Mencius] is nugatory."5 The dynamics of Confucian inter-
pretation are clearly in evidence here. They have toiled as assiduously to augment
Mencius as they have to diminish Mozi. Mencius can only appear the giant they
desire if his main interlocutors are reduced to dwarfs. In both projects the ruling
view struggles against the obvious. We were easily able to list a string of philosoph-
ically interesting arguments and positions from Mozi. We can equally easily provide
a list for Mencius—but it would be a string of defensive, irrelevant, sophistical ar-
gumentative dodges. His argumentative style is full of embarrassingly loose analo-
gies, non-sequiturs and apparently deliberate confusions and distortions. He did,
however, have an aristocratic writing style!

The stereotype that Chinese philosophy depends on intuition more than on rea-
son stems almost totally from Mencius. We often compare his one doctrine, inna-
tism, with that of Plato. Plato motivated his doctrine with a challenging theory of
meaning. The main motivation for Mencius was that it enabled him to opt out of the
demand to debate about moral reform. It gave him an apparent basis from which to
criticize Mozi without having to meet Mozi's challenge that Confucians justify the
traditional status quo.

Paradoxically, Mencius' philosophical ineptitude may be the secret to his even-
tual cultural dominance. In a scholastic tradition, nothing is more useful and inviting
than a vaguely incoherent text. Mencius' elusive mystification is a positive plus. A
massive body of Confucian commentary, analysis, and interpretation tries to tease
sense out of Mencius' obscure obfuscations. As Lau notes, when we find it inane,
our faith that he deserves his reputation convinces us that we must reinterpret it.
Scholasticism thrives on such challenges.

Mozi had defined the terms of the philosophical debate with Confucianism. The
key term was foandistinction. The /jM-A/0Confucian-Mohist dispute is about which bian to
use in social programming. To engage in philosophical dispute was to argue about
what distinctions to adopt. Mencius acknowledges that defending Confucianism forces
him to bian along with his opponents. Mencius insists that, like the Roman virgins,
he did not enjoy it. He complains that he does it only because "the language of Yang
Zhu and Mozi fills the empire."6 If we cannot stop the guiding discourse of Yang
and Mo, we cannot spread the discourse of Confucius. If heretical phrases and say-
ings get into the A://j

hean-mmd it will be damaging to social affairs and correct admin-
istration.

Mozi's influence shapes far more of Mencius' theory than the ruling interpreta-
tion ever allows. Mozi pulls Mencius out of his dogmatic ritual trance and theoretical
passivity. Mencius abandons the absorbing seclusion of purist role playing, waiting
for heaven to direct the concert, and joins the philosophical debate about what dao
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we should follow. Even though this theory justified doctrinal status-quo passivity, he
does advance a theory.

But Mencius' training was in ritual absorption, not philosophical theory and
argument. He joins the debate because he agrees that yanlsmgu*& can affect behav-
ior—and he thinks that it holds a danger. Inevitably, however, he borrows from the
language of his enemies, Yang and Mo. Mencius puts rcn benevolence ? y{-morality ^ ̂
shi-fei*1*-001 ** in his "four seed" theory alongside //ritual, which slips down to third
position and plays a peripheral role in the theory. Mencius' theory of ren is univer-
salist and implicitly utilitarian. (Benevolence is the virtue counterpart of utilitarian
duty.)

Mozi set the terms, but Mencius' Confucian training in reciting poetry in court
did not prepare him to adopt Mozi's argumentative essay style. He settled for a
hybrid adaptation of something closer to The Analects. The dialogue fragments are
conspicuously longer. Mencius makes more sustained speeches than Confucius seemed
to. His arguments and theories in those speeches almost make us miss the cryptic
aphorisms.

Tradition credits Mencius with compiling his book himself with the help of a
disciple.7 Although Mencius had disciples and students, his book may be the only
one that consists mainly of the original teachings of a single person.8 Since no textual
school coalesced around his text, no one annotated and augmented his book.

The terms of the debate were not favorable to Confucianism. Once Mozi had
introduced the argument that a social dao could not rest on purely traditional stan-
dards, early Confucianism was on the defensive. Mencius' rhetorical strategy was to
use one of his enemies against the other. The language of Yang Zhu provided Men-
cius with a way to sidestep the Mohist challenge. However, he had to modify the
content that came with the Yangist strategy. He adapted Yang's version of divine-
command morality and created an innate, naturalistic defense of Confucianism. This
strategy carried Yang's antilanguage implications which account for Mencius' pref-
erence for silence and his apologetic attitude for participating in £,jan<ustuicnon-dispute

We have discussed the language of Mozi extensively. We should now look
briefly at how Yang Zhu's distinguished between i/w'*18 and/ei'notthls. Unfortunately,
we do not have direct access to Yang's own language. We know of Yang Zhu's
positions primarily from reports in other sources, principally The Mencius and the
Lu-shi Chun-qiu.

The tradition classifies Yang Zhu as an early Daoist.9 The accepted view, fol-
lowing the interpretation in The Mencius, is that Yang Zhu's ethical philosophy is
egoistic. In the style of philosophical debate, this amounts to saying he takes woI:me

as the constant term. In Mencius presentation, Yang Zhu wc/do:deem wolme. His ac-
tions and deemings are governed by the term wol:rx. An alternate reading of wei*0'^™*
is weifor the sake of (different tone in Mandarin dialect). Yang Zhu, in other words,
advocates using the self-other distinction to guide action with self as the dominant,
constant term. Mencius cites as Yang's guiding formula ". . . not pluck one single
body hair for the benefit of the empire."10

Graham, however, has argued that Yang Zhu's philosophy is more altruistic
than Mencius' account allows.11 He reads Yang's statement as "one should not sac-
rifice one hair in exchange for the benefit of getting the empire to govern." The
Daode Jing (ch. 52) traces this Yangist line of argument. Arguably, like Confucius,
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Yang Zhu justified rejecting political involvement on moral grounds. The world, he
felt, would be better off if everyone refused the empire. We should refuse, that is,
to take positions of power and to govern. Graham treats Yang Zhu as an altruistic
anarchist, not as a callous egoist.

I will not try to resolve this interpretive issue. Since we have only second-hand
reports, our interest in Yang-Zhu really lies mainly in what Mencius took him to be
saying. Mencius' theory is a response to his perception of Yang Zhu's doctrine. He
borrows from the view as he understood it. '2

On either account, Yang Zhu, in rejecting all traditional social values and social-
political activity, radically departs from both Confucianism and Mohism. He/m the
value of hierarchy, of modeling, of conformity and all the social benefits they pro-
vide. What justification could he offer for such a radical way of Waning shi andfei?

Graham reconstructs Yang's justification largely from the Lu-shi Chun-qiu account.
It starts from an evaluative basis that Yang shares with Confucian and Mozi—
riannature Confucius and Mozi agree that nature's /mngcommand or z/Hwiu should guide
our dao of behavior. They disagree about which dao heaven would choose. Yang
Zhu's contribution to the debate is to suggest a new way to decipher heaven's choices.
He spells out a theory of mjng name-mandate ̂  jinks it to {he length of Hfe whatever

is ming is heaven's will. His theory ties ming to shengllfe. The modern compound
sheng-mingWe refers to the duration of one's life.

Like other theorists, his riannature is less a person than a constancy that is prior
to our deliberation about what dao we should follow. It sets the conditions, one of
which is when we will die.13 The length of one's life was one of the things com-
manded or fated by nature. But this was not fate in the sense of events causation.
Nature names the time of your death at birth by giving you a constitution that has a
fixed potential.

Popular Chinese medical theory treated life and death as signaled by the pres-
ence or absence of /̂t̂ 1"1"*". Qi wm later emerge as the basic-stuff concept
in Chinese metaphysics. But ^/brea* is not inert matter. On the contrary, like breath,
it is the animating fluid. The traditional test for death in China was to hold a mirror
in front of your face. If gjbreath frosted it, you were still alive, you still had qi. When
you have breath you are alive, when you run out of it you are dead!

So we can represent Yang Zhu's view by analogy. The time of your natural life
is fixed by the quantum of <?/Ilfe force that nature gives you at birth. The more you
have the longer you live. Heaven did not purposely intervene to kill you at the
appointed tune. Qi, once instilled, governed the time of your natural death. This
gives the moral bite of Yang Zhu's theory. Your actual death is not fated in the sense
that it is inevitable. It is named in the sense that you cannot exceed it—but you can
fall short.

If some violent physical trauma released your qi, you might die before your
mandated time, thus disobeying heaven! Absent frequent auto accidents, one met
premature, violent death most noticeably in ancient China by getting involved in
politics. One wrong word or disastrous piece of advice, getting in with the wrong
faction, or just being an innocent victim of someone else's intrigue and power schemes
could lead to zhan—execution. Zhan, often translated as beheading, was cutting the
person in two, around the heart and lungs, thus releasing the remaining qi. You have
thus lost your qi and disobeyed heaven in the bargain!
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Heaven, Yang Zhu argued, thus implicitly directs us to withdraw from active
politics. Our duty to tian'ataK'hemen is to preserve our qi and die when nature has
intended us to.14 Egoism is a moral duty.

We do not know much more about Yang Zhu. He was not a Daoist in the
important sense that dao is not a central theoretical term in his scheme. His egoism
seems to counsel opting out of the social task of constructing and instilling dao. We
can identify Daoist elements in his thought, especially his antisocial and anticonven-
tional attitudes. But two other elements are important to Mencius. One is the fatal-
istic resignation that counsels acceptance of the limits of the status quo. The other
is reading the prescriptive authority of tianmtaK into our inborn endowment. Men-
cius learns from Yang Zhu the internalist, original constitution strategy of reading
ria/inature s moral guidance. These ideas carry the seeds of the antilanguage perspec-
tive in their wake.

Mencius' Philosophical Calling

We noted earlier a familiar analogy that tempts us: Mencius plays the Plato to Con-
fucius' Socrates. The parallel is apt in several ways. In both cases the disciple is so
influential that we have a hard time distinguishing between the original figure and
the image the follower passed on to us. The parallel is also apt in that both Plato and
Mencius synthesized an earlier and rather more sketchy, vague philosophical attitude.
They developed an incipient tendency into a closed idealist and innatist system. Con-
fucius' doctrines are chaotic and quite lacking in elaborative argument. This invites
the natural tendency to interpret him along the lines of his first systematically inclined
defender and elaborator.15

The parallel breaks down in one important respect, however. Plato lived, walked,
ate, and talked with Socrates. Mencius was at least a second-generation disciple of
Confucius, living nearly a hundred years after the person he worshipped as a sage. So
we can acknowledge the enormous influence of his version of Confucianism and we
can hardly avoid it in our own efforts to reconstruct Confucius. But the warrant for
any claims that Mencius had special insight into Confucius resembles that of some-
one today writing the first commentary on Kant.

Facing now a double challenge to engage in philosophical discourse, Mencius
tried to formulate and defend Confucianism in the then-current terms of philosophical
debate. Mencius' defense eventually did more to shape historical Confucianism than
Confucius did. However, I shall argue that in doing so, Mencius fundamentally changed
the nature of the Confucian dao from literature to genetics.16 I do agree that Mencius'
system is a theoretical development of the intuitive wing of Confucianism. Xun-zi
represents the parallel development of the traditional wing. Thus, we could, in fair-
ness, regard Mencius as elaborating at least one-half of the doctrine of Confucius.

Time had passed, and political and philosophical developments radically sepa-
rate Confucius and Mencius. Confucius wanted to save the weakening Zhou dynasty.
Mencius accepts its obvious collapse. Mencius deplores what has taken its place but
deals with what comes next.
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Machiavellianism typified the interim political system. States jockeyed for polit-
ical and military advantage and, within shifting temporary alliances, they vied with
each other for dominance. In large loose alliances, a leader would emerge. This was
the ba-wang, variously translated as tyrant, overlord, paramount prince. The short-
range aspiration of most of the kings with whom Mencius spoke was to enrich their
states, have a strong army, and become a paramount prince. They used the stock
strategies of deception, alliances of convenience—strike while iron is hot, divide and
conquer, and so forth. Mencius deplored the gusto with which they played at their
game of diplomacy.

The intellectual milieu had changed as well. Intellectuals in Mencius' time were
in both greater supply and greater demand. They did not have to seek regular bu-
reaucratic appointments as Confucius' disciples might have done. Competition for
expertise had become so vigorous that the various warring states invited thinkers to
come and "think under their gate." This system produced much greater variety in
thought and forced Confucianism into a discourse with alternate philosophical sys-
tems. Mencius gained from his exposure to different philosophies, although he seems
loath to admit it. Still, the authoritarian context of philosophical debate reinforced
his argumentative inclination. He relied heavily on persuasive storytelling and the
predominantly figurative analogy that might move rulers to action. His writings recall
more conversations trying to persuade rulers of the wisdom of his policies than de-
bates with other philosophers. What debates there are, as his disciples recorded them,
are notoriously enigmatic and obscure; they require inordinately inventive interpre-
tations.

Emulating Confucius, Mencius wandered from king to king. He allegedly hoped
to find one who could carry out his idealist strategy for restoring unity and peace to
China. And he taught.17 His disciples are not as famous as those of Confucius and
he seems not to have been as charismatic a personality. (No one in the Classical
period was anxious to pronounce Mencius a sage. This had to await his resurrection
by Neo-Confucianism.) Mencius himself cultivated modesty in his self-description.
He said that Confucius was a sage; that sages come round in cycles; and that it was
time for one now. When directly asked if he was a sage, he called it a strange thing
to say. Then he pointed out that when anyone asked Confucius directly if he were a
sage, Confucius denied it. Denying it is clearly the proper thing for a sage to do.18

The political competition produced a variety of opposing political ideologies and
strategies. Several powerful minister-statesmen were experimenting with dismantling
feudalism and constructing an imperial bureaucracy. They came to be known as fa-
^•astandards school and incurre£i me eternal enmity of Confucianism. In the state of Qin,
which eventually unified China,19 the Lord of Shang (Shang Yang) instituted stan-
dard based reforms. He strengthened the king and organized the state into a more
centralized power. His policies were a direct attack on feudal institutions. They in-
cluded economic measures which concentrated power in the government bureaucracy
rather than rich families, forced movement of families, conscription, alienation of
land, and other measures that weakened the links of powerful families to their base
of support.

The heart of the reform became a lightning rod for Confucian criticism. It was
the substitution of clear, measurable standards, particularly an explicit, objective
published code (devised by current leaders) in the place of traditional books on ritual.
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This both undermined a cherished theory of virtue and removed the main pillar jus-
tifying the Confucian scholar-priest's claim to power. If knowledge of ritual was no
longer important, Confucian training would lose its competitive advantage over util-
itarian (military, diplomatic, or agricultural) expertise. Thus Mencius abhorred the
Qin reform movement. The growing power of the Qin state threatened other kings,
and Mencius' criticisms found some welcome ears.

The political reforms and Mozi's moral reform proposals had a common feature
that Mencius opposed: they used explicit, nonintuitive standards to deal with the
interpretive issue. The use of deliberate, especially linguistic, standards to direct how
we both construct and interpret dao becomes the crucial target of Mencius' attack.
Practical interpretation must be left to cultivated intuition.

Mencius called his doctrine the kingly daoway, as contrasted with the way of the
ambitious, power-seeking ba-wang. The doctrine has the same end, unification and
control of China, and Mencius links it to the imposing traditional idea of the mandate
of heaven. The heavenly mi'ngmandate, as we saw, put moral content foremost. Men-
cius also referred to his political strategy as ren-z/ze«gbenevolem ^ministration

Ren-zheng emphasized the moral character of the ruler. Mencius inherited the
social optimism of Confucius and Mozi. The leaders could achieve social harmony
by setting models for the people to emulate. Mencius argued that if the ruler was
truly virtuous (as opposed to merely putting on the facade of virtue for its strategic
value) he could become a king. Mencius, thus, began to rectify the term king. Only
a ruler with the right behavior and character merited the term. If he has the character
and behavior, he will, in the natural course of things, get the name king. This recti-
fication maps on to the doctrine of the mandate of heaven: only a true king will get
the name and the mandate to rule the world.

Mencius' character ethics has its own paradox. He presents it in a way that
reminds us of the paradox of happiness: You can achieve your ambition to rule the
world only if that ambition is not your basic motivation. In 1A:1, chosen as the first
conversation with a ruler in The Mencius, he illustrates the point. I cited this argu-
ment earlier as containing the charge that utilitarianism is self-effacing. The king's
using the Mohist benefit-harm distinction out loud to shi-fei things will lead to harm.
Those below the king will copy his language and interpret it to motivate seeking for
private benefit. Chaos rather than order will result. Mencius fei

moazs talk of /jutility

by applying the/astandard of /iutility.
Mencius' point is familiar. Critics of utility note that a utilitarian morality may

fail a publicity test. Consider this case: A president who really is a utilitarian would
never launch a retaliatory nuclear strike. If the evil empire is evil, then the president
cannot let his utilitarian proclivities become known. Going public with his utilitarian
sympathies could lead to a disastrous outcome in utilitarian terms. The evil empire
would destroy us with impunity! Thus one's moral system declares telling the truth
(about one's accepting it) immoral by its own lights.20

The social focus is still implicit in the debate between Mencius and Mozi. What
is moral for an individual does not concern them. The reflective question at issue is
rather this: "What system of public guiding discourse (what dao) should we adopt?"
Mozi advocates a morality of utility (/i-y«utlhty moral"y) and Mencius advocates a mo-
rality of benevolence (ren-yjbenevolence morali<y). Confucius and (later Xun-zi) advocated
a morality of ritual (/!-y/ritual morality with a different character /i).
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In Confucius' case, we hesitated even to translate ren. For Mencius, translators
read ren as benevolent with some confidence. His idea of ren-zheng**™™1™1 administra-
tlon is of a ruler who shares with the people. Even more than Confucius, Mencius
argues that a policy of economic welfare is the backbone of the kingly way. The
king should recognize that the people's desires are similar to his and help them
achieve them. Mencius speaks of reducing taxes, sharing hunting lands, and spon-
soring musical concerts. In one of his more persistent exchanges on this theme, he
even includes the king's desire for the enjoyment of women (IB:5). The king should
concern himself about famine relief and care of the aged. He should ensure the
planting of ample mulberry trees to support enough silkworms to clothe everyone.
He should preserve draft animals and ritually discriminate spring so that farmers
plant and cultivate at the right time (IA:7).

Mencius advocated a return to the well-field system, which looked like a land
equalization scheme.21 It divided land up on a tic-tac-toe model (which resembles
the character for well). In principle the well should be in the middle plot (where you
should play your X on the first turn). Eight families would farm the outer, equal-
sized plots. All the families would work the center plot. Its produce would go to
support the hierarchy—those above who worked with their heart-minds rather than
with their muscles.

plots

well

Mencius either lost influence or heart in preaching to the more powerful kings
and spent a lengthy period in a small weak kingdom. There he emphasized even
more the voluntarist and democratic elements of his political theory: winning the
heart-mind of the people. This slogan, for Mencius, as for Mao, meant that public
morality determines the competitive outcome more than does objective power.

Mencius continues the tendency to understand tianmttUK:YKmm as a kind of natural
constancy, a background against which we define our sphere of action. His argument
was that the ruler with the correct character would achieve his ambition in the natural
course of events. The constant background is human psychology. If the king would
adopt Mencius's dao, his power would grow because popular support would grow.
People would clamor to move to his kingdom, soldiers to fight in his army. They
would fight with purpose, moral courage, and commitment. The king's political and
military power would inevitably increase.

Finally, his power would be greater if he were benevolent and unselfish than if
he directly sought power. Not only would his soldiers fight with real commitment,
his virtue would attract the opposing soldiers who would defect and join his forces.
Winning battles would be easy even with the smallest force. If he concentrated on
the welfare of his people, on lowering taxes, on avoiding aggressive wars he would
win. And he would do so faster and easier than if he aggressively fought for power,
especially using the techniques of the/a-y'/astandardlzers. Thus even the weakest king of
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the smallest area could become the ruler of all China. He must simply win the heart-
mind of the people (lA:3,5-6 and 4A:10).

Mencius thus democratized and naturalized the theory of the mandate of heaven.
Heaven names you king when the word is on the lips of everyone in the world. The
evidence and the causal efficacy of the mandate flows from the people's acknowledg-
ing your status and character. They pour into your kingdom and into your armies.
People vote with their feet. Mencius' political arguments, however, implicitly in-
clude the intensity of the people's approval, not merely the number of people ap-
proving. Victory comes from the dedication of the soldiers as much as from their
numbers.

Mencius' political theory was in these respects more progressive than Confu-
cius'. The Mohist movement had affected moral intuitions in China and Mozi's
universal-concern morality clearly had influenced Mencius. Mencius' naturalized ac-
count of the mandate fills out one unexplained step in Mozi's theory. Mozi simply
announced that the most moral person "would be selected" as the f/an-zj'natunU master.

In other ways, still, Mencius' dependence on existing political power led him
to compromise with the elite views of the ruling class. He defended traditional priv-
ilege against the egalitarian thrust of standardizes' reforms. He opposed all reforms
that weakened aristocratic power. He opposed disinheriting the landed aristocracy and
rewarding military merit by advancing commoners into bureaucratic power over the
hereditary aristocracy (1B:7). His advocacy of the well-field system even had a con-
servative edge. It was an argument for going back to Zhou land laws in which land-
owners could not alienate their land. It stayed, in principle, in the hands of the ruling
class even as it equalized the plots allowed for farming.

Mencius even watered down the strong Confucian-Mohist commitment to the
employment of the worthy. Mencius supported aristocratic retrenchment by requiring
an extreme burden of proof before either removing an aristocrat from a position or
employing a commoner (IB:7).

Part of his motivation, no doubt, was a desire to compromise enough with royal
prerogative to gain a hearing for his doctrine of benevolence. Another is his tendency
to overreact to his opponents' views. Among the schools Mencius most stridently
opposes is a group called the Agriculturalists. Their equalizing impulse led them to
advocate ending all divisions of labor. The rulers, rather than living off the peasants
through taxation and slave-household labor, should till the fields themselves and make
their own clothes.

Mencius reacted by asserting that a basic division of labor is a natural constant.
Some work with their heart-minds and others work with their muscles. The former
feed and the latter are fed. This justifies the tradition of a scholar elite. The discrim-
inatory output of the scholar's xin

heut-mnd determines how the ordinary worker should
shi-fei. This doctrine earned Mencius sharp criticism from Chinese Marxists—who
nonetheless seem committed to the same doctrine.

The core of Mencius' political conservatism lay in his opposition to standard-
guided institutional reform. He argued that the key to effective government lay in
the character of the rulers and their modeling to the rest of society. The inherited
faith in the social power of model emulation made institutional structure seem irrel-
evant.22 This became a characteristic theme of Confucian-Standardizer debate. It shaped
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even Chinese response to modern Western political and military power. Mencius was
not a Zhou loyalist, but he saw no reason for changing the basic institutional struc-
ture of feudalism. All his political Utopia needed was rulers with strong moral char-
acter!

Mencius' Theory of Moral Psychology

Borrowing Yang Zhu's Naturalism

Mencius' political strategy made certain assumptions which go to the heart of his
theoretical response to Mozi and Yang Zhu. Mozi had attacked the authority of the
classics, the curriculum of Confucianism. These books are not necessarily a source
of knowledge of what to do. Yang Zhu had attacked the very idea of engaging in
social-political life. While Yang Zhu's attack is more extreme, it is also less threat-
ening. Those who follow Yang Zhu's advice will not show up in court to argue with
the likes of Mencius. It is easy to see that Yang's position is politically impractical.
Given the terms of the debate—what dao should society follow—egoism hardly pro-
vides a plausible answer.

Mozi, on the other hand, engages Mencius head on and on his weakest point.
He challenges the Confucian conception of morality and offers a moral-reform alter-
native. We can't dance to the old songs indefinitely and passively hope that nature
will straighten things out at the top. We have to reform the guidance from the past
so we can get some good out of it. Mencius must respond more urgently to Mozi's
attack because they are playing in the same theoretical ballpark.23

Mencius borrows the structure of Yang Zhu's argument to construct his answer
to Mozi. Yang Zhu had taken right to consist in obedience to heaven—as virtually
all disputants agree up to this point in the debate. However, Yang did not find the
content of this duty (what heaven materially desires) by looking at classic texts. Nor
did he appeal to heaven's actions in raining benefits equally on everyone. He found
the content in our natural inborn capacity, specifically our capacity of life force.
Heaven's will is that we realize and fulfill our length-of-life capacity. Yang Zhu had
argued that the natural prescriptions are embodied in our inborn physical structure.

All Mencius has to do to borrow this argument structure is to note that nature
has instilled in us other capacities and dispositions besides life. This allows him to
answer Yang Zhu in a simple way, and gives him a more complex and seemingly
invulnerable response to Mozi. The essence of Mencius' addition to Yang Zhu's
theory is that nature has endowed us with moral capacity. Our physical ;«'rtheait~mind

is an organ of moral direction. This he combines with the Yangist assumptions.
Guidance comes from nature's ming and we can determine nature's ming from our
inborn dispositional structure. A similar appeal to natural dispositions, as I argued
above, was also implicit in Mozi's appeal to nature's will to justify using the benefit-
harm distinction as our natural standard.

Now the structure of Mencius' refutation of Mozi will be this: You agree (with
the rest of the schools) that ft'annature is the ultimate authority. Tian demonstrates its
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preferences via natural endowments. Then he takes a bit of Mozi's position: Heaven
has instilled a certain preference structure in us and that is heaven's will. But Men-
cius expands the point: Heaven has instilled a detailed inclination to moral judgment
and action in us, not simply a preference for life or benefit.

That detailed natural inclination happens to coincide with the traditional prac-
tices and #ritual required by the classics (under the correct interpretation). Mencius
argues, surprisingly, that this is because the moral instincts give rise to the traditions
rather than vice versa. The li—rituals and conventions—grew up among people be-
cause of our natural inclinations.24 Conversely, therefore, behavior in accord with
the utilitarian criterion is unnatural.25 We are not natural altruists. We are natural
traditionalists; we naturally bury our parents and we naturally favor our own families.
That is what heaven wants; those are the inclinations that we should preserve and
cultivate.

Mencius has unwittingly borrowed some trouble too, since he has implicitly
adopted a potentially troublesome proto-Daoist notion that whatever is natural is cor-
rect. Confucianism, tracing out the implications of Mencianism, doomed itself even-
tually to wrestle with its own adherents, for example, Mad Chanists. Some became
too Daoist in their spontaneous, natural behavior. This comes from the decision to
treat as constant the distinction between natural and unnatural—to use that distinc-
tion to determine shi-fei.

It also requires Mencius to mark the natural/unnatural distinction somehow. His
anti-Mohist use of a proto-Daoist analysis led him to mark it with the phenomenon
of language. Behavior that is engendered by language, by public discourse, is unnat-
ural. Only behavior that emerges naturally from inborn instinct is natural. The natural-
unnatural distinction threatens to become a natural-conventional distinction. It thus
can be seen as a radical betrayal of the essence of early Confucianism. The attempt
to counter Mozi forces Mencius to abandon the aspect of Confucianism that Mozi
had attacked. Mencius and the ruling theory never admit this surrender.

The detail of Mencius' theory is rich with insights into human nature. It is easily
the strongest, most appealing, and most persuasive part of his idealist theory. It is
also the most influential. Eventually, this theory of the heart-mind became so domi-
nant that it became the locus of the debate in medieval Chinese philosophy. They
abandoned normative theory entirely and submerged it in debate about moral psy-
chology and metaphysics. Neo-Confucians assume that Mencius dominated the clas-
sical period in the same way that he dominated the medieval. They assume that
human nature became the only philosophical topic in classical China. I will argue
that the classical philosophers quickly saw through Mencius' dodge and that he was
marginalized in the truly philosophical period in China.

In fact, part of the reason for Mencius' low status among classical philosophers
comes because his contemporaries continued to address the normative question and
they saw that Mencius' detour through moral psychology did not answer that ques-
tion. Let us look at some of the detail of Mencius' psychological theory before re-
turning to the problems of his naive naturalism. We will then consider what Mencius'
implicit normative theory must be, whether it is sound, and whether it answers Mozi's
ethical challenge.
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The Heart-Mind

Mencius assumes that every human has an organ that guides action: the _jcjn
heart-mind.

Confucius and Mozi would agree on this key point: some natural structure underlies
our disposition to discriminate and act in certain ways. They both assume, however,
that we actualize the heart's disposition by internalizing culture, by language. Social
superiors can train us in certain ways of dividing and reacting to things. Confucius
and Mozi both conclude that modeling and education, mimicking our parents and
older siblings, shape and give content to the natural motivational structure. The nov-
elty in Mencius' version of his view lies in the claim of innateness. The organ comes
with all the internal dispositions to moral behavior innate in its own structure. It is
not that children are moral sages. The innate dispositions grow and flower like a
seed. Deliberate socialization can only do two things: it either reinforce?, or interferes
with what is already there; it should not give independent content to the disposi-
tions.

The Four Fonts

Mencius says the heart consists of four seeds.26 The seeds are innate, morally dis-
criminatory inclinations or dispositions to action. In certain situations, they incline
us to certain actions. The seeds consist of dispositions to select and pursue a range
of moral behaviors in concrete situations. Each range of dispositions constitutes a
virtue, a group of related dispositions and inclinations. The four seeds, under appro-
priate cultivation, will grow and blossom into the four classical virtues. These four
virtues, in turn, together make up a mature moral character. Mencius has developed
an alternative, nonconventional, theory of character cultivation.

The first of the seeds is compassion. All humans naturally feel compassion for
other humans. The seed of compassion will naturally grow into the virtue of ren0*'
nevoience -p^g secon(j see(j js the seed of shame and disgust, which will grow into
.^•morality jne tnjr(j js tne see(j of deference, compliance, and respect for superiors,
which will grow into li, internalized ritual behavior. The fourth is the seed of shi-
fei, which will grow into z/z/wlsdom.

Mencius discusses the seed of compassion at greatest length. This discussion
gives us the best account of how the doctrine is supposed to work. It provides the
link between his moral psychology and his political theory of ren-zheng*x™'10^nt admm"
istration pjjs stoc]j example of the natural inclination to compassion in people is the
story of the child by the well (2A:6). Mencius says that any person seeing that the
child might fall in the well has an instinctive natural urge to try to prevent it. Even
if the person is a coward—even if he has ignored his sympathies—he will always
have the seed, that little bit of a motivational tug to save the child. Mencius expressly
rules out that the person motivates himself by the desire for gain, for fame, or for
approval of the parents. The only motive is an innate, other-regarding compassion.

His claim parallels David Hume's27 observation that humans have a natural
sympathy for each other. Any normal human dislikes being aware of another hu-
man's suffering and enjoys the contemplation of another person's pleasure or happi-
ness. The difference from Hume is the absence of the conceptual apparatus of sub-
jectivity we noticed in Mozi and Confucius. Mencius does not make his point using
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notions of subjective, inner states of pleasure or pain, desire or intent. He puts the
issue in terms of inner behavioral dispositions, impulses, instincts.28 The heart sim-
ply has these reactions to situations in the world. The substance of compassion is the
inclination to act, not some inner feeling.

The connection of compassion and ren is intuitively clear. The full development
of this innate concern for other humans consists in benevolent concern for all human-
kind. This is the virtue required of a true king. One with this virtue will naturally
practice sharing, benevolent government showing concern for the welfare of every-
one in the world. Ren is the virtue of universal altruism.

The connection between the second seed-virtue pair is less intuitive. If you gave
a Western Kantian moralist the following words: (1) shame, (2) respect, (3) morality,
and (4) convention, she would normally pair respect with morality and shame with
convention. Mencius does just the opposite. The virtue of y/morallty arises from shame,
ritual from respect. Our contrary intuitions seems connected with our distinction be-
tween shame and guilt. A European innatist would say that moral growth results from
guidance by our conscience or natural feelings of guilt. Shame, on the other hand,
reminds us of peer pressure, not morality. We do not treat morality as public dis-
course, but as individual commitment. Our transcendent religious ideas and abstract
conception of a rational morality lead us to distrust conventions. We inherit a strong
sense of the purity of moral conscience as distinct from social approval.

It is easy to exaggerate the difference. I doubt that there are two distinct raw
feels: the guilt feel and the shame feel.29 More plausily, the intuitive difference is a
function of our contrasting theories of morality. The Western theory postulates an
idealized code: either God's commands or the maxims of pure practical reason. This
contrasts with social practices and mores. For a Confucian or a Mohist, morality is
a social practice consisting of a linguistic dao together with institutional arrangements
that guide interpretation. When Mencius says that shame leads to yi, he most likely
follows Mozi in identifying yi with an idealized social practice. We have a natural
inclination to master and conform to socially acceptable practices and behaviors be-
cause we are shame-motivated social animals.

On this assumption, we can see the connection between this germinal disposition
and moral virtue. Shame is the natural tendency that motivates us to learn morally
acceptable behaviors. The final outcome of letting this feeling have its sway is that
we will become moral people in a conventional sense. This concept of yimorallty is,
thus, still slightly different from the traditional Western one. Mencius views morality
as social conformity. Humans incline toward picking up such social behavior patterns
and their social nature deters them from doing what public discourse judges to be
wrong. No one is an island. No ordinary human can totally ignore the judgments of
others.

As I said, the connection between the third seed, respect, and its associated
virtue, /jntual, also seems tenuous at first.30 This is because we have concentrated on
the conventional form of //, but not on its hierarchical content. If we remember that
Confucian li dealt mainly with the relation between hierarchical levels, then we will
get Mencius' point. Respect for superiors is the basic instinct that motivates us to
learn special forms of address, ritual approach, and self-abasing ways of dealing with
those in exalted positions. This seed leads to //ritual ^havicr because of the essentially
hierarchical nature of the // in Confucianism. It is not a respect for rational person-
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ality or for the moral agent, the individual per se. It is not the kind of respect that
marks Kant's egalitarianism.

Note in passing that Mencius' discussion of // as a natural virtue is implicitly
relativistic. We do notice a natural inclination to learn and practice communal con-
ventions of address and respect. However, this inclination does not require that we
treat any particular society's li as more natural than another's. In fact, talking of this
seed almost explicitly reminds us that // are relative to society and one society's
hierarchical structure and codes of propriety may differ from another's.

This, of course, is Mozi's point. Perhaps Mencius is sensitive to it. It certainly
is interesting that Mencius makes a good deal less of li than Confucius did. Where
Confucius talked more of li and ren, Mencius talks of ren and yi—the very concepts
that Mozi used approvingly in attacking Confucius and his traditionalist assumptions.
Yet li has to lie near the crux of his answer to Mozi. He needs to claim that li
behaviors are natural to defend the original Confucian position. Mencius does some-
times stress Z/-y/ntual morallt>' in several passages that are strongly reminiscent of The
Analects.

Mencius slights the last seed even more. He says so little about the theoretically
crucial seed of shi-fei*1* not this in developing his theory that one wonders why he
included it. Obviously it is crucial for the viability of his innatist answer to Mozi.
Mozi's dao, remember, resolved the interpretive issue internally by calculating the
utility of actual performance in skiing a dao. The sum of the utilities of individual
acts of shi-feithls not thls motivated by that public dao determines which dao to
c/zangconstant. Mencius wants no public linguistic dao. So there is nothing to interpret.
Guidance comes in the form of particular shi-fei reactions in actual situations. Men-
cius' performance-based dao consists in following the situational shi-fei responses of
the heart.

Mencius is claiming that the innate disposition of shi-fei grows naturally into
zfa'knowledge. This implies that knowledge is innate (albeit, like Leibniz's innate
knowledge, it reveals itself, seedlike, as the structure containing it develops and
grows). The etelechy or genetic form of the disposition to shi-fei must be theoreti-
cally complete.31 As with the other seeds, we must construe the mature virtue (prac-
tical wisdom) as whatever emerges after normal cultivation of an innate disposition
or instinct.

Shi-fei is a general place-marker for making distinctions—classifying things as
this or not this. It also serves as a general term for evaluating—classifying things as
approved and disapproved. Shi-fei represents the general disposition to distinguish
and classify in ways which guide action. We can interpret Mencius as saying that all
humans naturally tend to sort and distinguish things. These tendencies result in fa-
vorable and unfavorable attitudes toward them which in turn spontaneously guide
action.

The mature virtue associated with the shi-fei disposition is wisdom, the expert
control of important action-guiding distinctions. Wisdom is not discursive or loqua-
cious. All the correct ways to make all the practically required distinctions must be
implicit in our heart's disposition in order to assign shi-fei to things. The moral seed,
like Liebniz's monads, must implicitly contain a potentially complete moral map of
my world so that it can generate the right action for me in any actual situation I will
encounter.
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Reflections on Mencius' Moral Psychology

Most thinkers from the classical period accepted the view that human nature is social.
Their criticism of Mencius would only be that he exaggerates and idealizes the social
goodness of human nature. Typically, Western treatments of Mencius' psychological
theory, drawing on traditional Western cynicism about human nature, regard Men-
cius' views as lacking any empirical support. I disagree; I do not think the problem
is that Mencius is morally too optimistic. Western traditional folk psychology, I
would argue, is the idealization. We think of idealized selfishness as a realistic view
of human nature.

Our Western bias toward psychological egoism stems in part from the Christian
doctrines of original sin and, in turn, from classical Platonic denigration of the phys-
ical. We learned to value the intellect as morally transcendent. Reason should control
our base, animal feelings and emotions. This tradition influenced Western thinkers
to ignore genuine and undeniable social tendencies in humans and to treat moral
rationality as an ability to transcend our instinctive nature.

The great works of the Western world give scattered, grudging acknowledgment
that humans are social animals, but they reduce most of our social inclinations to a
deep kind of egoism. One's apparent goals may be altruistic or moral. Our real ends,
they insist, are self-interested (say, avoiding guilt or gaining approbation). Since we
have a desire to be good, we are merely egoistically satisfying one of our desires
when we act altruistically.

For two hundred years, Western philosophers have understood the fallacy of
these explanations.32 Naturally it is my desire. Otherwise, it would not motivate me.
This does not make the desire a desire for my welfare. The content of the desire is
for the well-being of others. That we have such desires is all a psychological moralist
needs to show to rebut the psychological egoist. And obviously we do. Despite its
continued popularity and tough-minded veneer, psychological egoism is empirically
naive and typically supported by a conceptual confusion.

Another, more elaborate, argument for psychological egoism instead explains
our altruistic desires by social training. The training process, it alleges, inherently
relies on selfish desires. At best, this argument shows that our social desires are
psychological acquisitions, not that we do not have them. This argument would chal-
lenge Mencius' innatism, but not the position of Mozi and Confucius. Again, how-
ever, this additional premise may confuse the existence of an innate desire with its
object. It is not clear that the desire to learn language, to mimic, to idealize our
parents, and so forth are selfish in content. They are simple, natural, innate disposi-
tions.

There are other currently fashionable reasons for doubting that the innate struc-
ture of human nature is egoistic. Our tough-minded cynics about human nature tend
not to notice that sociobiological cynicism contradicts egoistic cynicism. Sociobiol-
ogy has focused attention on how our genetically implanted dispositions help pre-
serve a genetic code. (Writers talk about selfish genes to make this theory sound
tough-minded and realistic.) Any parent recognizes that we have an inclination to
have, nurture, care for, educate, and then release offspring to the world. This incli-
nation is not in the interest of the individual but the species, the gene pool.
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The Chinese view certainly seems to capture something important about our
social nature. A dispassionate, unprejudiced view of human nature must, it seems,
acknowledge Mencius' portrait of human nature. If his observations are not enough
to prove that human nature is good, they are certainly adequate to show that human
nature is social.

Each of Mencius' seeds describes a plausibly universal feature of a human psy-
che. All but the most miserable psychopath reacts with feelings for the sufferings
and joys of others. Despite the "looking out for number one" pop-psychology view
of self-sufficient healthy egos, we are all affected by the praise and blame of our
peers. We do feel shame and conform our behavior to other's expectations. We
conform in manners, dress, political opinions, language—in so many ways that egoistic
explanations become empty, uninformative formulas. Better to say that these are part
of our natural social nature. There is a natural human instinct to cultivate and inter-
nalize social practices and to participate in ritual forms in concert with others. And
finally, it is true, despite the self contradictory advice of the moral skeptic, we cannot
help making value judgments. We would hardly be recognizable as human if we did
not.

Problems with Heart-Mind Theory

The problems with Mencius' theory, at this stage, do not lie in its psychological
accuracy or realism. His claims, as I have so far explained them, are quite plausible.
Any descriptive problems we have with them lie more in our own cultural idealiza-
tions than Mencius' empirical inaccuracies. The real problems with his theory stem,
rather, from how they must be interpreted to make up a normative theory that can
even purport to rebut Mozi. The empirical problem is not that his theory is implau-
sibly optimistic as much as that it is implausibly specific about the innate judgments
of what counts as good. He must claim that nature writes specifically the Confucian
moral system into human nature.

The further conceptual problem is this. Mencius confuses his implausibly specific
moral psychology with normative theory. Even if he were right that Confucianism is
written in everyone's genetic code, Mozi's self-defeating argument would still apply.
We can still ask whether we should not try to modify or change this natural program-
ming. So these stronger claims are both blatantly implausible as empirical accounts
of human social nature and ethically irrelevant. They beg the very question Mozi
raised.

The first seed poses a special problem. Mencius' argument for the pan-human
character of the seed of commiseration looks like defense of Mozi against a standard
Confucian attack. Confucians usually take his criticism of Mozi to be this: disinter-
ested altruism is unnatural. The Confucian answer to Mozi should be that people
have no natural inclination to universal love. People naturally show more concern
and care for those related by family or other ties. Yet, if Mencius' child-by-the-well
example proves anything, it vindicates Mozi's assumption that there is a natural will
to general human benefit. An innate concern for other humans regardless of their
connection to us is natural. Mencius' virtue of benevolence, if it is the outgrowth of
this seed, seems to correspond to what he despises in Mozi: the standard of universal
altruism.
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It is, in fact, hard to find an unmistakable statement of the traditional criticism
of Mozi in The Mencius.33 Mencius certainly does believe that morality is natural
and internal but, evidently, this morality includes an internal inclination to universal
altruism. The problem, then, is not so much for Mencius as for his defenders, who
treat him as an orthodox defender of Confucian partial-love theory. He certainly does
talk about filial piety and the natural inclination to love and respect one's kin. He
does not, on the other hand, assert the obverse, that we have no natural inclination
to pan-human altruism.

According to Mencius' central theory, ren is an outgrowth of a seed of universal
concern for others. According to the traditional notion of Confucian graded love, ren
should be an outgrowth of partial filial feeling. We take our natural concern for our
own kin and "extend it," making it universal. That is the theory of the popular
Classic of Filial Piety. Mencius, again, does give lip service to filial piety.34 He
shows his awareness that filial piety is a core virtue in the dao of the sage-kings.
Still, filial piety plays no central theoretical role for Mencius. Specifically, Mencius'
seeds analysis contradicts the traditional derivation of ren^^°^^ from xiao*m piety.
The seed of ren is an autonomous virtue rooted in the heart as one of its central
natural tendencies, the tendency toward a pan-human moral concern.

Mencius does contradict himself on this issue. Apart from his favored child-by-
the-well example, Mencius sometimes identifies ren as a primitive element in his
system and as distinct from family affection (see, e.g., 7A:45). However, Mencius
also appears in places to describe ren as kinning kin: regarding kin as kin.35 Other
times he describes behavior towards kin as the outcome of ren36 I shall let those
defenders of Mencius' logical acumen explain how interpretation can resolve the
apparent conflict. This is merely one of many places that Mencius challenges his
apologists to heroic logical creativity.

One strategy would be to dismiss the scattered fragments that contradict the
central theory.37 Surprisingly, among admirers of Mencius, the favored strategy seems
to be rather to emphasize them to bolster the orthodox criticism of Mozi. They are
forced in interpreting to choose between two conflicting accounts. One of them bol-
sters Mencius most prized claim to philosophical significance, his theory of the heart.
The other underwrites the orthodoxy's already bankrupt and irrelevant traditional crit-
icism of Mozi. The dominant line attaches greater importance to these offhand re-
marks. We must treat them as outweighing his oft-repeated and highly valued seed
theory and the child-by-the-well example.

Saving the traditional view is even less appealing than that. Aside from being
irrelevant and question begging, as we saw on pages 128-30, that line of argument
has strangely embarrassing consequences for Confucianism. Grant that graded love—
special-relations love—is a first stage that eventually matures into universal altruism,
ren. That hardly defends Confucianism against Mohism! Confucians would still have
to allow that Mozi correctly identifies the content of mature morality even if he did
not stress how it develops. Confucianism, if it cherishes partial love, stresses what it
itself regards as an immature, juvenile expression of the innate moral instinct!

Shall we say that while universal benevolence is the ideal, in actual fact, all do
love partially? Then we have identified the hated Mohist with the Confucian ideal
and said that both are unachievable. This is not much of a refutation of Mozi. We
also make Mencius look silly criticizing the Mohist, Yi-zhi, for inconsistency in ad-
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vocating universal love and still showing special concern for his parents. On this
interpretation of Mencius, that is precisely what a good Confucian should do.

Shall we say that it is the feeling which we have for kin that is the specific kind
of love which we ought to share? It is not clear how to individuate kinds of love to
confirm that this is different from Mozi's position (though it clearly contradicts Men-
cius' child-by-the-well position). Mencius himself is the only plausible target of this
criticism. Mencius uses his favorite story to assert that we have a distinct disposition
to altruistic concern. It is innately situated in the heart as one of its four seeds, none
of which is filial feeling.

No solution seems satisfactory. That is why the standard defensive Confucian
position needs to be bolstered by pretending that the issue is moral psychology or
education rather than normative theory. Mencius' normative position is baldly incon-
sistent with what the orthodox tradition takes to be his core criticism of Mozi. His
normative theory of ren is hard to distinguish from universal utilitarianism. The per-
formance dao of both Mencius and Mozi might turn out to coincide, despite the fact
that Mozi has and Mencius eschews a discourse dao.

The difference lies, therefore, primarily in the area of the linguistic dao, the one
that is used in education. As we noted above, Mencius opposes using the term //utlllty
on the grounds that it will result in less utility. The utilitarian theory is self-effacing.
We have to adopt a social practice and an individual attitude of following traditions
and intuitions rather than directly applying the utility criterion. Otherwise, we shall
gain less utility. We should talk about the virtue of ren rather than the value of
^•utility gut as we saw me vjrtue Of benevolence corresponds to the utilitarian nor-
mative theory of behavior. On this line of analysis, Mencius' difference with Mozi
would merely lie in emphasizing a utilitarian moral virtue rather than utilitarian moral
language and language-guided action.

A related problem underlies the second seed-virtue pair (shame and morality).
Interpreted in a way that makes the pairing intelligible, Mencius seems to accept a
Confucian and Mohist view of morality as a social institution. The sense of shame
inclines us to conform to social practices and to others' judgments. That conflicts,
however, with a traditional understanding of Mencius' argument that yi is internal.
The appropriateness of a moral behavior should derive from some fact about human
nature, specifically the dispositional properties of the jtinheart~m'nd. That appropriate-
ness should not be dependent on some social-historical convention.

We can avoid this problem if we revise the interpretation of xioushame. If we
want to credit Mencius with a doctrine of an autonomous morality, we should under-
stand this seed-virtue pair as more akin to guilt and morality than to shame and
mores. Then we would have Mencius committed to the familiar, but controversial,
claim that we all have an internal moral guide as opposed to a social one, we would
have the functional equivalent of a moral conscience that is the only moral source of
guidance. Though his claim would also be empirically dubious, Mencius would have
at least as sound a position as a traditional Christian moralist with talk of our innate
moral conscience. Other deeper difficulties with this second seed-virtue pair come
when we consider it alongside the next two seeds.

We are faced initially with a parallel problem in the third seed-virtue pair (def-
erence and ritual). Using the same strategy, where the virtue to be explained is
^•rituaiipropriety^ js fa jess appeaiing. ft Js merely empirically controversial that we have
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a pan-human sense of morality and guilt. It seems simply naive to claim that we have
a pan-human sense of etiquette and ceremony. Nonetheless, if we are to understand
this psychological account as giving the theoretical underpinning of Mencius' answer
to Mozi, we should treat these two cases as parallel. We should understand the third
seed as we did the second.

If the specific content of morality is accessible from an innate faculty, then so
must be the specific content of all the religious ceremonies, eating rituals, naming
conventions, and modes of dress. However, the empirical plausibility of this much
stronger sense of the innateness of li shrinks from low to zero. On the plausible
weaker version, we can assume an innate disposition to pick up whatever conventions
are current in one's community as shame inclines us to pick up community mores.
But then Mencius is back in Mozi's ballpark and has to justify the community's
mores. On the stronger version, we have to assume an innate disposition in all hu-
mans at all times to specifically Confucian behavioral conventions.

Here again, the rest of The Mencius does not allow us confidently to settle which
reading to follow. Mencius needs the strong sense to answer Mozi. In other sections,
however, Mencius slips back to the more plausible weaker version. He treats both li
and yi as things that we teach the common people (1A:4). One standard interpretive
solution is to distinguish between an elite and popular theory. Mencius' higher theory
describes the ethics of the sage. The weak version describes that of common people
who require the sage's guidance.

That elitist strategy, however, comports poorly with the explicit egalitarianism
of Mencius statement of the theory of the heart. It turns out that the elite have four
fonts and the mass of mankind have the psychology that the Early Confucians and
Mohists assumed. And the strong interpretation is no more plausible for the elite,
though the authorities will certainly be flattered by it. Mencius, in fact, repeatedly
insists on the panhuman character of his analysis. He claims, notoriously, that all
are like the sages, Yao and Shun.38

As a corollary, Mencius implicitly must abandon the claim of semidivine au-
thority for yi and li (from the sage-kings). He seems to regard his egalitarian claims
as entailing that any person could read yi or li off from her own nature. Only this
assumption allows Mencius to link rituals—specifically the Confucian /;' of burial and
lengthy mourning for parents that Mozi directly attacked—to innate feelings. Men-
cius argued, as he had to to answer Mozi, that these rituals evolved from natural
instinct. They have a history, but the specific direction of historical development was
inevitable. The historically bequeathed burial rituals came to be what they are be-
cause our natural feelings compelled us to act in those ways. The sages simply be-
haved as any of us would in giving these feelings ritual form.

In great antiquity there were some who did not bury their parents. When their
parents died, they took them up and threw them into a ditch. Later when they
passed by them and saw foxes and wild cats eating them and flies and gnats eating
them, their perspiration started out upon their foreheads, they looked askance and
could not bear to look straight. Now the perspiration was not for the sake of other
people. It was something at the bottom of their hearts that showed in their expres-
sions. They immediately went home and returned with baskets and spades and
covered the bodies. If it was indeed right to cover them, then there must be
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certain moral principles which made filial sons and men of humanity inter their
parents.39

But, in a prominent example again, Mencius gives us no reason to conclude that
only the particular Confucian form of ritual coincides with the natural human moti-
vational structure. A cremation ritual—perhaps even a cannibalistic ritual—could
have evolved from the vague reaction Mencius describes. Mozi agrees with Mencius
that we have a natural human motivation to shared involvement in community prac-
tice. We all like singing Christmas carols. It is hard to show that this fact warrants
specifically the Confucian li. Yet, only this specific outcome can give him an ade-
quate response to Mozi. Mozi, remember, did not advocate abandoning all conven-
tional behavior. He advocated changing the Confucian rituals to shared social prac-
tices which are more utilitarian. He too envisions a society with accepted, conventional
social practices. He did have burial practice: wrap them in a sheet and cover them
with three feet of earth. Mencius needs an argument for a specific body of ritual.

So we may read Mencius' moral psychology of innate morality in two ways: (1)
the weak version, which is empirically plausible, widely shared in China, and com-
patible with Mohism or traditionalist Confucianism; and (2) the strong version, which
is empirically implausible but necessary for Mencius' naturalistic, innatist, internalist
response to Mozi.

The weak view is merely a more systematic statement of the assumptions we
have found in both Confucius and Mozi. The strong view fundamentally transforms
Confucian theory. On that view, Mencius jettisons Confucianism's traditionalist ba-
sis. He does this while protesting his adherence to li. The li ceases to be a transmis-
sion of cultural wisdom in linguistic form. It becomes a genetic impulse. Mencius'
contemporaries regarded the strong view as untenable. Neo-Confucianism eventually
made moral innatism the orthodoxy and developed it into a rival to Buddhist mystical
cosmology. Neo-Confucianism read Mencius' ineffable but intuitively accessible and
fully detailed moral principles into the moral structure of the cosmos. These orthodox
accounts blithely gloss over how remarkably this innatism contradicts early Confu-
cian theory.

The standard view is that Mencius merely fills out Confucius' writings and an-
swers more fully questions that Confucius left implicit.40 Mozi, it turns out, is theo-
retically closer to Confucius in his analysis of human nature than (on the strong
interpretation) Mencius is. Mencius relies on the weak and widely accepted sense of
his claims when he is setting up his psychology. He shifts to the strong sense when
he attacks the Mohists.

Now we can see just how crucial the fourth seed (shi-fei) is. We can also give
it either the strong or the weak reading that we used in discussing his doctrine of
both morality and ritual. On the weak reading, Mencius attributes to every human a
tendency to classify things as shi-fei in one way or another in applying guiding
discourse and action. We are programmed to be able to make the distinctions we
need to use social linguistic daos. We can learn a conventional way to make branch-
ing choice responses to relevant stimulus situations.

On the strong reading, the innate bent leads to only the shi-fei practical distinc-
tions that Mencius regards as correct. On the weak reading, we would relativize the
associated virtue, zhiv"sdom. One would know to apply this dao or that. One com-
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munity's wisdom could be another community's foolishness. Wisdom consists in
mastery of socially acceptable responses. The strong reading is required to make
Mencius a moral realist. Everyone has innate access to one ideal pattern of shi-
yej-this:not this reSpOnses (O things. There is exactly one right thing to do in each situa-
tion. Each of us has a heart that can shi the right action and/d the others. The Neo-
Confucian philosopher, Wang Yang-ming gives the strong reading its full logical
force as a form of absolute idealism. Mencius' heart-mind must tie into a complete
moral map of history so each situation will evoke the uniquely correct response.

The strong version lies behind Mencius' more mystical doctrines like that of the
floodlike ^/material force. This will become an important doctrine for claiming Mencius
as authority for the Neo-Confucian cosmic moral theory.

May I ask what is called the flood-like ?,'
mattrial fOTCe?

Hard to put into words! Its material force is ultimately extensive and ultimately
strong. When cultivated uprightly and not harmed, it fills up heaven and earth.
As a material force it coincides with morality and dao. Without these it starves.
This is born of accumulated morality and not of selections from morality. If your
conduct is not comformable to your heart-mind, it will starve (2A:2).

The passage suggests that the heart's having the four seeds is merely an instance
of cosmic stuff's having a moral structure. The heart is an integral part of a total
cosmic system and spontaneously vibrates with the total state of qrjmatenal force through-
out the world. Thus we spontaneously hit on the uniquely harmonizing, homostasis-
sustaining thing to do. No set of instructions could be so cosmically sensitive. Fol-
lowing particular, situational intuitions is the only constant dao.

Mencius holds that anyone who has fully developed her seeds (a sage) acts with
a perfectly situational intuition. Her heart guides her in each unique circumstance to
shi the right behavior. The Mohist criticism of Confucian tradition cannot undermine
this naturalist, innatist conception of moral knowledge. Mencius required neither cal-
culation nor code nor interpretation. A practical, shi-fei intuition guides action im-
mediately in any setting.

Mencius' strong version, then, drastically revises Confucian moral theory. Though
he dutifully defends the traditional li against Mohist attack, Mencius has really aban-
doned traditionalism. His theory depends on natural intuition as the ultimate stan-
dard. (He does not, of course, give up frequent mention of li.) We may use inherited
sage-discourse to describe a thin and approximate pattern of shi-fei attitudes. Hence
the classics are permissible. Our faith that the sage-kings wrote them in response to
their intuition ensures us that the classics will not interfere or conflict with this intu-
ition. However, the innate ability to shi-fei is strictly independent of external, histor-
ical convention. Mere rules could never convey the sensitivity of response available
to one who has fully cultivated her innate moral knowledge. Once we have cultivated
the heart to completion, we have no need of the picky details of conventional rules.

If we follow the shi-fei impulses we have now, they will, in principle, continue
to develop until we are all sages. The final criterion of correct behavior, for Mencius,
is the discriminatory heart-mind responses of the sage (4A:2). His behavior fixes
what is shi. Wisdom is the know-to the sage has. It is, at best, sketchily expressed
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in a codebook. Study of the tradition, albeit effective, is a roundabout and vaguely
approximate way to moral development.

Cultivating the Heart-Mind: The Plant Analogy

Mencius blurs the weak and strong versions of his theory using his doctrine of moral
cultivation and growth. We clearly have not mastered the full skill of feedback dis-
crimination at the moment of birth: an infant cannot respond to the cosmic vibrations
of qi and produce precisely the correct behavior in the situation.41 Our inborn moral-
ity is a potential. But the ambiguity still lies in how much detail is in the potential.
Confucius and Mozi accept our obvious and weak potential to learn morality from
our cultural surroundings. Mencius requires a strong potential to grow into a moral-
ity whose entire content comes from the stuff of the seeds.

Thus, Mencius often elaborates his theory of the growth of guiding intuitions
and motivation via an analogy to plant growth. We will take the seed-plant analogy
seriously. Mencius does not use explanatory concepts like entelechy, essence, final
cause, gene, or DNA code. Still, using a plant analogy suggests something important
for Mencius. A seed does have a detailed set of directions for growth in it. An acorn
does not grow into a pine tree nor a pine nut into a strawberry plant. Our potential
is not to acquire some arbitrary yi or other, some // or other, some dao of shi-fei or
other: it is for specifically the Confucian dao. The full knowledge of shi-fei is in the
seed and comes out as the seed matures into a tree. Note that the analogy of a seed
suggests that the final shape of the whole tree is implicit in the seed in some sense.
That amounts to Mencius' assumption that human nature has a particular inner mo-
rality.

The content—the detailed structure of the nature of the moral plant—is not a
result of the external factors. The external environment may act only to wither, stunt,
or distort the growth of the plant. It does not contribute structure; it merely subtracts
it. In whatever soil we place it, a pine will not produce an apple tree. Similarly, the
seed of our morality will either produce the Confucian morality or some retarded
distortion. But if the other factors are present, we do not have to guide the growth
of the seed. We don't have to tell it to branch here and here and here. Morality is
internal in this sense.

The plant analogy also provides a connection between Mencius' psychological
and political theory. The soil—the background condition of any growth—is analo-
gous to a basic level of economic well being. The ordinary people cannot cultivate
their moral character if their economic lives are not secure.42 Hence benevolent gov-
ernment is important as a prerequisite to the specific type of moral growth in the
population that leads to perfect order in the state.

Water and nourishment represent introspecting, recognizing, and valuing our
moral nature. Noticing it and valuing it (conforming to its seminal responses) are
vital germinating stimuli. The feeling of pride and confidence, as it grows in us,
reinforces that growth. Similarly, the weeds that grow around it are the other selfish
desires. These are the motivations of the other organs of the body that may conflict
with those of the jc/nheart"imnd. If we ignore these they weaken, shrivel, and die while
the xin grows. If we give in to the bodily desires for food, sex, and leisure, they get
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the nourishment and the sprout of xin withers. Every time we follow a moral intuition
rather than a bodily desire, we strengthen our xin against the weeds and vice versa.

As the character-plant grows, it changes both in its strength and its complexity.
When the sprout first appears it is a single point, a simple, intuitive directive like
saving a child by a well. As we follow that sprig of intuition and cherish it, it
branches—it becomes more complex. Each branching represents a more complex
ability to distinguish shi-fei. (Picture a branching path through life. We shi one branch
andfei the other as we walk through life.) The first sprout is also delicate and weak.
Surrounding weeds easily threaten it. It is easily trampled and killed. As it grows, it
gets stronger compared to the other competing plants. Finally, as a full-grown tree,
it is both highly complex and secure against competition from grass and weeds around
its base. This represents the moral xin of the sage. It makes all the correct, situation-
ally sensitive shi-fei distinctions intuitively and never hesitates to follow what is
right. The sage is never torn by choice between moral and selfish motives. He still
has desires, but none that are incompatible with morality.

Moral sagehood, thus, involves not only heart-mind content, but also heart-mind
control. Mencius speaks of his fascination with the unmoved heart-mind. He evi-
dently cultivated powers of concentration—perhaps meditation—to achieve that goal.
The sage has both precise practical knowledge and infallible self-control. He acts
spontaneously without ambivalence or indecision. His intuition is reflexive and in-
evitably motivates him, A sage never feels torn between morality and self-interest.
In the sage, we can allow the selfish desires to exist because they never threaten the
tree. Recall Confucius as he follows his heart's desires and never violates the rules.
The result of natural, unhindered cultivation is a fully developed moral excellence:
sagehood. At that point we have an infallible situational intuition and an undivided
inclination to act on it.

Since each of us has essentially the same kind of seed, we all are capable of
achieving this sagelike state. All we need to do is start now following our moral
dispositions and they will begin to grow in strength and sophistication. Allowing and
encouraging that natural growth will result in our becoming sages—always right,
always tranquil.

Mencius' account of this moral stage leads us back to the doctrine of a moral
mysticism based on <?/breath. Qi provides the metaphysical underpinning of this ideal-
ized moral psychology. Our shi-fei response in a moral setting can be perfectly cor-
rect and perfectly effective. We can be in harmony with a universal world force. The
floodlike qi flows between the sage and the world. The qi unites the sage's dao, the
sage's actions, and the dao of the whole world. The sage's actions become perfect
and natural responses to the total situation. Qi is the life I bring to my action. It is
the force that carries that action into effect, and into practical significance. I control
it and am controlled by it. My control depends on my identifying my deepest self
with that cosmic moral power. Morality is not only in my mind but in qi. The moral
sage's qi, the scope of the sage's moral concern and effective action, fills the space
between heaven and earth.

This is a qi which is extremely vast and unyielding. Nourished with integrity and
unhindered it fills the space between Heaven and Earth. Qi unites yjlnorahty and
daowa"s (2A:2).
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The sage will know precisely what to do, what small action, right here and now,
will prevent nuclear holocaust. (We assume the sage, here and now, would find such
a thing wrong.) But, as Wang Yang-ming would say, I distort Mencius' position a
little here in separating finding wrong from acting. We can coherently interpret Men-
cius only by focusing on the performance dao. Do not look at the linguistic formu-
lation of guidance or an assignment of events or objects to linguistic types. The range
of shi-fei identifications must be individual actions, not named objects. Look at the
set of actions, the course through life, that (with names rectified) its guidance would
have produced. Mencius' position is that if I were a sage, I would we/do;deem. My
weiing would be shi; its effect would depend on the qi situation. Along with moral
maturity comes harmony with qi so those effects will always be optimific. They will
promote the natural teleology.

I do not know this dao as a set of descriptions, names, or distinctions. I know
to do this when doing this is cosmically correct. The set of correct acts (including
speech acts) is just the set that an ideally perfect person would do. It follows from
no formulae, no language system, no traditional dao, no invented dao. Still, it is a
dao. Mencius' dao has only an extension, just that set of acts. Dao's extension is
prescriptive. It consists of shis and/eis elicited in a real life context. Humans have a
jcmgnature for which that prescriptive extension holds. The faculty in which it holds—
the faculty capable of grasping and executing that situational dao—is my xin.

This sensitivity and precision in choosing actions does not come from measur-
able projections or from a discourse guide. No standard or measurement is sensitive
enough: as sensitive as the heart's intuition. The sensitivity must come from the
growth of inner moral inclination. The form of awareness is knowing-to: knowing to
execute the performance dao in the appropriate settings. Knowing it, Wang Yang-
ming would say, is doing it. Whatever the internal wiring and programming is, we
discover its dao output, its shi-fei pattern, only in spontaneously responding in spe-
cific, concrete situations. We should never impose moral structure from the outside.
We must avoid the Mohist error of trying to fashion our moral distinctions by reform-
ing language.

Mencius tells a plant story for this point as well, the story of the foolish man of
Song. The fool wanted to accelerate the growth of plants. He went out into the field
and gave each one of them a little tug to lift them up higher. Of course the result
was to kill the plants. The deliberate tug I take to be a figurative analogy to the study
of moral philosophy. In doing that one tries to devise, decide on, and then impose
an outside linguistic standard. One uses language to train and direct the moral intui-
tion. You try to shape your intuition to match some dao by learning names, acquiring
distinctions and practicing discriminating action with them. Then you allow language
and theory to dictate and force the direction of the growth of moral intuition. That,
Mencius assumes, can only harm moral development.

Language is both unnecessary and, on Mencius' view, positively dangerous. In
pulling on the moral plant or splitting its stalk (making distinctions that are not
innate) you run a danger. The danger that in trying to influence your moral growth,
you use some reflective conception of moral behavior. If it is other than that implicit
in the plant itself, it will distort the innate moral programming. If it is the same, it
can only be a crude and unnecessary guide. Mencius's theory, taking a proto-Daoist
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as his model, becomes a proto-Daoist theory with an antilanguage bias. Mozi is like
the man of Song.

So Mencius' defense of Confucianism does not have a language-theoretical level.
He says little about it, because his theory of language is antilanguage. This position
also forces Mencius to a view of the role of teachers that is controversial within
Confucianism. Confucius' disciples thought both li and teachers were central to moral
cultivation ("If you do not study the Odes you will have nothing to say" [Analects
16:13]). They cannot be as central for Mencius if morality is internal. It not only
makes the li optional; it makes teachers important to Mencius only as stimuli to self-
cultivation. What one learns from them, the content of their teaching, is superfluous.
No structure can be added from the outside. Their modeling either merely encourages
the plant growth or inhibits it.

By contrast, we can make perfect sense of Confucius at seventy without making
the //' optional or teachers superfluous. As a good Confucian, Mencius does not, of
course, oppose either of these Confucian symbols. They play a worthwhile role, but
only as stimulants to the natural growth of inner morality. In principle, since our
nature, our seed, our xin is the same as the sage-kings' seed, we should be able to
write our own li. At least, we should be able to pick out our particular situational
performance based on our intuition. In theory, these would conform to the right
interpretation of //.

Mencius clearly has faith that the properly cultivated execution of the inner
content of the xin will coincide with the correct interpretations of the traditional dao.
Mencius does not need an explicit account of rectifying names, however, because
the standard is not a traditional codebook. The intuitive ability to select correct be-
haviors (the ability required to rectify names) allows us to dispose with li as a guiding
dao. Li, however, poses no danger and he does not need to condemn it. Unlike
doctrines such as those of Mozi and Yang-Zhu, he would argue, the traditional li can
only coincide with our moral intuitions. Further, as a programming system worked
out by moral sages, the li could be a stimulus to the inner growth. It is surely better
than any substitute we might invent today. In theory, that code is as good as humanly
possible. If their code would have interfered with moral growth, the sages would
have said nothing. The sages, remember, always executed the act that produced the
best result, including speech and writing.

However, intuition has now become the key standard for Mencius. We can find
no formula that exhaustively generates all of some particular sage's actions. The
formulas require intuitive interpretive guidance anyway. The guide, in effect, is in-
side the sage: his devittuoslty. It generates proper actions only in response to particular
situations. We cannot translate it into an instruction sheet. His knowledge is not a
knowledge of yanlanguage, of mmgnames, or of Mandistinctions. It is pure practical know-
(how)-to. If we are capable of learning from the li, then we are capable of learning
without it!

Mencius, though he is a situationalist, is not a relativist. Any two sages in
precisely the same circumstance will do the same thing.43 The tightness of the act is
not dependent on the xin's response in a subjectivist way. The lightness of their act
is real, in the structure of qi. Nature programs the xin to generate that action. A
sage's z/j/

knowledge is of the uniquely and objectively right response to the total situa-
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tion of all under heaven. There is an absolutely correct thing to do in each situation
of moral choice. No discourse dao can reliably or constantly generate it.

Though Mencius would not approve of this question, we can intelligibly ask
about the character of that genuine right thing to do. I have hinted that it has, despite
his fulminations against Mozi, a utilitarian content. Mencius' universe is a teleology.
The end may be order or harmony rather than pleasure. But Mencius' arguments are
consistently consequential. No doubt, Mencius' sketch of the good the performance
dao fosters would differ from Mozi's. I agree, as Tu Wei-ming has argued,44 that
Mencius may implicitly conceptualize the good as a nonnaturalistic and intuitive hu-
man perfection. He rejects Mozi's more material conception. However, as his favor-
ite virtue is benevolence, and given the kinds of considerations he offers for his
policies, he does not reject utilitarianism itself. That is, his basic position is teleolog-
ical-consequential and his no-theory theory promotes or maximizes some goal.

The appearance of a deontological attitude arises only when Mencius criticizes
utilitarian language. His apology for the tradition works because he assumes that
traditional language will not interfere with the goal of human perfection the way a
reflectively generated dao would. His criticism of utilitarianism, as we saw, is that
in being put in words, it distorts moral motivations. We achieve its goal better by
not putting it in language. In fact, Mozi's conceptual structure seems to force Men-
cius to a deeply consequentialist position. His opposition is not to utilitarian concep-
tions of what action we ought to undertake but to using its language. The perfor-
mance dao may have a utilitarian direction, but the social dao that can effect it is an
act deontology, that is, a situational ethics with no stated principles. His arguments
actually suggest that we adopt that social stance for utilitarian reasons. Act deontol-
ogy as a public dao achieves the good more reliably, his argument implies, than
Mozi's explicit utilitarian dao.

This antilanguage intuitionism gives Mencius his seemingly defensible position
against Mozi's challenge. It condemns anyone's revising traditional forms of pre-
scriptive discourse. Deliberate moral reform is never justifiable, not because Confu-
cian traditional codes define morality, but because our natural inclinations do. There
can be no better formulas than those the tradition has naturally generated. Mencius
assumes that no reflectively revised language and distinction practices could do any
better than the traditional one. In particular, a linguistic practice designed to achieve
a utilitarian goal could not do so.

No formula—not the utilitarian calculus, not egoism, not legal systems—no for-
mula can calculate what this action ought to be. The formula, the dao, is written as
genetic code in our xin. We can know it only as it reveals itself in the jcin's inclina-
tions in concrete situations of action. If our xin realizes its potential—if it becomes
a sage's xin—then we will know to do such and such in each unique situation. No
code (other than the genetic code) generates the actions that constitute Mencius' dao.

In summary, the li inherently plays a far less central role for Mencius than it
did for the early disciples of Confucius. Where The Analects speaks most of the time
of li and ren, Mencius drops li to a relatively unstressed third place among his four
virtues. If Mencius has any implicit standard, it is the spontaneous action of the sage,
the person with a fully developed xin. No abstract linguistic formula can be a stan-
dard. No linguistic formula can be sensitive enough to the situation to take into
account the complexity that the sage senses with his responsive xin. The li are the
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best approximation but, in the end, only an approximation. If language is inadequate
to the task, then Confucius' language can differ from Mozi's language only in de-
gree. What isfei for Mozi should befei for Confucius.

The Justification of Intuitionism

Where does Mencius heart-mind theory leave us? We can grant that Mencius' portrait
of human nature, construed weakly, is accurate—certainly more accurate than psy-
chological egoism. The four seeds form a reasonable picture of the basis of our social
lives. We can regard them as psychologically natural. Now we may ask if that theory
of human nature can ground Confucian normative ethics. Does it create any special
problem for Mozi's moral reform ethical stance? Does it justify either a Confucian
traditional normative theory or a Confucian intuitive normative theory?

To the first question, we can now confidently answer no. Taken in their weak
and plausible sense, the seeds are as congenial to Mozi's utilitarianism as they are to
traditional norms. In fact, in the weak sense there are hardly distinguishable from
Mozi's own psychological assumptions except in ways that help him. Taken in the
way necessary to underwrite an attack on Mozi, they either beg the question or make
wildly implausible claims about empirical psychology.

The seed of shame, in its more plausible elaboration, only explains why we pick
up whatever morality is current in our surroundings. It does not provide a refutation
of making the morality we teach a utilitarian one. Mozi can simply reply, "Yes,
people should, however, learn to be ashamed of conforming to old practices and not
cooperating in efficient ways in jointly beneficial enterprises." Although a stronger
reading would be familiar given our conscience heritage, that we share anything like
a detailed universal moral sense is empirically dubious. If we did look for such a
panhuman moral outlook, utilitarianism looks to have as good a claim of coinciding
with that universal moral inclination as either Chinese Confucianism or Western Ju-
deo-Christian Kantianism.

We do not even have the fig leaf of familiarity for the claim that etiquette and
the proper forms for showing respect are panhuman and innate. And Mencius under-
standably avoids elaboration on the innate pattern of sMng and feting. Obviously,
the strong form of his claim about these seeds flies in the face of actual human
disagreement. It amounts to saying that in any dispute, one of the disputants has
distorted his natural moral instincts. Mencius calmly assumes that his judgments are
all natural, so that anyone who disagrees with him must be engaging in self-deception.
(Accusing others of self-deception must surely be the most common strategy of self-
deceivers.)

Of course, apologists for Mencius (and Confucius) will accuse us of being un-
fair. Looking from our modern, relativistic perspective, Mencius' internality of mo-
rality doctrine seems naive. But that criticism is anachronistic. That relativistic
awareness of the multiplicity of ethical systems is a modern or Western view. Chinese
thinkers in classical times, they will argue, had no such insight.

This apology fails. First, since he was replying to Mozi and Yang Zhu, Mencius
can't help but be aware that there are conflicting moral views. Even Confucius him-
self, as we saw, knew that the li varied through time and across ethnic boundaries.
Mencius certainly knew of a system—the ruler standardized system of Qin—which
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did not take the traditions, the li, as obvious truths. Mozi's attack on Confucian
traditionalism discusses the existence of societies with utterly conflicting intuitions
about what is right. One can get the logical point without doing the anthropology.
Whether or not it was a familiar and widely shared awareness, the theoretical basis
of doubt was firmly rooted in the philosophical tradition of the times. In fact, Men-
cius' system can only make sense if he thought he was responding to just such
doubts. Mencius is asserting his innatist claims in the face of arguments for changing
existing social forms. His position amounts only to skiing his morality as natural and
feiing, the various reformers.

Even if we grant Mencius the conceit that his moral instincts are the correct
ones, we still cannot derive the conclusion he needs. Let us grant the existence of a
moral xin and grant that it somehow innately contains inclinations to do what Con-
fucian morality requires (with names rectified). We can still ask why we should pay
any attention to the xin or follow it? Given that Mozi acknowledged that his dao
deliberately tries to change existing human nature, Mencius cannot simply assume
that existing human inclinations are right.

In standard philosophical terminology, Mencius, as much as the reformer, is
trying to get an ought from an is. Why obey the heart? Maybe once we realize we
have it, that knowledge should make us free, it should enable us to get a realistic
look at it. That detached contemplation may help us free ourselves from its dictation.
Zhuangzi will later state the problem as one of justifying the choice of the heart to
rule over the other natural organs of the body, the desires which Mencius regards as
weeds. Can Mencius give a neutral way to distinguish seeds from weeds? If natural
endowment constitutes the moral dao, why shi part of our natural endowment and
fei the other part?

From a Daoist point of view, then, Mencius and Mozi have similar weaknesses.
Each begs the question against the other. Each purports to speak for heaven and
denies that status to his rival. Each takes part of the existing value system, shisthu'i

" it as natural and /ei's""*'8 not the rest. Each appeals to a controversial standard to
justify his choice. This is not a productive argument! Both have the problem of
justifying the step from nature to guidance. They both treat nature as constant and
yet as prescriptive. The natural-nonnatural distinction simply amounts to the keep-
throw away distinction for both. The paradox of moral reform plagues defenders of
the status quo as much as the reformers.

Mencius seems vaguely aware of the need to answer this challenge. He offers a
plethora of different justifications, reasons we should value the heart's inclinations.
One of these is the distinguishing feature argument. (Aristotle gave a similar reason
for exercising reason: it is virtue in regard to the distinguishing feature of man.) The
moral heart distinguishes humans from other animals. Therefore we need to cultivate
and focus on it more than we do on organs and appetites we share with animals. You
do not want to be like an animal, do you?45

Daoists, as we shall see later, do not think the answer to that rhetorical question
is obvious. For now, however, we need merely note that many behaviors are unique
to the human species. That does not make exercising those behaviors imperative. I
suppose humans are the only animals who pick their noses with their thumbs. Need
I conclude that we should pick our noses more regularly? Humans laugh. It's a
praiseworthy thing, but hardly made obligatory by the mere observation that other
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animals do not. We are the only animal who can snap fingers—a useful musical skill
but not really at the heart of moral rectitude.

But the Daoist reaction is one of puzzlement. Why regard species scope as
especially significant for moral purposes. Why isn't our genus of equal relevance?
Perhaps we should emphasize primate behavior as against mammal behavior, and
mammal behavior as against vertebrate behavior, etc. Or we can raise the same ques-
tion with smaller scope. Why not emphasize Caucasian behavior, or male behavior,
or class behavior, or national behavior? This is another case of Mencius' reading an
arbitrary shi-fei in (the species distinction) in order to get one out.

Mencius offers a second ground for following the xin, an argument from pru-
dence. Mencius suggests that cultivating and correcting our heart is as vital to our
health as healing any other part of our body. Any person with a crooked finger would
go to great lengths to get it straightened out.46 Should you not be equally willing to
pay and work to correct a malfunctioning moral organ? The answer is "of course."
But why should the healthy heart guide the body more than a healthy finger, stom-
ach, eye, or other natural organ? We surely shrink from wanting any organ to be
deformed and nonfunctioning!

There is a related argument that is stronger than the one suggested by Mencius'
analogy. Having a crooked finger is morally permissible. So is having a weak heart.
Still, if Mencius is correct about the heart's epistemological function and capacity,
then we have an epistemic and moral duty to develop our heart's accuracy. Mencius
says that cultivation can make your heart—your practical intuition—a reliable guide
and motivation to moral behavior. Each of us should undertake the discipline that
makes that process accurate and reliable. Still, of course, this leaves open the ques-
tion as to which cultivation is the correct one: a Mohist one, and Yangist one, or a
Mencian one, and it still assumes, rather than proves the normative status of the
„.•„ heart-mind

Another possible justification is religious. It is implicit in the original argument
borrowed from Yang Zhu: we should do what heaven commands; heaven commands
whatever our heart dictates; therefore, we should follow our hearts. An appeal to
authority, this use of tt'anheaven, gave Yang Zhu's egoism its deontic bite. Mozi also
appealed to heaven's authority to motivate his choice of the utilitarian standard for
making distinctions. Mencius relies on the same authority so this is at least a justifi-
cation that Yang and Mo cannot object to. But it, also, cannot settle much.

One of Mencius' most famous statements seems to rectify names in answering
Zhuangzi's question. Here Mencius puts the issue most clearly and directly. He ac-
knowledges that various organs of the body tend to discriminate and shi-fei among
the things they pick out. He gives the discriminations made by his favorite organ,
the xin, special status by rectifying the terms xingmture and mingfate.

It is due to our xing™""* that our mouths desire sweet taste, that our eyes desire
beautiful colors, that our ears desire pleasant sounds, that our noses desire fra-
grant odors, and that our four limbs desire ease and comfort. But there is also
mingfaK. The superior man does not say they are nature. Humanity in the rela-
tionship of father and son, righteousness in the relationship between ruler and
minister, propriety in the relationship between guest and host, wisdom in the
worthy and sage in regard to the way of heaven—these are fate but they are also
nature. The superior man does not call them fate.47
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So there we have the perfect argumentative circle. That one is morally superior
consists in his distinguishing among his natural dispositions in this specific way. The
justification of this specific way of making the distinction it is that the superior man
would do so. So someone who would make just this distinction would make just this
distinction. Mo and Yang could hardly deny that!

Zhuangzi argues that Mencius begs the question by presupposing a conventional
shi-fei implicitly in his appeal to the natural constitution of the heart. Mencius must
not only shi the heart as the guide, but then shi a particular way of cultivating it.
This means that his entire y/moral«y cannot be internal to the heart. He must have
some standard outside the heart to justify discriminating among hearts (the sage's and
the fool's) or heart phases (the uncultivated and cultivated).

Like Mozi, he inevitably has two bases. Mencius, too, must shi certain of the
discriminations and inclinations of the xin and fei the others. By treating one set of
inclinations as nature, he treats them as something he can and wants to affect. He
identifies with a part of the heart. What standards pick the part or phase? By treating
the other inclinations as fate, he acknowledges their unmistakable and inevitable
presence, but treats them as something external to his deepest being or his nature.
He draws a boundary, a shi-fei within the self and says this is really me and this is
not. Doing this in a specific way is the attitude the superior person—in Mencius
eyes. If you want Mencius and other superiors to call you a superior person, you
should conform to that shi-fei judgment. If not . . .

One interesting way of using the above passage is to remove the question-beg-
ging assumption that the superior man makes that particular distinction and choice.
We treat it as an argument about motivation and relativistic justification. We are
choosing among our lower-level desires. Mencius may be taken as saying that you
will find among your first-level desires these moral desires along with the others.
You will also find among your second-level desires the desire to cultivate the first-
level moral desires. We make that choice from an existing second-level preference.
We could question this second-level value and make a third-level choice. But we
would still have to do it from an exiting third-level desire, etc.

So we treat the passage as a second-level argument from introspection. Mencius
suggests that when we look inside ourselves, we not only see the presence of these
four moral feelings. We also, on seeing them, actually have a second-level shi-fei
attitude toward them. Both the moral seeds and the attitude of valuing them above
the other dispositions are there. We do in fact identify with them and want to culti-
vate them. We want certain of our dispositions to be more reliable both as guides
and motivations to behavior. If you introspect honestly, you see not only a motiva-
tion to honor, but a motivation to cultivate that seed.

So, of course, this argument will have purchase only if you find such a second-
level motivation. If you are a counterculture person, you will look inside yourself
and see all those conventional values and manners and wish to get rid of them.
Mencius then must, as David Hume did, say that he can no longer reason with you.
Yet, if you do have that second-level desire, then the burden of proof certainly shifts.
You need no further justification for cultivating traits of your psyche you find noble.
You need a reason not to. Why pretend philosophically that you do not have these
second-level desires?

The answer is complex and goes to the meaning of philosophy. The philosoph-
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ical impulse contemplates and compares alternatives. For everyday purposes to say
"you want this so get on with getting it" is enough. Having philosophy as a social
practice involves making the following linguistic move: ' 'Maybe I should want some-
thing else and not this." We can make this philosophical, skeptical move at the level
of desires to have desires as easily as at the ground-floor-level of desires. If there
were a natural disposition to favor the heart, perhaps we should ignore or modify it.
A moral reformer like Mozi has played this game to a point where he is willing to
challenge the inclinations to the status quo. Mencius, in the end, bases his status-quo
defense on the claim that one should not philosophize.

Mencius' Attitude toward Language and the Heart-Mind

Mencius develops the first antilanguage theory.48 His answer to Mozi illuminates his
theory of language and its relation to mind. His homily about the foolish man of
Song who pulled on his plants embodies a view of language and of linguistic dao.
In other contexts, Mencius puts his view of the relation of ;yanlanguage and xjnheart"mind

in more theoretical terms. He does this in defining his position against that of his
opponent in debate, Gaozi. Scholars normally take their dispute to be about the in-
ternality of morality. The hub of their dispute emerges in an aphorism attributed to
Gaozi that expresses a plausibly Mohist point of view: "What you cannot get in
j>anlanguage, do not seek for in xinheatt'mmd, what you cannot get from xin, do not seek
for in qi" (2A:2).49

We can now see a line of interpretation for this aphorism. It suggests a tabula-
rasa view of the ^/nheart'mmd. The inclinations of the mind are all programmed. There
is no cosmic, natural guide other than what lies in the heart's inclinations and the
heart has no inclinations other than those programmed in via public discourse.

Mencius approves of only the second half of the formula. Recall that he seems
committed to the notion of qi as a moral force. The innate programming of our xin
is an integrally related component of the cosmic guide. Our action guiding endow-
ment is lodged exclusively in the xin's inclinations to shi-fei that trigger subroutines.
There may be more content in the universe, but all that is relevant to human guidance
is in this one organ. Conformity to xin alone results in vast qi linkage.

The second part of this slogan rules out Zhuangzi's view that ^/matenal force au-
thority might be found in all the natural organs. Mencius and Gaozi agree in seeing
qi as the motivation stuff that vibrates with the xin's controlling intent. Qi of the rest
of the body is thus naturally subject to xin. However, since xin can only achieve its
effect through qi, xin must also be in harmony with all the moral force in qi. There-
fore, no moral aspect of qi is relevant to human guidance unless it is in the ;tmheart~
mmd. The full realization of xin and of qi are thus two sides of the same process. It
is the effective realization of the sagelike heart-mind's role in the moral cosmos.

However, Mencius pointedly disagrees with the first half of the formula: that
the same relationship holds between yanlanguage and jtmheatt-mind. One should not treat
ja«language as a source of what is in the heart. That is to make morality external. The
heart-mind contains great detail and accuracy in its discriminatory abilities, its con-
textual shi-fei generation. We could never put it all in language. There must be
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inclinations in the xin that are not in language. Otherwise, practical interpretation of
linguistic codes would not be possible.

Mencius' rejects the tabula rasa position. Mencius is, as we argued, right to
reject it, whether or not Gaozi held the view. But then Mencius moves to the other
extreme. The heart has innate patterning. That patterning will be affected by lan-
guage. Either language will merely coincide with the innate patterning or change it.
If it coincides it is unnecessary. If it detracts, it is wrong. So don't look to language
for any guidance that is not in the heart. The danger, therefore, of language is more
grave than any reward. We do not require a linguistic dao and it may corrupt our
xin.

Mencius concludes from these reflections that y/morahty must be internal.50 Gaozi
disputes this (though he agrees with Mencius that ren

benevolence is internal). Mencius'
position and his long debate with Gaozi is the single sustained argument with a
philosopher in The Mencius (6A:l-8).51 Gaozi seems to be a Ru52 who is defending
the early Confucian position that moral intuitions are derived from internalizing lit-
erature. The two of them run different questions together as Mozi did. One topic
concerns what constitutes a shi-fei response's being right. Another is how one knows
which shi-fei to generate in a situation. The third is where the motivation to shi-fei
should come from. We could distinguish thus between the source of morality's legit-
imacy, the source of its knowability, and the source of our moral motivation. Men-
cius and Gaozi debate simply and ambiguously about the source of morality. Is it
internal (from the ;cmheart-mind) or external (from vanlanguage)?

Mencius, given his focus on moral psychology, can be best understood as con-
centrating on the third, motivation question. We have had to extrapolate to infer his
answers to purely normative or meta-ethical questions. Mencius' position makes most
sense on the motivation issue. There, we can understand his view relative to tradi-
tionalist Confucianism. Xunzi argues that morality's content is a product of artifice
and invention. It is a historical accumulation of social practices that people learn and
internalize. Mozi's position is externalist in this sense as well. He advocates lan-
guage reform to accomplish moral reform.

Motivation for Mozi is partly internal and partly external. We have a prior mo-
tivation to absorb and execute social programs learned from hierarchical society. That
prior programming gives some motivation and the content of the teaching—the lan-
guage—shapes human moral motivation. But Mozi's position is not that the jc/nheart"
mnd is a tabula rasa. Any discourse dao that can actually take hold and dao&mde us
requires some prior inclinations. These are the inclinations to accept and operate
programming in general and perhaps inclinations to accept some programming and
reject others.

Later Mohists, as we noted above, abandon talk of natural will. All existing,
functional <fevu1uoslty and all performance daopMhs (paths that are actually walked) are
equally natural. They are equally consistent with the prior programming of jc/nheart"
mind and equally tt'annatunU. So the Mohists sensed that even a thief could appeal to
the natural inclinations in justifying his actions. This insight is the first step to
Zhuangzi's pluralism.

The Mohist attitude toward language and morality, our earlier analysis suggests,
posed a problem for the Mohists. The problem is a version of a problem we also
found in Confucius. If a Confucian can rectify the names in the li, they must already
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be able to recognize a certain shi-fei as correct. So the Mohists must assume what-
ever inner programming makes us able to recognize the utility criterion, and makes
that recognition motivate us. If so, we should not have to internalize at least that.
The Mohists must assume that the ultimate moral standards are internal. So Mozi's
morality has two sources: a natural will to shi-fei using benefit-harm and a whole
system of shi-fei's instilled by social conditioning—the discourse dao.

Mencius delightedly skewers some Mohists for setting up this problem in a way
particularly favorable to his point of view. They advocate internalizing universal love
while acknowledging and demonstrating in their behavior a natural inclination to
show favor to their own family and kin (3A:5). This shows they have two conflicting
sources of morality: an internal natural dao that they divide in two—the acceptable
standard and the familial part the standard /e/reJects. They have an external linguistic
dao that guides the rejection of part of the natural inclinations. Mencius expands the
natural internal dao to include much more than mere preferences. Mozi, like Men-
cius, must justify accepting part of our natural preference structure and rejecting the
other parts. 77aw

heaven:nature
; Mencius says, creates things from a single source. There

is one natural dao.
Mencius connects the internal-external disagreement with Gaozi to their respec-

tive views about how language should be related to the heart-mind. Then he claims
that the strength of his (Mencius') position lies in his "understanding janlanguage."
Asked to explain this (just after stating the foolish man of Song parable), Mencius
proceeds to list the ways in which language can lead one astray: "Obsessions moti-
vate unconventional phrases; licentious phrases lead to traps; heretical phrases lead
one astray; escapist phrases lead to exhaustion." Words and phrases are dangers and
knowing words consists in knowing their dangers. "Introduced into xin they are
harmful to its administration. Practiced as administrative edicts, they are harmful to
the conduct of affairs." Even if the sages did leave us words (the li), if one were to
come again he would agree with Mencius' language about language (2A:2).

Mencius seems to have nothing intrinsically good to say about van and bian
(apart from their instrumental value in countering the bad effects of heretical yan and
bian). However, his theory cannot support a radically antilanguage position. Speak-
ing is a kind of action. The innate disposition to shi actions may shi turning on the
light or saying "God bless you!". The source of linguistic acts and behavior alike
is the heart-mind. Nothing is more natural, as Zhuangzi notes, than animals mak-
ing noises. All of nature makes noises. Human noisemaking cannot be contrary to
riannature.

The jdnheart~mind makes practical discriminations and distinctions in concrete sit-
uations and produces shi-fei responses. Some language, at least, must consist of
acceptable outputs of public discourse. For example, uttering the thin prescriptive shi
must sometimes be an appropriate speech act of the cultivated heart. Only that as-
sumption can rationalize Mencius' own participation in £;aw

dlstinction;disPute.
What Mencius must really object to then is the cultural accumulation of these

language responses in a public dao. We organize speech acts into c/
phrases that we

transmit, accumulate, and teach as a daodoctnne Those historically amassed dao take
on lives of their own outside the heart. Then we read them back into the heart to
direct the growth of its behavioral inclinations. Internalized back into the xin they
may in principle conflict with its innate programming.53 If we use a linguistic dao to
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guide creating a different pattern of distinction making, we run a risk: if we instill
approving and disapproving in the heart-mind, we stimulate it to reject itself.

Mencius' two-roots riposte to Mozi translates as ' 'How could you recognize the
direction or standard to be a good one, unless somehow your heart's shi-fei capacity
picked it out? If you accept following preexisting inclinations of the heart, why ig-
nore the familial inclinations?" To take some external standard of shi-fei and use it
to change what is in the heart is the essence of the view that morality is external.
That is what it means to have two roots. Thus, words and doctrines function as weeds
do. They choke the natural and correct maturing of the moral seeds.

Mencius' criticism of Mozi has a flip side. Mozi suggests that his words appeal
to the heart-mind to adopt some motivation other than the one it had initially. He
both accepts and rejects the heart as a motivational basis of moral standards. But
Mencius' opposition to language does so as well. If our hearts have innate program-
ming that generates the correct shi-fei outputs, then using language to guide us must
be one of them. The continuity of the cosmos, the unity of qi, suggests that the
language too is natural. Its accumulation and its natural implementation in learning,
education, and the inculcation of values must be natural. Even the reflective adjust-
ment of tradition—moral reform—must also be the natural effects of the xin and qi.
How can Mencius object to them?54

We can translate the question of the motivational source of morality into an
epistemological question. We tend to use our own epistemic concepts for this. Mozi
did not develop a concept of reason. Mencius does not develop a concept of intuition.
The traditional Western fo'andistinctlon was not part of their conceptual framework. We
understood Mozi's approach as similar to appealing to reason in using objective,
measurement standards. He did not, however, formulate a psychological theory of a
faculty and use it as an ideal of individual mental functioning. If he had, it would
not be a faculty of engaging in proof activity. The closest Mozi comes to a concept
like logic and proof is the more general notion of the necessity of a path given our
grasping of a standard. To accept a basic shi-fei is to accept a whole pattern of shi-
feis that accord with the standard.

Mencius' epistemological position would be that the source of all knowledge of
shi-fei was of first-level situational responses of the heart. You could not know what
is moral by dividing the heart's shi-fei responses into basic, authoritative ones and
derivative, changeable ones. The form this mistake takes is that of a linguistic dao.
Language cannot be either a motivational or an epistemic access to morality.

But Mencius does have a faculty: the innate distinction-making faculty (the seed
of shi-fei). And we can ask what the faculty apprehends: to what does it give epis-
temological access? We have been allowing Mencius a realistic answer. Mencius'
morality is realistic in a formal sense. There is one correct answer to every situational
moral problem. Is it also realistic in a metaphysical sense? We have also allowed the
^•material force meory [O suggest that it was. The correct answer vibrated somehow with
cosmic moral structure. This approximates the Cheng-Zhu realist interpretation of
Mencius. The rival Wang idealist interpretation insists that there can be no such
metaphysical separation of qi and xin. It conflicts with Mencius' insistence that mo-
rality was internal! It makes knowledge of morality internal, but the reality on which
the knowledge depends is an external state of qi.

But Mencius, again, may not have thought the matter through as deeply as
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Wang Yang-ming.55 His example in discussion with Gaozi is of an elder person.
When I zhangeld" (deem and treat as elder) a zhangM" (one who is elder), what is
going on? Gaozi insists that the zhangeldei is outside, Mencius that it comes from
inside. Gaozi doesn't raise this difficulty (Mencius may have been supervising the
writing) but what would constitute anyone's zhangelder-ing incorrectly? The motiva-
tion and the judgment may come from within, but their correctness or validity seems
to depend on what is outside. Mencius can be consistent only at the cost, as I have
argued before, of accepting the wild Chanists' conclusion that whatever I shi-fei must
be correct.

We could understand Mencius as arguing that humans have an entire innate
moral grammar. That moral grammar enables them to process any morally neutral
external reality structure and produce the morally right line of behavior. But moral
tightness has no metaphysical basis other than its situational production by the heart.
That would preserve Mencius' claim that morality is metaphysically internal rather
than external.56

We have motivated Mencius' position by noticing a problem in Mozi: the para-
dox of moral reform. It appears that to propose a moral reform, Mozi must divide
the heart in an arbitrary way. Others, with other moral outlooks, will propose divid-
ing it in different ways. The impression that the solution to the paradox of moral
reform is status-quo ethics, however, is an illusion. It makes sense only if no debate
about dao has started, in which case it, of course, it is pointless. Once moral reform
has been proposed, one can no longer deny that proposing and debating moral reform
is natural. The status-quo answer must itself, therefore, reject a part of natural moral
processing. Debating about changing our programming is part of our programming.
The only real status-quo solution once the problem has been raised is "anything
goes.''

Of course we have innate programming. Our innate programming is to accept
social programming. Mozi's concrete position in favor of the /i'-/!aibenefit~harm standard
is controversial. But the Mohist position that morality is both external and internal
looks quite sound. Mencius cannot show that acquiring intuitions is unnatural. Re-
jecting Mencius position is not rejecting intuitionism; but only rejecting innate intu-
it ionism.

Successful businessmen, doctors, scientists, computer programers, dancers, lo-
gicians, and farmers all cultivate reliable intuitions. The intuitions guide them. That
entails neither that their intuitions are innate nor that they are entirely socially con-
ditioned. Mozi preferred objective measurement, but his psychological theory fol-
lowed early Confucian accounts of the growth of intuitions. This produces a way of
recognizing how morality—moral motivation and awareness—can be an interaction
of both internal and external programming. Mozi's utilitarian moral reform seeks to
emphasize objective, external measurement connection. But it cannot rule out both
innate and learned patterns of inclination.

Of course, we have no comforting answer to Mencius' worry that a Mohist must
alter or erase some his internal programming, his natural concern for special rela-
tions. Some settled programming must be changed if we are to effect a reflectively
chosen program of universal altruism. We can't comfort Mencius, but we can wonder
why he finds the prospect uncomfortable. It can only be his unreflective preference
for status-quo Confucian values. We can dismiss the simple condemnation that Mozi
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is going against nature because Mozi's concern about what programming we ought
to adopt is a natural concern. Mencius' assumption—that it must be the innate one—
simply begs the normative question in favor of a controversial and unreflective con-
ception of the status quo. His position requires that we erase the natural programming
to use language and to raise second-level moral reform issues.

Both sides now owe us some reason for normative selection among natural dis-
positions. Mozi at least gives his self-defeating critique of the Confucian morality he
rejects. Mencius relies only on his righteous status-quo bias.

Logic, Language, and Analogy in The Mencius

Mencius has no explicit doctrine of logic or reason of his own. His practice has been
the subject of controversy, both intense criticism and dedicated defense. As I have
noted, I find myself firmly among the critics. I take the view that D. C. Lau char-
acterizes as "not unusual for a reader of The Mencius" that Mencius "indulged
consistently in what appears to be pointless argument [and] that his opponents were
always effectively silenced by non sequiturs.''57 His hostile attitude toward yan and
bian seem to me reflected in his practice as well as his theory. He deploys words
almost randomly in facing his philosophical opponents. Mencius' attitude seems to
be that, since he knows intuitively what is right, any move that befuddles or embar-
rases the opponent or gets him to back down is acceptable. He regards argument as
wordplay that he has to endure from people of lesser cultivation. His only consistent
purpose in argument is to fend off challenges, frequently with obfuscation and verbal
smoke screens.

To say, as his defenders do,58 that he depends on a weak form of argument by
analogy is already to give him too much credit. I find his analogies atrociously inept
and unconvincing. This reaction, however, is also controversial. Graham, for ex-
ample, says:

The dialogues with Kao-tzu proceed by a meticulous examination of analogies.
Arthur Waley, writing in 1939, declared of Mencius: "As a controversialist he is
nugatory. The whole discussion (Book VI) about whether Goodness and Duty are
internal or external is a mass of irrelevant analogies, most of which could equally
well be used to disprove what they are intended to prove." That few scholars
today would share Waley's scom is a good illustration of our changed under-
standing of Chinese philosophy over the past half-century. D. C. Lau's paper in
1963 . . . was a landmark as one of the first close analyses of ancient Chinese
argumentation.59

When all the emperor's wise men agree that his new clothes are of the most
exquisite material ever weaved by human hands, one should, I suppose, doubt the
appearances. I am not sure, however, that I am in so small a minority in agreeing
with Waley's characterization. Even if I were, the reader could guess that I would
be more likely to offer Lincoln's analysis than Graham's. Some sinologists can be
fooled and intimidated, at least some of the time. I doubt that I will be accused of
maintaining that the ruling interpretive view is free from the human tendency to
gullibility.

Lau's imperious analysis does seem to have overwhelmed everyone. I am still
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puzzled about just how his argument goes. In the end, I am most dazzled with his
open admission of theoretical motivation. I suspect it explains Graham's alleged ma-
jority now convinced of Mencius logical acumen: "[I]t is difficult to believe that a
thinker of Mencius' calibre and reputation could have indulged consistently in what
appears to be pointless argument or that his opponents were always effectively si-
lenced by non-sequiturs. The fault, we suspect must lie with us. We must have
somehow failed to understand these arguments."60

Lau's study is frequently cited and Graham's praise is nearly universal. It is an
excellent example of a standard Confucian approach to interpretive theory. He begins
with faith that Mencius could not be as bad as he looks: "The fault, we suspect must
lie with us." He passes blithely over the implicit admission that he does indeed
appear to be logically incompetent. Then he attributes background assumptions and
hypotheses about meaning that will make sense of Mencius. He reasons that only
these assumptions make Mencius look good (and his opponents bad). So the whole
cluster "could be assumed to be familiar to the readers of Mencius' day, including
assumptions accepted alike by Mencius and his opponents as well as the philosophi-
cal views peculiar to each side and also, of course, the method of analogy as used
in argument."61

This allows us to deny the appearance that Mencius is incompetent at the cost
of convicting all his opponents, who apparently make sensible criticisms, of logical
and linguistic incompetence. To deny one appearance, we have to deny two. So
Lau's study has the form that I have been targeting throughout this book: Start by
assuming that the Confucians are deep and profound. Attribute meaning hypotheses
and background assumptions that sustain this faith. Claim that your hypotheses are
the real meanings of the terms and the common assumptions of all Chinese thought.
If others seem to have made clear sense—especially if they are Mohists—accuse
them of failing to understand the deep meaning of the language or their own assump-
tions. "At first sight the Mohists seem to have brought order to an otherwise tidy
problem. But on closer examination one sees that this is achieved only by ignoring
certain factors that Kao Tzu and Mencius took into account."62

Graham is right that Lau's paper launched a veritable growth industry in trying
to make sense of Mencius' analogies used in his discussions with Gaozi. It is the
Mencian counterpart of searching for Confucius' elusive one thread that ties all his
aphorisms together. It also has produced an equally diverse range of answers. I do
not propose detailed or alternative analyses of Lau's or all these other similarly mo-
tivated interpretations. I am again content to let the plethora of warring accounts
speak for itself.

I am targeting instead the common assumptions and motivations of that whole
pro-Confucian interpretive strategy. It is not my plan to show that any or all attempts
at making sense are impossible. I am arguing that the theoretical costs are too great.
The cost of countering the admitted appearance that Mencius is a logical simpleton
is that there must be an enormously complex hidden doctrine which in fact all his
opponents know but fail to process as deeply and cleverly as Mencius does. Those
who appear clear and competent, especially, must be accused of missing the point
of the deep background meanings, etymology and assumptions—which they in fact
share.

Compare this elaborate dodge with a theory that saves the appearances. Confu-
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cians simply do not understand how to do philosophy. Others in the early Chinese
culture managed to make more sense of the issues—just as they appear to do. We
can make clear sense of Chinese philosophy as long as we do not insist that Confu-
cians must be at the forefront. And in the end we even make as much sense of the
Confucians. We simply do not persist in the charade that they have to come out right
all the time.

So the cost of this heroic Confucian interpretation looks even more foolish when
we realize that it still fails. With all the heroic invention of background assumptions,
Confucians still do not succeed in making sense of Mencius. Lau's study is widely
cited as defending Mencius logical reputation but without explaining how Lau's analysis
is supposed to have done that. Grant, for the sake of argument, that Lau proposes
explanatory hypotheses about the meanings and background beliefs that make sense
of Mencius' positions. He alleges that Mencius' dialectical opponents, like the Moh-
ists, didn't understand these points. But how does this bear on Mencius' use of
analogy? Lau suggests that the Chinese have a peculiar use of analogy in argument.
That is another of those shared assumptions that only Mencius, among all Chinese
philosophers, understands.

We normally understand analogy as used in an argument or in an exposition.
Strict argument from analogy should be like a weak inductive argument. A and B
are relevantly alike, so whatever is true of A is probably true of B. The strength of
the argument depends on the degree of relevant similarity. Lau's explanation does
not turn any of the analogies into argumentative analogies—as he admits.63 His po-
sition is more modest. Elaborately annotating Mencius' theory, he removes the ap-
pearance of total irrelevance of the analogy. That is not enough to make the analogy
carry the weight of an argument. In their role as argument, Waley's complaints re-
main completely valid.

But could the analogies be expository? Based on his philological reconstruction
of Mencius, Lau explains away the appearance that Mencius' analogies are irrele-
vant. He alleges that we can make sense of the analogy once we accept Lau's way
of construing the dispute. But, one would have expected the direction of explanation
to go the other way. The normal purpose of an explanatory analogy is to make the
philosophical point clear. If one has to have the philosophical point presented as an
abstract theory before he can even grasp what point the analogy makes, then it is not
clear what role the analogy is supposed to play. It does not argue for the truth of the
claim and it does not illuminate it.

All this suggests that maybe Mencius used analogy to challenge twentieth-cen-
tury interpreters to get his doctrine right. Only by cleverly reconstructing Mencius
position can we understand why the analogy had any point! All too frequently, even
then the puzzle remains for us. Lau falls back on the fact that, in Mencius' account
of the exchange, Gaozi doesn't object and allows Mencius to have the last word. Lau
appeals to this lack of objection to justify the conclusion that the analogy must have
had a point in those days even if we cannot figure it out.64

So what can we make of Lau's claim that ancient Chinese thinkers used a unique
method of analogy? The Mohists describe (clearly and unmysteriously, as usual) a
procedure they call matching phrases. Lau asserts that it is a "very good description
of the method as it was used by Mencius." But the Mohists' procedure approxi-
mates, at best, one argument in the debate with Gaozi. Lau and Graham highlight
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that argument to imply that Mencius was following a sophisticated logical method.
Even if they are correct, it is minimal help. Waley was only minimally wrong—
Mencius' arguments were only largely and not entirely a mass of irrelevant analogies.
One argument, it is alleged, was sophisticated.

But is that enough? Was it a valid argument? Was it even logically competent?
Let us take a closer look. This exchange with Gaozi is the passage that attracts Lau's
analysis.

Gaozi said, "The inborn is what is meant by nature." "Is that," said Mencius,
"the same as 'White is what is meant by white'?" "Yes."

"Is the whiteness of white feathers the same as the whiteness of white snow and
the whiteness of white snow the same as the whiteness of white jade?"

"Yes."

"In that case, is the nature of the hound the same as the nature of an ox and the
nature of an ox the same as the nature of a person?" (6A:3)

At first appearance, Gaozi opens the argument by formulating an obvious and
damning objection to Mencius' innatism. All the inborn dispositions are equally nat-
ural. Why pick out one aspect of nature as the ruling one? Supposedly this is the key
to Gaozi's view that human nature is morally neutral. Mencius' response, as Waley
observes, seems pointless and irrelevant. Lau's attempt to remove this impression,
however, does not depend only on the formal structure of the argument, but the
familiar ploy of elaborate and clever interpretive theories about the character xing™~
turc

Interpretation plays its usual role. It not only excuses Mencius' irrelevance but
defangs Gaozi's obvious, sensible, straightforward objection to Mencius' theory. Gaozi's
opening move, we come to see, is not the objection to Mencius innatist position that
it appears to be. It is instead an irrelevant, pointless, hidden tautology, or pun or
some confused expression of the deep, obscure meaning relation between shenghfe

and xingnature (X/ngnature consists of shengllfe with a heart radical.) Traditional sugges-
tions go that shengbirth and *ingnature might have be written with the same character
or have been homonyms. Graham argues that failure to understand the deep meaning
of the term xingmture partly accounts for Waley's mistake.

Here we may cite another interesting mistake of the truly great Arthur Waley,
looking back at him with our superior wisdom half a century later. . . . It has
been usual—I did it myself in early publications—to translate Kao-tzu's "It is
sheng that is meant by hsing [xing]" as "It is inborn that is meant by nature."
And indeed Hsiin-tzu in the next century does identify hsing with what we have
from birth. But we have seen that in ordinary parlance of the 4th century B.C.,
the hsing of an animate thing, in so far as it was distinguished from sheng, meant
the course on which life completes its development if sufficiently nourished and
not obstructed or injured from outside.65

Graham's plain observation about our superior wisdom of what the term meant
in ordinary parlance of the time does seem the least bit tailor-made for Mencius. And
it seems almost to vindicate Waley's accusation that Mencius used terms in idiosyn-
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cratic ways if Graham's theory requires that the meaning change takes place just in
time to make sense of Mencius' argument and then changes back magically for Xunzi,
the Mohists, and the later Daoists. This convenient theory of meaning change is
typical when interpreters begin with the assumption that Mencius must be truly pro-
found despite the initial appearance of gross confusion.

Somehow, one or the other of these various complicated theories about the deep
and constantly shifting meaning of *wgnature mysteriously excuse Mencius' first re-
sponse. It is not an argument by analogy. It is phrase matching. Based on this sup-
posed connection, Mencius properly says that "What I mean by nature is that which
is inborn" is analogous to "What is white is white." In Mencius' telling of the
story, Gaozi lets him get away with it. No doubt it shows that Gaozi shared the
common but temporarily changed meaning of the character! Forget, for the moment
that giving Mencius this inadequate fig leaf has its cost. Gaozi's gambit and response
now lose any semblance of intelligibility. No one bothers to explain why he would
start a conversation with such a pointless tautology or pun.

The fig leaf is inadequate anyway. While it helps explain Mencius' response, it
does not remove Waley's objection. If shengllfe and ;«'ngnature were the same charac-
ter, we could understand Mencius' move, but it would still be invalid. It would now
be merely a more understandable error. If they are homophonous then it is a pun—
but Mencius move is even more clearly invalid. If it means what Graham says, then
I gather that that is supposed to make Gaozi's opening sentence into an analytic truth.
Gaozi allows Mencius to rephrase his pronouncement as "What grows is what grows
and completes its development if sufficiently nourished and not obstructed or injured
from outside." But that is not an analytic truth. If one reversed it, it would be.
"What grows and . . . and . . . and . . . is what grows" is a little silly, but it is
analytically true. But even then it is not analytically true the way "White is white"
is analytically true. In the end, I simply don't see how all this clever philology saves
Mencius from the appearance of logical error.

If we allow that first logical slip, Lau's argument goes, the form of the rest of
the argument looks like one later studied by the Neo-Mohists in their analytic theory
of language. The Mohists analyzed and criticized an algebraic form of inference. The
algebraic form goes as follows: We begin with a simple sentence form: [X is Y\. The
inference being tested is, if [X is Y] then is [KX is KY] where K is any constant term.
For example, a horse is an animal, the head of a horse is the head of an animal;
riding a horse is riding an animal and so on.

The Mohists, as we will see later, show that this apparently cogent inference is
invalid. Lau needs to show that Mencius was logically competent. He claimed to do
that by showing that Mencius knew something about Mohist logic. But the appeal to
the similarity with phrase matching leaves us with a dilemma. If Mencius did not
know anything about logic, then we should accept the plain appearance and say he
was incompetent. If he did know what the Later Mohist's were up to but didn't notice
that they had shown the argument form was invalid, then he is still incompetent!

In fact the case for Mencius is even worse than that. Not only does Mencius
mimic an argument form that the Mohists knew to be invalid, but he mimics it
shockingly badly. He distorts and bungles the form to the point we cannot even
imagine how he might have been tempted to think it was valid. It looks as if Mencius
has no grip of the notion of validity of inference at all. He demonstrates by his
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incredibly implausible mishandling of the form that he does not even have a clue
what the Mohist analysis of the inference procedure was about. If he had heard
anything about the Later Mohist's analysis, I'm afraid it just looks worse for Men-
cius. He is not only incompetent, but unteachable.

Mencius' form is as follows. If you accept [A is B] (inborn is nature) and that
[A is B] the way [C is C] (white is white), then if you further accept [C of CR is C
of CS] (white of white feathers is white of white snow) then you must accept [B of
T is B of U] (nature of an ox is the nature of a hound). The structure the Mohists
analyze is tempting but invalid. The structure Mencius uses has so little logical plau-
sibility that I'm at a loss for words! There is a superficial resemblance but it is so
far-fetched that it is almost impossible to state it.

Even if we allow the philologists their claim that given some deep insight into
meaning, sound, written shape, or etymology, Gaozi's first step really amounts to [B
is B] it does not help Mencius much. The connection between the concession he
wrings from Gaozi and the use of [C] in step 3 and [B] in step 4 still defies any
plausible explanation. [A] plays no further role in the entire argument.

About a peculiarly Mencian form of reasoning, then, this example tells us little
more than that Mencius is incompetent at the logic of his day rather than being
merely incompetent period. At best it shows that he has got wind of the logical
discussions and hoped to exploit them as a smoke screen. It does show, as I allowed,
that Waley is wrong to think that all of Mencius' arguments are by irrelevant anal-
ogy. This one may be irrelevant use of phrase matching instead.

Mencius' pattern of reasoning is that he will use almost any word trick, equiv-
ocation, shifting of his position, personal attack, and haughty dismissive snobbery to
get the better of his opponents in exchanges as he reports them in his book. His
favorite ploy is shaming with question-begging, leading questions and far-fetched
figurative analogies. Consistent with his antilanguage views, he places no faith in
words or the idea that there might be morally defensible ways to deploy them. As
soon as you get into £jan

distlncti°n;disPute
; an is trickery and delusion. The serious study

of inference forms is the business of the school of names, not an antilanguage phi-
losopher like Mencius. Given Mencius' general antilanguage position, we can as-
sume he has no particular use for the school of names or serious interest in their
careful logical doctrines.

Mencius' Lasting Influence

Mencius is, in the broad historical picture, the most influential Confucian of the
period. Even if he was the laughingstock of the classical philosophers, his eventual
influence on Chinese thought was pervasive. The confusion of Chinese thought and
Confucian thought typically amounts to confusing Chinese thought with the thought
of Mencius. Daoism particularly, I will argue, gets turned into a slightly less specific
version of Mencius' intuitive mysticism. Chinese thinkers in the classical period,
however, were not much impressed. Laozi's analysis undermined Mencius' assump-
tion that our intuitive judgments must be innate. Zhuangzi's criticism demolished his
intuitionism. Even later Confucians were mostly skeptical of his naively optimistic
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assumptions about human nature. They regarded him as a whipping boy to be brought
out for a laugh before they got onto serious subjects.

The weak versions of his claims, on the other hand, were not even controversial.
Probably the only novelty in them was the assertion that a panhuman concern was
innate. Everyone from Confucius to Hanfei-zi, Mozi to Zhuangzi and probably in-
cluding even Yang Zhu, shared the view that human nature is social. But Mencius'
statement of the detail of the social nature was the most famous and systematic
formulation of the claim. The strong version of the doctrine of the goodness of hu-
man nature eventually came to dominate medieval Confucianism. So did his concep-
tion of the true king and his democratic adjustments to the theory of the mandate of
heaven. Even in modern times, both Mao Zedong and his nationalist opponents mea-
sured their right to rule by the (frequently manipulated) acclaim and affection of the
people.

In theory, the orthodox Confucian establishment usually agreed with Mencius
on the political and moral importance of economic well-being, education, and the in-
principle moral equality of all people. Those attitudes are still found in modem Chinese
revolutionaries and reformers. Mencius' view of the moral cycle associated with the
mandate of heaven became almost a self-fulfilling prophecy in Chinese dynastic his-
tory. Confucians pretty much took his view of the role of scholars in those cycles.
The scholar was to serve his ruler loyally. They usually took loyalty in the best sense
to mean keeping the ruler as moral as possible. This gave a Confucian basis for
criticizing superiors when their policies were not those of ren-.yj'benevolem morallt5'. His
political strategy of winning the JH>jheait~minds of the people has survived to the present
day in Mao's successful mass-line strategy, borrowed by Ho Chi Minn. It has even
seeped into modern Western culture via the Vietnam war. Finally his doctrine of
self-cultivation and its resultant moral mysticism informs the attitudes of intellectuals
in China up to the present time.

Mencius does give Confucianism a reflective normative theory, whatever its
weaknesses. Confucianism had simply ignored the question that Mozi forced Men-
cius to face. Thus, Mencius' formative influence on the Confucian establishment is
no accident. Act deontology is not a particularly good normative theory. It is an
enormously slippery one, easy to flex as circumstances or issues require. It is hard
to get a counterexample to it since it rejects consistent commitment to any normative
doctrine or statement of principles. The heart-mind is the sole source of moral know-
how. His theory gave him a reason to refuse to engage in reasoned argument: "In
my heart-mind I know it's wrong!" That is all the morally superior man needs. No
culture, however, is free from this particular brand of sophistry.

The instinct-based position, not surprisingly, turns out to be a magnificent de-
fender of tradition. It gives Mencius a glib rejoinder to Mozi, whether or not a
philosophically adequate answer. Mencius holds that moral knowledge cannot come
in a system or be any form of calculation. We respond to a particular situation with
a cultivated moral skill. By the time we can understand the theory, we have already
absorbed a social morality. So this doctrine still strikes defenders as a good way to
block raising the Socratic question and proposing moral reform. Whatever our moral
instincts are, we regard them as right. Most of Graham's appreciative herd of Men-
cius worshipers still think that the problems of moral reform dictate Mencius' status-
quo solution.
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The distinctive part of Mencius' theory is his denial that one can enhance the
heart's reliability by learning and consciously following some discourse dao. The
dao, for Mencius, is the performance dao: the contextually generated pattern of shi-
fei judgments of the properly cultivated heart-mind. Language cannot capture it. The-
ory cannot guide it.

Notice especially that the formal structure of Mencius' antilanguage perspective
is close to that of the Neo-Confucian portrayal of Daoism. His mysticism is moral,
to be sure, but Mencius, not Lao Tzu, was the original Chinese, intuitive, antilan-
guage advocate. He presents as his standard of guidance an absolute, instinctive,
morally obligatory dao which language cannot capture.

Following that inner dao amounts to following one's inner nature and acting
spontaneously. One who has cultivated her skills to the highest point requires no
conscious thought to act. The actions just spontaneously flow out of her. She unites
mystically in her actions with a universal force that fills the entire universe. Language
distorts that inner natural dao. As we shall see, Laozi does more to undermine that
position than to formulate it.

We should not be surprised at these parallels between Mencius and immature
Daoism. Mencius, after all, copied the structure of Yang Zhu's argument in order to
deal with Mozi. Naturally his use of the argument structure will commit him to a
version of Confucianism with proto-Daoist theoretical outcomes. Confucians are fond
of claiming that we can harmonize Confucianism with Daoism. There is, they smugly
intone, no conflict. Mencius' system in particular promotes harmony with Daoism.
Neo-Confucianism came to understand Mencius and patterned its interpretation of
Daoism on him. However, the alleged compatibility is an artifact of Mencius' trans-
forming Confucianism along Daoist lines—not because Daoist insights are compati-
ble with initial Confucian theory. And the Daoism Mencius copied was the proto-
Daoism of Yang Zhu. Daoism grew through three levels of sophistication beyond
Mencius.

My real objection to these claims of compatibility comes in the insipid and
primitive Neo-Confucian conception of Daoism. Confucians tend to read all Daoism
as staying at the immature level it was when Mencius borrowed it from Yang Zhu.

About that, as we shall shortly see, they are dead wrong!
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Laozi: Language and Society
Beginning, however with the mystical dimensions of Taoism, we are im-
mediately struck by the use of the word tao as the dominant term of this
Chinese mysticism. How does a term which seems to refer in Confucian-
ism mainly to social and natural order come to refer to a mystic reality?

BENJAMIN SCHWARTZ'

From these passages we can see that the entity called the tao existed before
the universe came into being. This, for the author, is an absolutely indis-
putable fact. It has an essence which is genuine, and this genuineness is
vouched for by the existence of the universe which it has produced and
continues to sustain. But beyond this there is nothing we can say about the
tao.

D. C. LAU2

Theoretical Interpretation

An interpretation, like an explanatory scientific theory, explains some aspect of the
world. We use interpretive theories when we want to explain some language—whether
the language of dolphins, aliens from space, poets, philosophers, mathematicians, or
mothers. To understand some principles of interpretation let us suppose we came on
the following text carved on the walls of a cave:3

! A ! & @

@ & # * !
$ A % & ! A !

Notice that we start with a theory. We are treating the marks as text or inscrip-
tions rather than as water stains or wind carvings. That means that we will adopt a
special way of explaining them. We call our explanation an interpretation when we
suppose that the marks are a language. For ease in making my point, let me stipulate
that we further theorize that the marks are mathematical statements. To interpret or
explain them, we would look for an assignment of values to the parts. We make the
exercise out to be code breaking.

First notice that one symbol (&) occurs once in each formula. This suggests the
hypothesis that & translates to = . We presuppose a lot in this hypothesis—the math-
ematical language may not have an explicit equal sign (just as classical Chinese has
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no is). Given that hypothesis, however, we might guess that A and * are also math-
ematical operators and the other symbols are numbers. Again we presuppose a par-
ticular arithmetical syntax in this hypothesis. (The authors of the inscription might
not write their operators between two numbers.) The hypothesis does make the sym-
bols intelligible. We can understand the scribbles as mathematical formulas. Let's
try substituting letters for numbers in a couple of forms.

a/a = b a + a = b

b = c — a b = c — a

die = a/a d + e = a + a

Both make the text we found intelligible in our mathematical scheme. Intelligi-
bility is a minimal requirement—a necessary but not sufficient condition on an inter-
pretation. Notice now that we already have two intelligible forms. We need a prin-
ciple that selects among the intelligible value assignments. Consider the two translations
of the last formulas.

die = a/a d+e=a+a

The left-hand translation into our notation presents a problem. Since a/a = 1, dl
e must also equal 1. So, if we choose the first assignment, then d and e must be the
same number. Now that is possible! d might be twelve and e a dozen.

Still, we prefer the second assignment. Why? We could say that the second
assignment of operators fit the symbols more neatly—that is, more elegantly and
simply. We assigned a distinct number to each symbol. In science, we prefer the
most elegant possible explanation. Of the theories which make sense of the inscrip-
tions, we similarly prefer the one which makes sense most economically. Implicitly,
our interpretive theory assumes that a mathematician carved the symbols and took
some care in doing so. We further assume that our unknown mathematician values
nonredundancy in her mathematical system as we do. She thinks like us.

None of these assumptions is sacred. All are defeasible. If we knew a lot more
about her, we could use external evidence to confirm the different assumption. How-
ever, we only have the text to go on. Someone could rebut our guesses by offering
a more elegant set of guesses that explains the inscriptions better. At this point, given
our evidence, we would say the second interpretation is the better.

Now substituting numbers for letters, consider the following possibilities:

2 + 2 = 4

4 = 6-2

3 + 4 = 2 + 2 4 + (-2) = 1 + 1 3 + 1=2 + 2

Considering just these three, we would not pay much attention to the first one.
Why not? Why do the other two seem preferable? Because they make every formula
in the text true. You could probably think of many interpretive theories that would
make all the formulas true. Remember that we have only the text to go on. So we
would prima facie regard one of the latter two as a better explanation of the symbols.

0 + 0 =1 1 + 1 = 2

1 = 2 - 0 2 = 3 - 1
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Notice the element of relativity in our interpretative choices. We prefer an inter-
pretation that makes the text something we could imagine ourselves writing. We
could change our minds about the assumption about the apparent arithmetic. With
other evidence, we might conclude either that she was an atrocious mathematician,
that she intended to confuse us, or that she was merely doodling. Perhaps if we had
a whole book we could theorize about many of her other beliefs. Then we might
have reason to say that the first assignment was the correct explanation of the text.
We could imagine that an atrocious mathematician with all those other beliefs might
have produced that sort of thing. But given what we have to go on, absent such
additional information, the truth-preserving translations are better.

Notice that we still have two truth-preserving theories. Which of them should
we accept? Intuitively, again, we prefer the second. Why? Because the last formula
bothers us:

4 + (-2)=l + l 3+1=2 + 2

Our explanation would be more elegant if we postulate assignments only to
positive integers. We are perhaps making assumptions about the concept of zero and
the natural ways of representing negative numbers. We are assuming that the math-
ematical language, if it had developed enough to have negative numbers, would have
evolved a certain economy in representing them. It would have some regularized
system for differentiating negative numbers. Otherwise it would use negative sym-
bols that had no relation to their positive counterparts.

These appeals to simplicity, elegance, or economy in an explanation are other
elements of relativity in interpretation. What counts as simple depends partly on what
we already accept and partly on how we could imagine ourselves operating with this
scheme. When we offer interpretation as an explanation of someone's production of
a text, our theory may seem to include an implicit psychology. Do we assume that
the writer reasons as we do? Do the principles for choosing among possible interpre-
tations reflect these assumptions? If they do, they seem like giant empirical presup-
position. Why assume that we all reason alike?

We do not, I think, make that assumption. It is, of course, empirically possible
that other beings process things differently. Some may process so differently that
their communication could be impossible for us to understand. That is, what seems
to be their language will have computational rules or conditions of use that we could
never master or understand given our human capacities. How would we discover that
to be true of hyperintelligent space beings or dolphins? I suggest the only way to test
that hypothesis about other creatures is to try to identify their communication patterns
and interpret them. Each failure would tend to confirm the special-logic hypothesis.
One success, of course, would more decisively disprove it. Our attempts to interpret
would follow the same constraints as before. We would strive for a simple, elegant,
coherent explanation.

It is empirically possible that we could never succeed. Our intelligence is limited
and there could be things and beings we could never understand. Their intelligence
may be so much greater than ours, or of such a different nature that we could simply
never comprehend, even with computers, how their language worked. To them, we
may seem like parrots, able merely to make selected noises with no sense of how
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the noises fit together in a system or into their lives. The same could be true of
creatures of lesser intelligence and radically different goals and purposes.

Proving that the target of our interpretation is fundamentally different in its
reasoning process is proving that interpretation is impossible. Saying that they are
fundamentally different in their reasoning process is really saying, "I give up!" If
we have made an assumption about common human reasoning, we have made it in
choosing to interpret rather than choosing simply to chant the sounds. So the irra-
tionalist claim cannot be a coherent objection from someone who simultaneously
proposes a rival interpretation. It can only come from someone who has chosen a
different line of work. Coming from a rival interpretation, it is simply asking to be
excused from any theoretical constraints—especially those that require that his in-
terpretive theory be clear and coherent.

Our reflections have already pointed toward two different versions of the con-
straints guiding our choice of interpretive theories. The principle of charity says our
interpretations should maximize the truth in a language. The principle of humanity
says we should maximize the reasonableness. The core of both principles is this: we
assume that the rules of syntactical composition and logical entailment work. Over
time, a language must achieve recognizably human goals in the real world.

However differently our languages work, they must work for a human commu-
nity in the real world. This motivates the principle of charity. We assume we use
the language to talk about our world and so we choose the interpretive assignment
that best fits the world, the interpretation that maximizes truth. Of course, we can
measure fit with the world only through our own scheme. This principle leads us to
prefer agreement with our own ideas and beliefs.

The principle of humanity arises from the worry that the principle of charity
forces too much agreement in the content of our interpretation. A computational
language could work in the world as we understand it with concepts and assumptions
quite different from those we now hold. Truth-based charity is not charitable enough.
We ought to allow that our interpretation attribute what seems to us error to our
hypothetical authors as long as that error is humanly explicable. That is, if we can
understand how different assumptions might lead another human culture to that be-
lief. This shifts our focus from the truth of individual statements to how some beliefs
lead to others.

We assume that we can come to see how other humans reason from one state-
ment to another. Instead of maximizing truth, we maximize some kind of humanly
understandable harmony among the beliefs. This is an informal assumption. We carry
it out informally by contemplating various sets of beliefs. We do not appeal to any
particular logical theory. If an interpretation of a statement otherwise links the state-
ments in the language in an elegantly understandable way, we need not reject the
interpretation because we do not believe the statement. We call this principle of
interpretation the principle of humanity.

Notice that we use both principles holistically. We do not use the principle of
charity or humanity to make each statement true or rationally to connect small frag-
ments. We maximize the truth or reasonableness of the entire corpus. We do not
change the assignment of numbers to inscriptions on each line. Our cave corpus was
small. But we contemplated how we might revise our assumptions in the light of
more information, a fuller text or some other knowledge of the tradition. The prin-
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ciple of humanity is inherently holistic since it looks for logical connection among
attributed beliefs.

In many cases, the two principles coincide. The principle of humanity would
normally attribute true beliefs about the world to the author. Both principles could
make sense of a claim that a text is contradictory. The principle of charity rules out
contradictions (because they are untrue) except where no more consistent interpreta-
tion is possible. The principle of humanity directly seeks consistency but we can
humanly understand the tricks, motivations, and deceptive arguments that generate
philosophical paradox. Absent independent information about the author's theoretical
inclinations and motivations, humane interpretation normally selects coherent (con-
sistent) readings over incoherent ones. Its threshold is lower, but the principle of
humanity does not allow one to attribute a contradictory theory to a text on purely
speculative grounds. We may not appeal simply to an unsupported a priori assump-
tion that the school to which we attribute the text "believes in contradiction."

Now, suppose that someone lived in the cave. He had been studying the text
for a long time, had a long beard, hypnotic eyes, and a deep authoritative voice, and
a special cap, which he claimed helped his intuition. He told you that the first reading
which we had rejected was the traditionally accepted one. However, he did not give
any evidence other than to say that his father told him that his father told him . . .
what the correct reading was. When you asked why his tradition had preferred the
strange interpretation, he replied that the author was an unorthodox mathematician.
Her brain patterns were not like Western rational brain patterns. You asked why the
tradition had concluded this about her. He replied, simply, "Well, look at the
text!"

Do not let the long beard intimidate you! His argument is a non sequitur. The
text proves she is unorthodox only if you accept his interpretation of it. Better inter-
pretations do not make her unorthodox at all. The long beard and the tradition do not
change the nature of interpretation. His interpretation stands in need of the same
justification as ours. Of course, the long beard's interpretation will still be of interest.
For example you may want to know more about him and to discuss the other books
he has in the cave. Knowing how his tradition read the text will help you understand
his philosophical system. It may be relevant to understanding his ancestors that they
accept the contradictory interpretation. Still, you do not lessen the explanatory bur-
den on an interpretive theory by observing simply that the orthodoxy accepts it.
Realism in interpretation is like Mozi's realism in morality. The ancestry of a bad
interpretation does not make it a good interpretation.

The Text of the Daode Jing

You may have guessed the point of my story. We have in the Daode Jing a terse
text. Confucian gentleman tell us that according to their tradition of interpretation,
this text describes something that it simultaneously claims can not be described.
Knowing that Confucians take this view is certainly important to understanding that
school and especially the Neo-Confucian school. Since it defines its position in con-
trast to Daoism, you must know what it took Daoism to be to understand Neo-
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Confucianism. That is not the same thing as understanding Daoism. As a logical and
semantic matter, Neo-Confucian traditions of interpretation carry no special weight
in determining the correct interpretive theory.

Given that it attributes contradiction as a general feature of Daoism, the Neo-
Confucian interpretive theory shoulders a heavy burden of proof. It needs to show
that the attribution is required to make sense of the rest of classical philosophy. It
will not do merely to say that the incoherence of Daoism follows from meaning
hypotheses that make Confucius and Mencius free from any possible rational criti-
cism. The holistic nature of meaning requires a unified theory.

Notice that we are relying on our own practice of interpreting. The Neo-Con-
fucian way of dealing with texts may differ enough from ours that we would not
even want to call it interpretation. But if the question is interpretation, then noting
that it is the traditional theory does not lighten the burden of justification. The tradi-
tion treats Daoism as a rival theory and criticizes it for this inherent contradiction.
When you protest that the traditional interpretation is implausibly contradictory, the
standard reply is that the author's mind did not work according to your limited West-
ern rationality. The Daoists used a different logic which accepted contradiction. Now
that claim surely requires proof. You ask how we can prove that Daoists use a dif-
ferent logic and tradition says, "Look at the text."

Before we do so, notice that in talking of the Daode Jing, we should clarify our
background assumptions. We share with Neo-Confucianism the assumption that the
text is a philosophy text: that it fits into the philosophical milieu we have been talking
about. We have seen that Confucius, Mozi, and Mencius have psychological and
linguistic doctrines which differ from Western folk theory. Our assumption amounts
to saying the theory of the Daode Jing should emerge from some of the same presup-
positions and focus on the same issues. The holistic principles of interpretation rule
out the image of a philosopher as a private thinker reflecting on the world de novo
from innate Platonic concepts.4 The Daoist is not going to start, inexplicably, talking
of truth and meaning, definitions, proof structure, reality and belief. He is not pro-
posing how to further the debate between Parmenides and Heraclitus. He would be
reflecting on the /?M.MoConfucian-Mencius dispute about shi-feiMs:not this, names, dao,
guidance in language, and social organization.

My concern in this chapter is interpretive theory, not textual theory. I accept,
in broad outline, the dominant current textual theory. It treats the text as an edited
accumulation of fragments and bits drawn from a wide variety of sources—conven-
tional wisdom, popular sayings, poems, perhaps even jokes.5 And the implicit con-
clusion of this textual theory is that there was no single author, no Laozi. Further,
several versions of the text still compete for our interpretive attention. Two recently
found buried in a Han-dynasty tomb, the Ma-wang Dui silk scrolls, differ signifi-
cantly from the various traditional versions of the texts.

We could undertake to interpret each separate text or we could construct an
amalgam of one or more of the earlier versions. We normally hope that our textual
hypothesis produces a version that is closer to the original. Obviously, we cannot
make that claim on the basis of direct comparison! I accept the current textual theory
but not necessarily because I have great confidence in their evidence. I do it because
an interpretation needs a text to work on.

I will be resisting the current temptation to substitute the Mawang Dui texts for
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the traditional one.6 This procedure does not commit us to the view that the tradi-
tional text was the original. My goal in this book is to challenge traditional interpre-
tations. There is no tradition of interpretation of the heretofore missing text. But
since I do intend to explain classical thought by relating the issues of different schools,
I do assume that at least as good a case can be made for the traditional text being
the correct version as for the Mawang Dui texts.7

If someone offered a well-confirmed textual theory that the new texts were closer
to the original Daode Jing, we would then have a stronger reason to interpret those
texts. But it would not be an irresistible reason. We have outstanding interpretive
disputes about this traditional text. The new version would be irrelevant to answering
which is the best interpretation of this traditional text. Each text, since it contained
different words in different places, would have a different best interpretation—it would
say different things. We would interpret each against the background assumption that
it fits into the philosophical milieu someplace. In principle we could theorize more
or less independently, about the best interpretation of each text.

We assume further that the text is a Daoist one. This assumption is particularly
troublesome since there was no clear Daoist school in the sense in which there was
a Confucian and a Mohist school. Han historians coined the term Dao Jia hundreds
of years later. The philosophers in question do share some attitudes and doctrines.
What justifies the term is that both central texts (The Daode Jing and The Zhuangzi)
focus on second-level metadiscussion of dao itself. Daoists were intrigued by the Ru-
Moconfucian-Mohist dispute about whjch dao [O foliow and by the problems of interpret-
ing dao in practical action. They began to question the premise of the Ru-
^confucian-Mohist periocj. Should we even be trying to construct, propose and effect a
positive dao? They began to reflect on the very nature of dao and on deep puzzles
in the proposal to guide guiding discourse.

A unified theory of the Daode Jing as a Daoist text would give it a coherent
role in the development of Daoism in the context of ongoing philosophical disputes.
I follow the outline given in The Zhuangzi. The Laozi lies between the theory of dao
attributed to Shendao and the mature Daoism of Zhuangzi. I regard this as more a
theoretical placement than a textual one.8 It may also be historical. The view that
most tempts me, however, is Graham's speculation that Zhuangzi borrowed the fig-
ure of Laozi as a mouthpiece for a critique of the Ru-Mo, moralist period.9 His would
be an anti-language version of a Daoist critique—one crucially like that of Mencius.
Zhuangzi may especially have enjoyed casting Laozi in this fantasy dialogue because
the historical Lao Tan was a much revered Confucian figure. As Confucius' teacher,
he could talk down to Confucius. At the same time, he could expose both the radical
anti-Confucian nature of Mencius' anti-language innatism and its theoretical weak-
nesses. Zhuangzi's discussions between Laozi and Confucius may first have associ-
ated Lao Tan's name with Daoist content. That opened the door to the tradition of
attributing this developing anthology of iconoclastic, antimoralist aphorisms to
Zhuangzi's fantasy character.

Still, Laozi's position, either as the genuine author of the Daode Jing or as the
figure in Zhuangzi's fantasies, remains a way station in Daoist development. It the-
oretically represents a primativist antilanguage version of Daoism, the one that would
logically have to come before the analytic period. The analytic philosophers deci-
sively rebut either the Confucian or Daoist versions of the antilanguage innatism. He
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may have felt a deep sympathy for primitive Daoism, but Zhuangzi obviously knows
the Neo-Mohist objection to it and avoids the error himself. Laozi represents the
Daoist counterpart of Mencius.

I identify Daoism as a philosophical focus, a trend of thought that includes a
number of different theories as it grows. But those traditionally identified as Daoists
tend to share an iconoclastic social-political attitude. Daoists lean away from society
and convention. That common attitude, however, is not an explicit doctrine. Daoism
has also been compared to relativism in science, mysticism in religion, emotivism in
ethics and aesthetics, and anarchism in politics. An interpretive theory should be able
to explain the appearance of these similarities, even if it rejects the fantasy that Laozi
viewed the world of particle physics as Einstein did after he formulated his general
theory of relativity.

The doctrinal opponent of antilanguage Daoism is positive or constructive dao
theories, either Confucian or Mohist. Both advocate positing a social, conventional
form of discourse to guide behavior. That is the shared feature that Daoists question.
Laozi targets directly the traditionalist Confucian theory. He shares many assump-
tions with Mencius. Both represent a critical response to a common aspect of the
first stage of classical Chinese philosophical thought. Yet it undermines Mencius by
demonstrating that antilanguage assumptions do not vindicate status-quo conventions.

Laozi was, like Mencius, a mystic in one key sense: he was antilanguage. But
Mencius backs into that position, where Laozi seems to be fascinated with paradoxes
of trying to state the limits of language in language. His theory of those limits how-
ever, reflects the Chinese view of the role of language. Language purports to express
dao. Dao, as we have argued, is guidance. Laozi discusses the limitations of lan-
guage as a guide, not as a descriptive system. Laozi shows his mysticism, as Men-
cius did, in rejecting the prescriptive role of language The theory of the limit of
language and the mystical tenor is practical, not metaphysical.

Laozi, no doubt, was aware of the real world. That, by itself, does not justify
attributing to him an implicit and unmotivated change in the then current account of
the role of language. He has no motivation both to start treating the role of language
as representing reality and then denying that representation is possible. He certainly
does not give any of the familiar Buddhist or Western arguments for the inability of
language to describe reality. Traditional interpreters see the focus on limitations of
language and the mystical paradoxes and supply the Indo-European justifications as
the obvious deep explanations. This requires them to reinterpret dao as a metaphys-
ical object.

The text is perfectly compatible with the view that language is a tool for human
organization. It provides guidance. Dao guides differently when the language is dif-
ferent. Constructivists assume that increasing the amount of language—enlarging dao—
increases the amount of guidance, hence the accumulation of texts. The Mohists
probably agreed, though they worried about which dao to select for the task. Laozi
develops the interpretive puzzles and invites us to see how traditional slogans or
formulas of language can lead us astray. One can never guarantee that people will
reliably pick a given path by offering them language guidance.

We see some of the Zhuangzi's playfulness in Laozi's probing into the realm of
paradox and in his ideal of absolute spontaneity, creativity, and wonder. Associating
Laozi's views with Western and Buddhist descriptive mysticism distorts the role of
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the mystical here, however. The mystery of Daoism springs quite rationally and
coherently from the philosophical concerns of the constructive moralist period. View-
ing Daoism a descriptive way plays into Neo-Confucian theoretical purposes. It ren-
ders its critique of Confucianism irrelevant and lumps Daoism with Buddhism. Our
own religious interest encourages us to extrapolate to Christian or Platonic mysti-
cism. We twist Laozi into a celebration of language's inability to describe some
mystical reality.

Given what an interpretation is, we have to view the traditional claim that Daoism
is illogical as initially suspect. We can accept it only if we find no coherent, intelli-
gible way to understand the text in its context. The view that Daoism is incompre-
hensible actually comes from isolating Daoism by proposing a meaning-change hy-
pothesis. The word dao is supposed to change meaning whenever a Daoist uses it.
That hypothesis makes Daoism irrelevant to the debate about dao that divided the
two schools Daoism criticized. The standard interpretation instead tries to force the
text into a set of Western or Indian assumptions—specifically the assumption that
language and mind have an essentially descriptive role and structure. The result is
the notorious declaration of Daoism's inherent irrationality.

Historical Background of Daoism

We may view the intellectual forerunners of the Daoists as the hermits who chal-
lenged Confucius. The Analects mentions several encounters with these antisocial
types. The upshot of their view seemed to be similar to that of Yang Zhu: one should
avoid politics. Withdraw from society and preserve what is valuable rather than get-
ting into the mud of political chicanery where you can not really improve things
much anyway.10

Tradition sometimes includes hedonists and their opposite, ascetics, in the Daoist
movement. The former clearly rebelled against conventional mores, the latter must
have disapproved both of the former and of conventions. Conventions do, after all,
afford some pleasure. Yang Zhu's egoism also manifests the antisocial, anticonven-
tional spirit. Not all Daoist theories, however, accept self-preservation or survival as
a final goal. Yangzhu's is merely one expression of the anticonventional impulse that
links early Daoists together.

What all share is the suspicion that social practices are not authoritative. We see
no evidence of a shared doctrine so far. We mark the doctrinal beginning of Daoism
when the concept itself becomes the focus of a second-level theory. We have offered
an implicit distinction between discourse-level dao and performance-level dao to help
make sense of Mozi and Mencius. The performance sense of dao has become very
important in the argument. Daoism begins, I argue, when the performance dao—the
precise course of action being aimed for—becomes a focus of theory. Let us trace
the Daoist line of argument.

Shendao and the Beginning of Daoist Theory

Mature Daoism, conceived of as a coherent theoretical development of the Daoist
impulse, begins with Shendao. He is another philosopher we know only from indirect
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reports and fragments. Shendao plays a pivotal role in The Zhuangzi summary of
Chinese intellectual history (ch. 33). The Zhuangzi story places Shendao between the
Mohists and Laozi (Lao Tan). Like Mozi, they appealed to the larger perspective of
nature to motivate their antilanguage theory. Now, however, they abandon the notion
of an authoritative tian and substitute great dao. Shendao's reflections thus mark the
beginning11 of Daoist theory. I start the theoretical story of Daoism with Shendao
because he first reflects directly on the nature of dao as a course of action.12

Dao as a Philosophical Topic. Let us retrace how the notion of a performance dao—
a concrete pattern of behavior—grows out of the discourse sense of dao. All the
philosophers we have discussed so far have used the term dao. We teach, master and
follow daos. Confucius fixed his dao using the classical texts, especially the Book of
Li. Although those texts stated his dao, following that dao required interpreting the
text's language into action: rectifying names. The intended performance dao is a
course of action (or a set of possible courses of action) intended or expressed in
literature. Between discourse and course, as we saw, lies interpretation.

A performance dao is a possible course of action. The same discourse may
generate different courses of action. The regulative ideal of the constructivist period
was that a single body of discourse should guide behavior in a single constant course.
Mozi proposed a different discourse from that of traditional Confucianism. He pro-
posed to identify the constant discourse by selecting that one that produced proper
behavior. Whatever is in his discourse, therefore, his real emphasis is on the standard
applied to behavior, to the course of action resulting from making that language
constant.

If we focus now on this course of behavior sense of dao, we can conceive of
Mozi's performance dao as a possible world history.13 It is the course of events that
comes about when everyone acts according to the utilitarian criterion. Part of the
course of our action, naturally, includes what we say and write. The course of speech
and writing should be precisely that which optimizes universal utility. We should
make something constant, viz. those patterns of assigning words to distinctions which
this standard picks out. His discourse is both subject to and the source of his utility
criterion. Remember that this feature led to the possibility that his dao might be self-
effacing and that Mencius might actually be a performance utilitarian.

Mencius, too, had a dao. He gave us lots of discourse, but technically his moral
dao had no public-discourse form. It was simply the unique world history in which
we followed our innate shi-fei guidance. No discourse required practical interpreta-
tion for Mencius; he needed no rectification of names. His dao emerged from situa-
tional intuitive guidance. We follow his dao when we all actually behave as we
would were we sages. Beyond that we can give no discursive account. (At least, we
can do no better than the sages did with li.) Mencius clearly regards exactly one
course of action, one performance dao, as correct and constant. All sages would
perform alike in similar circumstances.

Notice, then, that we can think of each of these accounts of dao as a prescrip-
tive, future social history. A different possible course of human events would even-
tuate if we realized (made real) Mozi's dao or Yang Zhu's dao or Confucius' dao or
Mencius'.

Each potential pattern of behavior is a way, a path. So is Christianity, Liberal-
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ism, supply-side economics, Fortran, and punk-rock music. Knowledge is knowledge
of daos—of what to do or how to act. (The modern Chinese compound for know,
remember, is zhi-dao**0'" *e way to.) Any system that guides behavior selects a way
(a dad) of behaving. There are infinitely many possible prescriptive daos. There are
as many as there are possible world histories generated by varying human normative
theories and their possible practical interpretations.

Remember that dao is a social concept. It guides everyone, not just an individ-
ual. So a performance dao is also a social history, not an individual one. The result
Mozi's criterion evaluates is an overall utility function. Remember further that dao
is a mass term. Thus we can sum across the daos of different regions and get the
dao of the state, the nation, and the world. The sum of individual performances is a
social performance. Each rival thinker has advocated his dao as the one to guide
social life in the world. Each therefore prescribes a different world history: one where
the Book of Li is correctly performed, one where the utility standard is accurately
applied and followed, one where each person successfully dies only naturally, one
where innate, unreflective shi-fei judgments flow forth. Clearly, there are other pos-
sibilities—Christian, Buddhist, pragmatic, pluralist, cannibalistic, Marxist, etc.

Given this picture of the many possible paths human history could take if we
realized the different daos advanced by the contending philosophers, we can now
easily see how Shendao proposes to naturalize the concept. His is a Daoist response
to the assumption of Mozi and Mencius that takes nature as the standard. Shendao
first draws the "anything goes" conclusion. Whatever is actual is obviously natural.
Exactly one of that set of possible paths is the actual path. If natural is the standard,
then we all necessarily conform to the standard. Shendao says even a clod of earth
does not miss the dao.14 We need not guide our behavior by terms in a prescriptive
dao.

The great dao can embrace but it cannot distinguish. We know that all things
have a basis from which they are acceptable, and from which they are not. Hence
the saying: "If one selects then one is not thorough. If one teaches, one never
reaches one's object. Dao is that which leaves nothing out." So Shendao aban-
doned knowledge, discarded self and flowed with what could not be changed. He
regarded coolly letting things carry him along as the pattern of dao. He said,
know to not know. He was one who started to diminish knowledge ended in
wiping it out. Ineffectual and irresponsible, he laughed at the world's exalting
worthies; licentious and lacking (appropriate) conduct, he disagreed with the world's
great sages. . . . [H]e gave up shi andfei, mixed admissible and forbidden and
did not treat deliberate knowing as a pilot. He did not know to use the before/
after distinction, he loftily withdrew—went where he was pushed and came where
he was pulled—like a feather turning in a strong wind, like a bit of sand in a
grinding stone. He was complete and feid nothing, acting or still, never erred;
never transgressed. . . . Even a clod cannot miss the dao. (Zhuangzi 94/33/43-
50)

The Meaning-Change Hypothesis. This is the crucial shift that leads to the appear-
ance that Shendao uses dao as a metaphysical concept. I have argued that it quite
naturally extends the traditional use of dao as guidance. It arises out of considera-
tions already noticed in earlier philosophers. It plays on the central trend from Mozi
through Yang Zhu and Mencius to treat their dispute as being about which guiding
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scheme is the natural or heavenly dao. Traditional accounts suggest that the Daoist
use is simply an inexplicable departure from its normal meaning. Here are some
examples.

Whereas in other schools dao means a system of moral truth, in this school
[Daoists] it is the One, which is natural, eternal, spontaneous, nameless and in-
describable.15

Each school of philosophy had its dao, its doctrine of the way in which life
should be ordered. Finally in a particular school of philosophy whose followers
ultimately came to be called Daoists, dao meant the way the universe works; and
ultimately something very like God, in the more abstract and philosophical sense
of that term.16

There are instances in which the dao refers to a metaphysical reality; there are
instances in which the dao refers to a kind of natural law; and there are instances
in which the dao refers to a kind of principle or pattern for human life.17

Notice that all these interpretive hypotheses that dao changes meaning are ex-
planations offered by translators, not reports of something found in the text. The
texts contain exactly the same graph, and nowhere do they say "Let's change the
subject." The hypothesis that dao mysteriously changes its meaning for Daoists en-
tails that the subject-matter and style of philosophy must have changed simulta-
neously. And the change must have been imperceptible to the participants. Philo-
sophical interest must have shifted from practical, pragmatic concerns to Western-
like metaphysics, epistemology, and semantics while everyone slept one night. That
a tradition should so radically redefine itself with no clear motivation is, on its face, a
wildly implausible interpretive hypothesis.

But the holism of meaning gives it other consequences. For example, the mean-
ing of knowledge must now change. Where it has been know-how or know-to, it
must now be descriptive knowledge of some object. Having changed it, the ruling
theory cannot explain why Shendao advocates abandoning knowledge or what that
slogan has to do with the other attitudes expressed in the passage. A familiarity-
based interpretation of Shendao would say he was like our Western Stoics, a fatalist
who advocated Stoic acceptance. But the Stoics certainly valued knowledge. Their
only rational justification of their accepting attitude lay in the claim that we could
know that reason was determining everything, therefore everything that happened
was morally right.

But that is not Shendao's position. He abandons judgment of shi-fei, and kelbu-
keacceptable-unacceptable Re does not dedare whatever happens right; he stops declaring!

Despite one reference to "what cannot be changed" it is hard to show he is a fatalist.
He doesn't say that nothing can be changed; he simply says that he accepts what
cannot be changed. What looks like fatalism is, again as we saw in Mozi, really an
assertion that no natural standard requires shi-fei assignments.

Contrary to these orthodox views, then, I argue that Shendao's use of dao is
continuous with the earlier developing theories of dao. The Daoists notice that de-
spite appeals to fia/,nature:heaven to justjfv me philosopher's conflicting daos, the real
source of their attitudes is their acceptance of different dao PfescriPtive Bourse -pj^y
advocated learning, mastering, and knowing the dao of their masters. Participants in
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philosophical disputes appeal to their own discourse dao. They start from different
guiding perspectives which makes things look obviously different to them. Neither
side can understand why their opponent does not see what is obvious. It is so obvious
that each side thinks it is natural. Shendao simply reflects that if that is the case, then
we can dispense with knowledge. The natural dao does not have to be pushed on
anyone!

The reverential attitude—the awareness of the compelling power of a discourse
dao—prompts the popular view that assimilates Daoism with familiar Western forms
of mysticism. Daoists supplement their philosophical wonder at the role of language
in shaping our lives with the awareness that this is natural. Finding an assertion of
incommensurabilty, we assimilate Daoism to Western mysticism. We then attribute
to Daoist writers something quite alien to their philosophical scheme, an inner ex-
perience. This has seeped into our common consciousness. Daoism, the ruling theory
concludes, starts from a mystical inner experience of an incommunicable ultimate,
from a blissful mystical experience of incomprehensible oneness. "The Eastern tra-
ditions constantly refer to this ultimate indivisible be reality which manifests itself in
all things, and of which all things are parts. It is called Brahman in Hinduism,
Dharmakaya in Buddhism, dao in Daoism. . . ."'8

A reality concept does stand behind Shendao's use of dao. It is the actual event-
world made up of the choices and actions we actually do make. The great dao is the
actual course of world history conceived of as a guide.

The parts of that reality are not things, but more particular histories. So Shendao
could accept that the great dao has parts and is a sum. The numerical features of
Shendao's dao come from (1) seeing it as an actual course among possible courses
of events and (2) seeing it as a sum of the entire course of nature or natural history.
It is not inherently a mystical concept, but it is natural and totalistic—and paradoxes
lurk near by.

We have understood Shendao's doctrine as a development of the implicit Mohist
and Mencian appeal to a natural or heavenly dao coupled with the truism that what-
ever is actual is natural. The natural dao is the actual way things happen. One doesn't
need to follow guiding discourse to conform to the actual dao. His "abandon knowl-
edge" slogan rejects guiding doctrines. Following the actual dao requires no dis-
course guide. That is Shendao's antilanguage point. He makes no claim about an
ineffable reality or an experience of oneness.

The Rejection of Egoism. The meaning-change hypothesis also fails to explain the
other side of Shendao's slogan: discard self. An explanation emerges immediately
from retaining the guidance sense of dao. Shendao wants us to abandon knowledge,
to abandon guiding doctrines. Still, as we noted before, dao is a broader concept
than is mere -y/morallty. It includes all guidance and this encompasses egoism or pru-
dence. Yang Zhu's egoism and Mozi's utilitarianism are essentially alike from Shen-
dao's great dao perspective. They are alternative prescriptive systems based on dif-
ferent ways of making guiding distinctions. An egoistic prescriptive system stresses
the distinction between self and other as the utilitarian one does that between benefit
and harm.

Our ability to distinguish self from other is as linguistically based as any other
guiding distinction. Making that distinction as our linguistic community does is a
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complex social skill which we must learn. It is a skill used in guiding our course of
action. Learning those words underwrites learning either a morality of selfishness or
of unselfishness. Making that distinction enables one to follow one pattern of desires,
approvals, and behavior and to miss others.

Egoism, thus, is not a purely natural or spontaneous response to the world but
a prescriptive doctrine which involves focusing on the name wo1. A dao of self-
interest, for example, is distinct from following whims, inclinations, or even domi-
nant desires. Different concepts of self-interest (different ways of making the distinc-
tion between self and other) produce different egoistic daos Some may focus on
economic well-being, some on spiritual, or intellectual well-being, some on one's
status in history. As it were, these different egoisms draw different boundaries around
the self—make a different self-other distinction.

The doctrine of self-interest guides action as surely as moralistic doctrines do.
If we should abandon, as Shendao suggests, all such systems, then we must abandon
Yang Zhu's. The two parts of Shendao's slogan are theoretically linked. Because
Yang Zhu's egoism is a dao: "abandon knowledge" entails "discard self." Note
that already we are seeing that as Daoism matures, it critiques its own earlier forms.
Daoism is not a static philosophy.

The Paradox of Primitive Daoism. Because he shares the concept of z/H1"10* with his
tradition, Shendao's slogan generates a prescriptive paradox. Remember that "aban-
don knowledge" does not mean give up scientific beliefs about reality. Shendao
seemed to have a fistful of metaphysical claims and observations about what was
actual. "Abandon knowledge" must instead mean give up or forget prescriptive doc-
trines—no knowing deliberation, no models, sages, or worthies. Do not abide by
prescriptions, but let things take their course.

The problem is that "Give up prescriptions" prescribes something. "Abandon
knowledge" is a prescriptive dao, a bit of guiding discourse. If you obeyed it, you
would be disobeying it! We have our first Daoist paradox. Shendao's dao is a dao
that cannot <faoguide us.

Shendao's contribution is to naturalize dao. Once we understand dao as a pos-
sible course of history, we can treat the actual course of history as a dao. As soon
as we see that, it is easy to make the case that is the most viable candidate for the
title of natural course of history. What could be more natural than the actual? But,
we can put another paradox in Shendao's way. The actual dao includes all the exist-
ing doctrinal daos and our tendencies to follow them. What we do is use knowledge
of daos in acting. It includes all the possible daos as possibilities. Nothing in his
argument requires us to give anything up.

Daoism's developing theory thus analyzed dao in a way that was continuous
with prior philosophy. Laozi, in the Daode Jing, follows Shendao in the paradoxical
prescription that we abandon guiding behavior with knowledge. This means abandon-
ing all discourse dao which can guide. His is also an antilanguage point of view.
However, he does not base it on the notion of an actual or natural performance dao
or even a hint of fatalism. In fact, I will argue that Laozi turns his analysis back on
the discourse dao. The Daode Jing analyzes the way in which discourse daos shape
and polish us and our behavior. However, what Confucius took as their value, Laozi
treats as a tragedy. He supports this by a theory of the mechanisms by which Ian-
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guage guides us. It explains in greater detail the current theory of how names con-
tribute to the guidance inherent in daos and how they influence behavior. This is the
explanation that undermines Mencius' status-quo claim that his existing inclinations
are natural or innate.

In sum, Daoism is a dao about dao: it discourses about discourse, prescribes
about prescription. It is a series of theories about daos. Laozi, like Shendao, wants
to escape the socializing effects of language. Daoists carried out this study in both
awe for and puzzlement about the process by which language and daos influence us.
The striking new insight of Daoism is that our discourse is the real authority, not
nature. Nature was a universal shield behind which philosophers hid what they were
really doing. Nature is neutral in the disputes between moral philosophers.

Laozi: Nonlife and Tradition

Tradition identifies Laozi as the author of the Daode Jing. As with Confucius, Men-
cius, and Mozi, we do not know much about the person Laozi. In these other cases,
however, we did not seriously question that the author existed. We assumed the book
had some inheritance relation to things a person had actually taught. The Daode Jing
does not attribute any of its doctrines to a master Lao and it shows evidence of being
mainly a compilation of beautiful poetic fragments. Some scholars resist the consen-
sus,19 but I accept the dominant view that no actual Laozi ever lived.

The traditional biographical information about Laozi is largely either fanciful
(he lived to be 160 to 200 years old), historically dubious (he taught Confucius), or
contradictory (his hometown, official posts, age). So in the sense that Laozi refers to
the single author of the Daode Jing, there may never have been one. There were
more likely many.

Still, the text does have consistent tone and develops genuinely Daoist themes.
Even if only an edited collection of axioms, proverbs, wise aphorisms, sayings of
elders, and sardonic popular aphorisms, we can try to explain the theoretical message
of the book. The intentionality may be on the part of the editor or the interpreting
reader. Whatever we may think of the authors, editors, exploiters, and readers of the
book, we can try to account for the role the fragments play in the structure of the
text of the Daode Jing and in the development of Daoist theory.

I have placed the Daode Jing as The Zhuangzi did, between Shendao and
Zhuangzi. This is an antilanguage version of Daoism which attacks mainly discourse
dao theories. One tradition has it that an eighth generation grandson of Laozi lived
at the time of Sima-qian, which would place Laozi about one hundred years after
Confucius. Some stylistic considerations place the Daode Jing close to The Mencius.
I shall argue they are also close in content. They are respectively Confucian and
Daoist versions of the antilanguage reaction to Confucius and Mozi.

The traditional story of Laozi gives an important insight into the Daode Jing
even if it is purely fanciful. That story has it that, far from being a gradual compi-
lation of various sources, the Daode Jing was written impromptu. Laozi was trying
(perhaps in disgust) to leave China and the keeper of the pass, cognizant of Mozi's
doctrine that we should not waste good teachings, required (or requested—depending
on how much you think he held Laozi in awe) that Laozi write down his dao. He
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forbade him to pass without leaving his words behind. Fluidly and spontaneously
Laozi dashed off this textual treasure. It has delighted, puzzled, frustrated, and in-
trigued scholars for two millennia. The point is that he had no intrinsic motivation to
write. He does so under mild duress but also does it quickly and without deliberation.

Basic Interpretive Hypothesis: Shendao and Language Analysis

The Zhuangzi tradition treats The Laozi as developing Shendao's theory. It elaborates
the antiprescriptive knowledge position. The text contains echoes of Shendao's anti-
knowledge, antisage sentiments but expands the range of things we put in the discard
bag. Now it includes learning, desires, distinctions, names, language, and deliberate
action along with knowledge and sages. These terms figure in the more elaborate
theory of how a discourse dao works. In the Laozi, the attack comes from familiar
antisocial, anticonventional, antiauthoritarian attitudes—not from fatalism or the no-
tion of the actual course of events. Daoist antisocial anarchism motivates this next
stage of Daoist theory about language. Since language is an instrument of social
control, we should avoid it—and everything that goes with it.

Laozi is, if anything, less metaphysical than Shendao. He does occasionally
employ the notion of a natural-course-of-history dao. But his point is how conven-
tional discourse and names constrain us. He does not treat the natural world history
as a solution, the uniquely correct guide. He seems more to relish its paradoxical
implications.20 Or, he uses the natural or great dao as an alternative perspective from
which one can question conventional guidance. Shendao's concept is only one step
in Laozi's more complicated argument for the reversal of opposites.

Distinctions and Opposite Names. The text is most interesting on the subject of op-
posite names. The famous reversal of opposites character of Daoism starts from Laozi's
contrast theory of names. He assumed that names come in pairs.21 Opposite terms
are "born together." To have or learn one is to have or learn the other. You cannot
have mastered water unless you also know what is not water. Knowing any term is
knowing how to distinguish. Thus we learn each word and its opposite together. And
the learning consists in acquiring a spontaneous ability. When we make our familiar
linguistic distinctions, we hardly take time to think.

Each pair of terms thus has a single source. One distinction gives rise to two
terms. Where Mozi had a name giving rise to a thin, indexical, shi-fei pattern of
response, Laozi sees a distinction giving rise to a name pair: the opposites. Knowl-
edge is mastery of a vocabulary, not definitions but spontaneous, conditioned incli-
nations to discriminate. So his philosophy stresses the bond between the word pairs,
and this changes the picture of language slightly. It is not merely an amorphous set
of terms; rather, the terms come clustered in pairs of opposites.

What is pragmatically salient about the distinctions between two opposites lies
in how they guide us. Here Laozi makes desires central to the account for the first
time. The opposites guide our preferences. Distinctions shape attitudes. The focus is
still on practical guidance, but he adds an affective mechanism. Socialization pro-
duces behavior-influencing desires. They are not innate. I shall argue that what the
reversal of opposites reverses is the socialized desire or preference assignment to
each of the pairs. Laozi teaches us to value what convention teaches us to dis-
value.
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Daoist theory here makes explicit what we have argued was implicit in the
theories of language of Confucius, Mozi, and Mencius. The twist, however, under-
lies a reversal of attitude. Now Laozi rejects the previously valued shaping and pol-
ishing worked by language and tries to provide a heuristic to undo it.

Distinctions and Desires. Laozi thus makes more explicit something that lay in the
background in Mozi. It is not enough to have learned simply to make a distinction
in absorbing a system of guidance based on names. We had left it that the word-
assignment triggered program control. Laozi identifies the control mechanism as a
desire. We learn to desire one discriminant to the other (perhaps only in certain
contexts).

To see that the Daode-Jing's view is still distinct from Western psychology,
imagine a nonmental account of teaching a distinction. We will pick one of interest
to Laozi. Suppose I am an art teacher. My goal is not to teach a theory of art
appreciation but to try to shape and polish my students aesthetically. To keep things
simple, imagine that my classes consist of bringing in a series of paintings each day
and pointing to each and saying either "beautiful" or "ugly." No definitions al-
lowed! By model emulation I gradually train the students to make the distinction
between beautiful and ugly paintings. They copy my model of the use of words like
beautiful and ugly until they can apply beautiful and ugly to paintings they have never
seen before essentially as I would. Beautiful/ugly is a social distinction and, as the
model, I would set the standard they try to embody.

Suppose at the final examination they all properly classified a series of paintings
they had never seen before. In reward, I offer to give them one painting each. If
each promptly showed a preference for the ugly paintings, I would certainly regard
my work as unfinished. Mastering my aesthetic dao is not exhausted in applying the
terms correctly. It requires not only correct distinctions, but correct desires associated
with the distinctions.

The Daoist twist is this. Learning social distinctions typically involves internal-
izing society's preferences. Distinguishing between having and lacking, we learn to
prefer having. Distinguishing between beautiful and ugly, we learn to prefer beauti-
ful. Learning names shapes our behavioral attitudes, our desires. This is because we
learn names by mimicking their use in guiding choices in ordinary contexts. We do
not learn them in classes by recitation. Hence we learn to let names guide us to make
the same choices that our social models (teachers) do.

Our learning consists in daily increasing our mastery of the system of names.
We master the accepted system of names, distinctions, and desires. Every day we
add more to the system and become more conditioned and shaped by it. Some people
develop the ability to distinguish by mere feel the difference between polyester and
cotton. Polyester pants can no longer satisfy them. Their discriminating ability affects
their actions. They stop patronizing Zayre's and K-Mart and go only to the fine shops
that carry natural fibers. These cost more and thus they have to strive for more
lucrative jobs. Their motivation is not anything as crude as a slave-master with a
whip—it is their cultivated, cultured tastes that drives them. The distinctions they
have learned to make and the names they use in structuring what they desire affect
their tastes, their lifestyle, and their need to work to satisfy those tastes.

In the ordinary sense, we say these people are following a dao of fashion or of
taste. They want to appear to have a cultivated, learned taste—to be discriminating.
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We would be ashamed to praise a movie we should have known to hate! The sign of
class and character is rejecting certain things. Thus language and discriminations
carry social class constraints into our very psyches. Acquiring the right desires is
crucial to our worth in a social system. Language is a tool in society's project of
shaping our behavioral motivations.

Laozi, like Shendao is implicitly antagonistic to those posited daos composed
of names. Laozi's image of the nameless pM

simPllclty—the uncarved block that is free-
dom from desire—captures the essence of his view. Nameless, it is uncarved, undi-
vided. Freedom from names and distinctions is freedom from desire. As soon as it is
cut—as soon as there are distinctions—there are names.

Keep in mind that what we would think of as moral theories—conventional
daos—are naming systems that guide us. Daos are not so much theories that guide
us as they are conceptual perspectives that guide us. Laozi expands on how, at the
level of names, dao affects behavior. His account is not at the level of sentences.
The mechanism is not like that of rules, evoking a descriptive state of affairs for us
to bring about. It affects us more by shaping our taste, our discriminating attitudes.
Society trains us in how to draw certain distinctions and act on them. It instills the
point of distinction and the associated pattern of desire.

The introduction of yudesues into the debate has an implication that the usual
translation conceals. Laozi marks the behavioral impulses as products of socializa-
tion. If we think of desires in the Indo-European sense as presocial, we may not
notice how Laozi's analysis undermines Mencius. Mencius had treated the behavioral
impulses, the xingmtaK, as inborn or as products of the natural growth of our behav-
ioral guiding organ—the *mheart-mind.

Wei and Wu-wei. Laozi must sense that the ways society shapes us are pervasive.
So pervasive that any thorough anticonventionalism will generate paradoxes. Laozi's
famous wu-weiDomction slogan evokes this paradox: "wMlack weido:deem er™*'*" wwlack

buneg wei'do:deem." Let us examine this paradox.
We have discussed both key characters before. The character wuaat exist we men-

tioned in Mozi's discussion of spirits. Its opposite is v0wexist. The character weido:<jeem

we discussed in looking at the alternatives to grammatical belief structures. Its role
in the term-belief structure is roughly equivalent to deem to be or regard as. We also
noticed it in mencius formulation of Yang Zhu's egoism as wei-wofor me. The striking
thing about the character wei is the apparent complexity of the role it plays in clas-
sical Chinese. Chinese writers use wei as a verb. We translate these uses as to act,
to make, or to do. When it is used as an adjective, we are drawn to artificial or man-
made as translations and, because writers like Laozi opposed it, even as false. Fi-
nally, the character plays a role as an auxiliary verb22 that we typically translate as
for the sake of or in order to.

Laozi did not use English equivalents when he theorized about wei. In particu-
lar, he did not have one English equivalent in mind for one use and a different
English word for another use. He saw a single term and what would have seemed
like a unified concept. To wei is to assign something to a name-category in guiding
action. This is the closest equivalent in Laozi's conceptual scheme to our notion of
purposive action. But it still focuses less on the action than the evaluative categori-
zations that guide actions. We/do:deem is not "purposeful" in the sense of free, ra-
tional, conscious, or voluntary action. On the contrary, for Laozi wei signals socially
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induced, learned, patterns of response—the opposite of autonomous or spontaneous
response. The character links deeming, unnatural artifice, doing or making and pur-
pose. Laozi's prescriptive paradox involves the whole complex role of wei. We should
avoid any action based on artificially induced or learned purposes or desires—those
that result from deeming things to be such and such. Its conceptual role in this slogan
is continuous with the theory of a guiding conceptual perspective and Laozi's attitude
that being guided in this way is an unnatural artifice.

Our familiar forms of mysticism induce us to adopt a different analysis of the
Laozi's nonpurposiveness. Buddhists and Christians interpreting Laozi see him at-
tacking the ego. That is because they see desire, purpose, or meaning as residing in
or belonging to the individual. They see desires as natural, individual, and ego based.
Laozi sees them as social and linked to names and distinctions. Getting rid of wei is
freeing us from society's purposes, socially induced desires, social distinctions or
meaning structures. We are to free ourselves from social, artificial, unnatural guid-
ance, guidance by a system of distinctions and name pairs. That, notoriously, leaves
us able to act naturally. If the Buddhist-Christian inspired understanding were true,
we should find celibacy a Daoist value rather than a disvalue.

Thus the conclusion follows from the analysis that learning consists in learning
names, distinctions, and desires and then having them guide us. Our natural spon-
taneity requires us to give up the whole complex. That is Laozi's version of "aban-
don knowledge." Thus to follow wu-wei is to give up names, distinctions, desires,
and any deliberate action based on them. Wu-wei and "abandon knowledge" are
linked slogans.

This leaves Laozi with a more complicated version of Shendao's paradox. His
writings still constitute the very thing he opposes, but not simply because it is lan-
guage. It is because his language has added to our guiding conceptual perspective.
He relies on a name pair, natural versus conventional, and a way of making the
distinction (language-based socially induced dispositions are not natural). If we un-
derstand his teaching, we are induced to prefer the natural to the conventional and
thus to wei, to undertake actions guided by that distinction and preference. The pur-
posive part of the book recommends forgetting instead of accumulating. Taking guid-
ance from the book should teach us not to take guidance from the book. This is
another daoguide that cannot daoguide.

The famous opening line of the first chapter, in effect, admits the paradox, as
does the wu-wei slogan. No other daogmde is any better off. All guidance that can
come from a daogmAe will be inconstant.

The First Chapter: The Interpretation

With this background, let us look carefully at the first chapter.23 Whoever edited the
traditional Daoist version of the Daode Jing decided to start with certain words.
These set the background against which we should read the other fragments. That is,
we assume that the editor intended to put key philosophical claims early as a precis
to guide our understanding of the sayings to come. The first chapter also contains a
classic example of the ambiguities of philosophical Chinese. We may be tempted to
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the hypothesis that this was not accidental. Still, I will accept its invitation and try
to solve the puzzle of which reading to adopt.

The chapter opens with a famous but almost universally misconstrued couplet.
The standard translation is: "The Dao that can be spoken is not the constant Dao."
Kaltenmark gives a standard assessment of the opening line ' "The ineffability of the
[dao] is affirmed in the very first chapter of the [Daode Jing]. This extremely im-
portant chapter is unfortunately one of the most awkward of the whole book, for the
possibility of punctuating the text in several ways, the character variants, and the
uncertain meaning of particular words justify several quite different translations."24

The Single, Ineffable Dao

Strangely, practically everyone agrees with Kaltenmark's profile of the first line.
They assume, with Kaltenmark, that it asserts the ineffability of the metaphysical,
mystical object called dao. That is, the first line expresses the contradiction of which
I spoke earlier. It speaks of something of which it claims it cannot speak.

That consensus is wrong. The first line does not assert that anything is ineffable.
It entails neither the existence nor the ineffability of a single metaphysical or pre-
scriptive dao. Let's look carefully at the first two lines. Notice that dao occurs three
times in the sentence. We must read it as both a noun (doctrine) and a verb (pre-
scribe, advocate, speak).

daowaysfeak &ecan-be dao™ysp!:at fei"1* diartgconslallt daoways!Kak

mmgname kecm-n = bc mmg"ame/e/not c/uwgconstant mingname

The standard translation of the first line is "The Dao that can be told is not the
constant Dao." (Translators usually capitalize dao—as they would God.) Note first
that nothing in the Chinese corresponds to the definite article the. Translators con-
form to their own community practice of always putting the before dao.25 We could,
in principle, take as interpretive hypotheses that the subject was a dao or any dao,
or simply Daos. The translating convention embodies an ancient interpretive hypoth-
esis that all Daoists must worship a mystical godlike dao. Thus they presume in
translation what they cannot find in the original: assertion of the existence of a single,
ineffable dao.

It all seems so innocent. How can such a little, nothing word matter so much?
The answer has been familiar to students of philosophy since Bertrand Russell. The
usual effect of a definite article in English is to make a general noun, in this case the
term dao, into a logically singular noun-phrase: the + general noun-phrase = a
phrase that entails the existence of a unique object answering the description. Capi-
talization, on analogy with God (as against gods), has the same implication. It makes
a general term a proper noun.

Remember that previous thinkers have used dao as a general term of Chinese,
not as a proper name. The test of singular versus general in Chinese is whether the
term can be modified. This text modifies dao exactly as both The Analects and The
Mozi do. The Daode Jing refers to heavenly dao, great dao, and water's dao. The
very sentence we are discussing modifies dao. It is preceded by the adjective
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c7ia/igconstant! The concept must in principle encompass both constant and inconstant
dao. It is merely implausible to assume that Daoists radically change the usual ref-
erence of dao. It is outlandish to assume that they changed its grammar from that of
a general term to a singular name.

So we have no more reason to insert the in the translation than any or a or even
simply to use the plural, viz., "Ways that can be told are not constant ways." The
second line has exactly the same grammar as the first. Here, however, more transla-
tors switch and use the plural names in translating that line.

I concentrate on the issue of the definite article to give the reader who is depen-
dent on translations a way to bracket this consistent translator bias. Wherever the
translator uses the Dao (or the Way) substitute a dao.26 However, in this particular
structure, even with the in the translation, the English sentence does not entail the
existence of a single dao. Because of the restrictive clause, "that can be told," the
logic of this particular English sentence cancels the definite article. The logical force
is the same with the as with any, a or with the plural, ways. Consider "The chef
who breaks yolks is not the ideal cook." It neither asserts that a unique chef who
breaks yolks exists,27 nor that one who does not break yolks exists, nor that there is
an ideal cook. Logically the sentence is equivalent to ' 'Any chef who breaks yolks
is not an ideal cook."

The typical English translation asserts that no dao which can be spoken is a
constant dao. Thus, the first line gives no grounds for the assumption that there is
some object called dao which is ineffable. Read without the assumption that dao
changes meaning, it makes the rectifying-names point that any prescriptive system
put into words gives inconstant guidance. We can understand this line as directed
straight at Confucius and Mozi or as expressing the felt paradox of Shendao's or
Laozi's discourse daos.

The Inconstancy of Prescription in Language

Even without considering the the issue, the usual translation is grammatically wrong.
English, but not classical Chinese, has "which" clauses. In Chinese, modifiers pre-
cede the terms they modify.28 One grammatically acceptable parsing dao ke dao is
as a verb-object structure. (Remember that subject terms are optional in classical
Chinese.) Hence: speak the speakable. The conclusion may be, first, that doing so is
not constant speaking. (Remember that dao speaking is guiding speech. Guiding
speech will change.) Or it may be, second, that doing so would not yield a constant
performance dao. The passage reminds us of the interpretive problem: no linguistic
guides give constant guidance.

So the first line, as we predicted, deals with language and action, not metaphys-
ics. We can corroborate this feature by looking at the second part of the couplet. It
is uncontroversially about language. The second line explains the first. Speaking the
speakable is not constant speaking because naming the nameable is not constant nam-
ing. The pattern of word use—the discriminatory boundaries—may change over time.
The words may change and the distinctions they mark are not constant. So the social
practices triggered by names will also change. The inconstancy of guidance by dis-
course recalls the two established worries in the Ru-Mo debates about which dis-
course dao to follow.
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The first worry was about projecting or interpreting which triggered the theory
of rectifying names. After we have learned to use a name, we have to project it to
new settings before we can use the guiding discourse. The projection problem affects
both making the distinction that triggers action and correctly naming the actions
themselves. This familiar interpretive gap between codes and actions arises because
we can worry if we have projected our pattern of naming on the world correctly. The
action aspect of this interpretive worry recalls Mencius' worry about the austerity of
discourse guidance. Situations will always arise in which any prescriptive discourse
will misguide us. Names are not sensitive enough to the complexity of the moral
situation to provide constant guidance in making distinctions. On either ground, guid-
ing discourse consisting of names can not guarantee a constant course of behavior.

The second worry, the standards issue, is the worry we raised in analyzing the
/?M-MoConfucian"Mohlst debate as debate about moral reform. There appears to be no
neutral, constant ground for a standard to which we can appeal to mediate between
conflicting daos. The reigning assumption was that the natural or heavenly is con-
stant. Thus a natural dao should be a constant dao. But, as Shendao's reflections
showed, nature needs no discourse guidance and nature seems neutral between all
rival moral systems.

We may be tempted to treat Daoism as making the stronger claim that all daos
are self-defeating in Mozi's sense.29 But this is far from obvious and certainly does
not follow from Mozi's way of putting the case. Or we may be tempted to treat
Daoism as the forlorn view that any dao ends in paradox—as Shendao's does. That
would give Shendao a feeble tu quoque retort to his critics. But nothing in Chinese
philosophy has shown that to be the case and it is neither directly stated nor even
hinted at in this first line. Laozi simply notes that daos and names lack constancy.
He does not distinguish between these two historically traceable ways of failing to
be constant. He certainly has not formulated any version of this more desperate crit-
icism of language. He does not allege that all daos are self-defeating, paradoxical,
or contradictory. He has said only that all daos and names are indeterminate.

In the context of Chinese philosophy, then, this first couplet throws down the
gauntlet to the joint Ru-Mo ersatz positivist ideal. Both Confucius and Mozi try to
select some prescriptive discourse to be made the constant discourse guide for soci-
ety. Both understand that the guidance must include training in the use of names—
rectifying names—to make the discourse dao generate the intended performance dao.
This constancy goal, Laozi announces, is hopeless. We have no way to fix how we
may project our use of names in new circumstances. We cannot know whether we
have chosen to mark slightly different distinctions or the same. Our social training
(learning the code or following models) has no clear implication about how to project
in new circumstances. So we cannot guarantee constant guidance from any dao that
is generated by following a discourse consisting of names.

The second line explains the first because the relation between dao™ay and
mmgname is a part-whole relation. Daos consist of names (not sentences). They guide
behavior by means of learned skills in discriminating, desiring, and performing as-
sociated with the names. Because names are not constant, language-based guidance
cannot be constant. This use of dao is continuous with its use in pre-Daode Jing
literature. No meaning-change hypothesis is necessary to explain Daoism at this point.
As we shall see later, the later Mohists, Zhuangzi, Xunzi and Han Feizi also use dao
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in this sense. We will find no evidence of a Daoist linguistic revision of the word
dao.

The Daoists do focus on and analyze the notion of dao—they find it both inter-
esting and important. They, like other classical thinkers, treat it as a system of name
use, a system that regulates and influences our lives. Since the name use is change-
able, the system of guidance consisting of names is changeable.

Worries about both interpretion and standards justify the claim that anything
speakable is inconstant. Neither entails that anything in particular is either unspeak-
able or constant. Laozi may be aware of, but is not relying on, Shendao's theory of
the natural dao as the actual course of world history. Shendao's way of talking about
dao is consistent with the first line. His dao, as we saw, turned out not to guide.
Some daos—ways of human, rule-guided social behavior—are what they are because
of how we speak. Other daos—ways things naturally happen—are what they are
regardless of how we talk about them. The former, one might argue, can be changed
and does not give constant guidance. So far, the Daode Jing has not discussed the
latter nor said anything to show why nature must be thought of as either changeable
or unchangeable.

The very possibility that the actual dao might be thought of as constant may be
a kind of Daoist comfort. Perhaps, assuming that our skills and practices have their
life in a constant nonsocial reality will give us reason to deny that our skills are
utterly random.30 Only certain kinds of performance will be successful in the actual
world. The constancy of nature is the only assurance we could have of the constancy
of our social practices associated with naming. If that is the point behind what Laozi
is saying here, it certainly is not directly asserted. His tone is distinctly more skep-
tical than comforting.

We have discussed the term c/zangconstant in earlier chapters. There, too, its use
was as a linguistic pragmatic concept. Mozi said to chang language that promotes
good behavior. Chinese philosophy had not made chang a metaphysical concept prior
to this point. The standard interpretation needs to claim that it too now becomes a
metaphysical concept. It appeals to the Greek and Indian metaphysical assumption
that only the permanent is real to buttress their metaphysically monist interpretation
that the dao is the only reality. Guided too quickly by the principle of charity, these
interpreters grasp for the familiar before they explore the earlier pragmatic, linguistic
reading of the term. We should trace out how c7zangconstant would be coherent with
the Chinese theory of language rather than with the Indo-European one. They treat
the Daode Jing as merely another metaphysical claim that the apparent world is in
flux but the monistic real world is unchanging.

For Laozi, what lacks constancy is not the experienced world of particular phys-
ical objects, but the system of name use. No unchangeable systems of discourse
exist. This is so not because things change, but because names (and their distinctions)
do. We are, so far at least, not dealing with a Chinese Heraclitus reflecting on how
rapidly things change. I do not mean to assert that Daoists doubt that things change;
obviously they do. Only Buddhists and lonians ever seriously thought that they did
not.

Bracketing this Indo-European tradition, it is hard to show that Daoists have any
reason to treat the obvious facts of natural change as a philosophical problem. What
is problematical about so obvious a feature of the world? The problem of permanence
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and change would be an important philosophical problem only if you begin (as Ionian
and Indian philosophy do) with quite peculiar linguistic or epistemic assumptions.
The epistemic view (1) that knowledge is of reality and (2) that knowledge must be
of things that are true and (3) a nonindexed notion of truth—that is, truth is eternal—
leads to the view that reality must not change. The linguistic view would be that
words name objects. It treats the projection problem as a question of how it names
the same object over time unless something—its objecthood or underlying sub-
stance—continues unchanged while its properties or apparent manifestations change.
So language attaches to the world in the required way only if real reality does not
change.31

The Daoists make none of these assumptions. Names mark distinctions, not
classes of objects. Their knowledge is of ways to do things, including making dis-
tinctions and using names. That knowledge must change since each situation is unique.
Daoists interest themselves only in this observation. Independently of any actual flux
in the world itself, our systems of guidance attach to the world in constantly changing
ways depending on conventional, and therefore changeable, practices. That is the
philosophical problem about constant guidance that captures the attention of Chinese
theorists.

The Paradox of the Terms Being and Nonbeing

If the first two lines are the announcement of metaphysical monism, then lines 3 to
6 are an irrelevant aside.32 These four lines have been the focus of centuries of
interpretive controversy. The lack of punctuation and sentence-function marking make
two parsing hypotheses possible. Each grammatical parsing suggests a different inter-
pretation of the four lines. Both interpretations are interesting continuations of the
opening theme only if we construe the topic as linguistic rather than metaphysical.
One interpretation considers the subject of discussion as the relation between having
names versus lacking names and having desires versus lacking desires. The other
treats the topic as the basic distinction between having and lacking (being and nonbe-
ing) as an example of an inconstancy in distinction making. Let's look at lines 3 and
4 first:

wMlack /mngname rianheaven dF*** zhi's sh?**™***

>>0«have mingnmK wan 10'000 wu"""*-*11"* zhi" m«mother

The parsings identify different grammatical subjects. Should we treat the first
two characters of each line as a two-character subject or as subject plus verb? Since
Chinese requires no w-like connective, this produces the following two readings of
the first two lines:

1. Wu-minglaAs nam<= [is] the beginning of the universe. You-ming*™ name [is] the
mother of all things.

2. "Wu*K*-s" mingnames the beginning of the universe. 'To«have" mwgnames the
mother of all things.

The first analysis hints at a theory of linguistic idealism: names create the world.
Having a name for something is the mother of things. Without names, we start creat-
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ing our universe from scratch. It is a little difficult to elaborate this view plausibly
with the creation ex nihilo reading. The most common elaboration of this theme is
the chaos interpretation. We characterize the prelinguistic world as undifferentiated
kapok. We organize it for all practical purposes by the use of names. Our system of
dividing it up creates thing-kinds. There are no natural kinds but there is a natural
ur-stuff. This would vindicate the traditional interpretation of dao as the undifferen-
tiated kapok (chaos). Call this the names-create-reality theory.33

The second parsing does not lead to as much speculative metaphysics, although
it deals with the concepts of being and nonbeing. This parsing requires us to treat
wu and you as mentions, rather than as uses. It focuses specifically on the two op-
posite terms as an important example of the inconstancy of distinction making. In
this case, trying to think of being and nonbeing (arguably the most basic distinctions
in a language) as opposites based on a single distinction leads to deep paradox. It is
puzzling in a way that shows the distinction is inconstant. If you and wu mark a
distinction in the kapok, where could that distinction lie? Surely the entire kapok
belongs on the you side, so there is no distinction. If there were a distinction, it
would be part of what there is and should be included within you. Wu names the
beginning—the logical edge—of the universe. The implicit distinction cannot be
drawn—it can distinguish nothing.

The various discourse daos of you-wu do sort things into both categories. Con-
fucians allegedly you mingtate and wu shenspmts and Mohists' discourse reverses this.
So they have a conventional application. But we have no way to decide who is
correct on this because we cannot give any coherent characterization of the back-
ground against which to apply this distinction. We cannot find a constant (neutral)
place to draw the yoMhave wwlack distinction. You and wu are relative to different
discourse daos. Call this the inconstant-distinction theory.

"We can draw no boundary between being and nonbeing!" would be the closest
Daoist equivalent of saying that there is no nonbeing. Unlike Parmenides, they con-
clude, however, that we cannot make sense of being, either.

Constant nature does not give us this distinction. It is a distinction that arises
out of inconstant conventional daos. Thus, where we draw it depends on the dao we
use. It is not constant. Where would the boundary be between what is and what is
not? Is it part of what is? Or of what is not? Now we can see that metaphysical
interest arises out of the linguistic theory, not as an arbitrary assertion. The interest
in the question of being and nonbeing arises directly out of the interest in the contrast
theory of language.

So far both parsings are possible and lead to interesting and plausible interpre-
tive accounts. But the next two lines, I will suggest, are slightly more coherent with
the inconstant-distinction approach (1C) than with the names-create-reality interpre-
tation (NCR). Let us look at lines 5 and 6:

gu therefore (.fang constant yyylack yu desire j'use guan observe ^,-its m^ao mysteries

changco"sa"' yo«have _y«desire /use g«anobserve qiiK jiaomanifestati™s

Parallelism argues in favor of using similar parsing theories in 5 and 6 to those
we used in 3 and 4. So parsing NCR should take wu-yulack desires and you-yuhave desires
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as units here too: "Therefore constantly lack desires in order to view its mysteries.
Constantly have desires in order to view its manifestations."

This creates a problem. The resulting interpretation seems to have Laozi advo-
cating both constantly having desires and constantly lacking them. This doesn't fit
well with the attitude toward desire found throughout the book. Further, we need a
plausible motivation for this theory of the effects of desire. Nothing in the theory as
we have presented it so far justifies these claims about the effects of constantly hav-
ing and lacking desires. Finally, this parsing does not give changconstimt linguistic
theoretical reading that has been central to our interpretation in lines 1 and 2.

The 1C interpretation, which uses the you-wu distinction as an example, makes
a point about the different purposes and desires that is continuous with the theory
explained above. We may either treat you or wu respectively as constant, be attracted
to that side of the distinction. If we treat wMlack as constant, we desire to use it to
view mysteries. If we treat youhave as constant, we desire to use it to view manifes-
tations. That is a plausible claim to make about the distinction. Treating nonbeing as
a constant term will lead to paradox and mystery. Treating wMlack as naming some-
thing is inherently paradoxical. Treating voMhave bemg as constant will manifest itself
in desire to study the sequences of events, essentially the study of science.

Why is wu associated with mystery? I have argued that the structural approach
to the issue is different in China than in the West. But the issue has a common
source. Consider this delightful account of the inherent puzzles about non-being from
a Western point of view. You can find it under the heading "Nothing" in the Ency-
clopedia of Philosophy.

NOTHING is an awe inspiring but undigested concept, highly esteemed by writers
of a mystical or existentialist tendency, but by most others regarded with anxiety,
nausea or panic. Nobody knows how to deal with it (he would of course), and
plain persons generally are reported to have little difficulty in saying, seeing,
hearing and doing nothing. Philosophers, however, have never felt easy on the
matter. Ever since Parmenides laid it down that it is impossible to speak of what
is not, broke his own rule in the act of stating it, and deduced himself into a
world where all that ever happened was nothing, the impression has persisted that
the narrow path between sense and nonsense on this subject is a difficult one to
tread and that altogether the less said of it the better. . . ,34

One could also go to Alice in Wonderland for similar lessons. The point is that
if you concentrate on wu, you will be quickly dazed by philosophical puzzlement.

Notice that this interpretation uses cfozngconstant in its linguistic sense and derives
a coherent and consistent consequence about desires. To have this distinction is to
have a pattern of desiring, in this case an interest toward different intellectual enter-
prises. It does not recommend or reject either. It merely notes the effect of constant-
ing one term or its opposite.

At this point, theoretical coherence favors parsing 1C. But both may be regarded
as live hypotheses. The next line settles the matter.35 We will look here to the end
of the chapter:

ci11"8 liangtwo
 zhelhilt:whi';h long8*"1" chuexit cr""*3"* yidifferenl mingname

tongsame weicall znjit xuan»a*
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xuandark zhi" you"150 xuandarit

zhongcrowd miaomysteries zhi's mumother

It says "These two come forth together and are differently named." On parsing
NCR, we have just talked about four items, not two. We have discussed having-
names, lacking-names, having-desires, and lacking-desires. On interpretive hypothe-
sis 1C, we have discussed only "youhmmB" and "wwlacking." These two contrasting
terms are born together, as the Daode Jing regularly notes. Their being tied in this
way as complementaries creates mysteries and ever deeper mysteries. This is one
gate into the mystery of language.

Looking at the whole book we confirm that the you-wu reading is most consis-
tent with the rest of the book. Pairing or contrasting of w«Iack and youhme is a com-
mon theme in the Daode Jing. By contrast, we allow that the Daode Jing does
discuss wu-ming1ack names and ww-ywlack desire. But we should find it inconsistent with
the antilanguage, anticonventional spirit of the text to treat the opposites—you-min-
^having names an(j ^.^having desires_as Daojst goajs SQ w£ accep(. me secon(J ^ty.
sis. It furthers the discussion of how mingnames work in daow*ys. Focusing on either
-yOMhave or ^lack constitutes having different desires or attitudinal points of view. We
associate wMlack with desire for mystery and paradox (what is nothingness?). We
associate youhave with the desire to understand objects and events—manifestations.

The first chapter, then, announces a skeptical theory about daos, about prescrip-
tive discourse. It supports this skepticism with a claim about names. It follows from
the implicit theories we have used in making sense of all the philosophers we have
studied so far. And then it considers a basic and puzzling name-pair: being and
nonbeing. They seem as opposite as can be and we associate them with different
inclinations for daoing, with a mystical and a practical goal.

Yet the very existence of this distinction is a mystery. How can we learn a
distinction between something and nothing? What do we divide off from everything?
And puzzling about the mystery generates deeper mysteries. Let us see what these
are.

Reversal of Opposites in the Daode Jing

As I promised, we will understand the rest of the book in the light of the beginning
to contrast the traditional Daoist reading of the text from the Huang-Lao cult-of-the-
ruler reading. Compelled to write something, Laozi continues by illustrating his view.
He draws on attractively stated aphorisms, poems, and the like that express popular
daos which reverse the dominant views of how to act. Thus illustrating the point that
they sometimes guide well, sometimes badly. In the second chapter, he introduces
the concepts you wu again. Now his use of them as one among many examples of
opposing terms is clear. Thereafter, this collection of sayings is overwhelmingly practical
in tone. Interpreters have long puzzled about the practical, political focus of the text.
If the central doctrine is mystical metaphysics, what is all this political advice doing?

We avoid this interpretive quandary if we do not treat the central doctrine as
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mystical metaphysics but as linguistic skepticism. That skepticism arises against a
background assumption that language is a social mechanism for regulating people's
behavior. The political doctrines thus play a role in the Daode-Jing's pragmatic the-
ory of language. Their point is to illustrate the inconstancy of any guiding terms and
discourse. He illustrates his point in the common language of Chinese philosophical
discussion: political policy. His political and practical advice is almost invariably the
reversal of conventional political and moral attitudes. He reverses conventional val-
ues, preferences, or desires. His advice signals, as well, continuing acceptance of
the Ru-Mo psychological model. Whatever practical outcome we achieve will flow
from social leaders. This part allows the Daode Jing to be used by political theorists
as advice to the ruler.

This practical advice is the Daoist theory of reversal of opposites. Political ad-
vice is only one manifestation. Apparently personal advice, metaphysical specula-
tion, religious pronouncements, anything from here on may be used to illustrate the
inconstancy of linguistic guidance. The pragmatic (as opposed to metaphysical or
semantic) difference between each pair of opposites lies in our preferences. A single
distinction creates both names. We learn some pattern of preference or desire for one
and aversion for the other. Laozi's political doctrine illustrates the inconstancy of
names and of daos' consisting of names. He shows us that we can reverse all these
conventional preferences. They do not provide constant guidance. There are cases
where opposite guidance (reversing the value assignments) is better. He even treats
you and wu as having reversible pragmatic implications. Learn to notice the value
not-having. Nonbeing invites us to create.

The text, then, consists of wise, obvious, or well-known sayings that take the
traditional Confucian distinctions and flip-flop the preference ordering. Where con-
ventional wisdom normally invites us to value )>0Mhave, Laozi invites us to reflect on
the value of wwlack. Where all previous daos have agreed in advocating /-en

benevolence
 >

he notes that heaven is not benevolent. Where all conventional daos inevitably stress
purposive action and involvement, his sayings illustrate the wisdom of quietude: wu-
wejiacks deem:do \y|jere conventional value assignments favor the upper, the strong,
the wise, the dominant, Laozi's sayings help us appreciate the value of the lower,
the weak, the ignorant, the submissive. We normally value being sharp and discrim-
inating. Consider the value of being dull and indiscriminate. Traditionalists value the
male; Laozi emphasizes the female. For each conventional distinction, Laozi shows
us that in our own proverbs, we have a way of talking that would have us reverse
the value preference in each pair of complementary terms. Let us call the dao ex-
pressed in this deluge of unconventional advice the negative dao.

The enormous appeal and influence of the book in Chinese culture and our own
testifies to how reasonable that opposite advice is. It is, no doubt, sincerely recorded.
Still, if we are reading it in the spirit of the opening lines, its theoretical point must
be more subtle than merely reversing conventional guidance and dogmatically push-
ing the negative discourse dao. We should not take the negative dao as a constant
dao either. Its point can only be as a series of examples of how we can reverse
whatever guidance we get in language. Each item merely helps us realize that we
can never take any fixed discourse as a guide in all circumstances.

The author lays the basis for this theme in the second chapter. For each name
pair, there is one distinction. For each distinction, there is a preference ordering.
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Some of the examples he chooses are thin guiding terms. (See pages 126-27.) They
are clearly evaluative: good, bad, beautiful, ugly. The thicker term pairs guide us in
more complicated ways. Which we prefer depends on where we are in executing a
program and on the setting. These terms include above and below, before and after,
having and lacking, and so forth. Laozi's collection of evaluative slogans should
suggest that no term-based guidance is constant.

If that preference ordering is not constant, what can we say about each distinc-
tion? Is Laozi opposed to distinctions per se? We do assume that his citing of nega-
tive advice is sincere advice even if not alleged to be a constant dao. All learning of
distinctions comes with dispositions to prefer one or the other. This insight does give
us a perspective from which to raise the question of the point of distinction making.
Becoming a discriminating consumer seems to consist in being conditioned and con-
trolled by preferences instilled by society. The preferences are the practically signif-
icant reasons for the distinction creating the two terms. The terms, however, are not
constantly reliable guides to behavior. The implication is that accepting training in
discriminating preference is potentially as harmful as it is helpful. This, again, is a
pragmatic, not a metaphysical, reason for rejecting distinctions.

The pragmatic argument suggesting skepticism of distinctions starts from a kind
of assertion of the identity of opposites. There is only one distinction for any two
contrasting terms. That distinction does not reliably guide our preferences. The point
is not the descriptive one (that distinctions distort the world); it is the pragmatic one.
Trained discriminations are not a constantly reliable guide to behavior. Culturally
motivated preferences based on those distinctions are, on the whole, unreliable. And
they control us in insidious, unnatural ways.

Thus Laozi moves toward the position of Shendao by a different route, one
consistent with the antisocial, anticonventional spirit of the hermits and Yang Zhu.
He does not depend on the notion of a single actual dao as either a fatalistic or,
naturalistic argument for abandoning knowledge. He argues instead merely that
knowledge of daos cannot be reliable or constant. We could reverse all the guiding
z^know-how-to we nave ancj pg^ps do as well. (Contrarian strategies in the stock
market seem to have an impressive pattern of success.) To appear to be stupid in
conventional terms might be the smartest thing to do! To misuse the distinctions
could frequently be a superior strategy. The point of reversal is to see the benefit of
forgetting distinctions, not the bald advocacy of some opposite discourse dao.

In pursuit of z/H'know"to, one adds everyday. In pursuit of dao one decreases every
day (ch. 48).

Negative Discourse, Negative Know-how

Chapter 3 of the Daode Jing goes on to develop the reversal theme. Throughout most
of the rest of the book, Laozi exhibits a pattern of discourse leading to the reversal
of conventional values. Do not accumulate; do not educate. Learn the value of the
negative side of all values. We can even learn to value emptiness and nothing.

This project leads to several recurring ambiguities in the Daode Jing. Laozi
seems sometimes to value z/H'know~how"to, sages, learning, and intelligence and some-
times to disvalue them. We can sort these out by postulating three kinds of know-
how, of learning, of sages and of intelligence. Conventional know-how-to consists
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in mastery of the distinctions and preferences in some shared social guide, Confucian
or Mohist. Negative knowledge is knowing to do the opposite of conventional wis-
dom. We implicitly conjecture that Laozi assumes a third level of z/u'know"how"to which
he, ex hypothesi, cannot put into the book—the guidance dao cannot be stated. The
book's exercise is reversal. The point of that reversal is not expressed.

When Han Feizi and the Huang-Lao cult read Daoism, they took the negative,
anti-Confucian dao seriously as the correct discourse dao and read all the antibene-
volent passages and the appeals to leave people ignorant as endorsing their ruler-
oriented, manipulative political ideology. Similarly, when Daoism became a religion
merging with Buddhism, people forgot the critical point of reversal. This negative
dao came to be thought of as the whole of Laozi's theory of dao, hence the claim
that dao is identical to nonbeing—and it exists! Tied to the Buddhist doctrine of
emptiness, it has become enshrined in traditional interpretations. But it is in direct
contradiction to the tone of equality of opposites. The emphasis on wu, submissive-
ness, the Yin, female, dark, waterlike values is not there because these distinctions
are constant. It is there only as a heuristic corrective to our conventional presuppo-
sitions of what has positive value.

Wherever they stand in that third level of knowledge, wu and you are on a par.

Scheming Political Methods

So the anarchist Daode Jing does present a doctrine of government. Laozi gives
advice to rulers. The advice is frequently stunning in conventional terms. The ruler
keeps people ignorant, empties their minds and fills their stomach, does not try to
make them clear and enlightened but stupid and simple. Han Feizi picked up these
passages, as we shall see later, as Daoist support for the rulers' arbitrary, manipula-
tive strategy.

Even more surprisingly, the advice is often blatantly dishonest. Appealing to a
theory of constant political reversal, the text appears to advocate aiming for the op-
posite goal of the one you really have. So to become dominant, you should be sub-
missive. You want to become powerful? Then act like the most submissive and un-
ambitious servant of the ruler. The Confucians, looking at this advice, have gleefully
accused the Daoists of scheming methods.36 Their analysis furthered the persistent
view of Daoism as a metaphysical theory of cyclical flux. According to this Confu-
cian interpretation, the Daode Jing supposes that things change, specifically that they
constantly reverse themselves. So you can get to point A best by heading for not-A.

Daoists, I have allowed, are aware that situations do change. What seemed like
a calamity can turn out to be a blessing and vice versa. Success and failure are not
always what they seem. Events may surprise us. Contrarian strategies may sometimes
work. Or, we may be using too restricted and conventional a notion of success.
However, that is not the basic point of the text. At most it contributes to the conclu-
sion that one cannot follow one codified guide in all situations.

We do not need to take this Confucian attack seriously since it assumes the least
charitable reading of the text. Laozi could not consistendy hold the scheming-methods
doctrine as the Confucians present it. First it takes the traditional valuation for granted:
domination. Second it supposes a constant and statable dao: reversal. Third, it takes
only a moments reflection to notice that getting on top in this way is meaningless
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anyway. By being on top, one will inevitably come back down. Such a strategy is
curiously shortsighted.

Laozi includes those sayings among the rest. They do not state the absolute dao
of government. They illustrate ways of talking that reverse conventional Confucian
values. Laozi, I hypothesize, did not intend merely to state a rival dao, certainly not
one that Confucians can so easily ridicule. He does not want to join the Ru-Mo
debate with a third authoritarian alternative. He wants to critique the whole activity.
The Confucian interpretation incoherently takes Laozi's stated negative dao as his
unstatable constant dao. That supposed paradox in Daoism is merely a paradox of
the Confucian interpretation.

Opposition to Use of the Senses?

The five colors make man's eyes blind;
The five notes make his ears deaf;
The five tastes injure his palate;
Riding and hunting make his mind go wild with excitement;
Goods hard to come by serve to hinder his progress.37

Another common misinterpretation by modern Western Confucians (and latent
Buddhists) has Laozi opposed to sense experience. This imposes a Western fixation
on Chinese thinkers for which we so far can give them no plausible motivation. We
have found no interest in the question of sense experience anywhere in the tradition
so far. We do not even find our concept of experience, consciousness, or any theory
of cognitive events in a mental medium. Besides, Daoists as nature worshippers could
hardly oppose nature. The senses are our access to nature and its natural effects.

Like the concern with metaphysical flux, interpreters impose this philosophical
problem on the Daoists in the absence of any credible motivation beyond the famil-
iarity of the problem in the Indo-European philosophical tradition. They assume that
all serious philosophy must share a common set of problems. If the problem of sense
skepticism intrigued Western thinkers, it must have intrigued Chinese thinkers. My
argument, on the contrary, is that if we understand how those problems arose in
Western thought, what the background concepts, metaphysical theories, and so forth
were, we will find it quite plausible that no parallel problem plagued Chinese philos-
ophers. This problem of sense skepticism was pursued ad nauseam in seventeenth-
and eighteenth-century Western philosophy and in Indian philosophy. But it is not
the paradigm philosophical question. It's not even a particularly interesting one.

So how can we understand fragments like "The five colors blind the eyes?"
(ch. 12). Is that not an appeal to close down the senses? Shouldn't we learn to see
with our Buddhist inner eye or our Christian conscience or some other mystical inner
insight? I admit I have trouble being objective about the sense-skepticism interpreta-
tive line because I simply cannot understand how that view of the sense of the line
would even spring to mind, let alone seem plausible.

If we understand the passage as referring to sensible colors, it becomes absurd
on its face. The suggestion that the experience of five colors at once makes one blind
is so obviously false that even poetic license does little to justify it. I have at least
that many colors in my visual field at this moment. Maybe if I keep only four in
view at once, I will be safe. But five and your eyeballs burst! Is the Daoist lover of
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nature really telling us to limit our involvement with nature so we do not see bright
colors? Hear different sounds? Taste natural flavors?

That interpretation violates both the principle of humanity and the principle of
charity. Not only is it blatantly false, but our usual experience is that exposure to
more experiences, tastes, and sounds refines rather than destroys our ability to appre-
ciate fine differences.

An initially more obvious reading, consistent with the theme of the whole Daode
Jing, is easily available. What blinds you figuratively is not exposure to color but
the conventional categorizing of colors into five. That conditions us to ignore all the
richness of hues and shades in nature. (The alternative saddles Laozi with the strange
view that there are exactly five natural colors! And by some miracle of nature, ex-
actly five tastes and tones!) It is society's imposing a gross social distinction that
blinds us to the infinite richness of natural hues and shades. We practically ignore all
the other possible ways of distinguishing and discriminating color in our conventional
instructions. Commitment to the conventional five colors leads you to miss infinite
variety of shades and hues presented in nature. It blinds you to the richness of visual
experience.

The whole passage is an attack on social embellishment, on socially structured
activities like hunting and valuing of rare objects that distort our natural functioning.
We should stay with what is essential to our natures and not try to embellish nature
with appealing decoration and fashion. Those are based on instilling conventional
tastes and attitudes.

Buddhists truly are sense skeptics. They operate with a familiar mind-body di-
chotomy. But the point of this passage seems to be precisely the opposite of sense
skepticism. It prefers the undistorted natural sense to the conventionally conditioned
one. Daoists could be more coherently understood to respect and want to preserve
unsullied natural experience. Of course, a Han Confucian, sure that the conventional
five colors are the key to the five elements that give the ruler power over nature and
therefore over us, cannot brook such a heresy. He welcomes the Buddhist interpre-
tation. Nature really does come divided into these neat clusters of fives! Anyone who
understood Daoist philosophy would have found that dark ages superstition absurd,

Primitive Daoism; Mysticism and Mencius

I have challenged here the accepted view of what Daoism is. That accepted view treats
Daoism as a metaphysical mysticism. The interpreters allow that what they see in
the text is incoherent gibberish, but they seek to explain it by calling it deep and
profound mysticism. Of course anything they try to say will be incoherent, but some-
how the interpreter divines that behind this screen lies a theory of reality and lan-
guage. The interpreter does not tell us how he managed to extract meaning from
gibberish. But he confidently tells us that like all mystics, the Daoist absolutely
claims the existence of a single dao and holds a theory of language such that lan-
guage can't . . . something or other . . . the dao.

What do interpreters divine in the unspoken theory of reality and language that
justifies writing this mass of contradictions? I cannot claim to know. I have tried
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without success to follow a number of accounts. I shall only try to mimic what I take
to be what I am hearing so the reader can understand my frustration.

The most common version asserts the unity of mysticism.38 If we can use the
word, there must be something in common among all mystics. So Daoist theory must
be like that of the mystics of India and the West. That theory of language starts with
the assumptions of Platonic semantics. Every term is meaningful if and only if it
points to an unchanging reality. Interpreters place that theory of language alongside
a metaphysical assumption that reality consists of objects. But the objects we see are
constantly changing. So language can't refer to any of those. Mysticism gets its
paradoxical character, then, from claiming, again as Plato does, that there is some
unchanging object. The mystic, unlike Plato however, incoherently claims this is an
object of experience—albeit a mystical experience, which since it is unlike ordinary
experience must not be an experience—but never mind. Now that we have this mo-
nistic and unchanging object, however we got it, one would expect that the conclu-
sion should be relief. Language must be about that unchanging object. But no. They
now conclude that language cannot pick out that object. It can only point to the
ordinary objects which the theory had earlier denied that language can properly refer
to. Now they turn the tables and insist that language can only distort the only real,
unchanging object there is—the duo, Buddha Nature, Brahman, Absolute, or God.

I cannot be sure I have stated their position correctly since it seems to contradict
both their theory of language and their theory of reality. I shall struggle with it no
more. I just insist on this: as long as we are evaluating interpretive theories as expla-
nations of a text, we can always dismiss such theories on their face. The mystical
interpretation is a cry of despair. The evidence for it is the alleged unintelligibility
of the text as it stands! But a mystical explanation cannot help if we are so frustrated.
If the interpretive theory is not coherent, there is no point in seeing if it explains the
text. It couldn't explain anything since it has no coherent truth conditions itself. It
can't be a consistent explanation of the text because it can't be a consistent expla-
nation of anything at all. Between an incoherent theory and a coherent one, there is
no point in asking which best explains the phenomena. At best it explains why we
can't explain it, which we need to do only if we really can't.

I say we can. I have proposed an alternative interpretive theory of Daoist claims
about language and dao. It does not start from the prior acceptance of baldly inco-
herent assumptions about language and reality. It has paradoxes, but they are the
kinds of philosophically interesting paradoxes that flow from considering assumptions
that other philosophers or schools take as obvious truths. The paradoxes do not result
from arbitrary, capricious, ad hoc, prima facie contradictory, and apparently point-
less assumptions that have no purpose other than to license the production of verbal
gibberish. They do not involve changing the meaning of all the key terms solely to
make what one says wnintelligible.

Both the linguistic and the reality aspects of the view typically attributed to
Daoists must be wrong. Daoism is consistent with the direction of Chinese thought
at the time. It makes no drastic jump to an Indo-European conceptual scheme. Its
assumptions and problems are continuous with the assumptions and problems exer-
cising other philosophers in China. The theory of language is pragmatic. It deals
with language as a regulative social mechanism shaping our attitudes, desires, and
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actions. It does this by training us in making distinctions in a common shared way:
a guiding social discourse. It has said very little about an ultimate reality and less
about experience, mystical or otherwise.

I understand dao in Daoism as I understand it in Confucianism, Mohism, and
elsewhere. It is a guiding way. The distinctive Daoist skepticism comes from the
fluidity of convention. It does not result in a theory that language cannot capture the
Dao. The skeptical claim is merely that any prescriptive discourse—any dao that
language can express cannot be a constantly reliable guide to behavior.

This change in interpretation does not presuppose that a single author—Laozi—
wrote the chapter. It does, however, take seriously the challenge to find a coherent
interpretation of the text in its cultural context. The present interpretation does make
sense of Laozi's legendary reluctance to write his dao for the gatekeeper. He opens
with a disclaimer that any guidance can be constant. Then he assembles axioms and
proverbs, wise sayings of elders with rich life experience. What can be the point?
He cannot, consistently, be trying to provide a constant guide to life by this collec-
tion of sayings.39

What is the point then? What are we to do, Laozi? What advice can you give
us? What is the third level of knowledge? Should we abandon distinctions and con-
ventions?

Chapter 80 of the Daode Jing describes the Utopia of the Daoist primitivist.40

Daoist primitivists essentially rest with the Shendao interpretation of the Daode Jing.
Their goal, however, is neither stoicism nor ruler-oriented arbitrary authority. It is
radical anarchy. As anarchy, it rebels not only against political authority, but all
social authority. The way to remove the authority of society totally from your life is
to remove language. If that were done, it would leave us only our innate instincts.
The primitivist optimistically feels these instincts will be peaceful, village oriented,
nonimperial, nonagressive. His position is similar to that of Mencius except that the
innate, prelinguistic instincts are far fewer. They are capable only of supporting a
simple agrarian life in communion with a small clan village.

The primitivist, like Mencius, must assume a natural goodness in our presocial
instincts. Without language we would still make distinctions, but they would be nat-
ural ones instead of conventional ones. The difference is this. Mencius' theory en-
tails that all the distinctions necessary for empire building and ruling are implicit in
our innate structure. The primitivist says that only those fitting for agrarian village
life are natural. For Mencius unified world government is natural, for the primitivist
only small villages. The Mencian sage would know innately how to rule all within
the four seas. The primitivist sage would know how to plant potatoes and feed pigs
and be absorbed in village life.

I argue that Laozi and Mencius come in the same phase of Chinese thought—
the antilanguage phase. They, therefore, share an approach to the philosophical is-
sues they addressed. They have a lot in common. Still, Laozi's analysis fundamen-
tally undercuts Mencius' position. Laozi shares the antilanguage attitude, but gives a
more plausible explanation of our ordinary moral judgments. Mencius assumed that
all our ordinary judgments reflect innate, heavenly ordained moral dispositions. Laozi
shows how those reactions in the heart can come from socialization. He shows that
the entire process of learning language is a process of absorbing a conventional,
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social pattern of desires. Our moral attitudes are learned, not innate. After Laozi,
classical Chinese philosophers no longer took the strong version of Mencius' position
seriously.

Our own romantic tradition clearly favors Laozi's village Utopia. But should we
treat this as Laozi's goal? Perhaps it is merely another example of a line of discourse
designed to see the value in what Confucians feP01 thls and the disvalue of what they
s/H*15. Treating it as a constant Utopian idea makes the text incoherent. It presupposes
a distinction between distinction making that is natural and distinction making that
is conventional. This distinction leads to attitudes and desires (avoid unnatural dis-
tinctions) and to action (retire to the village). If Laozi truly opposes these and also
advocates primitivism then he traps himself in only a slightly more complex paradox
than that of Shendao.

And what of the borrowed Shendao advice? Can we take "abandon zfo*now-to"
seriously? We must treat that, too, as another example found in the tradition for not
valuing knowledge and sagehood. We should not treat it as a constant dao lest we
land in absurdity. We must treat "abandon z/ijknow'to" and the antisage passages as
showing reasons for reversing conventional evaluative attitudes toward these terms.
They cannot be the end of the Daoist story.

So Laozi points mysteriously to some other knowledge. And what of those mys-
tical passages that talk of a metaphysical dao? Dao as a creator, as a divine incom-
prehensible mysterious thing? These passages, like all others in the book, have im-
plications for action, usually implications of reversal. Nourish things without trying
to possess them! Nature-worship talk is also discourse. It leads to the reversal of
some conventional values. Monism merely motivates another part of the heuristic
negative dao. It is not the Laozi's constant dao.

The dao, the discourse, presented in the Daode Jing is all changeable. We
should throw Laozi's parables and poetry away, like Wittgenstein's ladder of argu-
ment, once we have climbed through them. If you understand them, you understand
that you do not need them. You understand not to value them as constants.

The higher scholar hears dao—he diligently practices it. The average scholar
hears dao—it's as if it's both there and not there. The lower scholar hears dao—
he laughs at it. If he did not laugh, it could not be regarded as dao (ch. 41).

Which dao? Which scholar has the right response?
We still have no final answer to the question, "What should we do?" Can we

coherently see this book as giving the answer? Is this all we can expect when you
force a sage to write down his dao before he leaves the country? Perhaps he is
driving at something else. Something he can point to only by expressing a paradox.
"Do nothing arising from deeming and yet nothing can be done without deeming."
If there is some advice, some point, Laozi could not state it. And so neither can I.

But Zhuangzi can! Daoism must still mature more.
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The School of Names: Linguistic
Analysis in China

The first stage of the answer is simply that the Chinese looked into formal
logic and found it less important than other concerns in philosophy. . . .

FREDERICK MOTE'

Since means are dependent on ends, it is inevitable that on the Chinese
scale of value the wise dicta of Confucius and Lao-tzu are primary, the
practical rationality of Mo-tzu and Han Fei is secondary, the games with
logical puzzles of Hui Shih and Kung-sun Lung are at best tertiary.

A. C. GRAHAM2

Theory of language was a key focus in all the early Chinese schools. Their theory of
philosophical dispute focused on names. So, unsurprisingly, adherents of different
views began to defend their positions by claiming to have more analytically adequate
theories of naming. I will argue that the school of names had Confucian, Daoist, and
Mohist versions. The Mohist theories of naming moved the study of language from
a pragmatic to a more semantic focus. They embed their semantics in the larger
project of Chinese philosophy—getting constant guidance from a dao. They tried to
describe a realistic base of naming. They sought a reality-based answer to the ques-
tion, "What is the right way to project distinctions in new settings?" The right way,
they thought, responded to real similarities and differences in the world.

In the earlier Ru-MoConfuciaa-Mohist period, a social and implicitly relativist out-
look dominated the discussion of the right use of terms. However, their arguments
drew them toward realism. Confucius began with a purely conventional point of
view. He justified his dao mainly by its pedigree and the threat of anarchy if we did
not maintain the conventional regularities. Implicitly, therefore, his position allowed
that we could equally well have another dao if everyone agreed and followed that.
As we saw, Confucius and his school still had to face a realistic question internal to
even his traditional dao: What is the correct performative interpretation of that con-
ventional ritual scheme? This problem pushed early Confucianism to a realistic doc-
trine of the correct application of the names and of correct performance triggered by
the names. Confucius may not have been conventionalist about the application of his
inherited dao. Had he been willing to accept any workable solution that produced a

233
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shared agreement, changes in performance interpretation over time should not have
bothered him. The realist urge led early Confucians to develop the concept of an
intuition that guides interpretive performance: re«humamty.3

From the Mohist (and the Socratic) view, Confucius was still too much of a
conventionalist. He considered the canonical content of the received dao to be con-
ventional. He gave similar treatment to the roles and ritual competencies denoted by
traditional terms. Human guidance came from human history and culture. So Con-
fucians stressed scholarship and mastery of literature. One could raise questions about
the interpretation of the transmitted forms, but not its formulaic content. Flexibility
came from interpreting the code, not from amending it.

Mozi accepted much of the conventionalist framework, but he directly raised
the realist's question. His utilitarian language convention rested on a reality standard.
It was not that the distinctions were to mark the joints of reality, abstractly and
neutrally considered. He introduced reality indirectly through the standard of utility.
Certain conventions are more useful than others given the real context. Mozi's intro-
ducing the pragmatic perspective altered Confucius' focus: We should prefer the most
beneficial set of conventions. Mozi justified the distinctions marked by names ac-
cording to their utility in practical guidance, not their descriptive accuracy. Reality
only indirectly set the boundary conditions for correct naming.

If we think of something's being conventional only if it is one of a set of equally
serviceable shared practices, Mozi then accepted the conventionalism of language.
He merely argued that Confucius' conventional practices were not as serviceable as
alternative conventions might be. This moved him in a realistic direction. He had to
appeal implicitly to an extraconventional authority and at least one naturally fixed
(guiding) distinction. This gave him a realistic causal base for his system of names.
It still allows that there might be equally useful conventions and it still depends
heavily on the social need for order and agreement.

As we saw, Mozi did pay attention to descriptive distinctions (e.g. black and
white) but he used them as action-guiding distinctions. He treated that distinction as
an analogue to the distinction between moral and immoral. He also proposed the
ideal of measurable ya

standards for names and guiding discourse. We are to attach
names to things in virtue of features of those things that would be accessible to
ordinary people, features that require only use of their eyes and ears. He applied that
ideal mainly to prescriptive terms. The measurable standard was /z'-/zaz'beneflt"hann. It
makes it easy to project heaven's will, almost like measuring something. What for
Bentham was a moral calculus was for Mozi a moral compass.

The urge to realism also motivated the antilanguage theorists. The threat of
relativism in Confucius' conventionalism drove Mencius toward innatism. He adopted
the formal realism of one right answer to concrete moral questions. His defense of
Confucianism against Mozi required Mencius to offer an equally realistic account.
He too based it on our natural dispositions to make distinctions. Like Mozi's distinc-
tions, his natural shi-fei amounted to natural practical guidance. He merely dispensed
with all derivation. Where Mozi had one distinction guide all shi-fei activity, Men-
cius allowed only the innate, formally unguided shi-feis. Mencius implicitly accepted
the conventionalist view of language. It explained his hostility to language and his
need to transcend it altogether. Defending Confucianism against Mozi required some
extralinguistic guide. Once he had it, language could only be a threat. The intuition
directly guided the application of the thin guiding terms, shi-feithis'not this.
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Laozi's antilanguage views also seem to stem from a discomfort with the rela-
tivity of convention. Most critical is this: conventions could all be otherwise. All
distinctions are reversible. His conclusion is not as confidently realist as Mencius'
unless we construe him as a primitivist. (In which case, as we saw, the differences
with Mencius shrink to a difference in where to draw the boundary between innate
and conventional, language-induced guidance.) Speculating about his unspoken third
level of knowledge easily tempts us to mystical realism. The typical account of Daoist
mysticism is realist and absolutist. Reality is the basis of right and wrong. That
reality, in fact, makes all language wrong. In a sense, the absolute truth is there is
no absolute truth. Shendao's metaphysical dao is a natural, unconventional, and
therefore constant guide to behavior. The absolute guide to behavior cannot guide.

My theory is that what traditional accounts call the school of names is not a
school, but the culmination of a trend. Specialists began to pursue more systematic
linguistic argument. They defended all three political points of view. Each more
directly addressed the abstract relation of names and the world. We can see Laozi as
a crucial precursor to this more abstract concern. He showed how guidance required
separately discriminating and desiring. One could reverse the desires while holding
the discrimination patterns constant. This yielded the chance to look for a neutral
account of the discriminations appropriately marked by names. So we also know
these writers as specialists in £/fln

dlscrimination. xhe writers did not share any single
political or moral doctrine or attitudes beyond their specialized interest in language
and distinction making.

The impetus for this realism differs from that familiar in Western traditions.
They do not seek a causal explanation of linguistic discrimination—a sense that the
world makes our language have the shape it does. They, rather, are still searching
for a constant way to project guiding distinctions. The problem with purely conven-
tionalist distinctions is that the very awareness of their conventionality makes them
inconstant. That is, once the Mohist has made his point (that traditions could be
wrong), any purely conventionalist system will be unstable. Any dao can change if
our social purposes change.

The other way in which Chinese realism differs is that its underlying theory of
language has no clear counterpart to the familiar conceptual structure of Western
semantics. We find no concepts of beliefs, concepts, ideas, thoughts, meanings, or
truth.4 Mohist thinkers create realist semantics out of the project of finding constant
guiding discourse. They wonder how to project guiding conceptual schemes. Their
analyses use the pragmatic term feadnussible

 as pivotally as Western analyses use truth.
They still do not focus on sentences but on names or longer strings of names (usually
character pairs). The deep concern continues to be guidance, not description.

The Neo-Mohist Text: Importance and Problems

The impetus toward a realistic theory of names manifested itself most obviously in
the Mohist school. It was an outgrowth of Mozi's focus on standards of measurement
and the idea of a preconventional natural or heavenly standard. Mohists became in-
terested in the intellectual problem of constructing a coherent scheme of conventions.
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This led them even to abandon Mozi's emphasis on tiannMUK:lKaven. They also avoid
any appeal to Mencius-like inner projections of feelings from the jci/jheart-niijld.5

The Mohist dialecticians were a group of followers of Mozi sometimes also
called Neo-Mohists. Clusters of Mohist disciples operated in groups. The individual
groups seemed to maintain tight discipline and organization but the various groups
differed widely in their concerns. Some dealt mainly with defensive engineering and
warfare, others with formal philosophy.

One faction followed Mozi's interest in objective standards of language use and
technology. They conveyed their teachings by reciting a summa of terse jingcanoas.
Each jingcmon consists of a short formula dealing with ethics, language, and various
sciences (optics, geometry, economics). Copyists incorporated these canons, called
the Mohist Canon, into the middle of The Mozi, where it was preserved but not
studied. The tradition effectively lost the key doctrines of this school for two millen-
nia.

The story of how the tradition both preserved and lost this dialectical text is
arresting. It should defuse any skepticism that the medieval Neo-Confucian culture
could have failed to understand such a crucial part of its own classical philosophy.
Further, it illustrates the theoretical nature of textual reconstruction and its implica-
tions for interpretation.

A common writing medium in ancient China was bamboo strips. The Chinese
laced the strips together and rolled them into zjuan™11, which we translate as book
(usually within volumes). Chinese was traditionally, therefore, written vertically and
one unrolled the yuan1011 right to left. One could then scroll through the book easily.
There was probably an inclination to use the strips as natural breaks, like punctua-
tion. The medium imposed a natural approximate standard length and a practical limit
on book size. Our traditional Daode Jing, remember, emerged as the Dedao Jing in
a Han school.

These publication practices, coupled with the cost of copying to distribute the
book, made writers value terseness. When, however, a scholar copied a text for
himself, he probably felt free to annotate, expand, and comment on the text on the
strips. These comments sometimes found their way into subsequent copies.

The Later Mohists' texts include six juan10^. They called two simply the first
(upper) and second (lower) Canon. Two others, they called the first and second
Explanations of the Canon. The final two were seriously corrupted. Archivists may
have gathered them from disbursed fragments and called them (appropriately) the
Greater and Lesser Picks. The Lesser Pick was a remarkably coherent essay frag-
ment. The Greater Pick was a more random selection of fragments of varying length.
Graham postulated that the two picks had come from an earlier and a later Mohist
book. He argues that the Mohists had titled the originals the Canon of Sayings and
Names and Objects.

We find the core of the linguistic theory in the two Canons and their Explana-
tions. Orthodox hostility to Mohism only partly accounts for the traditional neglect
of these doctrines. The theory was both singularly sophisticated and tersely ex-
pressed. It was inimical to Confucianism but also to the dominant primitivist and
absolutist interpretation of Daoism. The immediate cause of the loss of understanding
was the way the Mohist Canon was written and included in the Mozi. The first Canon
was made up of terse theories of various key terms in the system. The second con-
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sisted of only slightly longer conceptual, ethical or, scientific claims, each also ex-
plained by a key term. Neither was an essay but a detailed look at a recommended
conceptual scheme. As both sets of term-based fragments were shorter than the bam-
boo strip length, the Later Mohists wrote them across the upper half of the bamboo
book. Then, to save space, they started again on the bottom half of the strips. The
scribe placed a terse instruction at the end of the top half (the middle of the book) to
alert readers to this arrangement

At some point in the transmission an unthinking copyist copied straight through
each strip. This interlaced the fragments like shuffling a deck of cards. Then succes-
sive copies preserved this mistake in the archival paper or silk versions. The absence
of punctuation, lack of both understanding and appreciation of its importance reduced
the shuffled text to an almost random string of characters. Confucian transmitting
theory favored preserving the text, so collectors copied and recopied it. Collectors
dutifully preserved it despite no one's understanding or valuing it. Of course it was
particularly susceptible to copyist mistakes, skipping, or doubling characters, losing
one's place, and duplicating lines. The form delivered to the Qing dynasty scholars,
who started the process of reconstruction, was a bona fide jigsaw puzzle.

Fortunately, in the second pair of books, the Explanations of the Canon, the
Mohists had inserted indices to connect each Explanation with its Canon. They wrote
the first word of the pertinent Canon beside the strip containing the explanation. The
mechanical copyist inserted these into the text string, usually as the first or second
character. This garbled the grammar of the explanations, making them less intelligi-
ble. But it also eventually provided a key to unraveling the puzzle. Those characters
signaled the beginning of each original fragment and the crucial relation between the
two texts. For two thousand years, the archivists treated the Canon and Explanations
as separate texts.

The Neo-Confucian school of the Qing dynasty, the back-to-the-Han move-
ment, developed an empirical, scientific interest in old texts. The process of recon-
structing the Neo-Mohist canon began then and continued through the modern period.
A. C. Graham published the first English translation of the whole in 1978. Graham's
Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science completed the textual reconstruction. Now,
understanding the text that is the key to the last half of classical philosophical period
has finally become possible. I argue that it changes the philosophical landscape com-
pletely. It is now clear that their advanced theories of language influenced both Zhuangzi
and Xunzi. It exposed the blatant incoherence of the antilanguage positions of Men-
cius and Laozi which Neo-Confucianism took as the apex of Chinese philosophy. It
also became possible to trace how this intense interest in terms arose from the theo-
ries of the earlier philosophers.

The Neo-Confucian tradition had lost the essence of the classical theory of lan-
guage. As medieval Neo-Confucianism emerged, following the philosophical dark
age and the Buddhist period, its adherents worked from their own implicit theory of
language. It consisted of the combination of some vague, intuitive insights of the
classical Chinese view combined with the utterly different Indo-European theory that
Buddhism had imported. This, coupled with the superstitious, cosmological focus of
a sterile, eclectic Confucian orthodoxy effectively obliterated the language insights
of the classical thinkers.

The superstition-influenced Han produced a precocious teenager, Wang Bi, who
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constructed his own theory. It combined the Daode Jing and a divination manual (the
/ JingBook of cha"ses). This turned the Daode-Jing into a cosmogony, Wang Bi's con-
ception of deep thought. He explained that the reason we cannot name Dao was that
we cannot see it! That the Confucians should take so shallow and silly a theory of
language, developed by a superstitious teenager in the philosophical dark age, to be
the view of the geniuses of the greatest period of Chinese thought testifies mainly to
the power of the Confucian doctrine of respect for antiquity. Still, it had the advan-
tage of fitting in with the Buddhist theory of language and mind. Buddhism intro-
duced attention to epistemology and sense skepticism. But, as we shall see, it had
little relation to the sophisticated theory of the philosophical giants of the classical
period.

The Centrality of Bian

We sometimes use Mo Bian to refer both to the school that produced the text and the
texts themselves. The most uncorrupted text in the set of six highlights the impor-
tance of bian. The authors regard 6/an

discriminating as me key to aj| intellectual activity.
gjaw discriminating makes clear the division between what is this (the named category in
question) and what is not—shi-fei. All investigations involve bian, from politics (the
distinction of order and disorder) to science (the points of similarity and difference).
A theory of bian is a theory of the principles of naming, fixing benefit and harm,
and resolving difficulties and disagreements.6

Names pick out stuff, phrases convey intentions, explanations give the inherent
way things are. We then choose and reject according to similarity and difference.
What we have in ourselves, we do not condemn in others. What we lack in our-
selves, we do not demand in others. Coherence in attitude is the Mohists' basic
commitment in developing a guiding dao.1

The Neo-Mohists give the standards of bian a new task. We must Wandistinguish

in a way that coherently assigns £e
admisslble to phrases or strings in discourse. Since

the discourse includes the discourse about standards of bian, this generates a regres-
sive spiral for bian and an implicit realistic ideal. If we treat bian as merely conven-
tional, then we have to regard one set no more correct than another. This threatens
our system of discriminations and terms with incoherence or inconstancy because
each of the actual systems does accept the realistic goal. They regard the alternatives
as disagreeing with them. All our conventional language of discriminations have
included the principled goal of finding an ideally best place to mark distinctions.
This place the Mohist finds in the gM

inherent ̂  thin«s ™
Western theory expresses this realistic urge in terms of the truth of sentences.

Graham and others take bian to mean argument and the Mohist enterprise to include
logic. This, as I have argued before, is a mistake. At least one of its roots is Gra-
ham's failure to appreciate the ambiguity of the English word argument. On the one
hand an argument is something you have—synonymous with a quarrel—on the other
it is something you give—synonymous with proof. Plainly, quarrels and disputes
between schools involve bian. Classical philosophers, as I have argued, take differ-
ences in discrimination to lie at the heart of the disagreements between philosophical
schools. However, bian has nothing to do with the Euclidian model of proof, as
sequences of sentences arranged so the conclusion inherits truth from the premises.

The Mohists do not discuss either logic or sentential semantics in any explicit
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sense. They do not separate sentence structures from other complex strings or phrases
compounded out of words. They do not postulate special sentential semantics—truth—
governing the assertability of sentences. Graham disagrees. He has argued that the
Mohists discovered the syntactical form of the sentence. He describes this as the
"last and most difficult of the Mohist discoveries."8 His argument is not convincing
unless one regards a sentence as an obvious natural linguistic kind.9 In any case, if
the sentence is the last discovery, then the Mohist could not have discovered argu-
ment form since it depends on a prior notion of truth-bearing sentences. Arguments
consist of sentences with some acting as premises and one as the conclusion.

A similar problem affects the understanding of y/mtentlon. The text ties it with the
cf phrase Graham treats ci as sentences and then treats yj'ntentlon as idea in the Fregean
sense, as the thought or proposition. This strips the theory of its pragmatic core and
turns it into a British Empiricist conceptualism, complete with its blurring of the
word counterpart of an idea and the sentence counterpart. So the Mohist writes that
the heart-mind takes what the ear hears and by examination discovers the y/intent.
Graham's English ear hears echoes of Locke. This is so despite the fact that Graham
himself shows most convincingly what intent amounts to in the Mohist enterprise.
The intent in using language involves a commitment to use the term up to a certain
point and stop. It is the disposition to project terms onto things (and to stop the
projection somewhere).

Phrases develop from the gM
mhercnt (the way things are in themselves) to embody

patterns that guide conduct. The system that guides conduct is a dao. The Neo-
Mohist, like Laozi, inherits the guiding model of what dao does. But he adds theo-
retical detail. Between names and dao lie the dispositions to project terms on the
world. Unless we correctly combine the terms and phrases with interpretive inten-
tions, we will miss the performance dao. Our guidance will be inconstant. Com-
pound phrases should develop according to the inherent nature of things named.
Unless we heed this external basis of our commitments in using terms, we will have
difficulty.10 It is this doctrine that Graham takes to be a theory of sentence form.

The author of Names and Objects has seen that a dao requires more than mere
names. The way we string names together and the way we project distinctions based
on them governs the way we perform in following social guidance. The author bases
the principles of stringing terms together on making proper distinctions—bian. They
do not involve the sentence, the thought, idea, or truth. Nonetheless, bian has an
unmistakable realistic thrust. In the end, however, in trying to state clear, coherent
principles for combination, the Mohist admits that they fail. The principles of order
are even less regular and discernible than those for names. The Mohists' arguments
for realism doom Confucianism and primitive Daoism. The Mohists show them to
be incoherent. This, however, leaves a path for a more sophisticated relativism—
through which Zhuangzi drives a white horse, snakes, and a praying mantis.

The Realist Move

We should not contrast realism in classical China with either idealism (the view that
the world is merely our mental construction) or nominalism (the denial of universal
abstract properties). Its contrast in China was linguistic relativism, the view that
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language, not the world, determines kinds. The Mohist argues that the measurable
differences in the world are the basis for making distinctions. Science, for example,
does not fix the range of mammal merely by linguistic habit and custom. Reality
fixes the range of natural kind terms. Hence, whether any culture realizes it or not,
dolphins are mammals. A whole linguistic community can be wrong about its lin-
guistic types.

The Neo-Mohists continue original Mohist argumentative themes. They accuse
the Confucians of airy apathy toward the actual world. In the Neo-Mohist's view,
the Confucians are the ones guilty of excessive focus on conventionality of names.
They attend only to mastery of the language in their ancient ritual texts. The Mohists
introduced a sciencelike concern with the actual similarities and differences in the
world. Confucians assigned names prescript!vely, basing them on tradition and in-
tending them to guide proper behavior according to a traditional code. They were
theoretically indifferent to the actual similarities and difference in things. They did
not advocate assigning names on that basis. They preferred their historical reflections
on how the sage-king authorities used names. The Neo-Mohist attitude was that Con-
fucians ignored the real world and based their action on mere cleverness in using
traditional names.

The opening formula in the Canon introduces the term guin ltself. Graham has
argued that gum ltself played a role in Yang Zhu's egoist nativism. Gu is what grows
to determine our mingfated length of hfe. It is the heavenly endowed natural constitu-
tion.11 Grammatically, gu precedes a conclusion. Translators tend to treat it as there-
fore or reason. We could explain its role as well, however, by inherently, "from the
constitution of things." This explains its vague similarity to object cause. Guin itself

shares the term-based conceptual structure of Chinese philosophy. It neither signals
a lawlike linking of events nor introduces a sentence that follows from earlier sen-
tences. Its force for Mohists is "arising from nonconventional natural sources." 12

The basic structure the Mohists projected on reality was a ri-;'Janpart"whole struc-
ture. The parts are divisions within some whole.13 The riparts are more important to
language. When we apply some name we apply it to a part. (We distinguish it from
the rest, as Laozi thought). When we pick out a ti we do so in virtue of its gu. We
must, then, z/Hcommit ourselves to xingfroceed according to /e/

simil^'y. This means there
is a place at which we will stop applying the term. In this sense the world controls
projection of linguistic expressions from the outside. But that control depends on the
impact of the gu on us—the ^/rtg

feelms:real«y.14 Naming involves examples—para-
digms. Examples are standards of the thing. Anything that danghlts the example is
the thing in question and whatever does not is not.15

One basic way that we name ti uses shape and characteristic. Two linked senses
of this claim emerge from the Canon. The names (characters) themselves are quite
literally shapes. Furthermore, in Chinese, they are shapes that derive from registered
differences in shapes of ti in the world.16 The ability to use language thus depends
twice on the ability to recognize shape. The same ability explains how we can apply
terms toy'Mpick out objects and how we can use language symbols: reading and writing.
The practical notion of jupick out or qU

ct"KKe gives the Mohist semantics a more prag-
matic, purposive tone than would the closely related but more abstract notions of
denotation or reference.

The Neo-Mohists recognized the compositional nature of language. Still, they
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did not have a syntactical conception based on sentences and parts of speech. We
string names together to form larger units, c/phrases, which people used to express
ylintentions -phey reintroducc the guiding focus now at the combining level. They re-
flect on how people use words to guide them in a reality rather than on how pure
language fits pure reality.

The Neo-Mohists' doctrine of the force of language finally arrives back at the
notion of a daoway. The nature of things together with our nature in registering them,
fixes the path we must walk, at least linguistically. This is especially true in the
construction of dphrases out of names. If we are not clear about te/similarity classes these
constructions will not guide us correctly.17

The Mohist's realism gives him an objective perspective on commitment in us-
ing names. The Confucian rectification-of-names theory made names too fluid. The
standard was social agreement and conformity. The Mohist account is realistic. We
call one thing by a name. The external similarities and differences then determine
what else we must call by that name. We thus accept a dao using names. We must
xingv"alk along it. (Notice that dao involves the application or interpretation of names.)
The text uses the metaphor of turning off the road to discuss verbal cleverness (say
the unrestricted creativity of rectifying names based on a claimed intuition). The
Mohists characterize this in practical terms as dangerous.18

A Western student of semantics will find interesting how reliably the Mohists
embed their realistic theory in a pragmatic framework. From the notion of commit-
ment, to picking out or choosing, guiding intent, and finally arriving at a practical
daoway, the social conception of language informs the semantic theory.

The Paradox of Relativism

Pure conventionalism, I argued, is unstable. The problem of practical interpretation,
as we saw, pushed early Confucianism toward interpretive realism. Mozi showed
that the Confucian dao was unstable because it was self-defeating. The Neo-Mohists
take on the later antilanguage views that try to escape Mozi's challenge to construct
a constant conventional guide. Primitive Daoism and Mencius regard language as
inherently inadequate. All language is bu-ke"01 assertable in that it distorts guidance—
the Dao! The traditional explanation of the Daoist opposition to language assumes
that the Dao is inherently one. It therefore has no parts and is nondivisible. Since
language inherently marks distinctions, all language distorts the Dao.19

The Mohists notice something perverse about any antirealist claim. Consider the
English sentence, "This sentence is false." It is false only if it is true and vice versa.
Now consider the sentence "All sentences are false." It is not a paradox. It is simply
false. If it is true, then it is false. If it is false, it is still false. (There are some true
sentences, but it is not one of them).

Now the Mohists, for reasons I have explained above (pages 43-44), do not
formulate their criticism of the antilanguage position as I just did. Instead of talking
of sentences, truth and falsity, the Neo-Mohists speak of their more familiar yanlan~
guage. Instead of false, they use the term fe«pervcrae. They define bei as bu-kenot

permissible 20

Canon B 71: To regard language as all fce/pervelse is feejP
ervelse—the explanation is

in his own language.
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Explanation: beipcrv°TSC is not-permissible. If this person's language is permissible
then it is not perverse and there is permissible (language). This person's language
is not-permissible. He has obviously not examined deeply enough how it dang™*9"
onto things

They developed a parallel proof rebutting the antidistinction version of the claim.21

Since every distinction is a shi-fei, denying distinctions is denying fei. The Mohists
rebut the claim that nothing could befein<A this:wrons. This amounts tofeiingfei and it
must be fei. (Consider: "You shouldn't tell anyone what they shouldn't do!" or "It's
wrong to say anything is wrong.")

They attack the antilearning positions of Laozi's primitivism and Shenadao's
stoicism by the same technique. To teach that learning is useless is beiperveise.

The Pragmatic Focus

So, although we find something close to familiar Western semantic paradoxes, we
should treat them as pragmatic paradoxes. The Mohists formulate them in terms of
word use and the social criterion of acceptability-perversity. They use feaccePtable as
the main term of analysis and evaluation. They view language as a system with a
distinction of acceptable and unacceptable use that is embedded in our social life and
reactive nature. The underlying intuition of the discussion is that it cannot possibly
be practical policy to allow a language to say certain things.

The Neo-Mohist is not explicitly using the concept of truth, but he is using an
analogue of the principle of excluded middle. His argument presupposes that an
expression is either permissible or not permissible of any stuff. However, the Mohists'
discussion here touches mainly on terms, not truth-bearing propositions. They give
excluded middle an explicitly conventional role via a stipulative notion of bi, oppo-
site or other.22 We form a bi by putting the negative fei in front of a term. All terms
implicitly have such a bi. Learning the distinction necessary to use the term means
being able to identify what is X and what is not X.

A b/other is a logical gate. For any given thing and arbitrary name, the thing
either gets that name—shi*1**^—or gets its opposite—fei™1 this:wron«. This is the shi
commitment involved in using a name.

Using this notion of bi the Mohists argue for a realists' view of bianAKCnm~
mation:dispute ^ bian is a dispute about a bi. That is, in a dispute, one party is saying
something is X and the other is saying it is not X. Take the Mohists' example.
Consider our disagreeing about whether an animal in front of us is a bovine. We
construe our positions as "it is" (shi) and "it is not" (fei). If, instead, one party
says it is a horse and the other says it is a dog, the Neo-Mohists say that dispute is
not a bian. When there is a bian in this strict sense, then, one of the parties will
always be right. One of them will dang™p onto il.23 This is a proof only of formal
realism, the realism of one right answer. The Later Mohists seem committed to
substantive realism as well. Not only is there a winner in disputes, but the world,
not mere social convention, determines the winner. The animal before us really is
like other bovines or it is not.

The Mohists may have been aware of Hui Shi's objection that we can find many
kinds of likeness. Someone may project in a way that links horses and oxen as one
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type. The Mohists do not object to treating horses and oxen as a whole of which
horse and oxen are the parts. On the other hand, that whole (draft animals), they
suppose, has nature-given partitions. The range is compounded just as the term is so
the object is a composite object made up of two riparts. The existing terms correspond
to the proper «'parts of reality. There is one suitable way to break ox-horse into its
parts. They label unorthodox ways of dividing horses and oxen kuang-jumld Plckin«
out 24 gut mjs js jusj. a lakei Tne Later Mohists never offer a general theory of which
similarities and differences count when we are deciding where nature draws the lines
between riparts. This is the Achilles heel of their realism.

The realist Mohist commitment to use a word up to a point and then stop is a
commitment to apply measurement standards in using words. Otherwise, it falls into
the category of a realist version of rectifying names. But the Later Mohists are criti-
cal of the Confucian project. The implied part-whole structure of reality requires that
names have variable and overlapping scope. The Later Mohists object to the Confu-
cian theory's implied commitment to a formal principle of one name-one thing.
Recall the derivation we noted above (pages 65-67). Allowing names to overlap in
decision contexts introduces conflict into any complex system of guiding discourse.
That formal requirement entailed by the Confucian view of rectifying names, the
Mohists argue, is an impractical and unrealistic view of prescriptive clarity in lan-
guage. It is a wrongheaded way to seek the goal of linguistic reform.

The Mohist Canon argues that the realistic interaction between language and the
world makes it acceptable that some words overlap. That is, there are going to be
cases in which two names refer to the same thing and others in which one name
refers to two things (two ft'parts). In the first case, the stock example is of dog and
puppy.25 Clearly these are two names for essentially the same thing. They discuss
the second case by stressing the indexicality of shi-bi"*1*'0"*". We can call anything
this. We can call anything other. Only we may not do both simultaneously.26 Such
ordinary features of language do no harm to its function. Trying to reform them is
unnecessary. They do not make guidance incoherent. On the contrary, they foster
pragmatic, efficient guidance using language.

The Mohists see that the functioning of names requires that we have both more
and less general terms. The more general will name the same things the less general
ones name. They distinguish among three scopes names can have: a universal scope,
a distinguishing scope, and a particular scope.27 All three types 7«pick out their scope
in the same way, by marking it off from its complement. What is striking about this
theory is that the Mohist ostensibly views each term as related to its appropriate
reality-part in exactly parallel ways. All picking out resembles the relation of proper
names to particular objects. I have argued that this suggests a mass-stuff picture of
reality consisting of noncontiguous, scattered objects.28

So the Mohist gives a straightforward, realistic analysis to explain the use of
individual terms. We apply them to similar stuff in nonwild ways. We do not know
what makes some differences wild and some not. We do know that we are supposed
to apply measurement standards. The measurement results come from the real simi-
larity difference structure in the world. The standard may be a model (actual or
remembered) or a measurement tool.29 Similarity and difference must generate a
natural structure of both tt'parts and tejsimilars. Of these two, the riparts are metaphysi-
cally basic. Z,e/similars can be drawn to link things as long as there is some coherent
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similarity.30 We thus pick out parts of or divide the whole using names. What satis-
fies the name after we make a commitment to the example or a measurement standard
is an objective matter. It depends on the world.

Strings and Reference: Extending the System

Satisfied with their theoretical base, the Neo-Mohists move on to the next puzzle.
How do we extend the system of natural scopes and ranges from individual terms to
strings of terms: compounds, and phrases? They start with the minimally longer com-
pound cj'phrase. They look first at extensional compounds. An extensional compound
is a phrase that has a scope, just as individual terms do. Its scope is some kind of
function of the scope of individual terms. What function is it? How do we use com-
pound terms to pick out the precise scope we want? A term (general or particular)
picks out or selects a substance or stuff (however scattered and distributed) within a
certain range. How is the range of a compound term related to the range of each
component term?

The Mohists do not make our familiar sentence-functional distinctions. They do
not analyze units of the compound as adjectives and nouns. Adjectives and nouns
(general or particular) both pick out a range of stuff. The Later Mohist's question is
simply this. How does the range or scope of the individual terms determine the scope
of the compound?

Notice that our most popular Western theory accepts a metaphysical analysis of
descriptive structure. We assume that the world consists of particulars (objects or
substances) and abstract, repeatable properties. The world, that is, reflects our noun-
adjective structure. This analysis yields our familiar solution to the problem of adjec-
tival modification. It employs the bent-elbow theory that postulates a meaning for
each word. That meaning ties the term to its scope, extension, or denotation. When
we compound terms, we associate the compound with a more complex idea or mean-
ing. The more complex the idea, the smaller the range of things that satisfies it. We
have an individual horse, say, and can assign to it the properties white, old, large,
blind, mean, lame, hungry, and stupid. Each one makes the associated idea more
complex. What becomes more complex, we call the intension (sense, meaning, con-
notation), the set of properties assigned to the object. And the term has an extension
(denotation, reference), the physical range to which the modified term applies. As
the intention grows, the extension shrinks (that is fewer objects have all the proper-
ties included) and vice versa.

The Neo-Mohist, however, worked with only the notion of range or scope. He
does not share our assumption of natural division of stuffs into individuals, objects
or particulars with properties. He also does not talk of sets or collections of individ-
uals. He does not see the conceptual contrast of individuals and universal properties.
His analytical structure is a part-whole structure. The natural structure of similarity-
difference divides the world into kinds, not into particular objects. Each term, no
matter how broad, is associated only with a trained ability to pick out a particular
scope (to make a distinction between what is and what is not). Individualization is
merely a limiting case of distinction making. Individuals are one variation on the
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theme of divisions within the whole. This is the key structuring principle announced
in the second canon: Tiparts are/endivisions within;ianwholes.

The relation of part and whole is somewhat context sensitive, as we saw. A part
can be a whole from another perspective. Our purpose might dictate another division.
And we can see a whole as a part of some larger whole. Mass nouns have no privi-
leged principle of individuation. The individual-property metaphysical structure is
more rigid. Our folk theory assumes that individuation is given in nature prior to any
particular denotational purpose. Our common-sense view of the world reflects our
focus on count nouns that have one privileged principle of individuation built in. The
Mohists regard individuality as built into the world only in the same sense that the
other types of similarity and difference that guide distinction making are in the world.31

Individuation is just another way of dividing wholes into parts.
The object-property solution also works for English because most normal, ex-

tensional compounds are what we can call intersection compounds. That is, the range
of denotation always shrinks as we add words.32 There are fewer white horses than
there are horses. "White horse" names an individual with the properties whiteness
and horseness. It divides its reference to each individual that has both properties. The
adjective-noun compound embraces, therefore, a smaller class than either term itself
would. That is, the class of white objects is always larger than the class of white
horses.

Chinese extensional compounds are not all intersections. As a result, compound-
ing is particularly challenging for a classical Chinese linguistic theory. There are two
types of term-term compounds. One resembles typical term modification in English.
In Chinese, fca/-mawhite horse picks out a smaller scope than mahoise alone.

In Chinese, however, term modification may have an opposite effect. Where
white horse narrows the scope of horse, other compounds may broaden the scope.
For example, the compound ft'an<#heaven~earth does not name the intersection of heaven
and earth. It names their union, hence its translation as the universe. Similarly zi-
nuson-daughter (joes not name me (empty) intersection of sons and daughters. It names
their union, hence children. These are not rare and insignificant examples. Classical
writers fill literary writings with these union compounds. Some familiar examples
include shan-shuei (mountain-water)scenery> da-xiao (great-small)size> qin-shou (bird-
beast)animal.

English has union compounds but employs a distinct syntax for the two different
kinds of compounds. We use the plural form together with and "Cats and dogs,"
"boys and girls," and Field and Stream are examples.

So the individual-property analysis of compounding would not be as helpful to
Chinese theorists as it first appeared. First, they do not take individuation as given.
The natural ontological theory of the language is a shifting part-whole analysis, not
one based on fixed ontological particulars. Second, the theory accounts only for the
intersection compounds, not the union compounds.

Syntactically, the Chinese union compounds are hard to distinguish from inter-
section compounds. The question for the Later Mohist was what determines whether
a compound increases or decreases scope. Their answer appeals to the nature of the
paired stuffs. If they can overlap and the intersection is not empty, then the com-
pound picks out the intersection. If the intersection is empty, then the compound
picks out the union of the parts.
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So, the Mohists generate a metaphysical theory33 to explain how is it that a
compound term sometimes picks out the sum of the two scopes and sometimes the
product. Let us call these the mass sum and mass product (corresponding to the union
and intersection of sets). The mass sum comes from the logical or—it names what-
ever is X or Y. The mass product comes from the logical and—it names whatever is
both X and Y. When does a compound have the range of the mass product? When
does it have the range of the mass sum?

Their metaphysics reflects their views of reference. The analysis starts with ranges
or extents rather than with individuals having properties. They call the physical ranges
wuobjects j recommenci that we think of these objects as scattered stuffs. They em-
brace properties like white and hard alongside mass objects such as water or wood
and natural kinds such as horse and ox. Names refer to these masslike quasi-objects.34

Their answer to the question of compound reference starts from noting differ-
ences among these ranges. Some ranges or scopes of stuff can interpenetrate. Others
do not. White and hard are examples of terms whose ranges can interpenetrate; the
stuff named by those terms fill or exhaust each other. Ox and horse are examples of
terms whose ranges do not interpenetrate; they exclude each other.

We will come back to problems with this extensional approach later. For the
moment, attend to how the Neo-Mohists tests this theory. They use pragmatic vocab-
ulary: ask what expressions are keP

erm^sMe. They use hard-white and ox-horse as
names of the two opposite metaphysical types. They check the metaphysical theory
by seeing if it can explain the conventional assertability of strings of words in various
contexts. Can this explain how we would normally speak? Their linguistic analysis
has this resonance of ordinary language philosophy. When we apply one expression
to an object, does ordinary usage allow another expression to apply?

The Analysis: What Phrases Are Assertable of Others?

In their most thoroughly discussed case, the Neo-Mohists conclude not-ox is assert-
able in cases when ox-horse is assertable. How can this be? Well, consider how sum-
compounds work. Suppose I asked, "How many brothers and sisters do you have?"
Suppose you answered, "Three." Then I ask again, "How many are brothers?"
You would not violate the rules of English to answer, "None." The way brothers
and sisters works in English is like the mass sums in Chinese; it picks out an either-
or range. Any part of that range counts as brothers and sisters—even if you have no
brothers. So, in the Mohist phraseology, "brothers and sisters no brothers" is ad-
missible. Your brothers and sisters happen to include no brothers.

Think of ox-horse as a compound term for draft animal (like thinking of broth-
ers and sisters as an idiomatic replacement for siblings.) The Neo-Mohist argues that
in these mass-sum compounds whose ranges do not interpenetrate, the parts retain a
metaphysical status as tiparts. This case does not force a level shift of the part-whole
analysis. Even if we call the whole ox-horse, each part is either ox or horse—not
both. The parts, in Mohist terminology, exclude each other. In that case, not X is
^permissibly piedicabie of me stuff named by tne compound term XY. The parts keep
their distinctness in these compounds. The Mohist calls them separable compounds.

The others—the hard-white combinations—in obvious contrast, are the insepa-
rable compounds. In these compounds, the parts interpenetrate so that "wherever
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you go in the compound, you find two." White does not keep a constant scope in
combinations. White picks out different parts of its range in different compounds. It
does force a change in the part-whole structure. And it raises problems for their
analysis of names. A name, remember, is whatever picks out a range. If a symbol
picks out a different range then, despite its symbolic structure, it is a different name.

The Neo-Mohist's theory of compounding is thus inimical to the rectification-
of-names ideal of one name-one thing. The relationship between a term and its range
changes for the hard-white combinations. White in hard-white does not have the same
range that it does alone. The naming paradigm (a name uniquely picks out a range)
now gives us problems. We have to say that white ceases to be the same name when
used in a compound.

The ox-horse compounds, by contrast, cause no difficulty for the naming ideal.
The divisions they mark keep their scope integrity even in the compounds. Ox still
picks out ox-stuff exactly the way it does uncompounded. So, even though "ox non-
ox" is never admissible, "ox-horse non-ox" is. In fact, "ox-horse non-ox non-
horse" is also admissible. (Hint: non-ox picks out the horse stuff; non-horse picks
out the ox-stuff).

Ethics and Realist Language

This realist language analysis still functions in a Mohist ethical structure. The real-
istic appeal arises pragmatically, not from an abstract commitment to truth. A lan-
guage adapted to reality in the Mohist way should be more useful in guiding behav-
ior. The problem is that the Mohists do not use the scientific conceptions that could
spell out why this would be the case. Why should we assume that a language that
cuts things according to natural similarities would serve us better than some alterna-
tive? If we were to adopt a causal criterion of similarity, we could start to get an
answer to the question. Such a criterion selects the similarities that are important for
prediction and explanation. However, the Mohists appeal mainly to the overall co-
herence this realist ideal gives. It avoids the self-refuting paradoxes of relativism.

That is no small plus. Beyond that coherence, the Mohists (like the Confucians)
are appealing mainly to the utility of shared agreement. Basing names on measure-
ment like standards applied to the world results in a clear, more obviously projectable
and constant dao. The distinctions are still the base of desires and dislikes. By grounding
them in the world, we avoid the problem of free-floating conventions of interpreta-
tion. Otherwise, the interpretive variability threatens to make any guiding code into
molding clay. The realistic appeal gives us a constant basis for projecting distinctions
on the real world.

Graham concluded that many of the specifically ethical fragments were in the
earliest portion of the Neo-Mohist works. It was hardest to reconstruct with confi-
dence. The corruption process we discussed on page 237 must have destroyed much
of the original text. What remains is fragmentary and suggestive. Still, the hints are
interesting and worth noting. Presumably Zhuangzi and Xunzi did have access to
these lines of argument and to their key insights.

The moral system emerges transparently from the scope analysis of terms. The
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best the Mohists can do is to defend the coherence of the moral naming pattern as
they do the coherence of a realistic naming scheme. They slightly revise the original
distinction-based utilitarianism. The basic claim is that y/moral«y is /jutility. They no
longer treat ^/jtwevoience^ however, as a neutral, shared moral concept. Mozi had
used ren as if it were simple utilitarian benevolence. The Neo-Mohists now treat it
as having acquired Confucian connotations. They describe ren

benevolence as tipatt ailme.
This suggests an obvious contrast to Mortist '̂an*11016 love.

Most interesting, as Graham first noted,35 is that the Mohist seems to have
abandoned both the authority of ftanheaven and any reference to the jcwheart-mind. The
natural or realistic warrant for the guiding aspect of language rested not in authority
or an interpretive faculty, but in objects and reality. That is the most efficient way
to guide word distinctions. Supposedly, seeing Yang-Zhu and Mencius both claim
the natural authority has made them aware of how empty the divine-command appeal
becomes. Anyone can project shi-fei assignments on heaven and claim that they are
natural or spontaneous reactions of the ^/nheart"mmd. This form of reasoning, however,
cannot justify rejecting any naturally occurring alternative view of proper guidance.
The Mohists think the way to select among the alternatives is to examine the con-
stancy and coherence of the various dao. If they could exhibit a constant, coherent
dao, that would be a significant accomplishment. They, in effect, abandon Mozi's
appeal to authority.

The coherence of utilitarianism comes from its use of measurement in evaluating
outcomes. The Mohist seemed to have worked out a notion of comparative balance
of benefit and harm. They use quanweiehmg in a positive sense. (Mencius had treated
it mainly as an elastic excuse for breaches of propriety.) For Mohists, weighing is
an integral part of their calculation or measure-based moral system. To prefer a lesser
to a greater harm is a coherent extension of a utility definition of yjmoral"y. Other
formulas suggest that they noticed a distinction between intended utility and actual
utility. Libeneflt is not what you desire, but what pleases you when you get it.36

They may have designed some of their system of concepts to deal with Mencian
or innatist moral doctrines and criticisms of Mohism. Love should be universal, they
still insist. LM«human relations discourse, however, differentiates between people to whom
we have thick or thin responsibilities.37 The social system has the general goal of
universal benefit. We have an abstract commitment to that goal—hence, universal
love. The social system makes it my role, in pursuit of that universal love, to spread
benefit thicker on my kin. They even argue that universal love requires self-love.
They thus modify the total self-abnegation that frequently brought criticism to Mozi.

They inherit Mozi's view that human nature is socially malleable. Conventional
training can instill many different types of moral character. Therefore, no natural
gum ltself settles issues of guidance. Guiding depends on the scope of our concern—
that range for which we nWdo:deem. Weido:<jeem contrasts with <?mgfeeling:realit>'. This
recalls our result on pages 126-27 that the distinction between convention and na-
ture, constant and inconstant, does much of the work normally done by our description-
prescription distinction.

The fragments take a terse position on the Mencian problem of the internality
or externality of ren

ben«olence and yjmorali|y. The Mohist position is that these moral
concepts refer to something both internal and external. Supposedly, this means that
the Mohists application depends in part on the external world and the gum ltself char-
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acter of the objects of our moral concern. Acknowledging that they are internal seems
to require a projection of human reactions—joy or revulsion—on the real world. The
scope of our concern must combine with the g«in itself character of the object of our
concern. Both are necessary to have any realistic guiding concepts.

Thus, we have the real, external, in-itself, elderliness of some things. Without
the inclination to regard elderliness as deserving of respect, that reality yields no
guidance. The similarities and differences that are relevant to our prior or conven-
tional attitudes become, therefore, especially significant. Guidance requires more than
purely descriptive similarities and differences.

Rectifying Intentional Phrases

The Neo-Mohists can tolerate some wavering on these meta-ethical issues. After all,
no rivals have a rock-solid theoretical base for their ethical projections. But the Neo-
Mohists will not tolerate incoherence in their guiding projections. They must at least
make the universal altruistic utilitarian picture constant. Here they run into serious
difficulties—difficulties related to the familiar interpretive problem that motivated
rectifying names.

The Neo-Mohists cling to the view that the real world fixes the boundaries of
the scope of terms. Accordingly, they cannot accept rectification of names as under-
stood in Confucius. That involves having the boundaries fixed by conventions, spe-
cifically the conventional guiding discourse (/j'ntual). We manipulate the conventions
by deliberate use of social superiors. For the Mohist realist, objective similarity and
difference in the world fixes the scope boundaries of terms. This means the term
framework does not guide by itself. The terms must be combined into phrases that
guide by expressing a y/mtent.

"Killing Thieves Is Not Killing Men." How then, do they deal with the problems
which rectification of names tries to solve? They refuse to rectify names to achieve
coherence of conventional guidance. Reality alone gives the correct way to project
distinctions. Opponents must have challenged their moral consistency and given their
abandonment of authority for constancy; this is a serious criticism. One obvious
challenge goes as follows: You claim to love all people, yet in your own communi-
ties you kill thieves. How can this be consistent?

The Mohists' analytical answer draws on their study of compound terms. They
had already noted that the relations of compounds to their components was more
complex than simple one-name-one-thing analysis suggests. There had to be two
quite different models of what compounding did. They now argue at length for the
even greater irregularity of moral compounds, c/phrases. Where they had been guided
by the ideal of extensional constancy, they now emphasize the opacity of guiding
compounds.38

Her brother is a handsome man. She loves her brother. She does not love a
handsome man.

She does not, that is, handsome man her brother in the act of loving him. She
follows the guidance of love your brother, not that of love handsome men. Thus, the
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Later Mohists rectify the guiding phrases rather than the referring terms. In effect,
the terms are extensional and realistic. But compounding them with verbs in guiding
structures, they argue, does not exhibit regular and uniformly predictable effects.
Like the Confucians, they put flexibility into their system of deriving behavior from
rules. We rectify not names but phrases that combine names in guiding actions.

The Mohist discussion of this issue makes up the single sequential, intact essay
among their works—the Lesser Pick (Graham's Names and Objects). It starts by
emphasizing the role of Man*scril"inating. Bian now includes the search for bicom-
parabuity in ciphrases. The comparability illustrated in the essay resembles what we would
call an inference. Western logic says that two sentences have an inference relation if
the truth of one entails the truth of the other. The Mohist, however, will give a
pragmatic analysis of when Cjphmses are bicompaiMe.

The Mohists find a truly ingenious way to do logical analysis using pragmatic
concepts and the notion of ordinary language. We start with an ordinarily assertable
phrase of a noun1 noun2 ye form ("Noun1 is noun2"). The Chinese counterpart of
our predicate nominative sentence uses no connective. It negates with/ejnot i"8^0"?
rather than buaes*aon. The Neo-Mohist calls the negated form &fei and the nonnegated
form a shi. Then, we construct an ordinarily assertable form of the same sentence
that expands the term to a phrase by adding the same character to both nouns. The
added character is typically a verb, but the Mohist, of course, does not make that
observation. The effect is to turn a predication into two action descriptions. Term1

is term2 but verbing term1 is not verbing term2. I have dubbed this algebraic infer-
ence.

XYye***

KXKYyeKXis™

In the intended standard case, the relationship exhibits a kind of constancy. The
phrases match if both the antecedent and resulting phrase lack (or both have) a/einot

this:wrong jn easy cases tjjis nea^ constant parallelism holds. "White horse is horse"
and "Riding white horse is riding horse." If the appropriately assertable form of the
base sentence (the first one) lacks the negative we call it a s/»'thls:ri8ht phrase. Other-
wise we call it afeinot Ulls:wron8 phrase. If the resulting sentence (in its appropriately
assertable form) lacks feinot this:*ro»8, we call it ran80 otherwise few-ran"0' so. Ideally
a sAzthls:nght base sentence should generate a ran80 result and a fei base a bu-ran
result.

Now in intensional contexts, this does not happen, at least not reliably. The
Lesser Pick treatise consists of a plethora of examples where the hoped-for reliable
relation fails. One's parents are people, but serving your parents is not serving the
people. Thieves are people, but loving thieves is not loving people. Now the answer
to the assumed criticism is at hand. Essentially the Mohists assert a counterpart of
the claim "execution is not murder." Thieves are people. Killing thieves, however,
is not killing people.

A thief is a person because of the way the world is. These terms must be al-
lowed to overlap. But the guidance in the phrase killing thief differs from that in
killing people. So the dao, which has "kill thieves" and "do not kill people," is
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consistent. Mohists purchase that consistency at the price of constant, regular rela-
tions between simple names and complex phrases. Their conclusion, thus, has a
decidedly paradoxical flavor. The logician finds constant inference relationships among
sentence structures. The Neo-Mohists find that the relationships are inexplicably in-
consistent. Their conclusion is that we cannot rely on language parallelism to give
guidance.

So in constructing the dao that will guide our behavior, we must rectify at the
guiding (compound) c«phrase level. That makes guidance consistent with a realistic
theory of naming. The coherence of the system comes from using the utility standard
to guide phrase construction. We cannot rely on formal relations of language to settle
matters of guidance. Algebraic inference, the Neo-Mohists conclude, is not reliable.

Once they show that these inferences do not hold universally, the Mohists have
their logical defense of their moral dao and their realistic theory of meaning. Thieves
are people, but killing thieves is not killing people. It simultaneously allows them to
fix name reference realistically and deal with the interpretive problem at a different
level. It allows them the excuse flexibility and conflict avoidance benefits of rectifi-
cation of names. It also shows that they still understand language as guiding behavior
through canonical formulas. The referential semantics is a component of a theory of
language that still treats guidance as the final function of language.

Defense of Universal Love

The Neo-Mohists thus have a more complicated apparatus to show that their universal
love ideal is constant. The kinds of challenge they contemplate are not simply doubts
about moral psychology. That traditional Confucian attack, as we saw, was just a
misunderstanding of the Mohist point. They worry more about the semantic coher-
ence of their ethical position. It raises what they see as a semantic question: can we
interpret the phrase "love people" as referring universally? Clearly, what counts as
loving people is doing something appropriate with the people with whom one can
have contact, but that is never all people. So can one's love ever be universal?

The Mohists answer that the term in a complex action description—for example,
people—does not fix whether it requires universal behavior or particular behavior.
But this is not a problem only with their moral dao. For example, I count as someone
who "rides horse" if I sometimes ride a horse. Conversely, I count as someone who
does not ride only if I universally do not ride horse—do not ride even one. Similarly,
I count as loving people if I love all with whom I come in contact. I count as not
loving people if I fail to show love to "even the least of these."

The Neo-Mohists assimilate these two answers to problems of guidance phrases
to a pessimistic paradigm. Both seem to them to undermine the ideal of extensional
regularity in language. Mohists describe these cases as instances in which the paral-
lelism of phrase construction breaks down. Thus the dialectical analysis ends on a
pessimistic Daoist note. We cannot regard language as a constant guide to behavior.
No account of language can avoid these vagaries of reference. The Mohists' refuge
from this indeterminacy lies in their realism in fixing descriptive terms and their
coherent use of the utility standard to structure guiding strings. They admonish us
constantly to return to the objective world to check our use of terms. We must follow
the similarities in the world.
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This admonition reminds us appropriately that we have to use the world to check
our dao. It solves none of the problems of how we do this. It does nothing to show
that reality requires their particular ethical system. In fact, the referential principle
itself may be seen to presuppose the utilitarian standard. It is a way of constructing
language that does have pragmatic advantages. Its consistent, objective, mechanistic
standards produce more reliable, accessible guidance. Still, the reliance on the prin-
ciple of utility in constructing dao out of language remains as arbitrary as it was for
Mozi.

Neo-Mohist Epistemology

The first Mohist Canon gives at least six formulas concerning zfli
]atov'ledse. xne grst

cluster of four follow immediately on the key realist definition of gum ltself and the
part-whole metaphysical apparatus. The world is out there independent of our lan-
guage. Linguistic activity follows the part-whole structure of reality. With these basic
assumptions, the Mohist Canon then turns to z/H'knowledge. How do we know in such
a world?

Know-(How)-To

The first definition simply says "knowledge is skill." This definition reminds us that
the ancient use of z/H'knowledge resembles our know-how or know-to more than it does
our more familiar know-that. None of the formulas treat knowledge as prepositional
or contrast it with belief.

The classical Chinese concept is, in other respects, like our English know in its
realistic implications. Know-how is not simply any disposition to behavior. Know,
as the ordinary-language philosophers urged, is a success verb. z/Hknowledge is what
correctly guides behavior. The correctness may be correct interpretation or it may be
successful in a real-world context. It must be a reliable guiding mechanism to count
as knowledge.

The explanation of this formula uses z/jj
knowled8e in the sense of a capacity to

exercise skill.39 Other fragments make it clear that the capacity is not merely intel-
lectual but includes an attitudinal ingredient: desires and aversions. For the Mohists,
.^•knowledge repiaces ^heart-mind as me substantive collection of motivation skills. It
functions in ways that Western translators convey with terms such as consciousness
or awareness. Again, however, I urge that we resist the translator's impulse to pos-
tulate two barely related meanings for the term. We should instead, notice what the
pattern of use suggests about the Mohists' view of human intelligence. In the place
of these receptive states with a passive abstract content, the Mohist puts a notion of
alert, skilled, responsiveness. They define sleep as the zhi not zMng40 and ping113"'
quuiity as 2fa wimout desire or aversion.41

Z/Hknow replaces the notion of will as much as it does consciousness. The Moh-
ists' second formula defines deliberation as seeking. The Explanation treats the zhi
as having a seeking inclination. Deliberating is the zhi's seeking. Although the skilled
seeking is reliable, they say, it does not necessarily get it.42
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We can characterize the Neo-Mohist position by adopting an apparatus to talk
of this less familiar concept of know-(how)-to. Know-to is prescriptive knowledge as
it has been for all the earlier philosophers we have discussed. The assumption has
been that zhi is knowledge of what to do. The knowledge is expressed in actions
(including, of course, speech actions).

We can contrast a theory of this know-to that explains why it has the parallels
it does to our concept of knowledge. It does not, however, contrast with preposi-
tional belief. We can translate the Platonic conditions of knowledge as practical con-
cepts.

X knows ({how, when, where, why}) to do action A if and only if:

1. X is disposed to do action A ({how, when, where, why}).
2. X's will carry out action A successfully.
3. X's doing A is produced by a reliable (constant) skill or dispositional ca-

pacity.

This definition states the success principle. (For propositions, it would have
been the truth of the belief.) It contains a reliability principle. (Western philosophy
has assumed that rational justification is the reliable procedure for producing success-
ful propositional beliefs.) This is why z/»'know can be primarily a practical ability and
still be acceptably translated as knowledge.

The next formula treats zhi as successful in its search for triggering clues.
ZWknowiedge is ^contact y^^ Qur zhi encounters a triggering wHobJect, it can type it
or put descriptive words on it that trigger program execution. It assigns the shi and
fei, the 1 and 0, that must be input for the program to run in a real world.

The third formula also underscores the realist basis of knowing descriptive terms.
Knowing is contact with objects and the ability to associate them with our learned
model.43 When our knowing capacity comes across objects, we are able to apply
standards to them. This is to know the objects.

Finally, the Mohists' fourth formula alters the zhi character. They add a xinheart

radical to zfa'know and define it as mingclanty. We have met this notion of clarity in
the earlier Mozi. He sought to be mmgclear about biandiscrimination and argued that we
must use the distinction between /j'-/za/benef"'harm to get mingclear about shi-fei. The
Later Mohist Explanation expands on this. Knowing how to grade or sort things in
language44 is zhimsdom. If we know (how) to do sort them, we know things. Knowing
is knowing to sort things in discourse.

After this sequential analysis, the Neo-Mohists use zhi in other prominent places
throughout the Mohist Canon. One especially interesting fragment is this one:

2^,-know. fiearjng; explaining, experiencing, names, stuff, union, vra'd°~deem.45

This seems to be a list of sources and objects or outcomes of knowledge. The
sources of knowledge are hearing, explaining, and experiencing. The objects or out-
comes of z/z/1™0" are names, stuff, uniting the two, and acting. The second and third
outcomes clearly signal the Mohists' realistic views. We must combine knowledge
of names with knowledge of stuff, things in the world. Only then can language guide
deeming action. The most plausible model of know-how for the first two outcomes
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is Mozi's discussion of the knowledge of the blind man. The blind man knows how
to use the names but does not know how to discriminate the stuffs. His knowledge
lacks the realistic base that comes from being able to come across the stuff and
associate it with a learned model.

Knowing names and stuffs should still be thought of on the analogy of skills.
The two skillful outputs must be combined for real knowledge. The realist Neo-
Mohists, then, stress the importance of knowledge of stuff just as Mozi did in criti-
cizing Confucianism. But they accept the tradition that includes mastery of names as
the other important element. Names enshrine the guidance that society has accumu-
lated as discursive practical wisdom. It makes it possible to extend our knowledge to
other cases where we hear of things being like this. We cannot ignore or abandon
the community's skill in the use of names. This is not antilanguage realism.

These two skills must be hecombmed before they can guide action. Skill at naming
alone is hard to distinguish from mere <7/aoclevemess. Distinguishing between them
requires close examination of the guthe way things inherentl>'are. Only when one combines
knowledge of things and knowledge of names should one undertake action. We char-
acterize correct action as the final object of knowledge. I have been characterizing it
as knowing-to (as in knowing to come in out of the rain.).46

The Mohists' four objects of knowledge correspond closely to the structure we
used in explaining Laozi's antilanguage, nonaction position. The difference is this.
Laozi's antilanguage analysis treats language as free-floating and changeable conven-
tion. The correctness of a distinction is a matter of social convention that may be
other than it is. The Mohists insist on a learned skill at discriminating stuffs. This
skill has a social element, but its outcome depends on the world. There are objective,
prelinguistic differences and similarities that guide our application of social-naming
conventions. We should harmonize names to these real similarities and differences
before undertaking action. Mohists insist on basing action on something other than
mere convention. If we do not, then the Laozi would be correct. We could regard no
system of know-how-to as constant.

The other difference is Laozi's focus on the emotional ingredient—desires. The
Neo-Mohists seem to regard action as deriving directly from knowledge. Laozi plays
the Hume to the Mohists' Kant. Motivation is internal to practical knowledge. But
the Mohists' zhi is inherently practical, so their knowledge-based position is less
striking than Kant's pure religion of reason. They still have a Hume-like commitment
to a prior, presocial will to Zjbeneflt.

Neo-Mohist Logic

The standard account of the school of names assimilates the school's interests to
logic. Members of the school are frequently characterized as logicians. While we
have certainly found the Mohists' reasoning acceptably logical, they have only flirted
around the area of logic in their defense of then" ethical dao. The theories have been
mostly of semantics, or more properly a semantic fragment within the dominant tra-
ditional pragmatic theory.

Strictly speaking, little actual development of logical theory emerges from the
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dialectical chapters of The Mozi. The Neo-Mohists do not discern anything more
about logical form beyond the algebraic analysis discussed above. Even that they
develop mostly in examples and, as we noted, they end up rejecting phrase matching
as a reliable (valid) form. They were aware that something resembling inference can
extend know-how. Suppose you have hearsay knowledge, say, that the room you
have never seen is the same color as this one. Your skill at discriminating the color
of this one enables you to know how to color the one you have never seen. The
Neo-Mohists regard this as a case where name knowledge and thing knowledge can
combine by inference. It explains their view of the role of language in the accumu-
lation of knowledge. Names are valuable tools for extending and generalizing action-
guiding knowledge.

Otherwise, claims that sound like logic reflect mostly a vague pragmatic view
that when you have committed yourself to use a linguistic expression in a certain
way, you constrain future commitments. Constancy comes from the standards of
measurement for applying terms. The Mohists do not explain anything about how
commitment to propositions (sententials) leads to commitment to other sententials
which logically follow. The matching phrases analysis clearly conies closest. I have
argued, however, that it falls within the general problem of the extensionality of
compounds. Can we add elements to terms in a constant way? We test the proposal,
as before, by seeing what phrases we can use of situations in which we use other
phrases. What phrases preserve guidance when substituted?

Their main logical terminology (followed by most Chinese reasoning about rea-
soning) evokes the notion of practical absurdity. Certain combinations of verbal com-
mitments are practically inconstant. They defend the consistency of some of their
challenged views by arguing that holding one does not haihaim holding the other.
Otherwise, Neo-Mohists merely express only vague perplexity at how people can
"say both these things" or "cling to this and still reject that."

Neo-Mohist Semantics and Chinese Logic

The algebraic argument schema considered by the Names and Objects may have been
the model for Mencius' famous logical analogy. (See pages 191-93.) From accepting
X is Y, accept KX is KY. The algebraic argument form is one that traditional Aris-
totelian syllogism cannot capture. Do we have any reason to suppose that attention
to that form of argument is distinctly Chinese?

First, note that both classical syllogisms and prepositional reasoning are frequent
in Chinese philosophical writing. The famous Chinese sorites is the most familiar
example: "If names are not rectified, then language will not be in accord; if language
is not in accord then affairs cannot be accomplished. . . . " They cast even sophist-
ical invalid arguments in syllogistic form: "A yellow horse is a horse; a yellow horse
is not a white horse therefore a white horse is not a horse."

The algebraic structure, however, is the only one the Neo-Mohists studied as a
form and evaluated for validity. That structure focuses on compound terms rather
than on truth-functional sentences. We can explain this by their philosophical inter-
ests. The infrequent use of logical connectives exacerbates the haziness of sentential
structures. Typically, Chinese writers rely on context to make the logical relation
between sentences clear. They have a clear conditional connective ze*"" but no single
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character for disjunction. The conjunction erand:yet is usually limited to contrastive
contexts. The focus on names rather than on sentences could have been influenced
by features of Chinese language that drew attention to names—graphs, characters—
and less to sentential structures (absence of regular subject-predicate form, sentence-
functional inflections, punctuation, and syntactical mobility). But a theoretical focus
on names as opposed to sentences could exist without such overdetermination. Re-
member that prepositional logic (though noticed by the ancient Stoics) did not dom-
inate ancient Western logical interest either. Aristotle's syllogism showed his own
focus on term relations. The influence of mathematical models informed the construc-
tion of modern prepositional logic mainly in this century. So we can easily explain
the absence of prepositional logic in classical China.

Explaining why Indo-European philosophical traditions focused on syllogistic
forms and Chinese did not is rather more interesting. Indo-European grammars usu-
ally require an explicit subject term or case marking that suggests its grammatical
presence. This reflects and reinforces the Western focus on assertion as the role of
language. We call the descriptive sentence complete. We characterize prescription as
having deleted the subject. (We could, instead, regard prescriptive form as normal
and say that descriptive sentences insert a subject to block the normal prescriptive
force of language.) Also the regular use of the verb to be reinforces the syntactical
requirement that all sentences have a main verb. A writer of classical Chinese could
see a term1 term2 ye sentence and regard it as an instance of compounding. Chinese
traditional grammar treats the ye is an empty character. It alerts us that this compound
has assertion force while others might not.

The cult of the sentence as a complete unit (expressing a complete thought)
draws attention both to differential syntactical and semantic function and to the phe-
nomenon of compositionality. Together, they infuse Western logic with the tradi-
tional, asymmetric, subject-predicate structure.

Chinese quantifiers, by contrast, seem to attach to the predicate: the Mohists
universally love people.47 They found matching phrases inconsistent when it added
distributives to verbs: "Thieves are people; many thieves are not many people."
When they add an explicit scope term, it usually affects the predicate. The grammar
is more like that of an equation and the algebraic proposal as an inference schema
seems natural.

In theorizing about realistic scope phenomena, the Neo-Mohists do discuss in-
ference patterns and use sentential examples. They do not, however, extend their
realist semantics to discuss the sentence as a semantic unit or truth as its semantic
value. Nor do they shift the focus of language to assertion rather than guidance. Their
views reflect off the sea of traditional pragmatic-moral interest. Can skill at manipu-
lating names lead to constantly reliable results in regulating behavior? Can you get
moral guidance from name manipulation?

I do not mean that their argument is illogical. The rejection of the algebraic
argument form is valid. If it goes wrong in even one instance, then (in its simple
form at least) it cannot be a valid argument form. They correctly undermine the
inference procedure that makes "killing-thief not killing-person" appear to be a
paradox. The matching of phrases is not reliable. Their solution involved reading the
phrases nonextensionally. They had a logically impeccable argument for rejecting
this proposed inference form.
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Minimal as it is, the argument in Names and Objects is the only discussion of
the reliability of structural inference patterns (formal logic) in the known corpus of
classical Chinese philosophy. The conclusion of their single effort before the onset
of the philosophical dark age was that it does not work. And their motive for under-
mining, rather than refining, the inference pattern was ethical. They were trying to
support a moral-political doctrine of the Mohist school. Historically, then, minimal
logical theory emerged in classical China—and what there was did not succeed. No
one knows what might have developed had not the Confucian orthodoxy in concert
with the dynastic repression exterminated Monism (and the crafts) as an intellectual
force in China.

Gongsun Long: The Defense of Confucian Language

The school of names, as I noted above, is not a school with a shared prescriptive
doctrine, but a collection of theorists who pursue their separate moral and political
doctrines by reflections about language and names. Tradition includes other figures
in the movement it calls the school of names, the most famous being Gongsun Long
and Hui Shi. I shall argue, however, that Gongsun Long and Hui Shi represented
different ethical schools and developed their doctrines by more focused theories of
language. They diverged, therefore, in their theories of language. One supported
Confucian naming principles and the other a more Daoist philosophical position.
Neither follows the realistic Neo-Mohist theory.

The Gongsun Longzi contains an introductory chapter with stories of Gongsun
Long motivating and defending his doctrines in actual discourse with other scholars.
Then there are five essays on various subjects surrounding the topics of naming and
language. Graham has argued48 that only two of the five chapters ("White Horse
Dialogue" and "Dialogue on Pointing to Thing-Kinds") are plausibly genuine doc-
trines of Gongsun Long. Some forger plagiarized the others from the Mohist Canon.
Unfortunately, the plagiarizer did not understand the way in which the Mohist Canon
had been corrupted. He read two canons together where they had been interlaced and
read the index characters as part of the text of the explanations.

The introductory chapter contains interesting hints about the motivation for
Gongsun Long's theorizing. He represents himself as defending a Confucian position
with his "white horse not horse" thesis. He is not, I think, merely trying to get
sympathy by associating with the divine sage. His theoretical position on language is
a defense of Confucian theory of language, in particular the formal corollary of the
rectification of names. He pursued the one-name-one-thing ideal that the Neo-Mohists
had criticized.

In that introductory chapter and in other references to Gongsun Long in second-
ary literature, he is cited as famous for his "White Horse Dialogue," for separating
the inseparable, and for separating hard-white.49 We shall understand these formal
positions in the context of the Neo-Mohist theory on compound terms. We will con-
struct his defense of the Confucian formalism out of these Mohist concepts.

The formal rectifying names slogan is one name-one thing. Confucians rectify
names to make the rules apply without conflict or exception. They do this by calling
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things only by the name or description used in the correct rule of /;'. Rectifying fixes
which rule applies in the particular setting. We identify the rule by deciding which
of the terms applies to the objects in the situation. So we have to decide whether the
last king of the Shang dynasty is appropriately named ruler or mere fellow. Then we
can decide whether the action of the Zhou conquest violated the li of loyalty to
rulers.50 If the li are to guide action unambiguously, then only one of the action-
guiding terms can apply to a person or event in each context of judgment.

Of course, the Confucians would rectify names primarily by assigning valuative
or grading terms to persons. They based the grade (official rank, ideally) on one's
virtue. The li spelled out their role description in the hierarchy. Your moral duties
were the duties of your rank or grade, not of persons in the abstract. The li of some
other rank just did not concern you. Gongsun Long, however, wrote in a dialectical
context in which descriptive terms had become a concern at the heart of semantic
theory. He defends a formal, descriptive, general version of this theory. Hence his
commitment to one name-one thing.

The White Horse Paradox

We have already seen the Neo-Mohist defence of the ordinary language position
against the Ideal language principle of one name-one thing. Language does not (and
need not) work like that. Combining terms, forming action descriptions, applying
terms of size or location—all frustrate the hope that there can be a constant combin-
ing principle. Still, language works for our purposes. Changing or reforming the
ordering principles is not necessary.

Gongsun Long, like ideal-language theorists in the Western tradition, is propos-
ing a language reform. He has an antecedent theory of strict clarity and wants to
rectify ordinary language. He requires language to conform to a general principle of
strict clarity. The difference between Gongsun Long and Western ideal-language the-
orists lies in the practical conception of that clarity. Western ideal-language theorists
want a language that transparently conforms to scientific descriptions of the world.
Gongsun Long wants a language that transparently and invariably guides behavior.

Obviously the reflections of the Neo-Mohists undermine the hope that such guid-
ance can ever be transparent. The particular issue on which the debate between Gongsun
Long and the Neo-Mohists focuses is the tricky matter of compound terms. Recall
that the Mohists allowed that compounding terms had two effects on the range of
things the compound picked out. One compound sums across the two ranges. It picks
out the union of the stuff picked out by the component terms. The other compound
intersects the two ranges. It refers to the range of interpenetration of the component
terms. The Mohists call the former—ox-horse—compounds separable. The stuffs did
not mix. (You can, as ranchers say, cut cattle from sheep). They call the latter—
hard-white—compounds inseparable. They do mix; they interpenetrate. No matter
how much you break down a rock, its parts will be both hard and white. You can
not cut the white from the stone.

Of these two effects, Gongsun Long surprises us by objecting to the one more
conformable to our own linguistic practice—intersection compounding. Western phi-
losophy has explained this, remember, as the inverse relation of intension and exten-
sion. (See pages 245-46.) As the list of properties increases, the number of individ-
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uals who match the list decreases. This had led commentators to the mistaken conclusion
that Gongsun Long is theorizing about properties and count nouns. However, his
theoretical apparatus is probably like that of both the Daoist and the Mohist.

There are names (mass nouns that function syntactically like proper nouns) and
ranges. Gongsun Long cannot accept that a name could change what it picks out
while remaining the same name. If it picks out a different range (in effect a different
object) then it is a different name.

So for Gongsun Long the ox-horse (separable) compound conforms to his prin-
ciple of order and clarity in language. Both terms keep their standard range while
combined in a compound. They name the same thing (the same range). The com-
pound's range or scope expands as we add terms. Separable compounds conform to
the one-name-one-thing regularity ideal. Thus, all compound terms must be separa-
ble if we are to follow the Confucian principle of order in language. We must also
construe hard-white compounds as separate.51 Either we must regard hard-white as
naming the sum of the two ranges or deny that it is a combination affixed names.
The components do not play a constant role used singly and in combination.

Gongsun Long wants to unify the treatment of the two kinds of compounds. He
puts his point, therefore, by using one term from each compounding paradigm, white
and horse. Recall what the Neo-Mohists concluded about ox-horse compounds. The
compound picks out the sum of things that are either ox or horse. So the predicate
not ox could be assertable of the range described as ox-horse. Gongsun Long insists
on treating white horse as a separable compound. He argues by analogy that not
white is assertable of the range described as white horse. The Neo-Mohists had de-
fended their claim by saying that the horse is non-ox; Gongsun Long defends his by
saying that the white is non-horse.

The alternative is to deny that white horse can ever be analyzed. Despite the
surface similarity, the terms in combination have no essential relation to the names
white and horse taken separately. Thus the white of white horse is not the white of
white feathers. Since they pick out different ranges, they cannot be the same name.52

His argument is a dilemma. The two horns are treating white horse as a separable
compound or treating it as a syncategorematic term with no systematic relation to its
components. On either alternative, the expression "white horse not horse" will be
}.„ assertable

The Dialogue on Pointing to Things

The other authentic dialogue of Gongsun Long, the Zhi-Wu Lun (Dialogue on point-
ing to thing-kinds) has been the object of much fruitless speculation. The difficulty
is that the dialogue is form rich and content poor. That is, while its language is
superficially logically tight (filled with necessarily if . . . then not, etc.), it lacks
content. That is, aside from logical and quasi-logical phraseology, there are only
three terms used pivotally: z/zJfin«er:P°int, WM*^*1"1, and tian-xiatYx world. On top of
that, the opening sentence contains a straightforward syntactic contradiction. The
dialogue has several apparent contradictions.

Scholar after scholar proposes interpretations. Many employ the apparatus of the
first-order predicate calculus. They all aim to show how some of its claims follow
from others. Their motivation is the charitable one we felt in the cave. They propose
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interpretations of zhi that make the dialogue's claims seem true. Then they use the
logical apparatus to show that the dialogue is logical. Later statements of the dialogue
follow from earlier statements.

Many of these assign abstract theoretical terms such as universal or property,
characteristic or class to the term zhi. The interpreters argue that they thus have
proof of Chinese theories of abstract objects. Thus Chinese philosophy is as profound
as Western philosophy since it has the same theories. This apologetic strategy does
not work and, as I argued in the introduction, it leads to disjointed interpretive the-
ory. We cannot allow ourselves the luxury of making up a meaning theory for each
separate philosopher to make that philosopher's doctrine come out right. The simple
reason is that they were talking to each other. If Gongsun Long comes out right,
then everyone who expressed amazed disagreement must have been wrong. The cost
of making Gongsun Long into a Platonic abstract theorist is that he fails to commu-
nicate with anyone in his linguistic community.

Because of the syntactical contradictions in the dialogue, it is no trick to derive
all the sentences from each other. Everything follows from a contradiction (in clas-
sical two-valued prepositional calculus). In proposing interpretive theories, most
translators end up giving zhi two interpretations. This removes the explicit contradic-
tion in the opening.53 Far from proving that any one theory is correct, the very
multiplicity of interpretations should warn us of the problem. Any two meanings
would eliminate the contradiction. Merely eliminating it, therefore, cannot prove you
have the correct meaning. Nothing constrains interpretive theory choice except our
understanding of Chinese philosophy outside of this dialogue. We have noted a strik-
ing absence of the concept of meaning in Chinese theories of language. We, there-
fore, lack justification outside our own familiarity for using that semantic apparatus
in explaining this dialogue. Given the Mohist theories, it would not be objectionable
to treat z/w'P0111' as reference. The dialogue certainly could not stand by itself, how-
ever, as a proof that Gongsun Long had a theory of meaning- or sense-based seman-
tic theory.54

We do, however, have good reason to suppose that Chinese writers used zhi in
explaining the semantics of terms. There is the fairly obvious connection of pointing
to things. The Neo-Mohists use zW1"011" in suggestive ways. We can imagine that it
stands for the notion of symbolic pointing. The meaningful pointing gesture works
as the rhyming shi0*1*-"^ does. They reserve the termy'Kplck out for semantic denota-
tion by a term-type. Other philosophers of language are less careful. Both Zhuangzi
and Xunzi use z/z/P011" in the sense of semantic reference. We take a term to point to
a thing. (Remember that a WM*1"8 is not an individual thing but a thing-kind.) So we
can identify zhi closely with semantic reference. Note that in both the Mohists' and
the more general use, zhi carries the notion of separating out from a background
what is shi and what isfei.55

Graham's latest approach (1978) is, accordingly, the most promising.56 He does
tie the dialogue to a concern we will see emerging in Zhuangzi. The concern could
have obvious roots in the Neo-Mohist semantic paradoxes. The pragmatic paradoxes
implicitly point to the problem of language's talking about itself. This may have led
to a worry about any chance of language's having an everything concept. Can we
put in language the claim that the part-whole metaphysics ends with some ultimate
whole? If theorists use the word zhi as Graham suggests, then one cannot zhi1""11 to
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everything. If every term separates one thing-kind from what is not the kind, then
there can be no term that does not exclude something. In particular, the z^P0"1""8

cannot point to itself. This the line followed by Zhuangzi. He argues that if we say,
"All is one," we still have the one and the saying so—and that makes two. Further-
more, the issue of whether there can be an everything concept is a plausible devel-
opment of traceable themes in the analytic school. It grows naturally out of the
framework of ft'parts andy7anwholes found in the Neo-Mohist canon.

Now the reason for not being able to name everything is not Laozi's distinction-
based worry. It is not that a term like yowexists marks something off from a paradox-
ical nothing. It is that the z/z/P0"10"8 itself is something. It cannot refer to its own
referring. Pointing to the whole cannot point to the pointing to the whole. It therefore
leaves something out and is not an everything concept.57

Graham's other insight is that we should not take the phrase "tian xia*6 world

wu lacks z]ljpointing" as equivaient to "wu zhi" by itself. This suggests that world may
be a more crucial term in Gongsun Long's argument than it seemed. The holistic
cosmos can contrast only with the things that compose it. We saw a version of this
concern in the Daode Jing's characterization of wuno" bemg as the beginning or edge
of tiandi** world.

If a term points to the whole world, then the pointing cannot be part of the
world. Linguistic reference must be nonnatural. Hence the world does not have that
particular pointing. The dialogue may take this to mean that the world does not
include any pointings period. The world has names and things but not the pointing
relationship. This is a suitably skeptical thesis about language with just about the
degree of paradox and slippery use of ambiguity characteristic of Gongsun Long's
white horse argument. It does not, however, follow. We can point to pointings; we
can even have a pointing that points to itself.

The world includes language (names) and things, but it does not contain their
relation. The relation we call reference (and Gongsun Long calls pointing) is not a
proper part of the world. If we include pointings within the everything concept, then
we cannot express it.

Graham's interpretation, necessarily, is highly speculative. It has the advantage
of being a speculation that we can tie to the philosophical issues of the day. It also
has a conformable conclusion about the thrust of Gongsun Long's theorizing. His
defense of Confucianism against Later Mohist realism defends a kind of linguistic
idealism. There is no natural realistic relation between names and things. They de-
pend on conventions. So we can construct the conventions according to whatever
ideal principles we want. We can have a language in which white horse is not horse
if this will help achieve a more elegant guiding discourse. Metaphysics is at the
mercy of names, not vice versa.

Hui Shi's Paradoxes—The World Is One

Gongsun Long's defense was so far from common sense that the Confucians did not
welcome it. His attack on the realist conception had mainly curiosity value. The third
wing of the school of names, arguably, was much more important. This wing has
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one dominant figure, Hui Shi. Hui Shi was a debating companion and close friend
of Zhuangzi. His analyses are much more damaging to the realist enterprise. We will
think of him as representing the Daoist wing, although Zhuangzi clearly saw Hui Shi
as having a seriously flawed linguistic theory. We know little about him except that
he was an expert on the theory of fo/andistinction makins. He is credited with ten theses
and associated loosely with a cluster of paradoxical statements.58 The ten theses
argue for a nonrealistic position. Hui Shi argues that distinctions are not in the world.59

The ten theses are:

1. The greatest has nothing outside it; call it the great one. The smallest has
nothing within it; call it the small one.

2. That which has no thickness cannot accumulate though it can be as large
as a thousand ft™1"5.

3. Heaven is as low as earth; mountains and swamps are level.
4. As the sun is once in the center, once on the side, so thing-kinds are once

living, once dying.
5. There is a great similarity and it is different from a small similarity; call

this small comparison. All thing-kinds are ultimately similar and ultimately dif-
ferent; call this great comparison.

6. South at once has no limit and has a limit.
7. Today I go to Yue and yet yesterday arrived there.
8. Interlocked rings can be untangled.
9. I know the center of the world: north of Yin (a northern state) and south

of Yue (a southern state).
10. Exhaustively love all thing-kinds. Heaven and earth are one tt'part.

These puzzles come without explanation. Traditional literature offers many ex-
planations. Again, we need to make sure that concerns we have already uncovered
in Chinese thought constrain our explanations. Hui Shi shows an obvious fascination
with problems of comparison (3 and 5) and indexicals—time words, place words—
that change their reference with each use (6, 7, and 9). Comparisons are hard to fit
into an extensional account of language (is a large flea large?). Indexicals tend to
draw our attention to how much the relation between words and reality can shift.

The most important of Hui Shi's theses for understanding Zhuangzi's response
to the Later Mohist realism is 5. The use of similarity and difference to justify dis-
tinctions in language gives us no unique set of distinctions. We can find some point
of similarity in any two things called by different names. Conversely, we can find
some point of difference in any two things called by the same names no matter how
much alike. So if we focused on these other similarities and differences, we would
draw distinctions elsewhere.

The series starts and ends, however, with a simple mistake. Thesis 1 and 10
both envision some kind of everything concept, an absolute monism. Monism does
not follow merely from the relativity of our distinction making activity. The sugges-
tion that it does confuses what we can know with what is real. It suggests that a
difference exists only if we can know or prove it does. We can justify no naturally
coherent, realistically required, place to draw a distinction. That does not show that
there is none any more than it does that there are many. The premises amount to
saying we cannot know the independent ultimate structure of reality, and the conclu-
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sion then baldly declares what that structure is. Hui Shi's conclusion, "The world is
one body," is an example of the verification fallacy.

Hui Shi's conclusion states an interesting problem that reminds us of the prob-
lem of an everything concept. In thesis 9, he uses the term tian xiathe world, the term
found in the "Zhi-wu Dialogue." But in the last thesis, he uses the mass-sum com-
pound found in the Daode Jing, tian di Heaven-earth. He asserts that heaven-earth is a
single ri™1'.60 We can justify no particular pattern of distinctions among things to
guide action (loving). Hence he concludes that we should love all thing-kinds without
exception.

This conclusion, I believe, is more primitive Daoist than Mohist. The Mohists,
remember, did make an implicit distinction between human society and the rest of
nature in arguing for utility. We could, in principle, have a utilitarianism that em-
braced all mammal life, or all vertebrate life, or all animal life, or all life, or all
matter. But that was not the Mohist version. What reason do we have for stopping
at one of these levels? Hui Shi appears to argue that we have none. He draws the
Daoist-like conclusion that we ought to love all of nature rather than giving human
society a special significance. But as I will argue, Zhuangzi rebuts this fallacious
monism.

Summary: The School of Names

Philosophical discourse takes an analytic turn at this point in history. Chinese think-
ers have discovered that the arguments about ethics and politics rest on difficult
issues about language and they focused directly on those issues. The natural impulse
to realism drew with it a host of implications about reality and mind. These impli-
cations developed their established views of words. They described reality and
knowledge in ways that flowed from their earlier views of language. They assumed
that the heart-mind embraced a kind of skill at applying terms and using them to
guide motivations and behavior. So the different language theorists usually saw them-
selves as defending one of the major guiding theories of the day.

They all treated the world as a part-whole structure. That assumption, however,
presented problems. We had the local problem of showing the consistency of part-
whole reference when one strung terms together in various ways for practical guid-
ance. Then we saw a hint of a global problem of the great whole and the relativism
of the parts and distinctions. It began to be clear that nature was not a sufficient basis
of guidance. Nature or heaven will lose its authority once Zhuangzi faces this gap
between the world and guidance.

The key problem lies in justifying any particular standard for making distinc-
tions above any other. We have this problem even when we agree that objective
similarities and differences exist and agree to base names on them. The problem is
that too many ways can be proposed to do this. The Neo-Mohists have not given us
any reliable way to classify the wild ones.

However, there have been positive results from the analysis. Any competent
Chinese philosopher will now see that the antilanguage position is simply incoherent.
Some linguistic utterances must be correct, however hard it is to say which they are.
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They have begun to notice degrees of more guiding and more descriptive language.
They notice that guiding usually comes in more complex structures.

Both the problems and the developments suffuse the writings of the remaining
philosophers of the period. Many scholars regard Zhuangzi and Xunzi as the most
sophisticated thinkers in this ancient tradition. Graham has shown that both were
well versed in the issues and concepts of the analytic turn. The traditional interpre-
tations, however, are theoretically mired (as Nee-Confucianism was) at the antilan-
guage position of Mencius. They treat Zhuangzi and Xunzi as adopting the same
positions that philosophers had adopted before the school of names or as offering
inferior theories. They ignore that the analytic period clearly discredited both the
antilanguage and the absolute monism theories. Any criticism of what they take to
be Daoism and intuitive Confucianism they condemn as Western or modern anach-
ronisms. Neo-Confucian interpretations assume that these later philosophers from the
mature period of Classical thought learned nothing important from the analytic school.

Nonetheless they are right that Zhuangzi and Xunzi both thought that the elab-
orate analysis of names turned out to be an unexpected failure. It did not yield the
firm foundation for language for which the theorists had hoped. But, I shall argue,
the antilanguage position never again tempts these philosophers. Both see the inco-
herence of pure relativism. We must understand their positions differently now that
we understand what they learned from the school of names.
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Zhuangzi: Discriminating about
Discriminating

"Chuang Tzu never knew he was a 'Taoist.' "
ANGUS GRAHAM '

Graham has demonstrated that the closer we come to an understanding of
the technical vocabulary of those engaged in the dialectic and logical de-
bates of the school of names . . . , the closer we come to an understand-
ing of the issues which lie behind Chuang-tzu's deep engagement with
these sophists.

We shall again begin our account of the historic Chuang-tzu with the
mystical vision which he shares with Lao-tzu. Chuang-tzu's constant ef-
forts to describe the indescribable in many ways simply amplify and enrich
what we have already found in the Lao-tzu.

BENJAMIN SCHWARTZ 2

An Interpretive Manifesto

Zhuangzi floats over the landscape of Chinese thought like a philosophical phantom
shrouded in a self-created mist of elusive style and analytical skepticism. He defies
us to interpret his critique of interpretation. There is always room for disagreement
and I will claim my share. My account will diverge fundamentally from the ruling
interpretive theory.

Zhuangzi had a unique philosophical style. He wrote philosophical fantasy. This
style is at once irrestibly attractive and yet maddeningly frustrating. How he presents
his positions counts as much as any explicit thesis we find in his fantasies. This style
injects insecurity into interpreters. Yet it attracts us like philosophical honey. His
combination of brilliance and elusive statement frustrates, delights, and challenges
those who want to interpret him.

He puts positions up for consideration as if endorsing them, then reflectively
abandons them.3 He may do this in the form of an internal monologue or as a fanciful
conversation carried on among fantastic creatures, rebellious thieves, distorted freaks,
or converted Confucians.

In his typical fantasy dialogue, Zhuangzi seemingly dares us to say which voice
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is really his. Sometimes Confucius, for example, emerges as a target of ridicule,
sometimes as the expositor of Zhuangzi's message.

Typically, his philosophical dialogues end without a conclusion. In the place of
a conclusion is a double rhetorical question, "Then is there really an X? Or is there
no X?" Every interpreter feels sure she knows which answer is correct and attributes
it to Zhuangzi. Interpreters, predictably, disagree on what that obvious point is.

Zhuangzi's style signals his status as the premier philosopher of perspective. His
staging of fantasy dialogues releases him from trying to make any transperspectival
conclusions and yet allows him to philosophize freely. He challenges us to realize
that in reading him, we do so from different conceptual perspectives. Working with
the text becomes an object lesson in the message of the text. If we think Zhuangzi
is saying A, we translate the passages differently than if we are convinced he is
saying B.

The Neo-Confucian perspective interprets Zhuangzi's theory as essentially like
that of Mencius. One should follow an innate, intuitive, natural guide to action, an
absolute, unspeakable dao. Thus Neo-Confucians triumphantly assert the ultimate
compatibility of Confucianism and Daoism. The ruling theory regards acknowledging
this compatibility between the two schools as the sign of mature insight into classical
thought. Its Neo-Confucian perspective blocks the Later Mohist awareness that Men-
cius' or any other antilanguage absolutism is incoherent. It does not see Zhuangzi's
arguments as a refutation of the position.

To see the arguments as one thing rather than another is also a matter of ac-
cepting an interpretive perspective.I learned the ruling Confucian perspective as a
student. It took years to unlearn portions of it. Now I have a more Daoist perspec-
tive. This intrigues me. It makes me sensitive to one of Zhuangzi's frequent obser-
vations about perspective. When we have shifted perspective, it is hard to see how
we could have been tempted to the earlier one. So it is hard to do the other perspec-
tive justice even if one remembers having held it. We cannot assume, simply because
we held one perspective earlier, that we now know better.

A realistic approach to interpretation assumes that some interpretive perspectives
are better than others. The key is to justify a shift in perspective. I have argued that
the argument must appeal to the overall coherence of the interpretive explanation.
An interpretation must first be coherent before it can be a coherent explanation of the
text. Schwartz urged that our Western view of what is coherent may be different
from the Chinese view. But we have found that other Chinese philosophers them-
selves clearly raise the objection that antilanguage monism is incoherent. The prob-
lem with the dogmatic mystical-monist interpretation of Zhuangzi is that it isolates
him from his philosophical culture. It ignores the challenge to integrate Zhuangzi
coherently into the philosophical debate.

But perhaps Schwartz's objection can be put differently. The concept of rational
coherence itself, not the particular conception of coherence is the issue. Appealing
to coherence as the standard is a Western fetish. Chinese interpreters have a different
interpretive practice. They may appeal to an interpretation's impact on the commu-
nity's moral behavior or to its conformity with a tradition of interpretation. It has
been alleged4 that this blatantly Western realistic perspective discredits my interpre-
tations in general. I should learn to make interpretive judgments as Chinese scholars
do. I should master and present competently the ruling theory and justify it in the
way sinologists normally do.
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I do accept that traditional scholarly standards of interpretation in China have a
different feel. At least part of that difference lies in the more authoritative status of
the community. But I regard that as a particularly conservative Confucian phenome-
non within Chinese thought, not the Chinese way of thinking. It can hardly be alleged
to be the method of the antisocial Daoists. Even Neo-Confucian methodology seems
more subtle than the argument assumes. The Song-Ming traditions certainly rejected
simple conformity to conventional viewpoints. Like Confucius, they allege that cor-
rect interpretation depends on moral intuition. That position, as I have argued, is
also a version of interpretive realism.

This Confucian realism, however, cannot survive Zhuangzi's emphasis on per-
spective. The assumption that humans share a single moral intuition is a controversial
assumption in Chinese thought. A Mohist could be reasonably expected to object. A
Daoist who draws conclusions from the irresolvability of the /?M-A/oConfucian-Mohist

debate would also be skeptical.
The principle of conformity to scholarly-community perspective is internally in-

coherent. It is incoherent in modern Western academic communities because our
community rejects the principle. Conformity to our community standards requires
that we do not cite conformity as evidence of correctness. Our community shares a
higher-level community commitment to scientific realism. But the community-con-
formity principle would also be incoherent in any community in which Mozi's point
had been made. I have argued that hypertraditionalist version of Confucianism fell
under immediate attack in China. It certainly would not have been the perspective of
the antisocial Daoists. It is hardly likely to have been Zhuangzi's methodological
perspective.

In any case, I note here, for any adherents to communitarian principles, that the
unanimity of the scholarly community is hereby broken. I reject the monist, intui-
tionist interpretation of Zhuangzi.5

Do I reject the mystical interpretation? Since by definition it has nothing to say,
it seems unnecessary to reject it. But proponents both describe it as incommensurable
with language and then proceed to spell out its theoretical content in language. They
do it in ways that Zhuangzi would have recognized as incoherent or ways that are
alien to the conceptual perspective of classical China. I certainly regard as implausi-
ble that Daoist mysticism should have either monist, intuitivist, antilanguage, nihil-
ist, or experiential content.

I reject any conception of Daoist mysticism modeled on Buddhist or Western
mysticism. I would also insist that Zhuangzi is not a primitivist or absolutist on the
grounds that he directly criticizes both these theories. Their deficiencies were known
to the school of names and, by hypothesis, to Zhuangzi. Zhuangzi was both conver-
sant with and competent in the analysis practiced by the school of names. His close
association with Hui Shi warrants both the conclusion and our respect for his logical
acumen. He should be aware of the problems with an everything concept, an antilan-
guage position, and with pure nihilism.

I will treat the maximally coherent collection of doctrines expressed by his speakers
as Zhuangzi's theory. This appeal to coherence is limited only by the principle of
humanity. I am not saying that Zhuangzi could not have made a mistake. But if a
mistake has been analyzed in the tradition (in particular by the analytic school), then
I will prefer interpretations that do not attribute that mistake to Zhuangzi. No one
who respects Zhuangzi as a thinker should object to this assumption.
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My account of the content of Zhuangzi's theory draws on the analysis that in-
forms the previous chapters. The same interpretive principle of humanity guides the
interpretation here. The ruling view, by contrast, takes a perspective based on a static
conception of Chinese thought and a fragmented schools approach. The static view
treats antilanguage intuitionism as the apex of Chinese philosophy. Hence it views
Mencius as the high water mark. It regards crediting Zhuangzi with compatible in-
tuitionist views as a sign of respect.

The fragmented schools view also infects the ruling interpretation. Having de-
cided that Daoism is antilanguage monism and that Zhuangzi is a Daoist, it concludes
his doctrine must also be mystical monism—whatever he happens to say. This con-
clusion depends on the fragmenting assumption that Dao has a special Daoist mean-
ing, that it is a singular term and has changed its meaning from guiding discourse to
the unspeakable name of some metaphysical absolute. It ignores the important influ-
ence of the school of names on Zhuangzi.6

Zhuangzi's use clearly signals this key mistake in the traditional analysis. In The
Zhuangzi daos are many and daos are linguistic. Dao remains a general term in the
Zhuangzi, not a singular one. The Zhuangzi contains references to great dao, extreme
dao, mysterious dao, heavenly dao, the ancient king's dao, its, his, or their dao,
emperor's dao, human dao, sage's dao, the dao of governing, moral dao,1 the dao
of long life, the master's dao, the dao you cannot (or do not) dao,% the gentleman's
dao, this dao, authentic dao, artificial dao, my dao, ancient dao,9 The Yellow Em-
peror's and Yao and Shim's dao, Shendao's dao,10 Confucius' dao, and Mozi's dao.n

He speaks of learning, hearing,12 saying, 13 forgetting, having, lacking, losing, gain-
ing, naming and dao'mg dao. Every occurrence of dao in the crucial second chapter
he either explains within his theory of language or uses to explain something about
language: about names, about saying, or about shi-feiing,.

I remind the reader of the strategy I recommended earlier for reading transla-
tions. You can remove a translator's monistic prejudice in translations by deleting
the the in the Dao and substituting either the plural or an indefinite article (a, some,
any). That is, change every the Dao or the Way in your favorite translations to a
dao, some dao(s), or each, every, or all ways. Then think of the paradigm dao as
some version of guiding discourse. Remember the chronic problem of practical inter-
pretation and how it require some prior guidance, some natural hard wiring. This
gives a clear account of any references to an unlearned, unspoken, or natural dao. It
is the prior, internal, natural guide required in order to absorb any socialized guid-
ance through language.

Zhuangzi, like the rest of the classical tradition, uses dao as a concept of guid-
ance rather than a reality concept. His perspectivalism focuses on the awareness that
we have many different, incommensurable guiding daos.

Again, despite its deliberately iconoclastic tone, my view of Zhuangzi does have
roots in the interpretive tradition. That tradition has always recognized the elements
of skepticism and relativism in Zhuangzi. The disagreement between my interpreta-
tion and the ruling one lies in what we think is a coherent conclusion to draw from
skeptical premises. The ruling theory fallaciously draws a dogmatic monistic conclu-
sion from relativist or skeptical premises. In effect, if we are aware that we all draw
distinctions in different ways from different perspectives, we could draw them in
many other ways than we do. Then the ruling theory claims that Zhuangzi makes the
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perspective-free judgment that absolute reality itself has no distinctions in it. How
could Zhuangzi have understood perspectival skepticism in a way that allowed such
a dogmatic conclusion?

The assumption that Daoists are monists mesmerizes traditionalists, who assume
that, as Daoists, Zhuangzi and Laozi are monistic mystics. Zhuangzi simply "ampli-
fies and enriches"14 what Laozi said. Traditionalists model mysticism on Buddhist
or Western mysticism. The Confucian tradition cherishes the thought that Daoists
agree with Mencius except for ignoring the moral nature of the mystical whole. All
this continues as if the school of names had never existed or had influenced anyone.
Even Graham, the person most responsible for proving Zhuangzi's mastery of the
school-of-names analysis, insists on imposing the antilanguage position on him.

Although it is not easy to offer a definition of Taoism, thinkers classed as philo-
sophical Taoists do share one basic insight—that while all other things move
spontaneously on the course proper to them, man has stunted and maimed his
spontaneous aptitude by the habit of distinguishing alternatives, the right and the
wrong, benefit and harm, self and others, and reasoning in order to judge between
them.15

An interpreter who thinks that this inference is valid will not be strict in requir-
ing an explicit statement of the position before attributing it to Zhuangzi. All I find
Zhuangzi saying explicitly is that for any natural distinction we focus on, we ignore
a great many others. That is a statement of pluralism, not monism. Any translator
who thinks that monism follows from the relativity of perspective will not notice the
crucial difference. He will see all comments about the relativity of distinctions to
perspective as allegations that there are no distinctions. Therefore reality is one. We
should abandon distinctions. Consider again, for a parallel example, the first line of
the Daode Jing. It does not, as we saw, assert the existence of a single, constant
dao. The widespread presumption that it does shows the power of the ruling interpre-
tive perspective. It fixes Daoism as being about an incommensurable, monistic, un-
speakable object. That is precisely the assumption I challenge again here.16

I have been building the argument in the previous chapters. The serious conse-
quences start here. I choose a unified interpretive theory that fully incorporates the
analytic school. I reject the fragmented ruling theory. I concentrate on a practical,
social conception of language. I avoid projecting the theory of an inner mental life,
consciousness, experience, and any mentalist theory of meaning. I credit all Chinese
philosophers with the view that language is a social mechanism for shaping human
behavior. These arguments invite us to change the interpretation of Zhuangzi and,
with it, our understanding of what Daoism is.

Zhuangzi's Place in the Pre-Han Dialogue

The relation of Zhuangzi and Laozi is a puzzle. Graham toys with the idea that
Zhuangzi may be partially responsible for inventing Laozi. Laozi's role in Zhuangzi's
fantasy dialogues is frequently to lecture Confucius. He does that from a perspective
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that he could share with Mencius except for his view that intuition is socially ac-
quired rather than innate. Zhuangzi accepts this part of Laozi but without drawing
the incoherent antilanguage conclusion. Zhuangzi also differs form Laozi externally
in that his serious dialectical opponents are no longer the conventional Confucians.
Naive traditionalism is now philosophically obsolete. Zhuangzi simply uses the
Confucius-Mozi debate as an illustration of the irresolvability of philosophical dis-
putes. His targets are realism and absolutism of many types.

Zhuangzi's first victim is the innatist absolutism of Mencius. He disposes of
Mencius easily and disdainfully. Zhuangzi's more challenging opponents are the real-
ist dialecticians, especially the Neo-Mohist realists. Developing a coherent way to
meet their challenge requires more of Zhuangzi's subtlety and analytical ability. He
also uses the results of the analytic philosophy of language to refute absolute Daoism.

His debating companion,17 Hui Shi, is also the target of both jokes and criti-
cism. Zhuangzi rejects Hui Shi's formulation of monism. He shows that Hui Shi's
study of names ends in incoherence. Still, much of Zhuangzi's skepticism comes
from Hui Shi's reflections on the indexicality of distinction making and similarity
and difference (see page 262). Zhuangzi also highlights Hui Shi's comparative eval-
uations, those most subject to indexical application. Indexicality, the relativity of
reference to speakers' perspective, gives Zhuangzi the key to dealing with Mohist
realism. External similarity and difference cannot provide a realist justification for
any particular way of dividing things into types. That is not because reality justifies
no distinctions, but because it justifies too many. All the distinctions we can actually
draw have some basis in reality. Any two things are similar from some point of view
and different from some other point of view.

This is where interpreters get lost. The argument can show that Zhuangzi finds
no way to show which scheme of distinctions is correct. Its thrust is skeptical. We
cannot know which way of dividing the world is correct. We cannot know whether
the scheme that makes ten thousand distinctions or one that makes five thousand
distinctions is correct. In that case, we also cannot know if the scheme that makes
two or one or none is correct. The assertion that making no distinctions is the correct
way is as dogmatic and unwarranted as any other alternative. Graham makes the
standard reasoning most explicit.

But it is also clear that if he is taking this position Hui Shi has come dangerously
close to discrediting his own tool, analytic reason. He wishes to discredit only
spatial and temporal divisions, but it will take only one more step to observe that
all reasoning depends on making distinctions, and to reach the conclusion that
we should abandon reason for the immediate experience of an undifferentiated
world, transforming "All are one" from a moral into a mystical affirmation. It
is in "The sorting that evens things out" that Chuang-tzu takes this step.18

But that conclusion simply does not follow. Zhuangzi certainly does not explic-
itly draw it. The argument is a non sequitur. We can reach that conclusion only if
we are logically careless. That there are infinitely many possible ways to classify
things based on similarity and difference does not entail that none of them is correct.
Far less does it entail that a specific one of them is correct, to wit, the one that
makes no distinctions.19
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Interpreters who think that inference valid attribute it to Zhuangzi. They explain
the absence of any such formulation as Zhuangzi's mystical refusal to state his con-
clusion. They thus seem to acknowledge that Zhuangzi realized that the conclusion
was incoherent. So the only basis for attributing that conclusion to Zhuangzi is the
interpreter's error in reasoning. The agreed textual fact is this: Zhuangzi studiously
avoids the mistake of asserting the antilanguage position. When he formulates Hui
Shi's monistic conclusion, he criticizes its incoherence. I explain the absence of any
such statement straightforwardly. Zhuangzi never drew the invalid inference. We can
assume that he is clearly aware of the Neo-Mohist proof that any statement of mys-
tical (ineffable) monism is perverse. "All language distorts the Dao" distorts the
Dao.

Zhuangzi's interest in dao, like Laozi's takes the essential form of a linguistic
theory and theory of mind. Like Laozi's theory, it treats moral intuitions as learned.
We learn our intuitions in the process of learning language. His linguistic account
shows the further influence of the Neo-Mohists. He sees how language shapes our
distinctions, our conception of what thing kinds there are. He saw the practical out-
come too: that different languages guide differently. A different guiding consequence
accompanies different assignments of names. Each clusters similarities and differ-
ences in a distinct way. His theory takes its pluralistic perspectival form because he
is trying to deal simultaneously with two results from the school of names. The first
is Hui Shi's discovery of the infinitely many ways of clustering similarity and differ-
ence. The second is the Neo-Mohist demonstration of the incoherence of the sugges-
tion that we therefore ought to abandon language.

Because he makes fun of Hui Shi and Gongsun Long, most interpreters assume
that Zhuangzi recommended against bian. But to reject distinctions is tofei treating
anything as/<?/not thiswrons (not of a type). The Neo-Mohists have shown us that that
view is incoherent. Our confusion of two English senses of argument further betrayed
us. The ruling theory finds a Zhuangzi opposed to quarrels and paints a Zhuangzi
opposed to proof or reason. I find no evidence of deliberate irrationalism in The
Zhuangzi. I do find evidence that he thought any attempt to base naming on real
similarity and difference would fail. He thought the Later Mohist's ground-up refer-
ential semantics would not work. Even they had concluded that compounding names
into phrases did not follow a regular, reliable pattern.

The school of names had simply confirmed Laozi's view. Naming is not con-
stant, especially within any guiding dao. But it had also shown that any recommen-
dation to abandon distinctions, to abandon learning, or to abandon language itself
was incoherent. The ideal of a correct assignment of names to things was at least
coherent. The Mohists' appeal to similarity and difference did not provide a single
correct assignment. The sense of lost, humorous, paradox in Zhuangzi's reflections
about language comes from this dual awareness. We can neither justify our system
of language as uniquely correct, nor can we coherently abandon it. His unresolved
fantasy dialogues and double rhetorical question conclusions are a statement of his
dilemma.

Graham has shown20 that Zhuangzi was intimately familiar with the technical
terminology of the Neo-Mohist Canon and that he used it correctly. Once we have
understood what the school is trying to say, we appreciate Zhuangzi's unmistakable
skill at dialectics. So we assign low initial probability to the hypothesis that he com-
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mils the basic error (all language is perverse) criticized so plainly in the Mohist
Canon. We see realist faith coupled with a skeptical perspective. There must be a
correct conceptual perspective. We could, however, never be sure of having found
it. These combined with his playful approach to issues and his respect for our small
place in nature yields the apparent mystical tone. We see some disappointment in the
failure of direct study of names but Zhuangzi avoids the hand-wringing self-pity of
most skeptics. Zhuangzi playfully ridicules the hope of formulating what it is that
language cannot state. He describes what it can state—the pluralism—and regards
that as his liberation from social convention. Zhuangzi's theoretical advances in this
tradition lie in theory of language. The mystical tone has no other theoretical content.

Zhuangzi: Textual and Historical Issues

We know about Zhuangzi personally only what we can infer from his text. That text,
scholars have long agreed, is not the product of a single theorist. Scholarly tradition
has divided the text into inner and outer chapters. We presume that the inner chapters
contain Zhuangzi's actual writings. The outer chapters consist of writings that some
later, more eclectic school considered related to Zhuangzi's themes. Graham classi-
fies the other lines as syncretist, primitivist, and Yangist.21 The outer texts are his-
torically important. The last chapter, especially, formulates a Daoist intellectual his-
tory of the period.

The outer chapters do not express a coherent or sophisticated Daoist position
They show far less technical mastery of theory of language.22 Where they express a
conflicting or inferior philosophical insight, I will treat the inner chapters as author-
itative. The more eclectic outer chapters combine Daoist ideas with the more super-
stitious and dogmatic positions that proliferated toward the end of the classical pe-
riod. Where Zhuangzi was a pluralist, they tend toward an frankly superstitious intuitive
dogmatism. Dogmatic intuition, even without Confucian content, is not a great im-
provement over Mencius.

Within the inner chapters, one stands out as the theoretical core of Zhuangzi's
writings. The other chapters consist of richly detailed parables whose moral is (per-
haps deliberately) ambiguous. I must admit to having being baffled, since my first
exposure to the Zhuangzi, that anyone could think the stories are unambiguous state-
ments of an absolutist or dogmatic Daoism. When we think of the relativity of com-
parative distinctions, surely the most obvious is the relativity of large and small. The
stories of the first chapter deal with the great and small. Zhuangzi tells of a large
bird, and goes on eloquently about its barely comprehensible size, its power and the
range of its flight. Then he describes the counterpart world of small flying creatures.

The absolutist interpretation trivializes Zhuangzi's point. They present him as
saying that little creatures are limited but big creatures know everything. Zhuangzi
puts his own point in careful linguistic terms. We would not construe an animal as
talking about things that could never play a role in its activities. Words play roles in
real lives. Our concepts are tied to the different practical worlds we inhabit and have
to deal with.

The traditional interpretation sees these stories as illustrating the authoritarian
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claim that "bigger is better." The emperor's perspective is better than yours. What
can your little, puny mind comprehend of the vastness of universal insight? Zhuang-
zi's description of the small bird's world, however, is too rich and empathetic for us
to explain it by a simple minded bigger-is-better absolutism. Zhuangzi's point is the
inaccessibility of other points of view from this one. It is just as impossible for the
great bird to understand what flying means to the small bird, flitting joyfully from
branch to branch.23 It is just as impossible for the giant sea turtle to know the frog's
life in the wonderfully slimy, cool well as vice versa.24 That certainly suggests the
inaccessibility of any universal point of view.

Rhetorically, of course, the point intimidates us more when made in the greater
direction. Zhuangzi seems not to have been intimidated when rules offered him the
chance to take a more universal position, to leave his fishing and go to the capital to
share the emperor's concern with the whole empire. Zhuangzi's free and easy fantasy
wandering regularly goes the authoritarians one better by appealing to an even greater
perspective than they claim. From this even greater perspective, things look different.
We should, however, not miss his point; he makes it in terms of blindness and deaf-
ness. The things we can put into words depend on the words' being able to play a role
for us in our lives. We cannot treat our language as having a free-floating, absolute rela-
tion to the world.

Zhuangzi's stories with their dual or ambiguous moral illustrate his philosophi-
cal point by their effect on us as much as by their content. What we see in the stories
will depend on what perspective we use in reading Zhuangzi. Absolutists see him
arguing that we should take the point of view of a cosmic dao. They treat the cosmic
perspective as an authoritative point of view and one that we can adopt. I see pre-
cisely the opposite point in the stories.

If we want to prove which one of these accounts of what Zhuangzi's dao was
is correct, we shall have to concentrate on the single chapter with detailed philosoph-
ical reflection and argument. That is the second chapter in the traditional text. Even
its title is subject to interpretation. Depending on what we find it saying, we can read
the title as either "Ordering thing-discourse" or "Ordering-thing discourse." It is
either a pluralist account of the different ways of dividing the world into things in
discourse or it is the single correct discourse that authoritatively orders things. Ter-
minology and reasoning from formal dialectics fills that second chapter.

Despite the strange-creatures-talking-in-riddles-to-each-other motif of the sec-
ond, chapter, I see an argument being developed in an intelligibly logical way. The
chapter announces a pluralistic and naturalistic perspective on language. Then it re-
flects on the puzzles inherent in three versions of absolutism: innatist absolutism
(Mencius), external realism (Later Mohists), and monistic absolutism (primitive or
absolute Daoism).

Language and Its Adequacy

Zhuangzi puts the initial statement of his theory of language in the mouth of Nanguo
Ziqi. He leans on his armrest and breathes serenely, as if, the text suggests, he had
lost his opposite. We can understand the loss of opposite in the tradition of analysis
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of names found even in the Daode Jing. The Neo-Mohists continue the same analy-
sis. To have lost one's opposite is to have lost the distinction of self and other.25

This distinction lies between the world to which names, distinctions, and attitudes
apply and the point of view that applies them. Because we can apply our language
to ourselves, we can shrink to a point of view within ourselves. We can look at what
from an ordinary perspective is ourselves, as an other.

An onlooker likens his state to that of being dead: "Your appearance is like
dried wood and your heart-mind like cold ashes. You cannot be what you were?"

Nanguo Ziqi answers, "Good question. Now I have buried womyself, you know.
You know the pipes of men, but not those of earth; know of pipes of earth, but not
those of nannature:heaven?"

The onlooker asks, "Could you unpack that just a little?"
Zhuangzi's lyricism flows into his answering description, filled with creative

onomatopoeia and allusions. He mentions a clod, recalling Shendao's clod that can-
not miss the dao. The pipes of earth are the physical structures through which the
wind blows to produce all manner of natural sounds. He illustrates it richly with
invented characters for whee, oooh, and the like. This he contrasts with the sound of
haunting silence when the wind ceases.

So we are to understand the pipes of earth on analogy to pipes of men. They
are blown at the whim of the windmaker and silent when the windmaker stops. These
are all natural sounds. Language, like other animal noises, must be treated as a
natural sound. But then why separate the pipes of heaven from those of earth? The
authoritative heavenly part is the alleged distinctions attached to these noises of cu-
rious animals. The pipes of heaven "blow out the ten-thousand not-alikes" (the dif-
ferences, the distinctions) and makes them seem naturally given, or self-chosen.26

Graham interpreted this passage as meaning that heaven blows out the ten thousand
different utterances of the philosophers.27

We should give a consistent Chinese analysis to Graham's reference to utter-
ances. Heaven (nature) creates all the systems of discriminating things from each
other and of choosing using that discrimination system. The system of natural sounds
includes human languages marking these distinctions. Language is on a par with the
sound of waves, the twitter of birds, and the slapping of beavers' tails on the water.

Realist semantics relies on a language-world distinction. This story underwrites
skepticism about that distinction. It reminds us that the systematic net of our lan-
guage, our distinctions, and the way it functions to guide choice and behavior is part
of nature. It encourage us to focus on how language works as a natural phenomenon
instead of on the abstract separation of language and its object. Every dao (doctrine)
about what distinctions to make and what choices follow is equally natural and equally
a part of the natural world. The natural dao includes all linguistic dao.

Shendao's and Laozi's primitive, absolute Daoism were implicitly antilanguage.
Zhuangzi's opening goes in precisely the opposite direction. Language is neither
unnatural, inherently wrong, nor inimical to the cosmos. On the contrary, all lan-
guage is equally natural. All doctrines are equally the pipes of heaven. Heaven blows
on all the pipes, not just one, preferring neither the Confucians' nor the Mohists'.

The reversal this approach offers the Daoist is enticing. Without embracing the
incoherent condemnation of language, Zhuangzi can puncture the pompous pontifi-
cating of philosophical dogmatists. He simultaneously gives them exactly what they
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want (a heavenly or natural warrant to their way of making guiding distinctions) and
strips it of rhetorical value. Heaven does dictate their system of making distinctions
and acting on them. Each is a heavenly or natural dao. Mozi's is. Confucius' is.
Yang Zhu's is. However, since all doctrines are pipes of heaven, none has any spe-
cial status in having this heavenly or natural source. The antilanguage philosophers
say that all doctrines are wrong. Zhuangzi grants (in the sense the various philoso-
phers claimed it) that all are equally in accord with heaven:nature.

Knowledge and Language

If language is part of nature, then so are the systems of guiding knowledge based on
language mastery. Knowledge consists in mastery of one of these systems of names,
one of the daos. Of course the only mastery we recognize as knowledge is mastery
of systems with which we agree. We distinguish between great knowledge and small
knowledge, great words and small words. We learn to make these distinctions about
our different schemes of distinctions. We even make Laozi's troublesome distinctions
between reality and nonreality. Where do we draw this distinction? For one, we learn
to distinguish between sleep, where spirits interact, and waking, where bodies come
in contact with a real world.28 From this distinction we construe a different structure
of things than we would if we made no sleeping-waking distinction or a different
one.

We philosophers from different schools daily go out and do battle with our
guiding heart-minds. These organs of know-how are also our centers of language
skill. We battle with evaluations: grandiose, sly, petty. We defend with distinctions:
great fears and small fears. These classifications issue from the heart-mind like "bolts
from a crossbow." That is the analysis of how the heart determines shi-fei.29

We make these differing shi-fei assignments. Something else, however, happens
with each one, something related to habit, logical implication, and character shaping.
The shi-fei patterns stay with us as if we had made an oath or a treaty.30 Some kind
of precedent, convention, or custom bind us to the shi-fei system that wins in our
hearts.31 We cannot use them without implicitly wanting others to agree how obvious
and externally directed they appear to be.

Characterizing this tendency of the heart-mind, Zhuangzi employs the term
chengcomplete in a theory-laden way.32 We usually translate the character as complete
or success. Zhuangzi uses it to refer to the chengcomplell°" of a linguistic habit in the
heart. We noted in discussing the Later Mohists that the notion was an externalist
one: what things come to be. Zhuangzi uses it of what our heart comes to regard as
the boundary of a thing, hence a prejudice. Zhuangzi's use of chengsaccess signals the
interdependence of what is in-itself and our varying purposes in drawing a distinc-
tion. It's what we, in our various ways, make of things. We can understand it by
analogy to the pragmatists' what works. There are two caveats in this comparison.
First, what we are testing are not beliefs or theories, but conceptual schemes (systems
of guiding names, that is, daos) and discrimination patterns. Second, Zhuangzi never
thought there could be a neutral test of success. What works depends on the evalua-
tive standards internal to one's dao.

This is one of Zhuangzi's crucial insights. It undermines the Mohist attempt at
a pragmatic way of answering which system of distinctions is right. Confucians and
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Mohists would think of different social outcomes of a linguistic perspective as suc-
cess. We have different ways to interpret the pragmatic standard. We never reach
rock bottom. The test of these is not so objective as successful navigation of a maze
to get to the food at the end. A cheng is just what wins given the prior commitments.
It then gets fixed in the heart-mind. The winning distinction is the one parents, peers,
or priests successfully implant in you. Many translators have noticed that, for Zhuangzi,
chengsaccess carries a connotation of prejudice, bias, or predisposition.

However these patterns get c/zengfixed in the heart, they persist and accumulate.
Discrimination patterns (language) are easy to learn in youth. When we grow old,
our commitments to settled patterns begin to weigh us down. We cannot as readily
absorb new ones. In learning, therefore, the heart-mind, as it grows complete, ad-
vances inevitably to its old age and death. It is daily suffocated by more language.33

It gradually drowns in its deemings and regardings and can never recover or turn
back. Language makes it old and we can never restore a heart nearing ruin to vigor.
The more we amass competencies, the more rigid a structure our heart takes on. The
young thus master things—languages, Rubik cubes, computers—faster than more
sophisticated adults. To be young at heart is to have room to absorb new know-how.
Children can catch on to Chinese tones easily. Those rigidified in a Western concep-
tion of language never get them down.

This may sound to us like a condemnation of making distinctions since making
distinctions blocks up our heart and leads to its rigidity, old age, and death. They
don't notice that any argument this gives for valuing having no distinctions depends
on valuing distinctions. The reason the young are better off is simply their openness
to learning other distinctions. Having learned distinctions is bad only if learning
distinctions is good. Without the value of distinctions there could be no valuing of
openness to distinctions. All this argument can justify is openness, not emptiness.
Such openness is instrumentally valuable, but when employed, intrinsically less
available.

In reacting to the world with progressively more sophisticated schemes of dis-
crimination, the heart-mind always relies on gmgreahty feedback. Zhuangzi also puts this
concept in a central position. As we noted above, translators render the character
most often as feelings. We noted that Graham treats it as authentic reality.34 I have
argued that qingKaiity feedback suggests reality as it registers on us. If it were, as Gra-
ham suggests, reality itself, its connection to feelings would be less clear. My mean-
ing hypothesis, as usual, eschews multiple, unrelated meanings. This cluster of trans-
lations can be understood if we think of qing as the heart-mind's reaction to reality.
Zhuangzi lists joy, anger, grief, delight, worry, and regret as paradigm qing. He
later calls shi-fei the essential human qing. Zhuangzi finds no more reason to think
of qing as arising from within or without. Wherever they come from, he says, they
simply crop up before us.35 That is what we must deal with.

My statement presupposes something Zhuangzi does not assert—a real world
context, a thing-in-itself independent of our systems of shi-fei. Zhuangzi simply says
these are qing like music from empty holes, pipes of heaven, mushrooms growing
spontaneously. They come like the alternation of day and night. We just do not know
where they come from. The world in itself is nothing more than a possibility of
doubt, the chance of our being wrong. And it does not matter where the <7/ngreallty

feedbacks come f|-om We have the reactions. They shape our lives. Without them, we
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would have no notion of/ (as distinct from a reality outside us). Without the / there
would be neither the notion of choice nor of the objects of choice.36

This sounds like all we can say from a neutral point of view, but it is dissatis-
fying. We have based this view of ourselves on an awareness of other points of view.
That awareness introduces the realist's realm of doubt. The other points of view may
seem as externally based as ours seem to us. Ours may seem to them as strange and
counterintuitive as theirs seem. We experience our own as if something outside is
directing it, as if there were a deep ruler, a ruler of whom we can in principle have
no evidence. We can follow this ruler of the emotions (the real world). We rely on
it, but we never see its form. It has felt reality (qing) but no form.37 With the very
notion of feedback results to our discriminations that are ours comes the notion of
an external source of their correctness. But we can never get outside our actual
responses to check on it.

The Refutation of Mencius

The heart-mind that has these qingKailty resP°nses is one of many organs of the body.
Other organs also make discriminations, have motivational structures, and get feed-
back response—eyes, skin, taste buds, ears, digestive system among others. Which
one of them do I regard as akin to me? What self-other distinction should we make
among them? Are we equally satisfied with them all or must we be partial to one?
Do we pick one as me? Then we treat the others as part of outside reality?38 Are
their responses internal or external?

Here is another manifestation of our realistic impulse to postulate a ruler: one
organ must be in charge. It rules the others. We typically pick something like my
conscience, my spirit, my reason—these are really me. Free agency requires that
these control my animal appetites, which I acknowledge as somehow in me, but not
as really me. I treat these appetites, in effect, as part of the external natural world.
These are things / take as objects of my control.

Must we make such a distinction? Can the organs not, Zhuangzi asks, take turns
being ruler and ruled?39 We feel like there must be a true ruler among the organs
but, as Zhuangzi noted earlier, we have no evidence of one.40 Our persistent belief
in a true ruler survives even the failure to get any distinct feedback response from it.
All our qing come as they are and we give them their external interpretation.

Mencius, of course, is the classic expression of the attitude favoring one organ.
He assumes that the order of nature is a form of guidance. The reality is an inner
rule supplied by f/aw

nature:heaven. And that the content of its rule is given in the shi-fei
reactions of one organ, the heart-mind. Its pro and con distinctions projected on the
world should rule over all the rest of the body. Mencius remember, calls the heart
nature and the other organs fate.41 We treat the pros and cons of the other natural
organs as a fate with which we must deal. He identifies himself with the heart and
treats it as an obvious true ruler. Furthermore, only that heart enables us to pick out
the uniquely correct way to shi-fei, the one intended by heaven.

However, the heart comes to us with the rest of the body. It moves and grows,
as does the rest of the body, inexorably toward exhaustion in registering reality as
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we brush against it. It is an organ that wears out just like our other organs. Our
acting is like a stampeding horse that cannot be headed. We do not know what the
point is or where we are going. (Something must be in control!) Sad! People call it
not dying, but of what use is that? Our minds govern the body, but this merely
enslaves it to a limited, arbitrary purpose.42

As the body changes, the mind does so as well. Is this not the maximum tragedy?
Is human life this tragic or is only mine?43

The absurdity is that the mind purports to govern, but is itself governed by, the
inexorable changes of all natural organs. Zhuangzi thus treats the claims of the heart,
like the claims of language, as just another manifestation of natural process. It has
no special warrant, either among other organs or in the scheme of things. That the
heart tells us to do something does not make that thing significant or meaningful.
Having the heart-mind enslave us is no more elevated in the cosmic scheme than
having our taste or appetites enslave us. These are all merely physical parts of us
that change, decay, etc., according to the effects of time and nature.

The Mencian theory, remember, both asserts the authority of the natural heart
and also the authority of the correctly cultivated heart. This relies on two arbitrary
shi-fei distinctions: the first between the heart-mind and other organs, the second
between the Confucian cultivated heart-mind and the hearts cultivated by other schools
or doctrines. The first authority conflicts with Mencius' claim to be in accord with
natural endowment. Nature equally endows us with all organs. If Mencius appeals to
the heart to justify preference for the heart among natural organs, he begs the ques-
tion. This justification of idealist Confucian intuition is circular. Zhuangzi first chal-
lenges Mencius' assumption that one organ naturally deserves to rule the others.

Then Zhuangzi notes that, even if we grant for the sake of argument the heart-
mind is appropriately the governing organ, that does not vindicate the Confucian
view. If we follow the heart-mind that grows with the body as the authority, then no
one lacks that authority. By Mencius' hypothesis, we all follow our heart-mind. We
define it functionally as that which guides and selects among the attitudes. On what
basis do we elevate and shi the heart-minds of Confucian historians and scholars?
Why does it matter who knows what age we are in? Why is their heart's guidance
special? The fool's heart-mind governs her just as surely.44 This justification of Con-
fucian cultivation not only begs the question against other schools. It also contradicts
Mencius' own moral doctrine that makes the heart the standard of right and wrong.
We now clearly require some standard to distinguish among differently cultivated
hearts.

If Mencius intends to argue that the heart is the standard for ,y/H-/<?inght~wrong

judgments, then Zhuangzi's first objection is that Mencius begs the question. The
second is that he contradicts himself and appeals implicitly to some noninnate stan-
dard in order to distinguish between a properly cultivated and improperly cultivated
heart. In both cases, he has presupposed an arbitrary and controversial shi<hls:nght in
his attempt to justify a natural j/«this:ri8ht.

Finally, Zhuangzi rejects outright the Mencian claim that shi-fei pro and con
attitudes are innate. His position probably arises from Laozi's analysis. We acquire,
he says, our shi-fei attitudes in the process of learning language. We start accumu-
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lating them from the moment of birth and continue accumulating them until death.
For there to be shi-fei attitudes which are not grown (cheng) into the heart is, Zhuangzi
says, like going to Yue yesterday and arriving today. Call this "regarding what is
not as what is." Even, Zhuangzi says, the divine Yu cannot make sense of it; how
would I be able to.45

The upshot of this three-part criticism is an insight parallel to Mozi's. A nor-
mative theory can not follow simply from claims of moral psychology. The existence
of the heart does not entail that we ought to cultivate and follow it. This is so even
if, as Mencius insists, nature intended it as the ruler. That simply asks if we should
be guided by nature or by dao. We have other organs.

Second, no cultivation that actually occurs can be unnatural. All actual social
daos that fix the heart-mind are natural. All offer equally natural guidance. Even an
uncultivated heart can still offer guidance.

Zhuangzi's conclusion is his version of the Humean dictum, "You cannot get
an ought from an is." But Zhuangzi states it without a concept of ought. You cannot
get a shi response out of the heart without having one chengcompleted in it. Your
appeal to the cultivated sage's heart presupposes that we shi the heart over other
organs. Then we shi a particular kind of cultivation of the heart's shi-fei reactions.

Now consider the claim that translators typically attribute to Zhuangzi. We should
accept guidance from an even more abstract inner source of guidance than the heart:
THE Dao. The mystery about what Dao is does not insulate this position from the
same argument. That the heart was subject to decay was not the logically crucial part
of the argument. The point was that to pick any organ, any standard, any distinction,
any dao as a guide is to make a prior shi-fei judgment. Some arbitrary standard must
be assumed before selecting any guide. That is why we can never find the true ruler.
Any picking of a standard will have presupposed a prior standard. We can only think
that turning back to some mysterious spontaneous nature is the answer if we do not
understand Zhuangzi's argument. We can attribute such a view to Zhuangzi only if
we assume that he did not understand his own argument.

Nor does it help to say that we should not make such distinctions. That judg-
ment itself makes one! Nor can we conclude that it all starts in some mysterious
place. That is merely another way of saying that we do not know where it starts and
that we cannot possibly get behind it. No absolutist, dogmatic, authoritarian natural-
ism can provide a better answer to Zhuangzi's argument than Mencius can. The three
problems with Mencius' theory of the heart as an inner source of guidance with
conclusive moral implications apply mutatis mutandis to any inner Dao.46 It does not
matter how sublime, mystical, obscure, or incommensurable it is. So I have this
inner guide; why should it rule my nose? Why preach about it since everyone has it,
cannot fail to have and follow it? Besides, Zhuangzi, like Laozi, sees that we learn
our shi-fei from growing up in the world, not from some prior, antecedent reality.
We do follow dao, but there are many of them. Dao does create things—in multiple
and constantly changing ways. Zhuangzi would have to be wholly incapable of re-
flective self-criticism to believe in an inner manifestation of some absolute Dao after
refuting Mencius the way he does.

If we have followed this argument aright, we can see that Zhuangzi saw what
the traditional interpreters do not. No nativist, antilanguage, intuitive conclusion fol-
lows from his analysis of language. Far from condemning all language, he treats it
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all as natural. It can hardly follow from this that we should stop using language. His
image and his argument allow him to regard the use of language, distinctions, con-
ventions as perfectly natural, indeed tragically unavoidable. He sees that we have a
powerful impulse to postulate some paramount basis of our desires, reactions, and
feelings. He also says that we can never find that true ruler. He knows Hui Shi's
argument does not follow. He knows, I shall argue, that its conclusion is incoherent.

The Refutation of the Neo-Mohists

Despite the obscurity of putting doctrines metaphorically, poetically, and in the mouths
of various figures, Zhuangzi's essay develops in a logically natural way. His position
is that all the different ways of dividing similar and different and acting on those
discriminations are equally natural. Two natural objections to this view in his philo-
sophical milieu concern Zhuangzi. The first was Mencius', which argues that the
heart-mind has an innate structure of shi-fei attitudes. Heaven wants us to follow
uniquely these responses in action. Having dispensed with Mencius' innate idealism,
Zhuangzi turns to a more serious challenge.

The Neo-Mohists conceptually structure their intended reality. They assume a
pattern of similarity and difference that is independent of language and that provides
an external standard to which our language should conform. This formal realism
gives them a regulative ideal for our system of names. It allows the Mohist escape
from relativist incoherence. Our language should reflect the similarities and differ-
ences in reality. Thus the shi-fei of language ought to conform to the real structure
of things.

The Neo-Mohists, holding this realistic semantics, would also object to the pipes-
of-heaven metaphor. It does not explain why we take our bian seriously. Why do we
think that we disagree when we make different noises? We do not disagree when I
sing an A-flat and you sing a C. Language must be more than natural noise.

Zhuangzi puts the realists objection in this way: "Language is not merely blow-
ing breath."47 Language has, Zhuangzi says, something it languages, an intended
reference. Language is about something. The essential difference between language
and noise, then, is its aboutness. Language picks out thing-kinds. The structure of
reality undergirds and informs where we should draw the line of discrimination among
thing-kinds.

Zhuangzi does not directly contest the view that language has a relation to things.
He notes, instead, that the relation between language and the world is never fixed.
So, if the aboutness relation is constantly changing, is language finally about some-
thing or is it not? Does reliance on its aboutness distinguish language from the sound
of a baby bird emerging from its egg? Is there a frandistinction or no distinction?48

If one way of relating language and reality were correct, then the others would
be wrong. If there were such a distinction between daodoctnnes as authentic*9 and
artificial, how could we fail to notice it?50 If language really had shi*ls and a/ej'not

thls, what could hide it? Why would we would have trouble telling whose language
had the appropriate privileged relation?

Zhuangzi shifts the focus of the argument from the realist regulative ideal, to
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the problem of knowledge. He does not dispute that one language might have a better
fit with reality than another. What explains why it is so hard to tell which one it is?
What good can this regulative ideal do us if we have no way of telling which con-
ceptual scheme has the privileged relation to reality? He questions the usefulness of
the regulative ideal of realism.

Given the shared pragmatic focus on language and dao, how could nature intend
only one. How can we walk a way that does not have a relation to what exists? How
can a language exist and not be appropriate?51 All languages must fix on some real
patterns of similarity and difference. All languages involve what we called thick
concepts that are strongly world guided. Each appears to its adherents to be the
obviously correct way to carve things up. They all work in a real context. Of course
all daos and language internally determine their own pragmatic standards. For there
to be a language is for there to be a standard of appropriateness which it meets in
application to the world. How will we find a neutral basis to judge between these
warring standards of appropriateness in the application of concepts? What use can
the regulative ideal serve in settling disputes about how to make distinctions?

Zhuangzi's barrage of questions reminds us that language is not merely a picture
of the world but part of a guiding dao. He thus reminds us that the fit of names to
reality is always in the context of a guiding form of discourse. It always presupposes
some value, some purpose. Is the standard of value itself part of the pattern of sim-
ilarity and difference in things?

Zhuangzi's questions about dao and 3>anlanguage are parallel. How can either fail
to be what it claims. Any dao that we actually practice will exist (hence be natural
or heavenly). Any language that exists will be fceP

ermisslble.
What misleads us about prescriptive doctrines or theories is that each comes

with its own standard of c/jeWgaccomPllshment.52 We cannot decide which is more suc-
cessful because the standard of success is internal to the dao in question. From some
other view it may be small and unimportant. Any doctrine serves some purposes and
practicing it can give a sense of accomplishment (after all the goals of a practice are
internal to the practice). Similarly, what misleads us about a language is that we can
elaborate on it endlessly. We can spell out any form of language use in ever greater
detail. Creative language users can mesmerize their followers to almost any degree.
No amount of exercise of a conceptual pragmatic perspective is going to settle which
is the really correct one.

Zhuangzi's favorite example of this phenomenon is the contrast of Mohism and
Confucianism. Here are two daos of life underwritten by two ways of deploying
distinctions of shi-fei.53 They each, with total sincerity and assurance, find the other
wrong. Confucian partisans can spell out the Confucian use of language in immense
detail. We can turn it in either the Mencius or the Xunzi direction. The Mohists,
similarly, can elaborate and develop Mozi's use of language. Zhuangzi is not going
to launch a direct attack on these two languages. His point can more easily be made
by merely observing their conflict.

Zhuangzi does offer us a dao of his own, then. He develops a language in which
to discuss the functioning of languages: a dao of dao. This metaview of the role of
language in governing distinctions and attitudes he calls /n/ng

understandmg or clarity. If
you want to shi what others fei and fei what others shi, you always can, once you
/w/ngunderstand.54 Understand what? Mystics think the reference is to some transcen-
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dental mystical form of knowledge. I think it is understanding the nature of perspec-
tives: his theory of the indexicality of language.

Language and Indexicality

Indexicals are terms in a language whose reference changes with features of the
context. An obvious example is wo1. It picks out a different individual depending on
who uses it. Similarity, s/u'*18 and What are indexicals even when used by the same
person. They pick out different objects depending on the speaker's position in rela-
tion to the objects. By moving the speaker's reference point, we change what is
i/H'*is and W181. Time words—today, tomorrow, now, before—change their refer-
ence to moments of time as each moment passes.

Such indexical terms are the basic context-dependent terms of language. My
hypothesis is that Zhuangzi's OTjng

enl'ghtenment is that all language is indexical. Ordi-
nary terms have their reference fixed by context as well. If I am talking about the
cat you can only know what cat I mean by studying the context—previous reference
to or proximity of some cat. In Chinese, without the clear marking of indexical and
universal significance of nouns (the cat versus a cat, all cats, some cats) context
dependence is even more striking. Even reference using proper names is highly con-
text dependent. This is especially true where there are a hundred basic surnames and
conventions of referring to individuals as third sister Liu.

Obviously, introducing indexicality is a way for Zhuangzi to reassert the plural-
istic and pragmatic character of language. It vitiates the impact of the claim that
language has aboutness. The Neo-Mohists had, themselves, paid some attention to
the standard examples of pragmatic reference.55 Zhuangzi makes context dependence
the focal point of his attack on semantic aboutness. It buttresses his claim that noth-
ing fixes the aboutness of language. It helps us see the deep linguistic point behind
the story of big bird and little bird! The use of language depends more on our posi-
tion than on the world.

Zhuangzi grants a semantic aspect of language. Language has aboutness, inten-
tionality. But the particular setting determines its aboutness. Language has only in-
dexical aboutness. What we refer to depends on the social and physical context in
which we learn our words. In themselves, all thing-kinds are both shi and not shi.56

From different points of view we cannot see something's being shi, the right thing
or the thing referred to in the context. If we were in the context with another con-
ceptual, grading perspective, we might fei it.

Thus Zhuangzi's perspective is not merely physical or visual perspective. Re-
member that daos themselves and language are part of the natural world. Our having
adopted or followed some pattern of language use (Confucian, Mohist, Christian,
scientific, or conservative) puts us in the world with a different perspective. We will
shi things differently and w«h»t:<*her things differently. Shi and hi are born together.57

Shi and hi have complementary usage. They come into being and pass away together,
both are permissible and impermissible of any object in itself.

Zhuangzi's argument moves smoothly from the indexical, demonstrative use of
shi (where it contrasts with fo/other) to the more evaluative use. The evaluative use
contrasts less with biAat and more with /e,-disapprove:wmng:not this With our different

language perspectives we shi"sseat and/<?idlssent differently. We do not assent to sen-
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tences or truths, but to guiding distinctions. We apply and withhold terms with pre-
scriptive significance to contextually selected segments of reality. We thus divide the
real world as we walk in it.

When a shengdlvine of any tradition projects his shi-fei onto heaven, he is still
basing his judgment on a perspective.58 Having taken that perspective, it comes to
feel like the perspective of heaven. Even if the purported heavenly perspective is one
that treats ski and fei as one, there must be a language that licenses oneing them.
So, in the end, is there really an aboutness in language, a real shi-fei, or is there
none?59

The antilanguage interpretation assumes that the answer to the rhetorical ques-
tion is none! All the arguments have shown is that there are many. Zhuangzi, how-
ever, merely leaves us with the double rhetorical question and precedes to further
puzzles. Let us talk, he says, about talking about something, and about not talking
about anything. Zhuangzi invites us to consider an Ur-perspective, a view from no-
where. That is the perspective from which shi and bi do not contrast and complement
each other. He calls it the hinge ofdaos (dao-shu). This is a hypothetical, unbiased,
purely nonpurposive perspective that is prior to any system of language. Each pattern
of prescriptive skiing and feimg starts from the center of a circle of infinite possibil-
ity. The view from the axis of daos is not where nothing can be said. It is rather the
point from which anything can be said with equal warrant. Once we say something,
we step off the axis onto a particular daopiah. From the axis, we can go out at any
angle. We can place no a priori limit on the possible pattern of shi-fei discrimina-
tions.60

I have used Zhuangzi's language to describe the relativity of name assignments
to language perspective. Zhuangzi refers to the perspective this metalanguage gives
us as mmgclanty. It allows us to see how we can reverse any prescriptive position.
Any fei can be a shi and vice versa. We can abandon the elaborate and tortured
sophistries of Gongsun Long. There are possible perspectives from which everything
is a horse. From this universal perspective, this hinge of daos, any pattern of shi-fei
is a possible path. We can understand Gongsun Long's linguistic gymnastics with
zhi fmger point and ma horse better sjmpiy by contemplating directly the relativity of shi
and fei—by mingclaiity 6l.

In language, we permit the permissible, forbid the impermissible and thus gen-
erate a dao that action completes.62 Things become the things they are (get separated
from the undifferentiated kapok) because we distinguish and refer to them by terms
in a language.

Now, can we make sense of a concept of things as they inherently are?63 Are
some things inherently permissible?64 Are any distinctions right independent of lan-
guages in which we use them? Inherently, no thing can fail to be what it is or to be
permissible. Zhuangzi's metalanguage speaks of the other languages. From the cosmic
perspective all things (and all systems of classification of things) simply are. In that
sense, nature permits them just as they are. Our talking about talking equalizes all
discourse about things.

So from some perspective for shiing we distinguish stalks and pillars, lepers and
beauties. Yet, for things however strange and incongruous, some dao passes through
them and treats them as one. In distinguishing and ranking them, they become
chengcomplete in our mind.65 By becoming complete or fixed they are damaged.66 The
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only way to avoid being complete and therefore damaged is to avoid stepping off the
hinge. We would have to go back to where every assignment is equally possible.
But, what does that get us?

What is the point of this language of universal perspective, this perspective on
perspectives? That we should say nothing? Do nothing? I have argued that Zhuangzi
pointedly reverses this quietist mystical conclusion. The point is not to avoid lan-
guage but to appreciate that many languages, many ways of ski-feting are possible.
The useful advice is that we should be flexible, tolerant, aware of the infinite range
of possible ways to respond to life. Getting locked into one makes us unable to see
the benefits (and defects) of others. Is this flexibility possible? Can it be daoed from
within any dao other than a metalevel one, from this perspective on perspectives?

One who understands this metapoint does not use it. (It is of no use by itself
except to give us a perspective on multiple perspectives). Finally, Zhuangzi cannot
recommend his metaperspective as more natural than the others. All recommendation
presupposes one among alternative perspectives. This was the point of the refutation
of Mencius. Instead he says we can rest on the usual ways of talking.67 These con-
ventional ways are useful because they are shared and underwrite exchange with
others. They unite us. We can claim success in the context of a shared agreement, a
union with others. That is as much as we can expect.68 If there is any recommenda-
tion by Zhuangzi here it is to do both at once. We see the vast evening out of all
perspectives and still use ordinary shi-fei.

Beyond this sense of accomplishment relative to some shared shi perspective,
we do not know the way things are. Zhuangzi's metaperspective does not lead to
nonperspectival knowledge of things. It is not a window on the thing in itself, but
on the bewildering range of possibilities. It leads us to a conception of the limits of
knowing. We cannot know which shi-fei knowledge system to shi. If we use dao in
Shendao's sense as the absolute, unknowable, inherent thusness of things, then treat-
ing dao as one presupposes that we do know the unknowable. What mystics treat as
one is, by definition, what we cannot know.69

Kant seemed to think of his parallel conception of the thing in itself as a mani-
fold. It was a multiple source of feedback responses or sensations. Daoists are theo-
rizing in a tradition that does not stress constructing concepts out of sense experience.
They deal with using language to make distinctions. A Daoist form of transcendental
idealism would naturally tend to characterize the thing in itself counterpart as a one.
Where Kant imagined knowledge as unifying a manifold, Daoists imagine it as dis-
tinguishing a whole into its parts. Zhuangzi, like Kant, allows that we cannot know
anything about the absolute object of our conceptual systems. We cannot know, in
particular, that it is either one or many. Our metalanguage of a higher or once-
removed perspective shows us only a perspective on the plurality of perspectives.
Mysticism and skepticism emerge together. What might be one is what we cannot in
principle know, given this concept of knowledge.

The difference between skeptics and mystics is not that we do shi andfei in one
and do not in the other. Skeptics and mystics have exactly the same shi-fei content:
none. But, practically, we cannot avoid shiing and feting. The difference between
them is merely a difference in attitude toward the way we shi andfei. The skeptic
furrows his brow critically and experiences the failure of absolute knowledge as a
disappointment. The mystic revels in the very incomprehensibility of it. Put in emo-
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tional language, the skeptic hrmmph and the mystic aah are responses to the same
realization of the limits of language, like the monkeys who object to "three in the
morning four in the evening, but are perfectly content with four in the morning three
in the evening."70 There is no difference in the substance or amount but a great
difference in their emotional reaction.

David Hume appealed to a similar insight in his Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion. He made his skeptic, Philo, and his mystic, Demea, join forces. They
jointly attack the rational theist, Cleanthes.71 Both agreed that Cleanthes could not
legitimately make any of the claims he was trying to make. Philo argued it was
because he could not possibly have knowledge of God; Demea because no human
concepts can apply to the incomprehensible deity. Both justify saying the same thing
about God—to wit, nothing. The skeptic can say nothing about reality because we
cannot prove it. The mystic can say nothing in principle about incommensurable
reality. They thus say the same no-thing. One smiles more and has an awestruck
look in his eyes. The other furrows his brow a lot.

A parallel comparison helps to capture the similarities between existentialism
(especially Nietzsche's) and Daoism (especially Zhuangzi's). Both discover the prac-
tical pointlessness of universal or absolute meaning (purpose). Nietzsche, from his
perspective as a disappointed Christian yearning for absolute, transcendent, depen-
dence on God, experiences this awareness with existentialist angst, a sensation of
looking off a cliff into a bottomless abyss. The angst is caused by the vertigo im-
pulse, the fear we will jump or drop off our perch into that nothingness. Zhuangzi,
from his Daoist sense of the constraint of conventional authority, does not think of
any cliff as a reference point. If the abyss is bottomless, then there is no such thing
as falling. The cliff and Zhuangzi are both floating free. Leaving the cliff and enter-
ing the abyss is weightlessness—free flight—not falling. From his relativistic per-
spective, the cliff is floating away. Zhuangzi's reaction is not "Oh no!" but "Wheel"

The Refutation of Absolute Monism (Primitive Daoism)

The problem comes when the monistic wears out his wits trying to say "All is one."
He tries to turn mystical or skeptical silence into an assertion of monism. His position
is like that of the skeptic who dogmatically expressed the impossibility of knowledge.
Zhuangzi sees both as mistakes. The mistake is essentially that of the primitive Daoist
that was diagnosed and criticized by the Neo-Mohists. If all is one, then there are no
real distinctions and since language marks distinctions, all language must distort the
Dao. All language, then, is perverse and all distinctions are/ei'wrong.

Zhuangzi's wording of his skepticism shows that he recognizes the problem in
postulating monism. He formulates monism as an ancient form of knowledge and he
ranks it below nihilism.

The knowledge of the ancients had a zenith. Where was it? There were those
who regarded it as having nothing. That was the zenith. It exhausted it. Nothing
could be added. Next to them were those who regarded it as having bound-
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aries but no shi-fei. The emergence of shi-fei is the deficiency of dao and the
cfortgcon-pieiion of desire.72

Shi and/<?/ make any dao leave something out. They are also the formation of
desire. Should we abandon this kind of distinction making? Can we avoid deficiency
and c/zen£completion? Zhuangzi leaves us again with a double rhetorical question. Char-
acteristically he regards completion and deficiency as a package. No guiding scheme
can have one without the other. That does not mean we can regard this combination
of completion and deficiency as bad, still less that there is a dao of avoiding it. (Any
such dao would also have deficiency with its completion.) We must recognize that
all the famous masters of knowledge of whatever skills were both completed and
deficient. All have accomplished something and neglected something else. To avoid
the pair is for them never to practice their skills.

Zhuangzi's reflections expose a paradoxical attitude toward chengmmpletlon. Any
bid to be complete must leave something out, have some deficiency. We have already
seen that his attitude of openness and flexibility cannot be intelligible without favor-
ing learning to fcj'andlstm8Ulsh. He has also refused to condemn the ordinary usefulness
of conventional ways. We cannot ask for anything more profound than such inter-
changeable usefulness in our language. So, far from drawing the passive-withdrawal
conclusion, Zhuangzi seems to celebrate pursuing some particular dao to mastery.
Graham has appreciated this unexpected turn in Zhuangzi's worries about completion
and difficulty.73

Skepticism and relativism as extreme as Chuang-tzu's are not in themselves un-
familiar to a modern reader, far from it. What is perhaps strange to him is that
there is no vertigo in the doubt, which pervades the most rhapsodic passages of
a philosophical poet who seems always to gaze on life and death with unwavering
assurance. But there is anguish in ethical skepticism only if one feels bound to
choose in spite of having no grounds to choose. For Chuang-tzu, to pose alter-
natives and ask "Which is beneficial, which harmful?" or "Which is right, which
wrong?" is the fundamental error in life. People who really know what they are
doing, such as cooks, carpenters, swimmers, boatmen, cicada-catchers, whose
instruction is always available to any philosopher or emperor who has the sense
to listen to them, do not go in much for analyzing, posing alternatives, and rea-
soning from first principles. They no longer even bear in mind any rules they
were taught as apprentices. They attend to the total situation and respond, trusting
to a knack which they cannot explain in words, the hand moving of itself as the
eye gazes with unflagging concentration.74

Graham's statement, however, attributes an unattested disdain for logic and rea-
soning to Zhuangzi. Zhuangzi puts the zither player, the music master, and the de-
bater together. Why would he think the logician or the mathematician is less able to
"know what he is doing" as than the dancer and the milkmaid? Posing and testing
alternatives are what philosophers do as much as setting and driving nails is what
carpenters do. Both gain a skill, apply their minds, and reach levels of performance
at which they transcend any conscious processing of the first steps of this learning.
What is Zhuangzi to say of himself as a philosopher theorizing about the indexicality
of language? Can a cicada catcher pursue his craft without making distinctions? He
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must shiis cicadas and/e/'is not cockroaches. A carpenter must shi nails andfei screws
for some tasks.

Zhuangzi seems to give unequivocal praise of skill mastery in the third chapter.
In the tone setting piece for its title, "The Secret of Caring for Life," Zhuangzi
draws a favorable portrait of skill-transcending specialization. His expression shows
that, like Aristotle (or Confucius) he seems to recognize that human life offers no
more fulfilling activity than the exercise of some acquired skill. Well-honed skills
seem to invite paradoxical, mystical description. The performance itself pulls us along
in a unity of actor and action. It is a way of losing myself that one may experience
also in contemplation or trance. Our own actions sometimes mystify us. We do not
understand how we did it; we certainly cannot explain it to others. Zhuangzi's de-
scription in this chapter is a classic:

Cook Ding was slicing up an ox for Lord Wen-hui. At every push of his hand,
every angle of his shoulder, every step with his feet, every bend of his knee—
zip! zoop! he slithered the knife along with a zing, and all was in perfect rhythm,
as though he were dancing to Mulberry Grove or keeping time as in Jing-shou
music.

"Ah, this is marvelous!" said Lord Wen-hui. "Imagine skill reaching such
heights!"

Cook Ding laid down his knife and replied, "What I care about is a doo
which advances my skill. When first I began cutting up oxen, I could see nothing
that was not ox. After three years, I never saw a whole ox. And now—now I go
at it by spirit and do not look with my eyes. Controlling knowledge has stopped
and my spirit wills the performance. I depend on the natural makeup, cut through
the creases, guide through fissures. I depend on things as they are. So I never
touch the smallest ligament or tendon, much less bone."

"A good cook changes his knife once a year—because he cuts. A mediocre
cook changes his knife once a month—because he hacks. I have had this knife
of mine for nineteen years and I've cut up thousands of oxen with it. Yet the
blade is as good as if it had just come from the grindstone. . . . "

"Despite that, I regularly come to the end of what I am used to. I see its
being hard to carry on. I become alert; my gaze comes to rest. I slow down my
performance and move the blade with delicacy. Then zhrup! It cuts through and
falls to the ground. I stand with the knife erect, look all around, deem it wonder-
fully fulfilling, strop the knife and put it away."

This story, though a nearly universal favorite, poses a problem for the absolut-
ist.75 They like the mystical sound, the reference to a dao, and they read the claim
that dao ymadvances skill as the claim that it g«osuipasses skill. The traditional commit-
ment to a mystical, monistic dao conflicts with Zhuangzi's conception of a dao that
advances skill.

The last paragraph undermines any absolutist reading of the parable. It makes
clear that Ding has hold of no absolute way of doing his thing. His way is constantly
developing. He continues to progress in pursuing his skill by tracing his dao to points
beyond his previous training. He comes to a hard part and has to pay attention, make
distinctions, try them out, and then move on. The absolutist monistic interpretation
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cannot brook the suggestion that Ding knows his dao and still improves. How can
you have part of a dao that has no parts? The "Star Wars" view of Dao makes
grasping it an all or nothing matter. When you have it you suspend entirely all
thought and sensation. Surrender yourself to the Dao and you can be saved! Cook
Ding's is not a good story for those with religious-salvation views of Daoism.

The choice of a butcher for this parable seems significant too. Butchering is not
a particularly noble profession. Zhuangzi's equalizing tendency shows us that this
level of expertise is available within any activity. Further, note that his activity is
cutting. Dividing something into parts. When he has mastered his guiding dao, it
gives him a perception of the world in which the ox appears before him already cut
up. He comes to see the holes and fissures and spaces as the inherent nature. That
seems a perfect metaphor for our coming to see the world as divided into the natural
kinds that correspond to our mastery of terms. Mastering any dao that works yields
this sense of harmony with—control of and control by—the external world.

We may advance skill by learning any dao: dancing, skating, playing music,
butchering, chopping logic, love-making, skiing, using language, programming com-
puters, throwing pottery, or cooking. At the highest levels of skill, we reach a point
where we seem to transcend our own self-consciousness. What once felt like a skill
developing inside us begins to feel like control from the natural structure of things.
Our normal ability to respond to complex feedback bypasses conscious processing.
In our skilled actions, we have internalized a heightened sensitivity to the context.

We all recognize the sense of responsive awareness that seems to suspend self-
other consciousness. It is natural to express this ideal of skill mastery in language
that suggests mystical awareness. It does normally involve suspension of self-
consciousness and ratiocination and seems like surrender to an external force. That
language should not confuse us, however. Zhuangzi's /njng

lllumnation should help us
see that the full experience is compatible with having his perspective on perspectives.
Cook Ding can be aware that others may have different ways to dissect an ox. He
simply cannot exercise his skill while he is trying to choose among them. We lose
nothing in appreciating the multiple possibilities of ways to do things. In real-izing a
dao of some activity in us, we make it real in us. It is neither a mere, inert cognition
of some external force nor a surrender to a structure already innate in us.

The butcher does not say that he began at that level of skill. He does not report
any sudden conversion during which some mystical insight flowed into him. He does
not say that he could just get in tune with the absolute Dao and become a master
butcher automatically. And he does not hint that by being a master butcher, he is in
command of all the skills of life. He could not use his level of awareness at will to
become a master jet pilot or a seamstress. His is not an account of some absolute,
single, prior dao but of the effect of mastering some particular dao.

These reflections lead us to problems with achieve dao mastery as a prescrip-
tion. I shall argue that the problems are both textual and theoretical. The text of the
second chapter reflects a more equivocal attitude toward mastery. Any mastery,
Zhuangzi notes, must leave something out. Most particularly, to master any skill is
to ignore others. Zhuangzi remarks that masters are frequently not good teachers.
They fail to transmit their mastery to their sons or disciples.

Zhuangzi directs our attention to this problem with the glorification of total skill
dedication and mastery. We trade any accomplishment at one skill for ineptitude at
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some other thing. The absent-minded professor is our own favorite parody. If the
renowned practitioners have reached completion, he says, then so has everyone. If
they have not, then no one can. From the hinge-of-ways perspective, we no more
value the world's top chess player than the world's finest jack of all trades. We
should not read Zhuangzi as advocating specialization per se.

The theoretical problems begin when we address the consistency of this advice
with the relativist insight behind /ni«genllghtenment. Zhuangzi's principle is that you
cannot get a shi out without already having a shi prejudice (cheng). It seems to block
straightforward advocacy of sublime mastery. How can he shi skillful action andfei
clumsy action? What counts as chengsuccessful action is internal to the dao of the
selected activity. There are even conflicting styles of the same thing: Ding, we may
say, has mastered a butchering style, not butchering itself. Zhuangzi criticizes idealist
Confucians for saying the heart cultivated in the sage's way is better than the fool's.
How can he, then, turn around and assert a dogmatic standard distinguishing between
the cultivated skilled butcher and the clumsy one?

Zhuangzi's metareflections lead us to wonder whether we have made the right
distinction between knowledge and ignorance. This must, therefore, entitle us to
doubt that we can distinguish between skill and clumsiness. (If we remember that
z/Hknow has the basic practical sense of know-to, these amount to the same thing.)
Chinese martial arts movies sometimes glorify a fighting style known as drunken-
style, which excels precisely because it looks so clumsy and out of control. Zhuangzi
notes frequently the usefulness of being useless. That makes it hard to accept the
claim that he thinks the standards of skillful chengaccomplist>ment are perspective-free
givens.

Again, how can Zhuangzi fei conscious monitoring without presupposing a value
(a shf)l One can be a highly skillful practitioner of Hitler's final solution. Now we
find the boast that one does it without any conscious reflection makes it more dis-
gusting rather than more appealing.76 One's state of mind could be like that of the
highly skill rat exterminator. (Lest we forget to see the beam in our own eye, I
should mention the skillful Indian fighter, Vietnam jet bomber pilot, CIA commando,
and the natural politician who praises such heroes to get elected.)

The problem with Graham's contrasting the ethical philosopher who debates and
considers alternatives with the cooks, carpenters, and cicada catchers has a familiar
ring. It resembles the problem with Wittgenstein's ordinary language criticism of
philosophy. We can practice philosophy, including ethical philosophy (searching for
first principles), as a language game. We can reach a high level of skill and total
absorption in that activity as surely as ballet dancer can. Where could Zhuangzi (or
Wittgenstein) get off condemning philosophy as a legitimate activity while practicing
it so sublimely themselves?

Consider chess mastery. It illustrates how the mind can be simultaneously ap-
plying conscious standards in deliberation while eliminating superfluous lines of play
by virtually unconscious parallel processing. Chess is a dao in which eminent masters
can lose themselves as surely as cicada catchers. One could hardly advise a chess
master to give up conscious thought, yet he requires, as a photographer does, that
cultivated intuition, total absorption, and awareness before he can reach a high level
of performance.

Now Zhuangzi's minglllumination Js a way of viewing ways. It cannot imply Shen-
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dao's paradoxical conclusion that we should give up all ways. That all perspectives
are partial does not mean that we should not adopt any perspective. Nor does it shi
any particular subset of ways as naturally better (or worse) than others or even that
all are equal. The perspective of nature makes no evaluative judgement at all. The
Nazi exterminators were indeed horrible from our human moral perspective. If we
were cockroaches we might have the same view of scientists who devise hormonal
spray which could result in extinction of cockroaches. We are deficient in apprecia-
tion of these hearty and adaptive creatures. Must we suppose the cosmos shares our
evaluative bias? The nuclear holocaust in Hiroshima and the genocidal holocaust in
Europe were both a result of natural social laws in different social systems.

A more objectionable mistake is the converse. Some accuse Zhuangzi of a view
which entails that Hitler was just fine. That comes from reading him as if he were
Mencius. Mencius, not Zhuangzi, thinks that whatever is natural is good. Zhuangzi
intends, I argue, to undermine that naive naturalist ethics by observing that whatever
is actual is natural. He does not endorse, but questions the valuation of the natural.
All valuation, he would argue, comes from within some dao perspective. Zhuangzi's
relativism does not allow us to say that Hitler's perspective is just as good as our
own. All it says is "Hitler happened." It was a consequence of natural laws that it
happened. One cannot get any particular evaluation from the hinge of daos, the
cosmic perspective.

Evaluations of equality presuppose perspectives as much as evalutions of higher
and lower. Strictly speaking, Zhuangzi's ming'aamaat*m cannot evaluatively equalize
different discourse about things.77 It rather puts them in a nonevaluative perspective,
one prior to any shi-fei. Any evaluation—okay, equal, lower than, wonderful—pre-
supposes a shi-fei point of view. The extermination of the human species is plausibly
a good thing from the view of other large mammals. I have an oceanographer friend
who regards the basic form of pollution to be plant life that creates oxygen! Still,
neither of these larger-than-human points of view qualifies as the cosmic perspective.

Zhuangzi would, no doubt, condemn Nazi skills from many of the perspectives
he regularly adopts. Each would be a limited or partial perspective. The cosmic
perspective neither approves nor condemns nor treats as equal. So what? It only
gives us the healthy reminder that Hitler had a point of view and felt as righteous as
Pat Robertson or Ronald Reagan. Zhuangzi does not say, "Say nothing." He does
worry that we do not know when our saying is really saying or is not. The alleged
sage's schemes dazzle us by slippery and dubious positions. Do not try to be sagelike
and project your attitudes on heaven. We rest, as before, in the ordinary, convinced
that is as far as we can go. Zhuangzi calls this reduced theoretical expectation using
the mingaha^ai&m perspective.78

Is all this metatalking different from other talking? Other talking generates a shi-
fei. Is the /nmgclanty perspective on perspectives unique in avoiding this? Zhuangzi
observes that classing it as like or unlike is itself taking a sorting perspective on
language levels. Mngclarity must be like other use of language.79 This perspective
must see itself as merely one perspective on perspectives. However, Zhuangzi con-
tinues, let us experiment with saying something:

There is a beginning. There is not yet beginning to be beginning. There is not
yet beginning to be not yet beginning to be beginning. Suddenly we have not
having and we do not know if having not having is having or not having.
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Now I have just said something but I do not know if what I have said really
counts as saying something or not saying anything.80

If we toy this promiscuously with language and our ordinary rules for language,
do we still say something? Are these now just noises? Can I deny the law of excluded
middle and still have my language be about something? If I violate the law is my
language then about nothing? Neo-Mohist realism, recall, relies on the law of ex-
cluded middle. Can we talk without it? Zhuangzi merely raises the question and ends,
as usual, with the double rhetorical question.81

There are other slippery, sagelike things we can pretend to say. There are pro-
found expressions of Monism, like this Hui Shi—sounding pronouncement:

The world includes nothing larger than the tip of an autumn hair and we can
regard Mount Tai as small. No one lives any longer than a stillborn child and yet
we can regard Old Peng as dying young. Heaven and earth were born together
with me, and yet the ten thousand things and I are one.82

Now Zhuangzi reminds us of the problems of an everything concept. From al-
ready wei*"™"8 it as one, can there be language as well? Does the claim that all is
one mean that language cannot describe it? Having called it one, can it fail to include
language? If it does include language, then the saying says something. The one and
the saying make two, and two and one make three, and three and one make four
and. . . ,83 We cannot, Zhuangzi concludes, coherently say that one thing exists as
opposed to nothing. Even if we say there is nothing, we get something. Nothing is
one, and something makes two and two and one make three, and off we go again.
Better, Zhuangzi says never to start. Do not make any metajudgment about what
there is.84

Thus monism cannot be the point of Zhuangzi's mysticism. What about the
opposite: nihilism?

Before daos began there were boundaries. Before language began there was con-
stancy.85 If we accept this then there are guidelines. What are they? They are left
and right [obvious indexicals], human relations and morality, divisions and dis-
tinctions, contention and strife. We call these the eight virtuosities! The sage
picks and chooses his virtues according to his realms and periods.86

This suggests that there certainly are prelinguistic structures in things, even guid-
ing structures. The problem for Zhuangzi is not attributing boundaries, but selecting
one way of marking them from all the other possibilities. Even if there are natural
boundaries, then for all the divisions we make, there are some we fail to make. For
every distinction we draw, there are distinctions we ignore.87

So what do we do? The sage tries to embrace it all. The ordinary man makes
distinctions to see some things together. So we say, those who make distinctions fail
to see something. We do not try to enunciate an absolute dao. We do not try to put
the ultimate distinction in language; we do not try to exercise some ultimate benev-
olence; we do not try to whole the great whole; we do not cultivate ultimate bravery.
A dao projected on nature gives no guidance. We cannot make a distinction beyond
the boundaries of language. Zhuangzi lists the absolutes that cannot make practical
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sense. Knowing our knowledge is limited and that there are other possibilities is as
far as we can go!88

Who can know an unspeakable distinction? How can a non-guiding dao be a daol
Having this kind of knowing ability would be being able to put nature in storage.
There would be no filling or draining the storehouse. That's the mystical bound-
ary—the shaded light.89

The ordinary, usable conception of daos is pluralistic. A dao guides the distinc-
tions and discriminations we make and it measures the success of our response.
Zhuangzi accepts the real context in which daos operate. But that reality can only be
an unknown, mystical other, the unknown context of our ways of knowing. We
cannot know that it is one, that it is many, or that it is none. A real way things are
is just another name for the context in which we exercise skills. The context provides
the feedback responses that guide the execution of some internalized program of
action.

However, the reality is not part of any daoable dao. No characterization of it is
neutral with respect to the implicit purposes of various daos. Reality is a purpose
kapok. A particular dao consists of one pattern of discriminations and shi-feiing of
outcomes. The kapok then determines what course of events consists in a practition-
er's following her dao. Even the distinction between a dao and the Ding-an-sich in
which it operates is one made from within a dao. Specifically, the dao is Zhuangzi's
metalanguage, a dao-of-daos perspective. Best not even to mention it, he warns.

Dreaming and Skepticism in Zhuangzi

So far Zhuangzi's skepticism has been very different from that familiar to beginning
students of Western philosophy. Our traditional paradigm form of skepticism has
been skepticism of the senses, not of language. In a typical argument for Western
sense skepticism, one finds the argument from dreams playing a central motivational
role. The argument usually goes like this: when I am dreaming I seem to be experi-
encing a real world, but it turns out I am not; now I seem to be experiencing the real
world, but it could similarly turn out that I am not.

The sense skeptic uses the argument about dreams to motivate a special meaning
to the term experience. Western thinkers use experience to refer to an inner, private
sensation linked to the notion of a subjective, cognitive mind. The received sense
items have an evidential content. They are data—the building blocks of ideas, be-
liefs, thoughts, and concepts. Nonphilosophers, by contrast, use experience in a non-
mental sense as our actual, physical undergoings. An experience in the nonphilo-
sophical sense is some bodily interaction with the world. The dominance of
epistemology in Western thought has blended the ordinary and the philosophical uses
of the term. Experience (philosophical sense) is supposed to be the indubitable evi-
dence available to any individual who may doubt that experience (normal sense) has
taken place. The argument from dreams together with this special sense of experience
undermines our confidence that knowledge is ever possible. It makes us unable to
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prove or guarantee that our experiences are of the external world, since we might
have such internal mental states when nothing is actually going on.

Not all dream arguments, however, must presuppose this cluster of mental con-
cepts. Zhuangzi's discussion of dreams, by contrast, comes at the end, not at the
beginning, of his skeptical reflections. The problem of dreams does not motivate his
skepticism but is a consequence of a deeper prior skepticism. He does not use the
argument to give a special mental meaning to experience or to argue for a private,
subjective inner mental notion of knowledge or evidential data.90

Let us look more carefully at the character of Zhuangzi's skepticism. It faces
the same challenge as pyrrhonism. Is the skeptic herself not making a dogmatic
claim? She claims to know that we do not know anything. Zhuangzi's version re-
minds us again of the parallel he draws between skepticism and mysticism. Neither
can be coherently stated. His formulation makes clear the difference between his
skepticism and Western skepticism. He does not doubt a belief, the belief that we
know nothing. He questions instead whether we zfa

know-how to use j^/know-how-to and
its opposite correctly. How do we know that we correctly apply the (know-how-to-
use-the) distinction between z/H

kn°wleds<= and fcM-z/nignorance?

Gaptooth asked Wang Ni, "Do you know what all things agree in s/mng?" An-
swer: "How would I know it?" "Do you know that which you do not know?"
Answer: "How would I know it?" "In that case, nothing has knowledge?" An-
swer: "How would I know that? Still let me try to word it. How could I know
that what I call knowledge is not ignorance and what I call ignorance is not
knowledge*!" 91

Gaptooth's question reminds us that the basis of Zhuangzi's skepticism is the
multiplicity of perspectives and the way those different perspectives project term
distinctions in novel contexts. If all things agreed on their projections, would that
not be certain? Wang Ni's answer goes to the problem of interpretation. How would
I know that all things agreed in their shiingl It cannot merely be because they accept
the same codebook. Learning a dao is learning to interpret it in action. There are
multiple ways to do this, just as there are multiple ways to do any other action. Thus,
even given some particular dao, we cannot tell when someone has knowledge of it
without presupposing a dao of interpreting the first dao. Then we can worry about
how to interpret the interpretive dao and so on.

Does the multiplicity of perspectives enable us to know that we do not know?
Obviously not. It does not follow from there being other ways of life that ours is
wrong. (Notice that if we were discussing propositional knowledge, it would under-
mine the knowledge claim. Even if our beliefs were true, the chance that we have
not considered some alternative perspective may undermines the justification of the
belief).

Is the conclusion, then, absolute skepticism, that nothing knows anything? To
know that requires knowing that we are using the right concept of knowledge, the
uniquely correct way of distinguishing between know and not know. If judgments of
knowledge come from within perspectives, then there are many knowledge-ignorance
distinctions. Even if everyone shied alike, we could not know it to be the absolutely
correct way to shi. We cannot even know that we do not know.
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An important feature of the Chinese concept of z/u'knowledge is that it marks the
continuity of human and animal knowledge. Zhuangzi then exploits that to undermine
our assumption that even human unanimity in guiding preference provides a basis for
absolute value distinctions.92

Humans eat the flesh of hay-fed and grain-fed beasts, deer eat the grass, cen-
tipedes relish snakes, owls and crows crave mice; which of the four has a proper
sense of taste? Gibbons are sought by baboons as mate, elaphures like the com-
pany of deer, loaches play with fish. Mao-ch'iang and Lady Li were beautiful in
the eyes of men; but when the fish saw them they plunged deep, when the birds
saw them they flew high, when the deer saw them they broke into a run. Which
of these four knows what is truly beautiful in the world?93

That leaves us, again, with Mozi's basic natural standard. There is still the
pragmatic preference for benefit over harm. Might that be what any person must take
for granted in pursuing guidance? A pragmatist would confront Zhuangzi's skeptical
relativism with the observation that certain daos, in the real context, promote survival
and others risk extinction. Without claiming that some perspectives are ultimately
right, we surely can claim that some are more practical than others. Zhuangzi would
allow this objection, but he would point out that the preference for life over death is
a preference based on a distinction from a point of view. That preference might in
principle be wrong: death might be preferable to life.94

So Wang Ni answers, who knows what the ultimate human may take as beneficial
and harmful? He may not be burned by fire, ride in a chariot in the sky, cross
the seas and find ways into and out of death so they no longer mean anything to
him.95

Then Zhuangzi turns to parody the effort to turn this awareness of the infinite
possibility of perspective into an antilanguage, quietist, Shendao-like wu-weino deenun8
affirmation. If we try reversal and do not worry about benefit and harm, do not have
any purpose, do not follow any dao, do not call anything anything, we miss the
point. The questioner attributes the quietest proposal to Confucius and Zhuangzi rid-
icules it as trying to draw an easy conclusion.96

The point is that we presuppose something in preferring life to death. That does
not mean we should stop! Still, we were just as dead before we were born as we will
be after we die. Why would we lament the limit of our lives in one direction and not
the other? How do we know that our distinctions mark real preferences? It is in the
context of this worry that Zhuangzi finally introduces the subject of dreams. The
distinction between dreaming and waking, like the distinction between life and death,
good and bad food, comfort and pain, attractive and repulsive, is a distinction we
may query. What do we leave out when we make that distinction? What purpose
does it serve? Do we always draw it at the right place? Do we put it to the best
practical use? Dreaming divides part of what happens from other parts of what hap-
pens.

When we dream, we do not know to apply the term dream to what is going on.
Within a dream, we may treat part of our dream as dream. When we wake, we
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know to dream the whole episode. How do we know that we will not come to a
perspective from which we will great dream all of this? And only the stupid
regard it as awake1?91

Notice that Zhuangzi's argument generates dream skepticism out of linguistic,
distinction-marking skepticism. Zhuangzi does not use it to propose a new meaning
of experience or any hypothesis about subjectivity, inner minds, privacy, indubita-
bility, or any other of the familiar apparatus of Western sense skepticism. His point
is that the distinction of dreaming and waking is one we use in talking about what
goes on. We may be using it rightly or wrongly. Maybe we should have a three-way
distinction between dreaming and waking and a totem walkabout. Maybe someone
will come along who will have a better distinction altogether.

Maybe we misuse the dreaming-waking distinction? Maybe the category of dreams,
instead of licensing us to discard the thing we have undergone, should license treat-
ing it as an avenue to transhuman archetypes. We should cherish dreams as a window
on our chaotic sexual impulses or as a way to correct our psychological problems or
as a way to pick a spouse. The skepticism is about distinctions and their use, not
about sense data and their representational character—or lack of same.

Zhuangzi's answer to the Neo-Mohists ultimately then must be only the skepti-
cal one. He cannot say that no distinctions are real or that all are equally good or
even that all is one. Indeed, his position implicitly allows for a real world that inter-
acts with our daos to yield c/zengsuccesses judged from within the dao itself. He offers
no reason to reject the Neo-Mohist's abstract demonstration that there is a right way
to distinguish. If we disagree, the Mohists showed, at least one of us must be wrong.

His answer, instead, is pragmatic. What good can it possibly do us to know, in
the abstract, that one perspective is right and one is wrong? It is impossible to get
outside of a perspective in trying to find out which is right and wrong. How can we
judge between different systems of making distinctions? Their standards are internal
to their daos. Disputes are disputes about how to discriminate. We have no way to
find a perspective that yields an absolute judgment about them. If we go to the
absolute perspective, we get silence (or white noise, which we cannot tell from si-
lence). We find no way of seeing who is right and who is wrong. We will always
find ourselves preferring certain points of view, but we can never know that they are
ultimately right.

Suppose you and I biandisfuK:'>isc'{m'nMC and you convince me and I do not convince
you. Does that make your position shi and mine fei? If I convince you and you
do not convince, me, is my position shi and yours fei? Is one of them shi and
one of them fei? Could they both be shi? or both/ei? You and I together cannot
know this and others must be even more confused. Who would I get to rectify
it? If I got someone different from both of us to rectify it, since he is different
from both of us, how can he rectify it? If I got someone like both of us to rectify
it, since he is like both of us, how can he rectify it? So you and I together with
others cannot know it. Shall we wait for some i>iother?98

Graham regards the Neo-Mohist argument about bian—the proof that in any
bian one of the parties will be right—to have answered Zhuangzi. Technically, how-
ever, Zhuangzi does not contradict that result. His position is not a metaphysical one
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rejecting a right way to make distinctions (that would be a dogmatic claim). He
shows only that any shiing of a way of making distinctions presupposes some other
shi. He is making the epistemological claim that we do not and could not occupy a
perspective from which we could know that a given perspective is finally right.

Zhuangzi's argument undermines all forms of authority. An authority—your
teacher, your school, total human agreement, even nature—is just another perspec-
tive. It cannot settle who is right. Even an absolute dao (a divine-command morality,
for example) would fall to the same argument. How do we know God is right?

The relation of daosdoctrines and interpretations is like the relation of penumbra
and shadow. You cannot cut a guiding dao loose from its interpretation in perfor-
mance—a relation of dependence on some other dependence on some other, on some
other, on . . ."

Then returning finally to dreams in a famous closing passage, Zhuangzi for the
first time refers to himself.

Once Zhuang Zhou dream-regarded [himself] as a butterfly—a fluttering butterfly
fulfilling its desires and purposes who did not know Zhou. Suddenly he woke
and plainly was Zhuang Zhou. We do not know if Zhou dream-regarded himself
as a butterfly or a butterfly dream-regarded himself as Zhuang Zhou. Between
Zhuang Zhou and the butterfly there must be some division. This is called the
transformation of things. ro°

As I argued in connection with Laozi, we more plausibly regard the transfor-
mation of things as linguistic flux than as natural flux. Dao is constantly changing;
that is not a metaphysical claim but a claim about discourse. Constant nature privi-
leges no dao uniquely. Each dao projects a different nature. Zhuangzi is a clever
enough skeptic and philosopher to avoid going beyond his evidence. His evidence,
however, is not inner experience, but language. His skepticism is skepticism of how
we use language in shaping our heart-minds' assents, dissents, desires, aversions,
and behavior. In doing it, we project distinctions on the world, create a framework
of things to which we react. There may be a right and wrong way to do that, but
from where (from what dao perspective) would we know which it is?

Science and the Division of Fact and Value

One way to put the point of relativism is to deny that apparent disagreements are
real. That is to place the perspective of the judgment within the judgment itself. We
normally treat the Mohists and the Confucians as really disagreeing. One treats some-
thing as shi and the other a&fei. Now imagine that we read them as judging the thing
as i/H'-from-my-point-of-view and as /<?/-from-my-point-of-view rather than simply as
shi and as fei. Then they do not really disagree because both could be right. The
judgments do not exclude each other. The appearance of a disagreement arising from
bion is an illusion. We are, after all, merely blowing breath.

This is a version of the antilanguage view. It treats all discriminations as matters
of taste. The apparently conflicting views are really fully coherent. They together
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constitute the natural Dao. The Dao is the sum of whatever goes on, and these ways
of speaking go on.

I had once been tempted to the view that such was Zhuangzi's position. Dao is
a sum concept and the daos of individual schools are part of that Dao. But that
requires the notion of an all-embracing Dao, a notion Zhuangzi suggests cannot be
made coherent. The ordinary guiding daos do take themselves to be disagreeing.
They seek for an ideal of resolving disputes. They take the disputes to be real dis-
putes. The realistic urge is part of the content of at least some daos. Those who use
them cannot coherently view themselves as having no real disagreement.

Thus, I now read Zhuangzi as taking a position that does not reject metaphysical
realism. He is merely skeptical about the usefulness of the realist, regulative ideal of
one right answer. Our inability to get outside of our purposive conceptual perspec-
tives to determine which is right makes building a transcendent ideal into our daos
useless. But a limited ability to step back from our perspective may help us to achieve
purposes that are already part of the perspective. Perhaps there are ways to select
among daos.

The least appealing way to do this is a kind of Darwinian natural selection of
daos. We cannot say the fittest daos survive. Daoism, after all, declined in the face
of orthodox Confucianism, a convincing reductio (from the present perspective) of
Darwinist Daoism. More appealing proposals would try to discern some more gran-
diose but still limited purposes in which to embed daos. We could adopt a perspec-
tive from which we view ourselves as bit actors in the attempt by the solar system
to save the sun from extinguishing its nuclear fuel. Still, from the larger point of
view of the galaxy, the shi-fei of this solar system is a matter of indifference. It
would be so even if it happens to be the only one with life (let alone intelligent life).

The point is that purposiveness is always pluralistic. All purposiveness presup-
poses a shi standard. It picks some range that it approves and some it disapproves.
Cosmic absolutism cannot yield purpose. There can be no necessary preference for
breadth of purpose. From a God's-eye view, Hitler must have been fulfilling God's
plan and purposes. Taking such a point of view is irrational for us, however. It can
at most provide a technique for reducing anger or filling idle time with provocative
conversation, etc. It yields no argument for revising our existing point of view that
Hitler was evil.

Accordingly, we should not view Zhuangzi as an individualist. He does not
ground his view in the theory of the value of individual agents. The basic units of
his pluralistic theory are indices of perspective. Individuals may share the same per-
spective, and one individual can successively adopt quite different ones in different
times and places. The first question is not "Why avoid egoism?" (a learned, sophis-
ticated form of response). It is rather "Why not follow erratic perspectival whim?"
We could just follow this perspective here now rather than cultivate an awareness of
perspectives we may have later in life. The Confucian awareness also focuses on a
limited base but one broader than the egoists—the family. The Mohist starts from a
still broader area of evaluative concern (the people and state). The Buddhists start
from a still broader perspective (life or sentient beings). However, that does not make
one of them really shi and the others really fei.

We can also adopt a familiar purpose that I think did not present itself to Zhuangzi.
We may develop a dao guided by the purpose of accumulation of purely explanatory
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knowledge. We may be looking for constant regularities in the real world. That goal
may be independent of any other purpose except that accumulation of descriptive
knowledge which may be useful from a variety of purposive perspectives. This would
be to adopt the dao of science. Those who adopt such a dao may be able to ride
chariots in the sky, revive people from death, create hearts from plastic, and work
many other wonders—except perhaps, preventing their own self-destruction.

Evaluation and Reason

Zhuangzi had neither a concept of science nor of a rational faculty. Thus, I reject
portraying Zhuangzi as an anf/rationalist. One could only project what he would say
about rationality or what he would say about science. Rationality, as Kant saw it, is
an attempt to transcend particularity. It resulted in universal, constant prescriptions
(categorical imperatives). This perspective should give a neutral, universal, autono-
mous ground for settling disputes.

Zhuangzi would, supposedly, be skeptical that any perspective satisfies that de-
scription. In this general sense, Mencius' heart-mind is like the concept of reason, a
purportedly universal source of ethical judgment. Western ethics frequently called on
a notion of rational intuition. Zhuangzi's analysis of the rise of intuition from training
would probably incline him to object to such a concept as he did to Mencius.

But the Western concept of reason is not just of any neutral perspective. Its
paradigm is a particularly highly structured linguistic process. The paradigm model
of reason is the deductive proof structure first developed in geometry. The Western
tradition elevated this powerful notion of rational process to a central place in philos-
ophy. It thus focused on the logical process, sentential information, and truth.

Although the conception of reason has had a long history of association with
ethics, it has been a troubled history. One source of the problem has been the obser-
vation that the outcome of a rational process in ethics should be an action. The
deductive proof structure, however, typically produced only a sentence. That seemed
adequate for epistemology. It explained how one belief rationalized another belief.101

The practical syllogism was an adaptation of the proof format to deal with actions as
it did with sentential beliefs.

The practical syllogism, therefore, required that the premises include some mo-
tivating element that could produce action as a conclusion. This conception led to
the traditional Western explanation of action as based on desire and belief. Western
theories accordingly treat desire as sentential, as desires for states of affairs. They
could not function with beliefs in the structure if this were not true. Zhuangzi has no
such sentential conceptions either of desires or belief states. But we could construct
a doubt about this conception of practical reason out of some of Zhuangzi's concerns.

The conclusion of a practical syllogism with sentential desire (or statements of
value or obligation) and beliefs will be a sentence. It may state an obligation, assert
that a state of affairs has value, or express a derived (and rationalized) desire. The
gap between this sentence and an action will still require the practical interpretation
that grounds most of Zhuangzi's skepticism. How will we know what consists in
acting on this desire or value conclusion? To do that, we will need to be able to
rectify the terms in the sentence. And that will presuppose an interpretive standard
that cannot itself be proved by the same deductive structure.
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But this would not amount to opposing or condemning reason. It is no worse
off than any other perspective guiding action. In many ways it is a product of a search
for greater constancy or reliability of process.

Zhuangzi's supposed attitude to modern, rationalized duos such as science, ra-
tional morality, or the rule of law would be that they all presuppose something. All
rational daos are systems of skiing and feting based on the desirability of calculation
and the realist's regulative ideal, the assumption of a single correct answer. But it
does not follow that he would reject them. We can take Zhuangzi's fanciful discus-
sions of the people who can survive in fire, be warm in freezing temperatures, fly in
the clouds, stride on the moon, and wander beyond the four seas as speculative
predictions. There could be ways of assigning shi andfei which would lead to such
accomplishments. Science is an example of such a doo.

In making that point in ancient China, however, Zhuangzi was urging explora-
tion of new daos. He did not have a clear conception of the scientific dao of
hypothetical-deductive reasoning. Meeting science now, he might applaud this mar-
velously beneficial dao. He may also note that we measure its success using its own
internal standards of c/zengcompletlon. Who knows, after all, what other ways of getting
skill over nature might still be possible? Why rest satisfied with science as a daol
Something, as much more powerful than science as science is more powerful than
peasant divination, may still be discoverable.

Should that possibility justify skepticism of science? Zhuangzi's answer, I sug-
gest, would be no. For us, science is the usual, conventional, shareable system of
settling shi-fei. There is certainly no reason to abandon it, in fact, one can get as
proficient in its evaluative standards as in any other craft or skill. Thus there is no
reason to regard Zhuangzi as either antiscientific or antirational.

Practical Advice

Mmgclanty (a metalanguage view of pluralism of linguistic perspectives) cannot shi
any specifiable way and advocate practicing it to the point of spontaneous response:
"So what?" We cannot help having a shi-fei system. The way to deal with Zhuang-
zi's ambivalence about accomplishment and defect is that we cannot neutrally shi
specialization and advocate skill mastery. We-also cannot neutrally shi nonphilosoph-
ical daos, or shi jack-of-all-rfoo daos. One could follow one dao or many. We can-
not, admittedly, follow none. From our meta-point of view, we cannot justify pre-
ferring any one to another.

So far, then we have been able to get the following qualified advice out of
Zhuangzi's metaperspective. We must carefully state it, point by point. Each, as we
saw above, involves potentially paradoxical conflict with the others.

Flexibility. There are many possible daos, ways of distinguishing in action and in
grading results—c/j£Mgaccompiishment Zhuangzi favors being open to that awareness.
That awareness connects Zhuangzi to the traditionally Daoist anticonventional atti-
tudes and the Daoist conception of freedom. When Zhuangzi talks of it, he associates
the flexibility that goes with awareness and ability to switch daos with youth. He
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associates the total commitment to one that prevents us from seeing the value of
another with old age and death.

Convention. Zhuangzi clearly sees that his detached point of view does not justify
condemnation of convention. If he equalizes /wn*60"68 of things, then he has to regard
the usual, conventional ones as equal. There is no reason to avoid them; in fact,
because conventions yield agreement, interchange, and usefulness, they do all that
any dao can do. What more can we ask of a daol

Mastery. We must adopt some dao. Even mystical monistic or skeptical ways of
talking are ways of talking. They affect our attitudes, emotions, and actions. Given
that we do adopt some perspective, we spontaneously appreciate the accomplishment
of skill mastery in that dao. That consists in following a dao to the point that we get
beyond its words and conscious deliberate guidance to the point of second-nature,
spontaneous, aware responsiveness.

We can characterize Zhuangzi's position using the Chinese epistemological con-
cept of know-(how)-to. We know to do things in contexts set by our reality feedback
(<?mgfeelings). The outcome of knowledge is an action that c/ie«gcompletes the act ac-
cording to a presupposed system of shi-fei. Our knowledge consists in making real
our chosen dao (course of action). Mencius taught that a full knowledge of this sort
was in our innate potential. Zhuangzi thought that it comes with instilling, learning
a shi-fei pattern that guides action.

Zhuangzi says ' 'Shi-fei is what I call qing.'' The feedback responses are reality
sensitive directing attitudes. But even gingreahty resP°nses are conditioned by linguistic
perspective. My inner process does not supply me with beliefs about where valued
objects are which then combine with desires to direct my course. My intuition func-
tions in the context of an action with shi-fei feedback. This indexical feedback directs
my motor faculties.102

Zhuangzi's conception of action at a high level of skill stresses the spontaneity
of the response to a total situation. That response is nearly immediate because the
feedback process becomes second nature. In initial training we learned distinctions
consciously, deliberately, and with frequent correction. When we have picked it up,
we shift the distinction making out of consciousness. It is as if our consciousness
were the central processing unit and the distinction is made by an unconscious par-
allel processor. The parallel processor sends the shi-fei result to out consciousness.
We come upon things as such-and-such. Our response to it is as if we had responded
unmediated to the world in which the the distinction was a given.

Realized in us, then, the dao of whatever we are learning is a skill structure.
The structure in us that guides action in response to the situation is ^e

virtuosity. We
can speak of this guidance as intuitive, but not as innate. We learn it as our dao
advances our skill. Remember again that the intuitive knowledge is knowing-to. It is
not intuitive prediction or representation of other's thoughts, unseen events, and so
on. Intuition, like knowledge, is practical, not cognitive. So understood, Zhuangzi's
departure from Laozi is that he does not propose to abandon the socially acquired,
intuitive know-how. He recommends only maintaining a certain openness and flexi-
bility. We can benefit (from our own perspective) from awareness that ours is not
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the only way to structure things. Beyond that, he pragmatically accepts the ordinary,
shared, useful programming and accepts the satisfaction of mastery. We do learn to
act on intuition, second nature. We experience this mastery of a skill as a loss of
self—total absorption in the activity. We become the expression of the way of arch-
ery, motorcycle maintenance, and stock prediction. We have seen this ideal in Con-
fucius (who acquired the ability at age seventy to follow his heart and not transgress
the moral rules). And it is in Mencius (though he thought it was innate and not
learned).

The achievement of skill mastery becomes the mature Daoist notion of spon-
taneity. Intuitive, immediate, nonself-conscious, intimately aware sensitivity to con-
text in performance marks this mastery. In cybernetic terms, our actions involve
constant feedback mechanisms which operate at such speed and accuracy, that they
resemble massive parallel processing. It is not that I should turn my mind off. The
point is that a parallel processor now handles my walking, which once took my full
concentration. It frees the central processing unit for other activities: concentration
on reading the map or carrying on the philosophical argument. Central processing
consciousness also kicks in whenever we are learning or coming to a hard place.
Sometimes I have to pay attention to my walking and cannot continue the philosoph-
ical conversation. In normal skilled action, the mind is processing a vast number of
clues at once. It guides our action without routing the information through our con-
scious central processing unit. Our mind is both shut off (the central processing unit)
and yet fully turned on (the parallel-processing feedback guidance of action).

This computer analogy of the Daoist view of intuition or spontaneous action
gives us a way to illuminate the contrast in the theory of mind in the two traditions.
The Western concept of mind and of the computer is of the information processor.
The CPU takes in information. The processor exists relative to a cognitive stuff,
information. The unit stores information in memory cells, operates on the informa-
tion, and reports the result, information output. This reflects the Western focus on
conscious thought, deliberation, and choice as cognitive.

The Chinese view of heart-mind focuses on guiding behavior. The mind receives
reality-feedback inputs (qing) and processes them all at once (paralleling processing).
The output is not a computational result stored in some memory cell or reported out
as information. The output is an action. When we have learned to do anything like
second nature, we constantly adjust our performance to myriad clues in the environ-
ment. We do not mediate the fine adjustment of motor skills by conscious choice.
We act, it seems, directly in response to the external environment without CPU
involvement.

The Western concept of the cognitive mind is the information processor with its
emphasis on content and storage. The Chinese concept of the heart-mind is closer to
robotics—the task-oriented computerized system. For both, we can think of the CPU
as the language processor. Its typical manifestation is in talking to ourselves. Thus
we think of it as me. The inner voice is our self-consciousness. The paradox of skill
is that we function best when we lose the / in this sense. When the skill functions
most effectively it bypasses the CPU, it leaves me out.That is why the experience is
like surrendering to the world or to some external dao-foTce.

The difference between skill and conscious guidance is, to consciousness, like
the difference between a basic action and a generated action. A generated action is
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one we do by doing some basic action in a proper context. A basic action is one we
do without doing anything else. I switch on the Walkman by moving my finger. In
a sense, I move my finger by tensing certain muscles. I could not obey a command
to move those muscles, yet I could obey a command to move my finger. We, in
effect, know-how-to move the finger. We do not know-how-to move the muscles or
send the nerve impulse as such.

Zhuangzi's w,-ng
lllumma'lon about this intuition is this. In the process of getting

skills, our distinction between basic and generated actions shifts. Our repertoire of
basic actions increases and we forget what we had learned in acquiring them. A child
obviously focuses immense concentration on walking at first. No adult (except in
rehabilitation therapy) could walk by putting one foot down, shifting balance, and so
on. Walking becomes a basic action. Similarly, typing the word the no longer con-
sists in typing the letters t-h-e.

Speaking, eating, tying shoes, driving a car, riding a bicycle—all these become
basic. To our conscious processing we do not do them by combining basic actions.
We move our conscious processing to a level that treats these as basic actions, as
input for further conscious processing. We do other things by doing them. Purposive
subsumption (we/ing) marks conscious actions. We can redefine the slogan, wu-wei
erh wu pu wei ("no action and yet nothing is undone") in this light.103 We operate
at the level of skill intensity at which our most skilled behavior is basic action.

Zhuangzi's alternative to primitive, antilanguage withdrawal directs our atten-
tion to accomplishment that has the following characteristics which are attractive to
the anti-Confucian Daoist tradition:

1. Any activity can be an arena for heightened skill. Zhuangzi plausibly chose
butchering as an example because it was a low-status occupation. One is not
limited to political, official conceptions of virtuosity.

2. It conies by a potentially infinite process of advancing skill by following a
way. In each early stage, I learn that dao by discipline and by learning conscious
rules. Then we reach a point where "we do not know how to go on." We use
this developed guiding intuition to guide the continuation of our skill in each new
difficult place. Knowledge is unlimited.

3. One's skill responses appear to us as natural responses, not as choices. It
appears to the practitioner that he goes beyond skill and submits or conforms to
an external guide, a true ruler. Internally we experience it as a way that takes
over conscious movement so we no longer analyze or contemplate actions.

4. The activity performed in this way is intrinsically satisfying. The skill con-
tinues to grow as we move to new hard places and use our developed intuition
for further accomplishment. Developing this skill is also satisfying.

5. Otherwise, self-consciousness, deliberate choice making, is likely to inter-
fere with the performance of the skill at this highest level.

None of this, I argue, justifies the antirationalist interpretation of Zhuangzi. That
interpretation gives aid and comfort to the right-brain—left-brain school of interpre-
tation of comparative East-West thought. The parallel-processing part of our mental
functioning and the CPU probably never operate in isolation. Certainly in mathemat-
ical, philosophical, scientific theorizing, there is parallel processing going on as we
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are reasoning consciously. And in our skills, even if we do not consciously monitor
our basic acts, we monitor higher and higher level aspects of our performance.

Consider again the example I offered earlier, playing chess. This is certainly a
higher, intellectually absorbing human activity. Notoriously, linear processing com-
puters with all their computing power cannot beat a human master at chess. The
human responds with a finely honed intuition about chess positions. She processes
(and drops) many lines of play unconsciously while calculating about a few central
ones. The so far unmet challenge to programmers is programming that sophisticated
human pattern matching into the computer. (The analogy would be even stronger for
Go. There computers are even less successful. All teachers stress that an intuition
for the beauty of the game is needed for mastery.)

Zhuangzi says that knowledge (know-how) is infinite and life is finite. There is
no point at which we cannot further use our conscious processing to increase skill.
When we reach a hard place, our mind clicks into solving mode. It draws on all our
stored skills but is still conscious, direct, and aware.

It would, admittedly, be easier if we could just vibrate with the Dao and solve
all problems effortlessly. But evidence is lacking that Zhuangzi thought it was so
simple.
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Xunzi: Pragmatic Confucianism
There was no lack of intellectual power; Hsiin Tzu was, without qualifi-
cation, one of the most brilliant philosophers the world has ever produced.
But he lacked faith in humanity. This flaw, like the fatal weakness of the
hero in a Greek tragedy, went far to nullify his best efforts. It not only
blighted his own fame but did much to impose upon later Confucianism a
strait jacket of academic orthodoxy.

HURLEE CREEL '

Hsun Ch'ing (c. 298-238 B.C.), the last of the pre-Han thinkers, was in
many respects the greatest, as he was in all respects the most philosophical,
of the Confucianists.

E.R. HUGHES2

The Interpretive Dilemma

Xunzi figures centrally in the shift from the classical to the imperial culture. He
produced a version of Confucianism that could be a minion of imperial rulers and an
ideology for totalitarianism. He lived near the end of the Warring States period and
studied and taught at the Jixia academy. Supported by the dominant state of Qi, the
academy had become firmly established as a center of political and philosophical
discourse. Xunzi became a teacher in that academy and a spokesman for the non-
Mencian wing of Confucianism.3 He criticizes and addresses more philosophical po-
sitions by name than any earlier philosopher. Much of his thinking focuses on how
different doctrines emerge from people's biases—and why Confucian biases are not
biased.

Xunzi's teachings centered on political philosophy. He probably earned a large
stipend and state honors as a philosophical expounder in Qi. He adopted a compara-
tively servile attitude toward the rulers and their growing ambition to unify China.
In contrast with Confucius, he savored ruthless, swift, and reliable punishment. He
adopted the Mohist pragmatic attitude toward the need for social authority. He often,
however, slipped into calculating utility only from the point of view of the rulers or
high officials. Mencius' criticism of Uutll"y calculations as tending to narrow biases
applies with far more justification to Xunzi than to Mozi.

Xunzi also adopted Mozi's concern with fixed, public fastandards. He bequeathed
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this concern for standardization, along with his authoritarian bias, to his students.
Fa standards became a centrai doctrine of the fa-jiastandardizer sch°°'. His two most famous
disciples included the synthesizer of that school's Machiavellian doctrines, Hanfei-zi
and Lisi, the person most responsible for the political organization of the first Legal-
ist empire. Lisi's political mold shaped every Chinese dynasty up to 1911—some
would argue up to 1989. This link of influence, however, has done more to damage
than to enhance Xunzi's reputation. The/a-./j'astandardlzers became anathema after the
fall of the Qin dynasty. The Confucian orthodoxy treated the fa-jia philosophy as the
chief cause of the swift decline and shattering destruction of the first empire.

The medieval triumph of innatism as the orthodox interpretation of Confucian
moral psychology kept Xunzi from prominence until the modern period. Modern
Confucians appreciate the appearance of philosophical and logical sophistication in
The Xunzi. Xunzi seems to have absorbed some Daoist and Neo-Mohist arguments,
which brought about a new, more sophisticated version of Confucianism.

The tradition expresses little doubt about the authenticity of the major segments
of The Xunzi. There seems, however, to be at least two different thinkers writing
there. One is a philosopher, aware of the philosophical issues motivating Zhuangzi's
skepticism. The other is a dogmatic, toadying, propagandist for a draconian authori-
tarian social-political dao. He panders to rulers who are looking for ministers and a
governing strategy. The central terms occur in both contexts. The philosopher sounds
like a pragmatist faced with a form of relativism that he fully understands. The
political dogmatist sounds as though he has no grasp of the philosophical problems
of realism and relativism.

Robert Eno has concluded that The Xunzi, like most other texts we have dis-
cussed, was the collective product of another text-based community. This school was
built around Xunzi, whose doctrines, no doubt, formed the base of the textual tradi-
tion. We could charitably assume that the circumstances of Xunzi's life partly explain
his two faces. We could suppose that his political patrons required the dogmatic,
assertive tone in support of their authority. I will also argue that his philosophical
doctrines may seem to him to justify both the political dogma and the emphatic tone.

That only handles one aspect of the problem, however. Xunzi's treatment of the
deeper issues from the school of names is much less responsive than was Zhuangzi's.
The basic form of Xunzi's reply is "Let's not talk about such things." Friends of
Xunzi assume that he has good reasons for ignoring the issues that generate the
paradoxes. These good reasons, however, do not show up clearly in the text. The
explicit reasons more often show that Xunzi (or his disciples) simply missed the
point.

It would have been gratifying, as a Daoist, to have been able to praise at least
one Confucian philosopher. Traditional scholars have often wondered why Mencius
and Xunzi had so little political impact in their own time. Xunzi reportedly died in
obscurity.4 I will argue that there would be no reason for surprise if Xunzi had
negligible philosophical stature outside of Confucian circles. The evidence is that the
judgment of their contemporary philosophers is probably accurate. Confucian training
in ritual performance, chanting, and dance, was not intended to produce good phi-
losophers. They did cultivate elevated style, and Xunzi, like Mencius, is often cited
as a model of literary style. Even when informed by the best non-Confucian philos-
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ophy, Confucians remained best suited as stylistic apologists for authoritarian prac-
tices and points of view.

Xunzi's Intellectual Influences

Xunzi develops the conventionalist line of Confucian thought. Zhuangzi had thor-
oughly undermined Mencius' innatist position. Xunzi thus considered Mencius' view
that nature builds innately correct value reactions into the heart as naive. He began
to doubt any purely naturalistic basis for values. Values, he argued, were products
of cultural tradition, not of nature.

The tradition has acknowledged a robust Daoist influence on Xunzi, though on
trivial grounds. It remarks mainly on his use of terms such as emptiness, stillness,
and oneness. We need to look at his arguments and theoretical positions. Awareness
of Daoist arguments is unhealthy for the worship of Mencius. Philosophical Daoism
did influence Xunzi, as did the Neo-Mohists' theory of language. Linguistic analysis
and the analytic philosophical style clearly show through in Xunzi's thought.

Xunzi appreciated the force of Zhuangzi's attack on Mencius. He also appreci-
ated that Zhuangzi's skeptical, pluralistic reflections did not entail that we must aban-
don convention. He, like Zhuangzi, turned the tables on the antilanguage version of
his school and celebrated the unavoidable conventionality of any scheme of values.
This led him back to the assertion of a Z/-j'ritual moralit!' and a more vigorous defense of
traditional, conventionalist Confucian theory. His knowledge of Neo-Mohist doc-
trines, however, forced him to reformulate and develop the required doctrine of rec-
tifying names.

But the other Xunzi—the political absolutist—also comes through even in philo-
sophical sections. This theorist is an uncritical absolutist. He asserts the possibility
of direct access to the correct dao.5 This Xunzi doctrine differs from Mencius only
in nuance.

The absolutist Xunzi takes the authority of the junzigentieman and the political
leader for granted. Their choices are the unquestioned standard of shitha:n^ht and/e«'not

this:wrong -p^ Xunzi ignores the philosophical demand that had driven classical thought
from Mozi to Zhuangzi. He talks as if he has no need to justify the dogmatic asser-
tion of traditional authority. Even the occasional humanizing provisions we find in
Xunzi's authoritarian position, he justifies mainly as in the ruler's self-interest. As
Schwartz puts it, the gratification of the strong would be poisoned by anxiety if the
mass of people were left too badly off.6 This is a Xunzi preaching to the converted,
the ruling elite already convinced of the moral superiority of their perspective.

Xunzi pandered to the tyrannical passion for punishment with hardly a hint that
he understood the original Confucian objection to it.7 Even given the opportunity to
soften his draconian association with the most physically debilitating and mutilating
punishments (amputations), Xunzi intones the ruling power's familiar refrain that
without such obscene measures people will be bad.8 Perhaps he secretly thinks cut-
ting off a nose is an exercise in moral edification.

From Mozi's first assertion that unanimous agreement of a society's leaders
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cannot make a doctrine right to Zhuangzi's doubts about any natural authority, phi-
losophers have brought authoritarianism under explicit attack. The later Mohists had
even abandoned their founder's second-level reliance on heaven's authority. If, as
Schwartz argues, Xunzi simply assumes the justification of authority, then we can
explain his failure only in two unpalatable ways. Either he was ignorant of the philo-
sophical developments of the period or he deliberately shaped his doctrine to grovel
for the favors of the rulers of the day.

I choose a more charitable interpretation. The conventionalist Xunzi does try to
justify authority on pragmatic grounds. It was a good try. In the end, however,
neither position successfully salvages Confucianism in the face of the combined
philosophical critique of the reforming Mohists and the pluralistic Daoists. I am most
tempted to the hypothesis that Xunzi reverts to authoritarianism in the awareness that
the analytical conventionalist argument does not get him home. His absolutist con-
clusion then uses the doctrine of a privileged preconventional vantage point. This
brings him very close to Mencius, but since he looks outward with this special mind-
set, he claims to read the correct dao in nature. Here he uses the language of empty,
unified, and still, the allegedly Taoist terms. But the doctrine is not pluralism; it is
absolutism.

The Xunzi's use of Daoism in the context of its absolutist turn is mainly respon-
sible for the absolutist line of interpretation of Daoism. It generated a view of Daoism
linked to the unprovable assertion that some inner technique is available to reach
Zhuangzi's hinge of daos, the all-round perspective from nowhere. Since then, the
tradition has viewed Daoism as including the unstated mystical claim that some can
cultivate a state from which they can identify the absolutely correct dao. The author-
itarian Xunzi-school view of Daoism was developed in the school of his even more
ruler-oriented disciple, Han Feizi. From there it flowed into the recently discovered
Huang-Lao ruler-oriented Daoist sect. This view of Daoism became the ruling view
in the Qin-Han period and resulted in the incoherent traditional interpretive theory that
Daoism is simultaneously skeptical-relativistic and dogmatic-mystical.

Outline of Xunzi's Thought

The conventionalist Xunzi is represented in the larger body of the book's doctrines.
I would attribute to the conventional, pluralist Xunzi an integrated social-political
theory with four related aspects:

Naturalism. He accepts Zhuangzi's nonprescriptive concept of heaven:nature. He also
accepts, and stresses more than Zhuangzi does, the natural constraints on conventions
that human and environmental conditions impose. He models a vaguely evolutionary
theory of conventions.9

Economism. The basic environmental constraints inform Xunzi's view of the natural
circumstances of justice: economic scarcity in a cooperative society. The conventions
preserve cooperative society by solving the scarcity problem. Otherwise scarcity would
produce destructive strife.
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The Chain of Life. Xunzi offers a theory of human (the species) nature and its place
in the cosmic scheme. His analysis provides an implicit species-survival justification
of Confucian conventional standards.

Rectifying Names. Xunzi grounds his pragmatic Confucianism on a theory of the
relation of language, human morality, and the real-world context. He revises the
Confucian dao of language in an attempt to answer both Neo-Mohist and Daoist
criticism.

Naturalism

Confucius' pragmatic agnosticism started the process of naturalizing rianheaven. Mozi
associated ft'aw

nature:heaven with normative authority, but separated nature from lan-
guage-based conventions. The conventions are matters of social choice. Zhuangzi
continued the naturalizing trend. He followed the Later Mohists in rejecting the nor-
mative authority of tianna>Ma. The opposite of riannature is not the transcendental
supernatural, but the conventional, the social. Mozi, Yang Zhu and Mencius had all
argued that nature dictated certain shi-fei responses. Shendao and Laozi stressed that
nature itself gives no specific guidance. The Neo-Mohists tried to resurrect the notion
of realistic guidance by basing shi-feis on natural similarity and difference. But they
avoided direct appeal to nature as an authority. Both this semantic project and their
effort to extend their system to larger guiding phrases failed. Zhuangzi then reminded
us that all shi-fei systems are equally natural and that we can get no specific guidance
from that trivial fact.

Xunzi's theory of heaven also identifies it with what is constant. He used this
claim to deny that it is directly relevant to moral questions. Heaven's behavior does
not depend on the moral character of things in the realm of men.10 He contrasts this
constancy with the conventional daoway. Xunzi pointedly never characterizes any
daoway as constant. The gentleman, however, does incorporate natural constancy as
a given in shaping his dao.11 No dao which can be spoken is constant, but nature
(the actual course of nature) is constant. That constancy, therefore, does not convey
normative force. Heaven's metaphorical association with constancy derives from its
link to the regularity or constancy of heavenly bodies. Xunzi uses the movements of
the sun, the moon, and the stars, and the succession of the seasons as standard
metaphors of constancy.

The term tian also functions as the natural element in Xunzi's triad of heaven,
earth, and human society. Heaven and earth together set the background conditions
to which human society (human-stuff) must accommodate. The regularity of that
real-world context underwrites the pragmatic argument. Social life has to respond to
non-social regularity if we are to live and grow on the earth. Still, the dao that guides
us is not heaven's or earth's dao,12 but one that consists of the human conventions,
the //ritual.

Xunzi's school loyalty committed him to the view that the Confucian conven-
tion—the /jntual—is the uniquely efficient mechanism of social order. In principle,
we can imagine that many conventional forms could underwrite a workable society.
It is hard to find an argument in the Xunzi for his favoritism other than hints about
li's age and semidivine pedigree. A convincing practical argument for this special
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status never explicitly surfaces in the text. Even the sophisticated Xunzi's practical
justification of Confucian ftntual seems to rest on the shallow Xunzi's blind faith.

Rites are the highest expression of hierarchical order, the basis for strengthening
the state, the way by which to create authority, the crux of achievement and
fame. By proceeding in accordance with ritual, kings gain possession of the world;
by ignoring it, they bring destruction to the altars of the grain and soil. Stout
armor and sharp weapons are not enough to assure victory; high walls and deep
moats are not enough to assure defense; stern commands and manifold penalties
are not enough to assure authority. What proceeds by the way of ritual will ad-
vance; what proceeds by any other way will end in failure.13

How do we know that the Confucian li uniquely offers this positive outcome? It
is hard, as I said, to find a direct argument, as opposed to these elaborate statements
of faith. The direct argument he gives for li is his claim that // controls and channels
desires. He must assume not only that li does this, but that it does it in a uniquely
efficient way, the only way that preserves order and social harmony given human
psychology and the background conditions. We could, as Mozi and Zhuangzi argue,
achieve this goal using many alternative sets of rituals, some devised deliberately,
say, to maximize benefit. Xunzi simply asserts that the li is the source of all these
good things, that without it one faces anarchy. That indicates that he is preaching to
the converted.14

Given Xunzi's assumption, his dao still derives indirectly from heaven. Heaven
sets the natural regularities that make some daos promote stable, harmonious, satis-
factory human life more effectively than others. The configuration of the forest dic-
tates a forest path as much as does the intended destination. Given a social goal, the
natural structure (the forest) determines the optimal dao. But it does so via the cre-
ative work of the pathfinder.

The goal, Xunzi thinks, presents no special problem. Xunzi wastes precious
little time with Zhuangzi's observation that pragmatic arguments presuppose the value
of the survival of the human species. "Fine," he says, "so we presuppose it." There
may be some point of view according to which human life ought to die out. Why
should that possibility be of any more than abstract philosophical interest to us?
Zhuangzi's reflections are interesting but irrelevant to Xunzi's task. We had best get
on with life. If we grant that obvious goal then we can begin to make sense of
Xunzi's position. He combines awareness that guiding systems are conventional with
his article of faith in the Confucian sage-kings. The creative sage-kings have blazed
the uniquely efficient path to that goal in the natural context.

Unfortunately, Xunzi nowhere clearly formulates such a direct rebuttal of
Zhuangzi. He does frequently allege that the issues central to the school(s) of names
are of mainly nuisance value. Aside from the vague sketch of a Zhuangzi as someone
who "knew heaven but did not know people," he sidesteps the Daoist pluralistic
perspective. His explicit textual goal, in fact, is only sometimes general well-being
and cooperation. More frequently the shallow Xunzi comes out. He simply assumes
the authority and interests of the ruling class. He all-too-frequently starts his argu-
ments from the obviously correct and cultivated sensibility of the junzi suPenor man. The
closest he comes to acknowledging that the form of cultivation begs the question is
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when he drops it, finally, for the claim that a mystical, unbiased, apprehension of
the correct dao is possible to Confucians.

A dao of correct action therefore depends on coordination with heaven and earth.
When the social sphere is following the dao, heaven and earth respond by advancing
human well-being. They do this in virtue of being constant. They do not intend that
we be moral or seek to reward us for good deeds. The test of moral is what is so in
harmony with that constancy that it naturally yields the most nourishing outcome.
Xunzi takes good to be whatever, in the context of natural regularity and earthly
limitation, best promotes human social well-being.

Thus the king, by following the correct ruling dao, brings about the correct
pattern of social behavior. That, in turn, brings it about that heaven and earth nour-
ishes his people and their lives go on without injury. This does not involve an ex-
planatory science of the natural regularities. Xunzi defines knowing heaven purely
pragmatically.15 Xunzi does not encourage theoretical or metaphysical speculation
about the mechanism of nature. All that matters is that we chart the outcomes, not
that we understand why they come about. Perhaps his worry here is that any specu-
lation will focus on heaven's desires or willing and draw attention away from the
sages' conscious creation of convention.

The various naturalistic formulas of the mandate-of-heaven doctrine work well
in Xunzi's naturalism. However, the mandate specifically does not depend on either
the satisfaction or the choice of a personal, anthropomorphic heaven. The human
portents—starvation, riot, and depopulation—are what signal that the mandate is coming
or leaving. Such occurrences mean that society has lost harmony with heaven. From
these occurrences, a natural, social, causal chain leads to disorder and the loss of
effective government power.16 Good government is government that works, natu-
rally.

Xunzi comes closest to explicit pragmatism when he identifies the thread of dao
to be whatever is the same for a hundred kings.17 If they all agree on some institu-
tion, then it is crucial to dao. He uses this definition to justify his otherwise un-
Confucian fondness for mutilating punishments.18 He alleges that we have no other
explanation of the origin of such practices. A succession of a hundred kings cannot
be wrong about the pragmatically best social policies.

Xunzi focuses mainly on practical economics. This may partly reflect the con-
ditions of the times (the importance of economic strength in political-military survival
during the Warring States period). And it partly reflects the influence of Mohism and
the Fajia on practical political thought. These latter doctrines, both of which empha-
sized utility, usually calculated in terms of economic benefit. They had become the
chief rivals to a Confucian political vision. The basis of economics was foodstuffs.
This prerequisite of population growth was, by implication, also a prerequisite of
military power. More food meant more people and more people meant more soldiers.
We saw a similar focus in The Mencius.

Xunzi resembles Mozi more than either the Fajia or Mencius in the theoretical
importance he placed on education. Xunzi stresses learning more than Mencius does
because he views the source of moral doctrine as cultural rather than innate. Like
Mozi, he assumes that only education can create a moral population. Morality in-
volves more than a natural growth of human nature in a fertile environment.

Good government gives good training and creates good people. But Xunzi adds
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a new economic element to the justification of ftntual. Xunzi argues that human de-
sires always outstrip the material resources available for their satisfaction. Distribut-
ing and allocating these goods in ways that achieve maximum satisfaction requires
deliberate, creative social policy. He argues that Confucian training, in particular,
not only brings about order, but deals practically with the distribution of scarce eco-
nomic resources.

Xunzi's justification of //ntual starts from the classical scarcity condition of jus-
tice, but his solution is not simply equal distribution. Xunzi does not move to an
assumption that individuals have inherently equal value. Instead, in classical Confu-
cian style, his approach is to give certain roles differential worth and status. This
socially bestowed role status guides his distributive policy. The //ntuals simultaneously
create the distinctions of noble and base among the people and determine and distin-
guish what objects each rank may appropriately seek.

So Xunzi's goal is ambitious. More than merely rationing goods to equalize
satisfaction, he hopes actually to achieve general satisfaction of desires by directly
manipulating the dispositions to fulfil those desires. His argument parallels one we
found in Laozi's and Zhuangzi's philosophy of language and philosophy of mind.
Daoists suggest that words, distinctions, and daos give us our desires. Xunzi insists
that desires are part of nature, but that we can control the seeking behavior these
desires generate. The desire impulse is an amorphous urge that can be channeled by
ritual, language, and convention. We do not create the desire, but we can control
what it is a desire for. So we can use language to regulate desires. Thus we can
achieve social order and harmony in the face of economic scarcity without desire
deprivation. We channel desire differentially in the different classes of people so that
the desires are for the right things. The right desires are those that match the things
available.

If men are of equal power and station and have the same likes and dislikes, then
there will not be enough goods to supply their wants and they will inevitably
quarrel. Quarreling must lead to disorder and disorder to exhaustion. The former
kings abhorred such disorder and therefore they regulated the principles of ritual
in order to set up ranks.19

Xunzi celebrates this proposal as fulfilling the classical formula "Equality is
based upon inequality." By having inequalities of status, everyone can achieve a
roughly equal satisfaction of desires.

Thus the justification of //"tual changes slightly in the Xunzi. Li still undergird
the hierarchical structure, giving the role expectations for each position in the hier-
archy. Now, however, he has the Daoist-inspired awareness that language (organized
into ^aoprescriptive discourse^ shapes desires. He can use the role structure to make ra-
tioning effortless. In internalizing the dao of their position, the various levels in
society will desire the things appropriate to the role they play. Then- desire will fit
their ranks.

If matters pertaining to food and drink, dress, domicile, and living habits proceed
according to ritual they will be harmonious and well regulated.20
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Thus society can nourish everyone because not everyone will want lobster. Peo-
ple in some status positions will prefer wild rice with swamp grass. Notice that Xunzi
does not take these tastes as evidence of natural superiority. They are neutral, rational
adjustments to the expectations of one's social position and role. We have some
sociological evidence for his theory. Socioeconomic studies of economic-class strat-
ification support the claim that such a class harmonization of tastes does occur.

Again, however, we long for Xunzi's argument that the Confucian li is the
uniquely effective way to achieve this equality with inequality. Given any set of
goods and a population, there must be many ways to define classes and to instill
desires in them. Those whom we train to like lobster, for example, we might also
train to like sackcloth. That way, those living on swamp grass can have silk. Laozi's
argument that we could forget the cultivated desire for rare goods would make inef-
ficient social policy. Those goods would then go to waste and there would not be
enough swamp grass to go around. Xunzi's view of the hierarchy as being narrower
at the top probably contributes to the assumption that the top group should be trained
to desire the rarer goods.

All his goal—the equal satisfaction of everyone's desires—requires in principle,
however, is that we find a way to differentiate the desires. We cannot have all the
money chasing the same goods. The combination of the natural social hierarchy and
the Confucian li of appropriate desires and behaviors solves the economic problem.
But Xunzi dogmatically assumes it is the one dao that results in adequate levels of
satisfaction. We have to look elsewhere for the justification of the specifics of the
Confucian //ntual. Xunzi's anti-Confucian disciples, the Fajia, delete this unproven
assumption from their version of his political program.

The Chain of Life

Xunzi then draws on the Daoist theory of language and the heart-mind in order to
base morality on convention. His theory, however, gives humans an un-Daoist spe-
cial status in the natural scheme. The special status flows from a parallel pragmatic
rejection of Zhuangzi's worries about skiing our values as opposed to those of other
animals. Xunzi takes for granted that humans rightly dominate animals. The domi-
nation is a result of both natural regularity and our heavenly given capacities.

Xunzi's doctrine that humans represent an apex of nature has parallels in West-
ern philosophy. But his account of what distinguishes us from animals reveals again
a basic difference in our respective theories of human nature. The classical Western
definition of human was as a rational animal. That definition placed the difference
between humans and animals in the faculty of rationality, intelligence, or knowledge.
Xunzi finds the capacity of z/u'know"how in all animals. The human difference lies in
our ability to make distinctions (especially in wenlanguage)! This is the foundation of
our aptitude for y/moral"y. it makes us able to develop and to subscribe to conven-
tions.

Fire and water have energy but lack life. Grass and trees have life but no intelli-
gence. Birds and beasts have intelligence but no yimorali<y Man has energy, life,
intelligence, and in addition y/morality. Therefore he is regarded as the most noble
under heaven. He is not as muscular as the ox nor as fleet as the horse and yet
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he makes the ox and the horse serve him. Why? Because he can group and they
can not. Why are humans able to group? Because of divisions. How can divisions
influence conduct? Because of y/morallty. In itself, morality using divisions entails
harmony. Harmony entails unity; unity entails great strength. Strength entails
power to conquer things. So people can live in houses and halls, can order the
four seasons, cut out the ten thousand thing-kinds, and bring universal utility to
the world. There is no other inherent basis—it is achieved by a morality of divi-
sions.21

Now, Xunzi's notion does not amount to a Darwinian survival-of-the-fittest ex-
planation of the human species. Still, he does hint that humans survive and prosper
more because of their social nature than of their intelligence. This manifests the deep
difference between Chinese and Western views of knowledge and mind. Obviously,
we share the capacity to gain know-how and use it in guiding behavior with animals.
The distinguishing characteristic of humans is the ability to establish conventional
distinctions, the kind that underlie language.22 That enables them to coordinate their
behavior and to store and transmit know-how. We should not think of mind and
knowledge, as they function in this argument, as the individual's capacity to process
information. The essence of mind is not the capacity to collect cognitive content.

The specific human capacity that allows the move from intelligence to a shared
conception of yjmorallty is the capacity to divide and discriminate. Xunzi uses the word
fen divisions aJojjg with our more familiar Wa/J discrimination f^ core divisions ĝ mose

into social ranks. But, as the quotation shows, the divisions include the seasons and
the cutting of things into kinds. Social distinctions require ritual distinctions of proper
objects of desire and appropriate actions. Ritual shapes the proper desires, inclina-
tions, and consequent actions of role players.

Our ability to internalize social standards of dividing things underlies human
social character. We humans organize ourselves using conventional ritual codes. To
have a ritual code requires that we learn from among the possibilities one shared way
of making distinctions. We then learn to act on it in concerted, coordinated, com-
munal fashion. That requires distinctions of rank, distinctions in desired objects, and
distinctions among things we deal with in general. Morality, in this broad structural
sense, is conventional. And, as a result, Xunzi accepts the corollary that the division
of things into types is conventional. It is a purpose-guided, agreed-upon way of
clustering things intended to coordinate our actions and our seekings.

When we dang*"1 on the clustering dao then, of the ten thousand thing-kinds, each
gets its proper role. The six domesticated types grow from this. The group of
growing things all receive their ming™**-<x>™<™«>*.z>

This theme embellishes Xunzi's justification of rites. His account of the role of
/i in society develops Confucius' view of /i as regulative. It also combines that with
insights from the pragmatic Mohist and the skeptical Daoist approach to convention.
Xunzi's synthesis resembles that of a modern structural-functionalist. Rites are im-
portant because they reinforce our sense of social togetherness and harmony. They
do this even when they do not achieve any more direct pragmatic benefit. Xunzi
justifies funerals, for example, in social, functional terms. Funerals give us a stable
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framework for expressing our natural grief in harmony with each other while rein-
forcing a sense of social unity. We appropriately express grief in socially shared
ways.

The implicit premise is that the Confucian //ntual better expresses human emotion
than does the Mohist's more theoretically unified alternative. Unfortunately, again
we look in vain for any argument for this claim. We find only an expression of
Xunzi's faith that Confucius' li are better. Still, to Xunzi's credit, we do now have
at least the explicit formulation of the claim.

Thus our conventions or our rituals bind us together in pragmatically functional
groups. Without the social central nervous system provided by conventions, the hu-
man species could not work in concert.

Language and Morality

The sophisticated Xunzi relies on explictly embracing conventionalism. He rhetori-
cally meets Mozi's challenge head on. There are indeed many possible coordination
solutions. We do need a standard of correctness, but he never gives the pragmatic
argument. Instead he now uses Zhuangzi against Mozi. We can find no natural stan-
dard that does not presuppose some convention. What makes the use of a word
correct is the group agreement, not the natural structure of similarities and differ-
ences. We cannot get behind conventions, cannot find a purely natural standard of
judgment. Then he departs from Zhuangzi as well. Any skepticism of conventions is
simply an invitation to conceptual anarchy, which Confucians equate with social
anarchy. The established conceptual structure, the traditional dooway, is the final source
of behavioral guidance. If discourse is diverse, social harmony is impossible. We
should not, by our words, allow it to get out there are other possible discourses.
Since there is no way to settle which to choose from among them, we had best act
like dogmatists.

Xunzi's argument here has a pragmatic character, but he does not appeal ex-
plicitly to Mozi's W-/kHbencflt'harm gnomen as much as to the more Confucian zhi-
/«artorder-disorder gnomon. The utilitarian appeal is implicit, but the interpretive stan-
dard of utility seems mainly to be order. This partly accounts for Xunzi's more
authoritarian conclusion. His calculation of the outcome from adopting any daoway

rests on a ruler's bias. Order is the good to be maximized. This particular calculation
of benefit presupposes the standards of evaluation of the existing elite, they'Mnzisupenor

man

The combination of this pragmatic argument and the elitist assumption accounts
for Xunzi's dogmatism. In criticizing Mozi, Xunzi simply asserts that Mozi is blind
to the value of cultural embellishment!24 Xunzi's adoration of the y«nzj'superior man

certainly follows his Confucian background, but it simply begs the question when
used against Mozi and Zhuangzi.

His strongest defense of this arbitrary assertion of superior insight comes in the
theory of names. It pushes him very close to making an explicit distinction between
fact and value. This distinction emerges from his use of the familiar Mohist terms
./^standards and leisimilarit5'. He criticizes Shendao for elevating fastandards but having no
fa.25 This criticism seems to suggest that in drawing explicit reflective attention to
standards of interpretation, Shendao abandoned the assumption that one was correct.
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There is merely the one that sAi «»«">•«•«*• jjave favored here and now. Xunzi also
criticizes Hui Shi for failing to /a™0*1*1 himself on the sage-kings in skiing the li-
yintuai morality 26. Hui shj rejected jji distinctions. Those who hear cases, Xunzi ar-
gues, must proceed on settled/a, where we have fa available. Where we have none,
they must follow the natural distinctions of iei*^**>?i

The /e/
classes therefore must have some realistic basis. The fa, Xunzi insists in

contrast, must follow yjmorallty.28 The daoway for the kingly government must not go
beyond that of the three traditional dynasties. Very ancient texts fix the wording of
the doo. The/astandards for the interpretive application of terms in that doo in action
come from ensuing history. The fa are the interpretive standards of the later kings.29

So one way to explain the movement from the sophisticated to the shallow
Xunzi is to credit him with an insight into Mozi's first standard of language: antiq-
uity. The proper use of words depends on prior usage. The standard of usage for
moral terms must be historical. This justification supplements the unproved claim of
unique pragmatic usefulness and Xunzi's biased evaluation of hierarchical order. It
comes from the historical nature of conventions and the inextricable involvement of
language in convention. It banishes philosophical doubt on pain of conceptual anar-
chy.

This gives us a deeper insight into Xunzi's assumption that anarchy is the alter-
native to /jntual. We presuppose some standard when we prefer any one alternative to
another. Any attempt to create a new standard will also presuppose one. It will be
neither more ultimate nor more valid for being new. It will be merely another self-
approving choice. So there can be no real basis for preferring an alternative other
than the standard we have when we start out to consider it. The standard we have is
the settled, historical standard. Thus, unless we stick to the established conventions,
we will have a plethora of equally arbitrary systems of valuation. The only charac-
teristic that uniquely picks out one system from the others is its settled, conventional
character. We could not possibly justify change. It is best, thus, never to acknowl-
edge doubt.

Xunzi's argument would not persuade anyone from a tradition with a concept of
reason. Reason symbolizes the faith that a certain kind of thought can improve on
tradition. Neither the Daoists nor the Mohists, I have argued, have offered a clearly
identifiable notion of such a transcultural reason. If Zhuangzi is right, all these sys-
tems are internally self-sMng and other-;/e/ing. We have no access to an Ur-perspective
from which to judge one as superior to another. So, Xunzi concluded, we do now,
in historical fact, have a basis to approve the existing conventions and to resist change.
We have no basis for any alternative.

In the text, Xunzi does not rest calmly on this cool, intellectual reductio of
radical change. At best, as I said, explains part of his dogmatism. Xunzi has a much
more passionate attachment to the Confucian tradition. He values, worships, and
loves the traditions in the true Confucian fashion. Extremely intelligent men—the
sage-kings—devised them. Wise men have honed and shaped them using conscious
activity for generations. Tradition thus contains collected wisdom that the deliberate
social tinkering of the liberal utilitarian would not even notice. In trying to reform
traditions, the liberal rationalist is likely unwittingly to throw out parts of the ritual
whose functions and importance he cannot readily understand. Thus the ritual will
break down. Any reform will make it worse and the ultimate outcome of the reform
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impulse is skepticism and conceptual anarchy. Xunzi's conservatism (like all con-
servatism) comes from a heightened sense of the systematic working of tradition. It
induces a fear that change will affect the system's performance hi ways we cannot
predict.

Unfortunately, this passion is the undoing of his position. The passionate de-
fense makes the status of the conventions depend on the intelligence and superiority
of the sage-kings. The cool defense rested on a historical theory of the proper stan-
dard for name use. If intelligent insight justifies the standard then equally intelligent
people today could devise alternatives. The passionate defense requires the assump-
tion that people are dumber today than they used to be. Because the circumstances
change, an equally intelligent king would almost certainly follow the tradition of past
intelligent kings precisely by going out and creating standards. That is the argument
of Xunzi's /fl-/ia

standardizer student, Han Feizi.

New Rectifying Names

Xunzi's theory of names mirrors his position on ritual. Xunzi uses dao as a general
noun. Daos can be fraudulent, illicit, or correct. Daos are rival conceptual moral
structures: guiding discourse. His own favorite dao is the sage-king's ritual dao. It
consists of written, transmitted wenhKrataK. Xunzi, thus, must deal with the lingering
issue of practical interpretation. He can no longer rely on either the discredited one-
name-one-thing principle or the elusive ideal of socially constant use. The Daoists
and the schools of names have undermined both.

Xunzi's developments and changes in the theory of names do recognize those
attacks. He adopts a prescriptive, social doctrine of rectifying names that does not
rely on a claim of constancy. He cannot show that proper usage is temporally con-
stant. He does not acknowledge any need to. The standard of correctness is historical
tradition. As long as he is within that tradition, he argues, he is right. Nothing but
that tradition could be a standard of lightness. Appeals to conform to the sage kings
are appropriate, and there is a correct standard of doing so. That is conforming to
the existing conventional standards of what conforming is. No other abstract nonar-
bitrary standard is available. Thus the standard is the current advocate of that tradi-
tion—the Confucian 7«nzjgentleman. Xunzi solves the problem of rectifying names by
becoming a conventionalist about both dao and interpretation.

Xunzi does draw heavily from both the content and the style of the Neo-Mohist
Canon in his theory of names. He begins with explicit theories of his key terms:
nature, emotions, intention, deliberate activity, completion, knowledge, ability, and
fate. Further, his discussion touches on many of the issues raised in the dialectical
tradition, including Gongsun Long and Zhuangzi. The key terms function crucially and
consistently in much of the rest of the book.

Xunzi introduces one important innovation in his account of names. He suggests
two categories of names. He uses gui-jianD°ble'base of names that deal directly with
social guidance. He uses tong-isinulai~diffeTeM of names connected with the natural, real
world. He treats these two divisions, which resemble value and fact, in a generally
unified way. Both have the social purpose of guiding and coordinating human behav-
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ior. Both depend for their application on real-world feedback. Both cluster that feed-
back in conventional, customary ways to create intelligible names. The main notice-
able difference is that current sage-kings could change the factual names. The social
value distinctions must conform to past, inherited standards.

Xunzi initially divides the evaluative terms into the names of the Shang punish-
ments, the names of Zhou official status titles, and the /intual terms that give cultural
refinement. He calls the descriptive terms miscellaneous terms. We attach them to
the ten thousand thing-kinds. The names of things stem from the customs of the
mythical, culture-creating Xia dynasty. Interestingly, Xunzi says they provide a basis
for communicating with people of distant cultures who have different customs. This
culture neutrality and the consequence that current kings can make new names signals
an assumption of some natural basis for miscellaneous naming. Xunzi seems to be
strongly committed to historical, conventional conservatism only for the names and
^standards mat ^g vajue based. For the others, he allows development based on
fei similarity

Xunzi's Definitions

Xunzi's philosophical purposes center on names that deal with human nature—phi-
losophy of mind. These terms are central to his account of how the heart-mind uses
language for social coordination. He concentrates on the natural-conventional distinc-
tion. Xunzi fixes the reference of xingnature as that which comes about as a result of
5/zengbmh:growth.30 He intends to use xing sometimes of acquired intuitions—second
nature. Call those refined, unified, felt responses that grow in us xing as long as we
do not consciously discriminate or calculate benefit. Xunzi calls them xing when they
come forth ziranof themselves. This linking of xing and spontaneity thus pointedly avoids
distinguishing between learned and innate skills. What counts as something's being
xingmlUK is that no deliberate processing accompanies the skilled behavior.

Xunzi also follows Zhuangzi in the way he talks of «?mgrcahty rcsP°nses. He lists
Zhuangzi's standard ones: likes, dislikes, happiness, anger, sadness, and satisfac-
tion. With these qing, the heart chooses a course of action. The act of choosing is
^•deliberation goth qing an(j ft fonow me Nco-Mohists usage (except the Neo-Mohists
used a language radical rather than a heart radical on qing).

Notice that /£dellberatlon does not evoke any pattern like a Euclidean proof. Delib-
eration is not mental arguments-on-paper. Xunzi offers no theory of a practical syl-
logism. Xunzi treats deliberation as a simple, basic reaction of the heart after it
receives a reality input from our nature mingling with the world. He does not analyze
it as a proof structure producing reasons for acting.

When we deliberate and regard the outcome of deliberation as an action, Xunzi
calls that H'ej'artlfice. The character is formed by a combination of we«do:deem and a
ren human racjicai. Translators frequently translate H>ez'artltice as false or unauthentic.
Xunzi, however, treats it as a positive concept. We«'artlfice is cultural creativity.
Weiartifice contrasts specifically with xingaatUK and is crucial to Xunzi's account of the
conventionality of language.

We would again mislead ourselves if we placed this account in the context of
our familiar individualistic psychology. We should not take Xunzi to be advocating
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that each person develop a unique creative idiolect. Wei'artlflce belongs to culture and
is mainly an activity for social leaders—the sage kings or./MrtziE<:ntIemen.

Now these definitions will not do what Xunzi wants unless we notice that
jHngnature does not coincide with the more general notion of tt'annature. We cannot use
the English word natural in its most general sense. Using language and making
choices in shared social ways is natural in that Daoist sense. His definitions cannot
rebut Zhuangzi's objection that everything—including all competing doctrine—is nat-
ural. We are social animals who operate with shared signaling systems! Xunzi's
xingaaum, however, is not that broad. He does not use the concept, as Mencius did,
to get a cheap normative claim: be natural. On the contrary, Xunzi will conclude, be
artificial!

We can grasp Xunzi's distinction if we think of xing'MaK as human nature only.
Its mixing with nature writ large yields we/aitlflce. Artifice is natural in this larger
sense. Still, it is useful to distinguish the cultural store of products of artifice from
the natural and learned spontaneous responses. We can practice and transmit artifice.
Artifice leads to Zhuangzi's chengcompleaon. Xunzi pragmatically ignores Zhuangzi's
concern that any cultural accomplishment of this type leave some other accomplish-
ment behind. He simply values this cultural product of acts of wei*aifvx.

Calculation31—specifically utilitarian calculation—is the mark of aW*6"™. Xunzi
used shi in contrast to ziranxl( so, again distinguishing natural actions from artifice.
He now contrasts shiatfaa with xingcondact. The latter comes from rectifying with
y/morality ramer man futility

Xunzi's use gives many of his terms a core and an extended meaning. The key
examples are nature and artifice. He again follows the Neo-Mohists here in giving
zfaknow-how a ^gj use fofa as & process ^d an outcome. We distinguish between
zfiiintelligence as a capacity m<^ zWknow-how ^ ̂  outcome (What humans have within

themselves and use to zhi he also calls zhi.) Xunzi explicitly describes zhi**0"1'
how as nengabllity, confirming the know-how analysis of the concept. Any defect or
harm to the nature he terms sickness. Things which we simply encounter we call
m/ngname:command (fate). These are the central terms Xunzi introduces to weld together
his theory of language, morality, human nature, and the natural cosmos.

Political Control of the Use of Names

Xunzi, having completed his list of miscellaneous names having to do with humans
and their behavior in the world, says that these terms stem (like/astandards) from later
kings. His goal is the same as Confucius' was. The role of social elites' use of
language is education. Rulers are like fathers. They influence how we speak and act.
When we use names, we discriminate things. Then, prescriptive discourse (dao) yields
conduct and we communicate intentions successfully.32 Thus the kings can control
the people and make them behave in perfect harmony. They key to government is
language modeling.

Obviously, given his conception of the role of the king and the political struc-
ture, Xunzi will find splitting names to be the most dangerous type of antisocial
behavior. It is politically subversive; it undermines the purpose of the state. The
rectifying-names role belongs only to the social elite, not to the rabble that happens
to get philosophical skills. (No Mohists need apply). Allowing open disputation about
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how to make distinctions causes hesitation and doubt in action. It lies behind the
costly litigations that delay necessary social responses to natural conditions that threaten
our shared interests (e.g., floods). Xunzi calls this name splitting and arbitrary crea-
tion of new names (Daoist conventional-language anarchism) the great wickedness.
Name splitting is wrong in the same way that forging a check or cheating on weights
is wrong.

Xunzi, although influenced by Daoism, has none of the anarchist in him. He
supposes that the result of enforcement of name-conservatism will be that the gov-
ernment uses people harmoniously and easily33 to accomplish a public good. The
assumption clearly depends on the dogmatic Xunzi's confidence that they'M/iz/8entlemen

or social elite is the standard of that public good. The only other basis he gives for
this authoritarianism is that it provides a coordination solution. It makes us one in
our guiding conceptual perspective (dao). The usage standards (fa) make people care-
ful and predictable in obedience to orders.

So the traces of the sage-kings survived and continue to affect us today. Sus-
taining the continuity of this process is the purpose of government. The present gov-
ernment should preserve and bequeath this success in perpetuating names. Xunzi
should, as we noted above, accompany this pragmatic sounding appeal with some
argument that acknowledges the claims of the other schools. He should argue that
his preferred guiding conceptual scheme and standards of usage are better than its
rivals. It is hard to find any argument that fills this gap in The Xunzi beyond Xunzi's
insisting that convention is the only viable standard. If he is aware of the relativistic
perspective that motivated the Mohists and Daoists, he must be deliberately ignoring
it because it constitutes a convention of doubting conventions and of asserting mul-
tiple conventional answers. I have suggested that he fears that even suggesting the
possibility of choosing a different perspective will undermine his goal of unity. We
do have a traditional standard, he argues. Semantic descent to considering alterna-
tives leaves us with no foundation for a solution. The result will be conceptual an-
archy.

Convention and Pragmatic Utility

Since he puts aside any philosophical objections to picking a pragmatic dao, Xunzi
sounds like an absolutist. Because of the natural conditions of hardship and social
danger, one dao clearly stands out: Confucian traditionalism. It does not stand out
because it is most successful in testing. To allow the validity of a straightforward
pragmatic test is to invite open experimentation and competition. The implicit appeal
to an ur-perspective of benefit poses the danger of skepticism, relativism, and epis-
temic anarchy. Confucian tradition, he assumes, is the one that is in place. The
pragmatic argument is for continuing it and banning philosophical dispute. The ab-
stract consideration of conceptual alternatives cannot help someone be a./H«z/gentleman

or prevent his being a xiaorenlessei iKISOn. Sages could hardly explain the confusions
that would result and no solution to the problems of rule would emerge. From the
ruler's perspective, we have no use for this kind of intellectual activity. The Confu-
cian are wedded to the fervent hope that rulers will somehow naturally be wise elites.
(The Daoist fixes on the near certain reality that they will punish!)

Xunzi's fawning appeal to the rulers to enforce his favorite, the Confucian dao,
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promises the gift Confucians can bestow on the king: he will get favorable treatment
in the historical records. Who could resist such blandishments! Having a long histor-
ical trace of good accomplishments is what government is all about. And the king
can get this by meticulously preserving the traditional use of terms.

So Xunzi's pragmatism shows some of the influence of Mohism and some of
the implicit assumptions we found in Confucius and Mencius. That assumption is the
system-utilitarian assumption that the Confucian dao, their guiding conceptual per-
spective, is best for society. Xunzi's version, however, seems to acknowledge that
we can find no neutral conception of best. Nor should we seek one. The only viable
sense of best for such a choice of dao is the one we currently have in our settled
moral intuitions. That is the traditional Confucian standard. The customary morality,
in effect, has conceptual priority over any utility calculations.

Xunzi's position appears to be dogmatic because he invariably defends the tra-
ditional values. However, we can now explain that shallow dogmatic aspect of Xunzi
as arising from the sophisticated, relativistic Xunzi. The position appears more dog-
matic to us in part because we would translate it into a traditionalism about beliefs,
rules, or sententials. I have argued that from Mozi on, however, the disputants in
China take the issue to be about terms and then- application. That strengthens the
position of conventionalists enormously, as we saw. The social-standards focus better
explains how we use names than how we use sentences or beliefs. Xunzi's focus is
on names and standards of discrimination, not on sentences and rules.

Xunzi differs from Mozi primarily in his conservative worry about piecemeal
tampering with a system that (1) paragons of past wisdom devised and (2) history
has honed to fit social needs and heavenly constancy, and mainly (3) that provides
the only intelligible standards available to answer metaquestions about the system.

The Creation of New Names

Xunzi, of course, is not a classical conservative. He is a reactionary! His assumption
that we have only the Confucian standards is—in his own time—already false. The
ancient Chinese linguistic community, as he was aware, already had rival traditions.
A tradition of posing metaquestions and trying to answer them in natural or neutral
utilitarian terms was already in place in Xunzi's time, though it may not have been
at the time of Confucius. Xunzi can get his reactionary justification for erasing all
the philosophy of the period only by imagining himself back to the time before Mozi
launched the philosophical enterprise.

Given the existence of a reform and a pluralist or skeptical tradition, Xunzi's
position requires more than mere conventionalism. His becomes a radical proposal
to arbitrarily value the older, prephilosophical traditions. In our current, conven-
tional, customary use of names, we have deviated from the way the sage-coiners
used them. We have missed the intentions of the inventors of language and no longer
refer to what they intended to refer to. We have to adjust reference so our practical
intentions match up again. Since not many sage-kings have been around recently,
name conservatism has become lax and we have allowed people (philosophers) to
erect strange, new names. They have confused the relation of names and stuffs and
made the shape of shi-fei unclear. So even those who intend strictly to follow the
./astandards and even good Confucians are disorderly.34
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The mission of a sage-king, should he choose to accept it, would be to reestab-
lish the old names. However, there is a nonreactionary part. He does get to create
some new names, fact-based ones.35 This progressive wrinkle in Xunzi's political
naming theory is still authoritarian. He allows only the king to do this. The philoso-
phers have proved themselves inept with their wild paradoxes and strange conclu-
sions about "Chickens with three legs." There can be new factual terminology but
it must come from the central authority, not from disputing schools of philosophers.

The Theory of Naming

If you have political authority and a concern not to disorder things, then you can
change names. To do this, you must keep in mind three principles about names.
These are (1) the reason for having names in the first place, (2) the basis of classi-
fying things as similar and different, and (3) and the core necessities in regulating
names.

The Reason for Having Names. The reason for having names recalls, in a linguistic
version, Mozi's argument for agreement with the superior. Different patterns mix
around the heart-mind. Different thing-kinds and various stuffs float around out there.
Noble and base are indistinct; we cannot distinguish similar and different. As a result
we have no way to communicate and achieve shared intentions. Coordination in
^•social affaus (beneficiaiiy calculated actions) fails disastrously. The situation is grossly
inefficient.36

Therefore people with know-how made distinctions and regularized names to
point out stuffs.37 This suggests the sensible idea that coiners of terms should be the
scientists in their various areas. Xunzi, however, does not make our scientific dis-
tinctions. His implicit purposes in naming are still the regulation of behavior. The
knowledgeable people are not craftsmen (that would be Mozi's inclination), but the
social elite. First you have to get the noble-base distinctions and then you have a
social standard for fixing the to«g-jsimilar-different distinctions for those below. This
gives us a stable conventional system that allows sharing of intentions and coordina-
tion of behavior. That is the reason for having names.38

The Basis for Distinctions of Similar-Different. Xunzi's major theoretical advances
over the Neo-Mohists and Zhuangzi come when he discusses the basis of naming.
He formulates this advanced position only for the similar-different distinction since
he presupposes authoritarian fixing of the noble-base distinction.

The difference in his treatment of noble-base and similar-different partly ex-
plains why he seems both reactionary and progressive. He simultaneously insists on
preserving old names and allowing kings to create new names. Supposedly the sage-
king, arising today, would base his authority as an elite name user on the noble-base
distinction. He could not, therefore, treat that distinction as subject to doubt and
change. He would then rely on his traditional authority to create as many new dis-
tinction of the similar-different type as may be called for.

Still, these new similarity-difference distinctions are not arbitrary whims of the
king. Nor does he base these wholly on the objective similarities and differences in
reality. As Zhuangzi and Hui Shi have argued, external similarity and difference do
not provide an adequate basis for selecting any particular system of names. Xunzi
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adds to the account the effect these similarities and differences have on our sensuous
nature. He expounds a theory of the natural or heavenly organs. In his theory of
heaven, he formulated a species-based conception of a thing's nature. Alongside the
list of heavenly qingK3[ity resP°nse he ranged what he called the heavenly g«aninput P'?08:
the eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and shape. Each has the capacity of different kinds of
contact knowledge. The j[/w

heait-mmd controls and directs the input pipes and registers
all the inputs. Xunzi calls the .xmhean-mind the heavenly 7«nsuperior.39

He gives no better answer to Zhuangzi's worry about why the heart should rule.
That simply is the heavenly, natural arrangement. The heart does direct the input
pipes. Xunzi takes another anthropocentric value arrangement as heavenly. We treat
as wealth whatever is not of our species that we can use to nourish our species.40

This is heavenly nourishment. (Heaven, obviously, does not approve of cannibal-
ism!)

The linguistic basis of similar and different, he will then argue, is not in external
nature, but in its combination with our nature as a species. Xunzi says those who
are of the same species and have the same <7/ngreahty resP°nses will have heavenly input
pipes that register things in the same way. So we receive a range of inputs with a
similarity space that our species organs contribute. Humans tend to cluster similari-
ties in human ways. This enables us to tort^

communicate.41 it gives us the basis for the
public agreement on names that underwrites agreement in clustering things.42

Xunzi's discussion of sense answers Zhuangzi's attack on human-species bias in
considering points of view. Zhuangzi, remember, worried that we suppose our hu-
man discriminations and responses to be the correct standards of shi-fei. Animals of
the same species, Xunzi writes, and with the same reality-feedback mechanisms
(feelings) register thing-kinds through their sense organs in similar ways. The beau-
tiful Xishi may seem horrible to the deer, but to all humans the image yields pleasant
feedback.

Xunzi kept the analysis on a pragmatic level. He has not claimed that our ways
of perceiving feedback directly reflect the world or are exactly as they are in nature.
The justification for taking our gingreahty feedback and sensible distinctions seriously is
that it gives all humans the basis for shared, conventional communication. Whatever
may obtain in reality in itself, humans react to it and cluster thing-kinds similarly
and in a human way.

He does not make the explicit concession that, in principle, different beings
could cluster things into types in an infinite number of ways. He rests on the natural
fact that all members of the same species cluster things in a similar way. Thus our
sense organs emphasize certain similarities and differences in a natural clustering.
He answers Zhuangzi's skepticism by appealing to the pragmatic necessity that we
share enough of a perspective to use names harmoniously. However many ways may
exist in principle to group things into classes, human nature favors some species-
common pattern of dividing and clustering. That fact is essential to our ability to use
language and conventions in pursuit of harmonious coexistence and survival.

Xunzi's conventionalism allows him, again, to disregard this source of skepti-
cism. So we're different! The standard of right and wrong is a human standard used
in human communication. The human similarity space is a reasonable basis for cor-
rect use of language until we take up communication with animals. The combination
of our species-natural input pipes and natural nourishment becomes the pragmatic
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basis of evaluations and names. Our receptive and judging systems have a shared
similarity space and a shared bias about which outcomes to count as success. This
naturalized Kantian argument does not attempt to get us a neutral universal point of
view. Anthropocentrism is our unescapable bias.

Xunzi still must allow that we also do some purely conventional clustering. We
still have conventional ways of grouping the humanly registered similarities. Multiple
conventions are possible. But not all are equally natural for humans with our heav-
enly input pipes.

Understanding Xunzi in this pragmatic way reduces the temptation to transport
Western eighteenth-century empiricism (modern folk wisdom) into the explanation of
Xunzi's doctrine. Traditional Western empiricism has sense data justifying and prov-
ing descriptive propositions, sentences, or statements. The empiricist starts with the
theory of empirical data. These data have a logical form as a picture of a state of
affairs. The logical form of the picture is that objects are related to each other. The
form of our imagined mental picture is suspiciously analogous to what we take to be
the form of the sentence. Nouns refer to objects and verbs denote the relations. Our
folk model of seeing is geometrical projection. Western folk wisdom treats the goal
of sensation as scientific truth.

Xunzi's theory differs both in its account of the empirical content and its role in
the larger human project. The empirical data do not consist of pictures of individual
objects in relation to each other. The empirical data consist in an inclination to
discriminate. He does not represent the eyes, for example, as conveying a picture of
position in space, or of temporal succession, or relative size. The eyes make certain
discriminations: shape, color, line, and part-whole distinctions. The ears discriminate
clarity and murkiness of toe, pitch, contour, and so on, of sounds. The mouth makes
its range of sensory taste discriminations—sweet, sour, bitter—and the nose and body
likewise.

Xunzi does not focus on vision and visual representation nearly as much as
British empiricism or any picturing theory would. He describes the inputs as akin to
<7wgreahty resP°nses or feelings. They are not cognitive contents but discrimination
thresholds. He models their output less on pictures of the world and more on culti-
vated abilities to recognize or notice a distinction. Since all humans pretty much have
the same feedback range and classifications—we all taste sweetness and saltiness—
we have the necessary capacities for learning and mastery of socially created names.
We have the feedback registers that enable us to execute social programming in
conventional language.

The names make up the conceptual scheme that guides our shared form of life.
We achieve a socially consistent way to mark those humanly distinguishable proper-
ties. We do not attach names to pictures of objects in the mind, but to ranges of
stuffs that our linguistic community uses in conventional guidance. Given our sen-
sory capacity and clustering tendency, we can pick out one object-type from another.
What we essentially share, therefore, is the ability to use our sensory input pipes to
coordinate social behavior in some conventional way.

The heart-mind plays the crucial role in this social naming process. Its role does
not consist in verifying truths from sense data. Rather, it takes the feedback discrim-
inations made by the sense organs (including, presumably its qing—pleasure, anger,
sadness, satisfaction) and evaluates them according to conventional standards. The
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heart assigns responses their proper guiding significance. It assigns £eP
era»ssab'e to the

inputs.43

However, the heart-mind relies on the discrimination accuracy of the sense or-
gans in mapping the input similarities. If the senses do not make their distinctions
correctly, then the heart-mind has nothing to say about how to act. This is failing to
know (to). Thus the sensory discrimination range is the basis of similarity-difference
in naming.

The Basic Requirements of Regulating Names

Using our discriminatory feedback, then, we name things.44 Xunzi does not wallow
in Hui Shi's and Zhuangzi's worries about the malleability of similarities and differ-
ences. Xunzi's consistent strategy in dealing with all such tergiversation is to appeal
directly to pragmatic considerations. He does not treat the paradoxes or puzzles of
reference as a reason to improve the theory. So, it is by no means clear that Xunzi
understands the theories that led to the paradoxes. His diagnosis focuses exclusively
on the social results of engaging in such speculation or raising the puzzle. He scorns
any attempt to respond to the philosophical challenge. The generalized conclusion is
that the paradoxes upset the conventional ways of using terms to mark distinctions.
They alter the traditional ways of stringing terms together in guiding action. They
must be stopped!

The basic requirement, then, is conventional agreement. Xunzi begins with the
touchy question of compound terms and modifiers: the ox-horse and the hard-white
issues. He does not give any principle for deciding between a Mohist and a one-
name—one-thing semantic account of compounding. Instead, Xunzi merely says that
if a single term sufficiently indicates a paradigm and conveys the settled intent, then
use a single term. If not, use a compound term. If neither can properly pick out the
intended range then go ahead and use a more vague general term; it will not hurt
anything.45

The point becomes a purely practical one. Xunzi depends on no more than
existing community's conventional expectations. He does not try to make the scheme
systematic or constantly realist. In fact there can be no ur-standard for correcting
names that is not already in the conventions.

Xunzi thus implicitly accepts the verdict of the school of names. A perfect one-
to-one correspondence between names and things is impracticable. His way of recti-
fying names depends on no such abstract ideal. His basic goal is a pragmatic, con-
ventional rectification of language, not an ideal one. If we know the different names
that things have, then we know that we do not represent every difference by a dif-
ferent name. That would generate total confusion. Insisting that we mark every sim-
ilarity by giving it the same name would be similarly unworkable. There have to be
some more and less general names for names to work. We may use pairs of names
and single names as much as and wherever practicable. The only restriction is that
we abide by whatever conventions for application of compound and simple terms we
happen to settle on. That is all.

Sometimes you want to denote a broad range and you use a word like
wMthul8~kinds. Other times you may want to distinguish or limit your range and you
use some dividing word such as birds 'n beasts. Xunzi does not treat individual,
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class, and general terms as distinct kinds of names as the Neo-Mohists did. He re-
duces them to differences of degree. Names of individuals are merely the most spe-
cific of terms. They do not pick out an individual in the metaphysical sense any more
than the more general terms do.46 Every term picks out some part and there is some
more general term for picking out the whole of which it is a part.

Names, then, simply mark pragmatically useful (and humanly accessible) dis-
tinctions. Nature does not draw the lines between thing-kinds. Species sensory clus-
tering selects certain similarities and differences; then convention and custom take
over. Social practices underwrite one way of stringing similarities together and as-
signing names to stuffs. The only/astandard for proper clustering to guide behavior is
the judgment of the traditionally educated elite, they'M«zj'gentlemen. The similarities and
differences are in nature, but the way we cluster and group the similarities in naming
and where we cut and divide (say between color ranges) are matters first of human
nature and then of human convention.

Xunzi thus takes the easy solution offered by Zhuangzi. Some distinctions hap-
pen to be well entrenched in conventions. We can find no independently valid stan-
dards for changing them. Any other convention would be equally arbitrary and allow-
ing illicit change would involve the risk of linguistic anarchy. Name giving can only
be done by legitimate political authority and under strict, conservative principles.

We can regard some ways of giving names, however, as cybernetically better
than others. They are easier to remember and have a natural intuitive connection to
their use. These are good names: they work better socially than would conceivable
alternatives. These, again are specially fitting for our species. So they can become
useful conventional names and, in turn, the only standard of appropriateness. Names
have no intrinsic relation to stuffs. That is a function of the conventional, customary
clustering of sensible similarities.47

Xunzi addressed other problems that do not have prominent treatment in the
Neo-Mohist Canon. These are problems of location modification (e.g., Iowa corn).
Graham's reconstruction of the more fragmented sections of the Mohist works hints
at some focus on this issue.48 Xunzi combines it with another question about number
and names. We can distinguish between things with the same discernible traits but
in different places. So, although we can unite them in speaking of thing-kinds, we
can also regard different parts of them in different places as different things.49

The most interesting thing about this passage is the complicated way Xunzi
develops this concept that closely resembles abstract individuality. Western and Bud-
dhist linguistic perspectives take the concept of an individual to be a simple, obvious
primitive in their scheme. Other metaphysically important concepts (attributes, prop-
erties, classes) are defined on individual particulars. The individuals have the prop-
erties or belong to the classes. I have argued that for the language theorists of ancient
China, the thing-kind was the primitive. And the metaphysical structure was a part-
whole structure. Here we see Xunzi constructing the notion of an individual object
as a special case of distinguishing parts from wholes. What we call an individual is
a possibility of regarding the same thing-kind in different places as two.

We find a parallel contrast in the concept of metaphysical change. In the Indo-
European traditions, the concept of change presupposed the primitive concept of an
individual object. We regard the identity of a thing as being bound up with its indi-
viduality. Being the same thing is being the same individual of that thing. The indi-
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vidual underlies the Western concept of change. It is the subject that undergoes change.
In China before Xunzi, sameness was a matter of falling under the same name. The
problem of change we have identified repeatedly in the texts was primarily the prob-
lem of classification change. This made it as much a linguistic as a metaphysical
issue.

Xunzi now formulates a theory of an individual object's change as follows:
Where a thing's position does not change50 and yet its discernible character does, we
call this huachange. We can treat such changed stuff as the same stuff. We say there
is change but no difference.51

This treatment of change accents the different analytical frameworks of Chinese
and Indo-European philosophy. Xunzi does not treat change as a sign that a thing is
unreal. He shows no hint of reluctance to use the same word for things that change.
He shows no inclination to either Buddhist or an Ionian notion that names presuppose
an unchanging individual substance. Names are for thing-kinds. A thing, continuous
in space for a period of time may undergo change. Even if the name changes, the
spatially continuous thing may be counted as one thing undergoing change.

Traditional Western analysis of change posited an unchanging substance, an
underlying reality or a particular. This substance had properties, attributes, accidents,
etc. These are repeatable nonspatial features that could inhere in individual things.
They corresponded mainly to adjectives or nonindividuating nouns. Change is de-
fined as when different unchanging properties inhere in the particular substance at
different times. The names in the language refer to the particular substance and pred-
icates or adjectives refer to the properties. This scheme of unchanging realities un-
derlying the perceptual world of individual objects shapes virtually the entire history
of Western thought. These passages show how unfamiliar and derivative their status
is in the classical Chinese scheme.

Thus, we have no good theoretical motivation to assimilate Xunzi's conceptual
scheme to a Western or Buddhist one. This passage does not show that Xunzi's
theory is like the Western theory of how names attach to particulars or individuals.
Western individuals are truly abstract and theorized entities, the grammatical sub-
strata of properties. Xunzi's names, by contrast, all attach to concrete, changing
segments of reality. Ordinary individuals are one possible range generated by differ-
ent applications of the part-whole structure. They are merely comparatively small
segments, distinctions. Individuals are neither ontologically nor linguistically basic.
They are referenced by space-time bases for counting, regarding things as one or the
same. But they fit into one end of the part-whole scheme.

A familiarity-induced mistake here may infect our view of Xunzi's epistemol-
ogy. Western theory of knowledge draws heavily on its metaphysics. It commonly
leads to the skeptical conclusion that we can never know individuals. All knowledge
is of universals (properties, ideas, meanings). The senses can present to the mind
only data on the properties. This account posits mental particulars (ideas) which have
parallel mental properties (concepts). Skeptics like Hume worried that common-sense
individuals might be only the cluster of sensible or mental properties. The syntax of
the properties—their pattern of clustering—thus becomes the essential presentation to
the mind.

Xunzi's talk of sensation tempts some to import this mind-body theme to explain
his theory. But that can only work if we also credit him with the particular-universal-
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property metaphysical analysis. Otherwise it explains nothing about how knowledge
can correspond to reality. I have argued that his analogue of sensations must be
embedded in a theory of the heart's activity in directing our conduct. His is not a
theory of receiving, entertaining, and storing cognitive or symbolic contents. In con-
forming to a linguistic dao, the heart controls the senses to test for the presence or
absence of something (to make a distinction). The heart uses the outcome of the
sensible capacity for discrimination for its own further discrimination of shi-fei, the
right and the wrong things to do. It thus applies names in guiding our conduct. The
senses are measuring devices for reality feedback to be used in executing social
programs. The primacy of the inner individual, subjective point of view is familiar
to Western conventional wisdom but it plays almost no role in Chinese thought.

Xunzi's conclusion is a pragmatic derivation of the core Greek assumption. We
can, in our naming practices, treat a thing as one stuff when there is change of
feedback distinctions from something that has a continuous location. A thing that
metamorphoses can still be classed the same thing. This gives us the feedback con-
ditions for using linguistic number. Thus we socially fix the systems of numbering
things in our language.

Easy, pragmatic, conventional uses, then, are the basic necessities in regulating
names. No king can afford not to examine these carefully if he wants to succeed at
naming. What this emphatically does not require, Xunzi argues, is any direct theo-
rizing about the linguistic paradoxes which so fascinated the school of names.

Pragmatic Treatment of the Paradoxes

Despite his debts to them, Xunzi's attitude toward the theories and conclusions of
the school of names is contemptuous. He takes an essentially political position. He
discusses them, but not as a philosopher concerned with working out a philosophical
problem. He takes the perspective of a ruler concerned with maintaining order while
scholars in his territory debate about such things. Such men are dangerous to good
order.

More generally, his position is that their speculations are pointless from a prag-
matic, hierarchical point of view. One inevitably suspects that Xunzi never really
understood the issues generating the paradoxes. He certainly studied them, but he
does not show a philosopher's appreciation of the use of paradox for focusing con-
ceptual issues. His complaint that even a sage would have a hard time explaining the
paradoxes reflects his impatience and frustration in finding solutions to the puzzles.52

When confronting the paradoxes, Xunzi argues more for forbidding the semantic
paradoxes than for rebutting them. What rebuttal he does offer is essentially to repeat
his it-does-not-matter treatment of the problem of compounds. He rests finally and
dogmatically on the conventional usage. He classifies the linguistic paradoxes into
three groups. Each group violates one of the three insights about conventional nam-
ing that he has explained. These, again, are (1) the reason for names (coordinating
behavior) (2) the empirical basis for similarity and difference (species-typical cluster-
ing of sensible distinctions), and (3) the general necessities for regularizing names
(conforming to shared convention).53

Xunzi, in this section, does not even insist that the paradoxes are theoretically
wrong. Instead, as a good pragmatist, he argues repeatedly that they should not be
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uttered. The king should not permit them to be uttered and no serious person should
say such things.

Using Theory of Naming to Confuse Naming. The paradoxes, he argues, confuse
people and the confusion revolves around the semantic relation of names and stuffs.
Some people use names to confuse us about the use of names. The example here we
have the best prior analysis for is the Neo-Mohist claim "Killing thieves is not killing
people." It uses the addition of one name kill to confuse the regular relation of the
names thief and person. It is a result of theory of names that dictates a change in the
ordinary ways of speaking, confusing names with names.

The other examples of this impermissible form (using names to confuse names)
are paradoxes that we know of mainly from Xunzi's discussion. I will speculate
below about how Song Xing (Songzi) might have argued for them. Both are value
paradoxes: "Being insulted is no shame" and "The sage does not love himself."
The former came from treating conventional shame as merely one of many social
perspectives on moral judgment. The latter might be an expression of the paradox of
altruism (to love everyone is to love oneself too). These paradoxes, also, seem to
use the theory of naming—the theory that language is conventional—to disorder the
existing conventions of language use. If we consider why we have names—making
moral guidance easy and clear—we will avoid saying such things. (And, if we are a
ruler, we will forbid anyone's saying them). These are spurious attempts to get be-
yond conventionalism in language. We should merely conform.

Using Perspectives on Reality to Confuse Names. The second set of paradoxes uses
snjstuff to confuse names. We can think of these paradoxes as arising from observa-
tions or arguments about reality that we should group and name things unconvention-
ally. The most recognizable and typical example here is Hui Shi's "Mountains equal
marshes." This paradox arises form the relativity (supposedly) of perspectival judg-
ments of space. By considering the real-world context, one motivates using names
in nonconventional ways.

The other two examples of this paradox are "In reality there are few desire"
and "There is neither increased tastefulness in eating flesh nor increased pleasure
from hearing bells."54 Again we have to guess at a plausible justification for these.
I will be speculating below that the former could be a reflection, consistent with
Daoism, that the innate desires are simple and few. They contrast with those desires
created by language-induced ways of construing and social cultivation. The cultivated
desire typically include such things as the acquired taste for expensive and extrava-
gant pleasures (meat and concerts).

Such tastes, someone might have argued, are not natural. So construed, we
could see both as example of arguments from a theory of what is real. That view of
reality inclines us to treat the usual ways of classifying desire and satisfactions as
conventional and optional. Again, a king would see how to preserve conventional
similarities and differences in guiding desires and prohibit such talk!

Using Theory of Naming to Confuse Reality. Xunzi analyzes the third group of par-
adoxes as arising from using names to confuse reality. (No problems arise from using
reality to confuse reality!) Xunzi views the sophist as appealing to principles of nam-
ing or a theory of the role of names to distort straightforward reality. The example
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is Kung-sun Lung's "White horse is not horse."55 A sophist makes an absurd reality
claim, Xunzi suggests, because he insists on a peculiar theory of purity in name use.
He thus uses name theory to confuse reality.

The other two examples are more obscure. One guess—guided again by Xunzi's
classification—is "To deny something is to say it" and "The pillar has an ox." The
argument for them is hard to reconstruct from Xunzi's treatment because he avoids
theoretical rebuttal. The former may be a confused statement of the puzzle of how
we can refer to nonexistent things.56 In order to deny that something exists, you have
to refer to it. This seems related to Laozi's worry about how we make sense of the
yoM-WH1*1118'"011 bemg distinction. If there is a Laozi base of this deny-is-to-say paradox,
we can see why Xunzi would regard it as using a theory of names (contrast theory)
to distort reality (nothing is something).

I have almost no clue about the last paradox.57 Xunzi's discussion, again, gives
no clue about the content beyond this classification. He simply insists that the king
is to avoid and prevent such sophistry. It defeats the essential necessities for regulat-
ing names, conventional conformity. You do not have to structure language accord-
ing to some strict principle or conform to any linguistic theory. You need only con-
vey your purpose clearly using the techniques the conventional language has evolved.
We need no rigidly designating ideal language, just the actual shared one. The soph-
ist who makes such claims undermines language conventions. By confronting him
with the conflict between what he accepts and what he rejects, you can prevent these
sophistries, Xunzi concludes.

He presents a more thorough discussion of one pair of paradoxes outside the
"Rectification of Names" chapter. It comes in the section I regard as signaling Xun-
zi's authoritarian retreat after his analysis fails. The argument here is mainly inter-
esting as exhibiting Xunzi's dogmatic frustration with rival perspectives.

This later dispute concerns a pair of paradoxical slogans attributed to Song Xing
(Songzi) that are close to two discussed above. Judging from his tone and detailed
attack, Xunzi must have regarded Song Xing as a rival among the scholars gathered
at Qi. None of Song Xing's writings survive. We know of his doctrines only from
other works that discuss them.

Outside of Xunzi's discussion, our main source of knowledge of Song Xing's
doctrines is the Daoist oriented history in The Zhuangzi, which presents Song Xing
as heading a school of thought following the Mohists. His school shared several foci
with Mohism. They emphasized freeing oneself from conventions, customs, or cul-
tural embellishments, taking a public point of view, and pacifism. They also agreed
on part of the technique, altering culturally induced dispositions. The account in The
Zhuangzi treats Song Xing as a bridge between the Mohists and early Daoism. His
strategy moved toward Laozi's idea of clearing the heart-mind of socially induced
desire.58

Song Xing's school adopted what Graham translates as a "separating pens"
analysis of our contact with the ten thousand thing-kinds.59 This slogan suggests an
early pluralistic analysis of the heart's way of marking distinctions. We occupy dif-
ferent pens, different worlds depending on the different biases of the heart. Song
Xing hoped this awareness would motivate tolerance in the heart's behavior.60 The
analysis should, therefore, reduce aggressive impulses born of competition. On the
one hand, the insight makes our disagreements seem less momentous. On the other,
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it gives us a new perspective from which to recommend adopting heart-attitudes that
reduce competition, disagreement, and aggressive behavior.

The Zhuangzi records that properly ordering qing1*"*™** resP°nses6i and y«
desires

was the key to the doctrines of Song King's school. If, for example, we can come
to see insults as merely socially induced judgments and therefore treat them as un-
important, we will be able avoid a lot of human conflict. Spreading such attitudes,
having them taught in the place of conventional standards, could lead to stopping
aggression and warfare and saving the world.62

The two slogans for which Xunzi takes Song Xing to task are these: "To be
insulted is not disgraceful" and "The qingKality response yM

desires are few and shallow."
The Zhuangzi account claims that Song Xing and his followers regarded these as the
inside and "Forbid aggression and disband troops" as the outside.63 This pluralistic
doctrine justified tolerance and pacifism. It is an early version of the Daoist doctrine
that desires are mostly socially learned. In particular, one learns to be disgraced.
Many desires are not <?ingreahty resP°nse desire, but conventionally generated ones. Sim-
ilarly, like a primitivist, Song Xing regards the natural emotional reactions as a nar-
row base. On this base, society creates complex, socialized, and far more numerous
desires.64

If we accept that Daoist reconstruction, then Xunzi's lengthy treatment is dis-
appointing. He does not acknowledge that the theory is an alternative to his own.
Xunzi also intended to eliminate competition by controlling seeking behavior. He
resists analyzing the desires themselves as socially conditioned. What reason could
we have for worrying if the desires or the seeking behavior are conditioned by con-
vention? Xunzi's motivation for his theoretical fetish is hard to fathom. One hypoth-
esis is that he senses the danger to even his form of Confucianism from relativism
about motivation. Neither his nor Mencius' justifications can work if radically differ-
ent conventions could lead to radically different human desires. His pragmatic argu-
ment for convention would be transparently arbitrary and question begging.

Xunzi's argument with Song Xing starts with a Mohist-sounding analysis that
identifies y/morallty with an ur-standard of correct shi-fei. We need standards of cor-
rectness to settle any such issues. Then he asserts, without further argument, that the
kingly rule is the appropriate standard.65 All our present talk about y/morahty and shi-
fei derive from distinctions made by the sage-kings. The distinction between honor
and disgrace is one of these. He has started right off begging the question against
Song Xing's position. He goes on to assert that according to that established usage,
the junzi*upenor man makes a distinction between being socially disgraced and being
morally disgraced. Since he uses the correct ancient convention, the junzi can never
be morally disgraced. The xiaorenlessei man can be socially honored but not morally
honored. But by hypothesis, Song Xing's argument, like Mozi's, was implicitly a
challenge to the traditional, habitual, customary way of making this distinction and
justifying the kind of righteous moral indignation that Xunzi is taking for granted.66

From there Xunzi's argument degenerates. It is alternately obdurate, deliberately
distorting, question begging, and finally simply bullying. He concludes that the po-
litical power will crush you if you maintain such dangerous doctrines!67 Xunzi seems
to have come to appreciate the argumentative advantage that being a favorite of the
ruler afforded him.

Again, we should construe carefully Xunzi's attitude toward these paradoxes.
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They do not represent intellectual challenges that could provoke a change in our
assumptions about language. He represents them simply as threats to the conventional
system of naming which structures society and shapes the people's heart-mind. These
are merely unorthodox speech patterns that depart from the rectified dao. The ruler
does not study these three classifications to understand them or to show how to solve
them, but to suppress them. He does not engage in distinction-dispute with the di-
alecticians, but merely bans them. The apparatus of language theory is for the king's
use in suppressing disorderly language that would interfere with the efficacy of his
dao.

For the king, using language or speaking is getting one's intention accom-
plished, and only fools analyze names any deeper. Fools both confuse others in
taking name theory too seriously and get confused themselves. They lose sight of the
practical point of language, that point is that we use language deliberately to make it
easy to know how to follow guiding discourse. We judge success in language use
totally on the accomplishment of what one desires and avoidance of what he hates.
Pragmatics is in command.

Is Human Nature Evil?

Dao and Desires

All Xunzi's reflections on language cohere with his basic assumptions about human
nature and society. We use language (names, phrases, explanations, discrimination
arguments, theories, daos) to guide behavior. We have traced the general outlines of
Xunzi's view of the relation of nature and nurture in his economic justification for
the /ptual. He insists most on rejecting Song Xing's or Daoist versions of how desires
are instilled. Trying to erase desire or to limit them is a mistake, Xunzi would argue.
Any such an effort comes from not knowing how to da<?gulde desires.68

The existence of a desire is not tied to any specific object. We can have desires
for objects that do not exist. The desires cause a seeking behavior.69 A conception
of ^Permiss'b'1"y—the received standards embodied in the heart-mind—guide and con-
trol that seeking behavior. A natural, presocial desire is hard to distinguish from a
socially conditioned one. We can even condition people to accept death in pursuing
something they feel is a moral goal.70

Human nature is part of the background conditions of language. Its reality feed-
back system is a factor in nature. Xunzi refuses to follow Song Xing in distinguishing
between qingK*ity response and yu

desiK\ He treats desire as the responses of those
reality-feedback mechanisms.71 We cannot avoid what those mechanisms feed back.
That is up to heaven or fate—an uncontrollable necessity. However, in deeming a
sought-for-thing to be in accord with a dao, knowledge emerges.72 That know-to is
a social construction. We know to pursue that thing or avoid it. We neither can nor
should eliminate desires. Nor can we wholly satisfy them. So we use language prop-
erly to shape our conception of the proper forms of pursuit. Xunzi does not make
clear why this way of explaining the impact of language on behavior is better than
Song Xing's way.

Now, a common conception of what is fce
assertable should govern all humans. All
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are, in that sense, following a linguistic dao. The problem lies (as Xunzi's defense
of //ntual argued) in proposing an egalitarian dao that makes all want the same thing73

or of having a plethora of daos that generate seeking-anarchy. Xunzi's Confucian,
traditional dao does not satisfy all desires. It satisfies enough, however, that people
actually abide by it. In the face of the threat that we can satisfy few or no desires,
we choose a dao that provides general widespread satisfaction.74 Know-to simply
amounts to mastery of the discourse framework that provides such general satisfac-
tion.

All choice making involves a mixed strategy of desire satisfaction. We must
balance desires against each other. Humans need a standard for that balancing or
they will not be able even to discriminate disaster and blessings.75 A public dao gives
the standard. Private or arbitrary ways of selecting things undermine social harmony.
They cannot, therefore, underlie claims of know-(how)-to. That is,we cannot claim
to have knowledge when we know what Xunzi calls a private pattern or standard of
guidance. Conceptions of permissibility are essentially public and conventional. The
correct way, in being public and in augmenting and coordinating our actions, has the
effect of "exchanging one for two."76 No one could rationally reject it for anarchis-
tic private choice.

Either we follow a consciously developed pattern of moral discourse or we will
be slaves to the material environment. If we use a way (discourse about what is
^permissible-) (O guide seeking behavior, then we will be lost. The objects in the envi-
ronment that we stumble on during our desire-induced, seeking behavior will control
us, instead of being part of a coordinated social pattern of behavior.77 Anyone who
becomes fixated in this way on things in the environment must live in uncertainty.78

He has no control over the production of those things that guide and take control of
his desire-seeking behaviors. Since we recognize this insecurity of getting satisfac-
tion, even eating something we want will not satisfy us. An awareness of the certain
onset of further desires that may not so providently be satisfied inevitably accompan-
ies any temporary satisfaction.79

By participating in a shared system of control of desire gratification, we achieve
a calm security. We feel a sense of satisfaction and ease when receiving minimal
gratifications. We are not a slave of things.80 We can reliably increase our satisfac-
tion without directly striving for it. Being guided by public prescriptive discourse:
this, Xunzi calls valuing yourself and enslaving things.*1

The Textual Problem

The Neo-Confucians have shaped the traditional stereotype of Xunzi (like that of
Mozi) by contrasting him with Mencius. Xunzi gives us an elaborate moralistic the-
ory of desires. The human capacity for learning social distinctions makes conven-
tional morality possible. A Jaodlscourse can then shape them. Yet, most know Xunzi
as the philosopher of human evil.

The claim that human nature is evil is violently out of tune with the dominant
themes of Xunzi's work. It has become a standard exercise to try to characterize the
real differences between Xunzi's doctrines and Mencius'. This exercise could hardly
be interesting if one Confucian simply thought human nature was good and the other
thought it bad! Indeed the main problem is resolving the incoherence between a
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relatively Mencius-like dogmatic, absolutist Xunzi and a sophisticated, convention-
alist Xunzi. Neither comes through as a thorough pessimist about human nature.

Several scholars and translators have suggested, consequently, that the repetitive
phrase "Human nature is evil; goodness is the result of artifice" is a later interpola-
tion in the text.82 In the offending chapter, the slogan (or a close variant) is repeated
a dozen times, frequently introduced with the Mohist sounding phrase "If so, then
human nature is evil. . . . " The repetitive phrase occurs only at the beginning and
end of paragraphs. We never find it in the course of the argument.

The repetitive phrase disappears abruptly about two-thirds of the way through
the essay. Then the theme turns to the essential similarity of all humans and the
sage-kings! The essay proceeds to the end with no further recapitulation of the slo-
gan.

These stylistic objections, however, are mild in comparison to objections based
on the content. Spliced between occurrences the slogan, even where it does occur, is
a theory of the neutrality and malleability of human nature and the importance of
social-conventional //ntual. There is an attack on Mencius' theory of innate good-
ness.83 But Mencius is wrong if human nature is not instinctively good. Contradicting
Mencius does not require asserting the contrary thesis. Xunzi is not perfectly consis-
tent, but he seldom so obviously overstates his argument is such a way. Nothing
between the slogans even comes close to proving that original nature is evil as op-
posed to neutral. It is, at all stages, an argument for a distinction between what is
natural and what is learned. The emphasis is always on the role of learning, not on
original nature. His detailed positions between the repetitive slogans in this chapter
are quite consistent with the rest of The Xunzi.

Outside the suspect chapter, we find no suggestion that human nature in general,
the <7z'ngreahty resP°nses in particular, or even the desires are evil. In all the book's other
discussions of nature, passion, distinctions, the heart, senses, conventions, etc., the
offending claim is never even hinted at'. The catchy slogan, we conclude, gives a
very inaccurate impression of Xunzi's moral psychology. On the scale of views rang-
ing from Christian original sin and Hobbesian psychological egoism to Mencius so-
cial optimism, Xunzi is way over on Mencius' side of the scale.

If we look, for example, at The Xunzi's views on the place of humans in nature,
we will see that it directly contradicts the view that human nature is evil. Xunzi's
position is that the natural distinguishing feature of humans is the ability to make
distinctions and to cultivate thereby a conventional morality. The only thing that
makes human nature look like evil is his direct criticism of Mencius. He always
insists that the morality must be conventional, a product of we/artlflce. Far from main-
taining that human nature is simply evil, Xunzi argues that human nature includes a
natural drive to master language and therefore obtain morality.

The crucial difference with Mencius lies in Xunzi's accepting Laozi's analysis
of how we acquire morality. Xunzi allows that, in principle, we could acquire a wide
range of possible conceptions of yjmorallty. What picks the Confucian morality from
among those possible is not the presocial inclinations of our heart-mind but the nat-
ural and social-historical context. The source of morality involves the interaction of
internal and external factors. We encounter external reality in the course of acting
out a socially instilled program. Reality generates feedback, the qingfeshngs of the
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heart and the physical senses. These feedback responses are classified as shi-fei by
the program as part of program control—sensitivity to the environment. The sage-
kings have deliberated and constructed prescriptive discourse to mesh most produc-
tively with human and external nature.

Xunzi insists that only one conventional duo—the Confucian dao—can yield the
material and organizational benefits necessary to human flourishing and survival in
this difficult world. Morality is not innate, but a cultural accumulation. The tendency
and the ability to gain and practice what culture bequeaths, however, is innate and
natural.

The focus on the "human nature is evil" slogan obscures this point. I will,
accordingly, regard the exposition of the detailed position as telling us what the
slogan means rather than using the slogan to color our reading of the position. We
will search for Xunzi's theory of human nature in between the assertions of the
slogan.84 We lack any evidence that Xunzi had a Christian view of a positive evil in
human nature. Whatever role the slogan might have played in distinguishing his view
from that of Mencius, we more accurately characterize him as saying that human
nature is neutral. It is neutral in principle as to which morality it will adopt, and it
quite naturally does adopt one. The strongest coherent interpretation we can give the
slogan is that humans would live in chaos and disorder without a social guiding
morality.

We have already laid the conceptual foundations of Xunzi's position on human
nature. It revolves about the terms xing"3tare and we/3"1*106 defined at the beginning of
the "Rectification of Names" chapter. And it emerges equally clearly in his account
of humans' position in the scheme of life forms. The ability and tendency to acquire
morality distinguishes us from other animals. Xunzi uses our capacity to make and
accumulate discriminations in language to explain this moral ability and tendency.

Morality and language are mutually implicated social practices. Language is the
tool by which society can collect, preserve, and pass discriminatory skills on to later
generations. The purpose of any distinction or name is behavioral guidance, espe-
cially in coordination with others. Convention, far from being an evil, is the very
essence of humanity. Thus Xunzi's criticism of Mencius is serious and deep indeed.
One cannot dispense with teachers and books of //; they are the conduits of dao.

All humans have a natural tendency to learn language, rituals, shared pro-
nouncements. We are a species with a natural tendency to conformity in a common
doctrine, that is, to morality. We desire good because we have that unfilled potential,
a natural void in our constitution. We do not desire it because we are evil, but
because we are empty. That unfilled potential is all that Xunzi can mean by evil, if
he is indeed the author of that slogan.

If we do not fulfill our moral potential, then the desires operating by themselves
will result in the pattern of conduct that, by those traditional standards, is evil. The
potential is the same in all people, from the sage-kings to the paradigms of human
evil, the wicked last kings of declining dynasties. Lj'ntes can condition and transform
the nature of all. Xunzi belongs clearly on the nurture side of the nature-nurture
debate. Mencius, by contrast, is on the nature side. That captures their difference far
better than the evil-good slogans.
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Philosophy of Heart-Mind

A puzzle—the Confucian problem of evil—remains. For Mencius (and to some de-
gree for Confucius) the existence of evil was a paradox. The Confucian problem
does not follow from the existence of some infinitely good creator. It comes from
the Confucian conception of a golden age with sage-kings together with their opti-
mistic doctrine about the effects of good (sagely) rule. Confucius' one person model-
emulation theory of moral growth and Mencius' plant, needing only minimal basic
conditions to grow into full sagehood, make the emergence of evil puzzling. If one
generation has sage-kings, how can the next generation lack sages? If ever there were
sage-kings, then they must have ordered human society under their rule so that all
could (and would) become sages. Confucian assumptions make the historical decline
inexplicable.85

Xunzi's problem is just the converse of Mencius'. Both agree that we are essen-
tially like the sage-kings. If we need the disciplining effects of past deliberate, con-
ventional artifice to become moral, if we need traditional guidance in principle in
order to know what is right, then so did the sage-kings. Where did the sage-kings
get the wherewithal to become moral? Do we need an infinite chain of sage-kings
each teaching those after them? Where does the chain start?

If the chain starts with the sage-kings and we are like them, then Mencius'
position is necessary after all. We could each have invented the li ourselves from the
inclinations of our heart-minds. The other way out is Zhuangzi's permissive view:
not only could we have invented the // but myriad other daos as well. The content
of the //ntual is accidental. Those who claim to be sages "project their shi-feis onto
heaven." They claim absolute validity for their situational, indexical guides. In that,
too, all humans are like the sage-kings.

Xunzi is not willing to give up the characteristic Confucian claim of only one
correct dao. Nor is he willing to abandon his position that morality is a convention,
a shared coordination system that could, in principle, be different. He is unwilling
to embrace the innateness view of Mencius that he considers silly and empirically
baseless. His problem, then, is how morality ever originated. If he allows the sage-
kings to create it, why not us?

We have seen that Xunzi has implicitly allowed that heaven (nature) indirectly
selects the proper discourse. He assumes that only Confucian discourse will enable
human survival in the natural world. His pragmatism starts from the existence of
historically settled standards. The mechanism that makes one dao special is not nat-
ural selection. Humans make the pragmatic judgment that this very dao is necessary
in the circumstances. But the preferred dao is built into those very circumstances. It
is part of natural history that it has come to be the existing conventional standard.
Pragmatic success must be interpreted by established standards.

We could, therefore, reinvent the li. We must be able to duplicate the sage-
kings' creative linguistic activity. We could devise workable social and other distinc-
tions, terms, and discourse patterns. Thus, it follows, we do not have to learn dao
from the tradition after all.

Xunzi, accordingly, owes us an account of how to make the sage-kings' pro-
ductive activity consistent with his principles of conformity to tradition. Are their
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initial creative efforts as private and arbitrary as ours would be? How could the sage-
kings, who were essentially like us, have succeeded in producing the absolutely cor-
rect // and the dao? His account will either fail or it will explain how, in principle,
each of us could do the same. He cannot make it too easy, or we would not be able
to explain why we do not routinely do it.

This problem further explains why in some sections Xunzi moves even closer
to Mencius. The extreme case is in his chapter "Dispelling Obsessions." There he
discusses the way the heart-mind operates. He argues that obsessions interfere with
a natural human capacity to apprehend dao. This chapter seems drastically to back
off from the analysis of the correct dao as a convention.

The thesis of the chapter exploits a Zhuangzi theme in criticizing all alternative
daos. Any choice of a dao involves a presupposed shi-fei. The appearance of a
variety of competing daos comes from each scholar's obsession with one particular
^•thismght jnat stan(}ard generates these other guiding shi-feis. Using a standard is a
form of obsession (a prejudice in Zhuangzi's sense). Xunzi, however, assumes that
from an unobsessed perspective, we would find exactly one correct course. Thus
Xunzi, not Zhuangzi, makes the illegitimate slide from relativism to absolutism. The
sages' minds are alike in apprehending and following the unobsessed dao. Xunzi also
appeals to the Neo-Mohists' realistic point. Of the various doctrines, some must be
shi and some fei. Xunzi translates that claim pragmatically as, some will produce
order and some disorder.86 Everyone sincerely tries to rectify errors and thinks his
own perspective correct. However, Xunzi agrees with Zhuangzi that their prior shi-
feis hinder their efforts to apprehend what is correct.

Xunzi argues that the commitment to any particular shi-fei so affects our heart-
mind that it distorts our ability to see the real distinctions. Borrowing heavily from
Mozi, Xunzi claims that such obsessions could make us unable to distinguish black
and white right in front of us.87

Now this is a curiously disingenuous use of Mohist and Daoist doctrine. What
is Xunzi to say of himself and his inflated confidence that he sees black and white
without the prejudice of some prior shi-fei? Why is his Confucian order-based inter-
pretation not an obsession? He seems to be taking the position that any accepted
distinction is a source of obsession—desire, aversion, nearness, distance, beginning,
ending. Any of the ten thousand differences interferes with the heart-mind's skill.
Indeed, as we shall see, he argues that to see the real distinctions, the heart-mind
must be empty.

This brings him practically in line with Mencius. The heart-mind works best
without language! But Xunzi does not quite fall for the discredited antilanguage con-
clusion. The problem, in Daoist terms, is not in making the distinctions, but in being
obsessed by one side of a contrast that should be balanced. It is failing to see the
reversibility of opposites that makes one lose balance and perspective.

Xunzi's diagnosis of his philosophical rivals characterizes each using one key
term, the one that Zhuangzi would call his presupposed shi***™***. The Mohists would
call it that which he z/u'grasps and Laozi would call it the term he changconBtanis. Then,
an Zhuangzi noted, the emphasis on one side produces a complementary deficiency
in something else. Not being aware of the value of the opposite keeps us from
mingclmty. For example, the value of use obsesses Mozi so much that he does not
see the value of decorative embellishment (wenuterature). Xunzi even criticizes Zhuangzi
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using this technique.88 Zhuangzi so emphasized the perspective of ft'annature that he
did not see the perspective of reM

humans.89

Starting from one distinction as the basic shi-fei, each rival scholar then gets a
daoway that has some dominant virtue. Each, however, has only one aspect of the
sum dao. The sum dao's parts are constant and it responds to all changes in circum-
stances. So no single aspect can pick it out.90 This inclines Xunzi to approach an
antilanguage solution to the problem of standards. He, more than Zhuangzi, con-
cludes that language distorts the dao.

Because this analysis draws so heavily from Zhuangzi's own, we have to won-
der how Xunzi arrives at his pro-Confucian conclusion. The answer is shockingly
Mencius-like. Confucius' renzhiiata*™ knowledge ̂  Xunzi baldly assertS) is free from

obsession. So Confucius was able to study any shu211 and reach the level of the
original kings. He can align with a school in following the Zhou dao and avoid any
bias toward chengcompleKd cultural accumulation.91

That argument for an objective access to dao makes sense only if intended for
internal Confucian consumption—preaching to the converted! That he has a bias toward
settled and fixed tradition is exactly the standard external criticism of Confucius. The
curious thing is that Xunzi's resolution of the difficulty abandons his own bias for
settled convention. He ends up celebrating  rentenemience—tne mtujtive interpretive
principle! His position now, like Mencius', will impale itself on Zhuangzi's argument
against innate intuition.

Thus the unreflective dogmatist comes out, in part, because the sophisticated
defense of Confucianism flounders. This chapter has a tone of desperation! How can
Xunzi expect us to agree that Confucius was balanced and Zhuangzi was not? The
criterion of whether we have appropriately balanced the opposing distinctions lies in
our dao, Xunzi tells us.92 We Daoists would agree. But the trick is to pick which
dao. For Xunzi, who uses Jaoway with modifiers like j7a/illllclt and jiabogas, the ques-
tion "which dao?" is surely appropriate. Xunzi finds himself in his own version of
Mencius' circular justification. You have to know an appropriate dao or you will
associate with people who approve of a fei-dao. But this is simply the preacher
urging the flock not to allow doubt to creep in when they contemplate that the world
finds them silly.

Now how do we get this cognitive grasp on the correct dao with all the alter-
natives around? If we allow any training, we bias the choice. If we pick out a partic-
ular hierarchical class, we bias the choice. Xunzi seems aware of the need for a
universally accessible point of view from which the initial grasping of the appropriate
dao is possible. This forces him in the direction of Mencius. He, however, tries to
avoid the innatism which he himself has criticized so strongly. Instead he tries to go
about the task via negativa.

This is often touted as a Daoist influence on Xunzi. I shall argue that it is
Xunzi's creating the Confucian caricature of Daoism. The central terms—empty, uni-
fied, and still—are considered central in Daoism more as a result of Xunzi than
because they play central roles in Zhuangzi's theory. I will argue in the next chapter
that his student, Han Feizi, reads The Laozi through Xunzi's filter. They both start
with the authoritarian assumption of an absolute correct way. They assert what Zhuangzi
denies, the possibility of achieving a frame of mind that gives unbiased access to it.
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And they preach this authoritarian doctrine to the ruler's welcome ears. Neither fully
acknowledges Zhuangzi's skepticism of any attempt to do this.

How do humans know dao? The heart-mind. How does the heart-mind know it?
By being empty, one, and still. The mind never fails to accumulate yet it has
what can be called emptiness. The mind never fails to be full, yet it has what can
be called one. The mind is never inactive and yet it has what can be called still.
People have zfli'

UMWsaKe at birth (or in living), having zhi they have intentions and
the intentions are stored up. What is called empty is not allowing what is stored
up to interfere with future receptivity. The heart-mind has intelligence at birth (or
in living) and the intelligence leads to differences. Differences are things known
together and at the same time. So it is two and yet something we can call one
exists. We call our not letting one interfere with the other one. When the heart-
mind sleeps, we dream; in fantasy it goes where it wants; when we employ it, it
plans. So the heart-mind is never at rest and yet it has what we can call stillness.
We call not confusing fantasy and knowledge stillness.93

The process of seeking dao when you have not achieved dao, is called empty,
one and still. Do it! Then the emptiness of those who need dao results in entry.
The oneness of those who serve dao results in totality. The stillness of those who
contemplate dao results in [good] judgment. To know dao and engage in conduct,
one embodies (becomes part of) dao. Empty, one and still—call these the great
clarity.94

Xunzi's three factors remind us again how Chinese heart-mind theory differs
from the Western theory of mind. The emphasis on z/u'know"to is not on processing
and storage. He links the cognitive function of mind directly to intentions, distinc-
tions, and discriminations. The mind's output (in memories, dreams, and fantasy) is
intentions and action plans.

The three qualities of mind that Xunzi recommends resembles the doctrine of
some modern moral objectivists. Their position, like Xunzi's is that we should judge
from a neutral point of view, without prejudice or passion and in awareness of all
the facts. Then we could arrive at an intersubjectively valid moral judgment.95 Xunzi
needs a cognitively objective dao to answer Zhuangzi. The objectivity, however, is
not in scientific description (for which the three qualities would be less appropriate),
but in the absence of bias in prescriptive judgment.

The know-how or know-to does involve a reality check (or it would not work
in a real context). Xunzi's characterization surely rivals Mencius' in its exaggerated
portrayal of the enlightened sage. Arguably, Confucian assumptions require this ex-
aggeration. Both Xunzi and Mencius are trying to justify adherence to a complex set
of rules that they claim is the uniquely correct way. They both think the mind of
sages created that discourse ages ago, and yet adherence to it is always appropriate.
And finally, each is committed to the view (required to justify the Confucian dao)
that every human could come to see what the dao is.

Of the ten thousand things, there is no identifying shape that we do not see, none
we see that we do not grade, none we grade that lose their [correct] position. They
can sit in their room and see to the four seas, be in the present and grade
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things far in the past. Glancing over ten thousand things they can know what the
reality-feedback would be, perusing order and disorder, they could penetrate the
measure, they structure the universe and govern the ten thousand thing-kinds,
institute the great principles and the direction of the universe.96

Xunzi goes on in even more hyperbolic terms (though with less content). Ob-
viously, the dao is the ideal course of conduct. We would all apprehend it if we had
control of the universal (unobsessed with any partial perspective) point of view. Xun-
zi's moral position is a kind of ideal-observer view. But it still differs from Mencius.
It does not put the know-to in innate dispositions, but in the capacity to perceive
accurately and without distortion the prescriptive order of things. In a sense, the real
dao still comes from the outside to the ideally receptive heart-mind. Xunzi's objec-
tive is a descendent of Neo-Mohist external realism.

As I have argued, the three key terms here are not especially Daoist. Thinking
of Daoism as favoring emptiness or stillness requires taking the negative dao as the
absolute or constant dao. I have argued that this contradicts Laozi's opening assump-
tion that there is no perspectiveless point of view. The only interesting Daoist ele-
ment in this otherwise familiar, absolutist meta-ethical approach is the claim that
languages (shi-feis) are image-shapers. Here again, Xunzi's position has a formal
similarity with that of Mencius. Since obsession results from adopting a shi-fei (stressing
or constanting one element of a dichotomy), he describes his universal perspective
in almost mystical terms. It seems to require that we provisionally abandon language
and guiding distinctions in order to discover the correct way to use language and
guide distinctions. Xunzi uses only the immature antilanguage version of Daoism if
he draws on Daoism at all for this absolutist account of discovery of the single
correct dao.

Thus Xunzi's position in this section is also at odds with the sophisticated con-
ventionalist Xunzi. He must consider the heart-mind as having some independent
access to dao. If we are all alike, then we are all capable of such access. The
yw«z/gentleman is one who correctly exercises the capacity. Dao is not, here, regarded
as one convention among many, but as the uniquely best path taking everything into
account. It is the path that would be chosen with total impartiality, total comprehen-
sion, and total intelligence. Those who reach Xunzi's ideal can replicate the creative
work of the sages in evaluative as well as descriptive terms. Finally it is only the
informed, educated reaction of the junzi^ntleman that can be a/a

standard of content as
well as interpretation.

For slightly different reasons, then, both Xunzi and Mencius ultimately make
the heart-mind more important than conventions, learning, and accumulation of lan-
guage and other social practices. This potentially sagelike heart-mind grasps the mor-
ally relevant nature of the world and guides the production of the conventions. How-
ever inconsistent this doctrine is with the conventionalist Xunzi, it certainly excludes
entirely any straightforward reading of the slogan "human nature is evil!"

The heart-mind is the ruler of the bodily parts and the regulator of spiritual in-
sight. It gives commands but is not subject to them. What it must prohibit it
prohibits; what it must move it moves; what it must take it takes; what it must
choose it chooses; what it must do it does; what it must stop it stops. We can
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make the mouth speak or be silent, the body parts bend or extend. But we cannot
make the mind change its intentions. What coincides with its internal standards it
accepts; what does not it rejects.97

This certainly does not sound like the evil mind destined to blind gratification
of desires whenever it lacks the control of cultural artifice. This doctrine of the heart-
mind has the same practical conclusion as Mencius'. He even goes back to the "ruler
of the other organs" claim ridiculed by Zhuangzi. By its nature, the heart-mind
cannot be anything but the ruler. The other parts of the body, by their nature, are to
be ruled and controlled.

The heart-mind is an independent route of access to practical wisdom. Mencius'
heart-mind is such a route because it has the sum of all that wisdom built in. Xunzi's
heart-mind is such a route because it is so empty and receptive that it can take in the
entire external situation. After achieving open receptivity to the total situation, how-
ever, the heart must also have the correct internal standards of judgment. We cannot,
remember, get a shi-fei out unless we put one in. Xunzi has not answered Zhuangzi's
criticism of Mencius' heart-mind theory. Confucianism, in the end, cannot fully grasp
the argument of Daoism and still justify maintaining its essentially authoritarian char-
acter.

Xunzi's theory of the heart-mind does as well as can be done. It makes just the
kinds of grandiose claims that a Confucian needs to make to justify the Confucian
dao. If the heart-mind is as he describes it, if it can adopt a universal perspective,
totally lack obsession, and achieve the empty, unified, still ideal and then still have
any inclination to choose certain standards and shi-feis, then we could at least allow
that it is only a philosophically controversial conception of moral objectivity. It would
become one of many possible meta-ethical positions (a Confucian version of the
ideal-observer theory). But Zhuangzi's argument was that the desired perspective is
not conceptually possible and, if it were, the meta-ethical theory is still flawed. We
have no reason to regard that person's judgment as authoritative. The curious thing
is that Xunzi should think any Confucian has achieved an unbiased perspective given
his own analysis. Both Mencius and Xunzi seem, in the end, either unable to grasp
the basic philosophical difficulty of justifying choice among daos or unwilling to
acknowledge it.
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Han Feizi: The Ruler's Interpretation
[Han Feizi's] personal fate, like that of Lord Shang (ripped to pieces by
chariots in 338 B.C.) and Li Ssu (cut in two at the waist in 208 B.C.), helps
one to appreciate why Yangists and Taoists recommend the relative secu-
rity of private life.

A. C. GRAHAM'

In this book the Legalist School is seen at the peak of its development, a
school of thought which . . . is the nearest counterpart in China to West
European post-medieval political theory.

E. R. HUGHES2

I again suggest, however, that despite the enormous differences in lan-
guage and metaphor, we may in fact find in ancient China more anticipa-
tions of contemporary Western social sciences than of the natural sciences.

BENJAMIN SCHWARTZ 3

Han Feizi's Life and the Ruling Image

Han Feizi marks the end of the classical period. He not only is the last Z('
master in the

traditional list, he arguably played a pivotal role in drawing the fertile Hundred Schools
period to a close. He and Lisi, a more organizationally inclined student of Xunzi,
became influential advisers of the notorious Qinshi Huangdi (the first emperor of the
Qin dynasty). Their advice triggered an intolerant period of philosophical repression
and state-supported orthodoxy. The Qin empire marks the beginning of China's
philosophical dark age.

Han Feizi's was the first Zjmaster certifiably from the ruling nobility. This helps
explain why he appreciates doctrines that favor authority. He was a prince of the
small kingdom of Han. He apparently attended the Ji academy while it was under
the direction of Xunzi. There, we suppose, he met and impressed Lisi, arguably the
most influential philosophy student in history. Lisi, Han Feizi's organizationally in-
clined fellow student, drew Han Feizi's works to the attention of the future unifier of
China. Lisi helped arrange a meeting between the ruler and the strategic thinker.
Later, he was to point out that the thinker's loyalty (despite the usefulness of his
ideas) was with his home state and recommended his execution. The king, in perfect
conformity with Han Feizi's theories, followed this advice.4

344
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Han Feizi's writings were erudite, rich in historical detail and examples. He had
learned philosophy, but added little original philosophy of his own. His writings
were almost purely practical. They dealt with techniques of rule intended to strengthen
the ruler in the competition for military conquest. His writings eschew ethics in favor
of strategy. He took the end as given and obvious. The ruling noble's goal was
conquering and unifying tian-xia*11 under heaven. He probably intended his tactics for
his own kingdom but events put them in the hands of the Qin which gobbled up Han
early in its expansion.

So this study ends, as it began, with a nonphilosopher. Beyond his dogmatic
assumptions about the end of theorizing and his essentially strategic topic, Han Fei-
zi's writing is more polemical than reasoned. A typical pattern is that he recites some
story and then concludes that it is an example to illustrate a phrase, about which one
might also cite a poem. His cynicism rests on the familiar sneering tone of superior
realistic insight. We recognize it from all self-described realists who reject moral
considerations.5 He shows hardly a glimmer of awareness of the unjustified assump-
tions and contradictions in his theoretical position.

Yet I do choose to include him for reasons that are the mirror image of those I
earlier gave for including Confucius. I thereby partly defer to the traditional account
in its list of classical masters. Han Feizi also plays an important role in furthering
the authoritarian distortion of Daoism that Neo-Confucianism inherited from China's
philosophical dark age. But further, as Confucius showed the assumptions that gen-
erated philosophical controversy in China, so Han Feizi shows how the philosophical
conclusions influenced the political institutions of imperial China that ended philos-
ophy. Because of the nature of that influence, Han Feizi is the philosophical end of
this journey through ideas.

I serve another of this book's purposes by including him. Seeing clearly the
philosophical background of Han Feizi means once again challenging the dominant
Confucian image. The ruling theory casts the/a yjastandardizers as a massive evil, an
oppressor of people. Confucian historians can then cast themselves as the valiant
defenders of the people against this ruthless despotism. Their picture of Han Feizi is
much more negative than that of Confucianism's other foil, Daoism. In interesting
formal ways, however, the traditional treatment of the two schools are parallel.

The parallel is that both schools are after-the-fact inventions of Han historians.
Han intellectual history initiated the traditional labels and first clustered classical
thinkers under them. Graham offers an interesting insight into the development of
schools analysis.6 The identification of a rwOTOconfucian-Mohis. biandispute was the eariiest

analysis, and arguably, these were the only self-conscious schools in the classical
period. In the outer chapters of the Zhuangzi we find a purportedly developmental
history of thought that does not include any Confucian thinkers. It starts from Mozi
to Song Xing, then Shendao, Laozi, and finally Zhuangzi. In other words, the clas-
sical period knew nothing of daojia*30™™ or/o/j'alegalisra as schools. The later Han
classification that has held analysis in a death grip since then identified different
schools by what the Han historians took to be a key term in each cluster of thinkers
or texts: yin-yang, mingnames, daomy, and/astandards.

In the last two cases especially, the tradition treats writers as sharing a doctrine,
not merely a conceptual focus. The attributed doctrine centers on each school's single
concept—dao and fa respectively. Further, the orthodox Confucian interpretation al-
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leges that each school's ideology drastically changed the meaning of its central con-
cept. This turns history on its head and makes them, rather than Confucianism, the
odd men out. Daoists were alleged to have changed dao from a moral concept to a
metaphysical one, legalists to have changed fa from meaning standards to meaning
laws. We, therefore, have since tended to see the clustered writers as bonded by a
stronger theoretical unity than they may in fact have shared and as more focused and
specialized on this one term than they actually were. Standard histories characterize
all the theories so clustered mainly by discussing the change in meaning of the cho-
sen term. The interpretive hypothesis supplies the traditionally recognized essential
doctrine. Once the meaning hypothesis is firmly in hand, all interpreters have to
do is find the word and attribute the traditionally invented doctrine based on the
meaning-change hypothesis to the writer.

In neither case can one find the writers of the heterodox schools showing any
self-awareness of having changed the meaning of their key term. They seem to think
they are using the words and addressing the issues common to other thinkers of the
period. And I find no convincing argument that they were wrong in so viewing
themselves. We learn the hypothesis of meaning-change as an article of faith of sinology
supported by numbing authoritative repetition.

Predictably, this meaning-change hypothesis deforms the heterodox schools' cri-
tique of Confucianism. It makes the other schools' theory less accessible and the
relevance of their arguments to Confucianism more obscure. This is equally impor-
tant in the case of Han Feizi. The soundness of his critique of Xunzi's authoritarian
views from the authority's perspective illuminates one of the pervasive weaknesses
of Confucianism, its reliance on the interpretive authority of its own scholarly clique.

The ruling interpretation, based on the hypothesis of meaning change, translates
fajia as Legalist and treats the fajia as similar to Western legal positivists. This
interpretive hypothesis, again, falls into the translator's trap. The meaning theory
assumes the chosen Western term is univocal. Thus the hypothesis ignores an impor-
tant ambiguity in the Western term law. One sense of law is purely formal. Syntac-
tically a law is a universal sentence. Semantically it involves some modal notion
(scientific necessity, moral, or political obligation). The narrower, more concrete
notion of law is of one quite specific use of syntactical laws in a political institution
more specifically called human law or penal law. The ambiguity is most familiar in
the political use in the contrast between a law and the law.

Legal positivism is one of several theories of the nature of human law. It differs
from its main classical rival, natural law theory, in that it conceptually separates law
in this narrow sense from morality. All the schools use the formal concept of a law
of both systems of obligation in debating that issue. Obviously, it is implausible that
we will find any counterpart of the syntactic notion of a law in ancient China.

Some, but not all, legal positivists doubt that moral law is real or that moral
obligations are objective. The classical Western legal positivist, John Austin, treated
legal obligation (narrow sense) as conceptually dependent on punishment.7 Austin
defines positive law (as opposed to moral law) as the general command of a ruler
when backed up by threat of punishment. Positivists have been most visible in public
Western disputes as enemies of the concept of natural human rights.

The ruling interpretive theory views the/o/j'astandardizers of ancient China through
the lens of this Western dispute. It blends that familiar Western perspective with the
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image of the school fostered by the Confucian interpretation. The outcome is a school
of legal positivists who advocate draconian cruelty toward the people. Confucian
theory depicts itself as standing against a Legalist-inspired, systematic, and brutal
reign of terror.

I shall argue that fa does not have either of the equivocal meanings of law. For
legalists, as for the rest of Chinese philosophy, it continues to mean standards. Viewing
^objective standards correctiy wm help us understand better the moral and practical ar-
gument Han Feizi made against Confucianism. It will make it clear that the enemy,
from Han Feizi's perspective, is not the people. The scholarly bureaucracy, the am-
bitious advisers—in a word, the Confucians—are the target of fa.

Fa: Problems about Meaning

I challenge the hypothesis that/a;'iaLegailsts changed the meaning of fa from standards
to penal law. Versions of this challenge have been raised before. Creel8 first saw
that for the allegedly Legalist writer, Shen Buhai, translating/a as law would mislead
readers about his theory. Most writers accept that the translation is sometimes inac-
curate.9 I shall argue the same point for Han Feizi (and indirectly for Shang Yang,
Guanzi, and other so-called Chinese Legalists).

The Historical Theory of Meaning. There are some general theoretical reasons to
treat all hypotheses of radical meaning change as suspect. They violate the unity ideal
that motivates interpretative explanation. More importantly, the historical theory of
meaning mitigates against such promiscuous changes in meaning. Some commenta-
tors claim this meaning volatility is characteristic of Chinese characters. Historical
theory agrees with Mozi on this principle: those who use terms typically intend to
conform to their teachers' conventions of use. Departures are possible, but the burden
of proof is on the claim that there was either a deliberate or accidental departure from
established meaning conventions.

The advocates of the meaning-change hypothesis usually do acknowledge that
fa once meant standards. The appearance of drastic meaning change, however, re-
sults partly from the inaccuracy of the one-word translation. Mozi first introduced
the term into formal philosophy. Two important detailed features of Mozi's use of fa
are important and, I shall argue, enduring. First, fa are standards used to guide the
application of the terms found in guiding discourse. Second, fa are analogous to
measurements. The idea is that the standards for projecting the use of terms should
be definitive and easily accessible. Mozi likens the use of fa to the application of a
measuring tool. Fa should be available to ordinary people merely by the use of their
eyes and ears. His utilitarianism was a fa because it was both a guide to making
distinctions and it was measurable—accessible to nonscholars.

The analytic Mohist dialecticians make it even more explicit that fa are the
standards for the application of a term. The Mohist Canon says a fa is that thing F
such that a thing's being like F is its being of the type in question. The examples of
fa (presumably for a circle) are an image of a circle, another circle, and a compass.
So we have models and measurement operations that fix a term's use.

Even allegedly Legalist antecedents of the use of fa conform to this Mohist
model. Guanzi was a rough contemporary of Confucius who is classed among the
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Legalists.10 The Guanzi lists the foot rule, marking line, compass and square, beam
and weight, peck bushel, and grain leveler as examples of ̂ a standards n Guanzi could,
therefore, consistently advocate both Z/ntual and fa. Fa was the non-Confucian solu-
tion to rectifying names. This rival theory recommended objective, publicly acces-
sible standards of name use. It opposed the cultivated intuition of the leaders of
mutual-admiration societies made up of experts at chanting old texts. Fa and li were,
therefore, viewed as compatible. Fa could, in fact, complement any traditional guid-
ing scheme of names. Fa guides action governed by any dao the way measuring
tools guide the application of terms like round and straight in any set of building
instructions. The fa make it possible to follow the instructions accurately.

The Confucians had not originally used the notion of fa because its structure
was authoritarian. The core assumption of the Confucian policy of rectifying names
was that the ruler, using either an innate or acquired intuition, was supposed to settle
correct language use. Mozi's agreement with the superior recognized Shendao's so-
ciological point that the ruler will influence usage, but Mozi maintained that fiannature

should be taken as the ultimate model. 7iannature identified the constant, measure-
mentlike, easily projectable standard of utility as a/astandard of language use.

The real departure, then, from the traditional theory of fa occurs with Xunzi.
Like Guanzi, Xunzi discussed fa alongside /;' as if there were no conflict. Xunzi
distinguished fa from both the regulations and the punishments. The/astandards, thus,
are not an alternative form of social control. They are ways of determining the ap-
plication of terms in any guiding social discourse.12 Xunzi's position is that the only
standard for the use of terms is convention and the only/astandard for the correct
interpretation of convention is thejM«z/supenor man. Xunzi fixed historical tradition, as
embodied in current scholarly authority, as the main source of correct usage.

For Xunzi, then, the first assumption holds: fa are standards for the projection
of terms.13 Since ffl

standaids are necessary for fixing the boundaries of terms used in
regulations they are presupposed in any application of punishment. They are the
standards for the application of a code to particular cases. Chinese calls the officials
who make those individualized decisions /agz/artmaglstrates, reminiscent of Xunzi's
fi'a«g«a/jheavenly plpes (the senses). Xunzi was arguing that afaguan should always be
the schooled specialist with a developed intuition. He thus rejects Mozi's goal of
objective, democratically accessible standards.

Han Feizi, I shall argue, rejected his teacher's account of what the fa should be
and developed the rival theory that they should be objective and accessible. He was
less traditionalist, but no less authoritarian. He was equally committed to the author-
itarian use of punishment. He distinguishes fa from devirtuosity specifically in that the
latter is accessible only to a few and fa is accessible to the mass of people.14 He
follows the philosophical tradition in using fa with the sense of objective, public,
accessible standards for interpreting guidance into behavior.

The Distinction of Meaning and Reference. The second general principle governing
our theories about meaning is the distinction of meaning and reference. A claim
about the meaning or sense of a term should explain the whole extension or reference
of the term. If a writer speaks of coins and uses a penny as an example more often
than a quarter, she has not changed the meaning of coin. Even if her coin theory
emphasizes the importance of pennies among coins as a central illustrative case, it
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does not change the meaning of coin. Han Feizi speaks of public standards as guiding
performance. His theory sometimes stresses public proclamations with measurement-
like precision in describing links between performance and reward-punishment.

Are these laws? Our Western notion of law is of a species of public, objective,
clear, accessible standards of behavior. Our notion has the formal feature mentioned
above. Scientific, moral, and penal laws are formally universal, sentential proposi-
tions. Austin noted the requirement that the commands or expression of desire be
general. Han Feizi never restricts fastandards to either sententials or universal senten-
tials. His account is notoriously about mingname and xingp™**™**. in Western theory,
penal laws are specifically those general commands backed by threat of punishment.
Han Feizi applies fastandards to both reward and punishment. We call principles that
govern reward or advancement, even if clearly defined and rigorously enforced, stan-
dards. There are standards of tenure and laws against fraud. In English, all laws are
standards, but not all standards are laws.

If Han Feizi uses fa sometimes in reference to what are clearly grammatically
rules in universal sentential form, promulgated by public authority with punishments
attached and other times uses it of standards for appointment, measurement, lan-
guage, reward, and so forth, then his linguistic behavior is only compatible with the
interpretive theory that fa still means objective standards. He may have different
beliefs about many aspects of how forms of discourse should guide behavior, and he
may concentrate in his theory of a specific type of objective, public standard but he
does not change the meaning of the terms he uses to express those beliefs.

Tang Juni is surely correct. Han Feizi advocates having fa posted for public
awareness of what punishments will be meted out. He cites the example of Shang
Yang's appointment rule that mathematically calculates the rank one will achieve
based on the number of heads cut off in battle. In this, Tang concludes, Han Feizi is
"exactly following Mozi."15 He does not change the meaning of/aobjective public standards.

Coherence of Nominal and Verbal Usage. A third general principle of identifying
meaning applies with special force to Chinese. We have observed that Chinese words
have syntactical mobility; they can be used as nouns and as verbs. Fa, like dao, is a
famous example. Just as our theory of meaning should explain the whole range of
referential uses of a word, so it should, as far as possible, coherently explain the
linked nominal and verbal uses of a term. As I previously argued, we should mirror
the verbal sense of dao^'*^ with the nominal use of <fooguiding discourse. The typical
translation of verbal fa is to model on or to emulate. The nominal form, then, is
appropriately translated as standard or model.

Meaning Gaps and Meaning Efficiency. Finally, a hypothesis of meaning change is
more plausible when a meaning gap needs to be filled. In this case, translation ac-
cepts that there are many other terms to refer to commands, regulations, and punish-
ment codes. We regard Confucius as referring to public codes when he criticized
xingpunishment 16 Han pejzj seems to COnform perfectly to that use.17 Other terms that
could be used to refer to penal codes include /^commands and zWregulations. Using fa,
which is their only term playing the crucial role of objective interpretive standards,
to duplicate these already existing concepts is, at best, linguistically inefficient.

A related form of inefficiency in translating Han Feizi flows out of the above
two conditions. Han Feizi uses fa in combination with a number of terms and the
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compound use makes more sense if we keep the meaning of fa general. So for ex-
ample he refers to fa-ling (interpretive standards with commands), which seem clos-
est to standard laws. But he also uses fa in compounds where it can almost never
mean straightforward penal law, for example, fa-du (interpretive standards with cri-
teria), fa-i (interpretive standards with morality), andfa-shu (interpretive standards
with methods).

Bodde18 notes that the Qin called their legal code /Mlaws. The word, he notes,
occurred very rarely in earlier texts. Now if Han Feizi was the theoretician and Lisi
implemented the theory in Qin institutions, why coin a new term for this institution?
The most plausible answer is that for Lisi and for Han Feizi, as for Xunzi and for
the tradition before them, /,3standards did not mean law but objective standards. The
statutes were a particular type of objective standards.

In summary, I am reluctant to credit Han Feizi with a counterpart of the Western
concept of law. He shows no special awareness of the prescriptive universal sen-
tences. His conceptual structure is still that which we described in presenting Mozi's
utilitarianism. There are various competing bodies of social guiding discourse: li, i,
dao, etc. The problem of interpreting that discourse into behavior continues to be the
central issue. Dealing with the interpretive problem is the essential role of/astandards.
The prescriptive sentence itself still plays no specific explanatory role in the account.
Nor do we find the counterpart notions of a legal duty, a legal obligation, or a legal
right. Han Feizi admittedly has a concept of public, prescriptive codes of behavior.
But a fa is not a law; it is any objective standard. Fa represent reliable, public,
nonintuitive standards for the application of terms in prescriptive discourse in gen-
eral.

Fa objective standards md EUt(, Intuition

The/aywstandaidizere do not contrast penal law and moral law. They contrast fameasure-
mem standards ̂  ;j-rituai Tne jatter rejies on mtellectual authorities for its discovery and
interpretation. The contrast of fa and li is a contrast between two rival theories of
positive or conventional, public guidance. Neither is formally lawlike. One is intu-
itive, scholarly, and the province of a small elite. The other is public, measured, and
easily ascertained by most people. The issue between Han Feizi and his teacher
Xunzi is not about punishment. Both are enthusiastic supporters of punishment.

The target of Han Feizi's techniques of government is control of the scholar
bureaucrats, the status to which politically ambitious Confucians aspired. The central
polarity in his analysis is the ruler-minister polarity, not the ruler-people polarity.
Han Feizi takes the perspective of the ruler in the competition with ministers as rivals
for power. I shall argue that all three of Han Feizi's famous techniques—shi, shu,
and fa—are directed at controlling the bureaucracy more than the populace at large.

The people are mostly irrelevant to Han Feizi's analysis. Where they are brought
in, it is mostly as tools or objects of the power struggle between the ruler and cliques
of ministers. In that context, when Han Feizi does occasionally raise the issue of the
people, he actually argues for protecting the people from the ministers by depriving
the ministers of arbitrary power. This, note, is not because he takes the well-being
or protection of the people as a goal. His goal is still to enhance the ruler's relative
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power in the struggle with his bureaucracy. The protection of the people is incidental
to depriving the ministers of dangerous quanta of the ruler's power.

The Confucians became essentially a civil service union. They adopted a per-
spective designed to protect their own avenue to power. They, therefore, represent
their ideological and institutional enemy as a draconian ruler, the oppressor of the
people. From a Daoist perspective, this is a dispute between two authoritarian parties
for the authority to punish the rest of us if we do not conform to their favorite
standards. We see no liberal democrats in this particular ideological face-off.

So Han Feizi provides us with our final example of familiarity-induced distor-
tion. It is true that Han Feizi advocates a unitary, imperial, social-political order. His
opposition to Confucians is only partly because they represent the scholar-bureaucrat
class. Confucianism also defends the basis of the feudal system: family ties and
complex, ancestral, ritualized political links. The standards of Confucian social con-
trol derive from an elite class of scholar-leaders, the 7M/izjgentlemen. They claim the
authority to educate and shape the character of the people. Han Feizi opposed both
the familial and the scholarly drag on the ruler's effectiveness as well as the inference
that the ruler has a duty to educate people. Han Feizi accepts the goal of order, but
not the /?M-M0ConfUcian"Mohist means of education. Rather than a substantive and com-
plex traditional conception of the appropriate order, he aims merely at the ruler's
effective, total control.

Han Feizi's relation to Daoism is complex and speculative. The Han Feizi con-
tains the earliest existing commentary on The Laozi. The Han Feizi borrowed aspects
of Daoist writings that spoke of reversing the traditional value of knowledge. He
took Laozi's negative political dao seriously. From his ruler's perspective, he typi-
cally expressed indifference for the people except as resources. His conception of
Daoism was partly filtered through Xunzi's theory of the privileged heart-mind per-
spective. He advocates that mystically empty, unified, and still heart-mind as a rul-
ing technique. That conception justifies absolutism, not Zhuangzi's pluralism.
Dogmatic absolutist assumptions are a political response to elitist's dread of
relativist-inspired conceptual anarchy. Indeed the roots of Han Feizi's theory lie in
his view that anarchy in interpretative performance is a constant danger without dao
authoritarianism. Han Feizi is the dogmatic Xunzi with a ruler's perspective rather
than a scholar's traditional one.

Confucian Rule of Man and Western Rule of Law

That we should think of Han Feizi as a legal theorist is understandable from another
perspective. The Confucian ideals that Han Feizi vilified are a classic case of what
Western liberal legal theorists regard as the opposite of law: the rule of man, in
which a bureaucratic, scholarly, elite class of magistrates resolves issues of public
concern based on their moral intuition. This elite credits itself with an esoteric, in-
tuitive insight into a broad range of moral decisions. Its members celebrate the flex-
ibility that the heavy reliance on intuitive application of traditional codes introduces
into social guidance. But the moral value of the outcome of the system depends
entirely on the quality of the men. If we trust their moral intuitions, we may hope
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the results will approach those of ideal morality. If they do not, however, we have
no way to challenge their moral authority. If our moral intuitions are different, they
simply declare us hooligans, counterrevolutionaries, or bad elements. Their intuition
determines right and wrong. The;'M«zJgentlemen are the/astandards.

Totally apart from the objective question of the validity of their intuition, the
Confucian rule of man is morally objectionable. Its heavy reliance on situational
human judgment makes it hard for people to plan their lives. We cannot predict when
and where officialdom will intrude coercively in our plans and projects. It under-
mines the ability to plan and execute rationally conceived ventures.

Han Feizi does base some of his criticism of Confucian prescriptive discourse
on similar concerns. It explains the core conflict with his Confucian teacher, Xunzi.
His alternative theory, however, is not what we know as the contrasting rule of law.
He also presupposed a dao, a body of prescriptive discourse. One difference is that
he intended his dao to be a more objective, publicly projectable guide. The other is
that he rejected the authority of traditional content in favor of a consequentialist dao
maximizing wealth and strength of the ruler (which he identified with the state). His
account of the difference, however, lay mainly in the publicity, objectivity, and ac-
cessibility of his/astandard. The values and the interpretation of guidance were mea-
surable. Han Feizi shares, in general ways, the Confucian, Mohist, and Daoist con-
ceptual perspective of dao as a guiding body of discourse. His quarrel with the
Confucian is with the ancient content and the intuitive standard that gives the in-
terpretive authority to a scholar class.

To understand how Han Feizi's theory differs from Western legalism, let us
look more carefully at the conceptual structure of the normative theory underlying
the rule of law. The Western controversy about the definition of law was the vehicle
for conventional Western legal theory. The rival legal theories drew on two conflict-
ing moral perspectives. The consequentialist or utilitarian perspective saw law as an
efficient means of social control. The deontological perspective tended to view law
as directly justified by desert-based considerations. The split turns on their respective
attitudes toward retributive punishment. The deontologist views it as intrinsically
just; the utilitarian regards it as of no intrinsic moral worth.

To be brief, consequentialist theory fails as a justifying theory for the rule of
law. It is not merely that empirical evidence does not support the hypothesis that
punishment deters crime. The problem is this. Consequentialist theories, such as
Utilitarianism, are inherently comparative. More than showing that law and punish-
ment work, it must show that it works better than any alternative. Many alternatives
or mixtures of alternatives seem more efficient on their face. Psychological therapy,
education-indoctrination, social reform, preventative social precautions, and so forth
seem plausible alternatives for a rational utilitarian society.19 Confucius' argument
(see pages 64-65) put the consequentialist case against punishment admirably well.

Our retributive moral intuitions surrounding law are very difficult to square with
utilitarian morality. The problem is that retributivism essentially looks backward and
consequentialist theories look forward. Retributivism demands punishing the guilty
even where the overall result is harmful to society. The problem with utilitarianism
comes not only in justifying specific instances of punishment, but in prohibiting pun-
ishment of innocents. Utilitarian calculations threaten to justify prior punishment of
those merely inclined to harmful activity or punishing scapegoats to deter others. Our
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retributive intuitions are that any prospective or end-motivated punishing of people
who have not actually done anything is morally forbidden.

The concept of retribution includes a rationalizing element that is essential to
our concept of law. It requires proportionality in punishment. Further, it presupposes
a notion of moral responsibility: rational moral agency and freedom. Punishment
should be proportional to the seriousness of the wrong multiplied by the degree of
responsibility for it.

Utilitarianism stumbles because, though it tries, it fails to account for these
retributive intuitions. Our retributive moral intuitions are deeply rooted in Western
Christian dogma, our ordinary moral beliefs, and our historical ethics. Kant's cate-
gorical imperatives most elegantly rationalize those beliefs. The moral agent acts on
rational maxims. The agent's rationality entails that it wills its maxims universally,
that is, it wills that every rational being should deduce his action from the same
moral premise. Thus treating the agent with Kantian-inspired respect and dignity
requires applying her maxims in our treatment of her. An eye for an eye is an expres-
sion of deep respect for the freedom and dignity as individual, rational moral agents.
Law-based retributive institutions are our moral right.

Thus our usual justification of retributive institutions positively requires the no-
tion of rational agency, the power to control one's behavior and to understand and
apply moral (or legal) concepts in guiding our behavior. We must be able to appre-
ciate when reasons or principles yield valid practical conclusions. Kantian doctrines
entail that we may not apply retributive sanctions to children, animals, and the men-
tally ill, since they lack the capacity to appreciate the reasons that make their actions
wrong. We also do not credit them with the rational self-control necessary for the
moral status of an agent. Even those who can appreciate that their action is wrong
are not subject to retribution if a mental defect makes them incapable of controlling
their behavior.

The retributive intuition that pervades our theory of the rule of law is a powerful
one. Its justification, however, has proved to be a major challenge to two millennia
of Western philosophy. That accounts for the survival of result-oriented moral theo-
ries. They are moral reformers who see the retributivist as merely appealing to our
retributive intuitions rather than justifying them. The powerful, inherited Western
retributive intuitions continue to drive ethical debate.

The urge to vengeance is arguably universal. It may be among the strongest of
natural human instincts. Chinese literature probably exhibits as much natural expres-
sion of this urge as our own. Still, Chinese historical traditional moral attitudes and
philosophical arguments are comparatively free from the Western retributive fixation.
We find remarkably few moral rationalizations employing purely backward-looking
theories of desert. Their moral theory does not start from the notion of rational free
agency but from the goal of social cooperation. The classical theorists do not share
the individualist assumptions behind the distinctively Western moral outlook; we find
no theories of free will based on one's rationality. Humans are social and their pe-
culiar genius is not reasoning but learning social daos. Chinese theories of dao are
predominantly consequentialist. Most apparent examples of expressions of deontolog-
ical sentiment usually turn out to be deeply consequentialist in justification.

So we have deep theoretical as well as formal reasons for doubting that the fajia
theory has much in common with the Western theory of the rule of law. We find
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little evidence of retributive theories and none of the formal syntactic notion of a
law. I have argued that the Chinese focus has mainly been on terms. Confucians
originally directed their attention to the names society attaches to status roles. The
code guides one in role performance, but early theorists did not segment the code
into sentential units. The Chinese way of individuating units of guidance differs,
therefore, from that of Western theories. Chinese moral and political philosophy does
not use the notion of a rule, a duty, or an obligation. Thus it has nothing on which
to hang a clear notion of retributive punishment. On similar grounds we can see that
it does not include the concept of a reason for acting, that is, a belief or a desire.
We act by executing one of a variety of rival social codes. Each requires practical
interpretation. Bridging that interpretive gap has been the activity that drew philo-
sophical attention in elaborating the Chinese theory of the human heart-mind. It will
continue to be the focus of Han Feizi's theories.

The Confucian Argument against Punishment

Confucius directs his famous argument in The Analects against punishment. Confu-
cius argued against coercive government and its implicit assumptions about the role
of government. Punishment ensures social conformity at the cost of giving up on
educating and developing the natural human inclinations of spontaneous social con-
formity: shame. Educational techniques achieve the same end more gradually but also
more effectively. Education leads to a stable, long-run solution because it relies on
and supports our social instincts. Official coercion using laws and punishment relies
on, exercises, and strengthens self-interest.20 In the long run it undermines order.

The Confucian Argument against Publicly Accessible Daos

The argument based on motivation, recall, ties into another of Confucius' arguments.
Confucius makes it less explicitly, but it is a strong undercurrent in many of his
aphorisms. Confucius repeatedly disparages the rise of litigiousness, glibness, and
cleverness, especially among people governed by promulgated, public codes. For
Confucius, public, explicit codes pull a worry in their wake. Any formalized code
can be subject to interpretive dispute. The interpretive problem takes this form: "The
part of the code governing Y does not apply to me because this is a case of X, not
Y. Apply the part governing X to me instead." The inconstancy of names and dis-
tinctions makes linguistic daos inconstant too.

The combination of promoting selfishness and glibness means that legal institu-
tions pose a double threat to the natural social mechanisms of control. The Confu-
cians' first objection is to punishment's tendency to induce and exercise selfish heart-
mind processing. The Confucians' second objection develops into an attack on pub-
licizing the code. General accessibility invites the whole population to quibble about
which term in the code applies to them.

I have identified these two concerns about law as the motivational concern and
the interpretive concern. The interpretive concern is what requires the rectification of
names so both li or punishments can give reliable guidance to people. This, accord-
ing to the famous passage, would be the first measure of a Confucius finally placed
in office (13:3).
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Notice that both these Confucian concerns employ consequentialist arguments
against punishment. Confucianism seldom uses desert-claims to justify punishment.
As long as we base our argument on social utility, retributive punishment will lack
justification. Less coercive, less destructive means will more efficiently maintain so-
cial order.

This second argument, however, yielded an embarrassment for Confucianism.
The /jntual is also a fixed code, even though not on tripods. We call it a positive
morality as we call law positive law. The li obviously gave rise to disputes among
Confucians about correct performance, degree of allowed deviation, exigencies, or
rectification of names. The only saving grace is that the Confucian strategy confines
the controversy within the ranks of the Ru. This tempts Confucians to special plead-
ing and to their natural prejudice that they can handle the interpretive task better than
the common person. The Confucian solution to the interpretive problem, by limiting
the class of interpreters to the historical scholars, carries with it the preference for
^•ntuai as me positive ^ao Confucians did not express this openly. They merely note
that renhumanity is required for correct performance interpretation and let the assump-
tion that Confucian training generates ren stay in the background until Xunzi.

This interpretive concern was the engine that drove Confucianism toward an
innatist or intuition driven version, the Mencian orthodoxy. Once we have formulated
the concern that people might interpret a code into performance in different ways,
we have to rely on something independent of the code to fix which of the interpretive
performances is the correct one. An authoritative intuition about performance can
settle interpretive disputes about whose performance correctly follows the code.
However, if one has an authoritative intuition about performance, the code itself
seems unnecessary. It becomes, at best, a temporary learning crutch. Like Wittgen-
stein's ladder, once we have ascended, we see it as meaningless and toss it away.
Like Confucius at seventy, we can eventually follow spontaneous reactions of our
heart-mind. Mencius' solution is implicitly more democratic and therefore it carried
with it the seeds of Mad-Chanism.21 The only Confucian technique to limit the in-
terpretive ambiguity is to limit the class of those who can do the interpretation. Xunzi
wanted it confined to the Confucian educated j'Krtzj'gentlemen.

The Liberal Western Argument for Rule of Law

A parallel to this interpretive concern is central to a more modern Western normative
justification of the rule of law. Some anti-positivists argue that law is not merely a
code with punishment attached. Law, this analysis contends, is essentially an author-
itative decision procedure for social decisions of all sorts. One key decision is the
interpretation of individual laws. Punishment is common, but not essential to some-
thing's being a law. Authoritative interpretation of the guiding code is the mark of a
legal system.

Here the contrast of positive law and morality emerges. Morality's decision
procedure is idealized rationality. Morality has neither authorities nor fixed formula-
tions. No performative moral authority can make something moral by finding or
declaring it moral.22 Morality proper contrasts with the accepted morality of a group.
Mere general acceptance does not make mores moral. Advocacy by socially ac-
claimed sages does not make conventions right. This view of morality is central to
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Western moral individualism. Each moral agent deserves respect as a coequal rational
source of the moral law.

This liberal theory of law then appeals to ethical individualism to justify the
ideal of the rule of law. Those in power WILL punish people who displease them.
The human thirst for vengeance is a fact about human nature. That they will tend to
punish those who displease them is a fact about people who seek power. The moral
justification of law is as a protection to individuals because it rationalizes punish-
ment. It makes punishment more predictable and rationally avoidable. Rational agents
can plan courses of action that insulate them from official coercion and irrational
vengeance. The publicity, generality, consistency, and precise projectability of the
legal code becomes ethically central. With legal institutions, people will know how
to act so as to avoid coercive force. Our actual law systems only approximate that
ideal, of course.

Still there is a meaningful contrast with rule of man where the law is not spe-
cifically, clearly spelled out. Under rule of man, the authority decides on the basis
of his moral intuition about what kind of person you are. By contrast, we regard any
hint of the intrusion of a judge's private morality as a criticism, as evidence that our
rule-of-law ideal has broken down. The neutrality of law has to do with the notion
of an objective, universally accessible method of interpretation of a public code of
rules. Our ideal demands explicit, nonvague rules and strict interpretation. Morality
demands, in other words, that law be distinct from morality. It is morally important
that law clearly state its guidance even when the guidance is morally wrong.

If we construe the ancient debate in China as being between the rule of law and
a Confucian ideal of moral leadership, we will miss a deep difference between Con-
fucian and Western theories of persons and morality. The difference between the
Legalists and the Confucians was not as deep as the Western legal positivist's con-
trast between law and morality suggests. We find neither side committed to a clear
notion of a rationally given morality, specifically a morality of desert. So the debate
in the Chinese context contrasted governing by two rival posited moralities. One was
an inherited conventional ritual code. The other was a posited code formulated by
rulers. Neither side depended on the syntactic (sentential) notion of a rule, a princi-
ple, or a law. Accordingly we will not find a conceptually accurate theory of obli-
gations, duties, or rights in either Chinese conception.

In the contrast they do actually formulate, Han Feizi and the Confucians are
divided by two issues. First, they disagree about how to achieve flexibility and adapt-
ability of the guiding system so that it can respond to unique situations. Confucians
do it by flexible interpretation of the fixed, traditional code. The morally insightful
scholar class provides the flexibility. Confucian theory effectively puts the power of
flexibility in the hands of the ministers. Han Feizi puts it in the ruler's ability to
change the code while leaving the standard of interpretation fixed and inevitable.
Second, Confucius (but not Xunzi) would disagree about the sanctions used in gain-
ing conformity. (Between Xunzi and Han Feizi, there is little to choose in their
enthusiasm for brutal punishment. But even Xunzi affirms the importance of educa-
tion.)

Again, the issue between Han Feizi and Xunzi is decidedly not one of the dig-
nity and autonomy of the individual person. For both, some authority gives the stan-
dards of social conduct, the sole source of people's conceptions of dao. The differ-
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ences are (1) whether this guiding discourse should come from the ancient sage-kings
or the modern ones and (2) whether to use punishment alone or punishment combined
with Confucian techniques of education and inculcation.

Historical Survey of Statecraft in China

We could describe Han Feizi's position most simply as Xunzi's without the arbitrary
commitment to tradition. Xunzi most directly influences the deep structure of Han
Feizi's philosophical thought. But Han Feizi himself turns explicitly anti-Confucian.
He traces his concepts of political strategy and regulative techniques to a wide variety
of pre-Han sources. The Han theory, therefore, classes several of these as earlier
Legalist thinkers. They include the practical statesmen who express their theories of
statecraft in their politics, though tradition sometimes attributed apocryphal texts to
them. Han Feizi also draws clearly from other sources for philosophical argument,
concepts and inspiration. These include the Mohists and the negative dao of The
Laozi.

The political statesmen and their institutional reform policies predated even Con-
fucius. Such practical measures account for Confucius' warnings about use of
*mgpumshments. During the seventh century B.C., the state of Ji emerged as the domi-
nant state among the ducal states professing nominal allegiance to the nearly power-
less Zhou king. The chief minister and architect of Ji's rise to power was Guanzhong
(Guanzi). Guanzi makes an especially interesting case since Confucius seemed to
have a mostly positive impression of him. (Mencius was much more critical.) One
important factor in his theories, possibly the one that accounts for Confucius' praise,
was his reliance on traditional legitimacy, based on //ntual. Further, he was a fellow
Zhou loyalist. But to Mencius, he represented the first move toward the realistic
techniques of gathering power through alliances among the traditional fiefs. Mencius
called the Duke who could do this a ba overlord.23

Accounts of Legalism frequently treat the book The Guanzi, though a consider-
ably later compilation, as an expression of Guanzhong's ideas. Arguably, however,
it is a much later expression of ideas in the direction of Han Feizi. If there is a
common element, it lies in the book's direct concern with enhancing the power of
the ruler. It lies, further, with the view that the ruler's power is independent of his
moral virtue. The explicit concern of such practical statesmen is the range of practical
techniques that will enhance the ruler's effective power. Guanzi also sometimes sug-
gests that his policies will enhance the welfare of the people. But he, like Han Feizi,
pays scant attention to that goal and almost none to justifying his taking the ruler's
interests as his prime concern. He, like Han Feizi, is first and last a practical states-
man dealing with a practical political problem whose boundaries he simply takes for
granted.

The interesting point is this.24 The Guanzi does advocate /fl
obJective standards It

clearly does not, however, advocate a Western retributive rule of law. Guanzi advo-
cates /aobjec«ve standards as a necessary adjunct to /zritual. He addresses, as Confucius
did, the problem of interpretation of the Wntual. If no objective standards guide prac-
tical interpretation, then the //ntual will fail as a guidance system. The text uses the
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word fa in the broad sense of standards to guide the application of any conventional
scheme of behavior.25 fa

standards guide the interpretation of four other related cate-
gories Of public guidance: /wre6ulations, /,-„£ command^ xing punishments? an(j cheng administrative

measures jo some of these, punishment is central, to others not. Punishment, thus,
has no essential tie to fa. /^jstandards js not an essentially retributive notion in The
Guanzi.

The most retributive-sounding comments attributed to Guanzi concern having
the punishments "appropriate to their names." This is also a central theme in Han
Feizi's writings. The idea, however, seems structurally to be more Confucian than
Kantian. The names could be either the names of roles or of punishments. The basis
for assessment of punishment and reward is the role as expressed in the official title.
Responsibility is role responsibility, not rule responsibility.

The name of the punishment should control officials too. Guanzi suggests that
if we fix punishments to names in this way "the criminal will have no resentment."
This does not seem to be a rule of proportionality as much as a requirement of
forewarning.26 If the promulgated punishment is the amputation of the nose, the
executioner should not take an ear, too.

One motivation expressed in The Guanzi for making punishments appropriate to
names is "the good man should not be fearful." This seems to suggest that rare
legalist appeal to the value of/a

objective standards to the masses. Ordinary people have
an interest in the security against arbitrary punishment given by explicit, objective
standards controlling penal officials. Further, The Guanzi does not suggest that pun-
ishment is the only viable motivation for people's obedience. Like The Mozi, it ar-
gues that if administrative measures are precise and a rulerlike attitude maintained,
people will conform. People have a natural urge to conform to standards from above.
The point of/a

standard is that the guide must be precise, objective, and easily project-
able.

The essence of The Guanzi's legalism is an appeal to stable, strong, public
institutions of social regulation. Punishment, however, is not necessarily what backs
the regulation. The Guanzi writers saw very little principled distinction between the
various kinds of social codes. The important differences seemed to lie in the gener-
ality or range of application, the source, and the subject matter.

Han Feizi himself lists Shendao (discussed earlier as an inspiration to Laozi) as
a legalist forerunner. The interpretation of Shendao presents a special problem, there-
fore.27 How could we understand both his Daoist and Legalist elements? One tempt-
ing hypothesis is this. Shendao developed the concept of the natural dao, the actual
course of events. He intended this concept to undermine the conventional appeal to
systems of guidance; hence his slogan, "abandon knowledge." He might have sup-
plemented this antimoral attitude with the iconoclastic claim that what we accept as
moral is merely whatever the authorities champion. There is no standard apart from
the natural influence of social leadership. And the content of the dao advocated by
social leadership has no special warrant. It is there only because it has been favored
by circumstance. This, at least, is what Han Feizi takes from Shendao's alleged
doctrine of j^jsltuation!lllsm. Han Feizi treats Shendao as the chief source of the amoral-
ist concept of shi.

Han Feizi lists Shen Buhai as a second source of his ideas. Shen was less con-
cerned with either expedient and deliberately formulated standards of conduct or with
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punishment. He focused on controlling the bureaucracy. He is identified with the
second concept of Han Feizi's triad: ,s/iwstatecraft. The Confucians wanted the ministers
to control the ruler. The statesmen concentrated on techniques to preserve the ruler's
power against his ministers. The conflict between Han Feizi and the Confucian ruling
styles probably stems more from this concern about division of power than from
cither's concern for common people.

One who murders the ruler and takes his state does not necessarily [force his way
in by] climbing over difficult walls and battering in barred doors and gates. [He
may be one of the ruler's own ministers, who gradually] limits what the ruler [is
permitted] to hear, getting [control of] his government and taking over his power
to command, [so that in the end the minister] possesses the [ruler's] people and
seizes his state.28

Shen Buhai recommended the ruler adopt s/zwtechmques to control ministers and
prevent the usual drain and flow of the ruler's power to ministers. These he charac-
terized as wu-wei, an idea with both Daoist and Confucian antecedents. Confucians
use the term to describe rule in which the ministers carry out all the functions and
the ruler merely tends to personnel issues. The way to control personnel was to insist
on strict performance criteria, a version of rectification of names. The performance
of a man must correspond to the post to which the ruler names him.29

The third figure whom Han Feizi acknowledges as a precursor is Shang Yang
(died 338 B.C.). Again, our knowledge of Shang Yang's theories is mostly indirect.
We have already mentioned Shang Yang.as the practical statesman who caused Men-
cius such disquiet with his institutional reforms in the state of Qin. Han Feizi credits
Shang Yang with having made/aobjective standards central to his theory and practice of
statecraft. Shang Yang's ruthless acceptance of punishment contributes to the ten-
dency to see /a

standards as essentially penal. Still, as Schwartz points out, Guanzi
regards the focus on fa as a part of a "total program of socio-institutional change."30

Han Feizi credits Shang Yang with the development of fa as a technique of rule. In
the alleged fragments, Shang Yang justified the publicity condition in a way strongly
reminiscent of a rights-based, liberal conception of the rule of law: "The multitude
of people all know what to avoid and what to strive for; they will avoid calamity and
strive for happiness, and so govern themselves."31

Shang Yang proposed an elaborate system to spread knowledge of fa. He put
the moral argument about as well as it can be put without the doctrine of individual
rights. "Government officials and people who are desirous of knowing what the fa
stipulates shall all address their inquiries to these fa officers, and they shall in all
such cases clearly tell them about the fa and mandates about which they wish to
inquire." His emphasis on this point goes right to the heart of the Confucian scholar-
official's access to privilege and power. "Since the officials well knew that the peo-
ple had knowledge of fa and orders, . . . they dare not treat the people contrary to
the fa. . . ."32

We should also see Shang Yang's position, therefore, as antibureaucracy, not
antipeople. It is a precursor of Han Feizi's attack on the power of the advisers. Shen
Buhai's shutechmiues controls their power relative to the ruler, Shang Yang's fa limits
their power over the people. If they have to abide by measurementlike standards in
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punishing and rewarding they cannot arbitrarily reward loyalty and punish political
enemies in the way that allows them to get a power base. Han Feizi regards both
tools, therefore, as necessary from the perspective of the ruler alone.

Han Feizi starts from the Confucian and Mohist theory of society. Society in-
culcates behavior in people. It does this by acting as an authority on the language
that guides action. It fixes the application of names, especially official role names.
The language guides role performance. Those who learn it leam to make the proper
discriminations in behavior for each different role.

The society uses several techniques in this indoctrination. These include ex-
ample, training, encouragement of excellence, and punishment and reward. Han Feizi
clearly favors punishment. But the key assumption is that the authority figure does
shape what people shi-fei. Society is an authoritarian inculcator of action-guiding
discriminatory capacities and dispositions. Punishment is technically a secondary matter,
one of the arrows in the leader's quiver. The central point is that the decision of
some social structure or role-player fixes what is correct, not some objective moral-
ity. The chief difference between Han Feizi and Confucianism-Mohism lies in his
using this sociological theory exclusively in the interest of the ruler. The assumptions
about human nature are those we have seen throughout the period. Mozi advocated
constanting language that yields benefit. He initiated interest in easily interpretable
and universal fastandards to be used with the guiding discourse.

The difference is that a Mohist consequential justification takes a universal so-
cial point of view. Han Feizi's focuses on outcomes benefitting primarily the ruler
and state power. The difficulty in distinguishing what is good for the state and society
from what is good for the ruler and the military is a widespread politician's disease.

Sorting out Daoism from Han Feizi's use of it has become difficult. The Daoist
influence is widely alleged and Han Feizi appeals to both Shendao and Laozi. He or
his school also wrote a commentary on the Daode Jing. We can mainly conclude
that scholars at the time did not see the two distinct schools that the Han Confucians
saw. The connection of the Daode Jing to statecraft reform makes more sense if we
assume that Han Feizi treats the negative dao as Laozi's constant dao. Han Feizi
pursues the scheming methods political advice enthusiastically. He has some but con-
siderably less interest in the philosophical theory of the limits of language.

Recent discoveries have led to the identification of a school that mixes Laozi's
and Han Feizi's attitudes: the Huang-lao school. We regard the Mawang-dui texts as
representative of this hybrid school. The Mawang-dui editor of the Daode Jing placed
the second half (the predominantly political portion) before the theoretical first half.
Han Feizi's commentary suggests that he had the same focus and read the books in
the same order. The school combined this political doctrine with some doctrines of
the mythical yellow emperor.

Some genuine theoretical Daoist ideas in Han Feizi include both anticonvention-
alism and the ideal of constant impartiality. Han Feizi's attitude suggests that he
connects partiality with reliance on intuitive inclination. The Laozi and Han Feizi
agree in their suspicion of the validity of the traditional scholar's cultivated intuition.
Intuition is merely sophisticated prejudice. This explains their shared antipathy for
education. Han Feizi uses the Daoist idea of simplicity in a more Machiavellian way,
however. His point has litde connection with Laozi's original motivation. Laozi sought
to free people from the controlling impact of society's educational structure and to
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liberate our natural, spontaneous responses. Han Feizi downplays education in order
to make people easier to rule and control. He is quite Confucian in his passion to
control people and maintain order.

Han Feizi, then, accepts the Confucian-Mohist goal of social order. He proposes
a special set of techniques for achieving that goal. The deep philosophical enemy of
both these schools devoted to order is the anarchistic Daoists.

Language and the Danger of Interpretive Anarchy

The continuing problem that Han Feizi uses to motivate his political proposals is
interpretive anarchy. He observes that traditional doctrines such as Confucianism and
Mohism split into incompatible interpretive wings.33 He regards with horror the pos-
sibility of reversal of opposites.34 Concepts such as ren^"6™16"1, yi™^y, and /zutility

have been distorted by Confucians, Mohists, etc., so that shinght becomes feimons. In
a parallel way, people interpret status terms or role names in distorted ways. The
effect is that the world ends up praising and denigrating, he says, the wrong kind of
ministers.35

Of course, Han Feizi's horror reflects his royal perspective: that orderly obedi-
ence is simply right. The world, he complains, sees dutiful subjects as sycophants.
The way people interpret these concepts does not contribute to making the ruler-state
rich and strong. Ergo, they have entirely distorted the terms in question.

Han Feizi treats the problem as a language-based one. In the chapter titled Nan-
>>andlfficult lansuase he recites a long series of analyses of how language gets distorted.
He concludes that the basic problem lies in an essential feature of political discourse.
One has to be a worthy or a sage to understand it properly.36 Further, he traces
disorder to the tolerance of rulers in allowing the existence of incompatible daos.
There should be only one guiding discourse and one standard of interpretation.37 The
words the ruler shis should be publicized and those he/ez's should be stopped.38 One
must assume that the ruler will shi words that serve the ruler and contribute to the
strength and wealth of the state. (As we shall see below, this is not a trivial assump-
tion.)

His special target is /j'ntual, which he declares "empty sounds."39 Wherever it
emerges there is a hidden profit agenda. Han Feizi's analysis involves a theory of the
nature of the jc/nheart"mmd and how it executes its interpretive function. In effect, he
denies that Xunzi's ideal of the empty and still heart is realistic. The heart-mind
inevitably calculates. Like Mozi, he regards the preference for /iutlllty as natural and
even inevitable. But it is not for a universal utility. In its interpretation, the heart
inevitably skews the outcome to the perspective it occupies. This comes closer than
anything in Xunzi or in earlier philosophers to a theory of natural evil in the heart—
although it reminds us of Mencius' argument against using the term //proflt.

So ministers inevitably incline to interpretations of guidance that benefit their
school or clique. Even parents calculate their interests in raising children. As our
perspective changes, as we adopt different roles and positions, we change our inter-
pretation of appropriate conduct. '

Western accounts, I think, tend to read Han Feizi's point as excessively psycho-
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logical. Schwartz, for example, understands Han Feizi as "a simple behaviorist model
of man based primarily on the elemental tropisms of pain and pleasure."40 In the
Han Feizi, however, the analysis seems more sociological. It is my occupying a
social position that affects how my heart calculates. When one occupies the position
of a wife, one calculates one way, as a concubine another, etc. Han Feizi puts the
point in a deliberately antipsychological way. The ruler should not, he warns, trust
ren people 41 jne onjv ming that js reliable is this: whatever their past personal expe-
riences and relationship with you, their heart will calculate according to their posi-
tion. The ruler must concentrate instead on making the calculations come out the
way he wants.

In particular, it is the nature of position that c/zenmmisters must compete with the
ruler. They will interpret moral guidance, orders, the expectations of their office,
etc., in ways that benefit those in their position, with their name, their rank, their
status. So the ruler needs measurement-like standards for dealing with them. He must
reduce to nothing the space for intuitive interpretation. The measurement standards
must neutralize the heart's intuitive ability to skew words and language in its calcu-
lations and interpretation. Even the ruler must have unskewable/astandards so he can-
not be manipulated by appeal to his own calculational bias.

The deep enemy of stable order and the ruler's effective control of the state is
the opposite of objective standards—,si-<?Hpartlcular twlstin«. it inevitably accompanies the
formation of interest-group cliques among the ministers. They form parties based on
their evaluative perspectives. These cliques are the main technique for draining power
from the ruler. The hallmark of the clique is its praise of others in the clique and
criticism of those outside. So if the ruler allows himself to be swayed by any kind
of consensus evaluation, he loses. He must always base his appointment-dismissal,
punishment-reward decisions on strict measurements, not on the advice of moral
ministers.

CUj Situational authority

The first element of Han Feizi's famous synthesis is shisituai{mal authority. Han Feizi
credits Shendao with the technique of relying on the charisma of actual rank and
power. Again, however, the deep assumption seems to be one we have already traced
to Confucius and Mozi. Humans are simply inclined to submit to social superiors, to
show them respect, to emulate them. We are inclined to internalize a superior's
language in guiding our behavior. We emulate it because it happens to be the one
exemplified by the actual ruler placed there by circumstance, not because it is moral.
This is a tendency on which the ruler must depend. One cannot rule by force alone
when the population of a state is a multitude and the ruler a single person. Without
the natural inclination to follow hierarchical authority, the state could not get off the
ground.

It would seem that Shendao's contribution was his positivist analysis of this
widespread sociological assumption. The pull of authority does not depend on the
ruler's personal moral qualities. This ability is a function of the stature alone. That
is the natural way things happen. The practical problem is how the ruler can sustain
and strengthen this natural tendency in people to obey those who end up in honored
positions. The techniques Han Feizi emphasizes include sitting the ruler on a high
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throne, forbidding the use of his personal name, enforcing lots of bowing, kneeling,
and kowtowing, punishing anyone who looks at the ruler's face, and publicizing
stories of his strength, accomplishments, and skill.

Han Feizi sometimes speaks paradoxically of this as an application of the doc-
trine of wu-wei. The ideal goes back to Confucius, who thought a moral sage could
rule without taking any action. His moral virtue would set in motion a chain of
emulations that would accomplish the task of government automatically. Han Feizi's
ideal of wu-wei differs from Confucius's in that it depends on institutional structures
rather than the moral character of the ruler. If we set up the institutions properly, the
moral character of the ruler should be irrelevant to good rule. Sage-kings such as
Yao and Shun are rare in history and we should order the state so it can run well
with mediocre or even incompetent rulers. The efficacy of their employing the insti-
tutional structure depends finally on nothing more than this natural tendency: people
hold authority in awe! They treat the ruler's appointments and institutionalized stan-
dards of behavior as legitimate. If this is lacking, the institutions cannot function by
themselves.42

When the institutions are functioning, they normally tend to strengthen the nat-
ural impulse to identify with and adhere to de facto authority. But the institutions
could not get off the ground unless some natural impulse started the social engine.

Shu: Methods to Control the State Apparatus

The second central concept—,y/zMmethod—consisted essentially in skill in controlling
ministers. Han Feizi's emphasis here is on secrecy. The result is that we know little
about the details of s/j«methods. The emphasis of secrecy is a thread that connects
^method to tjjg notion of ^-situations! authority j^ mysterious behavior of the ruler is

supposed to be another aspect of the statecraft application of the traditional notion of
ww-wjnondeemmg. The ministers, like other people, have natural allegiance to author-
ity. The danger to the ruler comes when the psychological authority distance crosses
a minimal threshold. Then he loses that distance which enhances awe of authority
and gives ministers ammunition for manipulating him. Thus the wu-wei techniques
included in shu sometimes do double duty. They help maintain the aura of mystery
and distance between the ministers and the ruler necessary to enhance s/ijsituatlonal

authority

Han Feizi gives strategic advice which enjoins the ruler to avoid revealing any
of his personal biases and preferences for things, policies or persons, though he does
not specifically label this as s/i«method.43 Even if he cannot avoid we/deemin<% he should
keep his deeming secret. This prevents cliques of advisers from gaining personal
control over the ruler. A flattering adviser is one of Han Feizi's standard worries.44

Those who advise and inform the ruler wield power by means of their influence on
his decisions. If the ministers do not know the ruler's shi-feis, they will give better
advice. They will have to make careful judgments of what is in his interest rather
than flattering and pandering to his prejudices. The ruler, therefore, never justifies
his punishments because that would tip bureaucrats off about his values. He must
remain mysterious so that the advisers are forced to be impartial. His enigmatic
persona is the functional substitute for impartiality. It is necessary for the system to
work up to the wu-wei standard. Things work better if he appears to have no purpose.
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Now, we must find this paradoxical even if we take for granted the point of
view of the ruler. Han Feizi is clear that the ruler need not be saintlike. He may be
quite evil and filled with desires. If he does not reveal these, the nattering adviser
will have to guess. Why would an adviser automatically guess that the ruler was
motivated by abstract justice? He would have at least as much probability of success
in gaining favor if he guessed the ruler liked young, beautiful women to fall in love
with him or sweet cakes to eat.

The secret doctrine must be much more complex than it appears. One possibility
is that Han Feizi thinks of the ruler's interest as a more complex function of his
actual desires and preferences. Another is that he thinks of the ruler's interest as a
sociological function of his role-perspective more than his actual desires. This makes
it clear that s/z«method relies on shichansma, for the ruler must convince the ministers
that he is in fact a sage ruler—concerned with his rational or higher interest. Other-
wise they will continue to look for his actual preferences with, supposedly, a high
degree of success. The ministers cannot be as coolly realistic and perceptive as Han
Feizi himself or they would see through this shallow trick instantly. It must be pos-
sible to fool them with s/i/charisma. Similarly, ^M

method relies on/aobjective standards be-
cause the ruler must not reward anyone for supplying him with desired things but
only for public, measurable accomplishments. It also makes clear that the/aobJectlve

standards must fo djfferent from me legal positivist's signification of desire on the part
of the ruler.

Other techniques discussed45 include those reminiscent of both Guanzi and Shen
Buhai. They aim at total, unswerving loyalty. The techniques include detecting treachery
early and stopping coups. Han Feizi hints at the institution of interbureaucratic spying,
a technique that survived and surfaced even in Sun Yatsen's constitutional scheme.46

The institutional feature that Han Feizi places at the center of his practical theory is
the control of the two-handles. The power of weighing and meting out punishment
and reward must be kept in the hands of the ruler. If the ministers are allowed to
mete out punishments, the power will drain to them. More important, the ruler must
safeguard especially his ability to punish and reward the ministers. He must not let
it be assumed that anyone is immune from the ruler's assessment of punishment and
reward or that any punishment and reward can be meted out without his approval.47

The balance of the theory of shume<hod is a/a
obJective standards adaptation of the

Confucian-Mohist theory of advancing the worthy. The ruler appoints and advances
people based on merit. The calculation of merit, however, is carefully designed to
avoid interpretive skewing that undercuts the ruling purpose. The ruler must never
accept mere recommendation or fame. Doing that invites cliques of mutually sup-
porting interests to form. They praise each other and censure rivals and thus get
power. Besides, as Han Feizi has argued, the world's praise turns worthless ministers
into sages and vice versa. For the same reason, the ruler may not rely on his own
intuition. He must appoint according to objective standards of consequentialist worth
in enhancing the power and wealth of the ruler (or the state). Thus a key reason for
advancing people in the bureaucracy is military accomplishment. Their merit can be
measured with accuracy. Han Feizi cites approvingly a fa that specifies a rank and
salary adjusted to the number of enemy heads cut off in battle.48

Favoring soldiers is good not merely because of the ease of objective measure
of their merit. More important, they directly contribute to a ruler's strength.
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The state supports scholars and knights-errant in time of peace, but when emer-
gency arises it has to use soldiers. Thus those who have been benefitted by the
government cannot be used by it and those used by it have not been benefitted.
This is the reason why those who serve take their work lightly and the number
of traveling scholars increases every day. This is the reason why the world has
become disorderly.49

Thus, Han Feizi shows scant respect for scholars and philosophical theories in
his appointment advice. Han Feizi's practical reaction to the logicians and Daoists
shows the short-cut technique of his teacher, Xunzi: "Suppress them!" He supple-
ments this Confucian method with another Confucian theoretical interest, the rectifi-
cation of names. Han Feizi still portrays the bureaucratic structure as a system of
roles—names. The ruler names people to positions. Their responsibility is to play the
role associated with the name. The ruler metes out punishment and reward as this
job description is satisfied or not. This is his Standardizer version of rectifying names.
In keeping with his taking the ruler's perspective, he, unlike Confucius, placed the
burden of harmonizing names and behavior on the named official, not on the ruler.
The ruler appoints according to measurement standards, but the harmony of name
and performance is the responsibility of the minister.

Whenever a ruler wants to suppress treachery, he must examine the correspon-
dence between actuality and names [xingming]. [Xingming] refer to the minister's
words and deeds. When a minister presents his words, the ruler assigns him a
task in accordance with his mingname:rank and demands accomplishments specifi-
cally from that work. If the results correspond to the task and the task to the
mmgrank, he should be rewarded. If the accomplishments do not correspond to
the task or the task to the ming he will be punished.50

This requires us to think of the mwgnames as an implicit job description. In a
famous case, the job description was dresser. The ruler was covered as he slept by
a well-meaning official with a different job title. Both the official and the dresser
were punished. Han Feizi advocates that the ruler punish those who do too much,
including too much good. That person is exceeding his job description, exceeding
his authority, and represents a threat to the strictly institutionalized system. Notice,
again, that the values are not identified with the personal interests or comfort of the
ruler but with his institutional or role interest.

This amounts to a particularly severe institutional imposition of values. Still it
is continuous with the Confucian-Mohist social schemes of agreement with the su-
perior or rectification of names. The other application of the doctrine of xing-
mjng shape-name js ajso ij^gj to mat historical Confucian concept of authority and
duty. A promise or undertaking—especially one to achieve some governmental aim-
is also to be taken as the basis for punishment and reward. And in this case as well,
succeeding too well is as bad as failing. Whatever performance you pledge, you must
exactly measure up.

The ruler controls his bureaucracy, then, using reward and punishment and the
language of roles and promises or pledges. As we will see, all of these must be
combined with public, objective standards. So these i/iMmethod techniques also depend
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on the third concept of social control, faobjective standards. The standards of performance
must be universal, impartial, public, known in advance, and not subject to partisan
interpretation. These standards are necessary as well, as we saw above, for the first
concept. The king's authority should be independent of his personal qualities. His
application of the standards of performance should not depend on the degree of cul-
tivation of his moral intuition or the peculiarities of his scheme of desires. Society
must mete out punishment to even the crown prince (at least by proxy). The test is
the same; does the prince live up to his role or does he violate some explicit standard
of performance? The standards of performance for reward and punishment should be
so objective as to remove any need for moral or intellectual virtue in the ruler.

Fa: Public, Measurable Standards

I have argued that the meaning of fa in The Han Feizi does not change. That was a
theoretical argument. We can have a more coherent account of Han Feizi's thought
by using the hypothesis of meaning constancy than by denying it. I gave arguments
for both the general intelligibility of his theory and for its coherence with the tradition
out of which he emerged.

Han Feizi frequently justifies fa by its influence on ;yanlanguage, zhi*"™1^, and
fc/andistinction:dispute. I have argued that his reaction to the dialecticians reflects the
influence Of Xunzi. The Way tO prevent fc/flndistinction:disputes isyaobjective standards jjjg

result of fa is a general impact on the content of discourse and its relation to action.
"Thus, regarding people within the borders of the state, their language and conver-
sation will be guided by/astandards, their behavior will be resolved into practical ac-
complishment."51

We should notice, further, that Han Feizi's focus on mingniane is as emphatic as
that of any other pre-Han philosopher. He shows no revolutionary insight into the
nature of either sententials or rules. Even his theory of punishment is linked to the
name, specifically the name of a role. We can understand the role of fa in the Han
Feizi theory of ;cmg-mwgpumshmem~name best if we think of fa as explicit measurements
of role performance, the ones on which a ruler ought to base punishment and reward.

Understanding fastandards as objective standards to replace intuitive guidance ex-
plains best why it is central to his theory of how to control a bureaucracy. As we
saw, Han Feizi said the theory of shu could make no sense unless there are objective
standards of conduct independent even of the ruler's desires. The fa therefore, cannot
be thought of as expressions of the ruler's desire.52 What is important about the fa
to Han Feizi is their mechanical, inevitable character.

If official appointment depends on reputation and worldly knowledge, then the
ruler's power slips into the hands of schools of opinion and mutual-admiration cliques.
If he relies on his own biases, these can easily be manipulated. His only protection
is to appoint people according to measurementlike standards.

We can also understand why Han Feizi would, unlike Guanzi or Xunzi, come
to regard fa and /?ntual as incompatible. He has accepted his teacher's argument that
the only standard of interpretation of a conventional, traditional code must be the
traditional scholar.53 Accepting such a code therefore is tantamount to accepting
scholarly authority. It inherently weakens the ruler's control and strengthens the class
of scholar ministers.
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Han Feizi presents the doctrine of fa in contrast with «-<?Mprivate distortions and si-
xwgprivate behavior. This points directly to his analysis of the main problem of political
order: anarchy of interpretation into action. "Therefore, at present [consider] those
who are able to exterminate private distortions and follow public/aobjective standards.
[Their] people will be pacified and their state well ordered. If [they] can eliminate
private behavior and act on public fa then their army will be strong and the enemy
weak."54

This understanding also makes his theory of the ruler intelligible. As we noticed
in discussing s/iMmethod, the ruler cannot use his own reactions to situations in making
his judgments. He too must rely on objective, measurable standards. The standards,
apparently, cannot be merely his desires. They must yield some objective good to
whoever occupies the role of ruler or some good to the state as a whole. The fa, in
other words, are not merely the ruler's desires promulgated and backed by punish-
ment. They are objective measurements that allow the ruler himself to avoid the trap
of interpretive subjectivity.

Han Feizi goes on to argue that "If one has regulations based on objective
standards and criteria and apply these to the mass of ministers, then that ruler cannot
be duped by cunning fraudulence."55 Now clearly, laws, by themselves, cannot keep
a ruler from being fooled and deceived. Laws, as the tradition has understood since
Confucius first made the argument, are themselves subject to interpretive glibness.
What insulates a ruler from duplicity is measurable standards against which to weigh
words. Their purpose is to deal with the confusion and doubt engendered by interpre-
tive anarchy. The ruler needs fa, he says, to clarify distinctions in the relation of
ruler and minister.56 If they were simply laws, we could not explain this role of fa
in Han Feizi's argument.

We can more fully understand Han Feizi's theory of fa as the focus of his
departure from Xunzi. Where Xunzi accepted convention—both for content and
interpretation—Han Feizi must reject it. i$7zi'situatlon, not convention, must be the au-
thority. Xunzi's alternative drains power from the ruler to the scholars. This rejection
of tradition applies, of course, to all the distinctions in language as it did for Mozi.
Thus both the allowed guiding discourse and the standards for making distinctions
should be removed from tradition and convention. The source of correct usage and
content is not historical, conventional agreement, but the ruler's authority and inter-
est. As Tang Jun-i puts it, Han Feizi doesn't use fa to make people be good accord-
ing to the world's antecedent concept of good. He uses fa to fix what is shi-fei. He
cites Han Feizi's aphorism that the fa that prevents treachery first prevents it in the
heart, then prevents it in language, and finally prevents it in affairs.57

Han Feizi's doctrine of fa is theoretically independent of his doctrine of the two
handles of punishment and reward. Since he thinks all affairs should be governed by
objective standards, this, naturally, includes punishment and reward. But, as we noted
above, he introduces the two handles as part of his theory of shumethod. The central
application of the two handles, furthermore, is in connection with the xing-mingpumst>

name (joc^ne. The connected and most detailed application is to promises that min-
isters make. They are strictly held to performance standards they set for themselves
in their predictions and promises. This is hardly a standard case of a positivist legal
theory.

Finally, as I have noted, Han Feizi occasionally hints that the fa would make
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people secure. This would be strange if the fa were the penal measures themselves.
The system of draconian punishment is something that would normally not make
people secure. The fa can make people secure only in virtue of their objective, pub-
lic, accessible nature. This advantage counts only against the assumed background
of regular intimidation by punishment. The fa would make people secure if they are
understood as preventing ministers from applying punishment arbitrarily, in accord-
ance with their intuitions. In other words, it is in virtue of their objectivity as controls
on ministers that fa give people security. This gives people greater security than
Xunzi's scheme, which also has draconian punishments but has them meted out by
specially gifted junzi who have better intuitions than the rest of us.

Obviously the Confucian establishment had a conflict of interest as well as an
intellectual disagreement withfajia. The Confucians like to represent themselves as
providing a shield between the ruthless, all-powerful emperor and the people. They
seek to draw power from the emperor allegedly to protect the people from his dicta-
torial and autocratic rule. It is part of this pose that they represent fa as directed
primarily at the people. In Han Feizi's theory, however, the fa seem mainly directed
at controlling the ministers. We do not normally find Han Feizi treating the people
as the enemy. He is mostly indifferent to them.

If the ruler has won the hearts of the people, they will exhort themselves without
being pressed.58

My point is not that he is enormously sympathetic to the people. He does have
his own version of the "human nature is evil" thesis. He argues, "The great minis-
ters find the/astandards odious and the little people dislike order.59 This suggests he
directs control by fa initially at the ministers, not the people. Allowing the officials
to inflict punishment based on their intuitions makes the people insecure. So does
basing guidance on abstruse and complicated moral doctrines.

What is called wisdom consists of subtle and unfathomable doctrines. Such subtle
and unfathomable doctrines are difficult even for men of highest intelligence to
understand. If what men of highest intelligence find to be difficult to understand
is used to become fastandard for the people, the people will find them impossible
to understand.60

People become more secure when there are reliable tests of their behavior that
they themselves can understand and apply. The officials should only punish in ac-
cordance with such public, clear, standards. The people, then, can choose a way of
acting that will avoid punishment. The clarity of the fa makes them more secure as
long as fa restricts the ministers. Without fa any scheme of rewards and punishments
will be morally deficient.

Two different arguments lead to this conclusion. One is moral. People ought to
have clear warning of the kinds of things that might bring coercive force down on
them. That is the rights-based justification of the rule of law characteristic of Western
Kantianism. The other argument, an argument from efficiency and control, takes the
point of view of the ruler. The latter is the more usual direction of Han Feizi's
justification. This occasional sympathetic argument is not the dominant thread and it
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arises mainly in a context in which Han Feizi notices the coincidence of the ruler's
goal of control of the ministers and the people's goal of making official coercion
predictable and avoidable.

A publicity condition characterizes fa as it does Western law. This is the essen-
tial distinction from other regulations. This publicity condition is marked in the first
historical reference to fa, which were promulgated by having them cast on tripods.61

We have seen that Shang Yang justified the publicity condition in a similar way.
Han Feizi's formulation does not consistently follow Shang Yang's theme of

protection of the people against the bureaucrats. He more often reverts, as I have
complained, to justifying clear standards from the perspective of the ruler interested
in reliable, effective order. "The fa works best when clearly revealed." Access to
information on the fa is important.

Therefore in the state of the enlightened ruler, there is no literature or books and
records but the/astandard serves as the teaching. There are no sayings of ancient
kings but the officials act as teachers.62

Another difference between Shang Yang and Han Feizi is that Han Feizi stressed
reward and punishment equally while Shang Yang, like a Western legal positivist,
treated punishment as more important. Shang Yang argued for this by appealing to a
minimal conception of the state's responsibility (minimal, that is, in relation to that
of the Confucians and Mohists). It is to prevent wrongdoing, not to encourage virtue.
Han Feizi's reliance on both punishment and reward reverts to the more totalitarian
Confucian-Mohist conception of the role of state leadership. The purpose of rule is
to control the whole range of people's behavior. The authority becomes the standard
of shi-fei.

Further, in his application of reward and punishment, Han Feizi's reasoning is
typically more utilitarian than retributive. He does not directly link a specific punish-
ment as a matter of desert to violation of a specific prohibition. Thus he does not
employ the retributive instinct about the severity of punishment. Punishments and
rewards are general strategies either for maximizing the ruler's benefit or for achiev-
ing some more vague balance of good over evil actions. Han Feizi more often ad-
vocates making both punishment and reward extreme than for making punishment
proportional to harm and responsibility. His arguments are predominantly consequen-
tialist. Extreme punishment and reward more effectively guarantee the desired out-
come. "When rewards are generous then what [the ruler] desires to achieve will be
speedily achieved; when penalties are severe, then what he desires to prohibit will
be speedily achieved."63 The goal of punishment, he tells us repeatedly, is to end
punishment, not to restore some deserved moral balance.

The Confucians' portrait of themselves as the defenders of the population against
harsh legalist measures is, I have argued, a self-serving exaggeration. Confucian-
ism's interest was in preserving its special immunity and maximizing its power. It
drew power both from the ruler and from the people at large. Its antipathy toward
fajia theories stems from Han Feizi's emphasis on ways to diminish the scholar-
bureaucrats' power from both directions.

The standard account of the Legalist-Confucian debate focuses in the conflict
between fa and /intes. It treats this conflict as equivalent to the Western legal positiv-
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ists' distinction between law and morality.64 That is doubly misleading. As noted, li
is not, strictly speaking, equivalent to morality and fa is not equivalent to law. Han
Feizi, to be sure, insisted that what passed for morality in the Confucian system, the
li, had no essential relationship with fa. He was drawing a contrast between two
kinds of posits. One derives from kings of long ago. Scholars have preserved it in
vague writings accessible only to a skilled school of interpreters (the Ru). The other
stems from a living ruler. The current ruler can change the guiding discourse. Gov-
ernment makes the guiding code open and publicly accessible. Which posited dao
society uses determines where the society's power lies.

The confrontation between li and fa is thus a power confrontation, but not only
that. The debate, whatever the ambitious motives of the debaters, turns on interesting
differences in the two posits. What are the differences? They are not in the fact of
codification itself. (This is an essential distinction between law and rational or critical
morality.)65 The major difference in codification would be between a code that can
change over time and has only one authorized version at a time and a code that is
not supposed to change but yields many competing interpretive versions at a time.
The ruler's code could be redone as often as was expedient. Scholars should, in
principle, transmit the traditional one without change. The scholar's task lies in se-
lecting among different competing versions, untangling textual corruptions, editing,
and commenting. They end up with cliques or schools reading the traditional words
differently. Han Feizi wanted to eliminate controversy and have a single expedient
guide for everyone's behavior.66

Han Feizi's conception of this system is philosophically dogmatic. Consider
how it too would dissolve in the face of Zhuangzi's analysis. Like Mozi's standard,
the ruler's interest requires both justification and interpretation. Han Feizi never ap-
pears even to address either question. He merely adopts and interprets the ruler's
perspective. He wavers between incompatible interpretations of that interest. Some-
times he identifies it with the ruling class or the state, sometimes with the ruler
himself and his actual desires, other times with his interest objectively considered,
sometimes with the general good of the government, and sometimes with whatever
arbitrary interest is embodied in the fixed/astandaids.

The idea to use the ruler to eliminate interpretive dispute reveals either Han
Feizi's own unreflective dogmatism or his cynical political response to his inability
to solve the problem of skepticism. Han Feizi started with a powerful statement of
the problem of interpretive special pleading. He never addressed how that problem
would apply to the ruler. The idea that a ruler can clearly and objectively see who
are good ministers, policies, etc., is a simple application of Xunzi's dogmatism. I
suspect his early view was like Xunzi, that the great man can be free from obsession.
His later view was cynical, opportunistic pandering to rulers motivated by the philo-
sophical failure to resolve the problem of interpretive skepticism. It doesn't matter if
we find the correct solution as long as society has exactly one!

Authoritarian Daoism

Before I end my account of the classical period with the dismal story of the strangling
of the creative philosophical voices in ancient China, I want to trace the above cor-
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ollary to Han Feizi's call for an officially promoted orthodoxy. It inherits and devel-
ops Xunzi's appropriation of Daoist-sounding concepts to the un-Daoist idea that the
dominant authorities have a privileged or unbiased perspective on things.

The early imperial dynasties drew two equally important practical conclusions
from their analysis of intellectual politics. The flip side of the absence of freedom of
philosophical expression is the establishment of a favored ideology. We have dis-
cussed earlier the archaeological discoveries that revealed new documents from a
previously little known school. It emerged as the favored ideology of the Qin and
Han ruling class. It combined a superstitious ruler-based ideology with Laozi's writ-
ing and was known as the //wang-/ae>YellowEmperorLa°ZI. Its preoccupation with politi-
cal strategy from the ruler's perspective merged with a superstitious focus on the
personal goal of long life. The dominance of this school during the philosophical
dark age magnified the dogmatic view of Daoism that flowed into popular intellectual
history. This essentially superstitious dogmatic ideology is the ancestor of both reli-
gious Daoism and the ruling interpretation's inherited view of philosophical Daoism.

In The Han Feizi we can see partly how the authoritarian distortion and appro-
priation of Daoism began. Most scholarship is skeptical that the Huang-Lao interpre-
tation of Daoism is accurate. But it mostly accepts the key thread of that authoritarian
account: the absolute metaphysical dao and absolute mystical perspective on it. My
view, obviously, is that the Huang-Lao dogmatic interpretation that came to affect
the historical image of Daoism and has been read back into the texts. I have argued
that the only absolutist version of Daoism was in the Xunzi.

The Han Feizi contains a key document in the authoritarian transformation of
Daoism consisting of two chapters of commentary titled Jie-/a0explaming Laozi and Yu-
laoilluminating Laozi Han pejzj's authorship is not a settled matter. The author seems
tolerant of things (sage wisdom, moral concepts) that Han Feizi usually condemns
vehemently. Tang Jun-i offers two hypotheses. If it is Han Feizi's own text, then it
is early Han Feizi. Otherwise, he speculates, it reflects an eclectic development toward
Huang-Lao Daoism that includes The Guami, Nei-yeinnadisdP'ine chapter.67

Graham also identifies that Guanzi chapter as a key source of the doctrine of a
mystical inner state.68 The chapter turns a reverential celebration of spiritualists into
an assertion that the shamen adept can cultivate a perfect clarity. Guanzi's conception
suggests the emptiness and stillness characteristic of Xunzi and Han Feizi. Tang Jun-
i stresses the parallelism between Han Feizi's interpretation of the Laozi and the
Guanzi doctrine that we can get access to a magically perspective free "view from
nowhere."69 The Guanzi chapter treats this perspective, which avoids the biases of
a normal completed heart, as a heart within the heart.70

The Han Feizi's commentary on the Laozi develops the Guanzi's assertion of
an absolutist way which for earlier Daoists had produced paradox. The commentary
asserts that perspectiveless knowledge is possible.71 My understanding of Tang's sug-
gestion rules out that the commentaries on the Laozi are mature Han Feizi works.
We must now assume that text of the Laozi circulating at that time was still in flux.
As Han Feizi chose to read it, it would be appropriate reading for a student with
Xunzi's political views. Han Feizi saw Laozi's negative dao as an authoritarian the-
ory of political leadership based on asserting an absolute point of view. Special peo-
ple can access this point of view using the techniques of "empty, unified, and still."
Han Feizi himself mentions only empty and still.

The absolute dao is the outer, metaphysical counterpart of the inner epistemo-
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logical point of view that somehow transcends situational bias. A certain mental
regimen should both surmount the problem of interpretive skepticism and avoid the
perceived danger of standards anarchy. The interpretive heart that prevails over in-
terpretive skepticism gives access to a hinge-of-daos from which we can select an
unbiased set of shi-fei judgments. Authoritarian readings thus assume a transcendent
absolute dao and a transcendent mental capacity. These are mystically different from
the ordinary perspectives criticized in Daoist skeptical or pluralistic arguments. Xunzi
and Han Feizi, quite predictably, each separately suppose that this neutral, objective,
transcendent, mystical point of view is their own!

Xunzi, I have argued, can be credited with an almost deliberate pragmatic choice
to trumpet dogmatism despite his own deep relativism. He fails to refute Zhuangzi's
pluralism. So he condemns it as dangerous and resolves to avoid any disruptive hint
of doubt. Anarchy is the unacceptable cost of allowing doctrines of relativism or
skepticism any place in discourse. Han Feizi seems, by contrast, simply to have
started his studies as a dogmatist.

We have already noted that Shendao seemed to have a foot in two directions of
philosophical development. Han Feizi acknowledges the influence of Shendao, who
has the clearest notion of an absolute dao. But his absolute is also paradoxical and
contentless. Whatever the situation brings is the Dao. Thus the correct dao is what-
ever dao the authorities whom circumstances have put in place impose. He no doubt
viewed the closely related Laozi in the same light. Shendao's metaphysical, single,
natural dao gives him a realistic dao that is also amoral. Validity is a function of
social power. Han Feizi uses the Laozi to defend Xunzi's claim of access to an
epistemological fulcrum. It helps him pry his own authoritarian perspective into a
privileged position. The natural way for a pattern of usage to become acceptable is
for it to be promoted by de facto authority and to be made a basis for punishment
and reward.

The Laozi would strike someone like Han Feizi as nothing more than another
book critical of Confucians and Mohists. Its content is clearly drawn from many
sources, including realistic political advice. Han Feizi's use of it is not at all surpris-
ing.

Han Feizi, at that early student stage, probably shared enough of Xunzi's per-
spective not to notice the differences of emphasis. Both agree on the unquestioned
need for order and authoritarian discipline, and especially for punishment. Both agree
that the basis of this order is control of names (especially of role descriptions) and
of guiding discourse. At this stage, Han Feizi's later insistence that the order come
purely from authority rather than tradition was not fully formed. Both agreed that the
authority emerged in some mystical, unspeakable way from the natural order of things.

So, in this early commentary, Han Feizi is remarkably more tolerant of moral
and conventional concepts such as /intual. He understands in a surprising mild way
Laozi's disparaging grading judgments that treat r«ihumanity, v/-moraiity( ̂  ^-ritual as

progressively more serious signs of decline. He is also remarkably congenial to claims
of the privileged, intuitive insight of the traditional sage. He gives little sign of his
later venomous hostility to conventional ritual, let alone to the other moralistic con-
cepts. Indeed, this early study of Laozi might have marked his position prior to his
separation from Xunzi on this issue.

His reading of the Laozi shows an early and clear dominance of the perspective
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of the ruler. It gives the impression that he came to the academy with the clear goal
of learning the technique of rule. His version of the Laozi must have been close to
the recently discovered Huang-Lao version. That version reverses the political and
philosophical books in the traditional Daode-Jing. His reading of the political por-
tions first helped solidify his tendency to take the negative dao as the point of the'
text.

This earnest but essentially pedestrian attempt to dredge the negative dao part
of the text for bits of ruling advice holds little philosophical interest. But it does
show the influence of Xunzi as well as the Huang-Lao fascination with long life,72

which he gives almost equal weight with the strength and wealth of the ruler.
Everyone, he thinks, accepts the obvious pragmatic goal of ruling a unified

imperial state. He shows an already well-developed inclination to confuse the well-
being of the ruler with the well-being of the state. But the limits of the text and
perhaps Xunzi's more moral outlook make him slightly more inclined to appeal to
general well-being than he is in his later work.73

His political assertion of a fixed goal and his dogmatic acceptance of the ruler's
perspective are propped up by Xunzi's epistemology. The concern is with specifying
a state of mind that accompanies unobsessed reception of an absolute dao. His sur-
prisingly positive talk about sages fits in with this focus. The sage is the paradigm
of someone who has the appropriately receptive attitude. His mind is mature and his
thinking efficacious.74 Han Feizi asserts mainly that this quality of mind will enable
him to survive, get rich, noble and blessed. He presents this in language close to that
of Xunzi. He talks of the natural intelligence.75 He even describes this clear thinking
with the Confucian interpretive concept, ren.16

Xunzi's position cannot be made purely compatible with the Laozi. Han Feizi
has to reinterpret Laozi's rejection of conventional distinctions as blinding the natural
abilities to discriminate. He understands it as a worry that over exercise wears out
the natural receptive ability. Over exercise of a receptive ability is analogous to
obsession.77 But in most other ways, Han Feizi seems to stress an empirical ap-
proach. His version of neutral, empty reception has an experimental, pragmatic qual-
ity.

He combines Laozi and Xunzi to produce an account of a danger in the state of
mind that can produce absolute insight. He employs an assumption that he retains in
his later work. The heart works by a kind of calculation. His position, here, however,
seems unstable. He assumes that the calculation is for self-interest (//profit), yet he
seems also to have an ideal of a correct calculation that avoids the distortion of
desires and self-interest.78

Han Feizi throughout the commentary treats dao as a general noun, speaking of
the ruler's dao, orthodox and heretical dao, etc.79 When he starts to comment on the
metaphysical part of The Laozi, he takes the Shendao actual dao as the topic. The
dao is all that is the case about the ten thousand things. He imports the non-Daoist
concept /fBi'ding tendency^ of wnjcn we nave seen very little in the classical period. It
plays a somewhat more substantial role in Xunzi's theory, where the /«ntual is treated
as a metaphysical pattern.80 This ft«uldins tendency was ^o become a key concept in
Wang Pi's commentary on The Laozi. From there it moved into Buddhism and Neo-
Confucianism as U^^P^. Han Feizi makes //suidini tendenc>' the central focus in his
explanation. Each kind of thing has a /j«uidins tendency tnat g0vems its distinguishable
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attributes and its course of development and completion. He explains the natural dao
as the compendium of li. So the actual dao guides nature via a li for each thing kind.
Of course, this entails that dao is divisible. Each li, Han Feizi insists, is distinct.
They do not involve each other. (This may reflect Han Feizi's refusal to emphasize
oneness as Xunzi does.)

Now Han Feizi does see that this conception of dao makes /jsuiding tendency a g^e
in human matters too. It guides the production of conventions (the sage's writing of
literature),81 language,82 and all prescriptive knowledge. So whatever actually brings
it about that there is such a convention is in accord with dao. This is the middle
point between Xunzi and Shendao. The conventions are in accord with dao but that
is an amoral, circumstantial result. It is shisituation!'1 authority.

This picture gives Han Feizi's dao an air of amorality. The dao is in the evil
kings as much as in the good ones. No one opposite describes dao unless the other
one does as well. Clearly, as Tang Jun-i observes, Han Feizi thinks of his later ruling
dao as flowing in this way out of his dao of all things.63 He reinforces the view of
dao as having a part-whole structure by observing that one can have too much or
just the right amount of it.84

This implantation of Xunzi's notion of ft'Buidm8 tendency seems designed more to
justify clear objective fa than to explain what dao is. Han Feizi derives more of his
ruling doctrine's structure from the concept of li than from dao. The value of dingfixed

K guiding tendencies jies Jn the possjbility of measurementlike guides that can be used in
directing punishment.85 This emphasis on empirical accessibility reflects his view that
only a cold, objective, emotionless perspective can be free from obsession.

The Aftermath

The Qin dynasty brought the Chinese classical philosophical period to an end by
following Han Feizi's advice. Xunzi and Han Feizi had been impatient with skeptical
and puzzling linguistic doctrines. They coupled that with the bald and dogmatic as-
sertion of a privileged route of access to an unbiased perspective. These twin doc-
trines buttressed their dogmatic authoritarianism. They both defended punishment
with the righteous assurance either that they had the absolute view of right and wrong
or that it was more important to get agreement than to worry about what was right.
This, however, was not the height of classical philosophy, but the dogmatic, unre-
flective cause of its decline. Both justified control of discourse. No one could say or
publish or read language the ruler did not shi. So the officials burned books and
buried scholars alive.

A great deal has been written about the negative effects of the Qin's suppression
of other schools, but the establishment of orthodoxy is equally to blame for the
Chinese philosophical dark ages. When the orthodoxy became Confucianism, it took
over the priority of satisfying the speculative and superstitious inclinations of the
rulers as well as the task of justifying and legitimizing their rule. The cost of ortho-
doxy is not merely the weeding out of other schools, but stunting and trivializing the
doctrine that gets the state's stamp of approval.

Several elements contribute to the authoritarian conclusion of the classical pe-
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riod. We began with the father-teacher concept of role of leadership. Political struc-
tures were continuous with all other social ways of inculcating human character. The
central example of this social determination of character was language. It also came
to be understood as the mechanism of socialization as well. Language shaped behav-
ior and desires and was a proper object of political regulation. The presumed need
for order entailed that language had to be controlled.

Philosophical reflection and analysis cast doubt on the possibility of determining
a neutral standard for this social-engineering project and especially for the language-
control subproject. There are no constant names. That intellectual conclusion terrified
thinkers obsessed with order. Without a natural source of values guiding shi-fei we
seemed doomed to value anarchy. Zhuangzi's Free and Easy permission to explore
the region around one's own point of view was perverted into Xunzi's dogmatic
assertion that his perspective was uniquely free from obsession. He regarded the
authoritative status of convention as unquestionable. Analytic philosophy, with its
word splitting and other deviations from conventionally accepted language, must be
punished severely. Han Feizi merely substitutes authority for Xunzi's convention and
accepts the rest of Xunzi's attitude. Now, given the prior assumptions, it becomes
obligatory for the ruler to promote one form of language and to proscribe all the
others.

I do not regard Daoism as inimical to philosophical objectivity or realism. The
theoretical realism of Xunzi's and Han Feizi's view is not what I object to. Realism
is compatible with Zhuangzi's healthy appreciation of the practical impossibility of
showing what the real answer is. What I object to is promoting the culturally domi-
nant as absolute and final and refusing to state (or allow others to state) obvious
skeptical doubts. Such a policy is manipulative because it values keeping others from
one's own awareness that other perspectives have powerful claims to be as valuable
as our own. This awareness does set us a monumental, perhaps endless task of open-
ness, communication, and deliberation. Some, perhaps many, will shrug their shoul-
ders and sink into philosophical relativism. Resolving these conflicting views of things
may actually be insurmountable for the human intellect.

Philosophical relativism is a mistake and perhaps something of a danger. But it
is less of a danger than the imposition of current dogma as if it were the absolute
truth. That is not only a political danger; it is a choice to abandon the intellectual
integrity that realism ought to promote. We have to be prepared to deal with the
costs of coming to realize that we may have been wrong all along. Those costs do
not justify blind dogmatism.

The belief that there is a single correct answer is compatible with the belief that
I do not have it and may never be able to prove it to others. The search for objectivity
must be tempered with analysis and Daoist irony. If the impulse to objectivity is not
tempered with self-critical skepticism and pragmatic, political toleration for other
points of view, it becomes a parody of itself. We must be willing to run the risk of
value anarchy before we can justify the pluralism that will allow a Daoist free and
easy wandering through points of view.

Similarly, although I object to distorting Daoism into a doctrine advocating ab-
solutism and dogmatic authoritarianism, Daoism need not be opposed to the rule of
law. Given the very important Daoist rule "avoid punishment" the rule of law may
be the best available technique for controlling the universally demonstrated propen-
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sity of powerful types to punish us when they feel like it. Short of genetic engineer-
ing to root the urge for vengeance out of human nature, an institution to make its
coercive effects more predictable does make them more avoidable. But no Daoist
would confuse the law with the objectively right. It is merely the most workable way
to control the authorities until we solve the deeper twin problems of vengeful and
domineering human nature.

Western objectivism is tightly bound up with the notion of reason. As I have
argued, no Daoist should find that idea objectionable. They did not develop such an
ideology. I suppose Daoists would welcome rationalism as another point of view.
They would be most interested in the current Confucianization of reason in the United
States. Some who have inherited the Platonic tradition share Xunzi's dread of relativ-
ism. Like Xunzi they advocate that we act as if our traditions were absolutely true.
They treat objectivity as a political matter and recommend that we drill our students
dogmatically in ancient ways. Avoid the weak, spineless surrender to students' de-
mand to understand other cultures and ways of thinking. Let us, by all means, ban
skepticism, irony, and self-doubt.86 The Daoist would be equally offended by the
students' demand to enforce a new orthodoxy and require everyone to study their
current conception of a diversified curriculum. What tragic flaw makes revolutionar-
ies turn demands for freedom into demands for a new regime of conformity?

The great irony, of course, is that both camps of authoritarians are the real
relativists. They don't know how to refute philosophical relativism, so they resolve
to act as if it were not there. It is to be politically banned. Mature Daoism would
accept analytic thinking as the most appropriate therapy. It simultaneously refutes
naive relativism and slows us from the too easy and tempting conclusion that since
there really is an answer, it must be the one that seems obvious to me now.

The tragedy of Chinese history is that it has recapitulated the classical dialectic.
The classical period saw the decline of a tradition and the spread of skepticism and
doubt. Traditionalists longed for any stable authority and were willing to ban analysis
and irony to get it. They got a brief, draconian, empire, then a Confucian orthodoxy
that again spawned skepticism and Daoist relativism. The subsequent period of dis-
order ended with a relatively stable traditional Confucian order that had an objective
urge again, but without techniques of analysis and far too little philosophical irony—
though the ironic impulse found other outlets. The relativism introduced by Western
contacts provoked an instinctive Confucian need to enforce conformity in word and
deed. It was carried out by modern practitioners of enforced order, still struggling to
understand what law could be for—beyond punishing nonconformity.
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Chapter 1

1. Northrup (1946).
2. I owe this engaging metaphor to Thomas Nagel (Nagel, 1986). Zhuangzi's counter-

part is the hinge of daoways °f discourse. But that will take some time to motivate.
3. This skepticism is formulated as strongly by the first Neo-Confucians as by any

modem Western critic. See Munro (1988), p. 6. Of course, like this study, each Neo-Confucian
thought that he had got it better than his predecessors.

4. Bruce Brooks has proposed a far more elaborate new chronology of classical thought
along similar lines. His analysis was presented at the 1990 meeting of the Northeast Confer-
ence on Chinese Thought and may soon be published. While our proposals differ in motivation
(his is mainly textual analysis) and numerous details, they share the same motivation. We both
insist on explaining the development of Classical thought by reference to dialogue among rival
philosophers. The essentially religious view of private thinkers reaching deeply inward to tap
some fundamental insight about the universe seems implausible on its face.

5. Blackburn (1984), ch. 2.
6. This is not to suggest that this standard view does not come under criticism in some

Indian schools. It does. But it is a view that is standard enough to be criticized. I shall argue
that in ancient China, the view itself did not even emerge.

7. I adapt this helpful characterization from Kornblith (1985), p. 117.
8. I am assuming that our concept of belief is not merely dispositional but has narrow

semantic content. If we allow either a dispositional or wide-causal notion of belief, then we
could attribute beliefs in a straightforward way to a computer.

9. For a particularly clear example, see Graham (1989), pp. 7-8.
10. See Stich (1983) and Churchland (1979).
11. Following Lewis (1972), I believe.

Chapter 2

1. Graham (1989, p. 390) appreciates the philosophical interest in this observation. He
and Schwartz, 1985, both allude frequently to Jaspers's axial age hypothesis. For Schwartz,
the hypothesis assigns special significance to what for Graham is an interesting sociological
coincidence—that several great historical civilizations arose at about the same time—between
800 and 200 B.C. Schwartz seems to suggest that whatever explanation we could give of this
fact entails that the basic philosophical problematiques must have been alike. It was as if there
was a moment of global awareness of transcendental questions. This partly explains his adop-
tion of the ruling-theory adoration of Confucius alongside Plato, Moses, and Buddha. Each
was the selected recipient of this enlightenment in his area of the world. Sometimes Schwartz
speaks as if he appeals to this hypothesis only to insist that we treat Chinese philosophers
seriously. I have no objection to this. But the axial age observation gives us no special reason
to think that philosophical problems were the same in China as in Greece and India.

377
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2. Graham (1989), p. 12. The Gilgamesh flood epic was cited as a cultural universal
when I was a university student. Creation myths and cosmology begin to be important during
the Han dark ages, when possibly, cultural contacts with the Middle East along the silk road
were expanding. Some scholars depart vigorously from this hypothesis of philosophical inde-
pendence. Victor Mair, for example, speculates that many terms of Chinese are borrowed from
Indo-European languages. He cites phonemic evidence. He notes a plethora of words in Chinese
that now or sometime (in some dialect) sounded something like some word of Sanskrit or
some other European language. He also claims similarity in doctrine between Buddhism and
Daoism. That is more a conclusion than evidence. Others may try to prove the same thing by
pointing to similar philosophical theories. Obviously, that kind of argument can only work if
they have interpreted the Chinese doctrines correctly. My arguments warn against the assump-
tions that we share philosophical intuitions. Appealing to similar doctrines to prove cultural
contact gets the argument backward.

3. Although, for a great many Shang characters, no plausible line of descent has been
traced.

4. Robert Eno (1990), app. B discusses this theory. He is critical of it. My thanks to
him for pointing out the questions. I make no attempt to resolve the issue here. Eno himself
(pp. 19-21), still, appeals to the Shang practices as precursors of the Confucian focus on
ritual.

5. This, again, is controversial. See Eno (1990), app. A.
6. For an excellent discussion of tianhc*ven:mam in Confucianism, see Eno (1990). Prot-

estant translators choose the Shang father in heaven concept for their translation of God.
Catholic translators use the Zhou deity «'anheaven for their translation for God (tianzhu>OId of

heaven^ j ieave j( (O scholars of this schism to explain the significance of the choice of different
translations.

7. Thomas Nagel, What Does It All Mean? A Very Short Introduction to Philosophy
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 38 and 43. Nagel's masterfully elegant intro-
duction to philosophical issues starts from our most familiar and common-sense intuitions.
This makes it an especially good guide to pervasive Western attitudes.

8. Graham argues that the Mohists adapted c;phrase as a technical term referring exclu-
sively to the sentence (1978, p. 207-9). I challenged that claim in an appendix to my 1985
article "Chinese Language, Chinese Philosophy, and 'Truth.' " Graham theorized that the
Mohists discovered the sentence. It was, he said "the last and most difficult of the Mohist
discoveries" (ibid. p. 25). I expressed my doubts about that argument in the same article (p.
510 fn.). There is an interesting anecdote associated with that dispute. I wrote that article
using the then current technology—Perfect Writer on a CP/M Kaypro II. Originally the appen-
dix was included as a footnote in the text—the next footnote following the one expressing and
explaining my skepticism about the alleged discovery of the sentence. It was a much longer
footnote since I was trying to show that the use of c/phrase in Names and Objects was perfectly
consistent with its normal meaning and in several places could not reasonably have been
interpreted as "sentence." Perfect Writer, however, could not handle long footnotes. After
several failed attempts to format the article, I finessed the problem by deleting the second long
footnote and making it an appendix. Graham has since complained repeatedly to me in person
and in print that I wrote a whole appendix rejecting his claim that never mentioned his case
for the theory that they discovered the sentence. "Hansen, 'Truth' 517, has an appendix
rejecting my claim that Names and Objects discovers the sentence, but without criticizing or
even mentioning my case for it" (1989, p. 394fn.). Of course, I mentioned, cited, and criti-
cized his claim that they discovered the sentence in the first footnote. The second footnote
addressed the subsequent question of whether they had changed the meaning to ciphrase and
begun to use it deliberately to refer only to sententials. If the appendix had remained a foot-
note, the two footnotes would have been consecutive and Graham's complaint would presum-
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ably have focused on the content of the issue rather than the perceived slight. As it was he
could not get over that the appendix itself did not contain the argument in the footnote. He
has never forgiven me and has passed the robe of transmission to Harbsmeier and Cikoski
(Graham 1989, pp. 391-92). Naturally, I have never forgiven Perfect Writer—which is shame
since it was otherwise a rather good word-processing editor. This text is being prepared in
Word Perfect, which, as the reader will note, allows very long notes.

9. Graham repeatedly cites poetry, parable, and aphorism as evidence of antirationality.
See, for example, Graham (1989), p. 7. He does, however, note that parallelism helps dis-
ambiguate written Classical Chinese. But his explanation confuses things. If both parallel
phrases are structurally ambiguous, then the parallelism cannot by itself help resolve the am-
biguity. For parallelism to help, it must be the case that, via either sensible interpretation or
further clues, one of the parallel sentences strongly favors one way of resolving the ambiguity.
A better example would be the perennial question of the parsing of lines 3 to 6 of ch. 1 of the
Daode Jing.

10. See Burge (1975) for an excellent account of how mass nouns figure in the philo-
sophical problem of change. I draw this example from him.

11. See my account in Hansen (1983), ch. 2. Russell and Lesniewski were among the
first to use the term mereology of the alternative ontology.

12. Number and shape terms and some temporal terms are the most persuasive examples
of regular count nouns (e.g., four corners, one day). I owe thanks to Tim Moore for pointing
this out to me. The sortals of Chinese may be used as abbreviated nominal structures.

Chapter 3

1. Eno(1990), p. 9.
2. Schwartz (1985), p. 61.
3. Chan (1963), p. 17.
4. See Eno (1990, ch. 1) for a masterful argument for this view of the Ru preoccupation

with ritual performance and dance. Eno defends the position that the word ^u
Confuclim was only

applied to followers of Confucius.
5. I agree with those who find the evidence that Confucius studied the Book of Changes

unacceptably meager.
6. Schwartz (1986), p. 58.
7. See Eno (1990), ch. 1 and 2.
8. Although Confucius did not like glibness or verbal cleverness. See The Analects 1:3.
9. Buddhism also has a similar tradition of arriving at doctrines by inner meditation.

Schwartz (1985, p. 60) appears to accept the private-thinker cliche as a criterion of the emer-
gence of philosophy.

10. I am indebted to Robert Eno for motivation and most of the content of this descrip-
tion of /?M

Confuclan communities and to Bruce Brooks for his presentation of the role of the text
in classical thought.

11. For stylistic ease, I will conform to the personalized grammar. Readers can translate
every reference to Confucius into "The Confucius as reported in The Analects" for them-
selves.

12. See Fingarette (1972, ch. 2) for a parallel argument with a slightly different focus.
This is not a general feature of Chinese philosophers. The next figure we discuss introduces
philosophical argument and debate as vigorously as any Westerner would. And he picks es-
pecially on the nondebating Confucians. Then clever debate characterizes the rest of the clas-
sical period. The cleverness would be as marked in style, brevity, and humor as much as in
argument.
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13. This is not only a Western criticism. The tension and ambiguity of The Analects have
been a topic of Chinese criticism starting from Wang Chong in the Han Dynasty (b. A.D. 27).
Schwartz (1985, p. 61) says ". . . it is not easy to separate the founder's vision from the
interpretations of his disciples . . ."He takes issue, however, with Tsuda Sokichi, whom he
calls "a radical and iconoclastic critic of the text," who "finds the work so shot through with
contradictions and anachronisms that it is unusable as a source of the thought of Confu-
cius . . . " Schwartz is right, I shall argue, to reject that pessimistic conclusion, although I
am tempted in the direction of Sokichi. The contradictions do make it hard to decide which
group of disciples was right about Confucius' original intent since we only have their incon-
sistent recollections as evidence of his real positions.

14. See Schwartz (1985), p. 104. Ames (1982 and 1985) is another example.
15. See Chan (1963), p. 22.
16. These two lines explain persistent divisions in Confucianism throughout its history.

The two lines are manifest in the Classical period in the dispute between Mencius and Xunzi,
and in the Neo-Confucian period in the dispute between Zhuxi and Lu Xiang-Shan. All Con-
fucians face a choice between a relatively textual, traditional and a relatively natural, innate
approach. Eno (1990) objects to the traditional distinction of these two schools. He argues that
all Confucian schools continued the practice of cultivating ritual performance. That, of course,
may be. But they did adopt different theories of what they were doing and of its justification.

17. Schwartz (1985), pp. 130-34.
18. This may be due not only to an emerging dispute in the first and second generation

of disciples, but to the general tendency of classic books from this period to take on accretions
as later thinkers put their views in the text. See Dawson (1981), p. 4.

19. Classical Chinese philosophical works with Lun in the title typically contain a dia-
logue or debate. Other famous lun include the White Horse lun and the Iron and Salt lun.
Zhuangzi equalizes lun (discussions) about things. This point was first suggested by Jeff Rie-
gel, although he may not agree with the use I make of it here.

20. Schwartz (1985) notes that Han Fei Tzu identifies eight different schools of Confu-
cian thought. We cannot rule out that Confucius' own theory was internally contradictory. But
we also cannot prove that it was merely by citing the contradictory nature of The Analects.

21. This appears to be Schwartz's view. He indeed suggests that Confucius has a "Taoist
strain" (1985, p. 128-29). This resolution was also followed by Wang Cong, who suggested
that the problem with The Analects was simply that the disciples were stupid and asked the
wrong questions. Partisans of either approach will object to my interpretive strategy. Like the
original disciples, they want Confucius on their side. Conservative scholarship virtually wor-
ships Confucius. Accordingly, it cannot accept the possibility that his doctrine might have
been flawed, incomplete, or ambiguous. The typical view is that Confucius stated some rounded,
all-pervading truth at the outset and various disciples merely missed the point. Where Confu-
cians disagree, someone must have misunderstood the divine master.

However, the point is that any such deeper Confucian theory is doubly speculative. The
speculation requires that he be clear about things he fails to make clear to his disciples and
that the interpreter can figure out how the conflicts were resolved while studying only the
aphoristic fragments reported by the warring factions who themselves were confused about the
issues. This divine Confucius strategy may serve the quasi-religious purposes of devotees. We
Daoists have no use for it. The presupposition that an idealized semideified Confucius must
have developed a perfect doctrine undermines the explanatory project. The later split in the
school must then be explained by either incompetence or bad faith on someone's part. The
history of Chinese Confucianism does not start with a sublime, rounded truth. It starts with an
emerging tension and division between two Confucian lines. Typically the orthodox innatist
school maintains Mencius got Confucius right and merely elaborated and filled in details. It
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treats Xunzi as a heretic. Philosophical progress and tension disappear from these quasi-religious
accounts.

22. Remember that the methodological requirement than an interpretation be a coherent
explanation of all texts does not require that it treat each text as a single coherent theory.
Conversely, that a work is a compilation by several authors over time does not entail that one
cannot interpret it as a coherent theory. The Daode Jing, for example, is clearly an edited
collection of fragments, none of which we attribute to the mythical author. What makes The
Analects different is its tone. We get the sense of quotations—which may be genuine—being
used on both sides of a dispute. The coherence of my interpretive theory lies in its natural
explanation of the division of Confucianism into the two lines: Mencius and Xunzi. Not only
is The Analects a later compilation, it is a compilation in the context of an emerging interpre-
tive dispute. The tension that produced two Confucian schools I take to be implicit in the
original doctrine. I do not treat the later split as one-sided distortions of a fully rounded
Confucian truth.

23. One clever Confucian has suggested that the tension between ren and li was intended
by Confucius to stimulate creative Confucian thought. See Tu (1970).

24. Confucius does signal his acceptance of Zhou traditions, although many scholars
speculate that he originated from the region that was the original heart of Shang culture. See,
for example, Hsiao (1979), p. 107. He declares "I follow Zhou" (3:14) and gets inspiration
from the duke of Zhou. (7:5)

25. I am grateful to Donald Munro for the outlines of the account of Confucius' implicit
political theory. See Munro (1969).

26. Hsiao (1979), p. 113.
27. Starting from the baseline, the character ft'anheaven functioned more like our nature

than our God. The main feature that tian shares with God is its role as a source of guidance.
It does not correspond to a natural-supernatural ontological dichotomy nor imply a separation
of idealized perfection and worldly filth. Conventional interpretations regard Mozi as an ex-
ception to this naturalism. I shall argue in the next chapter that this conclusion is dubious.

28. Actually, one of the traditional five relationships is an equal relationship—friendship.
29. Of course, any moderately cynical liberal will want to know who grades the exami-

nations and decides who has merit. Chinese historians tell numerous stories about the struggle
between Confucian scholars and realistic politicians. Both wanted control of the examination
bureau. This system of merit appointment of officials is the remote ancestor of our own civil
service examinations. The stress on merit appointment represents a Confucian power grab that
worked. The civil service did frustrate the emperor. Whether the political leader should be
able to manipulate the bureaucracy depends on who the political authority is and how you feel
about her policies. Whether considering the Empress Cixi or Richard Nixon, we admire offi-
cials who refuse to carry out immoral policies. However, some may not value such moral
independence in the Roosevelt Supreme Court. The tendency of an independent bureaucracy
is to preserve the status quo moral values of the bureaucratic class. It is important to recognize
that to Confucians moralists, such moral stagnation is precisely the goal of the system. They
did not have an image of traditional moral values as something that ought to change.

30. See Hsiao (1979), p. 113. I noted with interest the continuation of this tradition in
Mao's China. A hallmark of Mao's reign was his image as a theoretician. The top figure is
not supposed to be an administrator. He appointed Zhou Enlai to be the administrator. Mao
was the source of legitimacy. He evoked dedication and seriousness from his subordinates (the
actual administrators) by his own model of discipline and sacrifice.

31. One might suspect that part of later Confucian opposition to laws stems from the fact
that legal practices dislodge Confucians from the positions of authority and elevate clever
people who are trained not in history and tradition but in mere semantics. This would also
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reinforce the enmity between Confucians and the school of names. But we do not find that
position stated in The Analects.

32. Unlike Plato, Confucius does not want protection in some ahistorical objective rea-
son, but protection in fidelity to the historical tradition. Confucians condemn their sophists not
because they are inconsistent relativists but because they do not start from a firm historical
base of a transmitted dao.

33. Dawson (1981), p. 22.
34. The Analects 13.3. Waley (1958) and Creel (1960) have both raised doubts about the

authenticity of this passage. The technique is important mainly to the traditional wing. The
dominant innate wing has little use for rectifying names. Mencius never mentions the doctrine
while Xunzi writes an entire chapter on the subject. Since I am not treating The Analects as
Confucius' anyway, I shall ignore disputes about authenticity and concentrate on the theoreti-
cal roles the doctrine plays in both lines of interpretation.

35. This intriguing passage has generated a typical misunderstanding of rectifying names.
Many take the passage to show that rectifying names is not about names at all, but about
people's responsibility. They read the theory as requiring that we live up to our names. This
interpretation arises because Confucius' koanlike answer can be parsed in two ways. In each
phrase, we have to treat one of each noun pair as a verb. Since Chinese sentences require no
subject, we may choose either noun-verb or verb-object analyses. If we read it as verb-object,
"you—the duke" is the likely subject. On this reading the duke's task in z/!<?ngadministering is to
name people to roles on the basis of their merit: to give the name ruler to rulers, minister to
ministers, and so forth. The duke himself, however, replies as if zheng**"™"**""* is everyone
else's responsibility. In fact his reply seems so incongruous that one wonders if he is not
sarcastically objecting to the enigmatic nature of Confucius' answer. His analysis of that koan-
like answer is a self-serving one. The rival interpretation accepts the duke's self-serving analy-
sis as fixing the grammar of Confucius' punning formula. Aside from the duke's reply, we
would usually give such two-noun phrases the verb-object analysis.

Confucius' answer is ambiguous. Interpret!vely, we have two choices. Either this passage
is about rectifying names or it is not. If we parse Confucius' answer as the duke does, it is
not about rectifying names. It is also not about the art of administration. It then has no obvious
theoretical connection to the earlier passages discussed. If, instead, we parse it as an injunction
to the duke, it is both about administration and rectifying names. In either case, it cannot
consistently be used to show that rectifying names is really about rectifying people.

36. This, of course, is a weaker technique. The history book is itself subject to interpre-
tation. The Spring and Autumn Annals evoked two competing interpretive commentaries and
traditions and they, in turn had competing commentaries.

37. This slogan gives us a way to understand Fingarette's observation that Confucius
focused on the performative aspects of language and convention. The Supreme Court has
performative authority. A performative is a speech act where the saying is the doing. To say,
in the appropriate circumstances, "I promise" is to promise. To say "I do" in the proper
place in the ceremony is to do it. When the performative authority says "I declare you man
and wife" those words at that moment appropriately apply to the newly weds. When a court
"finds you guilty" you are, for the first time, guilty in legal terms although in non-legal or
moral terms, your guilt starts from the time of the action. "The law is what the Supreme
Court says it is" is true not because the members of the Supreme Court are omniscient and
infallible about law, but because their authority is performative. Their case-by-case declara-
tions fix the meanings of the legal terms for the judicial institutions.

38. The contrast here illustrates the central contrast of the two traditions. Where the issue
is that of truth or fact, authority must be of the expert type. No scientific or moral expert can
make something true by saying it. In the law, therefore, we can distinguish between two kinds
of authorities. The leading constitutional law professor at the Harvard School of Law is an
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authority in the way a Supreme Court justice is not. He may understand the history and theory
of law better and may reason more deeply about law. But his saying something about law
does not make it true. The Supreme Court justice might be less than wise, but his saying what
the law is (in the appropriate ritual circumstances) does make it law.

39. See Dworkin (1977).
40. I am using Socratic here in a general way derived from his questioning tradition. His

own ethics did not involve rules of behavior as much as the rules for use of terms referring to
moral virtue. These might, by extension be thought of as moral rules, but Socrates did not
seem to be a deontologist. The Euclidean component in his method, however, was important.
It can be found in the use of definitions in a deductive structure.

41. Much of this analysis develops from the valuable and ground-breaking analysis of
Herbert Fingarette (1972). The crucial step in his approach lies in generalizing from the par-
ticular, seemingly trivial /;' to which Confucius referred to the generalized notion of conven-
tion. We follow the analysis as a means of spelling out the presuppositions of the tradition. I
am less than confident that Confucius had any articulated theory of convention.

42. Hand shaking is a good modern example of a li, except that it does not have the
superior-inferior structure so characteristic of Confucian li.

43. I am stating the Confucian view here, not arguing for it. But I am inclined to agree
with this point. If we were to connect every skillful response to an external situation to a
practical syllogism consisting of beliefs and desires, the most ordinary act would require an
indefinitely large set of beliefs and desires—too many to store in a normal human brain! I find
it more plausible that we use our practical intuitions as evidence of implicit beliefs which we
cite in explanatory justification. The practical intuition may give me evidence for a correspond-
ing belief which could then function in some deductive or inductive reasoning for some other
less intuitive behaviors (such as deciding to let the cows go because a box canyon lies in that
direction). Notice that the alternative Confucian explanation of human action requires ana-
logues of program execution and environmental variables, not belief and desire. The motiva-
tional condition is that one is executing an instruction set, a ritual repertoire, in a real context.

44. This is frequently expressed in their contempt for eunuchs who voluntarily mutilate
their bodies. Zhuangzi thus delights in chiding Confucians by telling stories of people of
enormous devinaosity who are grotesquely misshapen.

45. Eno (1990) argues that it derives from the notion of a dance pattern. He points to the
interesting fact that H/tt

martial and wudance are cognate terms. The first sage-kings of the Zhou
dynasty took the names wen'"erature and wMmartlaJ dance. Even the training of warriors consisted of
doing a ritualized dance (something, one supposes, like the forms of the martial arts). Wen1''
terature may j^ 5(3 )̂ for any conventional pattern to which one refers in physical behavior or
performance.

46. This Wittgensteinian notion is a very tempting translation for rfaoway.
47. I borrow this term from Steven Stitch (1984). Modern Western folk psychology owes

an obvious debt to eighteenth-century philosophical psychology and theory of meaning. Stitch
traces it back to the Greek philosophers. Socrates and Plato, however, made skill and perfor-
mance more central to their accounts than the British empiricists did. Still, the Greeks are the
original source of the division of the psyche into rational, intellectual versus emotional, feeling
components.

48. I borrow this handy term from David Lewis (1972).
49. Fingarette, however, confuses the issue slightly by appearing to deny that Confucius'

has any psychological concepts. The point is not that people have no psychological properties,
but that their psychological states are dispositional states, not inaccessible, inner cognitive
ones. He also distracts from his own insight when he slips into describing renhumanity as an
attitude that must accompany performance of li. This is to treat it as an inner state. If Fingar-
ette's account is otherwise correct, ren is then explanatorily inert. But if it is a physically
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realized intuition that guides correct performance, then it can have the important role Confu-
cius seems to assign it.

50. Schwartz, for example, falls into this trap when he tries to rebut Fingarette's claims
about the absence of psychology by citing a Confucian complaint that li consists of more than
silk and gems, then asserting that the complaint is a ringing assertion that the li has lost its
meaning. But that is to miss Fingarette's point. It cannot be given its meaning by some inner
mental state of an actor. Its meaning, what must be added to silks and gems, is an active
communal practice—at least that is Fingarette's point. Schwartz's alleged refutation merely
begs the question in drawing inferences from the notion of meaning in the Western folk-theory
way.

It must be noted that Fingarette is partly responsible for this misinterpretation. Schwartz
quotes him as saying "The ceremony may have a surface slickness but yet be dull, mechanical
for lack of serious purpose and commitment" (p. 73). Fingarette should not have appealed to
intentional notions like purpose and commitment. The dull, mechanical performance would be
explained by a defective physical state of the performer—a machine-language translation of
the program that still needs debugging.

51. Though we can tell ourselves this elaborate fantasized, mentalist story about inner
objects to account for accumulating language, it does not seem plausible when we notice the
social character of language behavior. The theory goes from ridiculous to unrealistic when we
extend it to animals and children: "She wanted a bottle and believed she could get it by
crying." We end up explaining all patterns of thinking by analogy to adult language speakers
vocalizing reasons for their actions. The language we use suggests a picture of children and
animals talking to themselves in the language of thought but deprived by a capricious nature
of the power of external speech.

52. An objection: to talk this way is to explain nothing! An inclination is an empty
explanation of a behavior. Belief-desire explanations at least have the virtue of not being mere
restatements of the phenomena: we learn to speak language. I agree. We are not offering an
alternative theory—at least not an elaborate one of the sort appropriate to psychology as a
science. We are merely observing that the popular folk psychology is a bad explanation. It is
not merely probably false; it is an explanation that presupposes what it should explain. No
explanation is an improvement over that kind of explanation. Confucianism, when it offers the
claim that ritual behavior is natural, is not offering an alternative descriptive explanation. But,
as an observation about the pattern of human behavior to be explained, it is more realistic than
the egoist picture. A complete explanation, on the other hand, would probably involve more
neurophysiology than anyone knows at present.

53t Fingarette makes this observation into an explanation of Confucius' opposition to
punishment. If punishment is used in the pursuit of this goal, it is morally unacceptable.
Confucius assumed that this was the goal of government. He therefore had to condemn pun-
ishment as a method of government. I don't find the attribution of individualist morality plau-
sible as an explanation of Confucius' opposition to punishment.

54. See Hansen (1985), "Individualism." Western explanation tends toward microex-
planation. We explain a macrophenomena (society or ice forming) by describing the behavior
of its parts (individuals or atoms). Chinese explanation tends toward macroexplanation. They
explain phenomena (individual behavior or a storm) by describing its place in some whole
(social structure or yin-yang ether).

55. I suggest that Fingarette's otherwise inexplicable insistence that li must be thought of
as magical comes from the fact that modern Western culture tends to explain these things in
psychological terms. Since Confucius did not feel the need to explain them in this way, he
must think they work by some kind of magic. I doubt that Confucius thought that there was
anything operating here but the most natural of processes.

56. It isn't necessary that Confucius not believe in spirits—he may or he may not (11:11).
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The point is that spirit plays no role in his account of human intellectual functioning and
distinctiveness. Humans are social animals of a particular type: ritual accumulating.

57. Another interpretation is possible here as well. Do we extrapolate from the example
correctly? What is it to "do the same thing" in these different circumstances? Despite the
appearance of greater information, we can raise a parallel interpretive problem about model
emulation and rule following.

58. Its optimistic tone is marred slightly by vagueness. Sheng refers to the entire course
of life—birth and growth. But, as we shall see, Mencius' own theory is not strictly that full
goodness is present at birth but represents a direction of natural growth and development. The
other vague element is endemic to Chinese texts. The mood may be imperative: humans should
grow toward good or disaster is certain.

59. Fingarette (1972), ch. 2.
60. Rosemont argued this in a presentation of the Society of Asian and Comparative

Philosophy meeting. I expect that it will reach publication soon.
61. I will argue for translating yi as morality in Chapter 3.
62. Consider the anthropological distinction between shame and guilt cultures. (This dis-

tinction is less clearly marked in ordinary language.) It distinguishes cultures with two views
of the status of morality. A shame culture, Confucian traditionalism, treats it as essentially
social. A guilt culture treats ethical issues as either supracultural (say from God) or autono-
mously individual. In social science usage, a shame culture is one that motivates behavior by
the disapproval of the group. The fact that everyone believes it is wrong makes it wrong. On
this account, guilt is distinguished from shame precisely in being more autonomous and re-
sponsible. I feel guilt when I subject myself to my own moral standards as opposed to those
of the group. A shame culture exploits and amplifies our fear of losing face. Guilt cultures
are, in this sense, more individualistic. Shame cultures are conventional and social. An analy-
sis of the ordinary language use of shame and guilt can be found in Rawls (1971), pp. 442-
46.

63. Schwartz (1985), p. 63.
64. Apologists defend the traditionalist position by treating it as implicitly arguing that

there can be no complete escape from traditions in answering moral questions. This implies
that Confucius did understand the distinction between morals and mores, considered the issue
thoroughly, and decided that there could be no extra cultural ground for moral theory. That
story would be more plausible if Confucius came at the end, rather than before the beginning
of the philosophical movement. At this point in China—the beginning of philosophical dialec-
tic—Confucius' disciples simply fail to recognize the import of real moral questions. Both
assume that Confucius' curriculum contains the answer to the question, "What should we
do?" They debated only how to get people to do it. The Analects deals with education and
moral sociology, not normative ethical theory.

65. Analects 2:23.
66. Analects 3:14.
67. Confucius, in one snippet of conversation, claims that some thread unites his teach-

ing. Confucius, in that passage (4:15), does not tell what his one thread is (a disciple offers
an interpretation). As Chan (1963, p. 27) observes, Confucian tradition never came up with a
coherent account of what it was. Modern day interpreters still try to trace out the senior
disciples guess to salvage Confucius' philosophical reputation. A spate of modern interpreters
have followed Fingarette in proposing theories of what the one thread is. To me, the whole
enterprise smacks of forced apologetics. The interpreters end up trying to tease a moral theory
out of speculative etymology, comments about the rhyme and graphic structure of the two
words in the disciple's answer. The very desperation with which they cling to this slender
thread makes the very point. Confucius did not offer his disciples much of a moral theory.

The passage does have some point. It shows that Confucius was aware that his theory
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required some coherence, if not a justification. It points us toward a possible connection be-
tween the "Confucian negative golden rule" and the interpretive content of the standard of
renhumanity Unfortunately, that leads us to an interpretation in which Confucius becomes a
utilitarian—like Mozi. The thread should be Confucius' missing normative ethical theory—the
one that justifies studying and following the /;'. Innatist interpretations insist that Confucius
really did not presuppose the /;'. Confucius was systematically critical of li. He based his
theory, as Mencius did, on ren. I am arguing that Mencius was radically different from Con-
fucius on this issue. Another approach would appeal to the social consequences of Confucius'
worship of tradition. Rituals defined the structure of the Zhou culture to which he was so
loyal. Order and the preservation of the mandate for the Zhou kings was his primary political
concern. Continuation of the ritual was imperative both to social cohesion and to the definition
of culture. This seems like simply admitting that Confucius was no philosopher of ethics at
all.

68. Herbert Fingarette's influential book on Confucius offers a way of dealing with Con-
fucius' acceptance of /(ritual. He suggests that Confucius' view of /(' does not stem from an
uncritical, prephilosophical conservative attitude. Confucius knew that one cannot answer So-
cratic skepticism without presupposing some conventions. The superficially naive traditionalist
doctrine is really a philosophically sophisticated doctrine that convention is inherent in human
life. "We must, at least initially, presume that a thinker and a teacher of great stature has
some more compelling and universal basis for the way he frames and answers his central
questions. We shall understand Confucius better if we try to see what such a basis might be"
(Fingarette, 1972, p. 59).

This amounts to the recommendation that we attribute a default moral theory to Confucius
even if he never stated it as such. Take at face value Confucius attachment to etiquette.
Whether or not Confucius had a sophisticated argument for conventionalism, his view hints at
ethical conventionalism. How? We reason as follows: Morality is of supreme importance.
Confucius thought that etiquette was of supreme importance. Had he considered the moral
question, he probably would have said that following the /;' (perhaps guided by ren) was the
moral thing to do.

We must wean ourselves of such arguments. The orthodox worship of Confucius cannot
be converted into the premise that he must have been a great philosopher. If we allow our-
selves to invent his arguments, we will never notice what is philosophically interesting about
the form of discourse he actually used. Confucius does not, for example, even say that people
ought to obey li. He does not use the explicit language of ought at all. The superior man does
thus and so and the inferior man does thus and so. His tone resembles that of an expert on
etiquette. That tone is appropriate to his understanding of the issue.

I depart, therefore, from the accepted account of the difference between Chinese and
Western philosophy. Popular stereotypes have Chinese philosophy excelling in ethical theory
and Western philosophy excelling in epistemology and metaphysics. For Confucius, at least,
that is inaccurate. Confucius has virtually no normative ethical theory. If we insist on inventing
one for him and talking about that, we will fail to notice what is most interesting in Confucius:
his novel (to Westerners) theory of education and human social nature. Genuinely ethical
questions seem never to have gripped him. As Fingarette puts it, Confucius has a "way with-
out a crossroads." I hasten to add that Fingarette disagrees with me on this point despite the
apt phrasing. Fingarette says that Confucius' li embraces all authentic convention. He clearly
intends this to include critical philosophical morality.

Treating the li as a general term which embraces morality seems wrong for several rea-
sons. First, Confucius still can be criticized for treating even conventional morality as being
no more important than etiquette. Second, we want to distinguish morality proper from the
relative mores of any society or group of societies. Morality is not merely conventional. Fi-
nally, the morality interpretation of li still does not deal with Confucius' lack of plain prescrip-
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live language, his constant choice of etiquette examples, and his dodging of direct moral issues
posed by interlocutors.

69. Bao Zhi-ming has argued that it makes sense for some Chinese nouns, at least, to
think of one of the possible principles of individuation as privileged. Some of his examples
are persuasive but they may be persuasive mainly because our ways of individuating these
names seems obvious. Some kinds of things seem hard to individuate in other ways than as
continuous spatiotemporal clumps. And there are passages in the Xunzi which treat something
like spatiotemporal contiguity as a general case of being a thing. See Graham (1978), p. 325.

70. See Hansen (1983), pp. 30-55.
71. I owe this insight into Confucius' views to the separate influence of Robert Eno and

Roger Ames.
72. Zhi is also used in the acquaintance sense. There it creates no parallel danger of

misunderstanding for us, however, since it occurs in the same grammatical contexts as in
English.

73. Roger Ames and David Hall (1987) have stressed this in their aesthetic interpretation
of Confucius.

74. Actually, Rawls's reflective equilibrium relies equally on (8) and (1). His intuition
seems to be partly innate and partly acquired intuition. Since it can change by the practice of
justice and by theoretical reflection, it seems partly acquired. Since it does not merely reflect
the theory one follows (or it could not justify revisions in the theory), it must have some
innate pull.

75. Schwartz (1985), p. 164. Schwartz does not recognize any continuity between this
Confucian concern with names and the discussions of the school of names. Thus he thinks
The Analects' concern with names precedes the language crisis proper in ancient China. He
essentially attributes naivete about all the issues just discussed to the early Confucians. They
thought that "established language . . . accurately reflects the normative nature of things.
Language carries its own imbedded reflection of the true order. The crisis is not a crisis of
language but of the human abuse and distortion of language" (92). But that human abuse is
precisely what motivates this skepticism. If we accept that naive faith in language, how
is such distortion possible? How do we know that we have not distorted it? How is it to be
corrected? What will count as correct? What is rectifying names supposed to correct? Schwartz
attributes confidence to Confucius by attributing to him the Western conceptual scheme: "lan-
guage is [not] used in ways which conform to its correct embedded meanings" (92). Aside
from this projection of Western theory, a Daoist, I suppose, need not object if Confucians
want to attribute such naivete to their founder. The problems afe still there. Denying early
Confucians' awareness of the problems simply results in the conclusion that they had no philo-
sophical insights. I have only claimed that they had no insight into issues of ethical philoso-
phy. I shall argue below that Kung-sun Lung's position, especially, is essentially related to
the issue of rectifying names.

76. If there is to be an explanation of the. failure of China to develop science, this lies
near its heart. Science operates under the rational ideal of a universally valid set of deductive
formulae for describing the world. It applies the Euclidean, Socratic reasoning model to natural
laws.

Chapter 4

1. Chan (1963), p. 212.
2. Watson (1963), p. 11.
3. This process continues in Western accounts as well. Most begin with some deprecat-

ing disparagement of Mozi's inadequate style or lack of grace of high culture. A typical
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example is Watson (1963), who recognizes that The Mozi "represents one of the earliest
attempts at philosophical writing in Chinese." He then goes on to say, "Nevertheless, making
allowances for its antiquity, one cannot help noting that the Mozi, whatever the interest of its
ideas, is seldom a delight to read. Its arguments are almost always presented in an orderly and
lucid, if not logically convincing, fashion. But the style as a whole is marked by a singular
monotony of sentence pattern and a lack of wit or grace that is atypical of Chinese literature
in general," pp. 14-15.

4. Imagine saying all this to a professional philosopher and adding, "His disciples launched
the analytic study of language, logic, geometry, and economics and wrote a behaviorist nom-
inalist essay on language titled Word and Object. Oh, and by the way, almost everyone who
writes on the subject agrees that he was philosophically shallow and unimportant."

5. There are, of course, exceptions who give Mozi appropriate credit. Graham (1978)
observes that prior to the challenge posed by the Mozi and Yang-zhu, the Confucians "had
seemed incapable of posing any question more momentous than 'Did Kuan Chung understand
the rights?' " (p. 17). And Hughes, inspired by Hu Shi, says, "Mo Ti's mind was not only
superbly logical but also brilliantly dialectical. He may be taken to be the father of several
new forms of reasoning, in this respect contributing much more than Confucius did, although
at the outset of his career he owed much to Confucius in intellectual and moral stimulus."

6. See Feng Yu-lan's account in Feng Yu-lan (1958), p. 53, and Feng Yu-lan (1947),
p. 30, 34-40.

7. Fingarette does this by adding authentic to convention when he discusses li.
8. This, despite the fact, as I argued on pages 82-83, that Confucius seemed to be

aware that the li change over time and in different regions.
9. A. G. N. Flew, "The Cultural Roots of Analytical Philosophy," The Journal of

Chinese Philosophy, 6 (1979): 1.
10. Schwartz (1985), p. 137.
11. Graham (1989), p. 34.
12. Watson (1963), p. 127.
13. This surmise is supported by the account in the Huainanzi as Schwartz points out in

Schwartz (1985), p. 138.
14. See Schwartz (1985), p. 139. Mozi's criticisms presuppose the school is predomi-

nantly traditionalist. This gives us another reason for our identification of traditionalism as the
earlier wing of the school and therefore more likely to have been Confucius' original doctrine.

15. Graham (1978) makes this case best. Schwartz, inexplicably, discounts Graham's
craft hypothesis in Schwartz (1985), p. 137. He elaborates using his classic response to revi-
sionist interpretations: P does not logically entail Q, therefore not Q. He notes that the interest
in crafts "does not prove that he is a craftsman." The only possible motivation for this idio-
syncratic nonargument is to allow Schwartz to indulge in his characterization of Mozi as a
plebeian. This preserves the Confucian tradition of pointless deprecation of Mozi.

16. Graham (1989), p. 36.
17. Hughes (1942). Hughes stresses this aspect of Mozi's teachings appropriately.
18. Graham (1989), p. 42.
19. Mozi 2/2/9-12.
20. Mozi 65/39/61.
21. Mozi 2/2/8-9.
22. Mozi 2/2/3.
23. Mozi 27/16/74.
24. Mozi 82/47/18.
25. I borrow this notion from Bernard Williams (1985), pp. 129-30.
26. Mozi 58/36/1.
27. Mozi 63/39/32-35.
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28. Mozi 2/2/13-14.
29. Mozi 2/2/12.
30. The later Mohists' focus on c/phrases is a development toward rules. A typical ciphrase

is an action term plus an object. It states a way of acting toward an object.
31. Our current prescriptive language includes both evaluations and directives. The dis-

tinction between is and ought (between prescription and description) still seems to me to be
basic. The distinction between fact and value is more problematic. See, for example, Wiggins
(1976).

32. I adapt this handy phrase from Nozick (1981), p. 317.
33. I question whether that tradition had a real source. Mozi, I suspect, simply invented

it for its rhetorical effect in combating Confucian claims. The fact that he uses it so con-
sciously and chides the Confucians for appealing to a less ancient tradition, makes this suspi-
cion plausible. I know of no evidence outside The Mozi that anyone followed the traditions he
cites. There could, of course, always be an unrecorded oral tradition among the rising craft
classes. However, there would be no reason for that tradition to be so deliberately cast in a
historical period earlier than the Confucian sage-kings.

34. We can further ask whether rectifying names is justified purely pragmatically (on the
grounds that it yields a unified and shared interpretation) or realistically (on the grounds that
it yields the uniquely correct interpretation). The second alternative is what requires the doc-
trine of /-en1*116™16"™. Without ren, what would become of a code of conduct such as ;/ProPne'y?
See Hansen (1972 and 1983).

35. Mozi's usage validates translating yjmoral as morality rather than the standard Confu-
cian righteous. The Confucian translation downplays early Confucian neglect of morality while
it furthers the Confucian strategy of portraying Mozi as a religious fanatic. Mozi discusses
yimorality much more than Confucians do. Mozi clearly conceives of morality as distinct from
mores. He is directly and centrally concerned with ethical issues. Note that yimoraiity is a system
for evaluating practices, not a personal virtue or commitment. It contrasts with /intual, which
is a particular set of practices. Mozi's argument undermines the apologists' attempt to excuse
Confucian naivete by saying that Chinese, for whatever reasons, were unable to distinguish
the conventional practice of li from real morality. Li""™1 is as conceptually distinct from
y/moralily in Chinese as in English.

36. Shi-fei, applied to daos rather than within daos, represents the functional counterpart
of the concept of moral choice which Fingarette missed in Confucius.

37. The argument attributing a deontological spirit to Confucianism relies mainly on
Confucians' rejecting utility—especially egoist utility. Confucius argues that we should follow
the dao for our role even though the larger society may not do so. It is up to heaven to
coordinate the concert. It is up to me to play my part. The reason for this purism is a combi-
nation of consequentialism and the lack of reflective ethical thought. Even if fate determines
that the concert will not come off, we lack any other basis for guiding action. The alternative
is merely disorder or selfishness. The appearance of a deontological attitude is mainly a reflec-
tion of Confucius' failure to envision alternative dao types. His is, in Fingarette's phrase, a
dao without a crossroads. We should not confuse this attitude, admittedly purist, with Kantian
deontology. It involves none of the key Kantian notions such as reason, duty, or desert.

38. Philosophers will recognize this as a counterpart of Goodman's problem of "Grue"
and "Bleen" or Kripke's "Quess."

39. Parfit (1984), p. 95.
40. Notice that this is not a neutral argument for universal concern. It is only an argument

of a relative consistency advantage over familial morality.
41. See, for example, Schwartz (1985), p. 142. His political argument, discussed below,

deserves special attention. Superficially it resembles Hobbes'. But closer inspection shows
that Mozi does not assume that we are psychological egoists. On the contrary, he assumes that
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we are psychological moralists. The state of nature, for Mozi, comes from our having different
moralities, not from our having exclusively selfish motivation.

42. Partisan Confucian accounts distort the structure of this argument—a dangerous one
in their eyes. They treat it as a proof that Mozi's utilitarianism is a deep form of egoism. See,
e.g., Feng (1947), p. 43. The same distortion affects their interpretation of the political theory
of agreement with the superior discussed below.

43. Parfit (1984), p. 95.
44. Notice that is merely a could, not a does. Mencius suggests that this pessimistic

assumption about the natural tendencies of human interpretive is true. If this is his assumption,
it conflicts with his usual optimism about human moral tendencies.

45. I owe the distinction again to Derek Parfit. He calls a morality like Confucian mo-
rality collectively self-defeating and a utilitarian moralityself-effacing.

46. Mozi 18/12/61.
47. Rawls has come to favor a more political interpretation of this reflective equilibrium.

See his "Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical," Philosophy and Public Affairs 14
(1985): 223-51.

48. Utilitarianism is used almost exclusively to refer to universal or altruistic utility cal-
culation. Mozi is, in this sense, a straightforward utilitarian in the standard Western sense.
Mozi tends to draw the distinction between his standard and a Confucian one as the contrast
between a universal and a partial dao. I stress the universalist component primarily because
Confucian accounts, following Mencius, typically treat utility as a selfish or egoistic moral
standard. The other criticisms of Mozi show that he was unmistakably understood as an altru-
ist, conceivably even by Mencius. Mencius might have thought the standard, //benefil

> was liable
to selfish interpretation, although Mozi himself taught it as an altruistic one. Thus they use
universal love as the specifically Mohist feature of his theory without noting that he regards
that moral attitude as derived from the utility standard.

49. At one level, this is only a formal difference. The optimific dao may have its words
arranged into rules. In that case, Mozi's guidance would overlap that of rule utilitarianism.
And it may turn out that rule utilitarianism gives the same guidance as act utilitarianism. See
Lyons (1965).

50. See Hansen (1985).
51. Mozi 80/46/37.
52. The creativity associated with sententials is, I suspect, a central factor in our concep-

tion of ourselves as free, rational agents. We look more like social, mimicking, programmed
beings adopting a closed and controlling body of social forms when we consider our mastery
of words.

53. Mozi 49/31/10.
54. Nivison (1979).
55. The three "agreement with the superior" passages differ on how this naming takes

place. Two of them have no subject, the rian-z;natural masKr is selected. The third identifies tian-
xia all under heaven as the selector

56. Graham (1989, p. 48) offers the more conventional reading of this argument accord-
ing to which ria/inamre:heave° is treated on the analogy to the Judeo-Christian monotheistic God.
I acknowledge the pull of the principle of charity (making the other culture's beliefs like ours)
behind this widespread interpretive assumption. But the evidence that supernatural monotheism
is either natural or rationally irresistible is less than overwhelming. And in this case, the
interpretive assumption both requires a meaning-change hypothesis to explain how ft'a«na~
ture:heaven came (O mean nature (which is the usual contrast to God) and contradicts the important
insight Graham announces on the same page: that Mozi betrays none of the sense of the holy
that pervades Confucianism.

57. Mozi 41/26/41-42/26/44.
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58. The structure of Mozi's chapter on spirits is fascinating in this regard and can be
appreciated even from conventional translations, e.g., Burton Watson (1963). It consists less
in arguments against the factual existence of spirits as the recitation of popular moralistic
fables in which spirits figure centrally. The repeated argument is that these forms of moral
education will be wasted if we say wMlack of spirits.

59. John McDowell (1981) argues that no fact-value distinction is ultimately warranted.
Fact and value distinctions alike rest on social consensus. Simon Blackburn (1981) defends
the Humean tradition of viewing ethics as projective. I am inclined to think that causal prin-
ciples for identifying natural kinds signal that causal independence from us is a good way to
identify distinctions that are natural rather than social.

60. Fingarette (1972, p. 22) points out that even Confucius evidenced this focus. The
biandiscrimination he citeS) however, does not have the yanlimguage radical. But Fingarette does
argue convincingly that this kind of focus does predate Mozi. Mozi, of course, makes it a
central issue. So the dialecticians follow a distinctly central theme in The Mozi.

61. /Mp>cl[i»8°u' is the Neo-Mohist approximation of denotation.
62. The philosopher Xunzi does make such a distinction later in the classical period. He

distinguishes between distinctions of similar and different which can be assessed by the senses,
shared between cultures, and determined by contemporary sage-kings and distinctions of noble
and base which rely essentially on traditional standards and can only be assertable if they
follow the usage of the ancient, culture-creating sage-kings. (Xunzi 83/22/10-15). In Mozi's
conceptual perspective no such distinction plays that kind of role.

63. Chan (1963) is a classic example. A not so partisan account also surprisingly suggests
this analysis. See Graham (1989), pp. 41-45.

64. See especially Graham (1989, p. 107), which treats Mencius' introduction of this
question as the boundary between prephilosophy and philosophy.

65. Mozi 26/16/37.
66. Mozi 25/16/22-23.
67. The problems here, as we have stressed, are the problems of moral reform. The

Daoists will ask how to find a non-question-begging way to spell out what is better or prefer-
able. That is the issue of normative theory. On that question, the Confucians are no better off
than the Mohists. Their appeal to human nature is simply irrelevant.

68. Mozi, 27/16/69.
69. This point is obscured by translations that either by emendation or assumption assert

that it is heaven who selects "the most worthy and able person in the world." There is no
subject for that predicate in two of the three versions and in the third the subject is tian-xia
(the world). No doubt Mozi did not envision an election, but it is consistent with his argument
about universal love, etc., that he would regard it as reflectively wise to acknowledge such a
person. He assumes an obvious consensus in this matter of having a ruler. "To anyone who
examines the matter. . . ." Mencius, again, seems to follow Mozi in naturalizing the mandate
of heaven as a kind of popular acceptance. Following Mencius' naturalized account, Confucian
tradition has typically regarded universal popular acclaim as the vehicle of the mandate of
heaven.

The argument given appeals to the rationality of the society as a whole adopting the
utilitarian system administered by modeling upward. It specifically bypasses divine assent.
This should be a further embarrassment to the conventional interpretation that Mozi is an
essentially religious thinker.

70. See, for example, Schwartz's treatment (1985), p. 142.
71. Mozi 15/11/7.
72. Mozi, 16/12/15-17.
73. All these authoritarian conceptions of morality—whether the authority is a sage's

intuition, a tradition, heaven, or a cosmic principle—were a primary target of Zhuangzi's
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skepticism. Prior to Zhuangzi, nearly all Chinese reasoning about morality is authoritarian in
form.

74. Commentators frequently err on this issue. They correctly identify Mozi's philosophy
as utilitarian, and then assume, incorrectly, that it must be like the classical British hedonistic
utilitarianism. Or, like Graham, they assume that his utilitarianism is faulty if it is not (1989,
p. 40).

75. There were ethical egoists in China. Yang Zhu was an egoist who based his individ-
ualist benefit-harm calculation mainly on survival. The Later Mohists identified /ibenefil as that
which, when you get it, you enjoy. That is as close as anyone comes to a subjective base of
moral conceptions in the Classical period.

76. Critical accounts sometimes accuse Mozi of a shallow conception of utility. This
judgment comes from a subjectivist utilitarian tradition, an affluent society, and two thousand
years later. It would help to remember that for two-thirds of the world's population, Mozi's
position still makes perfect sense!

77. Mozi chs. 18-2. Translation modified from Hughes (1942), p. 58-59.
78. The best example is Graham (1989), pp. 36-37.
79. I do not mean to suggest that truth and assertability are opposites. In fact, truth can

be thought of as a special case of assertability. It is the standard of assertability for scientific
or rational inquiry. Assertability is not independent of the way the world is. The assertability
of a question or command is affected by the world. A command is inappropriate where the
situation requested already exists. Saying "Close the door" and "The door is open" are both
inappropriate utterances when the door is closed.

80. I borrow this very expressive metaphor from my colleague, Hilary Kornblith.
81. This style of philosophy also affects the translation of a number of other common

terms. Shansooa, for example, is more accurately captured by good-at. Scholars normally un-
derstand Confucius as performing a ritual rather than following it. Education is mainly moral
education and wisdom is action. Confucius connects learning and practice, not learning and
storing. The cases are legion.

82. Graham trips over this ambiguity. His argument relies on equivocating between the
two senses. The key mistake is made in Graham (1989), pp. 36-37.

83. Burton Watson (1963), p. 118.
84. Excepting, of course, the assumption that all philosophical traditions must share our

theoretical preoccupations.
85. A number of commentators deal with this by saying that yanhngu^s° also means doc-

trine or theory. But, since they do not deny that it means language/words, this must amount
to saying that they do not linguistically draw the language-theory distinction. Failure to draw
that distinction is the hallmark of a pragmatic as opposed to a semantic view of language.
Translators tend here, as in the case of mmgcommand, daoguidingdisc°ure<:, etc., to treat their differ-
ent English translations in different contexts as if the native speaker would not be likely to see
any more inferential connection between two uses of yan than ordinary English speakers see
between the words word and doctrine or theory. This is a version of what I call the English-
is-the-only-real-language fallacy.

86. Graham rejects my earlier argument (1985) for this position. His rebuttal (1989) rests
on rhetorical questions. "But the issue being purely factual . . . with the second of the three
tests being a direct appeal to reports of seeing and hearing spirits, what would this difference
amount to?" (395). Graham introduces the rhetorical question with an assertion that begs the
question against my interpretation—that the issue is purely factual and then he begs the ques-
tion of what the reports are. The rhetorical question suggests that there could be no other way
to understand them then the way Graham has understood them.

The answer to his rhetorical question is easy even if we assume, contrary to my hypoth-
esis, that the issue is scientific fact. The difference amounts to this: should we talk about what
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happens in the morning as a sunrise or a horizon dip? Accepting Mozi's linguistic policy does
not mean that Mozi's hypothetical scientific counterpart must actually believe that the earth is
the center of the universe. Shallow elitist intellectuals, with their elaborate theories, may think
that they have good reason to correct the way ordinary people report this event that they
witness every morning. Mozi's scientific counterpart simply insists that we should continue to
name this event in the ordinary way that ordinary people report the visual event. To bring the
parallel back to ancient China, the sophisticated Confucian explanatory theorist insists on say-
ing "there was a brief concentration of yang qidominant ether in the area where an ordinary person
reports seeing shenspmuai ™ergy." Taking his position does not mean that Mozi rejects the ex-
planation of the sighting. To take another current example in sinology, Graham sides with the
modern elitists who insist that ordinary people are wrong in calling Chinese characters ideo-
graphs instead of syllabo-morpho-phonographs or logographs or some other favored neolo-
gism. Mozi is saying that we can perfectly clearly say, "Chinese ideographs carry phonemic
information." We don't have to change the words that people ordinarily use in order to convey
information about the world.

Then Graham misstates my position again: "Hansen objects that the two other Mohist
tests, the authority of the sages and the social consequences, are not for you and me relevant
to truth, so truth is not what the Mohists are after." But I object that the two tests are not
tests of truth simpliciter. Mozi never says that he is talking about truth; he merely gives us the
three standards of language. He is talking about whatever the three tests are tests of. If Graham
wants to insist, in the absence of any text, that he is really talking about truth, then the three
tests ought to be tests of truth. If they are tests of something else, then, unless the text gives
some other hint, we should conclude that Mozi is talking about something else. It doesn't help
to suggest that there is our "truth" and their "truth." We have to wonder what lies between
the second set of quotation marks. An English word? No. A Chinese word? It doesn't seem
like it. It is a word in Grahamese, used in his gloss on this passage. All we know about it is
that it is not the same as the English word "truth." But that is enough! If it is not the same
then it is different. Now the task is to say what it is.

So in proposing to interpret them as talking about truth, Graham simultaneously convicts
the Mohists of a quite silly error. The problem is that Graham convicts them of the error by
reading between the lines of the text a doctrine which is inconsistent with the text. Then he
criticizes them for his own interpretive inconsistency!

Graham dismisses this objection: "But even in the modern West only the logically so-
phisticated fully succeed in detaching questions of truth from appeals to authority and to social
benefit." We need to make this kind of apologetic excuse, however, only if they are guilty of
the error. And at this point, that is precisely what is at issue. Besides, this response assumes
that the question about truth is inescapably there to be confused with appeal to authority. That
is precisely the claim I have challenged. Graham's answer just begs the question again.

It is common, he says, for people to argue fallaciously from authority. That is, of course
true, but irrelevant. Graham, for example, frequently appeals to an alleged consensus of sin-
ologists in arguing for his interpretive views (119-20). But while we can understand how that
familiar error would slip into Graham's reasoning, one would be very surprised to find it
explicitly formulated in Graham's methodological preface, say in a numbered list of principles
for determining what is the correct interpretation: "Number 2: If more than 51 percent of the
members of AAS as of the date of publication of this book think an interpretation is correct,
then it is." There is a difference between an ordinary logical slip and a conscious enunciation
of a principle of reasoning that is absurd on its face. This is not a isolated argument of Mozi,
but a considered ordered and numbered statement of his theory of acceptable language use.

Then Graham asks another rhetorical question: "Moreover if the existence of spirits raised
for Chinese only the question whether it was socially appropriate to affirm it, how was it ever
possible to doubt it [italics mine] since no one denied the social duty of sacrificing to spirits?"
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Graham's rhetorical question baffles me, but seems to beg the question still again. We are
disputing about what the it, the one that could be doubted, amounts to. I am arguing that
Mozi is talking of the social duty to say you*"1** of spirits. He criticized Confucians for ad-
hering to the wasteful social practice of sacrifice, while ignoring the beneficial and cheap social
practice of saying you-shen"tsK~sftca*. Graham seems to go on to say precisely that, although
he reformulates the claim about saying you"""*" of spirits as a factual belief without even
noticing that this, again, simply begs the question. I am challenging that between-the-lines
attribution of a theory of belief.

Then Graham cites "the common formula posing alternatives," using his translation into
conditionals in an English if-then prepositional construction, and claims that asking the ques-
tion as his translation renders it "implies that even outside philosophical circles the question
[italics mine] was widely regarded to be open. . . ."He does not even notice that the issue
between us is what "the question" is. He simply assumes it is the factual question to be
believed. Now, that is the rival possibility. My interpretive hypothesis may be wrong, but it
is an illusion that one can rebut the hypothesis simply by begging the question repeatedly in
rhetorical questions.

I challenged advocates of the traditional view to produce an argument for attributing truth
and belief concerns to Chinese philosophers in the face of absence of those terms and their
consistent use of exclusively pragmatic behaviorist language. Using rhetorical questions is
simply a refusal to meet the challenge and give an argument. The rhetorical question style has
the contextual implication that the answer is obvious. Graham assumes that he only has to
show that it is not impossible that they would have these concerns. But the interpretive prob-
lem as I formulated it arises precisely because I claim both interpretations are possible and
that what seems obvious to someone who has absorbed Western folk psychology may not
seem obvious to Mozi. We have to argue for the claim that one possibility is more plausible.

87. Wittgenstein's argument against a private language seems to fail. One could make
sense of conforming correctly to one's own tradition (and of failing) even though one could
not verify it. It would be meaningless to speak of a private language only if one were a
verificationalist. A realist would insist that it is meaningful to suggest that I had violated my
own past practice in the use of my private language.

88. You must, however, use pejorative terms, such as the vulgar, frequently to distin-
guish the community of historians you recognize and whose usage you want to enforce from
those you reject and whose usage you want to eliminate. This is rectifying names.

89. Where there seems to be a hint of such in translations, it is typically a result of the
translators regarding such theories as inevitable common sense and supplying them in the
translation.

Chapter 5

1. Schwartz (1985), pp. 255-56.
2. Lau (1970), p. 235.
3. There was a fleeting movement to introduce use of Micius for Mozi, whose bones no

doubt relaxed when the movement failed.
4. Schwartz (1985), p. 290.
5. Waley (1939) p. 194. Graham cites Waley's comment to illustrate what he calls "the

changed understanding of Chinese philosophy over the past half century" (Graham, 1989, p.
119). Graham's comment is itself a symptom of how interpretive theory relying on the prin-
ciple of charity has led the ruling theory to confuse understanding and agreeing-with. Nowa-
days, being sympathetic to Confucians is commonly confused with having mastered and under-
stood Chinese. The sympathetic attitude is, of course, required to get the approval of Confucian
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teachers. But we do want to preserve the theoretical possibility that classical Chinese philos-
ophers who bitterly condemned Confucianism just might possibly have understood their native
language. We can't let Mencius' elevation to official orthodoxy blind us to the possibility that
his dismissive interlocutors might well have been able to spot a fraud when they heard one.

6. The Mencius 25/3B/9. Citations again follow the Harvard-Yenching Institute Sino-
logical Index Series convention. Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, Supple-
ment no. 17, "A Concordance to Meng Tzu," Chinese Materials and Research Aids Service
Center, Inc., Taipei, 1973.

7. Hughes (1942), p. 96.
8. Eno (1990), p. 99.
9. An alternate view is Graham's. He treats Yangism and Daoism as distinct but related.

Graham speculates that Zhuangzi may have begun as a Yangist. His analysis of The Zhuangzi
includes large blocks of what Graham regards as Yangist writings. My own preference is to
regard mature Daoism as a theory about dao. Yang Zhu shares social attitudes with some of
those theorists, but in the reports of his doctrines the notion of dao does not play much of a
role. Thus I regard him as a proto-Daoist.

10. The Mencius 53/7A/26.
11. See Graham (1967), repeated in Graham (1978, pp. 15-18, and 1989, pp. 53-64)

for the best account and example of this line of interpretation. Graham takes Yang Zhu to be
valuing life, and therefore, to value all life equally. I don't find the textual support for this
claim at all convincing in the face of the dominant egoistic tone of most of what Yang Zhu is
reported as saying.

12. Graham speculates that what he calls "philosophical egoism" may be inconceivable
in ancient China. His interpretation, even if correct, cannot support that conclusion. If Mencius
wrongly accused Yang Zhu of egoism, he must at least be capable of conceiving of it. Gra-
ham's discussion confuses psychological and ethical egoism. It probably is true that all the
thinkers of this period accepted the essentially social nature of humanity—that there were no
psychological egoists. This difference in our popular psychological theories may be partly a
function of Western use of private, individualized, mentalistic psychological concepts.

13. Graham took a cluster of terms to have been developed in Yang Zhu's theory. I
follow Graham in the assumption that these terms, especially xingnaam, are an important back-
ground development for Mencius' theory of human nature. See Graham, "The Background of
the Mencian Theory of Human Nature" in Tsing Hua Journal of Chinese Studies, 6/1, 2
(1967): 215-74. But I agree with Eno (1990, pp. 257-58n.) that the evidence for attributing
all of this to Yang Zhu is weak.

14. A closely related argument is frequently shouted to Confucius by miscellaneous her-
mits and recluses who supposedly represent an early Daoist attitude and philosophical ten-
dency.

15. A stylistic parallel also tempts us. From an Aristotelian point of view, Plato, though
the inheritor and advocate of Socratic method, was also a little cavalier in argument. Western
scholars have long been puzzled by Mencius' ineptitude in argument, especially his tortured
and gauche analogies. D. C. Lau acknowledges the naturalness of this impression and attempts
a defense in his "On Mencius' Use of the Method of Analogy in Argument," Asia Major,
n.s. 10 (1963), reprinted in his Mencius (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, En-
gland) 1970, as appendix 5, pp. 235-63. I do not share his motivation stated in the opening
to this chapter. On the contrary, I would argue that we have had no trouble understanding
Mencius' opponents. Our problem is only that Mencius' analogies are so inept as arguments.
Lau simply has an unrealistic assessment of his calibre as a thinker, and of his stature among
his contemporaries (as opposed to the medieval scholastic Confucian orthodoxy). We have a
perfectly good explanation of Mencius' much later stature and influence in the Confucian
orthodoxy without crediting him with some mysterious and impenetrable logical acumen. Con-
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fucianism became the dominant school and accepted Mencius as the orthodox interpreter!
During his own period, even among other Confucians like Xunzi, Mencius was a philosophical
laughing stock and whipping boy. I object to the pretense that he must be good because he is
politically acceptable to the imperial masters. The appropriate inference, from an anarchist,
Daoist perspective, goes in precisely the opposite direction!

In amelioration, we can observe that in Mencius' case, as opposed to Plato's, the philo-
sophical impulse and terms and style of argument originated in a rival and antagonistic school.
Mencius, though the first philosophical defender of Confucianism, is clearly and by his own
admission ill at ease in philosophical dispute. When we encounter Mencius' unprincipled and
undisciplined use of any verbal trick that occurs to him, we become acutely aware of his lack
of a discipline of logic and argument. He distracts, distorts, or trivializes the issue or his
opponents' positions. His whole theory is built on a massive equivocation.

In The Mozi, argumentative essay style was just beginning. Mozi's plain expression and
natural sense of validity make his arguments easy to follow and reconstruct. Mencius, how-
ever, remained in the flowery tradition. Lau's study does suggest that he was dimly aware of
an independent movement (probably the Neo-Mohists) cultivating standards and style of ar-
gument. His feeble attempts to incorporate their argument forms show how poorly he under-
stood them. His Confucian training stressed picking a good poem to recite for rheorical effect.
He brought that attitude to argument, which he treated as nothing more than reciting strings
of tangentially related expressions concluded with vague slogans. I will look in detail at Lau's
and Graham's attempts to elevate Mencius logical status on pages 188-93 below.

16. Confucian scholars typically gloss over Mencius' radical departure. Neo-Confucian-
ism has a Buddhist-inspired fascination with transmission. This, along with the religious pro-
clivity to view doctrines as springing forth in full and perfect form in the first instance, biases
them to hide Mencius' enormous contribution to Confucianism. Mencius could not change
absolute truth so he must only have elaborated on it.

17. Eno (1990) argues that the content of Mencius' teaching was still ritual performance,
not argument or theory. Philosophy, Eno argues, was something one may stoop to given the
need to counter all the heresies in the world, but it was not to be included in the curriculum
of a good ru\ Mencius' philosophy is in fact an explanation of why philosophy should not be
taught.

18. The Mencius 2A:2 (D. C. Lau 1970), pp. 78-79).
19. Our name for the Central Kingdom is derived from this dynasty—which in old ro-

manizations was Ch'in. The description of this school as Legalist is misleading, as I shall
argue on pages 347-50.

20. Notice that this difficulty depends heavily on empirical assumptions about how peo-
ple will react to the revelation. In particular, it assumes that the other does not react in a
utilitarian way. This means the problem does not really show a fundamental kind of incoher-
ence in utilitarianism, just a possible problem given certain empirical assumptions.

Parfit (1984, pp. 23-24) remember, calls a moral system with this result (which prevents
its public advocacy) self-effacing which differs importantly from being self-defeating. Utilitar-
ianism is still a coherent practical theory. Correctly followed, it leads to the best outcomes by
its own lights. Correctly following it may merely require not publicly advocating it. Utilitar-
ianism still tells the president clearly and coherently what to do; he must lie about his moral
beliefs.

21. The Mencius 3A:2.
22. The roots of this orientation may lie very deep. It seems connected to Mencius'

skepticism about language. Institutional forms (constitutions, legal systems, ordinances, prin-
ciples of organization) rely on language to control behavior. Conversely, given any linguistic
dao, people of good character will interpret it in morally correct ways. Those with evil dis-
positions can corrupt even the most divine system. The faith of a Western constitutionalist is
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exactly the opposite, more like that of the standardizes. We can devise institutional forms
that will work even if we assume that people who hold power are infinitely corruptible and
that all human nature is evil, selfish, and tyrannical. Mencius would have regarded it as naive
to assume that a properly worded constitution guiding an institutional structure can control
tyrants.

23. I reverse Graham's emphasis here. Graham's view is that the Yangist pose the serious
challenge because Mozi is a moralist and Yang is not. He says Yang Zhu provokes a meta-
physical crisis which prods Mencius to rise to the truly philosophical level and talk about
psychology! I regard Mozi as the serious challenge and contender and Yang Zhu as the source
of Mencius way out. For another dissenting view, see Eno (1990), p. 110.

24. The Mencius 21/3A/5.
25. Ibid. "Does Yi-Zhi sincerely regard someone's regard for his older brother's child

as like his regard for his neighbor's newborn?" Neither Mencius nor his defenders ever seem
to notice that this argument (interpreted as a claim about natural behavior) begs the question
against a Mohist theory. As I argued above, Mozi perfectly understood that his advocacy of
altruistic utility required altering existing attitudes and behaviors. He argued that this was
routinely done using conventional education; political leadership and social modeling com-
bined with an underpinning of standards for using language and deploying action guiding
distinctions could result in utilitarian outcomes. If Mencius' argument is a moral claim rather
than a descriptive one, then it also begs the question. But under that interpretation, we would
not even think of it as a counterargument as much as Mencius' expression of moral outrage.

26. I choose this from the other possible rendering of rfHanpoint:ed8e (sources, beginnings,
fonts, germs) primarily to tie into Mencius' frequent use of the plant analogy in talking of
cultivation of the heart-mind. Germs could be used if the reader were inclined to think of
wheat germ, however, that is a less frequent association and comes too close to Han Feizi's
characterization of the Confucian virtues as the four worms!

27. David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature, bk. 2, London 1739. Meta-ethically,
Mencius also seems committed to the Humean view that morality is derived from such natural
inclinations. It is pointless to ask whether we ought to be like this or ought to follow such
inclinations.

28. He does this even when he appeals to the parallel of taste. See The Mencius 43/6A/
4-5.

29. The difference lies mostly in what kinds of considerations lead to the feeling. If it
comes about upon being discovered by someone while doing some illicit act, but is otherwise
absent, I would call the feeling shame. If, on the other hand, I had such a feeling alone on
the mere contemplation of what I had done (or alternately, perhaps, if I considered it known
by God), I would call it guilt. The difference in the two seems to lie in their different concep-
tions of what morality is. The shame conception treats morality as a social matter, the inter-
nalization of shared group standards analogous to etiquette (I can be ashamed of my table
manners but hardly feel guilty about them. I could be ashamed to have it known that I was
urinating, but could hardly feel guilty that I was). Guilt appears to be connected with a con-
ception of morality as standards of behavior that one supposes are accepted by the person
himself. Thus to the degree that one accepts group standards, shame and guilt are alike.

30. In other treatments, Mencius uses yielding as the seed of /('.
31. This is the view of Wang Yang-ming, the Ming dynasty idealist Neo-Confucian. I

believe Wang got Mencius right. I find this assumption the most coherent way to make sense
of Mencius. P. J. Ivanhoe has argued that the two Confucians have quite different views of
natural morality. Wang's, he says, is a discovery model and Mencius' is a development model.
But Mencius does think there is a correct path for developing the seeds. And his normative
position is that correct means "in accord with inborn dispositions." So if there is a correct
way to develop, it must be in seeds as much as is the end state. Otherwise, Mencius would
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be required to think that some part of morality comes from the outside—is external. And this
contradicts the position he takes in the debate with Gaozi and Mozi. Mencius would not have
any plausible answer to Mozi unless he claims intuitive access to the whole range of particular
shi-fei responses as inborn.

32. The analysis of the stock arguments for psychological egoism can be found in Bishop
Samuel Butler's "Three Sermons upon Human Nature," in Fifteen Sermons, London, 1726.

33. The frequently cited discussion with the Mohist, Yizhi (see below, pages 169-70) is
ambiguous. We may give it either a normative or a descriptive reading. On the normative
reading, it simply begs the question by asserting Mencius' philosophically controversial norms:
one ought to love one's kin more than strangers.

34. Still, a mere twenty-seven references is shockingly low. He uses the hated Mohist
term //utility more than that.

35. The Mencius 47/6B/3 and 51/7A/15.
36. The Mencius 4A/27 and hints of this view in 1A:4 and 1A:7.
37. One could, for example, note that these other formulas are merely examples, not

Mencius' central theoretical analysis, or speculate that they are later, earlier, a concession to
dominant Ru opinion, or point out that those that seem like definitions come in the later, more
fragmentary part of The Mencius and are not in the context of theoretical discussion. One of
these deals with interpretation of poetry. These would be ways to explain away the evidence
that Mencius did not understand the implications of his four-seeds theory that the interpreter
takes to be basic.

38. The Mencius 34/4B/32.
39. The Mencius 3A:5; Chan, p. 7.
40. See, for example, Mote (1971), p. 55.
41. As I argue above, I think Wang Yang-ming is right in rejecting this claim. Right,

that is, if one is to give a consistent reading to Mencius. The situation includes who and what
I am. If the baby does not behave like a sage, that is the right thing for the baby to do. In
tending and cultivating the heart, the child is doing the cosmically right thing in every case.
There can be no coherent distinction between a cultivation and an mature moral action phase
in Mencius theory.

The further step to Wang Chi's "existentialist" interpretation seems inescapable to me as
well. It is in the basic logic of Mencius' position as borrowed from Yang Zhu. Naturalism as
an action theory does not do a good job of ruling anything out. Zhuangzi also saw these
implications of Mencius' position. In the end, Mencius cannot coherently justify a distinction
between the alleged sage's heart and the alleged fool's!

42. The 5^/sch°iar-kmght can, however. This is not an excuse for individual failure to de-
velop. Anyone with enough leisure and money to buy and read this book should not use this
excuse. This is a political premise directed at the ruler. The ruler's political actions can bring
about the conditions in which general as contrasted with exceptional moral development takes
place. Doing that is the ren thing which liberates natural human morality which in turn rec-
ognizes you as a true king who has this sagelike effect.

43. The circumstances include things about the sage's body and social status, etc. For
example, the way an underweight philosophy professor and a professional heavyweight boxer
should deal with a mugger are different. The way a policeman and an ordinary citizen should
deal with a mugger are also different. The xin gives the correct action for one in our position
in that circumstance.

44. See especially, Tu Wei-ming (1985).
45. The Mencius 25/3B/9, 31/4B/19, and 33/4B/28.
46. The Mencius 45/6A/12 and 45/6A/14.
47. The Mencius IE/24.
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48. Hu Shih thought Yang Zhu's theory was implicitly antilanguage. But reconstructing
it from the existing quotations shows neither a focus on yanlan8uage nor daodiscours<: wa*.

49. The key insight in this passage I learned from David Nivison.
50. I owe many of the insights of this section to stimulating discussions and exchanges

with Kwong-loi Shun.
51. Note that this does not entail that the debate actually took place. See Eno (1990), p.

260, n. 57.
52. See Eno (1990), p. 114.
53. Given Zhuangzi's analysis and Mencius' initial optimism about human nature, it is

not clear how this is possible. This is the linguistic version of the Confucian problem of evil.
54. The Confucian problem of evil becomes endemic in Neo-Confucianism. They do not

notice the linguistic version. The general form is simply, given the initial goodness of human
nature, how could we get in an evil social situation and fail so obviously to correct it? Thomas
Metzger refers to its general form as "the Neo-Confucian predicament." See his book by that
name, Metzger (1981).

55. This suggestion, of course, is a heresy!
56. Neo-Confucians seem committed to the view of a moral reality, the position Mencius

must have rejected. But they harmonize this with Mencius' view that morality is internal by
making the world internal to the heart-mind, pure idealism. They rely on the Buddhist distinc-
tion between the universal ^;n

hean-m'"d and the individual's xin. Thus the moral source is the
dao-xin not the ren-xin1"""™ mind.

57. D. C. Lau (1963), reprinted in Lau (1970), p. 235.
58. Ibid.
59. Graham (1989), p. 119-20. The reference to Lau is to Lau 1963, reprinted in Lau

1970.
60. Lau (1970), p. 235.
61. Ibid.
62. Ibid., p. 259.
63. Ibid., p. 257.
64. Ibid., p. 238.
65. Graham (1989), pp. 123-24.

Chapter 6

1. Schwartz (1985), p. 194.
2. D. C. Lau (1982), xvii.
3. Notice that we begin by theorizing that these are inscriptions. I theorize further that

we read them horizontally rather than vertically. I owe this way of making sense of interpre-
tation and the principle of charity to John Haugland who uses it in Haugland (1981), pp. 25-
30.

4. See Schwartz (1985), p. 60.
5. The methodology of interpretation offered here does not commit one to a single-

author theory for the same reason that it does not make a psychological presupposition. A text
may be coherent even if worked on by multiple authors. It may be incoherent if written by a
single author. We share our writings with colleagues and hire editors. That does not normally
make the interpretation harder or the writing less coherent. Cooperative writing efforts do not
essentially change the theory of interpretation. But knowing that a group of writers produced
the text lowers the threshold at which we will accept contradictory statements between parts
we take to be from different authors. Similarly, knowing that it comes from a single author
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over a whole lifetime lowers our threshold for accepting contradiction between sections we
take to be written in different periods. That the author is addressing different issues, currying
favor with religious or political power, taking hallucinogenic drugs at 4 P.M. each day, etc.,
may also do that. But interpretation tries to make coherent sense first. If we succeed, these
factors do not undermine that successful interpretive theory.

6. But I agree with Schwartz in treating the Mawang Dui text as belonging to a Huang-
Lao cult that became popular with the ruling circles at the onset of the Qin-Han dark age.
What has emerged as the contents of those documents so far does not incline me to class the
text among the philosophically interesting schools of the classical period. Part of my choice
of text reflects a view that the philosophical interest of the text is diminished and subverted by
the structural changes. The prominent one is to place the political, purposive part of the text
first and to bury the philosophical reflections on language that explain it in the middle. This
reflects a split in editorial intentions. One stresses the political strategy, the other the philo-
sophical reflections. Similarly the Mawang Dui text adds characters that seem designed to
force what I will argue is a less successful interpretation on ambiguous passages.

I choose the traditional text partly because it plausibly reflects Daoist and philosophical
emphasis more than the Huang-Lau ruler-directed political emphasis. Given the assumptions
that have guided this whole work, I treat it as more likely that philosophically interesting
things will stem from the classical thinkers than that they will be added during a period of
ruler-dominated superstition orthodoxy and suppression of philosophy.

7. I would argue as follows: The new discoveries confirm the previously held view that
the text was still circulating in a state of flux as late as the Han dynasty. And they prove the
existence of a Huang-Lao cult and render live the hypothesis that adherents of different schools
selected and edited texts in different ways. The discovery of one sample neither disproves nor
seriously undermines the prior assumption that earlier varieties of the traditional text were also
circulating at that time. We should not refer to the Mawang Dui text as the state of the text at
that time. To draw that conclusion would be to try to determine the batch from one instance—
and in this case an instance drawn from a place that marks it as a biased sample: the tomb of
a powerful member of the ruling class! Intellectual hermits were not buried in tombs that
would preserve their rotting bones into the twentieth century.

To adopt the hypothesis that the Mawang Dui text is the early text requires one further to
explain the emergence of the traditional text/rom the Mawang Dui text. If we assume that all
the samples are like the one we discovered, then we must postulate a radical textual event that
drastically changed that text and became widespread. It must submerge the Han text to the
point that the Han text is extinct or nearly so by the time Wang Pi collates his text from as
many as six different versions available to him. I would assign a higher probability to the
hypothesis that verions of at least both traditions were circulating at the time that an elaborate
tomb burial gave us one sample.

One familiar attempt to explain the radical-textual-event-and-then-extinction hypothesis is
that the Huang-Lao version contains a number of grammatical particles that are lacking in the
traditional version, especially in crucial places where they can reduce ambiguity. I have heard
it alleged that the obvious explanation of this difference is that the particles were eliminated
to bring the number of characters closer to the traditionally accepted five thousand. But on the
face of things the converse hypothesis is just as plausible. The tradition of five thousand
characters may be explained by the fact that some earlier version had only five thousand and
the particles were added in the Huang-Lao version to try to resolve the interpretive difficulties.

When I consider these two hypotheses and look at the particles in the Mawang Dui
version, I am struck by how unnatural many of the alleged particles are how artificially they
sometimes break strings. In the first chapter (traditional ordering) for example, the ye"*"*"™
panicle occurs first in the opening line, so it ought to read, "Dao can be spoken." It is a ye that
is optional, not required. Translators typically ignore or alter it even as they appeal to the
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existence of the particle to show it is the original. In the third line where it is supposed to
resolve an ambiguity, I will argue it resolves it in the wrong way, a less philosophically
interesting and coherent way. And it, again, is a slightly grammatically peculiar use. It looks
exactly like an interpretive hypothesis about the original text put in the form of editing the
text. The very frequency at which these particles in the Huang-Lao text seem mildly out of
place would tend to support the hypothesis that they were added to a version that lacked them
rather than removed from their natural place in an original.

Finally, I do not regard the matter as settled. I do, however, reject the simplistic but
widespread assumption that the Huang-Lao text must be closer to the hypothetical original
since it is earlier. That assumption explains the sample on a hypothesis that no one believes:
that all existing samples at the time are like the ones we have discovered. Accepting that
hypothesis requires that they postulate a radical textual event after the discovered sample that
effects all surviving samples and wipes out all the earlier ones. The sample could be explained
far more simply by the same textual event in reverse before the discovered sample that needs
to affect only some samples. The reverse event is also psychologically easier to explain. We
all punctuate and add comments to the books we read. Only the Inquisition whites things out.
In the absence of a sound argument that the Mawang Dui text is the original, I have many
other kinds of reasons as well for preferring the traditional one, not the least of which is that
it is more philosophically interesting.

8. I will not offer to buttress it, that is, with a theory about the relative dates of com-
position or textual stability of the Zhuangzi and the Daode Jing.

9. See Graham (1981), p. 126-28.
10. Three characteristic stories are recorded in The Analects 18:5-7. Note that on Robert

Eno's view, Confucius may himself share a good deal of this spirit. Confucius may, despite
his having a political theory that spelled out an obligation to participate in the political hier-
archy, have used that theory to justify political withdrawal. But he does not share the antisocial
or anticonventional assumptions that I would also call Daoist.

11. The traditional account fails to see progress in Daoist theory as it fails to see it in
Confucian theory. It never sees Daoism as going beyond Shendao. My account merely starts
with Shendao. The traditional account, as far as theory is concerned, ends with it. It attributes
Shendao's conception of the natural dao as the only concept in both Laozi and Zhuangzi.

12. Interestingly, Han Feizi draws on both Shendao and Laozi in his theory of arbitrary
ruler's standards. It is interesting that both the/a-yjastandards sch00' and dao-jia^ scho°' are ret-
rospectively imposed by later intellectual historians, suggesting that no such distinction was
being maintained by thinkers during the classical period. The Shendao fragments in the two
contexts pose a particularly challenging interpretive puzzle. I will only point in the direction
of a solution in this note. The passive stoicism in the present passage and the focus on circum-
stance in the Han Feizi passages are compatible, I believe. His citation by Han Feizi does not
mean that he is an authoritarian. His position may have been that, since discourse dao?, have
no moral authority (or equal moral authority), the one that the circumstances make dominant
will be dominant. It is not evidence of its moral superiority. The ruler, similarly, happens by
circumstance to be in a position of authority. It does not depend on his moral worth. Notice
that this is the classical counterpart of fatalism. It is not a doctrine of perfect predictability or
causal explanation. It is more like a version of moral skepticism. There is neither need nor
possibility to justify authority or which daos are dominant. It happens.

13. Note that I rejected this conception for Mozi himself. See pp. 105-6. That
is because he is still concentrating on the discourse dao, the guide that blazes the path through
history.

14. Zhuangzi 92/33/50.
15. Chan Wing-tsit (1963), p. 136.
16. Waley (1934), p. 30.
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17. Chen Ku-ying (1977), p. 2.
18. Fritjof Capra (1975), p. 117.
19. Chan (1963), p. 138.
20. Laozi seems to express some skepticism of the concept however. He wonders if we

can intelligibly think of dao as an object. "Dao's being deemed [wei] an object! Confused!
Wild!" (ch. 22) See also chapter 25, where the passage discusses the da-dao*™*"*10. Other
relevant passages are chapters 41 and 51. Raymond Smullyan is best on this topic. He is the
only commentator I know of who has noticed that it must inherently be paradoxical that dao
could either exist or not exist. See also his excellent discussion of why it might be contradic-
tory for dao to have a name. Smullyan (1977), p. 26.

21. The classic statement comes in chapter 2.
22. The pronunciation of the auxiliary verb in modern dialects involves a tone change.
23. The Huang-Lao rulership versions put the entire purposive section first. Some have

proposed, therefore, calling it the Dedao Jing instead of the Daode Jing. The Daoist versions
puts the more linguistic section first. We assume both have a reason for their editorial choice.
For the Daoists, we should read the purposive sections in the light of the linguistic skepticism.
In the Rulership versions, we should read the linguistic skepticism in the light of its political
purposes. I shall be dealing with the Daoist interpretation of the Daode-Jing here. I will
discuss the development of a ruler oriented interpretation in the chapter on Han Feizi.

24. Kaltenmark (1965), pp. 29-30.
25. This habit persists even when translators accept the Lao-Huang version. It has

^wayispeak ^may rfaoway:speak ̂ assertion panicle Translators so cherish their interpretive assump-
tion that the book is about the unspeakable, mystical Dao they cannot bite the bullet and
translate what the sentence says: "Dao can be spoken." (See Hendrick 1989) Alternately, they
continue translating with the definite article without noticing that they have contradicted their
own interpretive theory. (See Lau 1982).

26. Or some dao, daos, or any dao, depending on the context.
27. I am assuming a de dictu not a de re reading, of course. That is, I assume that the

sentence is not being used with a particular chef as the intended reference even if he doesn't
break yolks.

28. Linguists call Chinese a left-branching language since, unlike in English, modifiers
must precede what is modified. The translation of the subject, "the x which can be *ed . . . "
follows the grammatical analysis of the first line done by a teenage Confucian who lived half
a millennium later during the philosophical dark age at the end of the Han dynasty. The
debased philosophy of the day was dominated by cosmological concerns. It may calm ruffled
feathers here to add that Wang Pi was a brilliant teenager. But the point is that argument from
authority on this issue is dreadfully weak—weaker than usual. At the least, translators should
say that they are following Wang Pi's revision of the text, not his interpretation. The transla-
tion of the subject noun-phrase would be correct for ke^-^ daospoken zhi's daowa>':euide (Wang
Pi's rephrasing of the first line) but not, straightforwardly, for <faoway:guide ke™-** dao™y:s"ide.

29. Graham (1989, p. 176) takes Daoism as starting from an even stronger assumption
that all language is inherently contradictory. See also his discussion of the Later Mohists'
answer (1989, p. 185). Graham gives this analysis of Zhuangzi's Daoism in relation to the
Later Mohists. I will explain below why I think that analysis is mistaken of Zhuangzi as well
as of Daoism in general. The core is that nothing could count as a theory of contradiction that
did not include some counterpart of a theory of sentences or propositions, truth values, nega-
tion, and some prepositional operator.

30. This assumption would make sense of Zhuangzi, especially if we follow Graham in
emphasizing the importance of a knack for performance that can be correct although it cannot
be trained or transmitted.
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31. For more analysis of the different conceptual schemes underlying these differences
in the view of permanence and change, see the discussion above on pages 46-48.

32. D. C. Lau (1982) perhaps takes this posture. He segments all chapters into fragments
which he takes to be integral. This suggests that a correct interpretation must therefore treat
each fragment in isolation. But we do not want to know what it meant originally (before
inclusion in the Daode Jing). The point about taking things out of context is that .doing so
changes the meaning. The meaning of these phrases (whatever they might have been in another
life) is a function of their being embedded in this chapter at this point.

33. The Huang-Lao version of the text helps the case for this reading. One objection to
it in the traditional version is that it should have a jc

assertion particle at the end. But it is less
appealing stylistically and in other aspects of content. It does not say wu-ming is the source
of the universe, but, like yu-ming, of wan-wu*** myriad things.

34. Paul Edwards, ed., The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vol. 5, p. 524. The contributor
is P. L. Heath.

35. The prevailing view among intellectual historians is that the Huang-Lao version of
the text settles this interpretive issue. Graham's statement is typical—perhaps the authority for
the common belief. Graham says, "The text of the newly discovered Ma-wang-tui manuscripts
by its additional particles forbids the alternative punctuation by which lines 5 to 8 [my 3 to 6]
may be read as about Nothing and Something . . . " (1989, p. 219, italics mine). The sup-
position that one text can forbid an interpretive hypothesis embodies several levels of confu-
sion.

The key confusion is between textual and interpretive theory. The new version is relevant
to the interpretive issue only in virtue of the claim that it is the correct or original version. I
have already argued that the usual reasons for this textual conclusion are confused. It is an
impulsive reaction to an exciting discovery that does not appreciate the logic of scientific
inference. The reaction is, "This is a remarkable find and it is the earliest physical text we
have. It therefore becomes the best evidence of what the original text is." But the role of
evidence is to confirm or disconfirm theories. We have to compare the relative probability of
the two hypotheses. And as we saw, the hypothesis that the traditional version is the original
version still explains the data as well—in fact slightly better—than the new rival hypothesis.
Both must now explain a radical textual event, but the event required by the hypothesis that
the traditional version is genuine is the more plausible on its face. Further, the supplementary
hypothesis that the additional particles were removed to produce the traditional version is no
more plausible on its face than the alternative hypothesis that they were added to the original
by the partisan Huang-Lao cult. (I would argue that the latter is actually the more plausible.)
The instinctive reaction is a familiar human tendency to hasty generalization in statistical
sampling. We have an actual physical specimen of one obviously biased sample. The excite-
ment about the discovery should not overwhelm the discipline of statistical method. The fact
that we are short on evidence should not justify an invalid inductive procedure.

But, the confusion goes deeper. Even if we did accept the claim that the Mawang-dui
version is the original version, it cannot forbid any particular way of reading the traditional
version. The question would then be whether we should read it, not how. If, for whatever
reason of philosophical interest, etc., we do choose to interpret the traditional version, it is
likely to be because it says something different from what the Huang-Lao version says. That
is what having different words in a distinctive order does—it changes the meaning of what is
said. One of the effects might be that one version is ambiguous where the other is not. But
that ambiguity is a real grammatical and semantic difference between the two texts. The cor-
rect reading of one cannot determine or forbid how we read the other.

But the confusion is even deeper than that. Even granting, for the sake of argument, that
we should substitute the Huang-Lao wording, Graham's conclusion is simply overstated. We
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should not read the substituted text as if it were intended to settle an interpretive dispute among
twentieth-century Europeans about the traditional text—as if the particles were put there like
commas to punctuate the traditional text for us. We should read the substituted text with its
full grammatical force. There are two additional •yeassertlon characters in lines 5 and 6 only. It
reads changconsKmt w«lack yu1**™ ye

asxttioa tmicie Graham's conclusion supposes that the
additional ye simply breaks the sentence where it occurs. But Graham's own theory of ye3556"10"
panicle undermines this analysis. An assertion marker should not be here if this is to be read as
a verbal imperative sentence. "Therefore constantly lack desires ye." (*?) The normal seman-
tic force of ye is to marks strings as noun-is-noun assertions. Once we have the two interpre-
tive possibilities in mind, we can easily read the Huang-Lao version in a way that give the ye
its normal grammatical force. "Therefore constant-ing wu is a desire. Use it to view myster-
ies." But this reading tends to confirm the (1C) hypothesis more than the (NCR) alternate.

The new particles in the Huang-Lao version of the first chapter taken together illustrate
my hypothesis that the Huang-Lao text was the product of adding particles to an earlier ver-
sion. The Huang-Lao cult developed a partisan reading of the existing text. All the additional
.^assertion particle characters in the first chapter are either otiose, grammatically odd, or simply
opt for one of two grammatically possible reading of the original. Where they do opt for a
reading, it is the less plausible one as judged from the traditional text prior to the addition of
the new characters.

36. Chan Wing-tsit (1963), p. 157.
37. Daode Jing, ch. 12. The translation is from Lau 1963.
38. Schwartz seems to fall into this category, although he allows that all mysticisms are

also different. See Schwartz 1985, pp. 192-201. He says, "To those to whom mystical lan-
guage in general conveys no meaning, these selections will be as obscure as Meister Eckhardt
or much Indian mystical and Sufi literature" (1985, p. 198). I surely fall in the category of
those to whom mystical language has no meaning. But the Daode Jing selections in fact make
sense to me. So to me the implicit premise that justifies lumping these passages with Indo-
European mysticism is their lack of sense. That seems a thin reed indeed.

39. It is characteristic of the standard irrationalist interpretations of Daoism to put Laozi
in the position of a European romantic attacking classical Western reason. They paint Laozi
as saying logic cannot capture the divine ineffable Dao, but it can be done in poetry and
imagery. (See for example Graham 1989, pp. 7-8, 218-20, 234.) An interesting claim—I
think it misguided and false—but in any case, it belongs to an utterly distinct philosophical
tradition and is irrelevant to the Daode Jing. Laozi's position is that any dao in'language
cannot be constant. Poetry is language as surely as prose is. After all, Confucius studied poetry
as well as /i'™*"*1. Laozi no doubt had encountered poetry. Parables and fables are language.
Laozi had no doubt encountered parables and fables. Logic is also language. There is good
reason to doubt that Laozi ever encountered logic. So if anything, we should conclude that
Laozi taught that poetry and parable cannot provide a constant dao. But, since he never ad-
dressed logic, it is consistent with his teaching that perhaps logic can provide a constant daol
If romantics do not like this line of reasoning, they are free to get emotional about it! If the
way the world is cannot be spoken, it cannot be whistled or danced either!

40. I borrow the category of primitivist from A. C. Graham (1981), who stresses cor-
rectly the stratification within Daoism.

Chapter 7

1. Mote (1971), p. 96.
2. Graham (1989), p. 7-8.
3. This analysis coincides with that of Ames and Hall (1987).
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4. Truth is a species of assertability. It differs from other members of that genus in
several features. First, it concentrates on sentences, not terms. Term assertability functions
within sentence truth. Truth is a species of assertability in which logical notions figure cen-
trally. All truths must be consistently assertable. Reasoning practices converge in their judg-
ments of which sentences are truth assertable. Truth assertability must depend on something
beyond the social standards. This last feature is the one that makes truth-based theories real-
istic. It is the only one that emerges clearly in Chinese realism.

5. Graham (1978), p. 268.
6. See Graham (1978), p. 475 (NO 6).
7. Ibid., p. 483.
8. Ibid., p. 25.
9. I have published my skepticism about Graham's claim that the Neo-Mohists "discov-

ered the sentence" earlier. See Hansen (1985) "Truth." It is true that the Neo-Mohists are
interested in larger expression units and worries about how to deal with them. And frequently
the main examples in Names and Objects turn out to be sentences. But still, as I shall argue,
the Mohists' treatment of these examples parallels their treatment of compound terms and
complex noun phrases. It stays on the level of denotation, range, or scope. They certainly do
not get any closer to the semantics of sentences than the notion of tangs:a'sflabai'y in the context
of the discussion of how there can be winners in distinction-disputes. So despite using senten-
tial examples (compounds with verbal units), the Mohists' theory does not evidence that they
have, in the relevant sense, discovered the sentence. They certainly show no sign of distin-
guishing between phrases that can and cannot have truth value when used in assertions.

10. Graham (1978), p. 479 (NO 10).
11. Graham translates it as "the thing as it inherently is." See Graham (1978), pp. 189-

90.
12. The opening formula of the first Mohist Canon gives this definition:

Mohist Canon A 1: gu: that which, when obtained, chengcomflMS.

ChengcomPletlon has an interesting role. It normally translates well as success or complete.
But Zhuangzi takes it in a way that underwrites a popular translation as prejudice. How are
these roles compossible? I suggest the following hypothesis. A thing's ran80 is its role in our
conceptual system. The thing, as it inherently is, should ground our term projection. We
complete that projection some way or other based on how that reality affects us. So the account
of what completes a thing has a subjective element. People can be influenced by the same in-
itself reality and have different qing^^ re«isKIS. Thus they will differ in how they project then-
concepts on the world. Later Confucian innatist theories also adopt a concept like c/iengcomplete

with a language radical. We translate this as sincerity. Chengsmcerity represents the morally
realistic ideal in projecting guidance.

The Explanation of this Canon distinguishes between greater and lesser gu. The lesser
does not guarantee that we can attach a ran80 to a thing though its absence does rule it out.
The smaller gu is ripart of its inherent nature. The greater gu are like the sufficient conditions
to the smaller necessary conditions. Their presence does guarantee that the thing is ran*0.
Their absence, however, also rules it out. That is how seeing becomes chengcompla° seeing.
See Mohist Canon Al in Graham (1978), pp. 263-64.

13. They used ./Van"*" from Mozi's ji'an-ajuniversal love. Graham mistook this structure for
our familiar ontology of particular objects and translated ripart as "individual." TY""" otherwise
shows up in dictionaries with a bewildering set of translations: substance, part, body part,
body, essence, The first two formulas give a good explanation of these. The ft'pans are fixed by
the criteria for fitting the concept. These depend on the gum itsclf.

14. The Mohists ^//jgfeclings:realit>' uses a language radical rather than the more familiar
heart radical. I treat it as the human reaction capacity that grounds the application of a name.
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We apply names according to the way the gu of a ti impresses us. The impact thus comes to
embrace feelings and eventually we come to translate the term as "feeling." Graham points
out that the term is more accurately captured in pre-Han usages by "reality" or "essence."
But this ignores any nonrealist content of qing. It should coincide, then, with gu. The associ-
ation with feeling would be impossible to explain except with another radical meaning-change
hypothesis. I treat it as the way reality registers on us. It is the impact of reality on humans
that triggers their naming and choosing. The advantage of this analysis is that it can explain
human linguistic conventions. Otherwise the inherent characteristic could determine names
only by magic. Graham sometimes treats it as essence in the sense of the characteristics in
virtue of which a name applies. But this, again, sunders it from any connection with feeling
and also leaves unexplained how reality is supposed to affect our name assignments. Qing is
a close relative of sense data. It is reality's imprint on us, but is not logically separable, as
sense data are, from reality.

15. Mohist Canon A70 and B46. See also Graham's (1978) discussion of qingK"Uty, pp.
179-82.

16. The Mohists do not think shape is the only basis for assigning terms to things. A
second basis is to use measure and amount. Here the constancy or order of normal names
breaks down: parts of a large stone are not large. We have already noticed that flexible-scope
analysis. But even the breakdown is not particularly ordered; parts of humans are not humans
(e.g. a finger), but the finger of a particular person is that person (as opposed to someone
else).

A third way names are attached to kapok is by place—residence and migration. There we
cannot know whether the name attaches purely by our skill at distinguishing among things.
For example we may have a "Qin horse" and have no way of knowing it as a Qin horse
except to see it in the state of Qin. When we are in Qin, we know everything there can have
this name applied to it—a Qin vase, stone, building, etc. See NO 2.

17. Graham (1978) pp. 478-82 (NO 10).
18. Graham (1978) pp. 346-47.
19. See Lau (1963), p. 19-21.
20. Graham translates bei as "self-contradictory." He acknowledges (Graham 1978, p.

163) that such translations are not exact. He does not say what is wrong with "contradictory,"
but I would argue that it implies a concern with sentences and truth. No such concern is in
evidence here.

21. Mohist Canon B79.
22. Graham amends Wther to /an°PP°site. I prefer to keep hi to preserve the relation be-

tween the Neo-Mohist thesis and Zhuangzi's relativism. Other than its not being necessary,
however, I have no argument against the emendation. The point in its context is so clear that
the specific character couldn't matter very much. What the Neo-Mohists are talking about is
the complement of a term—other is a nice parallel and happens to contrast with shi^is as an
alternate indexical to/e/not *= one'" qllestion.

23. The Neo-Mohist use of dangmw? onto comes very close, as I have argued, to the se-
mantic notion of satisfaction. See Hansen (1985), "Truth."

24. Mohist Canon B66.
25. See Mohist Canon B40 and Graham 1978, pp. 218-19.
26. Mohist Canon B68.
27. Mohist Canon A78.
28. See Hansen (1983) and (1985, "Individualism").
29. Mohist Canon A70.
30. Mohist Canon A86-87. See A6 for the kinds of things that cannot even count as

jej-simiiais jhev are cases where the word used in trying to compare them cannot even be used
in the same sense of both items.
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31. Mohist Canon A87-87.
32. Extensional analysis fails for some adjectives, for example, phoney priest and poten-

tial person.
33. The alternative to giving this metaphysical account would be possible if classical

thinkers already had a syntactic reason to distinguish parts of speech. If we already distinguish
between adjective and noun, we are more likely to adopt separate metaphysical categories
(object-attribute) corresponding to the syntactical distinction. However, we have noted several
reasons why part-of-speech analysis and sentence-based grammar would not capture their at-
tention. Classical grammar relies on word order rather than on syntactical role inflection.
Characters have a high degree of syntactic mobility. And proper nouns, common nouns, ad-
jectives, and simple one-place verbs have closely similar syntax. All could be used in term
positions. They saw the apparent economy of treating all characters as terms with a scope. So
classical thinkers were prompted to neither the theory of parts-bf-speech nor the companion
concept of the functionally complex sentence.

34. To make sense of this analysis, we really need a notion of stuff which is neutral
between corporeal and non corporeal. "Stuff" in English is a bit too corporeal. This is what
has motivated me to use "kapok"—a term I first learned from John Perry—to refer to undif-
ferentiated, unqualified, neutral stuff. I exchanged with him the name of the sun around which
God's home planet revolves.

35. Graham (1978), p. 23.
36. Mohist Canon A26-27.
37. Greater Pick 2A (Graham 1978, p. 235-36, Expounding the Canon 9).
38. An intensional or opaque structure is one in which truth, meaning, or reference be-

comes inconstant. In English, belief is a paradigm case of an intensional structure. The truth
of S believes that P does not depend (much) on the truth of P. The Mohist finds the term-
belief structure intensional.

39. Graham suggests that originally the Mohist used distinct graphs for all three senses
distinguished here and that the copyists removed the distinguishing radical from the graph used
in the accomplishment sense.

40. Mohist Canon A24.
41. Mohist Canon A26.
42. The Mohists offer peering as the analogy, out this should lead us to wonder how

they construed looking. We need not assume their theory of sight was of the passive reception
of sense-data pictures. Looking, I suggest, is testing the context for clues to program control
and dao guidance.

43. The example is seeing—and the above caveats still apply. The Mohists seem barely
to develop this concept of modeling, but Graham has proposed emendations and noted versions
of the text that allow him to trace several other uses. The major one is A94, which uses the
same character with a yanlanguage radical. It discusses how a verbal description may skillfully
turn one's linguistic commitments. In these cases one should seek the g«mherent—the reality
base. The Kripke flavor is very strong here, but without the notion of an essence. The expla-
nation then ties committment to word use, especially in these hard cases of projection, to some
^measurement standard \vhen different verbal characterizations allow one to treat it as the same or
as different, one relies on fa to decide which to apply in choosing and rejecting. The standard,
the Mohists seem to acknowledge, involves appropriateness. It must include the utility mea-
surement. Again in A71 Graham postulates a corruption that links maodescripti°n and/astandards

and the account of Wandisput<! in the Names and Objects. We may link it to the doctrine of
fa measurable standards

44. The same character with a renhuman radical rather than the Mohists' yan}!mgaa^ radical
is frequently translated as ethics—grading in human intercourse. With the yanlX!LSf^sf radical
used here, the term occurs in compounds for translating "theory" and "debate."
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45. Mohist Canon A 80. Although the term qin suggests intimacy, closeness, experienc-
ing should not be understood as having some inner private picture show. No Chinese philos-
opher develops a theory of an inner mental subjectivity with a private "thought" record of
what one has undergone. The intended contrast here is merely between what one knows from
ones own encounters as opposed to hearing about things or having them explained.

46. The "unity of knowledge and action" much later became a slogan of a Neo-Confucian
idealist, Wang Yang-ming, but without the Mohists' rational and realistic framework. For
Wang, an admirer of Mencius, the unity ironically amounted to dispensing with names and
expressing one's innate know-how in action. He developed the theory to oppose a school of
Neo-Confucian thought that stressed paying close attention to things in the world.

47. This point is argued at great length by Graham (1978), pp. 127-36.
48. See Graham, 1957. I recommend this article to students not merely for its relevance

to this particular work, but as a model of an argument for dismissing some text. The literature
on classical Chinese philosophy is filled with allegations that such and such passage, chapter,
phrase, etc., is "not authentic" or not in the "original" etc. None is as convincingly argued
as Graham's claim about the Gongsun Longzi.

49. This last claim explains why the hard-white dialogue was forged. Given that he was
famous for talking about hard-white, the forger copied the sections on hard-white from the
Mohist Canons and attributed the result to Gongsun Long. It has fooled us for generations.
But, as Graham notes, the secondary sources do not refer to any dialogue on hard-white, only
to his position on separating them.

50. This example is a famous one in Mencius, who, despite never mentioning the recti-
fication of names, was a most slippery practitioner of the technique.

51. Although I agree with Graham that the dialogue on hard-white is apocryphal and I
reject the abstract or conceptualist interpretive hypothesis used in explaining it, the thrust is in
the right direction. Gongsun Long needs to be understood as finding a way theoretically to
separate hard and white. However the meaning of "separable" is already fixed by the usage
of the Neo-Mohist. We more plausibly regard Gongsun Long as separating in the sense of
treating the compound as a sum instead of a product. The standard view that he is talking
about sense data is a principle of charity projection from modern Western philosophy.

52. Gongsun Long's dialogue suggests vaguely that white might be peculiar in this re-
gard. White is always fixed or dependent on some thing's being white. He does not, however,
develop this suggestion or follow it up. It sounds, indeed, like a suggestion that would lead in
the direction of a property/thing analysis. Spelling it out, however, in a context where the
"thing" is a stuff or "thing-kind" rather than an individual object, will not be as easy as
those who accept the property-individual conceptual structure suppose it will.

53. Graham gives "a meaning" and "the meaning," Cheng and Swain "act of refer-
ence" and "object of reference."

54. I am, of course, insisting on the philosophical distinction between meaning and ref-
erence. Those who still think of the meaning of a term as anything that bears the name will
be misled by such translations only if they equivocate and also consider meaning to be that
which is conveyed in a definition.

55. Again, I owe this insight to Graham. See Graham (1978), p. 460.
56. It is interesting and indicative of the malleability of this dialogue that Graham, in his

earlier reading, saw two halves to the dialogue and said that the second resumed and developed
points raised in the fust half. Now he sees it as two contrasting arguments for entirely different
points of view. See Graham (1978), pp. 457-68.

57. Raymond Smullyan speculated about this being a possible reason why the Dao cannot
be named. See Smullyan 1977, pp. 26-27.

58. There is a famous possibility that Hui Shi may have written much more. A biograph-
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ical comment claims that he had five cartloads of writings. They may have been sounder than
his ten theses.

59. I owe this to Hu Shi (1923), who first suggested that the ten theses are all paradoxes
designed to show the unreality of space and time distinctions.

60. We take f<part seriously here as a continuation of the technical usage in the Neo-
Mohist Canon.

Chapter 8

1. Graham (1978), p. 128.
2. Schwartz (1985), pp. 216-17.
3. This is the key to understanding Zhuangzi. The effect was first appreciated by Gra-

ham (1970). The classic case of this technique is the famous restatement of Hui Shi's point:
"Heaven-earth and I were born together; the myriad-things and I are one." Historical com-
mentary on the Zhuangzi has regarded this as the central statement of his theory. It is a poetic
expression of the everything concept. We now have reason to doubt that Zhuangzi would try
to state an everything concept. Closer inspection of his "thinking aloud" about the statement
shows him subsequently finding it incoherent.

4. Mary Erbaugh urged this objection in an AAS symposium on linguistic determinism
and again at a similar symposium at Stanford. I think Lee Yearly has urged a similar objection
in numerous conversations.

5. Of course, the community can respond in two ways. They may either reopen the
interpretive question or define me out of the community. I will not predict which is more
likely.

6. Or, as Schwartz's does above, it acknowledges it and then goes back to the as-
sumption that Zhuangzi is a mystical monist without further examination. It limits the ways
the analytic school can have influenced Daoism by the a priori assumption that Daoism is
about the unnameable thing named dao.

1. The Zhuangzi 79/28/64.
8. Ibid., 67/24/68.
9. Ibid., 79/28/75.

10. Ibid., 92/33/51.
11. Ibid., 91/33/22.
12. Ibid., 62/23/21.
13. Ibid., 55/21/16.
14. Schwartz 1985, p. 217.
15. Graham (1981), p. 6. He sticks to his view of Zhuangzi in his 1989 book. But does

there try to deal with the incoherence of his interpretive theory with his claim that Zhuangzi
was fully conversant with the Later Mohist' analysis. Now he says that those sections of the
Later Mohist text where the incoherence of antilanguage monism is proved must have come
after Zhuangzi.

16. It might appear that I am questioning whether Zhuangzi is a Daoist? That reverses
the matter. This whole study challenges the ruling theory's understanding of Daoism. The
classification Daoist was introduced by a Han historian to refer to the doctrines of Zhuangzi
and Laozi. Daoism thus refers to whatever theory Zhuangzi actually held. When we know
what that theory is, we shall know what mature Daoism is.

17. Graham hints that Hui Shi might have been Zhuangzi's teacher who later became
an equal—or less.

18. Graham (1981), p. 9. Italics mine.
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19. Graham has Zhuangzi accepting Hui Shi's last theorem—"The world is one"—but
making it mystical. Yet Graham recognizes that Zhuangzi is critical of any formulation of
monism. Graham's view seems to be that Zhuangzi affirmed it in the face of his knowing that
any formulation was incoherent. He sees Zhuangzi as blaming language for the problem, hence
as an antilanguage antirationalist. But if Zhuangzi refuses to formulate what he affirms, how
are we to know he affirmed it? This is absurdity chasing its own tail. We say he became a
mystic because he drew an illegitimate conclusion which, since he also knew to be incoherent,
he refuses to formulate. What reason, then, is there for thinking he drew it?

20. See Graham (1981 and 1978).
21. See Graham (1981).
22. The exception is the "Autumn Floods" chapter.
23. The Zhuangzi 1/1/15-17.
24. Ibid., 42/17/5.
25. Giles interprets this as having an out-of-body experience which tears the story out

of its historical context and places it in a mind-body tradition. Graham identifies a parallel in
the later chapters which he thinks of as a discarded version of the story. That story takes one
on a regress of lamenting, and lamenting a lamenting, and. . . . Graham suggests that each
of the lamenters is a self which treats the object of its lament as an other.

26. This description takes two terms from the dialecticians:; the tongallkc, which along
with its opposite is the basis for a realistic analysis of language and is defined in eight ways
in the Mohist Canon, and quchoose, used of the way in which names affect behavior toward the
thing-kinds they distinguish.

27. Graham (1969 and 1981): "Chuang Tzu's parable of the wind compares the con-
flicting utterances of philosophers to the different notes blown by the same breath in the long
and short tubes of the pan pipes and the noises made by wind in hollows of different shapes.
It is natural for differently constituted persons to think differently; don't try to decide between
their opinions, listen to Heaven who breathes through them." I agree only up to the semicolon.

28. The Zhuangzi 3/2/9-10.
29. Ibid., 3/2/11.
30. Ibid.
31. The Mohist Canon discusses language in terms of grasping and limiting. We saw in

Mozi the notion of language forcing us to have certain commitments to use the terms of things
and then to stop at what is not-this. Notice that we might be tempted to think of this psycho-
linguistic (sociolinguistic?) claim of Zhuangzi's by analogy to the "force" of logic. But no
goundwork has been laid in the philosophical tradition so far for any such notion. This is a
kind of linguistic consistency grounded in a habitual skill at making distinctions as our teach-
ers, schools, or communities do.

32. The Zhuangzi 4/2/13.
33. Ibid., 4/2/18-20.
34. See Graham's argument in Graham (1970) and (1978), and the argument in Chapter

7, pages 405-6 n.14.
35. The Zhuangzi 4/2/13-14.
36. Ibid., 4/2/14.
37. Ibid., 4/2/16.
38. Ibid., 4/2/14.
39. Ibid., 4/2/17.
40. Ibid., 4/2/17-18. For a fuller argument regarding the proper reading of these pas-

sages concerning the "true ruler" see Hansen (1983), "Tao of Tao."
41. See pages 181-82.
42. The Zhuangzi 4/2/18.
43. Ibid., 4/2/20-21.
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44. Ibid., 4/2/21-22.
45. Ibid., 4/2/22-23.
46. Graham focuses attention on the "is-ought" problem in Zhuangzi and one form of

his conclusion, I think, comes close to mine here, that is, Zhuangzi is not guilty of the is-
ought error. In particular, Zhuangzi should not be read, as the tradition has it, to say "do
whatever is natural or spontaneous." In other words, Zhuangzi kicks the props out from under
all moral systems of the times with their appeal to the authority of rian"atllre heaven or any other
natural appeal. It is hard, however, to see how the position Graham attributes to Zhuangzi
avoids the fallacy. "Respond with awareness" seems to have a built-in shi-fei. How Zhuangzi
can disapprove of distinctions and accept "sorting" without making a distinction between
them remains a mystery to me. Is the shi-fei distinction between we!-5/H'obiecnonable s/I"ng and yin-
sfaconforming sAmig an objectionable distinction or a sorting? Whatever is wrong with "follow
heaven" is also wrong with "follow the natural dao."

47. The Zhuangzi 4/2/23.
48. Ibid., 4/2/24.
49. This is a tempting place in pre-Han philosophical writings to render chen as "true."

I am persuaded, however, by Graham's argument and some of my own (see Graham 1978 and
Hansen 1985) to render it as "authentic," contrasted here with artificial. Notice the same
contrast using qing, another graph we have understood in more of a reality sense.

50. The Zhuangzi 4/2/25.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid., 4/2/25-26.
53. Ibid., 4/2/26.
54. Ibid., 4/2/27.
55. See Mohist Canon B68. I am not wedded to the historical thesis that Zhuangzi was

before or after the Neo-Mohists (cf. Graham's view that the Neo-Mohists refute Zhuangzi on
indexicality). I do assume that the doctrines were being worked out in dialogue with each
other. I put Zhuangzi after the Neo-Mohists only to stress his familiarity with the themes and
techniques of the school and to separate him from Laozi to stress the development and maturity
of Daoist theory.

56. The Zhuangzi 4/2/27.
57. Ibid., 4/2/28.
58. Ibid., 4/2/29.
59. Ibid., 4/2/30.
60. Ibid., 4/2/31.
61. Ibid., 4/2/31-32.
62. Ibid., 4/2/34.
63. Graham first brought to my attention this distinction between gu, things as they

inherently are, and qing, the accessible feedback from things that cheng "completes" our
classifications. It figures in the doctrine of Yang Zhu (and therefore Mencius) as well. Ku is a
natural concept for Zhuangzi to use to confront realist assumptions.

64. The Zhuangzi 4/2/34.
65. Ibid., 4/2/35.This is where Zhuangzi's use of chengcomp]°K reveals his view of it as

biased completion. He refers to the heart that grows with the body—the one that gallops
forward out of control as the cheng heart. Ways are made cheng by walking them, and so
forth. Now it is clear that things become cheng by our dividing. We make things by carving
them out of kapok.

66. The Zhuangzi 4/2/35.
67. Ibid., 4/2/36.
68. Ibid., 5/2/37.
69. Ibid., 5/2/37-38.
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70. Ibid., 5/2/38-39.
71. David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, 1779.
72. The Zhuangzi 5/2/40-43.
73. See Graham (1983) in Mair (1983).
74. Graham (1983), p. 7.
75. Watson states the problem nicely in a footnote in his 1964 translation, p. 47n.
76. Nazi war criminals reportedly did proclaim that they were just skillful practitioners

of a task, almost reflecting pride in their efficiency.
77. This is why I prefer "ordering thing-discourse" to "equalizing thing-discourse" to

translate the title of this chapter.
78. The Zhuangzi 5/2/47.
79. Ibid., 5/2/48.
80. Ibid., 5/2/49-51.
81. Graham sees a similar point here (I think). But he then attributes to Zhuangzi the

further claim that there really is something left out between alternatives. He chooses one of
Zhuangzi's rhetorical answers. There really is something between something and nothing,
whatever it is. Graham (1981), pp. 55-56.

82. The Zhuangzi 5/2/52-54.
83. Ibid., 5/2/53-54.
84. Ibid., 5/2/54-55.
85. Ibid., 5/2/55.
86. Ibid., 5/2/56-57. I cannot avoid the impression that Zhuangzi is being ironic here.

In general, I think reference to sages in Zhuangzi are ironic. Graham notes that Zhuangzi
never says everything is one but always "speaks subjectively of the sage treating as one." I
certainly agree, but find bizarre the suggestion that Zhuangzi endorses rather than ridicules
that treatment.

87. Ibid., 5/2/57-58.
88. Ibid., 5/2/58-60.
89. Ibid., 5/2/60-62.
90. Kripke (1963) has argued that Wittgenstein's skepticism about following a rule is a

"deeper" form of skepticism than sense skepticism. Sense skepticism is a version of rule-
interpretation skepticism. In effect, Zhuangzi's skepticism is more like Wittgenstein's (though
without focusing on the sentential imperative rule form, but on the name and the dao discourse
form). That Zhuangzi should discuss dreams last is logically appropriate. It is the application
of a deeper skepticism to a particular issue.

91. The Zhuangzi 6/2/64-66.
92. Ibid., 6/2/66-70.
93. Translation from Graham (1981), p. 58.
94. Nietzsche argues that the reversal of the usual preference is what marks both Chris-

tianity and Buddhism as decadent religions. They hate life and long for death!
95. The Zhuangzi 6/2/70-73.
96. Ibid., 6/2/73-77.
97. Ibid., 6/2/80-84.
98. Ibid., 7/2/84-90.
99. Ibid., 7/2/93-94.

100. Ibid., 7/2/94-96.
101. In fact, it does still leave questions about the psychological status of the belief that

parallels the problems about getting motivation out of a rationalizing practical syllogism.
102. Graham has written that Zhuangzi's approach bridges the fact-value distinction. This

is because, he argues, Zhuangzi's conception of conduct is stimulus-response. In acting one
does not make judgments but simply "responds with awareness" to a total situation. Graham's
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account presupposes the authoritarian possibility of some perspective free awareness or knowl-
edge. That seems to me inconsistent with Zhuangzi's skepticism.

103. Note that this slogan never occurs in the crucial second chapter and only once in
the inner chapters.

Chapter 9

1. Creel (1953), p. 115.
2. Hughes (1942), p. 226.
3. Hsiao (1979), p. 145-147.
4. Watson (1963), p. 3. From our non-Confucian perspective, this is no puzzle. The

philosophical action all takes place in Daoism and Mohism. Xunzi, as I shall argue, never
really comes to grip with the philosophical issues. Tang Jun-i (1975, vol. 2 pp. 437-38)
argues that Xunzi was more influential than Mencius in the Han. This would explain why his
authoritarian view of Daoism might have permeated the Han perspective on Daoist thought.

5. Lee Yearly (1983) first drew my attention to this tension in Xunzi's thought. I have
no theory about which is the real Xunzi or which came first. I don't have any argument that
the authoritarian elements come only from later additions to the text. That is one possibility.
Another may be the conservative conversion familiar in disillusioned political theorists. My
instinct is that the conventionalist is earlier and the authoritarian (whether in the school or the
individual) later. The authoritarian trend is one we have postulated in the case of Confucius
and Mozi earlier.

6. Schwartz has noticed this authoritarian assumption. His defense of Xunzi confuses
the historical existence of an authority structure with justification of that authority. He notes
that Xunzi does not address "how the sages manage to establish their authority." See Schwartz
1985, p. 295 (emphasis mine). That verb equivocates between the urgent philosophical de-
mand to justify the ruler's authority and the merely historical explanation of how it came
about. It may be that Xunzi also has a historian's bias that inclines him to blur these distinct
questions. Schwartz goes on to assert that we have "no need to wonder why Xunzi, like
Confucius and Mencius before him, simply assumes the need for hierarchy and authority. The
good order can be inaugurated and maintained only by a vanguard elite." Schwartz's analysis
is inverted. No one needs to explain how authority is factually established when the rulers
monopolize the knives and whips and the hooligans to wield them. That is reasonably obvious
and clear. The justification of authority by contrast, is what is at issue in the philosophical
reflections of the period, and we do need to wonder why Xunzi ignored the philosophical issue
of the day.

Of course, if we agree with the need for a social elite, we may consider it charitable to
attribute to Xunzi the awareness that we need to impose the elite ideas on everyone. But there
is no warrant for Schwartz's assertion that such a view was natural and inevitable for Xunzi's
"world." Schwartz acknowledges that Xunzi even misses the degree to which Mencius' po-
sition undermines the assumed justification of authority. There (p. 299) he further grants that
it is superficially inconsistent with Xunzi's acceptance that the sage and the ordinary person
are essentially alike. And, as we shall see, it is also inconsistent with the doctrine of "empty,
unified, and still." If it is inconsistent with what Confucius said, what Mozi said, what Laozi
and Zhuangzi said, and even with what Mencius and Xunzi said, then what does it mean to
say it is an inevitable assumption for Xunzi's intellectual world?

I would, of course, concede that it is a natural thing to say for anyone seeking an official
status that only the elite can grant.

7. Schwartz (1985, p. 295) treats this penchant for punishment far more positively than
I would. Dealing with it in his Xunzi section prompted him to discuss Confucius's original
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argument against punishment, which he ignored while discussing Confucius. Schwartz here
allows that The Analects placed a "clear emphasis" on "minimizing" the role of penal law.
He then boldly asserts that punishment is necessary and charitably attributes knowledge of this
obvious truth to the master. This un-Confucian pessimism he justifies on Confucius' behalf by
the un-Confucian assumption that there will always be a segment of society "not accessible to
control by moral force" (p. 104). Even if we allowed Schwartz to write his favorite justifica-
tion of punishment between the lines of Confucius, I would resist excusing Xunzi's position
as a continuation of that view. The appeal to moral suasion or coercion by the social elite may
have been excusable in Confucius, but by the time of Xunzi is simply obdurate in the face of
Mohist and Daoist arguments.

8. The Xunzi 66/18/35-40. My lower evaluation of the authoritarian Xunzi than the
conventionalist is controversial. Others, including Schwartz, start from the dogmatic views
and explain away the arguments from relativity. My own plebeian origins may have something
to do with my own attitudes toward issues such as elitism and punishment. Even in the West-
ern tradition, where we have a tradition of rational, deontological, retributive defenses of
punishment available, I have found it curious that there should seem to be a race among some
philosophers to be the first finally to be able to justify punishment. It is as if they regarded
that as akin to being the first to discover a cure for cancer. I regard punishment as the cancer.
I should like to be the last to justify punishment. Perhaps this stems from a deeply Daoist
awareness that I may be a target when "social elite" reach for their mutilating knives. I, quite
frankly, don't see the point of heroic intellectual efforts to justify their cruelty. The justifica-
tions coming from the same elite smack at least slightly of special pleading. But I will not
offer a proof that punishment is wrong. For me, it is enough to note that it hurts.

9. Only vaguely, because Xunzi treats the dao as an invention of the sage-kings that is
verified by experience. Yet, since he proposes a conventional interpretative theory, the teachers
in each generation transmit ways of making distinctions and determine what the correct way
is. This makes it impossible to make the distinction between an evolving and a stable dao.
Note the similar question about the U.S. Constitution: Was it bequeathed as a stable standard
by the founders or did it evolve under flexible interpretation by judges?

10. The Xunzi 62/17/1-2.
11. Ibid., 63/17/24.
12. Ibid., 20/8/24. In other places the shallow dogmatic Xunzi insists in apparent contra-

diction that the hierarchial order is a heavenly ordering (26/9/16).
13. Watson (1963), p. 71.
14. Eno (1990, p. 144) argues for a parallel conclusion, but with a distinctly different

tone. He suggests that The Xunzi is a book designed to prevent defections more than to con-
vince outsiders.

15. The Xunzi 62/17/10.
16. Ibid., 63/17/34.
17. Ibid., 64/17/46-47.
18. Ibid., 66/18/42.
19. Translation from Watson (1963), p. 36.
20. Ibid., p. 25.
21. The Xunzi 28/7/69-73.
22. Xunzi is not an acute observer of animals or he would not allege that there are no

other "grouping" animals. There are social animals. But his point can survive because their
socialization does not depend, as human grouping does, on conventional distinctions and a
guiding discourse using names linked to the distinctions.

23. The Xunzi 29/9/75-6.
24. Ibid., 79/21/21. This reminds one of C. D. Broad's moral intuitionism. Anyone who

disagrees about what is moral must be morally blind.
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25. Ibid., 15/6/6.
26. Ibid., 15/6/8-9.
27. Ibid., 26/9/13. Dubs and most commentators treat/astandards as "laws" and lose the

point here. Xunzi does advocate using /iritual on the good and x,-ngPu"'sl™Knt on the rest. But
ja standards jjjjj^g most sense here understood as standards for making distinctions and properly
using terms. That is why he contrasts it with /<?;similarity. My suggestion here is that/astandards

are for application to terms in codes of behavior. His rivals propose /a
standards as components

of yttz-daoboglls ways. They underwrite immoral ways of making and enforcing guiding distinc-
tions. It has nothing specifically to do with punishment here.

28. Ibid., 26/9/11-12.
29. Ibid., 28/9/48-49.
30. Commentators stress the "birth" side, but the character clearly has both meanings

and the latter is necessary to account for Mencius' use of nature to refer to developed capaci-
ties which grow naturally in us.

31. This term is slightly misleading as a translation for zfcengrectify /jutility. I choose it to
underline the deliberate process component. I doubt that Xunzi thought of this as Bentham
would have, as a mathematical process, but more as Mozi did, as an objective measurement
generating a distinction.

32. Presumably these are the intentions of the sage-kings who set up the system of names
and the Dao containing them.

33. We must notice how far this moral conception is from Kantianism. The manipulative
nature of the shared Confucian and Mohist early conception of human motivation and society
mitigate any Kantian conception of individual dignity. Perhaps the slide to the ruler's perspec-
tive that we see in Xunzi is predictable given that initial conception of social psychology.

34. The Xunzi 83/22/10-11.
35. Ibid., 83/22/12.
36. Ibid., 83/22/12-14.
37. Ibid., 83/22/14.
38. Ibid., 83/22/14-15.
39. Ibid., 62/17/11-12.
40. Ibid., 62/17/12-13.
41. Ibid., 83/22/16.
42. Ibid., 83/22/16-17.
43. Ibid., 83/22/19-20.
44. Xunzi uses mingcoama"d rather than mmgname here. The sense of command is not

entirely inappropriate since the name giver is supposed to be the political authority and Xunzi
does take human authority over other animals to be natural. The name, rather than the senten-
tial imperative, is the bearer of prescriptive force. All idioms corresponding roughly to keeping
promises, telling the truth, and carrying out orders, refer to names. That focus shows the
degree to which Chinese treats the content of a command as implicit in the name (either
because accepted traditions are "built into" that name-role or because any native speaker
masters the name's imperatives intuitively). Xunzi attempts no solution to the problem that
stopped the Later Mohists: how does stringing names together guide people?

45. The Xunzi 83/22/21-22.
46. Ibid., 83/22/21-25.
47. Ibid., 83/22/25-84/22/27.
48. Graham 1978, pp. 471-73.
49. The Xunzi 84/22/27-28.
50. Xunzi's formulation could be improved. A thing may change its position as long as

the spatial positions it occupies are continuous, that is, form a coherent spatiotemporal history
of a single object. Of course, this "improvement" uses our conceptual scheme of individuals.
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Xunzi's more restrictive formulation shows his unfamiliarity with the concept of the individual
particular.

51. The Xunzi 84/22/28-29.
52. Ibid., 21/8/34-35.
53. Ibid., 84/22/29-34.
54. The latter must have seemed especially paradoxical because the character for plea-

sure, as observed above, is the character for music!
55. The text actually presents this paradox as Zhuangzi does, i.e., "Horse is not horse."

I follow Watson in identifying it as Kung-sun Lung's paradox, though one could justify in-
cluding it in Xunzi's third group if one followed Liang Chi-hung and parse it to read as the
Neo-Mohists' "ox-horse is not horse" (assuming it must be true for the same reason that "ox-
horse not ox"). But this makes only two paradoxes and Xunzi has been following a pattern of
clustering three examples.

56. Another temptation is to link it to the Later Mohist claim that we can not deny
denials. But that would not fit in Xunzi's classification. It has nothing to do with reality.

57. We are tempted to ad hoc explanations such as that some obscure version of the
character was written with an ox radical.

58. The Zhuangzi 92/33/33-34.
59. Graham (1989), p. 96.
60. The Zhuangzi 92/33/35-36.
61. I follow Graham in treating qing with a heart radical and with a language radical as

closely related. My theory of their relation, however, is slightly different. I suggest the differ-
ent radicals mark slight differences in emphases about what registers from reality. On the one
hand, it is an impression on the heart-akin to a feeling. On the other it is the linguistic class
the heart's parallel processor assigns the input before sending it to the CPU for program
control.

62. The Zhuangzi 92/33/26-27.
63. Ibid., 92/33/41.
64. The Xunzi 69/18/93-70/18/122.
65. Ibid., 69/18/102-3.
66. Graham's treatment of Xunzi's response is far more positive. He seems to regard the

appeal to the sage-king's usage as an appropriate starting place for a refutation of this blatantly
anticonventionalist position. See Graham (1989), p. 97.

67. The Xunzi 70/18/113-14.
68. Ibid., 85/22/55-56.
69. Ibid., 85/22/55-58 and 70/19/1.
70. Ibid., 85/22/59-60.
71. Ibid., 85/22/63.
72. Ibid., 85/22/63-64.
73. Ibid., 31/10/1. See also pp. 315-17. This might be another implicit attack on Mozi—

the attempt to have an only one standard dao.
74. Ibid., 85/22/64-65.
75. Ibid., 85/22/71-86/22/74.
76. Ibid., 86/22/75.
77. Ibid., 86/22/78-79.
78. Ibid., 86/22/79-80.
79. Ibid., 86/22/80.
80. Ibid., 86/22/83-84.
81. Ibid., 86/22/85-88.
82. See Munro (1969), pp. 77-81. Schwartz (1985, p. 292) dismisses this concern. He

argues the slogan is wholly consistent with the rest of Xunzi's thought.
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83. Schwartz (1985, p. 292) notes these objections, but clings to the accuracy of the
"human nature is evil" slogan in describing Xunzi's theory. Schwartz seems to accept the
Mencian argument that if goodness is not internal, then human nature is evil. If all that "hu-
man nature is evil" means is that human nature is not perfectly good, then I would agree. But
that is not what the English sentence means. If that is what the Chinese sentence says then the
standard translation is abysmally wrong!

84. We need not necessarily conclude anything about how it got into the text. I am most
persuaded by the theory that it is a partisan interpretative gloss designed to color the reading
of the argument. But I do not need any textual theory to justify my interpretive strategy. I
dismiss the slogan because it is misleading, especially in this comparative context. We may
confuse Xunzi's position with those common in Christian and Buddhist pessimism about orig-
inal sin and life as suffering. My experience is that the slogan induces English readers to
assume that Xunzi thought humans were naturally egoists or naturally cruel and vindictive.
Neither is true.

85. A Daoist primitivist has the same problem. If we can exist in perfect harmony and
happiness in language-free villages, why would language have started? Isn't there a natural
(presocial, nonconventional) inclination to invent language? If so, isn't inventing language as
good as other natural behaviors?

86. By hypothesis (one which Zhuangzi presumably would find unappealing) the correct
dao is one that produces order. This tempts us to respond, in Xunzi's style, that Confucians
are obsessed with order and don't appreciate the virtues of spontaneity and upheaval! So their
daos stress authority and control.

87. The Xunzi 78/21/5.
88. Ibid., 79/21/21-24.
89. The criticism is intelligible, but far from sound. Zhuangzi recognized the perspective

of humans but drew attention to all the other perspectives. He could be accused of imbalance
only on the assumption (which no doubt Xunzi makes) that the human perspective deserves
pride of place. Balance, for Xunzi, consists in preferring our species perspective over that of
other larger mammals.

90. The Xunzi 79/21/24-25.
91. Ibid., 79/21/26-27. zhouc<"a^KtKmive may be a deliberate ambiguity between what

Confucius admits (that he follows the Zhou in preference to the conventions of the Xia or
Shang). Xunzi seems to intend it here to be read as znOu':°'afrebCDSive.

92. Ibid., 79/21/29-30.
93. Ibid., 80/21/35-39.
94. Ibid., 80/21/39-41.
95. See especially Kurt Baier, The Moral Point of View.
96. The Xunzi 80/21/41-45.
97. Ibid., 80/21/44-47.

Chapter 10

1. Graham (1989), p. 269.
2. Hughes (1942), p. 254.
3. Schwartz (1985), p. 333.
4. This may be one of the few cases of someone's being executed in conformity with

Kant's categorical imperative. Han Feizi's teachings dictate Han Feizi's death. The emperor
who conquered China followed the philosopher's own instructions in executing him.

5. Commentators frequently praise the "rationality" and "logic" of self-proclaimed
realists who are cynically fond of cruelty. I see no reason to accord any such status unless
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they really are rational and consistent. On their face, pessimistic or cruelty-based assumptions
are no more realistic than their opposites. Idealized evil is just as idea-based as is idealized
good.

6. Graham (1989), p. 376.
7. John Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined, lecture 1, 1932.
8. See especially Creel (1970), p. 92.
9. See Schwartz (1985), p. 321, and Graham (1989), pp. 273-75. Graham says that

^jstandaid "contracfs toward what in Western terms is law; but even among those classed as
legalists it can include, for example, methods of regulating the bureaucracy." This is close to
my view, but I would deny that the term contracts. Since it is used for the entire range of
guiding standards, its meaning never changes at all for the/a/ia. Laws would be merely one
specimen of objective standards.

10. The book of the same name, The Guanzi is agreed to be a later compilation. How
much of it has some genuine basis in Guanzi's actual theories is controversial. However, given
the content, we have no reason to doubt that this case of fixing the reference of fa is anach-
ronistic since it is so close to Mozi's use. Further, we understand from independent sources
that Guanzi advocated both fa and li. The citation tends to disconfirm the meaning change
hypothesis even if it comes after Han Feizi. It shows then that before and after Han Feizi the
term was used of measurement standards, not penal laws.

11. Rickets (1985), p. 128.
12. TheXunzi 26/9/11-14.
13. Especially telling here is his statement that where fa (cultivated traditionalist scholar's

intuitions) are not available, one can use /e/
similari'y.

14. The Han Feizi, "Revealing Learning," ch. 50, SPPY 19:11B-12A
15. Tang 1975, vol. 1, p. 518.
16. Both Schwartz (1985, p. 322) and Bodde (1981, p. 175) identify xing as an early

term for penal codes.
17. See, for example, The Han Feizi, "Revealing Learning," ch. 50, SBBY 19:12B.
18. Bodde (1981), p. 175.
19. A classic argument for this criticism of utilitarian justification of law is Morris (1968).

See also my discussion in Hansen (1985).
20. There is an interesting coincidence that two recent, essentially pro-Confucian authors

(Schwartz 1985 and Ames 1987) depart from the Confucian orthodoxy in insisting that Con-
fucius was not really opposed to punishment. Both argue that Confucius thought punishment
was at least permissible. Schwartz attributes to Confucius the attitude that punishment is an
indispensable, albeit not the only indispensable, technique of social control. Ames (pp. 168-
76) argues that Confucius' argument against punishment merely shows a preference for edu-
cation over punishment. But, since Confucius is practical, he must realize that punishment is
necessary as a last resort. Both base their charitable attribution on their own assumption that
punishment is obviously necessary. The practical necessity of punishment is, at best, philo-
sophically controversial. Interpreters should not promiscuously attribute their biases to Con-
fucius. While I find Ames and Schwartz giving their arguments for why we must tolerate
punishment, I can't find Confucius giving any such arguments. All his arguments are against
it. Now, since I agree that punishment is stupid and indefensible, when I credit Confucius
with practical wisdom, I will say he has argued correctly. I agree fully with the argument in
the text and that is the end of the matter. Ames and Schwartz credit him with great practical
insight—like theirs. I credit him with practical insight—like mine. But the bottom line is that
the only arguments we find that clearly address the matter are directed against punishment.
What encourages Ames is that there are mentions of punishment without any argument. Ames
takes that as proof that Confucius tolerated punishment. But those passages show, at best, that
Confucius acknowledged the existence, not the permissibility of punishment. Obviously Con-
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fucius is aware of the existence of a practice of punishment and he has the term in his vocab-
ulary.

21. See Fung (1953 Bodde tr.), pp. 623-29.
22. On this conception of, what is sometimes called critical morality, no one, including

God, makes something morally right by saying "It is right." Moral laws, like scientific laws,
are hypotheses tested by reason, subject to rational revision when they lead to unacceptable
consequences.

23. See the excellent brief account in Mote (1971, p. 117) and the more extended account
in Hsiao (1979, ch. 6). Mencius tried to avoid calling these usurpers kings.

24. The Guanzi explanation of fa is relevant even if the book is later than Han Feizi. If
the inspiration is earlier, it shows the historical meaning of the term is linked to measurement
and if later, it shows that even after Han Feizi the term has not changed its meaning even
during the Qin and among quasi-legalist sources.

25. See Hsiao (1979), p. 334.
26. Hsiao (1979), p. 339-41.
27. The problem is to show how one can be both stoic and advocate abandonment of

knowledge and still be an authoritarian. Thompson (1979) argues that Fung Yu-lan's professed
confusion about this is cleared up when we reconstruct the fragments from Shendao. Even if
one accepts his impressive reconstruction of the text, it is not obvious that he has produced a
theory that clarifies the apparent theoretical conflict. Knowing that both halves of Shendao's
theories are both authentic does not solve the problem.

28. Translated and quoted in Creel (1960), p. 97.
29. Hurlee Creel establishes this emphasis in Legalist theory in Creel (1960), p. 104.
30. Schwartz (1985), pp. 331-32.
31. Hsiao (1979), p. 399.
32. Ibid.
33. The Han Feizi, "Revealing Learning," ch. 50.
34. This point follows Tang 1975, p. 507. He notes both a Zhuang zi and Xunzi ante-

cedent for this attitude in Han Feizi.
35. This is the general point of the Liu-fans'x R™™>s chapter.
36. The Han Feizi, SBBY 1/3/9A. This statement of frustration echoes Xunzi, of course,

and reinforces the perception that Han Feizi does not understand the analytic tradition.
37. The Han Feizi, "Revealing Learning," ch. 50. SBBY 19:9B.
38. Ibid., SBBY 19:10B.
39. See Tang (1975), p. 509.
40. Schwartz (1989), p. 332.
41. The Han Feizi, book 5, ch. 17 (Pi-AfciGuardin6 wilhin).
42. Schwartz (1985) makes this point very nicely, pp. 339-40. I have a small quibble,

however. I doubt that either Shendao or Han Feizi would view this conclusion as anything
more than a sociological constant. It is not that authority is inherently right. People do tend to
revere authority and the ruler wants to enhance and strengthen that impulse. That authority is
mystically rooted in dao itself is some kind of joke as applied to Shendao. For Shendao, that
only amounts to saying that ski happens!

43. The Han Feizi, "Ruler's Dao," ch. 5.
44. See Schwartz (1985), p. 337.
45. Also in "Ruler's Dao," ch. 5.
46. See, for example, the account in De Bary et. al. (1960), vol. 2, p. 112.
47. Schwartz cites the fact that the two handles of punishment and reward are clearly

part of shu'Mh°i in rebuttal of Creel's insistence that Shen Buhai was not a Legalist.
48. See ch. 43, Dingfa 17/6b/9-ll.
49. Chan (1963), p. 259.
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50. Adapted from Chan (1963), p. 257.
51. TheHanFeizi, "Five Vermin," ch. 45. SBBY 19:6B.
52. The Han Feizi, "Having Criteria," ch. 5. SBBY 2:3A.
53. Tang (1975) has most fully appreciated this point; see vol. 1, p. 518.
54. The Han Feizi, "Having Criteria," ch. 6. SBBY 2:1B.
55. The Han Feizi, "Having Criteria," ch. 6. SBBY 2:1B-2A.
56. The Han Feizi, "Having Criteria," ch. 6. SBBY 2:3B.
57. Tang (1975), vol. 1, p. 511.
58. Chan (1963), p. 254.
59. TheHanFeizi, "Mr. Ho," ch. 13. SBBY4:11B.
60. Chan (1963), p. 259. Substituting fa for "law."
61. Hsiao (1979), p. 398.
62. Chan (1963), p. 260.
63. Hsiao (1979), p. 400.
64. Hsiao (1979), p. 401.
65. Bodde (1981, pp. 179-80) cites this as an explicit distinction between li and fa. This

appears to read backwards from the assumption that the debate parallels the distinction between
natural and positive law, between law and morality. But, from the first, Confucius seemed to
be teaching from a Book of Rites and is supposed to have edited it. It is only on the assumption
that the li have an explicit formulation that the doctrine of rectification of names has any role
to play.

66. The Han Feizi, book 9, ch. 50(Xj'an-jtz«?exposing leami"s).
67. Tang's two hypotheses about the source of the commentary on the Laozi do not seem

mutually exclusive; I shall assume their joint plausibility. Han Feizi's reading of Laozi bridges
what could have been Han Feizi's youthful affinity for the dogmatic Xunzi's later posture. My
argument focuses solely on content, not on style or word frequency. I think authenticity tests
of the latter type could be devised, but the gross measures used at present (counting the
frequency of a word or compound) seem unreliable given what we know about editing, taboo-
ing, and so forth in the transmission of texts. The more appropriate tests of style would involve
grammatical complexity and types of complex sentences and frequency measures on these.

68. Graham (1989), p. 100.
69. Tang (1975), vol. 1, p. 527.
70. See Schwartz's discussion, (1985), p. 273. Schwartz, like Graham, regards this de-

velopment as informing Mencius more than Xunzi or Han Feizi. He links it with Song Xing
as the "discovery of subjectivity." Song Xing, however, states the problem. We all have
different perspectives. The discussion in The Guanzi purports to have discoverd a magical
solution. I can mystically produce a perspectiveless inner state of mind.

I follow Tang in seeing The Guanzi development as more important for the Xunzi wing.
He needs to motivate a notion of a biasfree receptor of an external, real dao. Mencius does
not want an empty or perspective free heart (except empty of distortion by language). I take
the difference between the absolutist Xunzi and Mencius to lie in Xunzi's view that the heart-
mind can unerringly perceive the external pattern of value. For Mencius it is less a matter of
perceiving it in things that of projecting it from one's intuition onto things.

71. See Tang's account, 1975, vol 1, p. 535.
72. TheHanFeizi, "Jielao." SBBY 6:3 A-B.
73. Ibid., 6:6A-B.
74. Ibid., 6:3A.
75. Ibid., 6:4B.
76. Ibid.
77. Ibid., 6:7B.
78. Ibid.,6:7B-8A.
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79. Ibid., 6:11 A.
80. TheXunzi 71/19/30-31.
81. TheHanFeizi, "Jielao." SBBY 6:8B.
82. Ibid., 6:11 A.
83. Tang 1975, pp. 506-7.
84. TheHanFeizi, "Jielao." SBBY 6:8B.
85. Ibid., 6:11A.
86. I sense this as the motive behind Alan Bloom's The Closing of the American Mind.

One cannot, of course, be sure of such motivational analyses.
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GLOSSARY OF CHINESE C H A R A C T E R S

ai love

ba overlord

bai-ma white-horse

bai white

bei perverse

ben originally

bi comparability, comparable

bi other, that, that:other

bi pen

blan discriminate, discriminating, discrimination dispute, distinction,
distinction-disputes distinguish.

bian divide

biao gnomen

hie distinguish, partial

bu neg, negation

bu-ke not assertable, not permissible

bu-ran not so

bu-zhi ignorance

chang constant

chen ministers

cheng accomplishment, complete, completion, fixed, success, successful

cheng sincerity

chu exit

ci phrase

ci this

da-dao great dao

dang hit on, hits, map onto, map onto it, maps onto things

dao discourse, way, doctrine, guide, guide-speak, guiding discourse, lead,
metaphysical absolute, path, prescriptive discourse, way:speak, ways of
discourse, prescriptive possible world histories

423
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daojia Daoists, way school

de virtuosity, power, virtue

di earth

ding fixed

duan point:edge

duo much/many

er and: yet

fajia Legalists, standardizes, standardizer school, standards school

faguan magistrates

fa law, measurable standards, measurement standard, model, objective
public standards, objective standards, standard, standard

fan opposite

fei disapprove:wrong:not-this, dissent, is not, not this:wrong, not the one
in question, not, not-this, rejects, that's not, wrong

fen divisions

gu in itself, inherent, inherent way things are, the way things inherently
are, therefore

guan input pipes

guan observe

gui-jian noble-base

gui ghosts

guo surpasses

hai harm

he combined

hen very

hua change, changed

Huang-lao Yellow Emperor-Laozi

yi different

yi intent, intention

yi moral, moralities, morality

yi use, with regard to, with

/ Jing, Book of Changes

jia schools-families

jia-dao bogus ways

jian-ai universal love

jian illicit
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jian total, universal, whole

jiao manifestations

jiaoyu teaching-nourishing

Jle-lao explaining-Laozi

ji how many

jie contact

jin advances

jing canons

ju pick out, picking out, picking-out

ju sentence

juan roll

jun superior

junzi gentleman, superior man

ke acceptable, admissible, appropriate, assertability, assertable, can-be,
permissibility, permissibly predicable, may

kelbu-ke acceptable/unacceptable

kuang-ju wild picking-out

Kungzi master Confucius

lei classes, similarity, similarity classes, similars

li benefit, profit, utility

li ceremonial vessel, sacrificial vessel

li clever

li convention, etiquette, propriety, rites, ritual/propriety, ritual, ritual
behavior

li guiding tendency, principle, pattern

li road

li-hai benefit-harm

li-i ritual morality

Hang two

ling commands

Liu-fan Six Reversals

lii deliberation

lii laws, regulations

Lun-yu Analects, discussion words

lun human-relations discourse
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lun theories

ma horse

mao description

miao mysteries

ming bright, clarity, clear, enlightenment, illumination, understand,
understanding

ming command, command:name:fate, commands, fate, fate:mandate, fated
length of life, mandate, name-command, to name:command:fate

ming name, nameirank, name:status, rank, terms, words

Mo Mohist

mu mother

Nan-yan difficult-language

Nei-ye inner discipline

neng ability

niu ox

pi teams

ping tranquillity

pu simplicity

qi breath, life-force, material force

qi its

qiao cleverness

qing feeling-reality, feelings, feelings-reality, reality, response, reality
registers, reality, reality feedback

qing language responses

qu choose, select

quan weighing

ran so

ren-i benevolence-morality

ren-xin human-mind

ren-zheng benevolent-administration

ren benevolence, benevolent, humane, humanity

ren human, humans, people

Ru-Mo Confucian-Mohist

ru be like

Ru Confucian

shang-tong agreement upward, agreement with the superior
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shan good

shoo few/little

shen spirits, spiritual energy

shen forest

sheng birth, birth:growth, life

sheng divine

sheng-ming life

shi affairs, social affairs

ski assent, is, right, that's it, this, this:right, this:right:assent:is

shi beginning

shi charisma, circumstance, situation authority, situation, situational
authority, situationalism

shi reality, stuff

shi scholar-knight

shi-bi this-other

shi-fei it-not it, right-wrong, this-not this, this:right-not this:wrong

shu art, method, statecraft, techniques

shuo explanation,

shu reciprocity

si-qu particular-twisting, private distortions

si-xing private behavior

su custom

ti part, parts, unit

ti-jian part-whole

tian heaven, heaven:nature, natural, nature/heaven, nature, nature's

tian di heaven-earth, the world

tian-dao natural-way

tianguan heavenly pipes

tian-ming fate, heavenly mandate, mandate of heaven, natural naming

tian xia the world, all under Heaven

tian-zhi natural will, natural intent

tian-zi natural master

tianzhu lord of heaven

tong alike, same

tong communicate
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tong-i similar-different

wan ten thousand

wan-wu the myriad things

wei artifice

wei call

wei deeming, deems, deems:makes, do:deem, do:deem:make:for the sake
of, for-the-sake-of

wei-wo for me

wen language, literature, literature:decoration

wo I, I:me, myself

wu-ming lack names

wu-wei non-action, lacks-deem:do, non-deeming

wu-yu lack desires

wu dance

wu five

wu lack, lacking, lacks, non-being, not exist

wu martial dance, martial

wu object, objects, thing-kind, thing, thing-kinds

Xian-xue exposing learning

xiao filial piety, filiality

xiaoren lesser person, lesser man

xin heart, heart-mind

xin trust

xing conduct, perform, proceed, walk

xing nature

xing punishment

xing-ming punish-name, punishment-name, shape-name

xiou shame

xu empty

xuan dark

yan language, language:words, words:language:doctrine

yang qi dominant ether

ye assertion particle

yin-shi conforming j/u'-ing

you also

428
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you exist, have, have:being, having

you-ming having names

you-wu being-non-being

you yu having desires

yu fish

yu in

yu desires

yue music

Yu-lao illuminating Laozi

ze then

zhang elder

zhe one who, that-which

zheng administering, coercion, governing, regulates, regulating,
administrative measures

zheng rectifies, rectify

zhi 's, it/it's, it

zhi commit, grasp

zhi intelligence, intuitive knowledge, know, know-how, know-how-to,
know-to, knowing, knowledge

zhi point to, point, pointing, finger-point

zhi regulations

zhi will

zhi wisdom

zhi-dao know the way to, know-way

zhi-luan order-disorder

zhong center

zhong crowd

zhong loyalty

zhou comprehensive

zi character

zi master

zi-nii son-daughter

ziran of-themselves, naturally, self-so
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Language (continued) compound terms, 49, 239, 244-59, 263, 327,
indexicals, 211, 243, 262, 270, 282-86, 291, 330, 378n.8, 405n.9

300, 338, 406n.22, 411n.55 epistemology, 252-54, 321, 405n.l4,
Indo-European v. Chinese, 14-19, 25-30, 33- 407nn.39,42, 408nn.46,51

54, 74-75, 85, 93, 139-41, 149-50, 203, ethics, 247-49, 392n.75
218, 228, 237, 256, 258, 298, 329, 378n.2 logic, 190-93, 238, 249-51, 254-57, 389n.30,

inflection, 21, 42-46, 256, 407n.33 396n.l5
phonemics or phonetics, 24, 34-37, 41-45, pragmatic focus, 233, 238-42, 410n.26,

378n.2 415n.44
picture theory of, 3-4, 16, 19-21, 24, 37-38, rectifying names, 241, 243, 247, 249-51, 256-

53, 105-6, 118, 148, 281, 326. See also 57
Language, declarative function semantic realism, 233-35, 239-43, 247-49,

prescriptive function of, 21, 51-52, 103, 115- 251-56, 391n.61, 402n.29, 406nn. 16,22,23,
16, 141, 206-10, 215-16, 248, 256, 283, 407n.38, 409n.l5
350-52, 387n.69, 389n.31, 415n.44. See textual problems, 235-38
also Language, function of TV"" and ;Ya«wholc, 50, 240-48, 262-63, 328,

sentences and sententials, absence of, 2-4, 16- 409n.60
21, 40-53, 75-76, 93, 103-6, 115-17, 122, white horse paradox, 243-47, 250, 258-59,
126, 139-49, 235, 239-41, 251-56, 298, 327, 408n.51
323, 326, 349-50, 378n.8, 389n.30, Xunzi, relation to, 308, 313, 317, 323, 332,
390n.52, 402n.29, 405nn.4,9, 406n.20, 342, 415n.44, 416n.56
407n.33, 415n.44 Zhuangzi relation to, 271, 264, 267, 270, 281

skepticism of, 4, 16, 40, 51, 92-3, 218-27, Law. See also Faaaai°"Ss

235, 272, 284-85, 292-96, 329, 372, advocacy in, 53, 59
387n.75, 396n.22, 399n.48, 402n.23, Confucian opposition to, 59, 61, 64-65, 74,
404nn.38,39 134, 354-56, 381n.31, 414n.7

theory of. See individual authors; Interpretation; interpretive problem, 64—65, 355, 396n.22
classical Chinese theories of; Semantics morality and, 65, 346, 350, 355-56, 382n.38,

tonality, 33, 40-41, 384n.51, 402n.22 384n.53, 401n.l2, 414n.7, 420n.65
transmission of, 41, 57-80, 104-8, 172, 185, and punishment, 61, 64-65, 132-34, 346,

233, 288, 316, 319-21, 355-56, 370, 349-60, 367-69, 376
382n.32, 414n.9, 420n.67 scientific or natural, 61, 122, 132-33, 247,

Laozi 346, 349-50, 387n.76, 419n.22
being and non-being, 219—24, 261, 332 syntactic notion, absence of, 356, 349-50, 354,
constancy and inconstancy, 216-30, 254 356, 418nn.9,10
on desire, 212-14, 217, 220-22, 235, 271, Western theory of, 65, 69, 133-34, 346, 349-

315, 331-34 58, 364, 367, 369-70, 382nn.37,38,
influences, 233, 254, 269, 331-34, 360, 371, 418n.l9, 420n.65

401n.l2, 411n.55 Lel-»mii«ityj 240-43, 317-20, 406n.30, 415n.27,
interpretation problems, 10, 26-27, 195-204, 418n.l3

208-10, 225, 228, 269, 360, 371-73, Legalist, 3-7, 11, 13, 28, 308, 313, 344-48,
404n.39, 409n.l6 356-58, 365, 368-69, 376, 396n.l9,

on knowledge, negative and mystical, 127, 418n.9, 419nn.24,27,29,47. See also
206-11, 219, 223-26, 230, 254, 342, 351, Faji(fM**t^ Guanzi; Han Feizi; Shang
357, 360, 370-74 Yang; Shen Buhai

life and historicity, 210-11 Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 166
meaning of dao"*i in, 12-15, 96, 103-10, 195, Lewis, David, 377n.ll, 383n.40

204-8, 401n.ll, 402n.20 Li*""6', 13, 36, 97, 108, 113-22, 131-35, 159,
political theory, 203-4, 223-26, 322, 360, 170, 248, 254, 307, 321, 361, 371, 373. See

371, 400n.6, 402n.23, 413n.6 also Haihm°
primitive Daoism in, 195, 202-3, 209, 227-30, Z,/euidin« le"denc>, 373-74

235-42, 263-67, 272-74, 285, 321, 333 Li"""", 36. See also Convention
reversal of opposites, 18, 211, 222-26, 230, Confucius on, 58-59, 62-93, 378n.4,

235, 242, 283, 294, 339, 361 383nn.43,45, 384n.52, 386nn.58,67, 392n.81
on sensation, 226 Daoism on, 205-6, 294
text author, 200-204. See also Daode-Jing Han Feizi on, 344, 348, 350, 354, 355, 357,
theory of language, 211-22, 254, 271, 274, 361, 366, 370, 372-73

404n.39 Mencius on, 153, 155, 163-66, 171-74, 177-
wu-wei"""-*"™ slogan, 213-14, 223, 230, 294, 80, 184, 185, 187, 396n,17

302, 359, 363 Mozi on, 97, 101, 129, 131, 136, 258, 389n.35
Later Mohists. See also Mohism Xunzi on, 309, 311-18, 337-39, 415n.27

Wartdis"nction, 235-39, 242, 250-53, 262 Lisi, 308, 344, 350
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Locke, John, 132, 239 logic. See Logic, Mencius' use of analogy
Logic mission, 157—62

Chinese logic, 7-9, 96, 118-20, 138, 186, moral psychology, 162-88, 194, 391n.64,
233, 238, 242, 246, 250-60, 275 397n.27, 399n.53, 417n.83

Daoism and logic, 119, 202, 220, 265, 267, normative theory, lack of, 129, 153-54, 162-
270, 273, 275-76, 279, 280, 286, 404n.39, 63, 168-74, 176-88, 194, 386n.67,
410n.31 396n.22, 397nn.27,31, 398nn.33,41,

excluded middle, law of, 242, 291 399n.56
in language analysis and interpretation, 8-10, plant analogy, the, 174-79, 397n.26

17-19, 34, 37-39, 42-44, 49, 57, 69, 75, political theory, 157-60, 174, 194, 391n.69,
88, 143, 198-201, 216, 260, 270, 276 398n.42, 413n.6
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45-46, 76, 96, 189-90, 201-8, 215-17, absolute interpretation; Later Mohists,
252, 260, 276, 346-50, 378n.8, 390n.55, semantic realism
392n.85, 406n.l4 relativism, 4, 46-51, 54, 80-82, 87-92, 109,

problems of. See Interpretation 124, 133, 166, 177-82, 220, 233-35, 239-
Western theory contrasts, 8, 16-19, 39-40, 45, 42, 247, 262-64, 268-69, 283-86, 289-90,
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Measurement, 47-48, 99-103, 109, 120-24, and relativism in
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243-44, 247-48, 255, 292, 299, 330, 342, metaphysical structure, 16-17, 43, 46-51,
347-49, 359, 362, 364-67, 374, 407n.43, 219, 228, 244-45, 328, 329-30, 407n.33,
415n.30, 418n.lO, 419n.24. See also 408nn.51,52, 415n.50
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Mencius (Mengzi) M/ngcomm«nd:faK:mandate; 32> 63 i05> 116 J22, 156,
heart-mind, theory of, 79, 153-95, 203, 208, 159, 162, 181, 220, 392n.85, 415n.44

229, 248, 278, 339, 342-43, 398n.37, Mmgna™, 3-4, 21, 49, 66, 104, 116-18, 122,
420n.70 126, 215-22, 316, 331, 345, 349, 365-66,

historical influence, 71, 97, 153-63, 169, 172, 415n.44
189-90, 193-94, 308-9, 390n.48, Model emulation, 61-75, 80, 84-85, 87, 101-7,
395nn.ll,16, 397nn.23,25, 397n.31, 114-15, 130-38, 147, 149, 156, 159-64,
398n.41, 398nn.33,41, 399n.56, 408n.46, 177, 209, 212, 217, 321, 338, 347-49, 362
413n.4 63, 385n.57, 391n.69, 397n.25

innatism and intuitionism, 154-59, 170-88, Monism, 391n.67, 413n.4, 414n.7, 415n.33. See
193, 195, 205, 380nn. 16,21,22, 385n.58, also Later Mohists; Mozi
398n.31, 415n.30, 420n.70 centrality to Chinese thought, 1-4, 313, 323,

language, view of, 154-55, 157, 161, 163, 331-36
173, 183-88, 190, 195, 382n.34, 390n.44, Mencius interaction with, 154-56, 169-73,
396n.22, 408n.50 181-93, 397n.24, 398n.33
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Mohism (continued) Western comparisons, 132-33, 138-48
orthodox treatment, 11-13 Munro, Donald, 377n.3, 381n.25, 416n.82

/fH_jf0confiicun-Moi>isi model (Daoist treatment), Mysticism, 2, 7, 26-27, 87, 172-75, 193-96,
154-56, 201-5, 216-17, 267, 271, 280-81, 203-4, 208, 214-15, 221-23, 226-30, 235,
351-52, 360-69 265-72, 284-93, 300, 310, 313, 342, 371-

Moore, G. E., 125 72, 402n.25, 404n.38, 409n.l6, 410n.l9,
Morris, Herbert, 418n.l9 419n.42, 420n.70
Mozi

foiandlsli"CIions, 96, 104, 116-20, 128, 147-48, Names, See also Ming™™5; Language; individual
154-56, 166, 185-86, 212, 220, 324, philosophers
391n.60, 407n.43 rectifying, 20, 159, 177, 181, 205, 216-17,

constancy, 100, 110-15, 127, 166, 216-18, 348, 354-55, 359, 365, 382n.35, 387n.75,
311 389n.34, 394n.88, 408n.50, 420n.65. See

fact and value, 21, 106, 113-16, 119, 125-28, also Confucius; Language; Later Mohists;
135, 139, 141, 147, 391n.62 Ming"""*; Mozi; Xunzi

human malleability—instilling daos"*ys, 100- Neo-Confucianism, 5, 7, 11, 14-15, 28-29, 96,
106, 113, 116, 118-19, 126-27, 150, 164, 173, 195, 200-204, 236-37, 264-67,
166, 186, 234, 397n.25, 398n.31, 401n.l2, 377n.3, 380n.l6, 396n.l6, 397n.31,
416n.73 399nn.54,55,56, 408n.46. See also

interpretive issues, 95-98, 114-16, 120, 132, Interpretation, ruling theory of; Wang Yang-
139-43, 389n.35 ming; Zhuxi

language, theory of, 96-97, 101-3, 117-18, Neo-Mohism. See Later Mohism
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